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ABSTRACT
The boundary strata of the Jurassic and Cretaceous systems (?late
Oxfordian - Hauterivian) of the Aklavik Range, Northwest Territories, contain
abundant and diverse palynofloras.

Comparison of taxa encountered with those

previously described proved difficult owing to the confused state of
Mesozoic miospore taxonomy; thus detailed reviews of many miospores groups
had to be undertaken.

Two new genera (Obscuritriletes and Globiporites)

and five new species (Sculptisporis hamulatus, Roaalskaisoorites agmohalos,
Retitriletes aklavikensis, Retitriletes quasitrabeculatus and Saxetia
skolix) are proposed; 9 new names, 167 new combination;, 32 generic
emendations and 36 specific emendations are proposed and 7 subgenera are
raised to full generic rank.

In addition, synonymies are presented for

all taxa described.
Many new forms of miospores appear in the Late Jurassic and earliest
Cretaceous; these have great potential for biostratigraphic correlation,
especially if the effects of evolutionary and ecological factors can be differentiated.

A preliminary zonation is proposed which permits the marine and

nonmarine strata of England to be correlated with the predominantly marine strata
from the Aklavik Range.

The following zones and subzones are recognized:

Neoraistrickia truncata Interval Biozone (Late Oxfordian - early Late
Kimmeridgian); Obscuritriletes vectensis Interval Sub-biozone (Early to
early Late Kimmeridgian); Cicatricosisporites abacus Interval Biozone
(Late Kimmeridgian to latest Portlandian); Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis
Interval Biozone (latest Portlandian - ?Early Hauterivian); Pilosisporites
delicatulus Range Sub-biozone (Late Brriasian to Early Valanginian).

iv

The diverse palynofloras obtained attest to a mild, humid
climate for the area of the Aklavik Panae during Late Jurassic - Early
Cretaceous times, despite its high northern palaeolatitude.
'Palaeopacific' Ocean and its associated seaways

The

evidently were

sufficiently warm to induce ample precipitation over the cooler adjacent
landmass during the long winters; the short summers were perhaps relatively
dry.

Classopollis-bearing Cheirolepidacean plants probably existed in a

shoreline habitat.

The coastal lowlands and maritime uplands were

dominated by ferns and lycopods, with significant bryophyte floras in
moister places; some conifers and possibly ginkgos, bennettitaleans and
cycads also may have occurred in coastal areas.

The vegetation of the

dryer hinterland probably was dominated by pinaceans and other conifers.
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PART 1

INTRODUCTORY CHAPTERS

- 2

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

In the development of stratigraphy and in the growth
of the Phanerozoic time scale, macrofossils were necessarily of
fundamental importance.

Even today, such fossils remain the primary

basis for recognizing the subdivisions of the Phanerozoic.

However,

with the development of more sophisticated and powerful microscopes,
and because of the need in petroleum exploration for a more
comprehensive approach to stratigraphy, microfossils have become
increasingly important in corroborating and supplementing the information
obtained from macrofossils.

The widespread presence of microfossils

in sedimentary rocks from all Phanerozoic systems (and even from the
Precambrian), commonly in vast numbers, makes them especially helpful
in unravelling stratigraphic problems.
Among the branches of micropalaeontology, palynology is one
of the youngest, at least in its widespread application.

The term

'palynology', coined by Hyde and Williams (fide Cranwell in Kremp, 1968,
p.111), is derived from the Greek words paluno (to strew or sprinkle -in reference to the manner of preserving and presenting palynological
residues on microscope slides) and logia (the science of knowledge of).
It was intended to replace the more awkward and somewhat confining term
'pollen analysis', which, according to Hyde (1944, p.146), had "been
employed to cover the whole field of recent palaeobotanical research
centering on plant spores."

The field of palynology has subsequently

- 3

come to encompass the study of all organic-walled microfossils,
including dinoflagellates, acritarchs and chitinozoa, as well as both
fossil and recent spores.

Palynology has proven itself to be a potent

biostratigraphical tool.

One of its greatest assets lies in the number

of potentially recoverable specimens;

organic-walled microfossils are

perhaps more abundant in terms of absolute numbers of specimens than
any other group of microfossils; there are commonly thousands of specimens

per gram of sedimentary rock.
The present study involves principally the systematic

description and biostratigraphical analysis of assemblages of dispersed
spores and pollen (i.e. spores and pollen which have become segregated
from the parent plants and their reproductive structures; those found
in association with their parent plants, or parts thereof, are referred
to as in situ spores and pollen).

The material examined comes from

the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary beds of the Aklavik Range in the
eastern Richardson Mountains, which are west of the Mackenzie River
Delta in the Northwest Territories (see Text-Figure 1-1 and 1-2).

A total of

132 samples were prepared; these were derived from 10 individual sections,
which together form a composite section through the Husky Formation,
Lower sandstone division and Coal-bearing division (?upper Oxfordian/
Lower Kimmeridgian to Hauterivian).

Nine of these sequences were

collected by Dr. W.W. Brideaux in 1975 under the auspices of the
Geological Survey of Canada; samples from the remaining section were
collected by

S.F. Fowler of the University of Saskatchewan during the

summer of 1979.
At the outset of this project, the emphasis was intended to
be placed on the biostratigraphical analysis of the pollen and spore
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assemblages.

Amongst palynologists it is widely held that the pollen

and spores of the mid -Mesozoic are not in general as useful biostratigraphically as their counterparts of other times during the Phanerozoic,
or as the coeval organic-walled microplankton.

This belief largely

reflects the simple morphology and conservative evolution of mid -Mesozoic
spores and pollen.

It was hoped, nevertheless, that careful analysis

of the assemblages might yield some useful biostratigraphical data.
It became apparent, however, that the literature to date
treating Mesozoic spores and pollen, although plentiful, is exceedingly
difficult to use effectively.

This is largely due to the establishment

of an overabundance of names and a dearth of clear descriptions and
illustrations.

It is certainly true that the same difficulties have

beset many groups of fossil or living organisms at one time or other,
but the problem seems to be especially acute for Mesozoic spores and
pollen.

Indeed, two prominent palynologists bemoaned the situation over

a decade ago.

Hughes (1969, p.323) remarked that "better resolution

[in the biostratigraphical use of Jurassic and Early Cretaceous spores
and pollen] is at present prevented by the insufficient standard of most
published taxonomic work".

At the same time, Schopf (1969, p.51) felt

compelled to state, in a more general context, that "Certainly it seems
we need more facts and can do with fewer names".
Since these authors wrote, the situation has not improved.
Many writers have been concerned with local distributions for stratigraphic purposes without proper consideration of all available literature.
This is perhaps to some extent understandable on account of the widespread nature of the literature, the pressures usually involved in
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industrial (and sometimes even academic) palynological work, and the
overall lack of 'compendia-type' works for spores and pollen comparable
to those which Lentin and Williams (1973, 1977, 1981) and Stover and
Evitt (1978) have produced for the dinoflagellates. (The genera file
of Jansonius and Hills, 1976 and supplements, is an exception, and has
been a great boon to the present work.)
An important aspect of this work, then, became the compilation
of a card-file for the genera and species of Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous pollen and spores, including a cross-referencing of synonyms.
This file has aided the writer considerably in reviewing the morphological
circumscriptions of genera and species, in facilitating the comparison
of similar taxa, and in assessing the stratigraphic and geographic
distribution of species.
The systematic treatment of the fossils, therefore, came to be
of special importance in the present study.

I firmly believe

that a full and careful systematic description and classification of
dispersed spores and pollen can lead only to an improvement of their
usefulness in disciplines such as biostratigraphy and palaeoecology.
Even if pollen and spores are not as useful at certain stratigraphical levels as some other groups of microfossils, they are worth
describing concisely and accurately for at least the following two reasons:
firstly, they are the only widespread fossils that can be used in both
marine and nonmarine deposits -- they can at least give general correlations, sometimes where no other evidence is available; secondly, and perhaps
more importantly, dispersed pollen and spores furnish our most widespread
and voluminous evidence of past floras; for this reason alone, they are
surely worth describing and understanding well.

The principal aims of this project are to describe systematically
the miospore assemblages present in the sections examined; to date the
strata on the basis of the miospores; to compare the miospore datings
with those obtained in macrofossil studies on the same sequence; and to
determine the environments represented by the palynofloras.
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Chapter II

GENERAL STRATIGRAPHY AND PALAEOGEOGRAPHY

Introduction
Yukon Territory and the District of Mackenzie have received
intensive geological study during the past two decades, the principal
impetus for this activity being the prospect of hydrocarbon discoveries.
Much basic research, therefore, has been carried out by petroleum
companies, but the voluminous information obtained by them remains
largely unpublished.

However, major projects in the region have been

undertaken by the Geological Survey of Canada, and publications by
their officers, notably J.A. Jeletzky and F.G. Young, have provided the
basic information for the compilation that follows.

In this chapter,

the character of the lithostratigraphic units pertinent to this work is
outlined, their ages based on macrofossil evidence are indicated, and
the general palaeogeographic and tectonic framework of the study area is
introduced.

More detailed biostratigraphic and palaeogeographic informa-

tion, incorporating results and observations from this study, are given
in Part III.

Palaeogeographic and Tectonic Framework
The principal tectonic/topographic features of North America
at about the time of the Jurassic - Cretaceous transition are shown in
Text-Figure 2-1.

Seas were mostly marginal to North America at this
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Text-Figure 2-1:

Map showing the general distribution of land and
sea in North America during latest Jurassic and
earliest Cretaceous times. Land areas are stippled.
1 - Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin; 2 - Sverdrup Basin;
3 - Peace River Basin. Adapted from various sources,
notably Jeletzky (1973, text-figure 1).
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time; thus the area of northern Yukon and northwestern Mackenzie
constitutes one of the few locations on this continent where essentially
continuous marine strata have been found across the system boundary.
It should be noted that the situation along the western margin of North
America, as shown in Text-Figure 2-1 , is liable to be greatly oversimplified
owing to the recently discovered fact that much of the Western Cordillera
is composed of a number of allochthonous terranes (see Coney et al., 1980);
during the mid- to late Mesozoic many of these probably still constituted
'microplates' in the eastern 'Palaeopacific'.
Recently two works have been published in which the authors
have attempted an overview of the palaeogeography and depositional
tectonics of the Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous strata of northern Yukon
and northwestern District of Mackenzie.
The first of these works to appear was that by Jeletzky (1975).
He envisaged a structural and topographical depression, the Porcupine
Plain - Richardson Mountain Marine Trough (this name hereafter abbreviated to
'P.R. Trough l), which extended from the area of the present day Porcupine
and Eagle Plains northwards to the area of north-central Yukon and beyond
(presumably in this direction opening into the coeval ocean basin).

Text-

Figure 2-2 shows the extent of this depression and adjacent features
during the Valanginian, as visualized by Jeletzky.

Flanking the

P.R. Trough were the Keele - Old Crow Landmass to the west and the Peel
Landmass to the east.

West of the area of the present day central

Richardson Mountains was an east -west trending, structurally and
topographically positive feature, which was expressed as the Dave Lord
Uplift on the Keele - Old Crow Landmass and as the Rat Uplift on the
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Text-Figure 2-2:
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r•

Generalized map showing the principal tectonic elements of northern Yukon and
adjacent parts of the District of Mackenzie during the time of deposition of
the White sandstone member, according to Jeletzky. 1 = Dave Lord Uplift; 2 =
Rat Uplift; 3 = Cache Creek Uplift; 4 = Canoe Depression; P.R. Trough = PorcAdapted from Jeletzky (1975,
upine Plain-Richardson Mountains Marine Trough.
text-figure 12).

Peel Landmass; the P.R. Trough was relatively narrow between these.
Jeletzky also recognized a second trough, the Canoe Depression, which
developed during Valanginian times in the area of the present day
northern Aklavik Range.

It was separated from the P.R. Trough by the

structurally and topographically positive Cache Creek Uplift.
The second interpretation of palaeogeography and depositional
tectonics of the region is that of Young et al. (1976).

Whereas

Jeletzky (1975) had restricted his discussion to the Jurassic and Lower
Cretaceous of north-central Yukon and the neighbouring area of the
District of Mackenzie, Young et al. took a broader view and discussed

the Mesozoic and Cenozoic of northern Yukon, northwestern Mackenzie
and the adjacent part of the Beaufort Shelf (Text-Figure 2-3).

They

envisaged a basin, the Beaufort - Mackenzie Basin, which they described
as a "...pericratonic...structural depression resulting from extensional
and wrench tectonics near the continental margin...".

In terms of

modern geography, their Beaufort - Mackenzie Basin underlies the northern

Richardson Mountains and Yukon Coastal Plain, the Mackenzie Delta, part
of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and the adjacent offshore region of the
Beaufort Sea.

The basin is structurally enclosed by the continental

Interior Platform to the east, the Cordilleran Orogen to the west and
south, and the Arctic Ocean basin to the north.

According to Young

et al. (op.cit., p.1):
Sedimentation began [in the Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin]
approximately 200 million years ago (Late Triassic) and
continues at present in the active area of the Mackenzie
Delta. The basin fill consists predominantly of clastic
terrigenous rocks which display an evolution of classical
geosynclinal character. These include an epicontinental
phase at the base of the sequence, followed by a syntectonic
flyschoid phase..., and then completed by a long lived
molassic phase... .
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These three phases of sedimentation were first recognized by Young
(1973).
That part of the stratigraphic history of the area which is
of relevance to the present work (Late Oxfordian to Hauterivian) is
completely encompassed within Young's epicontinental phase.

The tectonic

elements which were active during this phase were described by Young
et al. (1976) and are here illustrated in Text-Figure 2-3.
Young et al. located the Keele - Old Crow and Peel Landmasses
in approximately the same positions as Jeletzky (1975) had visualised.
On the western flanks of the Peel Landmass were various tectonically
active elements.

There were the Eagle Arch, the Rat High (corresponding

to Jeletzky's Rat Uplift) and the Eskimo Lakes Arch; these three,
together with the Cache Creek High, are collectively referred to as the
Aklavik Arch Complex.
Between the Keele - Old Crow and Peel Landmasses was a complex
of troughs, which constituted primary elements of the Beaufort - Mackenzie
Basin.

Situated to the east of the Keele - Old Crow Landmass was the

Blow Trough, which underlay a large part of the area of modern northeastern Yukon.

The Vittrekwa Embayment was a re-entrant of the Blow

Trough, which penetrated the Peel Landmass between the Rat High and the
Eagle Arch.

Extending towards the southwest from the area of Porcupine

Plain was the relatively narrow Keele - Kandik Trough, which probably
connected the Blow Trough with the coeval Kandik Trough of Alaska.
To the west of the Eskimo Lakes Arch, and trending approximately in the same direction as it, was the Kugmallit Trough; this
underlay much of the area of the present southern Mackenzie Delta.

- 15 -

Separating the Blow and Kugmallit Troughs was the structurally positive
Cache Creek High.

(The Cache Creek High corresponds to Jeletzky's

Cache Creek Uplift and the Kugmallit Trough corresponds, at least in
its southern part, to Jeletzky's Canoe Depression.)
The Kaltag - Blow Fault Zone (apparently also referred to by
Young et al., 1976, as the Rapid Fault Array) is situated in the
western part of the Blow Trough; it consists of a bundle of north-south
trending faults along which there has been "substantial vertical and
probable right lateral separation."

Young et al. stressed that this

feature had played a major role in the Upper Jurassic - Lower Cretaceous
stratigraphy of the region, but from their discussion it is evident
that the timing of the main activity of this fault complex, the nature

and extent of the displacements along it
tion

and its effects on sedimenta-

are still poorly understood.
When the models of Jeletzky (1975) and Young et al. (1976)
••••m•

are compared, many features common to both are apparent; indeed several have

been noted above.

Both propose a central trough or trough-complex

bordered to the east and west by landmasses.

The northern part of

Jeletzky's P.R. Trough and the Blow Trough of Young et al. are clearly
comparable features.

However, Jeletzky emphasized the development of

the Dave Lord Uplift on the Keele - Old Crow Landmass, whereas Young
et al. did not mention such a feature.
An even more important difference between these two concepts
occurs in the area of the present day Eagle Plain.

There, Young et al.

placed the tectonically positive Eagle Arch, whereas Jeletzky extended
his P.R. Trough southwards across this area.

Young (1975, p.309)
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reported that "As evidence for [his] interpretation he [i.e. Jeletzky]
cited the presence of a thick, basinal Jurassic sequence in the lower
part of the Molar YT P-34 borehole [in the Eagle Plain] that was documented
by Charnney (in Norford et al., 1971)."
In a detailed reconsideration of rocks from Molar YT P-34,
Young (1975) reinterpreted the sequence as comprising a thick sequence
of Devonian Imperial Formation and a relatively thin sequence of Jurassic
and Cretaceous rocks.

He demonstrated convincingly the presence of

petrographic and lithological distinctions between the sandstones of
the Imperial Formation and those of the Mesozoic in the borehole.
Observations from material in Molar YT P-34 were supported by outcrop
studies, where palaeontological criteria reinforce the petrographic and
lithological evidence.

Young (op. cit., p.309) contended that "Chamney's

dating of the lowest interval [i.e. the substantial thickness of rock
that Young believed to be of Devonian age] may be explained as due to
cavings and recirculation of Jurassic cuttings into the lower depths of
the borehole."

Lithostratigraphic Units
General Remarks:

The following descriptions of the lithological

units in the Aklavik Range, and their biostratigraphy, have been synthesized
from the suite of publications by Jeletzky (1958, 1960, 1961a,b, 1963, 1964,
1967, 1971a,b,c, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975).

The relationship of these units

to biostratigraphical zonations of both the Richardson Mountains and
western Europe is shown in Table 23-1 (p. 591

herein).

Apart from the

Husky Formation, none of the units described have yet been formally defined
or named.
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Husky Formation:

The Husky Formation consists of 250-400m

predominantly dark-coloured shales and siltstones.

Molluscan faunas

indicate for it a ?Late Oxfordian/Early Kimmeridgian to mid-Berriasian
age.

It is divisible into four informally defined members; these are,

in ascending order, the Lower member, the Arenaceous member, the
Red -weathering shale member, and the Upper member.
The Lower member comprises 200-250m

of soft shale and

siltstone containing numerous clay-ironstone concretions; minor intercalations of coarser material and pods of Buchia coquina also occur.
base of the Lower member is always sharp and uneven.

The

The Lower member is

?Late Oxfordian/Early Kimmeridgian to Portlandian in age.
The Arenaceous member is composed of 12-36m of fine to (rarely)
coarse-grained sandstones, with sandy siltstone and some shale.

upper 1-2m are glauconitic.
gradational.

The

The contact with the Lower member is

The Arenaceous member is Late Kimmeridgian in age.

The Red -weathering shale member comprises 15-30m of grey,
usually banded or laminated, relatively pure, commonly calcareous shale
with bands and concretions of clay-ironstone.

This member is characterized

especially by its tendency to weather intense orange, rust, or red.

The

base of the Red -weathering member is gradational with the Arenaceous
member and is dated as Early to early Late Berriasian.
The Upper member of the Husky Formation consists of a
monotonous 60m sequence of sandy siltstone alternating with shale and
fine sandstone.

The absence of red-weathering layers and clay ironstones

is characteristic.

Its contact with the underlying Red -weathering shale

member is gradational.

The Upper member is early Late Berriasian in age.
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Lower sandstone division:

The Lower sandstone division is

divisible into a lower Buff sandstone member, a middle Blue-grey shale
manber, and an upper White sandstone member.

The Buff sandstone member

is 105-112m thick; it consists predominantly of light-coloured, finegrained and thinly-bedded sandstones with minor intercalations of dark,
argillaceous, fine-grained sandstones.

Its base is gradational with the

underlying Upper member of the Husky Formation.

Buchia faunas indicate

a late Berriasian age for this member.
Where present,the Blue-grey shale member, which is apparently
an eastward extension of the Blue-grey shale division, occurs as a sharply
bounded intercalation between the Buff and White sandstone members.

As

the Blue-grey shale division, it has a maximum thickness of 150m to the
west of the study area, but thins eastwards and is apparently absent
downstream on Martin Creek (see below).

However, it is present in

wells on the eastern side of the Mackenzie Delta (W.W. Brideaux, personal
communication).

It comprises dark-grey shale or silty shale with thin

ironstone intercalations.

The Blue-grey shale member is Valanginian in

age.
The White sandstone member contains 45-50m

of white to grey

quartzose sandstones; cross-bedding and concretions are common.
member has a sharp basal contact.

This

No indisputably marine macrofossils

have been found in the White sandstone member.

From its stratigraphic

relationships, this unit is probably of early to late Valanginian age.
Coal -bearing division:

The Coal -bearing division has been

divided informally into Lower and Upper members.

The Lower member

consists of about 75m of whitish weathering, commonly carbonaceous to
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coaly sandstones, irregularly interbedded with dark, mostly carbonaceous
to coaly siltstones and shales.

The sandstones are, in general, notably

finer than those of the White sandstone member of the Lower sandstone
division, which this unit overlies, the boundary being gradational.

Pods

and seams of coal up to 2m thick are present; indeed, all lithologies tend
to occur in lenticular units.

Although no marine macrofossils have been

found in the Lower member, the mid- to late Hauterivian age of the Upper
member suggests a late Valanginian to mid-Hauterivian age for this unit.
The Lower member grades upwards into the Upper member, which
comprises about 85m of predominantly fine- to medium-grained quartzose
sandstones that are commonly cross-bedded and ripple-marked.

There are

numerous intercalations of argillaceous beds, but coal -bearing or
carbonaceous units are rare and marine bivalves are common.

There is a

sharp contact between this member and the overlying Upper shale-siltstone
division.

The molluscan faunas indicate a mid- to ?late Hauterivian age

for the Upper member.

Palaeogeography of the Jurassic - Cretaceous Boundary Beds in the,
Beaufort - Mackenzie Basin
General remarks:

In the Beaufort - Mackenzie Basin during the

late Jurassic and early Cretaceous, deposition was predominantly in a
shallow marine environment.

According to Jeletzky (1975), large amounts

of sediment were derived from both landmasses flanking the basin (the
basin being the P.R. Trough in Jeletzky's concept).

Young (1973),

however, contended that lithological and palaeocurrent data support a
derivation from the east and southeast (i.e. from the Peel Landmass) for

the bulk of the Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous sediments in the

- ?0 -

Beaufort - Mackenzie Basin.

Facies chances are from essentially deltaic

and shoreline deposits in the east and southeast (on the flanks of the
Peel Landmass) to offshore and basinal deposits in the north and northwest.
Young et al. (1976) described the palaeogeography, lithofacies, and
lateral variation within the basin.

The following summaries are based

on their discussion, except where otherwise noted.
Kimmeridgian to mid-Berriasian:

Text-Figure 2-4 shows the

distribution of lithofacies and selected isopachs for the Buchia mosquensis
Zone of the Kimmeridgian - early Portlandian.

The Husky Formation occurs

in the eastern part of the Beaufort - Mackenzie Basin.

It was deposited

for the most part in a shallow, offshore marine environment which was only
rarely influenced by strong currents, as suggested by its generally
argillaceous character.

The fine clastic sediments comprising the Red -

weathering shale member are indicative of a low energy, possibly offshore
situation.

A similar environment was envisaged by Young et al. for the

Kingak Formation which is in part contemporaneous with the Husky Formation
and which occurs in the western part of the basin.
Towards the southeast, the Husky Formation becomes increasingly
coarse-grained, a trend culminating in the deltaic, coaly and conglomeratic
deposits of the North Branch Formation in the Vittrekwa Embayment.
A large volume of sand was deposited at the mouth of the
Keele

Kandik Trough, the sediment having been transported northeastwards

and dumped where this trough opened into the Blow Trough.
time

At the same

sand, probably from this source, was dispersed northwards over the

area of the present day Richardson Mountains and deposited as marine
sandwaves and offshore bars to produce the arenaceous phases of the Husky
Formation (e.g. the Arenaceous member).
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In Text-Figure 2-4 the truncation of the lithofacies boundaries
by the zero metre isopach indicates that post -depositional erosion has
eliminated parts of the Husky Formation and its lateral equivalents.
Thus, for the most part, during the Kinuieridgian to mid-Berriasian the
western shoreline of the Peel Landmass was situated further east than
the present Om isopach.
Late Berriasian:

Text-Figure 2-5 shows the lithofacies and

selected isopachs for the Late Berriasian Buchia volgensis Zone.

The

effects of widespread shoaling and local subaerial emergence in the
Beaufort - Mackenzie Basin began at this time.

In the eastern

Richardson Mountains the Buff sandstone member of the Lower sandstone
division reflects sedimentation in offshore sand shoals and barrier
islands.

Deltaic systems flanked the basin in the Vittrekwa Embayment

and in the area of the Rat High, coarse clastics being deposited in both
places.

The Cache Creek High appears to have been emergent.
Bioturbated, argillaceous sands of offshore origin were

deposited basinwards of the sand shoals in the area of the northwestern
Richardson Mountains, while still farther offshore, in the centres of
the Blow and Kugmallit Troughs, silts and muds were deposited.
Valanginian:

During the Valanginian, large deltaic complexes

formed along the northwestern flank of the Eskimo Lakes Arch, a response
largely to tectonic uplift along that feature.
flanked the Rat High.

Thinner deltaic wedges

The tectonic activity along the western margin

of the Peel Landmass also induced the deposition of high energy,
shoreline or nearshore sands, which constitute the White sandstone member
in the Aklavik Range.

Deposition of these sands blocked the southern
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connection between the Kugmallit and Blow Troughs; thus restricted
marine circulation developed in the resultant 'Kugmallit Bay'.
In the Blow Trough west of the Cache Creek High, 125-150m of
bluish, dark grey shales were deposited, constituting the Blue-grey shale
division, and indicating the persistence of open marine conditions in
that area.

Some thin developments of this unit occur locally in the

Aklavik Range (see above).

In the western part of the basin, according

to Jeletzky (1975) shallow marine and shoreline sands were widely
deposited during the Valanginian, with the grain size coarsening towards
the Keele - Old Crow Landmass.
Hauterivian:

In the Early Hauterivian the principal locus of

deltaic deposition shifted towards the southwest along the shoreline of
the Peel Landmass
day Aklavik Range.

into the areas of the Vittrekwa Embayment and the present
The 'Aklavik' delta system appears to have fill ed the

'Kugmallit Bay' with carbonaceous and arenaceous deposits, which comprise
the Coal -bearing division.

These sediments were the probable source for

the thick delta front facies farther out into the Kugmallit Trough.
In the Blow Trough the Coaly quartzite division was produced;
it consists of coarse and fine sandstones

and carbonaceous siltstones

and mudstones forming fining-upward or coarsening-upward sequences.
Young et al. (1976) interpret the sediments of the Coaly quartzite division

as being of fluvial origin.
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Chapter III

MATERIAL

As outlined in Chapter I, the samples used in this work are
from ten sections in the Aklavik Range.

The area of study and the

section localities are shown in Text-Figures 1-1 and 1-2.

Biostrati-

graphic, lithostratigraphic and sedimentologic details, as well as

_

sampling intervals, are indicated in Tables 3-1 to 3-10 and Text-Figures
3-1 to 3-10.

Information on section SF-4-79 (Table 3-10; Text-Figure

3-10) is derived from the field notes of S. Fowler of the University
of Saskatchewan.

Otherwise, information pertaining to these sections

and recorded in the tables and text-figures that follow results from a
distillation of the field notes of W.W. Brideaux; these notes are lodged in the
Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology in Calgary

(see Brideaux,1976).

The biostratigraphic information given in Tables 3-1, 3-3, and
3-5 to 3-7 is derived from unpublished G.S.C. reports Km-12-1976-JAJ and
Km-3-1977-JAJ by J.A. Jeletzky.

Similar information in Table 3-9 is

from Jeletzky (1967), whose section 41 can be correlated in part with
section 75-BIA-014 (W.W. Brideaux -- unpublished field notes).
Text-Figure

3-11 illustrates the relationship of the sections

to each other, to the lithostratigraphic units and, provisionally (because
of a paucity of data in many parts of the sections), to the regional
macrofossil zonation (see Table 23-1).

Text-Figure 3-12 shows the lateral

equivalence of units in overlapping parts of sections 75-BIA-005,
75-BIA-006 and 75-BIA-007, and of sections 75-BIA-002 and 75-BIA-004.
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It should again be emphasized that the Jurassic - Cretaceous
boundary strata of the Aklavik Range are intensely faulted, thus making
their stratigraphy very difficult to interpret in the field (W.K. Braun,
personal communication).

In places, the sections are incomplete owing

primarily to faulting; for example, the Arenaceous member of the Husky
Formation appears to be absent in all sections on Martin Creek.

Unit 11 overlain by the Buff -sandstone riemher of the
Lower sandstone division
UNIT
11
10
9

8
7
6
5
4

Light brownish -grey, fine- to medium -grained, buff-weathering
sandstone with shale partings.
Very fine-grained, buff-weathering sandstone with buff-greyweathering argillaceous siltstone interbeds.
Dark-grey silty to sandy mudstone with minor fine-grained
sandstone beds; this grades upwards into buff fine-grained
sandstone with shale partings.
Brownish -grey, very fine-grained, friable sandstone or siltstone;
argillaceous partings occur at the base of the unit.
Very fine-grained, bioturbated sandstone and mudstone; this
grades into very fine-grained, bioturbated sandstone.
Dark -grey, bioturbated shale; a mostly covered recessive unit.
Light-grey, flaggy weathering, fine-grained sandstone, interbedded
with medium-grey, bioturbated, reddish-brown weathering mudstone.
A recessive unit of dark-grey silty mudstone.

3

Dark -grey siltstone and fine-grained sandstone; this grades
(?upwards) into interbedded mudstone and fine-grained sandstone
weathering bluish- to greenish -grey.

2

Medium- to dark-grey shale and siltstone, rust- to yellow-weathering,
with some fine-grained, rust-weathering sandstone; this grades
(?upwards) into dark-grey bioturbated mudstone.

Reddish -brown, massive argillaceous siltstone, weathering
dark -grey.
Medium- to dark-grey shale, interbedded with medium-grey,
1
siltstone which weathers grey to rust; occasional 'fossil hash'
laminae occur.
Base of section is slump-covered and this probably causes concealment of
the contact with the underlying Red -weathering shale member.
Macrofossils found at 12 m, 18-21 m and 40 m are indicative of the lower part
of the Buchia n.sp.aff. volgensis -- Tollia cf. payeri Zone.
1A

Table 3-1:

Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section 75-YA-MKA-001
(60°12'20"N, 135°36'00"W), to supplement Text-Figure 3-1.
[Adapted from Brideaux (1976 and unpublished field -notes).]
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Top of section grades into overburden and overgrown slope.
UNIT
17

Recessive, poorly exposed sandstone.

16

Interbedded coal, coaly-shale, carbonaceous shale, and mudstone.
Greyish-white, fine-grained quartzose sandstone, overlain by
mostly bioturbated sandstone.

15
14
13
12

Recessive, poorly exposed unit -- probably fine-grained sandstone.
Dark-grey to black, friable carbonaceous shale.
Greyish-white, fine-grained sandstone capped by a 3-6 cm
ferruginous bed.

11

Greyish-white, medium-grained sandstone, weathering white to
light-brown; a thin carbonaceous parting occurs 4.8 m above
the base.

10

Reddish-grey granule conglomerate, weathering pale-reddish.
Reddish -grey, medium-grained, friable sandstone, weathering
maroon; thin coarse-grained lenses and carbonaceous partings
occur. Distinct marker horizon.

9

Reddish -grey, fine-grained sandstone, weathering pale red;
several granule to pebble conglomerates occur near base.
Scattered sandstone nodules and carbonaceous lenses occur.
Light-grey, fine- to medium -grained sandstone, weathering white,
7
with occasional iron-rich nodules.
6
Grey to white poorly consolidated and poorly sorted pebble
conglomerate.
Sandstone as in unit 7, with occasional iron -rich nodules. An
5
argillaceous bed and a coarse-grained sandstone/pebble
conglomerate occur 0.3 m and 2.5 m above the base respectively.
Light-grey, fine- to medium-grained quartzose sandAcne,
4
weathering white; arenaceous and ferruginous nodules occur locally.
3
Very light-grey, fine- to medium-grained sandstone, iron -stained
and buff-weathering, with a few resistant ferruginous bands,
and a thin carbonaceous bed 2.9 m above the base.
2
Light-grey, fine- to medium-grained, bioturbated sandstone,
interbedded with 1-4 cm thick beds of ferruginous, light-grey,
fine-grained sandstone.
fine-grained, friable sandstone, weathering white.
1
Buff-brown,
shale and Buff sandstone members.
Section underlain by Blue-grey
8

No macrofossil data available.

Table 3-2:

Survey of Canada Section 75-BIA-002
Details of Geological
to supplement Text-Figure 3-2.
135°34'48"W),
(68°12'17"N,
field-notes of W.W. Brideaux.)
(Adapted from unpublished
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Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section 75-BIA-002.
Thicknesses, lithologies, sampling intervals, and lithostratigraphic units are indicated; for additional information,
see Table 3.2. For legend, see Text-Figure 3-1. (Adapted
from unpublished field-notes of W.W. Brideaux.)
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UNIT
15

Light-greyish-white, fine- to medium-yrained sandstone
(thickness to top not measured).

14

Reddish-brown to buff-white weathering sandstone.
Light-grey, fine-grained sandstone.

13

Dark-grey, friable silty shale.
Maroon -weathering ironstone.

12
11

Shale, as in unit 12.
Concretionary ironstone band.

10
9

Shale, as in unit 12.
Discontinuous concretionary ironstone band.
Shale, as in unit 12.

8
7
6
5

4
3

Yellowish -grey, fine-grained, bioturbated sandstone, weathering
buff to yellowish-brown. Flecks and lenses of carbonaceous
material occur; about 1 m below top is a fossil wood horizon.
Light- to medium-grey, fine-grained, maroon -weathering sandstone.
A resistant cliff-forming unit.
Fine-grained, carbonaceous-banded and -flecked sandstone,
weathering buff-yellow. At the base is a horizon of ferruginous
concretions.

Sandstone, as in unit 4.
Rusty to buff-weathering, fine- to medium-grained sandstone,
1
with some sandy siltstone. A thin grey shale bed occurs 19.5 m
above base.
Section begins in the upper part of the Buff sandstone member, at the base
of the exposure above the slump-covered creek bank.
2

Macrofossils at the base of the section are indicative of the Buchia
n.sp.aff. yalagE§i§ -- Tollia cf. payeri Zone. Those from the Bl ue-grey
shale unit are indicative of the upper part of the Buchia keyserlingi Zone.
Table 3-3:

Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section 75-BIA-003
(68°12'10"N, 135°34'50"W), to supplement Text-Figure 3-3.
(Adapted from unpublished field-notes of W.W. Brideaux.)
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Text-Figure 3-3:

Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section 75-BIA-003.
Thicknesses, lithologies, sampling intervals, and lithostratigraphic units are indicated; for additional information,
see Table 3-3. For legend, see Text-Figure 3-1. (Adapted
from unpublished field-notes of W.W. Brideaux.)
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UNIT
9
8
7
6

5
4

3
2

1

As unit 8 but poorly exposed; a few discontinous ironstone
beds occur.
Grey silty shale and siltstone, weathering grey.
Buff-yellow to white, friable, fine-grained sandstone, bedded
thickly and with carbonaceous bands and lenses.
Poorly-consolidated, dark-grey sandy siltstone with mudstone
and siltstone in the upper 0.4 m. Near the unit's base is a
0.1 m thick ironstone bed.
Buff-weathering limonitic sandstone with carbonaceous bands.
Poorly exposed, brownish -white, fine-grained, white weathering
sandstone, with numerous plant fragments and rootlets. Unit
becomes more iron-rich near the top and includes a prominent
ironstone bed in the top 0.3 m.
Mostly covered and recessive sandstone.
Light grey, fine-grained, white-weathering sandstone with
occasional coarse-grained beds up to 0.2 m thick; 5 m from the
base is a 3 m thick coal bed.
Interbedded coals and carbonaceous to coaly clastics.

Base of uoit 1 is equivalent to the base cf unit 16 in S€:.tion 75-PIA-002.
No macrofossil data available.

Table 3-4:

Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section 75-BIA-004
(68°121 00"N, 135°34'15"W), to supplement Text-Figure 3-4.
(Adapted from unpublished field-notes of W.W. Brideaux.)
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Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section
75-BIA-004. Thicknesses, lithologies, sampling
intervals, and lithostratigraphic units are
indicated; for additional information, see
Table 3-4. For legend, see Text-Figure 3-1.
(Adapted from unpublished field-notes of
W.W. Brideaux.)
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UNIT
13

tedium-grey siltstone grading upwards into a sandy siltstone
and ultimately a fine-grained, buff-weathering sandstone at
the unit's top; 0.2 m from the top is a thin coal.

12

Recessive dark-brown, brownish -white weathering mudstone to
silty mudstone, which may grade laterally into a fine-grained
sandstone.

11

Resistant, dark-grey, bioturbated siltstone, weathering lightgrey, with some iron-rich lenses, grading upwards into lightgrey, fine-grained sandstone; this is overlain by 0.3 m of
dark-grey, white weathering mudstone and, at the unit's top, by
by rusty-weathering, bioturbated siltstone.

10

Recessive dark -brownish-grey mudstone, weathering grey with
yellow streaks and lenses.
Resistant light grey, white-weathering, bioturbated, sandysiltstone, grading into brownish-grey, iron-rich siltstone.
Brownish-grey, rust-weathering and medium-grey, light-grey
weathering mudstones with some 1-3 cm thick, iron rich 'fossil
hash' beds.

9
8

7

Resistant 'marker, medium light-grey, brownish -weathering, finegrained sandstone grading laterally into siltstone.

6

Resistant, dark-grey bioturbated siltstone.

5

Dark-brownish -grey shale or mudstone with iron - rich mudstone
interbeds. See also under unit 1.

4

Rust-weathering calcareous mudstone.
As unit 1; at 31.5 m above section's base is a laterally
discontinuous clay-ironstone concretionary band.

3
2
1

Dark-grey, rust- and conchoidal-weathering, in parts silty,
shale or mudstone.
Dark-brownish -grey, friable, white -weathering and yellow-stained
shale with high organic content and some clay-ironstone horizons.
Units 1-5 contain numerous 'fossil hash' beds.

Macrofossils from horizons between 15 and 71 m above section's base are
indicative of the Buchia concentrica sensu lato Zone.

Table 3-5:

Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section 75-BIA-005
(68°11'20"N, 135°38'00"W), to supplement Text-Figure 3-5.
[Adapted from Brideaux (1976 and unpublished field notes).]
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from Brideaux (1976 and unpublished field notes).]
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Section overlain by overburden.
UNIT
5

Light-grey, fine-grained sandstone, weathering light-buff-grey,
interbedded with light-grey siltstone and occasional light-grey
mudstone beds.

4

Medium-light-grey siltstone, weathering light-grey with white
flecks and patches; there is a calcareous indurated siltstone
at 57.5-57.8 m and a rubbly -weathering, bioturbated siltstone
at 61 m as well as discrete pods and bands of calcite.
Dark -brownish -grey mudstone, with gradational interbeds of
medium-grey, flaky shale, weathering brownish to rust.
Dark -grey, rust-weathering siltstone and silty shale interbedded
with mudstone and shale, overlain by a fine-grained sandstone
at 25.5 - 25.8, which is in turn overlain by light-grey to
rusty-weathering mudstone and shale.

3
2

1

Dark-brownish-grey mudstone and shale, weathering light-grey
to rusty, with a light-brownish-grey, fine-grained sandstone
bed at 13.0 - 13.6 m. Iron rich 'fossil-hash' beds are common
in units 1 and 2, less so in unit 3.

Base of unit 1 directly overlies top of unit 13 in Section 75-BIA-005.
Macrofossils at about 58 m and 60 m are indicative of the Buchia concentrica
sensu lato Zone; those at the very tnp of this section are indicative of
the upper part of the aforeawitioned Zone.

Table 3-6:

Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section 75-BIA-006
(68°10'54"N, 135°37'50"W), to supplement Text-Figure 3-6.
(Adapted from unpublished field-notes of W.W. Brideaux.)
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Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section
75-BIA-006. Thicknesses, lithologies, sampling
intervals and lithostratigraphic units are
indicated; for additional information, see
Table 3-6. For legend, see Text-Figure 3-1.
(Adapted from unpublished field -notes of
W.W. Brideaux.)
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Top of section concealed beneath overburden and overgrowth.
UNIT
11

Dark-grey shale, occasionally interbedded with light-grey or
light-rusty-grey weathering siltstones and iron -rich, commonly
indurated clay-ironstone beds.

10

Medium-grey, rusty-weathering siltstone grading into dark-grey
shale with light-grey to rusty -weathering siltstone interbeds.
Fossil wood and bivalves occur in lower part.
Light-grey, fine-grained sandstone interbedded with siltstone
and mudstone, sand content decreasing upwards.
Discontinuous ironstone grading laterally into light-grey,
fine-grained sandstone, weathering dark-bluish -grey to purplish.
Forms a distinctive marker locally.

9
8

7

Light- to medium-grey, ?calcareous, fine-grained, fossiliferous
sandstone weathering light-grey-buff, with minor interbeds of
light-grey siltstone or mudstone.

6

Rust-weathering shale grading into fine-grained, light-grey
sandstone topped by a ferruginous concretionary bed, succeeded
by alternating beds of dark-grey siltstone and sandy siltstone,
weathering light- to buff-grey.

5

Dark -brown mudstone grading into medium-grey flaky shale with
rusty- to light-brownish-grey-weathering, ferruginous interbeds.
Dark -grey to brownish-grey mudstone or siltstone with occasional
interbeds of calcareous, fine-grained sandstone or clay ironstone.
Alternating recessive and resistant units of mudstone and siltstone
or sandy siltstone.
Resistant marker horizon of medium-light-grey, fine-grained
sandstone, weathering brownish and grading laterally into siltstone.
Dark-grey, bioturbated, resistant sandstone.
Section below 1 is slump covered.

4
3
2
1

Macrofossils at about 95 m (sample 50913) are indicative of the Buchia piochii
sensu lato Zone (probably the lower part), those at about 100 m and 112 m
(sample 50917) are indicative of either the upper part of the Buchia piochii
sensu lato Zone or the lower part of the Buchia fischeriana - Buchia richardowing to faulting) the macrofossils
soneFists Zone; paradoxically, (possibly
at about 110 m (sample 50916) are indicative of the Buchia concentrica Zone
(probably the lower part).

Table 3-7:

Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section 75-BIA-007
(68°12100"N, 135°37'20"W), to supplement Text-Figure 3-7.
[Adapted from W.W. Brideaux (1976 and unpublished fieldnotes).]
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Top of Blue-grey shale member overlain by White sandstone member.
UNIT
9
Dark-grey to black carbonaceous shale.
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Rusty-weathering ferruginous bed.
Dark-grey shale, yellow-stained to rust-weathering.
Ironstone bed in middle of unit, grading up and down into
red -weathering shale.
Grey shale.
Rust-weathering ferruginous bed.
Grey shale, yellow-weathering and yellow-streaked.
Rust-weathering grey shale with poorly preserved belemnites.
Dark-grey shale, in part rust-weathering; silty at the base.

Top of the underlying Buff sandstone member taken to be the top of the last
sandy bed.
No macrofossil data available.
Table 3-8:

Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section 75-BIA-008,
(68°15'49"N, 135°40'59"W), to supplement Text-Figure 3-8.
(Adapted from unpublished field-notes of W.W. Brideaux.)
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Top of section is overlain by soil and slump. Unit 27 is folded and
faulted; its thickness is thus difficult to estimate.
UNIT
27

Dark -grey shale weathering bluish -grey and, from 6.5 m above
base up, intensely rusty-red-weathering. Concretions common
in lower part.

26

Dark-grey shale weathering rusty to light-grey; a concretion
hand occurs at 10.1-10.3 m.

___.____
25

Dark -grey shale rusty-weathering, with ironstone and concretion
beds.

24

Dark-grey, rust-weathering silty shale or siltstone, slightly
glauconitic in lower 3 cm. Contact with unit 23 gradational.

23

Dark -greenish-grey, fine-grained sandstone, grading into
siltstone near unit's top.

22

Maroon -weathering ironstone.

21

Dark -greenish-grey, fine-grained glauconitic sandstone, weathering
light-greenish grey with rusty streaks.

20

Ironstone as unit 22.

19

Medium-grey siltstone, weathering light-greyish olive, grading
into fine-grained sandstone, becoming glauconitic near tarp.

18

Ironstone, as unit 22.

17

13

Dark-grey siltstone, weathering olive to pale grey, with a darkgrey, fine-grained calcareous sandstone 1.8-2.0 m above base.
Ironstone.
Dark-greenish-grey siltstone or silty shale, weathering rusty
to greenish-grey (?glauconitic).
Light-grey, rust- to buff-weathering, calcareous sandstone.
Shale and mudstone weathering patchily to rust.

12

Ironstone as unit 22.

11

Dark-grey shale or mudstone, weathering greenish grey to rust.
Light- to medium-grey, fine-grained, ?calcareous, rust-weathering
sandstone.

16
15
14

10

Dark-grey siltstone, weathering buff to rust.
Light-grey, fine-grained, calcareous sandstone, weathering
light-grey to white.

9
8

7
6

V

Dark-grey siltstone, conchoidal fracturing, weathering light-greenish
grey to olive.
Sandstone, as in unit 8.

5

Siltstone, s in unit 7.

4

Sandstone, as in unit 8, grading into a maroon-weathering ironstone
at the unit's top.
Ironstone, as in unit 22.
Siltstone, as in unit 7.
Shale and siltstone.

3
2
1

Unit 1 and below mostly covered and slumped.
Macrofossils in unit 25 indicative of Buchia okensis-Craspedites aff. suprasubditus Zone; those in units 9-11 are indicative of the Buchia fischerianaBuchia richardsonensis Zone.

Table 3-9:

Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section 75-BIA-014
(68°07'43"N, 135°26'07"W), to supplement Text-Figure 3-9.
(Adapted from unpublished field-notes of W.W. Brideaux.)
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Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section 75-BIA-014
(lower part). Thicknesses, lithologies, sampling i n tervals
and lithostratigraphic units are indicated; for additional
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Details of Geological Survey of Canada Section
75-BIA-014 (upper part). Thicknesses, lithologies,
sampling intervals and lithostratigraphic units are
indicated; for additional information, see Table 3-9.
For legend see Text-Figure 3-1. (Adapted from
unpublished field-notes of W.W. Brideaux.)
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UNIT
12
11
10
9
8
7
6

Ledge -forming, light-grey, friable sandstone with abundant
plant and carbonaceous material.
Recessive unit covered by scree and vegetation.
Sandstone as in unit 3.
White and buff sandstone with buchias and plant fragments,
the latter only in white sandstone.
Light-grey, iron -stained, sandstone with minor shale interbeds.
Buff sandstone and light-grey siltstone.
Sandstone as in unit 3.

5

Buff sandstone with minor brown shale intercalations, and
brownish -grey, iron-stained siltstone with minor shale lenses.
Buchias and traces occur in sandstones and siltstones.

4

Recessive, reddish-brown shale, weathering light-brown to buff.
Massive, fine- to very fine-grained, buff sandstone which is
relatively pure, friable, and is blocky and rusty-tan weathering.
Minor siltstone layers occur.

3

2
1

Black, grey-weathering siltstone and fine-grained, relatively
pure, buff to light-grey sandstone. Scattered buchias present.
Covered recessive unit -- probably siltstone.
No macrofossil data available.

Table 3-10:

Details of Section SF-4-79 to supplement Text-Figure
3-10. (Adapted from unpublished field notes of
S. Fowler.)

LITHOLOGY
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general correlation with international stages and zones.
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Text-Figure 3-12:

Diagram showing the equivalence of the numbered

lithostratigraphic units in sections 75-BIA-002
and 75-PIA-004, and in sections 75-BIA-005, 75-BIA-006
and 75-BIA-007. (See the third column from the left in
Text-Figures 3-2, and 3-4 to 3-7.)
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Chapter IV

PALYNOLOGY - GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Introduction
This study is primarily concerned with dispersed fossil
spores and pollen grains.

A spore may be defined as a "single celled

or several celled reproductive body that becomes detached from the
parent and gives rise either directly or indirectly to a new individual"
(Abercrombie et al., 1973, p.272).

The term 'pollen grain' refers to

the "Microspores of seed plants (Gymnospermae and Angiospermae) each
containing a greatly reduced male gametophyte" (Abercrombie et al.,
1973, p.230).

A pollen grain may thus be regarded as a particular type

of spore.
Chaloner (1967, 1970) lucidly reviewed the evolution of the
various reproductive mechanisms of plants and their corresponding types
of spores.

There have been three major stages in the evolution of the

life cycle of vascular plants.

These steps are recognized by the

respective development of homospory, heterospory, and the seed habit.
The earliest known vascular plants, in the latest Silurian,
were apparently homosporous; that is, they produced spores of a single
type (isospores), which germinated to produce hermaphroditic gametophytes.
Palaeobotanical evidence indicates that heterosporous
plants developed (probably polyphyletically) from homosporous types
during the Early and Middle Devonian.

Heterospory involves the

development of spores of two distinct size classes; these are microspores,
which, like the isospores, are usually less than 200 ,um in diameter,
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and megaspores, which are usually greater than 200pm in diameter.
Microspores and megaspores give rise to male and female gametophytes
respectively.

(Strictly, true microspores and megaspores are defined

by their respective functions.

However, in the absence of evidence

bearing on function, the size 200pm has been used to separate them.
It does appear that this value effectively separates true microspores
from true megaspores in a majority of cases -- see Chaloner, 1967).
In a subsequent evolutionary development, which occurred
probably during the late Devonian, the megaspore in some vascular plants
became enclosed and retained by the parent in its megasporangium to form
the ovule.

Upon fertilization of the protected ovule (or megagametophyte)

by nuclei from the microspore (which by definition thus constitutes a
pollen grain), the ovule develops into a seed.
The earliest pollen grains were morphologically identical to
their microspore precursors.

Indeed, as Chaloner (1970, p.49) has stated,

"There is no feature which is evident in the exine which differentiates
all isospores from all microspores, or all microspores from all pollen."
The primary difference between isospores, microspores, and pollen is that
of biological function, not morphological appearance.

Chaloner (1970)

justly added that "the only way in which we can recognize to which
category a given spore belongs is from knowledge of [the life cycle of]
its parent plant."
One important morphological development did, however, occur
during the early evolution of pollen grains.
position of the germinal aperture.

This involved a change in

In isospores, microspores, and

the very earliest pollen grains, germination occurred through
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an aperture on the proximal surface; in later pollen grains germination
came to take place through an aperture in the distal surface (see
Chaloner, 1970, text-figure 2). (For definitions of 'proximal' and 'distal
see the glossary at the end of this section.)

Angiosperm pollen still

later developed multiple apertures arranged equatorially or globally.
All three types of reproductive regime -- homospory, heterospory,
and the seed habit -- persist in different vascular plant groups to the
present day, although seed plants are by now far the most prominent.
During mid-Mesozoic times (the period relevent to the present study),
prior to the radiation of the angiosperms, homosporous and heterosporous
plants were collectively as prominent as were seed plants.
Of the plant groups whose spores and pollen are described in this
work, the lycopods are homosporous or heterosporous (depending on the
species), the ferns are predominantly homosporous, and the gymnosperms
(including the conifers and cycads) are seed plants.

Spores of the

bryophytes (including the Sphagnaceae and Hepaticae) are also treated in
the present study.

These are non-vascular plants and

produce spores of a single type (and thus may be said to be homosporous).
The spores germinate to produce hermaphroditic or, less commonly, unisexual
gametophytes.
In the present work, the general term 'miospore' is commonly
employed.

This word was introduced by Guennel (1952), who derived its

prefix from the Greek meion (less, smaller).

It is intended to encompass

all fossil spores (isospores, microspores, and pollen grains) smaller
than 200pm in diameter (thus effectively excluding megaspores, which are
typically larger than 200pm in diameter).

The term 'microspore' has been

employed by some authors in the sense of 'miospore'; this usage is
misleading and should be avoided.
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Miospores as Form-genera and Form-species
Spores and pollen grains are reproductive parts of organisms;
they do not constitute complete plants in themselves.

Thus, in formal

taxonomy, dispersed fossil miospores must be attributed to form -genera
and form-species [International Code of Botanical Nomenclature, Article 3.2
(Stafleu et al., 1978)].
During the past 25 years, a considerable number of works have
been published describing Mesozoic miospore assemblages from many parts
of the world.

An abundance of new form-genera and form-species (hereafter

abbreviated to 'genera' and 'species') have been described; in fact, so
many new names have been published that it has become an exceedingly
difficult task to keep track of them all.

Many of these names are most

likely superfluous; much work remains to be accomplished in comparing the
hitherto described taxa and consolidating them into a more manageable,
coherent, and meaningful taxonomy.
In considering the morphologic circumscriptions of miospore taxa,
the points discussed below should be borne in mind:
1) Fossil miospores must undergo the rigours of many physical, chemical,
and organic processes during their preservation (oxidation, biogenic attack,
organic maturation, compression, authigenic mineral growth within or against
the exine, etc.).

Because of their more or less flexible walls, miospores

are more susceptible to distortion of shape during burial and diagenesis
of the enclosing sediment than are other, non organic-walled fossil types.
Two originally similar miospores, which have been subjected to different
preservational processes, may come to look quite different from one another.
It is important, therefore, to allow for these preservational processes
when describing and allocating specimens to taxa.
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2)

Palynomorphs, obviously, behave as sedimentary particles.

The nature

of assemblages of dispersed miospores is thus influenced by the transportational and depositional regimes which prevailed during the coming together
of their constituent elements.

For example, forms with bimodal (or even

multimodal) size ranges in a particular assemblage, but otherwise
morphologically closely comparable, may represent a single species, modality
in their size ranges resulting from sedimentological factors.
3)

In palynology, permanent or semi -permanent strew-mounts of the

fossiliferous residue are generally employed.

It is therefore frequently

impossible to move or turn over a miospore specimen in order to examine
its morphology from a different aspect.

Different views of the same miospore

may look quite dissimilar, and different names have sometimes been used to
describe such alternate aspects of the same form.

For example, Triplano-

sporites Pflug is a genus based on the equatorial view of a smooth-walled
trilete spore; if the holotype of the type species of Triplanosporites were
to be oriented in polar view, it would almost certainly be seen to be
equivalent to Deltoidospora Miner or Dictyophyllidites Couper.

It might be

argued that different names, based on different views of a type of miospore,
are useful because of the occasional difficulty of relating different aspects
of the same form to each other.

However, full understanding of individual

miospore assemblages should render such practices unnecessary.
4)

The morphology of miospores within a single plant species may be quite

variable (see, for example, the spores of Apterocladus lanceolatus
illustrated by Gamerro, 1965).

This is in part due to the different stages

of maturity of the miospores present, even within a single sporangium, at
any given time (see Kremp, 1967, figure 2).
natural, intraspecific variability.

It must also, however, reflect

To be sure, under the rules of the
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International Code of Botanical Nomenclature a single specimen, the
holotype, typifies the name of a species.

However, emphasis on a

single specimen there is merely for nomenclatural expediency.

For

adequate communication of a species concept, the illustration is required
not just of the holotype but of a number of specimens, which together,
as far as is possible, show the full extent of the variability of a new
taxon.

Unfortunately, the initial descriptions of many (perhaps most)

Mesozoic miospore species have been accompanied by illustrations of their
respective holotypes only or, at most, by only two specimens each.

Hence,

the morphological variability of these meagrely illustrated taxa is open
to subjective interpretation by subsequent workers.

This state of affairs

is particularly unhelpful in a fossil group in which morphological
simplicity commonly creates problems in the definition of species anyway.
5) The general morphology of the spores of a given plant taxon may well
evolve to produce a distinctly different spore type with time.

However,

the intraspecific morphological variation will surely also evolve to give
different combinations of morphological features at different times. (This
is true whether one's creed be that of punctuated equilibria or phyletic
gradualism; proponents of the former do not in general deny that gradual
evolution
steps.)

occurs, just that it does not account for important evolutionary
It follows, therefore, that if we overzealously 'lump' forms with

intergradational morphologies, there may be a danger of losing valuable
stratigraphic information.
6) Conversely, if the taxonomy becomes too cluttered with names, the
group becomes difficult to work with, and again significant stratigraphical
and botanical information may by obscured.
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7) Attention should be given to the comparison of dispersed and in situ
miospores.

Although form-genera and form-species are 'morphotaxa' in the

strictest sense, there is no reason why observations of the morphology and
variability of comparable in situ miospores should not guide the choice of
taxonomically important morphological features and the assessment of
allowable intraspecific variation when circumscribing dispersed miospore
taxa.

Suprageneric Classification of Miospores
Form-genera are not formally assignable to botanical families
(I.C.B.N. Article 3.2; Stafleu et al., 1978).

Two methods of suprageneric

classification for miospores have been used.

The most frequently employed

is the one developed by Potoni6 and Kremp (1954) and Potoni6 (1956).

They

proposed a system of morphologically based higher taxa in which the ranks
are, in descending order, anteturma, turma, subturma, and infraturma.
scheme was not intended to reflect true natural relationships
designed merely as a convenient method for organizing data.

This

but was
It has the

following advantages:
a) Being based purely on morphological criteria, it does not
require that the botanical affinity of a particular miospore
genus be known or inferred.
b) It is structured so as to encompass all miospore genera; it
does not leave a residue,of forms to be placed into a miscellaneous
or 'Incertae Sedis' category.
It has the following disadvantages:
a) It is completely artificial and thus has no direct or consistent
relationship with botanical taxonomy.
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b) Distinction between taxa in this system is based throughout
on a small number of morphological traits, e.g. presence or
absence of a zona or cingulum, whether the exine is smooth or
ornamented, etc.

Use of these few features for suprageneric

taxonomic discrimination is without regard to their
botanical significance.

These prescribed features may tend to

become overstressed, therefore, and may cause forms to be split
at the suprageneric level, whereas in overall appearance such forms
might justly be attributed to the same genus, or even the same
species. (The Ischyosporites/Klukisporites and Staplinisporites
caminus/Coronatispora valdensis problems, discussed later, are
cases in point.)
The second method of suprageneric classification of miospores
involves their informal or semi-formal grouping into suprageneric botanical
taxa;

for example, Filatoff (1975) classified miospore genera under such

headings as 'Lycopodiaceae/Selaginellaceae-type Spores', and Singh (1971)
directly associated miospore genera with botanical families.

Prior to

1978, this latter approach was permissible under the I.C.B.N. provided that
miospore genera and species were considered as organ- rather than form-taxa.
The advantages of this second type of classification are as follows:
a) It relates miospores to the taxonomic classification of modern
plants and is thus better adapted to studies in which assessment of
evolution or palaeoecology are important aspects.
b)

It permits the flexible use of morphological features in

recognizing suprageneric groupings.

For example, if a cingulum is

seen to characterize the in situ spores of a certain plant group, this
feature can be used in recognizing and grouping equivalent dispersed
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spores.

However, if a reticulum, for example, is found

consistently in the in situ spores of a higher plant taxon,
whereas a cingulum is seen only inconsistently, stronger
emphasis can be placed on the possession of a reticulum rather
than on the presence of a cingulum when assessing the possible
relationship of dispersed spores to this taxon.
The disadvantages of this approach are as follows:
a)

Its use requires a knowledge of the botanical affinities of

dispersed miospores.

All too often, knowledge of these affinities

may only be deduced by informed guesswork; in fact, even the latter
is often not possible, and this results in a large number of dispersed
miospore genera being classified as 'Incertae Sedis'.
b)

It is not based uniformly on a few prescribed morphological

characteristics.

Suprageneric groupings in this scheme are generally

more subtly defined than are those in Potoni6's scheme of 'turma'.
This second system is thus perhaps more difficult to use, especially
for non -botanically trained palynologists.
The present author prefers the second method of suprageneric
classification for dispersed miospores.

Despite its lesser degrees of

compactness and facility of use, it is certainly more meaningful
botanically.

Continuing studies of in situ miospores (such as those by

van Konijnenburg - van Cittert, 1968, 1971, 1975, 1978) will permit
increasing confidence in the taxonomic association of dispersed miospores
with higher botanical taxa.

The informal botanical suprageneric groupings

used in this work are based largely on relationships with plant families
as assessed by Filatoff (1975) and (to a lesser degree) Singh (1971).
These groupings should be regarded as provisional.
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The world excluding North America:

Previous Studies

The present author has on

file over five hundred references dealing with Middle and Upper Jurassic
and Lower Cretaceous miospores.

To list all of these is clearly beyond

the scope of the present work; however, before dealing in detail with
the previous studies from North America, mention of some of the more
significant works from elsewhere will be made.
Much of the early work on fossil miospores and their use as
biostratigraphic

tools was carried out in Europe and the U.S.S.R.; these

works were at firstly largely or wholly restricted to coals of the
Carboniferous (e.g. Slater et al., 1930 and Raistrick and Simpson, 1933,
in Britain; Luber and Valtz, 1938, in the U.S.S.R.) and Tertiary (e.g.
Potoni6, 1931a,b,c, in Germany).

Later, observations of palynological

assemblages broadened to include non -carbonaceous sediments.
Important works on mid -Mesozoic miospores from Europe have
included the following:

Couper (1958), Norris (1969), and Hughes and

Moody-Stuart (1966, 1967a,b, 1969) in Britain; Nilsson (1958), Tralau
(1968), and Guy (1971) in Sweden; Burger (1966) in the Netherlands;
Delcourt and Sprumont (1955, 1957, 1959) and Levet-Carette (1964a, 1966)
in France; Doring (1964a,b,c, 1965a,b, 1966a,b,c, 1968) and Dorhofer (1977)
in Germany; Deak (1962, 1963a,b, 1964, 1965) in Hungary.

The works of

Rogalska (1954, 1956, 1976) from Poland are mostly concerned with Liassic
assemblages, but she has described numerous taxa important also in later
Mesozoic strata.
the U.S.S.R.

There have been numerous studies of Mesozoic miospores from

Significant publications include those by Malyavkina (1949),

Bolkhovitina (1953, 1956, 1959, 1961), Samoilovitch et al. (1961), and
various papers published under the editorship of Khlonova (1973).

Unfor-

tunately, the lack of translations of most Russian works, the use of

modern plant names to designate many of their fossil dispersed miospore
taxa (at least until recently), and, especially in earlier works, the
use of diagrammatic line drawings instead of photomicrographs, have
precluded any considerable use of their taxa and stratigraphic results by
western palynologists.
In India, numerous publications on Mesozoic miospores have been
forthcoming; many of these each contain a plethora of new taxa.

Important

works there have included those by Singh et al. (1964), Venkatachala (1967),
Maheshwari (1974) and Ramanujam and Srisailam (1974).

Reports of Asian

Mesozoic miospore assemblages outside India and the U.S.S.R. are indeed sparse.
Many significant works on mid -Mesozoic miospore assemblages from
Australia have been published.

Pioneer work by Cookson (e.g. 1953) was

followed by important studies by Balme (1957), Cookson and Dettmann
(1958a,b), and Dettmann (1963).
Filatoff (1975)

In more recent years McKellar (1974),

and Burger (1980) have made important contributions.

The

work of de Jersey (e.g. 1960, 1962, 1971) should also be mentioned; although
most of his research has been concerned with Triassic and Lower Jurassic
assemblages, his studies have had a significant influence on the taxonomy
of later Mesozoic miospores as well.

In New Zealand the pioneering study

on Mesozoic miospores was that by Couper (1953); later works are sparse,
but include that of Norris (1968).
In South America the primary contributions have been by
Argentinian palynologists.

These have included publications by Archangelsky

(1980), Archangelsky and Gamerro (1965, 1966a,b,c, 1967a,b), Menendez
1972).
(1968a,b,), and Volkheimer (1968, 1969,

In Africa, Reyre (1964,

1965, 1967, 1973) has studied mid -Mesozoic assemblages from the Saharan
region; otherwise, works from that continent are sparse in number.

The use of miospores for biostratigraphy in Mesozoic strata has
met with some moderate success, especially in dealing with the interior
platforms of continents.

It is in these areas that non-marine sediments

tend to be most prominent; it is also in such situations that the richest
assemblages of miospores tend to be developed.
North America:

Approximately 50 papers have been published

on North American Middle Jurassic to Early Cretaceous miospores.

Over

two-thirds of these have been concerned primarily with Albian or Albian
and younger assemblages.

This, at least in part, reflects the considerable

interest in the early evolution of angiosperm pollen; although known from
the Barremian and Aptian, angiosperms underwent their major radiation
during the Albian.
There are a few publications which deal with miospores from
large portions of the period from the Middle Jurassic to the Lower

Cretaceous.

McGregor (1965) illustrated and gave preliminary identifica-

tions to Mesozoic miospores from Arctic Canada.

Among the assemblages he

considered were those from the following Middle Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous
strata:

the Upper Jurassic of Ellesmere Island; the Upper Berriasian/?Lower

Valanginian, and the ?uppermost Valanginian/Lower Hauterivian of the
Aklavik Range, District of Mackenzie; the Upper Neocomian or Aptian of
Axel Heiberg Island; and the Albian of the Peel Plateau, District of Mackenzie.
Williams (1975) gave a palynological zonation for Middle Jurassic
to Pleistocene strata of the Grand Banks (offshore eastern Canada), and
Barss et al. (1979) produced a compendium on the palynological zonation
and correlation of Ordovician to Pleistocene strata in 67 wells in eastern
Canada (mostly offshore).

For Mesozoic strata, both of these works are

but miospores were also considered.
primarily concerned with dinoflagellates,
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Dorhofer (1979) provided preliminary miospore range charts for Oxfordian
to Valanginian strata.

The ranges are mostly based on European studies

(necessarily, as most of the pertinent data has been obtained from there),
but North American ranges were also considered.
There are relatively few works recording Middle and Upper Jurassic
miospore assemblages from North America in detail.

The earliest was by

Rouse (1959), who described forms from the Upper Jurassic Kootenay Coals
of eastern British Columbia.
logically by Pocock (1964).

These strata were again investigated palynoMuir (1972) and Norris (1977) gave brief

descriptions of aspects of Middle Jurassic assemblages from eastern
Greenland and northern Ontario respectively; Norris (1982) reported at
greater length on assemblages from the latter area.

The most extensive

work, however, on Jurassic miospores from this continent to date is that
by Pocock (1970), who described in detail assemblages from western Canada.
The problem of the Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary in North America
and its recognition by miospores was considered by Pocock (1967), Hopkins
(1969), and Dorhofer (1979).

Their ideas are discussed in Part 3 of

this work.
Stover (1962, 1964) reported on Neocomian miospores from
Maryland.

A Lower Cretaceous assemblage from Nova Scotia of pre-Albian

age, was briefly described by Stevenson and McGregor (1963).

Pocock

(1962) described assemblages from the western Canadian Great Plains, which
he considered to be of Portlandian to Barremain age, but which subsequent
authors have believed to indicate, in part, a later Early Cretaceous date
(Playford, 1971, Dorhofer, 1979).

McIntyre
and Brideaux (1980) have
M

described miospores from the Valanginian of the Aklavik Range, District
of Mackenzie.

From Melville Island in the Canadian Arctic, Hopkins (1971a)

?Albian forms.
recorded Upper Valanginian to
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The Aptian, and especially the Albian, are much better represented by publications on miospores from North America than the earlier
Two areas in particular have received considerable

stages considered here.

attention -- the western Canadian Great Plains and the mid -Atlantic States.
Interest has peaked in these particular areas partly because of the well
preserved and interesting palynomorphs in accessible strata there, but
also owing to the potential biostratigraphic

use of miospores in the

hydrocarbon exploration of these regions.
In the western Canadian Great Plains the following works have
been published:

Singh (1964, 1971, 1975 -- the first of these also

including some late Barremian material), Pocock (1965), Steeves and
Wilkins (1967), Norris (1967), Vagvolgyi and Hills (1969), Playford (1971),
Norris et al. (1975), and Jarzen and Norris (1975).
Studies in the mid -Atlantic States have been primarily concerned
with assemblages from the Potomac Group (latest Neocomian-Albian).

These

Groot and Penny (1960), Brenner (1963, 1967),

studies are as follows:

Doyle 1969, 1977), Doyle and Hickey (1976), Doyle and Robbins (1977), and
Wolfe and Pakiser (1971).
Other regions
are the following:

represented by studies of Aptian-Albian miospores

Alaska (Stanley, 1967); Canadian Arctic Archipelago

(Hopkins, 1971b, 1973, 1974, Hopkins and Balkwill, 1973, Doerenkamp et al.,
1976); District of Mackenzie (

Brideaux and McIntyre, 1975); northern

1982, Hopkins and Sweet, 1976);
Ontario (Norris et al., 1976, Norris,
Norris, 1968, Paden Phillips and Felix,
southeastern U.S.A. (Hedlund and
1971a,b, Srivastava, 1972b,

1977, Bond, 1972, Davies and Norris, 1976);

Utah (May and Traverse, 1973).

Many of the above papers dealing with Aptian

in their considerations into the Late
and Albian assemblages also extend
Cretaceous.
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Palynological Preparation Procedures
The standard procedures carried out in the Palynological
Laboratory of the University of Saskatchewan, which were used in the
processing of the samples used for this work, have been ably described
by K.M. Meeres; a modified version of her unpublished account is
included in the present work as Appendix II.

Glossary of Descriptive Terms
The following is a list of descriptive terms for miospores,
and their definitions as used in the present work.

The glossaries

provided by Couper (1958) and Dettmann (1963), as well as the Morphologic
Encyclopedia of Palynology by Kremp (1968, q.v. for extensive illustrations), have been consulted during this compilation, but I have not
necessarily followed their definitions of given terms strictly (many
terms having been inconsistently applied).

For terms pertaining to the

sculpture and structure of the exine, see under 'ornament' and 'structure'
respectively.

Words italicized in the explanations are those with their

own entries, which should thus be referred to.

ALETE:

Describes spores which lack laesurae.

The outline of a spore when the latter is viewed from its polar
(Text-Figure 4-1, 4-2A,B ).
axis; the equatorial outline
AMB:

AMB DIAMETER:

See diameter.

the distal face, more or less concentric
A ring-like crassitude on
about the distal pole.
ANNULUS:

LAESURA
MARGO
(raised) LIP
COMMISSURE

A,

B,

APEX
SIDE
PROXIMAL POLE

DISTAL POLE

EQUATOR
AMB

-o
mr
>
m

C,
DISTAL POLE
(amb or equatorial)
DIAMETER

Text-Figure 4-1:

1

The essential morphological features of a trilete spore.
A. Proximal view. B. Distal view. C.Equatorial view.
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APEX (of a trilete spore) (pl. APICES; adj. APICAL):

That part of the

amb in the radial region and adjacent proximal and distal areas.
is, for the most part, an equivalent term
(Text-Figure 4-1 ).
APPENDIX (pl. APPENDICES):

Corner

A very elongate auricula.

AURICULA (pl. AURICULAE; adj. AURICULATE): An extension or thickening of
the radial equatorial exine; it is typically protruding in the amb. (See
appendix, valva.)
Describes trilete spores devoid of a zona, cingulum, or
other form of persistently developed equatorial structure. (Cf. zonotrilete.)
AZONOTRILETE:

CAVA (pl. CAVAE; adj. CAVATE): Extensive and consistently situated cavities
between separated layers of an otherwise essentially non -structured exine.
(Cf. saccus, vesicle.)
CENTRAL BODY: The central 'capsule' of zonotrilete spores -- i.e. the spore
minus any equatorial extension (zona, cingulum, etc.).
A massive (i.e. solid, not membrane-like) continuous thickening
of the equatorial exine; it is usually wedge-shaped in cross-section.
CINGULUM:

(Cf. zona.)
A line (or aperture) of dehiscence in a trilete mark or monolete
It does not include lips, margo, etc. (Text-Figure 4-1;4-2A). (Cf.

COMMISSURE:
mark.

laesura.)
An area on the proximal face beyond the laesurae which was in
spores of the tetrad. In trilete spores there
direct contact with adjacent
interradius; these contact areas may or may not be
is a contact area in each
of the exine and may or may not be
differentially ornamented from the rest
tetrad scar.)
bounded by curvaturae. (Cf.
CONTACT AREA:

of a more or less distinctly triangular
The radial equatorial region
the most part, an equivalent term.
trilete spore. Apex is, for
CORNER:
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CRASSITUDE (adj. CRASSATE):

A local thickening of the exine, typically
more extensive than individual sculptural elements and having a consistent
position on spores within a given taxon. (See annulus, tricrassate.)
A typically arc-shaped exinal fold, flexure, or
other lineation marking the outer edge of the contact area. It may be
CURVATURA (pl. CURVATURAE):

continuous (thus constituting a 'CURVATURA PERFECTA') or it may be
discontinuous, especially in areas furthest from the radii of the spore
(thus constituting a 'CURVATURA IMPERFECTA').

DEHISCENCE APERTURE:

An open dehiscence mark.

The mark left on the spore or pollen grain as a result of
its germination, or the preformed mark indicating the site of germination.
(See trilete mark, monolete mark, hilum, pore, sulcus.)
DEHISCENCE MARK:

For trilete spores the term 'diameter', when unqualified,
always refers to the amb or equatorial diameter -- the greatest
DIAMETER:

dimension of a spore when it is measured from one apex to a point on the

opposite side, the line of measurement passing through the polar axis
(Text-Figure 4-1).
DIMENSIONS:

See diameter, length, oblique diameter, polar diameter,width.

Describes that part of the spore which faced outwards in the tetrad.
(Cf. proximal.) (The terms distal and proximal, apart from their specific
meanings in reference to spores and pollen grains, have a more general
DISTAL:

meaning, in which sense they refer respectively to the free and attached ends
of processes, tentacles, etc.; to avoid confusion, use of these terms in this
more general sense should be avoided in works treating spores.)
DISTAL FACE:

That part of the exine surface which is distal.

That point on the distal face which is, in an undistorted
(Text-Figures 4-1, 4-2A,B ).
pole
specimen, directly opposite the proximal
DISTAL POLE:

PROXIMAL
POLE

DISTAL
POLE

EQUATOR

EQUATOR

COMMISSURE
MARGO

PROXIMAL
POLE
.

LENGTH

SULCUS

DISTAL
POLE

LAESURA

AMB

Text-Figure 4-2:

I

PROXIMAL
POLE

I

AMB

LENGTH

The essential morphological features of monolete and monosulcate miospores.
A. Monolete spore — equatorial view (upper diagram) and proximal view
(lower diagram). B. Monosulcate pollen grain — equatorial view (upper
diagram) and distal view (lower diagram).
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EQUATOR (adj. EQUATORIAL):

The boundary between the proximal face and the
distal face of a miospore; it essentially coincides with the amb
(TextFigures 4-1, 402A,B ).
Any axis which traverses the spore in the plane of the
equator and which intersects the polar axis.
EQUATORIAL AXIS:

EQUATORIAL DIAMETER:
EQUATORIAL OUTLINE:

See diameter.
See amb.

The principal, resistant, outer layer of the spore.
It is usually the only layer preserved in the fossil state. In most of the
miospores observed in this work, the exine appears to be unlayered (although
EXINE (adj. EXINAL):

the optical Becke Line effect sometimes simulates layering -- see under
Concavissimisporites delcourtii herein). In cavate spores, the wall layers
are here referred to simply as 'inner' and 'outer' walls. Thickness of the
exine is always measured exclusive of ornament or crassitudes unless otherwise stated. See Kremp (1968) for further discussion of the exine. (Cf. perine.)
HILUM (adj. HILATE): A more or less equidimensional aperture at the
proximal pole or distal pole which results from the natural, albeit commonly
somewhat irregular, breakdown of the exine. There are usually sculptural
and/or structural modifications of the exine at and around a hilum.
INNER BODY:

The body formed by the inner wall layer of a cavate spore.

INTERRADIUS [or INTERRADIAL (REGION); pl. INTERRADII]:
(Text-Figure 4-1 ),
exine between two radial regions

A region of the

A consistently developed exinal fold completely surrounding the
trilete mark, and arcuate (concave outwards) in the interradial regions.
KYRTOME;

(Cf. torus.)
three rays of a trilete tetrad scar, or
LAESURA (pl. LAESURAE): One of the
the single ray of a monolete tetrad scar. It always includes a commissure
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and its bordering lips, as well as a margo

where it is present, and
any other features bordering on, or related to, the commissure. (Some
authors have used the term 'laesura' in the sense of commissure as
(Text-Figure 4-1, 4-2A.)

applied herein.

LENGTH (of a monolete spore or a monosulcate pollen grain): The dimension
of the grain in the axis of the laesura or sulcus
(Text-Figure 4-2A,B ).
(In Eucommiidites the length is the dimension of the grain in the axis of
the principal sulcus.)
LEPTOMA:

See tenuitas.

The free edge of exine immediately adjacent to a commissure (TextFigure 4-1). Raised lips occur when this edge is upturned. Raised lips
may simulate a margo.
LIP:

LUMEN (pl. LUMINA):

An area of exine enclosed by muri.

A strip of exine bordering the commissure which is sculpturally or structurally differentiated from the remainder of the exine, or which
is thicker than the normal exine (Text-Figure 4-1,4-2A). (See also lips;
MARGO:

cf. torus.)
MONOLETE MARK:

A dehiscence mark involving a single laesura.

MONOLETE SPORE:

Spores in which dehiscence is by means of a single laesura.

MONOSULCATE POLLEN GRAIN:
MURUS (pl. MURI):

A pollen grain with a single sulcus.

Upstanding linear elements of the ornamentation.

The maximum dimension of a trilete spore, other than the
polar and amb diameters, measured between opposite points on the exine.
It is a useful measurement only in obliquely oriented spores in which the
measured.
polar or amb diameters can not be

OBLIQUE DIAMETER:
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ORNAMENT (or ORNAMENTATION):

The surficial patterning of the exine
(cf. structure); it may consist either of depressed or of raised elements.
The position of individual elements varies among specimens of the same
(Equivalent term -- sculpture; see also under
murus, lumen, unit sculpture and exine.) Ornament may be of the following

species (cf.

crassitude ).

types:
BACULATE [n. BACULUM; pl. BACULA):

With projecting elements
that have straight, more or less parallel sides and flat tops,
and a length greater than their maximum (usually basal)
diameter (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-h).
Costate ornament in which the costae are
consistently and distinctly broader than the canals (TextCANALICULATE:

Figure 4-3;Sc-q).
CAPILLATE (n.CAPILLUS; pl. CAPILLI): With projecting
cylindrical to ribbon-like elements which are branched
or anastomozing (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-k).
CICATRICOSE:

Costate ornament in which the canals are

consistently and distinctly broader than the costae
(Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-q).
CLAVATE (n. CLAVA; pl. CLAVAE): With projections, the
terminations of which are abruptly expanded, or in which
constriction occurs immediately below the terminus of the
projection, which thus appears to be expanded (Text-Figure
4-3;Sc-g).
CONATE (n. CONUS; pl. CONI): With projections in which the
height is no greater than the basal diameter, and which taper
uniformly from their bases (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-g). (Cf. echinate.)
COSTATE (n. COSTA; pl. COSTAE): With well-defined linear
elevations alternating with linear depressions and producing
a regularly ribbed or corrugate pattern. The raised elements
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The types of sculpture (Sc-a to Sc-w) and structure
(St-a to St-f) of the exines of miospores.
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have been variously referred to as RIBS, costae
or muri and the intervening excavations as lumina or CANALS..
Costate ornament may be of canaliculate, cicatricose, or
isocostate types.
ECHINATE (n. ECHINUS; pl. ECHINI):

With projections of which the
height is greater than the basal diameter, and which taper
uniformly from their base to a point (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-m).
(Cf. conate, pilate; equivalent term is 'spinulose'
Dettmann,
1963.)
FOSSULATE (n. FOSSULA; pl. FOSSULAE): With isolated elongate
excavations in the exine surface (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-u). (Cf.
foveolate.)
FOVEOLATE (n. FOVEOLA; pl. FOVEOLAE): With isolated, more or less
equidimensional excavations or pits, the intervening raised parts
of the exine being distinctly broader than the pits themselves
(and hence not forming muri of a reticulum) (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-v.)
(Cf. fossulate.)
FOVEORETICULATE (n. FOVEORETICULUM; pl. FOVEORETICULA): With pits
or lumina and intervening muri of approximately equal width. Hence,
the ornament is neither clearly foveolate nor distinctly reticulate
(Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-w).
GEMMATE (n. GEMMA; pl. GEMMAE): With more or less flat-topped
projections which taper gradually towards their bases (Text-Figure
4-3;Sc-f).
GRANULATE (n. GRANULUM or GRANULE; pl. GRANULA): With distinct, more
of which no dimension is greater than
or less isodiametric elevations
about 'Wm (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-d).
With elevations which are hook -shaped
HAMULATE (n. HAMUS; pl. HAMI):
joining to form a reticulum (Textin plan view, the elements not
Figure 4-3;Sc-o).
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ISOCOSTATE:

Costate ornament in which the canals and muri are
of approximately the same width, or in which there is considerable
overlap in the ranges of their respective widths (Text-Figure
4-3;Sc-r).
With a smooth exinal surface (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-a).
(Colloquial equivalent is 'smooth'.)
LAEVIGATE:

MACULATE (n. MACULA; pl. MACULAE): With an exine showing neither
distinct elevations and excavations nor infrapunctae (9..v. under
structure) in optical section, but with a spotted appearance in plan
view (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-b).
PILATE (n. PILUM; pl. PILA): With long, hairlike, usually flexible
projections which have a height greater than three times their basal
diameter. The elements have rounded or pointed terminations, but
are not gently tapering (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-n). (Cf. setulate.)
PUNCTATE:

See under

structure .

RETICULATE (n. RETICULUM; pl. RETICULA);

With muri that are
distinctly narrower than the intervening lumina and which form
a closed network (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-t).
RUGULATE (n. RUGULA; pl. RUGULAE): With ribs, ridges or other
elongate elevations; these do not form a reticulum but may be
otherwise arranged -- usually more or less randomly. The length
of each element is twice its maximum breadth or more (Text-Figure
4-3;Sc-p).
SCABRATE (n. SCABRA; pl. SCABRAE): With elevations and/or
excavations which are too small to be individually discernible
at magnifications of X500 or less (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-c).
(Equivalent colloquial term: 'roughened.')

SETULATE (n. SETULA; pl. SETULAE):

With long projections which
have a height between two and three times greater than their basal
or maximum diameter, these elements have rounded or pointed, but
not flat, ter )inations, and they do not taper from their bases to
their tips (iext-Figure 4-3;Sc-i). (Cf. echinate, tuberculate,
pilate, baculate.)
TUBERCULATE (n. TUBERCULUM; pl. TUBERCULA): With rounded projections,
the height of which is between one and two times their basal diameter;
the basal diameter is always greater than 1,um (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-j).
(Cf. verrucate.)
VERRUCATE (n. VERRUCA; pl. VERRUCAE): With rounded elevations in
which the bases are greater than lam across and more or less
isodiametric, and in which the height does not exceed the basal
diameter (Text-Figure 4-3;Sc-c).
OUTER BODY:

The body formed by the outer exinal layer in a cavate spore.

PERINE (adj. PERINATE): The layer of the spore wall which is external
to the exine; it is only rarely preserved in the fossil state. (Both
PERINATE and APERINATE spores may be shed from a single sporangium -- see
Dettmann, 1963, for a discussion and references.)
An imaginary line which passes through both the proximal pole
and the distal pole of a miospore.
POLAR AXIS:

POLAR DIAMETER:

The dimension of the spore along the polar axis (Text-

Figures 4-1,4-2A,B).
PORE (adj. PORATE):

A more or less circular dehiscence aperture. (Cf. sulcus.)

Describes that part of the spore which faced inwards in the
tetrad. (See note under distal .)
PROXIMAL:

PROXIMAL FACE:

surface which is proximal.
That part of the exine
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The pci,nt on the spore that was directly adjacent to the
centre of the tetrad. In trilete spores it corresponds to the intersection
PROXIMAL POLE:

of the three commissures; in monolete spores it equates with the midpoint
of the single commissure (Text-Figure 4-1;4-2A,B ).
RADIUS [or RADIAL (REGION); pl. RADII]: In trilete spores the radius is
the region of the proximal face bearing the laesura, as well as the
equatorial and distal regions respectively adjacent to and opposite a
laesura (Text-Figure 4-1). (Cf. interradius.)
RIMULA:

See under Classopollis herein.

RING SULCUS:

An annular or circularly arranged sulcus.

It may be complete

or incomplete.
SACCUS (pl. SACCI; adj. SACCATE): A more or less equatorially situated
'air-sac' formed by an outer exinal layer which is loosened and separated
from the inner layer. Forms may be MONO-, BI-, TRI-, or POLYSACCATE
depending on the number of sacci present. The term 'saccus' is restricted
to forms with a more or less complex exine. (Cf. cava.)
SCULPTURE (adj. SCULPTURAL):
SIDE:
4-1).

Alternative term for ornament.

The interradial portion of the amb between two apices (Text-Figure
(Cf. apex, corner.)

The internal cavity of the spore bounded by the exine or,
layer.
if this is layered, its innermost

SPORE CAVITY:

STRUCTURE (of the exine) (adj. STRUCTURAL): The internal construction of
the exine. The prefix 'INFRA' is used here to denote many structural types;
although some authors use the prefix 'INTRA', these prefixes are essentially
interchangeable.

Structure may be of the following types:

With a uniform structure, no
HOMOGENOUS (or HOMOGENEOUS):
discernible.
structural elements being

INFRAFOVEOLATE (n. INFRAFOVEOLA; pl. INFRAFOVEOLAE): With
inhomogeneities that appear, in plan view, as a series of dots
lighter in colour than their surroundings; in optical section
they appear as a series of 'canals' perpendicular to the exine
surface, which however is not perforated (Text-Figure 4-3;St-a).
(Cf. infrapunctate.)
INFRAGRANULATE:

See infrapunctate.

INFRAPUNCTATE (n. INFRAPUNCTUM; pl. INFRAPUNCTA): With
inhomogeneities that appear, in plan view, as a series of dots
darker in colour than their surroundings, in optical section
they appear as a series of rods perpendicular to the exine
surface (Text-Figure 4-3;St-b). (Cf. infrafoveolate structure;
maculate ornament.)
INFRARETICULATE (n. INFRARETICULUM; pl. INFRARETICULA): With
inhomogeneities arranged so as to form a 'reticulum' or network.
If the 'muri' of the'reticuluml are darker than their surroundings,
the resulting structure may be referred to as a POSITIVE INFRARETICULUM
(Text-Figure 4-3;St-f); if the 'muri' are lighter in colour,
a NEGATIVE INFRARETICULUM results.
INFRASTRIATE (n. INFRASTRIA; pl. INFRASTRIAE): With inhomogeneities
arranged so as to form striae or stripes (Text-Figures 4-3;St-e).
PUNCTATE:

Equivalent to infrapunctate.

Exine structure comprising loosely packed elements of a
more or less irregular nature; sponge-like. The areas between the
lighter coloured exine material, or they
elements may be simply of
4-3;St-d).
may be cavities (Text-Figure
SPONGEOUS:

Exine comprising two or more, more
TECTATE (n. TECTUM; pl. TECTA):
by connecting elements of various
or less separated layers joined
configurations (Text-Figure 4-3;St-c). (See also under Classopollis
herein.)
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An elongate, furrow-like dehiscence
aperture of a pollen grain (Text-Figure 4-2B). (See monosulcate pollen grain.)
SULCUS (pl. SULCI; adj. SULCATE):

A thin or attenuated area of the exine which may or may not
develop into, or function as, a dehiscence aperture. It is typically
somewhat indistinctly delimited. (Equivalent term: leptoma.)
TENUITAS:

A union of four pollen grains or spores formed from a common
mother cell. Tetrads of miospores usually break down into four separate
miospores at the onset of, or during, their dispersal.
TETRAD:

This term is used herein to encompass all features of the
proximal face which were associated with proximity to adjacent spores at
the centre of tetrad. It includes contact areas, trilete, monolete or
TETRAD SCAR:

triradiate marks, etc.
An exinal thickening (not merely a fold) on the proximal
interradial exine, not directly adjacent to the commissure for its entire
length (i.e. it is not equivalent to a margo). It is usually arcuate, the
TORUS:

concavity facing outwards. (This term has been variously applied; see
Kremp, 1968, for other definitions.)

TRICRASSATE:

Describes trilete spores with equatorial interradial

crassitudes.
A dehiscence mark involving three laesurae, these radiating
Y-mark; triradiate mark.)
symmetrically from the proximal pole. (Cf.
TRILETE MARK:

TRILETE SPORE.

A spore possessing a trilete mark.

rayed feature of a tetrad scar which does not
TRIRADIATE MARK: The three
serve as a dehiscence aperture.
SCULPTURE): Ornament comprising positive elements
UNIT ORNAMENT (or UNIT
bacula,R119.) which, in plan view, are more or
(e.g. granula, verrucae,
elongate. Unit ornament never involves
less isodiametric, rather than
extensive fusion of elements.
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A form of auricula comprising a pad-like
thickening of the apical exine which is usually more or less prominent in
VALVA (pl. VALVAE; adj. VALUATE):

the amb.

(Cf. appendix.)

VESICULA (pl. VESICULAE; adj. VESICULATE):

Local separations of exinal
layers which cause prominences to occur on the spore surface.
The dimension of a monolete spore or monosulcate pollen grain
perpendicular to both the polar axis and to the laesura or sulcus (TextWIDTH:

Figure 4-2A,B).
Y-MARK:

A trilete mark or a triradiate mark.

A continuous (although not necessarily uniformly wide), more or
less membraneous extension of the equatorial exine. (Cf. cingulum.)
ZONA:

Describes those trilete spores with a zona, a cingulum, or
other continuous or discontinuous equatorial exinal extensions. (Cf.
ZONOTRILETE:

azonotrilete.)
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PART 2

SYSTEMATIC PALAEONTOLOGY
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GENERAL REMARKS

This thesis does not constitute a valid publication.

Thus

the taxonomic innovations and changes indicated in the following pages
are not to be taken as valid proposals here; they will be proposed
formally in vehicles that are appropriate for this end.
The type and figured specimens are on slides which are lodged
in the collections of the Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology
(Geological Survey of Canada), Calgary.

Microscope stage co-ordinates

quoted in this work are from Zeiss Standard Microscope

number 4886971.

Instructions for converting these for use with other microscopes are
included with the slide collection.
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Chapter V

SPHAGNACEAN SPORES

General Remarks
Traditionally, fossil dispersed miospores with a combination
of most or all of the following characteristics have been associated with
the Sphagnaceae:

relatively small size; a more or less rounded triangular

to subcircular amb; short laesurae; the presence of an incipient to welldeveloped cingulum; a smooth or weakly ornamented proximal face; and a
distal face which is more strongly ornamented and which characteristically
possesses crassitudes or exinal thickenings.
Doring et al. (1966) placed all such sphagnacoid forms in the
genus Stereisporites Pflug, within which they set up numerous subgenera to
encompass the different morphological types.

I do not follow the practice

of using subgenera for the following reasons:
unnecessarily complicates an already
a) The use of the subgeneric rank
complex nomenclature.

In any case, is it advisable to use subgenera (i.e.

subform-genera) with form-genera?
range of morphology which is much wider
b) This group of spores covers a
to be appropriate for a single genus.
than that which is normally considered
Stereisporites encompasses spores closely similar
c) The type species of
the extant moss Sphagnum. As
to, or practically identical with, spores of
the inclusion of a variety of morphologiPotoni6 (1970) has pointed out,
Stereisporites is in large part based on the
cally diverse subgenera within
relationship with the modern Sphagnaceae. However, this
assumption of their
sufficiently well established to justify a
relationship is by no means always
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formal taxonomic association; indeed, in some cases such a
relationship
is highly dubious.
d) the subgenera of Stereisporites have not been universally
employed,
many authors having generally preferred to use alternative taxa of
full
generic rank.
The concepts of the genera discussed below are illustrated
diagrammatically in Text-Figure 5-1.

Genus STEREISPORITES Pflug in Thomson and Pflug,1953
emend.nov.
1938
1953
1953
1956
?1961
1963
1963
1963
1966

Sphagnumsporites Raatz, p.9 [nomen nudum].
Stereisporites Pflug in Thomson + Pflug, p.53.
Sphagnites Cookson, p.463.
Sphagnumsporites Raatz; ex Potoni6, p.17.
Occultosporites Khlonova, p.57.
Stereisporites (Distverrusporis) Krutzsch, p.14.
Stereisporites (Distqranisporis) Krutzsch, p.15.
.222si_t_g_§) (Cookson); Krutzsch, p.17.
Stereisporites (21
Sp ha numis orites Levet-Carette, p.154.

Emended diagnosis:
compressed

Zonotrilete, tetrahedral, small, proximo-distally

miospores; the amb is triangular, with more or less broadly

sides, to subcircular; the distal face
rounded apices and usually convex
The laesurae are one-half to
is convex, the proximal face is pyramidal.
radius in length and commonly simple; they may,
three-quarters of the spore
indistinct margo and/or raised lips. An
however, have a distinct to
it
, may be of
incipient to moderately well developed cingulum is present;
The exine
uniform width or it may be broader radially than interradially.
single
is predominantly smooth to scabrate; it may or may not possess a
thickenings at or about the distal pole. Indistinct
thickening or cl uster of
variously organized, may occur elsewhere
and weakly developed thickenings,
on the exine.
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Imtlpecies: Stereisporites (al. Sporites) stereoides (Potonie and
Venitz, 1934, p.11; p1 .1, fig.4 -- holotype) Pflug in Thomson and Pflug,
1953, p.53; Miocene, Germany.
Remarks:

The generic diagnosis of Stereisporites is emended so as to

include forms with distal polar thickenings, as well as those with smooth
distal exines.

It is also modified to encompass rare forms with weakly

developed distal thickenings other than those in the area of the distal
pole (see under S. antiquasporites below).
De Jersey (1964) discussed Stereisporites at some length.

He

stated clearly that he was intending to emend Stereisporites so as to
include forms with a distal polar thickening; however, in his emended
diagnosis he made no mention whatsoever of this feature.
Elsik (1968) attempted a subdivision into species of some
'Sphagnum spores'(Elsik's 'Sphagnum spores' correspond essentially to
Stereisporites as employed herein) on the basis of the shape of the distal
polar thickening.

However, he used certain species names which are not

defined [e.g. Leiotriletes
attributable to Stereisporites, as here
considered in this work to be a species
bujargiensis Bolkhovitina, which is
of Rogalskaisporites (Rogalska 1954)].

In the present study, the distal

antiquasporites, where present, were typically oval
polar thickenings of S.
M.A. Wilson (1978 and personal
or subcircular. Elsik (op. cit) and
Y-shaped as well as more rounded thickenings
communication) found forms with
spores. The present study involves Late
amongst their 'Sphagnum-type'
assemblages, whereas the observations of both
Jurassic-Early Cretaceous
Cretaceous and Tertiary forms. A
late
of
Elsik and Wilson were
approach, which may well prove to yield
reconsideration of Elsik's
stratigraphically meaningful results, is currently in
taxonomically and
progress.
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The subgenera of Stereisporites:

The following is a systematic list and

discussion of the taxa that at some time have been included as subgenera
of Stereisporites.

Those that have not previously been raised to full

generic rank or can not be included as synonyms under other generic names
are elevated in rank here; reasons for not retaining them as subgenera are
given above.
1) Cingutriletes Pierce, 1961.
1961 Cinqutriletes Pierce, p.20
1963 Cinqutriletes Pierce; emend Dettmann, p.69.
1963 Stereisporites subfgen. Cinqutriletes Krutzsch, p.17 [nomen
nudum -- see Jansonius and Hills, 1976, card 2706].
Remarks:

Designation of Ci n gutriletes as a subgenus of Stereisporites by

Krutzsch, 1963 is herein rejected.

The original illustration of the holotype

of the type species of Cingutriletes is a diminutive photomicrograph.

Its

detailed morphology is thus obscure, but it appears to differ from
Stereisporites (sensu stricto) in having an extremely broad zona.
2) Coralloserratisporites (Timmermann in Doring et al.) stat. nov.
1966 Stereisporites subfgen. Coralloserratisporis Timmermann i n
Doring et al., p. .
Type species: Coralloserratisporis [al. Stereisporites (Coralloserratisporis)] barthensis Timmermann in Doring et al., 1966: p.72; p1.2,
(holotype); lower Eocene, Germany.
Remarks:

Coralloserratisporis is distinguished by its extremely notched

or frayed cingulum.
Srivastava, 1973
3) Distancoraesporis (Krutzsch, 1963)
Distancoraesporis Krutzsch, p.14.
1963 Stereisporites subfgen.
Tripunctisporis
Krutzsch in Doring
1966 Stereisporites subfgen.
et al., p.73.
1973 Distancoris oris [sic] (Krutzsch); emend. Srivastava, p.228.
Srivastava [sic]; Jansonius + Hills,
1976 Distancoris oris [sic]
card 826.
Remarks:

Srivastava (1973)

expressly

raised the subgenus Distancoraesporis

its diagnosis. In doing so, he rendered
to full generic rank and emended
Jansonius and Hills (1976) (and also J.
the name as PiqT2E21^12911 .
communication) treated Srivastava's version as a new
Jansonius -- personal
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name at generic rank.

I prefer to treat Distancorisporis as a mispelling

or orthographic variant of Distancoraesporis.

I believe that it is clear

that Srivastava was intending to use Krutzsch's taxon.
Distancoraesporis is characterized by a relatively complex distal
polar thickening which is always triradially symmetrical.

Stereisporites

(sensu stricto) has a more or less circular distal polar boss.

C.

Mannville (personal communication) has pointed out that Tripunctisporis is
merely a morphological variant of Distancoraesporis and that these two forms
should be treated under a single generic heading.

She is proposing to

publish a formal taxonomic reconsideration of these forms.
4) Distalanulisporites Klaus, 1960
1960 Distalanulisporites Klaus, p.131.
1963 Stereisporites (Distanulisporites [sic]) Klaus; Krutzsch,
pp.19-20.
subfgen. Distanulisporites [sic] Krutzsch [sic];
Stereisporites
1976
1976, card 2710.
Hills,
Jansonius and
Remarks:

Krutzsch (1963, p.19) expressly referred to the taxon Distal anuli-

s orites Klaus, 1960; however, he mispelled its name (viz:

'Distanulisporites'

and did not formally redesignate it as a subgenus, although this seems to
have been his intention.

This taxon is here retained at full generic rank.

It differs from Stereis orites (sensu stricto) in lacking a cingulum and in
possessing a distal annulus.
5) 'Dicyclosporis' Schulz in Doring et al., 1966.
(Distcyclosporis) is herein considered to be a
Remarks: Stereisporites
junior synonym of Annulispora

(5.!!).

6)

Doring et al., 1966.
'Distcyclosporis' Schulz in
(Distcyclosporis) is herein considered to be a
Remarks: Stereisporites
Polycingulatisporites (q.v.).
junior synonym of

7)

'Dist ranisporis' Krutzsch, 1963.
ran isporis) is herein considered to be a
Remarks: Stereisporites (Distg
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junior synonym of Stereisporites (sensu stricto)
8) 'Distverrusporis' Krutzsch, 1963.
Remarks:

Stereisporites (Distverrusporites) is herein considered to be a

junior synonym of Stereisporites sensu strict°.
9) 'Distzonosporis' Krutzsch, 1963.
Remarks:

Stereisporites (Distzonosporis) is herein considered to be a

junior synonym of Annulispora (q.v.).
10) Duplozonosporis (Doring and Krutzsch in Doring et al., 1966) stat. nov.
1966 Stereisporites subfgen. Duplozonosporis Doring + Krutzsch in
Doring et al., p.77.
Type species: Duplozonosporis [al. Stereisporites (Duplozonosporis)]
antweilerensis Krutzsch, 1963, pp.77-78; p1.2, figs.6-9 (holotype);
lower Eocene Germany.
Remarks:

Duplozonosporis is characterized primarily by its bizonate

cingulum.
11) Rogalskaisporites Danze-Corsin and Laveine, 1963.
Remarks:

Rogalskaisporites was reduced to subgeneric rank by Schulz (1967).

The treatment is herein rejected. (See under Rogalskaisporites below.)
Doring et 21., 1966) stat. nov. herein.
12) Sculptisporis (Poring and Schulz in
'Sculptisporis' below.
Remarks: See under
13)

'Sphagnites' Cookson, 1953
Sphagnites in rank to a subgenus of
Krutzsch (1963) reduced
considered to be a junior synonym of
Stereisporites. It is herein
Remarks:

Stereisporites (sensu stricto).
14)

1963
'Stereigranisporis' Krutzsch,
(Stereigranis oris) is herein considered to be a
Stereisporites
Remarks:
name has seniority at generic
synonym of Antulsporites (q.v.). The latter
rank.

15)

stat. nov.
oris Krutzsch, P.16.
Structis oris (Krutzsch, 1963)
subfgen. Structis
Stereisporites
1963
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Type species: Structisporis [al. Stereisporites
(Structisporis)]
intrareticulatus Krutzsch, 1963, p.96; p1.29, figs.1-5
(holotype), 6-9;
Pliocene, Germany.
Remarks:

This genus is distinguished from similar forms by its
structured
exine, which, however, may represent a preservational state (see
Jansonius
and Hills, 1976, card 2721).
16) 'Tripunctisporis' Krutzsch in During et al., 1966
Remarks:

Stereisporites (Tripunctisporis) is herein considered to be

a junior synonym of Distancoraesporis, g.v.

Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson and Webster, 1946) Dettmann, 1963
Plate 1

Figures 1-20.

Sphagnum antiquasporites Wilson and Webster, p.273; fig.2.
Trilites australis Cookson, p.136; p1.15, figs.58-59.
"Trilitespsilatus" Ross, p.32; p1.1, fig.12. [provisional name]
Glabrina vul ariformis Malyavkina, p1.4, fig.5.
Stereisporites silatus (Ross); [ex] Thomson + Pflug, p.53.
Stereisporites Trilites) psilatus (Ross); Weyland + Krieger, p.10,
p1.3, figs.29-30.
1953 Sphagnites australis (Cookson); Cookson, p.463.
1953 Sphagnites australis (Cookson) f. parva Cookson, p.464; p1.1, fig.1.
1953 cf. Sphagnites australis (Cookson) f. parva Cookson; Cookson, p1. ,.
figs.25-26.
1953 Leiotriletes ttingAty_s_ Bolkhovitin ,.p.18; p1.1, fig.4.
Bolkhovitina, pp.43-44; p1.5, fig.12.
?1953 Stenozonotriletes sec til is
Naumova; [ex] Bolkhovitina, p.44; p1.5,
?1953 Stenozonotriletes pu mills
fig.13.
1954 Sphagnum antiguasporites (Wilson and Webster); Radforth and Rouse,
p.190;
?1956 Sphagnump1.labresgcens [auct. E911] Malyavkina; Bolkhovitina, p.30;
p1.1, figs.3a-c.
(al. Trilites) australis (Cookson); Potoni6, p.17
§Thagnumsporites
1956
orites (Wilson + Webster); Potonie, p.17.
1956 Sphagnumsporites anti ua
Cookson ; Balme, p.15; p1.1, figs.1-2.
1957 Sphagnites australis
1
.:1-2.
i gl s
Wilson + Webster; Rouse, p.353:fp
'957 Sphagnum anti uas orites
figs.40-41.
figs.32-33, p1.2,
(Ross); Couper, p.131; p1.15
si.
s
S h agnumsporites p____I
1958 _p
1959
p1.1, figs.25-26.
pyricqtsygilv Rouse, p.308,
Sphagnum
1,(Cookson); Krutzsch, p.71.
.n9b Stereisporites australis
[7
13,
:21
ig:1
(Bolkhovitina); Bolkhovitina, pp.81 82:
ttinglE4
gEILIT
1" 9 qPII
1„ .. figs.la-b.
Bolkhovitina C?P2E], p.82, p1.1,
.non
9 Sphagnum edatiformis
1946
1947
1949
1949
1953
1953

"

fig.2a].
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1959 Sphagnum suflavum Bolkhovitina [?pars], p.82, p1.1,
fig.3a [?non
figs.3b-c].
1961 Sphagnum suflavum Bolkhovitina; Kotova, p1.1, fig.l.
?1962 Sphagnumsporites psilatus (Ross); Pocock, p.32; p1.1,
fig.4.
1962 Sphagnumsporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster);
Pocock, p.32;
p1.1, figs.l-3.
1962 Sphagnum anttpasporites Wilson + Webster; Rouse, p.196; p1.3, figs.2-3.
1963 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Dettmann,
p.25;
p1.2, figs.20-21.
1963 Sphagnumsporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Brenner,
pp.41-42; p1.4, fig.l.
1963 Sphagnumsporites psilatus (Ross); Stevenson + McGregor, p1.1, fig.17.
1964 Sphagnumsporites psilatus (Ross); Singh, p.39; p1.1, fig.2.
1964 Sphagnumsporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Singh, p.38;
p1.1, fig.l.
1964 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster) de Jersey, p.5;
p1.1, figs.l-3.
1964 Sphagnumsporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); de Jersey + Paten,
p.2; p1.1, figs.1-2.
1964 Sphagnumsporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); von der Brelie,
p.124, p1.1, fig.10.
1964 Sphagnumsporites australis (Cookson); emend. von der Brelie, pp.124125; p1.1, fig.8.
1964a Sphagnums _porites silatus (Ross); Kedves + Simoncsics, p.14; p1.3,
figs.9-10.
1965 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); McGregor, p1.3,
fig.40.
1965 Sphagnumsporites silatus (Ross); McGregor, p1.16, fig.1; p1.7, fig.6;
p1.10, fig.l.
1965 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Harris, p.79; p1.24,
fig.20.
1965 Sphagnum antiquasporites Wilson + Webster; Stanley, p.236; p1.27,
figs.l-5.
psilatus (Ross); Baltes, p.5; p1.1, fig.l.
Sphagnumsporites
i965
(Wilson + Webster); Srivastava, p.501;
1966a Stereisporites anti uas orites
p1.1, figs.l-3.
Helal, pp.85-86; p1.31,;1fArilg:1-2.
1966 Sphagnumsporites silatus (Ross);
Jain + Sah, pp.106-107;
1966 Stereisporites silatus Ross);
silatus (Ross); Levet-Carette, pp.154-155; p1.14,
1966 _2
5 11anuri§22riIf
91
fig.5.
(Wilson + Webster); Drugg, p.37; p1.6,
1 967 Stereisporites anti uas orites
fig.19.
(Wilson + Webster); Srivastava, p.137;
1967 Stereisporites anti uas orites
p1.1, fig.B.
(Wilson + Webster); Norris, p.87;
1967 Stereisporites anti uas orites
p1.10, figs.10-11. ____(Ross); Horowitz, pp.6-7; p1.1, fig.l.
1968 Sphagnums
oritess psilatus
__
Hedlund + Norris, p1.1, fig.l.
Js (Ross);
1968 Stereisporites
Wilson + Webster; Elsik, p.298; p1.10,
orites
1968 Sphagnum anti uas
fig.7.
pp.::9
1 4:
- 00
fig.7.
iensis (Duct. non] Bolkhovitina); Elsik,
1968 Sphagnum bj
(Wilson + Webster); Norris,
302; p1.10, fig.10.
1968 Stereisporites anti uas orites
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1968 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster);
Rakosi, p1.1,
figs.7-8.
1969 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster);
Norton + Hall,
p.11; p1.1 , fig.l.
1969 Stereisporites antiguasporites (Wilson + Webster); 01tz,
p.119;
p1.39, fig.16.
1969 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Norris,
p1.102,
figs.13-14.
1969 Stereispprites antiguasporites (Wilson + Webster); Vagvolgyi +
Hills,
pl.lc fig.l.
1970 Stereisporites antigua§porites (Wilson + Webster); Norris, p1.3,
fig.2 [incorrectly captioned as fig.8].
1970 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Pocock, pp.34-35;
p1.6, fig.l.
1970 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Habib, p.352;
p1.1, fig.].
1971 Sphagnum antiquasporites Wilson + Webster; Griggs, p1.3, f
1971 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Playford,
g.9
p1.103,
fig.2.
1971 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Singh, pp.33-34;
p1.1, figs.4-5.
1 971a Sphagnum antiquasporites Wilson + Webster; Hopkins, p.113; p1.20,
fig.l.
1971 Sphagnumsporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Herngreen, p1.1,
fig.l.
1971a Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Paden Phillips +
Felix, p.284; p1.1, fig.].
1972 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Rouse + Srivastava,
fig.17.
1973 StereisporitesaLigti vasporites (Wilson + Webster); Stone, p.66; p1.10,
fig.55.
+ Webster; Hopkins + Balkwill, p.10;
1973 Sphagnum antiguasporites Wilson
p1.1, fig.2.
(Cookson); Hopkins + Balkwill, p.10; p1.1,
1973 Sphagnum cf. S. australe
fig.3.
Hopkins + Balkwill, p.10; p1.1,
1973 Sphagnum cf. S. australe (Cookson);
fig.5.
psilatus (Ross); May + Traverse, p1.1,
?1973 Sphagnumsporites sp. cf. S.
. 6.
psilatus (Ross); Lapteva, p1.1, figs.1-4.
1973 Sp
fihga g1 n ums orites
Wilson + Webster; Hopkins, p1.1, fig.3.
uas —or
1974 Sphagnum an
(Wilson + Webster); McKellar, p.5;
1974 Stereisporites antiquasporites
p1.1, fig.10.
(Wilson + Webster); Burger, p1.14,
E
1974 Stereisporites ar- iAL_4asorites
fi .8.
orites (Wilson + Webster); McIntyre, p1.14,
1974 Stegreisporites antiquas
fig.l.
tes (Wilson + Webster); Filatoff, p.37;
1975 Stereisporites anti uas ori
fig.i.
p1.1, figs.2-3.
(Ross); Filatoff, p.37; p1.1,
silatus
1975 Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson + Webster); Norris q 0.,
1975 Stereisporites
(Wilson + Webster); Playford et al.,
p1.1, fig.8.
1975 Stereisporites anti uas °rites
fig. 4.4.
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1975
1975
1975
1976
1978
1980
1982
non

1917

Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson
McIntyre, p1.1, fig.6.
Stereis_pprites antiquasporites (Wilson
p1.7, fig.?2,6.
Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson
Stereisporites antiquasjorites (Wilson
p.418, p1.2, fig.8.
Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson
p1.1, figs.?-11.
StereisTorites antiquasporites (Wilson
figs.9-12.
Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson
figs.1-2.
Sphagnumsporites psilatus ([auct. non]

Description:

+ Webster); Brideaux +
+ Webster); Vigran + Thusu,
+ Webster); Romans, p1.1,
fig.2.
+ Webster); Saad + Ghazaly,
+ Webster); Wilson,
pp.108-109;
+ Webster); Burger, p.58;
p1.12,
+ Webster); Norris, p1.1,
Ross); Bjaerke, p1.2, fig.5.

A species of Stereisporites with a rounded triangular to

subcircular amb.

The laesurae are commonly simple, but may have a margo,

raised lips or they may be bordered by exinal folds; curvaturae perfectae are
occasionally developed.

The cingulum is narrow, typically one -twentieth

or less of the spore diameter, and may be uniform in width or broader
radially than interradially.

An exinal thickening of variable shape and

size (but in diameter usually not exceeding one-half of the spore radius)
pole; it may, however, be faint or absent,
typically occurs at the distal
or it may be represented by a compact cluster of thickenings. Other low,
annular thickenings or radial
weakly developed exinal structures (e.g.
always have indistinctly defined outlines.
striae) may occur distally; these
Material:

encountered.
Over 1,000 specimens

measured).
16(24)32jim (258 specimens
Dimensions: Diameter
smallest was 191im.
specimen measured 16um; the next
Remarks:

The name S.

Only one

antiquasporites has been widely used for relatively

Stereisporites with a distal polar
of
specimens
sim ple, late Mesozoic
having a truncated Y-shape
being circular or
usually
crassitude the latter
1, .Fig ,e 1) and
[see, for example, the il lustrations given by Singh Webster
(1964, plate
(1946), in their
and
Wilson
7,11)].
figures
Wilson (1978, plate 1,
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original description of S. antiquasporites, made no mention of a
polar
thickening, and the morphology of the holotype is not completely clear
from
their illustration. However, the distal exine of that specimen does
appear
to bear a crassitude of the 'distancorae' type, a relatively complex
thickening characteristic of some Tertiary and Recent Sphagnum spores but
which has not been reported from Mesozoic strata.

Thus the name S. anti-

quasporites is almost certainly not appropriate for Mesozoic forms of
Stereisporites with simple distal polar crassitudes.

This species name,

however, is used here provisionally, pending the reconsideration of this
morphological group, as mentioned above.
The variation in morphology of S. antiquasporites observed in the
Richardson Mountains material is described above and illustrated in Plate 1.
This variation includes forms both with and without a distal polar thickening
Where present, this feature varies from being strongly to weakly developed.
This variation in the distinctiveness of the distal polar boss may in part be
preservational.
a distal polar thickening have commonly
Late Mesozoic forms lacking
(Ross, 1949). The supposed
been assigned to Stereisporites psilatus
Trilites psilatus, was intended as a 'working'
basionym of the latter name,
it is thus invalid under the International
name' only by Ross (op. cit., p.30);
Article34-lb (Stafleu et al., 1978). The
Code of Botanical Nomenclature,
formally by Thomson and Pflug
was first used
name Stereisporites
although they ascribed the species to
authors,
its
(1953), who are thus
(Ross, 1949) ex Thomson and Pflug is herein
Ross. Stereisporites
junior synonym of S. antiquasporites, partly
Provisionally considered to be a
the morphology of the two forms (see
of
nature
because of the gradational
above) and partly owing to the nomenclatural confusion currently prevailing
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PLATE 1.

Illustrating the Morphological Variation of Stereisporites
Photomicrographs 5, 7-10, 18, 21 taken in phase contrast.
in proximo-distal aspect.

All specimens

Stereisporites antiquasporites (Wilson and Webster, 1946)
Figure 1: sample 001-29148, slide 1, co-ordinates 98 2/1 5.4.

Figures 1-20:

Diameter 26pm.
Figure 2: sample 002-50854, slide 1, co-ordinates 97.9/21.7.
Diameter 23pm.
Figure 3:

sample 002-50857, slide 3, co-ordinates 103.4/1 2.9.

Diameter 23um.
Figure 4: sample 003-50862, slide 3, co-ordinates 104.2/18.8.
Diameter 22pm.
Figure 5: sample 003-50862, slide 13, co-ordinates 107.5/15.0.
Diameter 24pm.
Figure 6: sample 004-50880, slide 8, co-ordinates 108.9/22.2.
Diameter 26um.
co-ordinates 92.6/5.6.
Figure 7: sample 006-50907, slide 9,
Diameter 21pm.
co-ordinates 93.6/10.0.
Figure 8: sample 006-50910, slide 8,
Diameter 27pm.
slide 13, co-ordinates 104.1/17.6.
Figure 9: sample 007-50913,
Diameter

23vm.

Diameter

2311m.

slide 12, co-ordinates 94.1/6.7.
Figure 10. sample 007-50913,
007-50913, slide 6, co-ordinates 94.9/7.8.
sample
Figure 11:
Diameter 21vm.
slide 12, co-ordinates 99.2/8.9.
Figure 12. sample 007-29138,
Diameter 22vm.
slide 13, co-ordinates 100.4/3.4
Figure 13: sample 007-29134,
Diameter 22pm.
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Figure 14:

sample 007-29135, slide 12, co-ordinates 94.6/20.8.
Diameter 22um.
Figure 15:

sample 007-29138, slide 12, co-ordinates 100.4/8.1.

Diameter 180m.
Figure 16:

sample 007-29138, slide 13, co-ordinates 100.0/9.8.

Diameter 22pm
Figure 17:

sample 007-29129, slide 9, co-ordinates 103.0/7.2.

Diameter 20um.
Figure 18:

sample 005-29114, slide 12, co-ordinates 110.0/16.0.

Diameter 251.1m.
Figure 19: sample 007-29138, slide 13, co-ordinates 102.4/14.1
Diameter 2211m.
Figure 20: sample 007-29135, slide 11, co-ordinates 110.0/14.4
Diameter 261n.
Stereisporites crassus (Cookson, 1953)
103.5/16.0.
Sample 014-50981, slide 10, co-ordinates

Figure 21:

Diameter 2311m.
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amongst the group of forms under consideration. As
noted above, a paper
is in preparation in which an
attempt will be made to clear up these
problems.
S. antiquasporites has been reported from Jurassic to
Tertiary
strata.

It was a common element in the Richardson Mountains
material studied.

Stereisporites crassus (Cookson, 1953) Krutzsch, 1959b emend.nov.
Plate 1, Ficlure 21

1953 ..2-111T-itt5

australis (Cookson) f. crassa Cookson, p.464; p1.1,

figs.2-4.
1953 cf. Sphagnites australis (Cookson) f. crassa Cookson; Cookson, p1.2,
fig.24.
1956 Sphagnumsporites australis (Cookson) f. crassa Cookson; Potoni6,
1? 7 Lggialitf clavus Balme, [pars] p.16; p1.1, fig.5 [non 4,6].
1959b
.
Stereisporites crassus (Cookson); Krutzsch, p.73.
1959 WIplaLIT suflavum Bolkhovitina [?pars], p.82; p1.1, figs.3b-c [non
f".3a].
f*
1959 .§.0)129.11111 pedatiformis Bolkhovitina [?pars], p1.1, fig. 2a [?non fig.
at].
?1959
Sprumont, p.36; p1.17, fig.38.
§.02Agnumsporites sp; Delcourt +
[called§phagnumsporites sp. Cf. S. australis forma crassa in
?,,,_ plate caption].
Dettmann, pp.69-70; p1.14, figs.5-8.
I?si Cingutriletes clavus (Balme);
1964a §219111lappritei—Erivus (Balme); Kedves + Simoncsics, p.14; p1.3,
?1964
,
19°
67
.if',69
'69
19
71
'11
1973
1974
1974
19,,
19
/977
/
1"...

figs.11-14.
?auct. non] Potoni6 + Venitz); von der
71stpffpriqg5 ([•
shanur
p a i spor
Brelie, p.125; p1 , fig.9.
Cingutriletes clavus (Balme); Norris, p.97; p1.13, figs.19-22.
Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.1, fig.l.
Cingutriletes clavus (Balme);(Balme);
Reiser + Williams, pp.9-10;
clavus
Cingutriletei sp. cf.
figs.6-7.
Singh, pp.32-33; pl.l, figs.1-3;
Cingutriletes clavus (Balme);
text-fig.5.
Drozhastchich; Hopkins + Balkwill, p.10; p1.1,
S ha num cf. S. re ium
Drozhastchich; Hopkins, p.9; p1.1, fig.5.
•
ig.
h 4ailgi
S
regium [auct. non]
_e_Aa
(Balme); McKellar, p.31; p1.8,
Cingutriletes sp. cf. C. 2,12YY...
pl.l, fig.16.
figs.15-17.
(Balme); Norris et al.,
+McIntyre, p1.2,
eaux
---:d
Cingutriletes clAY11§. (Dettmann) [ic]-Bri
Cinqutriletes clavus
Bjaerke, p1.2, fig.4.
fig 34
(Balme);
S • '
c.AVY.5.
non] Ross); Bjaerke, p1.2, fig.5.
([auct.
psi1Ltll
hanUIT
---P-91SPLM—^iteS
Sphagnumsporites
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1980 Stereis orites ococki Burger,
pp.58-59; p1.12, figs.14-17.
non 1961 S _pti_paThril
australe
auct. non] Cookson) f. crassa [auct. non]
Cookson; Drozhastchich in Samoilovitch et al., p.14; p1.1,
figs.2-3.
Emended diagnosis:

Small, zonotrilete, proximo-distally compressed,

tetrahedral miospores; the amb is rounded triangular to subcircular;
the proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face is
convex. The laesurae
are one-half to one spore radius in length; they may be simple
or they
may have a weakly developed margo. The cingulum is 2.51im or more
in
width.

There is a low exinal thickening at the distal pole, or a series

of poorly defined thickenings or low verrucae over the distal face,
these
being more densely distributed or coalescent at the pole; the exine is
otherwise smooth.
Material:
Dimensions:

Three specimens encountered.
Diameter 30,um, width of cingulum 3-411m (one specimen measured).

clavus using a holotype and one
Balme (1957) set up Sphagnites
type material and noted that
paratype. Burger (1980) re-examined Balme's
the distal face of the holotype is characterized by a set of fused verrucae
circumpolar ridge. Burger also examined
arranged into a sharply delimited
clavus and noted that it
the somewhat poorly preserved paratype of S.
ridge, but did possess small irregular
lacked any suggestion of a circumpolar
or low verrucae) in the distal polar
elevations (i.e. exinal thickenings
the paratype, rather than of the
of
morphology
the
reg i°n. It was on
have based his diagnosis of S. clavus;
to
appears
that
Balme
hol otype,
sense that the species name has been most
that
in
consequently it has been
Remarks:

often applied (see synonymy above).
studying Early Cretaceous assemblages from
in
cit.),
Burger (op.
forms according morphologi_
also noted that
Queensland,
the Surat Basin of
clavus were not very variable, and that they
ca11Y with the hol otype of S.
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did not intergrade with forms resembling Balme's
paratype.
As a result of his observations, Burger transferred S.
clavus
to Polycingulatisporites Simoncsics and Kedves,
1961, a recombination with
which the present author agrees; indeed, as the distal ridge
of P. clavus
typically has an outer margin relatively more elevated than its inner
margin, this species can now be placed even more confidently in
Polyciigylatisporites, as emended herein.
The earliest specific name available for forms conforming
morphologically with Balme's paratype (which is now thus excluded from
clavus is Stereisporites crassus (Cookson, 1953) Krutzsch, 1959b.
S. crassus is distinguished from S. antiquasporites primarily on the basis
of its much broader cingulum.

However, S. crassus also tends to be larger

than S. antiquasporites, and more commonly possesses a cluster of distal
polar thickenings rather than a single crassitude or none at all.
pocockii for forms which
Burger (1980) set up Stereisporites
appear to be identical to S. crassus; the two species are thus treated here
as synonyms.
in Jurassic and Cretaceous strata.
S. crassus is widespread
In the present study it was encountered as a rare element in the Arenaceous
and Upper members of the Husky Formation.

and Gamerro, 1966b emend. nov.
Genus ANTULSPORITES Archangelsky
oris) Krutzsch, p.15.
c
963
1
-tereisporites
(Sterei
ranis
,.
?
Taupourdeau in Busnardo + Taugourdeau, p.168
Pflug, 1953].
19°q Reticuloidisggnitg5
in Thomson [non
pflug
gliglosA4252aito_
Heliosporites
Lull rI
Gamerro, p.203
1966a Heliosporites Archangelsky +
Schulz, 1962].
+ Gamerro, p.369 [nom subst. pro.
a].
riblob Antulsporites Archangelsky
anoel sky + Gamerro, 1966a].
lieliosporites Arch
?lo„
60 [fide Jansonius + Hills (1976,
Manunia Pocock, p.39.
"
Bolkhovitinaes orites Semenova, P.
card 289)].

70
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Emended diagnosis:

Zonotrilete, proximo-distally compressed, tetrahedral

miospores; the amb is rounded triangular to subcircular; the
distal face
is convex, the proximal face is
pyramidal. The laesurae typically reach
the cingulum and may extend onto it; they may be
simple or may have raised
lips and/or a margo. The exine is cingulate; the cingulum
may have
radiating striae or it may be surficially smooth; it may be entire or it
may be notched. The proximal exine may be smooth, or (less
commonly) it
may have scattered unit sculptural elements; distally it is
distinctly
ornamented by unit elements such as verrucae, bacula, echini; true muri
are never present, but elements may coalesce to variable degrees.

The

distal ornament is evenly or irregularly distributed but is not preferentially
concentrated at or towards the distal pole.
Antulsporites (al. Heliosporites) baculatus (Archangelsky
Gamerro, 1966a )Archangelsky + Gamerro, 1966b. (See species list below.)
Remarks:

The above diagnosis differs from that of Archangelsky and

Gamerro (1966a,b) in several details.

It allows inclusion of forms without

a striate cingulum (the presence or absence of striae on the cingulum may
controlled). The emended diagnosis
be,
least in part, preservationally
sculptural elements with
expressly includes forms which have distal
true muri (thus differentiating
coalescent bases; it excludes those with
Phillips and Felix,1971a), and also
Ant
-u,sPorites from Interulobites Paden
about the distal pole (thus differforms
With ornament strongly centred
-ites Pflug emend. herein).
atitisPS-entiating the present genus from
Taugourdeau in Busnardo and Taugourdeau 1964
Reticuloidisporites
..12111.0 12_911If§.. Taugourdeau described
to
similar
is at least superficially
polygonal pavement ('de petits pav6s
the distal ornament as comprising a
Poly gonaux'); she also described it as an inverse reticulum.

The distal
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face of some densely ornamented
specimens of A. verrucosus could also be
described as having an inverse reticulum. The diagnosis
of Reticuloidisporites does not include mention of a cingulum, and it is not
clear from
the illustrations of the
type material whether such a feature is present.
Reticuloidisporites is
here only tentatively considered to be a synonym of
Antulsporites pending restudy of its type material. [In any case it is
desirable that the name Reticuloidisporites be suppressed in accordance with
Article 75.1 of the I.C.B.N., (Stafleu et al., 1978) because its name is too
easily confused with Reticuloidosporites Pflug, in Thomson and Pflug, 1953.
Stereisporites (Stereigranisporis) Krutzsch, 1963 and Bolkhovitinaesporites Semenova, 1970 (fide Jansonius and Hills, 1976, card 289)
appear to be morphologically indistinguishable from Antulsporites and are
considered synonyms of the latter. Manumia Pocock, 1970 also appears to
be closely
similar to Antulsoorites, and a restudy of the type material of
the former would probably confirm that these two genera are synonymous.
herein, and PolycingulatiAnnulispora de Jersey, 1959 emend.
herein, typically possess distinct
12-92:iL!! Simoncsics and Kedves, 1961 emend.
annular thickenings which are usually continuous; these genera lack any
si gnificant development of unit ornamentation.
which is not claimed to be exhaustive,
The following list,
Antulsporites.
is of species which I consider to belong to
SpeC 1es included:

s orites baculatus (Archangelsky and Gamerro, 1966a) Archangelsky and
Gamerro,
1966b
Archangelsky + Gamerro, pp.203-204;
baculatus
Argentina.
1966a Heliosporites
[holotype],15; Lower Cretaceous,Archangelsky
figs.12-14
O.1 1
(Archangelsky + Gamerro)
1966b Antulsporites baculatus
+ Gamerro, p.369.
nov.
(Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb.
p1.3, figs.?34a-c,
p.40;
congregatus
Bolkhovitina,
Jansonius
+ Hills,
1956 Cheiropleuria c_212.921t.V-Yby
-- designatedYakutsk A.S.S.R.,
fig.34d
34d Pectotype
1976, card 289, i.v.]; Lower Jurassic,
U.S.S.R.
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?1970

Bolkhovitinaesporites congre9atus (Bolkhovitina) Semenova,
p.60;
p1.9, fig.92a. [fide Jansonius + Hills, 1976, card
289].

3) Antuls
orites? distaverrucosus (Brenner, 1963) Archangelsky and
Gamerro,
1966b.
1963 Cingulatisporites distaverrucosus Brenner, p.58;
p1.13, figs.6-7;
p1.14, fig.1; upper Lower Cretaceous, Maryland, U.S.A.
?1965a Uvaesporites pseudocingulatus Doring, p.40; p1.11, figs.5-7
[synonymy according to Burger, 1966, p.254].
1966a Heliosporites distaverrucosus (Brenner); Archangelsky +
Gamerro,
p.203.
1966b Antul5Torites distaverrucosus (Brenner); Archangelsky + Gamerro,
p.369.
[See also Jansonius + Hills (1976, card 43) who suggest that
Acylomurus
Paden Phillips in Paden Phillips and Felix (1971a) may be a
junior synonym of this species.)
4)
Antuls orites granulus (Krutzsch, 1963) comb. nov.
1963 Stereisporites subgen. Sterei porites qranulus Krutzsch, p.86;
p1.24, figs.13-16; Middle Miocene, Germany.
5) Antuls
orites regius (Drozhastchich in Samoilovitch et al., 1.961) comb. nov.
(See below.
6)
Antuls orites saevus (Balme, 1957) Archangelsky and Gamerro, 1966b
1957 Cin ulatis orites saevus Balme, p.26; p1.4, fig.57; p1.5,
figs.58-59; Jurassic (Oxfordian), Western Australia.
1959 Cingulatisporites ranulatus de Jersey, p.357; p1.2, fig.7
[synonymy according to McKellar, 1974, p.28].
1964 cinqulatisporites saevus Balme; emend. de Jersey + Paten,
pp.6-7; p1.5, fig.4-6.
1966a Heliosporites saevus (Balme); Archangelsky + Gamerro, p.203.
1966a Heliosporites granulates (de Jersey); Archangelsky + Gamerro,
p.203.
1966b Antulsporites saevus (Balme); Archangelsky + Gamerro, p.369.
1 966b Antulsporites granulates (de Jersey); Archangelsky + Gamerro,
p.369.
7) Antui
1953) comb. nov.
._9rites? spurius (Bolkhovitina,
Bolkhovitina, p.29; p1.3, fig.1;
1953 Lophotriletes §_pyrig5
Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R.
Cretaceous (Cenomanian),
(Bokhovitina); Pocock, p.58;
?1 970 Distalanulisporites
text-fig.31.
p1.10, figs.10-11;
8)
Anto
tes varigranulatus (Levet-Carette, 1964a) Reiser and Williams,
orites

9)

vari ranulatus Levet-Carette, p.110;
1964a lycopodiacidisp_pfitt§
Jurassic Lias , France.
69 p1.18, fig.11;
(Layg_it. no] Levet-Carette);
?non 1O„
Antulsporites
figs.8-9 [see under A. verrucosus
p1.4,
p.11,
Reiser + Williams,
is vali d].
plisDltglit
herein] [transfer to
(Taugourdeau in Busnardo and Taugourdeau, 1964)
Antic,
rites?verdieri
com• nov.
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1964

Reticuloidisporites verdieri Taugourdeau in Busnardo +
Taugourdeau, p.168; p1.1, figs.12-13; Cretaceous (Albian),
Spain.

10) Antuls orites? verrucatus (Pocock, 1970)
comb. nov.
1970 Manumia verrucata Pocock, p.40; p1.7, figs.1-2;
Middle
Jurassic, western Canada.
11)

Antulsporites verrucosus (Pocock, 1970) comb. nov. [See below.]
Species excluded:

The following species has been at some time placed in

Antulsporites but is now considered to belong elsewhere.
prites

clavus (Balme, 1957) Filatoff, 1975; now Polycingulati-

Antulsporites verrucosus (Pocock, 1970) comb. nov., emend. nov.
Plate 2, Figures 2-5, 7-8, 10.
?1967
1967
1969
1970
1974
71974
1975
1975
7
.non

1964a

Verrucose Sporen unsicherer Stellung Formart A; Hiltmann,
P.159; p1.2, figs.7-8.
Helios orites sp. Playford + Cornelius, p1.1, figs.8-10.
Antulsporites varigranulatus ([auct. non] Levet-Carette);
Reiser + Williams, p.11; p1.4, figs.8-9.
Distalanulisporites verrucosus Pocock, p.59; p1.6 [incorrectly
given as p1.25 in text7, figs.4,7.
Antulsporites sp. A. McKellar, pp.29-30; p1.8, figs.18-19.
Antulsporites sp. B. McKellar, pp.30-31; p1.8, figs.20.
Antulsporites variaranulatus ([auct. non] Levet-Carette);
Filatoff, pp.41-42; p1.2, figs.1-3; text-fig.15 (lower).
Levet-Carette);
Antulsporites l'ArigfArallitg5 ([auct. non]
.2.
,
Jersey, p1.
de
vag ri ranulatus Levet-Carette, p.110;
14
LX22201.10S11521n1I21fi
p1.18, fig.11.

Emended diagnosis:

compressed, tetrahedral
Zonotrilete, proximo-distally

to subcircular; the distal face is
miospores; the amb is rounded triangular
laesurae are typically twoconvex, the proximal face is pyramidal. The
length; they usually have a
thirds to four-fifths of the spore radius in
cingulum is smooth or weakly striate.
the
cingulate;
The
g°.
mar
exine is
exine is ornamented by verrucae
The proximal exine is smooth; the distal
Or ( rarely) coarse granula.

The distal scul ptural elements are rounded
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PLATE 2.

Photomicrographs 2-5, 7-9, 11, 13 taken in phase contrast; photomicrograph
6 taken in interference contrast.
Antulsporites regius (Drozhastchich in Samoilovitch et al, 1961)
Sample 002-50854, slide 1, co-ordinates 118.1/13.2.

Figure 1:

Diameter 17pm.

Distal view.

Antulsporites verrucosus (Pocock, 1970)
verrucae.)
(Note gradation in distinctness of the subequatorial ring of
114.6/13.2.
Figure 2: sample 008-50922, slide 6, co-ordinates

Figures 2-5,7-8,10:

Distal view.
co-ordinates 103.7/7.7.
sample 005-29112, slide 7,

Diameter 35pm.
Figure 3:

Diameter 34pm. Distal view.
co-ordinates 108.0/8.7.
Figure 4. sample 007-29138, slide 12,
Diameter 28pm. Distal view.
co-ordinates 106.6/16.9.
Figure 5: sample 005-29106, slide 7,
Diameter 28pm. Distal view.
co-ordinates 111.0/16.9.
Figure 7: sample 007-29139, slide 12,
Diameter 34pm. Distal view.
co-ordinates 90.5/5.1.
Figure 8: sample 004-50880, slide 7,
Diameter 31pm. Distal view.
Figure 10: sample 006-50905, slide 8, co-ordinates 102.6/17.5
distal
raised outer edge of
note
view
Diameter 34pm. Distal
ring of verrucae.
Figur 6,9: Polycingulatisporites sp. A
es
108.7/14.9.
Sample 007-29141, slide 13, co-ordinates
aspects.
Diameter 24pm. Proximo-distal
hamulatussp. nov.7
Figures
Sculptisporis
co-ordinates 106.2/18.8.
1i,13,14:
,
Figure 11: holotype; sample 002-50857, slide 1
aspect.
Diameter 30jim. Proximo-distal
106.2118.8.
slide
1,
co-ordinates
Figures 13-14: sample 002-50859,
aspects.
Diameter 32pm. Proximo-distal
ovi • a, 1953)
Fi u
(Bolk
red
-lie 12: Polycingulatisporites _
103.4/19.3.
co-ordinates
13,
0
ple
Sam
03-50862, slide
Diameter 31pm. Proximo-distal aspect.
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to flat in profile; their bases may be subcircular, subpolygonal or
irregular in shape and commonly locally coalescent. The arrangement of
the distal sculptural elements is somewhat variable, but always includes
a more or less clearly defined annular band of verrucae, elements of
which are commonly fused at their bases; this band is more or less parallel
to the amb and is usually subequatorial, but may occur up to half way
between the pole and the equator.

Between the annular band and the cingulum,

the distal exine is typically unsculptured;

within the annular band, the

exine is almost invariably ornamented; here, sculptural elements are
sparsely to densely distributed and may be irregularly organized or have
a more or less concentric arrangement about the pole.
Material:
Dimensions:

About 200 specimens encountered.
Type material; diameter 32(35)37pm (Pocock, 1970).

(1974) material (Antulsporites sp. A); diameter 25(35)45pm.

McKellar's

Present

specimens measured).
material; diameter 22(31)40(-~48)um (65
to express the morphology of A. verrucosus
The diagnosis is emended
more clearly than in the original diagnosis (Pocock, 1970). It includes
variation of the distal ornament than has
more detailed information on the
this variation are illustrated in this
been indicated previously. Aspects of
Remarks:

work (Plate 2, Fiaures 2-5, 7-8, 10); the ill ustrations of*Pocock (1970) and
spp.A and B, which are here considered to
McKellar (1974, of Antulsporites
also be referred to.
be conspecific with A. verrucosus) should
transferred to Antulsporites primarily because it
This species is
Distalanulis orites Klaus 1960 has a
has unit ornamentation distally.
thickening and lacks unit ornamentation; nor
annular
continuous distal
ites
and Pol cin t
species of Annulis ora
Some
does it have a cingulum.
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have annular thickenings that are fluted in outline, or resemble
ridges
of fused verrucae [e.g. P. clavus (Balme)]; however, these species
rarely,
if ever, develop rings of discrete verrucae, and they do not develop
unit
ornamentation to any significant extent, if at all, between their annular
and polar crassitudes.
A. verrucosus is distinguished from other species of Antulsporites by its more or less subequatorial annular band of verrucae.

The

distal ornament of A. baculatus (Archangelsky and Gamerro, 1966a) and
A. saevus (Balme, 1957) consists of bacula and echini respectively, not
of low verrucae as in _
A. verrucosus.

A.regium (Drozhastchich in Samoilo-

vitch et al., 1961) has a distal ornament of low verrucae, but these are
not arranged to include an annular ring.

A. varigranulatus (Levet-Carette,

1964a)does not appear to possess the ring of verrucae which is diagnostic
of A. verrucosus, although it is difficult to be sure of this from the
illustration of its holotype. (See also 'Remarks' under A. regius.)
A.verrucosus has previously been reported from the Lower to
Middle Jurassic strata of Australia and from the Jurassic of western
it was a moderately common
Canada. In the Richardson Mountains material
element throughout the sections examined.

(Drozhastchich
Antulsporites regius
emend nov.

in Samoilovitc.h et

1961)

Plate 2, Figure 1
al., p.18; p1.2,
in Samoilovitch
Drozhastchich
Sphagnum rg_il..
111
figs.la-d,2-3.
(Drozhastchich); Drugg, p.37; p1.6, fig.20.
11967 Stereisporites Drozhastchich; Snead, p.23; p1.5, fig.10.
ntaitiT
Pocock [pars], p.34; p1.6, fig.3.
(Balme);
?i r ,9 -q01,L9_12LIT
1' 10 Stereisporites clavus
1961
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1973 Stereisporites regius (Drozhastchich); Felix + Burbridge,
p.11;
p1.1, fig.2.
1974 Stereisporites regium (Drozhastchich); McIntyre, p1.14,
figs.2-3.
1975 Antulsporites clavus (Balme) Filatoff [pars], p.42; text-fig.15
[top left only].
1978 Stereisporites regium (Drozhastchich); Wilson, p.109; p1.1, fig.4.
non 1973 Sphagnum cf. S. regium Drozhastchich; Hopkins +
Balkwill, p.10;
p1.1, fig.4.
non 1974 _Splimpum regium [auct. non] Drozhastchich; Hopkins, p.9;
p1.1, fig.5
[=Stereisporites sp.].
Emended diagnosis:

Zonotrilete, proximo-distally compressed, tetrahedral

miospores; the amb is rounded triangular to circular; the distal face is
convex, the proximal face is pyramidal.

The laesurae are one-half to two-

thirds of the spore radius in length, only rarely shorter or longer; they
usually possess a margo.

The single-layered exine is cingulate.

proximal exine is usually smooth, but sparse verrucae may occur.

The
The distal

exine is ornamented by low, rounded verrucae 1-3pm in diameter; these
verrucae are arranged more or less uniformly, never occurring as distinct
lineations or clumps.
Material:
Dimensions:

Two specimens encountered.
specimens measured).
Diameter 25-28Mm (two

differs from the original diagnosis primarily
The above emendation
the form of a cingulum) and that
in stating that the spore has a zona (in
Samoilovitc.h et al.
the exine is single layered. Drozhastchich (in
a cingulum is present in. A. regius, but
1961) did not clearly indicate that
She probably misinterpreted the
did consider the exine to be two-layered.
optical section. The emendation also
cingulum as a two-layered exine in
the distal ornament, thus enabling
more clearly describes the nature of
distinguished from A. verrucosus and species
this species to be more easily
verrucae in part produce a lineation
Of Stereisporites. In the former, the
Remarks:
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in the form of a subequatorial ring; in the latter, when numerous
distal
verrucae are present, these tend to be clumped or concentrated towards
the distal pole.

A. regius has a more or less uniform distribution of

distal verrucae without lineations or clumps.

Drozhastchich (op. cit.)

also stated that the proximal, as well as the distal, exine was strongly
verrucate.

However, this appears to be the case in neither the type material

nor in the present specimens.
In the Richardson Mountains material, most forms of Antulsporites
encountered have a subequatorial ring of verrucae which is more or less
clearly developed; they are therefore placed in A. verrucosus.

In some

rare specimens, however, this ring was difficult to discern or absent.

As

such forms do not strictly belong to A. verrucosus as defined here, they
are treated separately as A. regius.

It is apparent, though, that A. regius

grades almost imperceptibly into A. verrucosus, at least in the material
examined.

conforming morphologically with A. regius
As so few specimens

were encountered, and as the maintainence of both species may have some
below), I choose to retain both taxa.
stratigraphical merit (as inferred
from the Australian Jurassic by
Apart from the form noted
attributed to 'Antulsporites' clavus, and which
Filatoff (1975, -- which he
he illustrated solely by means of a line drawing) and the specimen from
Pocock (1970, -- also
the Jurassic of western Canada illustrated by
clavus, but tentatively identified here as
attributed to
from Albian to Paleocene
of this species are
regius), previous records
Mountains material it was encountered rarely,
strata. In the Richardson
the sequence (the Upper member of the
and only from the Cretaceous part of
sandstone member of the Lower sandstone
White
the
Husky Formation and
verrucosus, which was recovered from both
division), in contrast with A.
examined.
of the sequence
parts
Cretaceous
Jurassic and
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DOring et al., 1966)
Genus SCULPTISPORIS (Wiring and Schulz in
nov.
stat. nov., emend.
Schulz in DOring et al., p.76.
1966 Stereisporites (Sculptisporis) DOring +
p.172 [non Kedves, 1961, p.140].
1967 Verrucin ulatis orites Hiltmann, Potonie, p.51 [nomen nudum].
1970 Sculptisporis Doring + Schulz);

Emended diagnosis:

Zonotrilete, proximo-distally compressed, tetrahedral

triangular to subcircular; the distal face
miospores; the amb is rounded
pyramidal. The laesurae are one-half to
is convex, the proximal face is
length; they may or may not have a margo.
two-thirds of the spore radius in
being incipient to well-developed; it
The exine is cingulate, the cingulum
radially than interradially, and it may
may be uniform in width or broader
striate; it has an even, wavy, or notched
be smooth or finely, radially
the distal exine is
is smooth to scabrate;
exine
proximal
outer edge. The
so as to give a
muri which are organized
with
sculptured
conspicuously
rugulate, corrugate or hamulate sculptural
foveoreticulate,
foveolate,
pattern; this pattern is commonly arranged with some degree of concentricity
about the distal pole.
g.in Doring et al). 1966;
hauterivenensis
oris
s list below.
tis
spe
(Seeboring
SculHauteri
vian , Germany.

e species:
TYP
Lower7tFifiEeous

generic rank. Potoni6 (1970)
raised to full
here
• is
Remarks: Scul tis oris
genus rather than a subgenus, but in
a
if it were
listed Sculptisporis as
Stereia "Subformgenus von
as
it
to
referred
his subsequent remarks he
(1970, p.8) did not support the
Potoni6
although
s porites...". Therefore,
indicate that
fossil spores, he did not clearly
Use
e of subgenera for
raised to generic rank; thus he should not be
boring
Sculptisporis should be ra
revised the status of this taxon.
formally
c
onsidered to have
diagnosis in terms of a subgenus

(in

DOring et al., 1966) gave the original
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of Stereisporites ("Stereisporites mit einer
foveolaten...").

The

diagnosis is here expanded and couched in such terms that it can
stand
alone as a full generic diagnosis; otherwise, D'oring's
morphological
concept is retained.
Sculptisporis differs from most other Mesozoic cingulate trilete
spores in its possession of a rugulate sculptural pattern on its distal
surface.

Camarozonosporites Pant ex Potonie, 1956 has an equatorial

thickening that is distinctly broader, or only developed, interradially.
In Sculptisporis the cingulum is either more or less uniform in its
breadth or is broadest radially.

Camarozonosporites also tends to have

longer laesurae than Sculptisporis.

The general range of sculpture

patterns of these two genera overlap however.
Foveosporites Balme, 1957 was defined as having both proximal
and distal ornament, whereas Sculptisporis lacks a strongly ornamented (or
structured) proximal surface.

Moreover, Foveosporites apparently lacks a

to, or almost to, the amb.
cingulum and typically has laesurae extending
Verrucingulatisporites Hiltmann, 1967 is clearly synonymous with
Sculptisporis; its type species is herein considered to be a junior synonym
of S. aulosenensis. However, the name Verrucingulatisporites has already
different morphological concept;
been used by Pflug (1961) for a totally
its use by Hiltmann, therefore was illegitimate.
appear to conform with the diagnosis of
The following
type material of the species
A restudy of the
above.
given
as
Sculptisporis
superfluous.
listed may show some to be
in Doring et al., 1966.
c
1) .cul
Schulz, 1967) Schulz
aulosenensis
(
tis oris
See below.
1953) comb. nov.
2)
SCUl t .; oris 2faiinlg (Bolkhovitina,
Bolkhovitina, p.35; p1.3, figs.25-26;
lS
enuinus
Azerbaijan, U.S.S.R.
1953 C.______Iii
hol atrilgsg§
,
(Aptian
(Bolkhovitina); Pocock, p.59;
Cretaceous
3fliginlij
orites
?]970 Distalanulis
p1.10, figs.16-17.
Species included:

- 109 3) Sculptisporis qolzowensis (Schulz, 1967)
comb. nov.
1967 Camarozonosporites (Camarozonosporites)
qolzowensis Schulz,
p.573; p1.7, figs.10-11; Jurassic (Liassic), Germany.
4) Scul tis oris
hamulatus sp. nov. herein. (See below.)
5) Scul tis oris hauterivenensis DOring in DOring et al.,
1966.
1966 Stereisporites (Sculptisporis) hauterivenensis Daring
in DOring et al., p.77; p1.3, figs.1-3 (holotype); Lower
Cretaceous (Hauterivian), Germany.
6)

Sculptisporis moretonensis (de Jersey, 1964) comb. nov.
1964 Foveosporites moretonensis de Jersey, p.7; p1.1, figs.7-8;
Triassic, Queensland.

7) Scul tis oris? pantostiktos (Paden Phillips + Felix, 1971a)comb. nov.
1971a Foveosporites pantostiktos Paden Phillips + Felix, p.320;
p1.7, figs.3-4; Lower or Middle Cretaceous, Mississippi.
(Holotype may not be attributable to Sculptisporis.)
8) Scul tis oris pseudofoveolatus (Danze-Dorsin + Laveine, 1963) comb.
nov.
1963 tycopodiacidisporites pseudofoveolatus Danze-Corsin + Laveine,
pp.77-78; p1.6, figs.8-9; Jurassic (Infralias), France.
9)

Scul tis oris seebergenesis Schulz in DOring et al., 1966
1966 Stereisporites (Sculptisporis) seebergenensis Schulz in
Doring et al., p.77; p1.3, figs.8-11; Jurassic (Lias),
Germany.
1967) in Doring et al., 1966
Sculptisporis aulosenensis (Schulz,
emend nov.
Plate 3, Figures 5,14

1966 Stereisporites (Sculptisporis) aulosenensis (Schulz [in press]);
figs.4-6.
Schulz in Doring et al., p.77; p1.3,
1967 Camarozonosporites (Camarozonosporites) aulosenensis Schulz, p.573;
P1.7, figs.12-14.
1967 Verrucinqulatisp21-itf5 iurensis Hiltmann, p.173; p1.4, figs.24-25,
28-30,?26-27.
aulosenensis (Schulz); Guy, p.17;
1971
Stereis orites (Scul tis oris)
1971 p1.1, fig.5.
Singh, p.121; p1.17, figs.l-3.
orites labiosus
[auct. non] Balme; Hopkins, p.120; p1.21, fig 18
„1971a
:1975 Foveosporites canal
Foveosporites labiosus Singh, Vigran + Thusu,.
Foveos orites sp. cf.
p1.7, figs.15,17.
Schulz; Bjaerke, p1.2, fig.9.
19
non 1975
, 7 Camarozonos orites aulosenensisaulosenensis ([auct. non] Schulz);
oris)
Stereis orites Scul tis
figs.5,12-13 [specimens of Antulsporites.]
Vigran + Thusu, p1.7,
proximo-distally compressed, tetrahedral
Zonotrilete,
Emended diagnosis:
the
triangular; the distal face is convex,
Miospores
; the amb is rounded
v;
Pro^I
laesurae are one-half to two-thirds of
The
mal face is pyramidal.
the cingulum being
the
exine is cingulate,
The
Spore radius in length.
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one-twentieth to one-tenth of the overall spore diameter in
width.
proximal exine is smooth.

The

The distal exine has a series of fluted

subcontinuous annular ridges or corrugae, each one-tenth to one-fifteenth
of the spore diameter in width; these ridges, which are arranged
more or
less concentrically about the distal pole, reach their maximum
elevation
towards their outer margins; some shorter ridges are aligned more randomly
and usually connect annular elements; rarely can an annular element be
traced completely around the distal face.

Inserted between the concentric

ridges are a series of more or less concentric beaded or intermittent
canals; these tend to have clearly defined inner margins and outer margins
which are gradational with the ridges.
7 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 727-28(34)42um (seven specimens measured).

more detailed description of the
The above emendation contains a

distal ornament than Schulz was able to give for his less well preserved
material.

The specimens illustrated and described by Singh (1971) and

Hiltmann (1967) as Foveosporites labiosus and Verrucingulatisoorites iurensis
S. aulosenensis. Although Singh
respectively appear to be conspecific with
proximally and distally,
described F. labiosus as being ornamented both
sculptural elements
his photographs show that only one set of
opoosite that carrying the trilete
is present; this occurs on the face
mark (thus the distal face).
recognizable, but usually some degree
ribs and ridges may not be readily
discernible.
Of c oncentricity of the ornament is
aulosenensis is from the Hettangian and
The known range of S.
pl1ensbachian (Schulz, 1967) to the Albian (Singh, 1971).

In the sequence

examined, S. aulosenensis was encountered as a rare element in the
Lower
member of the Husky Formation; also, one possible specimen was found
in the
Upper member of the Husky Formation.

Sculptisporis hamulatus sp.nov.
Plate 2, Figures 11, 13-14
Derivation of name: From the Latin 'hamus' (hook), in reference to the
hamulate nature of the distal ornamentation.
Diagnosis:

Zonotrilete, proximo-distally compressed, tetrahedral miospores.

The amb is rounded triangular to subcircular; the distal face is convex,
the proximal face is pyramidal.

The laesurae are one-half to two-thirds

of the spore radius in length and usually or always have a margo.

The

exine is cingulate, the cingulum being narrow and typically undulating in
outline.

The proximal exine is smooth; the distal exine has hamulate

sculpture comprising low ridges with hook-like or sharply wavy courses.
approximately the same width as the ridges
The spaces
between ridges are of
closely, the sculptural elements
themselves -- 0.5 to 1.5pm. When examined
appear to be randomly oriented; in general appearance, however, the distal
degree of concentricity about the
sculpture commonly appears to have some
densely arranged and more strongly
Pole- Elements may or may not be more
developed towards the distal pole.
L-6i-T.4e..•. Slide 002-50857/17, specimen 24, co-ordinates 96.8/9.6.
division.
Martin
Creek,
District
of Mackenzie.
sandstone
"'*.Y•: section 75-BIA-002,
Str tu
Lower
member,
sandstone
White
m1(11_91.11.
1
•
11 -12-1:
---11D

35 specimens

encountered.

measured).
(21 specimens
28(34)46pm
Diameter

- 112 other forms of Sculptisporis in the
This species differs from
distal surface. S. aulosenensis has
hamulate sculptural pattern of its
annular corrugae.
subcontinuous, more or less
common element in some assemblages
moderately
a
is
S. hamulatus
division. It was
of the Lower sandstone
member
sandstone
from the White
-weathering shale and Upper
the Lower, Red
in
element
also found as a rare
member of the Lower
the Buff sandstone
Formation,
members of the Husky
division.
the Coal -bearing
sandstone division, and in
Remarks:

Sculptisporis sp.A
Plate 3, Figure 11
The
of
Sculptisporis
with
a
rounded
triangular
amb.
Description: A form
length and are
spore radius in
the
of
two-thirds
laesurae are about
striate, and about oneis narrow,
cingulum
The
surrounded by a margo.
proximally;
The exine is smooth
width.
diameter in
twentieth of the spore
oriented, stout (2-3um
of randomly
series
by a
distally it is ornamented
loosely convolute pattern.
a
form
to
merge
broad) ridges, which in part
broad, except
less than 0.5,um
narrow,
are
Canals between the ridges
closely packed, and
tend to be less
ridges
toward s the equator, where the
lum.
to about
broaden
the canals tend to
encountered.
One specimen
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 30.um.

described species of Scul ptisporis in its
from
organized, distal
This form differs

Possession of a loosely convolute, not concentrically
ornamentation.
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A single specimen only was encountered in the
Richardson
Mountains material in the proximity of the boundary between
the Lower and
Arenaceous members of the Husky Formation.

Sculptisporis sp.B
Plate 3, Figure 2
Descri tion:

A form of Sculptisporis with a rounded triangular amb.

The

laesurae are straight, simple and about one-half the spore radius in length.
The cingulum is
weakly developed. The exine is proximally smooth and
distally ornamented by stout, fluted ridges which are crudely concentric
about the distal pole in their arrangement; they are so closely spaced that
intervening areas are restricted to fine, sometimes elongate foveolae and
fossulae up to 0.aum broad and 1-2um long; nowhere do these develop into
annular canals of even intermittent character.
Material:
Dimensions:

Three specimens encountered.
specimens measured).
Diameter 28(33)37pm (three

concentric distal ridges, this form
In its possession of fluted
However, in Sculptisporis sp.B the
somewhat resembles S. aulosenensis.
smaller, more restricted
ridges
are more tightly packed, resulting in
the form of isolated foveolae or
intervening lumina; these are thus in
canals, as in S. aulosenensis. S.
f°ssulae rather than of subcontinuous
seek_
cingulum and apparently also a more
---tTrgenensis has a well developed
pattern than Sculptisporis sp.B.
randomly arranged distal ornamentation
a rare constituent of assemblages in
This form was encountered as
Formation.
the
Lower and Upper members of the Husky
Remarks:
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Genus POLYCINGULATISPORITES Simoncsics and Kedves 1961 emend
nov.
1961
1963
1966
1970
non 1962

Polycinqulatisoorites Simoncsics + Kedves, p.34.
Cyclinasporis Krutzsch, p.20
Stereisporites (Distcyclospori5) Schulz, in Doring et al , p.79.
Distcyclosporis ?Schulz); Potonie, p.34 [nomen nudum].
Neochomotriletes Reinhardt, p.707.

Emended diagnosis:

Zonotrilete,proximo-distally compressed, tetrahedral

miospores; the amb is rounded triangular to subcircular; the distal face is
convex, the proximal face is pyramidal.

The laesurae are typically three-

quarters or more of the spore radius in length; they are simple or have
raised lips and/or a margo.

The exine is cingulate and smooth to scabrate;

distally it has one or more annular crassitudes or thickenings, and a
non -annular polar thickening (or polar boss) may be present or absent.
These distal crassitudes reach their maximum elevation towards their outer
margins; at their inner margins, the crassitudes tend to be more or less
gradational with the normal exine.
oris circulus Simoncsics + Kedves, 1961;
ape species: Pol cin ulatis species list below.)
See
Upper Jurassic, Hungary.
Mesozoic cingulate spores which are
There is a complex of
u
possession, in various combinations, of exinal
characterized by their
cil
thickenings (or crassitudes) concentric about the distal pole.
classification of these forms at generict:
confusion has arisen over the
tend
level. Several genera have been proposed, but their diagnoses
Remarks:

overlap considerably.
location of the distal crassitudes have usually
The number and
diagnostic features. Polycingulatisporites
been considered to be the key
defined as possessing two annular
was
1961,
Simoncsics and Kedves,
thickenings, but there was no mention by the original authors of the

presence of a polar boss.

Neochomotriletes Reinhardt, 1962, was con-

sidered by its author to possess a distinct polar boss, but only one
annular thickening.

Taurocusporites Stover, 1962, was originally

diagnosed as being distally trizonate, i.e. with three crassitudes,
the polar one of these usually being non-annular.

Playford and Dettmann

(1965) considered Polycingulatisporites and Neochomotriletes to be
synonymous, but emended the diagnosis of the senior synonym,
Polycingulatisporites,-to include only forms "with a circumpolar ridge
which concentrically encircles a polar or subpolar thickening." This
emendation accords well with Reinhardt's concept for Neochomotriletes,
but does not clearly correspond with the original diagnosis of
Polycingulatisporites.

Playford and Dettmann (op. cit.) maintained

Polycingulatisporites but possessing a
Taurocusporites for forms similar to
as occurs in its type species,
conspicuous proximal ornamentation such
T. segmentatus Stover, 1962. (For forther discussion of the distinction
Polycingulatisporites, see 'Remarks' under
between Taurocusporites and
Taurocusporites.
(1966) set up their plethora of subgenera of
When Doring et al.
of them Distcyclosporis; this subgenus was
Stereisporites, they named one
"with one or two concentric [distal] exinal
intended to encompass forms
of central [i.e. distal polar] warts" (translation).
group
small
thickenings and a
Distcyclosporis
incorrectly treated the name
p.31)
McKellar (1974,
as if it had been el evated to generic rank by Potonie (see Jansonius and
for it. He maintained
an emended diagnosis
gave
and
829)
Hil ls, 1976, card
encompass forms whose distal elements comprise
should
that Distcyclosporis
which concentrically encircle a variably defi ned,
two annular ridges,
McKellar also remarked that "Distcyclosporis
non- annular, pol ar thickening."
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closely resembles Polycingulatisporites Simoncsics and Kedves,
1961, but
the latter lacks the development of a non -annular polar
thickening".
Annulispora de Jersey, 1959 is similar to forms in the
Polycingulatisporites complex, but has generally been regarded
as possessing
fewer distal elements.

Indeed, the holotype of its type species, A.

folliculosa, has a single annular thickening and no polar boss distally.
Its possession of only one distal element would seem to distinguish it
from
any of the genera noted above.

However, McKellar (1974) described a

considerable variability amongst specimens of A. folliculosa, including
forms that possess a distal polar boss as well as an annular crassitude.
Thus, Annulispora would become a synonym of Neochomotriletes Reinhardt 1962
as well as 'Polycingulatisporites' sensu Playford and Dettmann, 1965, and
consequently adds to the prevailing confusion.
Is there another morphological trait that could be used to
subdivide this morphological complex in conjunction with, or in place
of, the number and locations of the distal crassitudes?

Filatoff (1975, p.39)

noted that "Illustrations of the type species of Polycingulatisporites...
circumpolar ridge is more distinct
show that the outer margin of the distal
than the inner margin." Filatoff further pointed out that de Jersey (1959, p.358),
Annulispora, had remarked that the circumpolar
in his generic diagnosis of
boundary, and a more gradual
a sharp inner
ridge of this genus has
portion of the spore body." The sharpness of
demarcation from the outer
crassitudes results from their crossdefinition of the margins of the
defined margins occur where the crassitude
sectional shape. More sharply
adjacent to these margins. Less
is at its thickest or more prominent
thickness of the crassitude is more
sharply defined margins occur where the
or less gradational with that of the normal exine (see Text-Figure 5-2).
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As a result of the above observations, Filatoff concluded
that
"...Annulispora and Polycingulatisporites can be distinguished on
the
nature of their circumpolar ridges."

However, he did not attempt to emend

their generic diagnoses accordingly.
Polycingulatisporites is emended herein to encompass forms wi th
relatively elevated, sharply defined outer margins to their distal
crassitudes.
Annulispora is emended to contain similar forms whose annular crassitudes
are neither relatively raised nor more prominent towards their outer
margins.

This revision is consistent with the morphological traits of

the type species of these two genera; furthermore, it takes no account of
the number and locations of the distal crassitudes, criteria which have
proven too prone to intraspecific variation to be used successfully for
generic distinctions.
Species included:

The following species accord in their morphology with the

above emended diagnosis of Polycingulatisporites.
1)

(Schulz, in Doring et Ai., 1966) comb. nov•
P°1tc.inagiLti_§_PIPTILE
altmar:kensis Schulz, in Dori ng
1 966 Stereisporilis
figs.20-21; Triassic (Rhaetic), Germany.
et al., pp.79-80; P1.3, (Schulz); McKellar, p.24.
1974 Annulispora altmarkensis
2)
(Bolkhovitina, 1959) Playford + Dettmann
Bolkhovitina, p.105; p1.3, fig.62a-c;
s
Chomotriletes auri_Ltt
Upper Cretaceous, U.S.S.R.
auristriatus (Bolkhovitina); Playford +
1965 Polycingulatis orites
Dettmann, p.144.
1975
3) n
bicollateralis (Rogalska, 1956) Morbey,
rcIlYcingulatis orites
bicollateralisRogalska, p.84; p1.29, figs.4-6;
1 956 Sporites
Poland.
(Rogalska)
Jurassic (Lias),
s) bicollateralis
1 966 Stereisporites (DJSYS-1-(-1-s-P p.79; p1.3, figs.14-15.
Morbey,
Schulz in Doring et al.,
I2iCQUAIPr.21i5 (Rogalska);
1975 191E111910LOJLEPlitg5
figs.17-20.
(Rogalska); Bjaerke + Manum, p.36.
p.20; p1.4,
1977 Annulispora bicollateralis
1959

- 119 4) 12111,tcit
atisporites circulus Simoncsics + Kedves, 1961
1961 Polycingulatisporites circulus Simoncsics +
Kedves, p.34;
p1.6, figs.1-6 (holotype); Upper Jurassic, Hungary.
5) Pol cin ulatis orites clavus (Balme, 1957) Burger,
1980.
1957 Sphagnites clavus Balme [pars], p1.16; p1.1, fig.4 [non
figs.5-6];
Lower Cretaceous, Western Australia.
1966 Stereisporites (Distcyclosporis) clavus (Balme); Doring +
Schulz
in Doring et al., p.8O.
1966 Stereisporites (Dicyclosporis) verrucyclus Schulz, in Doring
et al., p.49, p1.3, figs.16-17.
1974 Cingutriletes clavus (Balme); Burger, p1.15, fig.7.
1975 Antulsporites clavus (Balme); Filatoff [pars], p.42; p1.2
[given incorrectly as p1.1 in text], fig.4; text-fig. 15 [top
right].
1980 Polycingulatisporites clavus (Balme); Burger, pp.57-58; p1.12,
figs.13,18.
non 1963 Cinqutriletes clavus (Balme) Dettmann, pp.69-70.
non 1964a 5phagnumsporites clavus (Balme); Kedves + Simoncsics, p.14.
[For discussion of P. clavus, see Burger, 1980 and 'Remarks' on Stereis orites
crassus (Cookson) herein.]
6)
crenulatus Playford + Dettmann, 1965.
1965 Pol cingulatisppliIf5 crenulatus Playford + Dettmann, pp.145-146;
p1.14, figs.3O-32, Triassic/Jurassic (Rhaetic/Liassic), South
Australia.
1974 Polycingulatisporites crenulatus Playford + Dettmann; emend.
(q.v._ for further synonymy).
McKellar, pp.34-35; p1. 0, figs.1-4
7)
(Verbitskaya, 1962) Playford + Dettmann,
2121YSingulatisporites fimbriatus
1 965.
1962 Chomotriletes fimbriatus Verbitskaya, pp.119-120; p1.16,
U.S.S.R.
figs.89a-c; mid -Cretaceous,
(Verbitskaya); Playford +
1965 Polycin ulatis orites fimbriatus
Dettmann, p.144.
8) Pot
tilrf.gyip.11§ (Korgenevskaya in Verbitskaya, 1962)
rlaYford and Dettmann, 1965.
Korgenevskayl, in Verbitskaya, p.12O;
1962 Mundulina LETP-VIEJ5
Cretaceous (P.ilblarl, U.S.S.R.
p1.16, figs.9Oa-c;
trnuid!125 (Korgenevskaya); Playford +
1965 Polycin ulatis orites
Dettmann, p.144.
9)
2/21Ycingulatis pori tes? liassicus liassicus
Schulz, 1967.
Schulz, p.587, p1.14, figs.?-9;
orites
1967 Polycin ulatis
(Lias), Germany.
p1.23, fig.5; Jurassic
Jersey + Paten, 1964.
Polycingulatisporites mooniensis EgoifE115.
de
de Jersey + Paten, pp.7-8;
tes
1964 po-tycji ulatis
Queensland.
p1.5, figs.7-9; Jurassic,
1971.
1
figs.4 _7;
pp.130-132; p1..8,
11) P°1Ycin ulatis orites radiatus Singh,
Singh,
radiatus
1971
(Albian); Alberta.
Cretaceous
text-fig.21;

- 12012) Pol
cin•ulatisporites reduncus (Bolkhovitina, 1953) Playford +
Dettmann
1965.
See beloW7J
13) fplygin ulatis orites?
striatus Filatoff, 1975.
1975 1019lycipplatisporites striatus Filatoff, p.41;
p1.1, figs.14-15;
Jurassic, Western Australia.
14)
f21Y0119y1tisporites trizonatus (Schulz, in Daring et al., 1966)
1966 Stereis_porites (Distcyclosporis) trizonatus Schulz, in comb. nov.
Doring
6i al., p.79; p1.3, figs.18-19; Jurassic (Lias); Germany.
5filtql_excluded:

The following species have, at sometime, been placed into

21ZSlaylptisporites, but do not accord with the emended diagnosis as stated
herein.
1P21Xcirgulatisporites' densatus (de Jersey, 1959) Playford and Dettmann,
1965 -- considered by McKellar, 1974 to be a junior synonym of Annulispora
folliculosa (Rogalska, 1954) de Jersey, 1959.
1P21 Y!g11901j1pRrites' triangularis (Bolkhovitina, 1956) Playford and
Dettmann, 1965 -- see Annulispora triangularis.

Polycingulatisporites reduncus (Bolkhovitina, 1953)
Playford + Dettmann, 1965 emend. nov.
-Figure 5-2
Plate 2, Figure 12; Text
1953 Ch omotriletes red uncus Bolkhovitina, p.35; p1.3, figs.23-24.
1962 Tauroc usporites reduncus (Bolkhovitina); Stover, p.57; p1.1,
figs.15-21.
(Bolkhovitina); Brenner, p.69; p1.20,
1963 Taurocusporites _uncus
red
1964 ti9.8; p1.21, fig.l.
(Bolkhovitina)i -ingti,prr..p1,7;,. l ll, fig.6.
Taurocus orites reduncus
(Bolkhovitina);
Dettmann,
1965
Polycin ulatis orites reduncus
P.144
1967 TauroCus orites reduncus (Bolkhovitina); Norris, p.91; p1.11, fig.8.
(Bolkhovitina), Venkatachala, p1.1,
67 fplysjiimopAujInly5 If_/L
+
?1g67 fi9.8.
reduncus (Bolkhovitina); Steeves
T.
sp.aff.
2lnitt§
DAr9
figs.4-6.
Wilkins, p.2358; p1.7, (Bolkhovitina); Drugg, p.40; p1.7, fig.i.
1967
,, Taurocusborites reduncus (Bolkhovitina); Hedlund + Norris, p1.2, fi g.7.
19
reduncus
(Bolkhovitina); 0ltz, p.129; p1.40;
Lii-i'Yi r_p_prijI
reduncus
19u
'l
P°1 ci nu
"
(Bolkhovitina); Habib, p1.1, fig.6.
1 969 fig'56reduncus (Bolkhovitina); Habib, e.355; p1.3, fig.4.
---------ttf-s1970 Ta"°c!(Bolkhovitina); Singh, pp.132-133; p1.18,
1971
Durocusporites reduncus
?21
1 tc1119100-J5_0:11:1 `red
(Bolkhovitina); Paden Phillips + Felix,
fi9.8' n 1 atisporites
reduncus
1971a Polyci
•
•
gu
P.332, p1.9, fig.11.
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1971

Polycingulatisporites reduncus (Bolkhovitina); Playford, p1.105;
figs.3-4.
1972 Tatni.(2_gp
is o rites reduncus (Bolkhovitina); Bond, p1.2, fig.l.
1972a p_alys1191J
•
latisporites reduncus (Bolkhovitina); Srivastava, p.28;
p1.23; figs.6-9.
1973 Taurocusporites sp. cf. reduncus Stover [sic]; Jain +
Taugourdeau-Lantz,
pp.58-59; p1.1, fig.24.
1974 Polycingulatisporites reduncus (Bolkhovitina); McIntyre, p1.14,
figs.19-20.
1975 PolyOllgulatisporites reduncus (Bolkhovitina); Volkheimer +
_
Quattrocchio,
p.217; p1.6, fi gs.1-4
reduncus (Bolkhovitina); Wilson, p.117; p1.4,
1978 ?Silyc -Ln t
figs.5-6.
Emended diagnosis:

Zonotrilete, proximo-distally compressed, tetrahedral mio-

spores; the amb is rounded triangular to subcircular; the distal face is
convex, the proximal face pyramidal.

The laesurae usually extend to, or

almost to, the cingulum; they are simple or have raised lips and/or a margo.
The exine is cingulate and smooth.

Distally, there are two broad annular

their greatest elevation
crassitudes; these are typically fluted and attain
at their
grade polewards to exine of normal
outer margins, from where they
sharply delineated, and their inner
thickness. Thus, their outer margins are
boundaries gradational.

thickening at the distal pole.
There is no exinal

One specimen encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:

Diameter 31Pm.

is emended to include mention of the
The diagnosis of _P. reduncus
Text-Figure 5-2). Otherwise
sloping nature of the distal crassitudes (see
follows that given by Bolkhovitina (1953).
essentially
the diagnosis given here
from Middle Jurassic to Paleocene
recorded
P. reduncus has been
from the Buff sandstone
_.
strat'
this study is
in
encountered
The spec imen
gi
Re

s:

member of

division.
the Lower sandstone
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Polycingulatisporites sp.A.
Plate 2, Figures 6,9.
Description:

A form of Polycingulatisporites with a subcircular amb.

laesurae are about one-half of the spore radius long.
is present.

The

A distinct cingulum

The exine is smooth; distally it has a clearly defined polar

boss and a circumpolar annulus.

The outer margin of the annulus appears

especially distinct, indicating that it reaches its greatest thickness there.
Material:
Dimensions:

One specimen encountered.
Diameter 26.um-

Polycingulatisporites because of its
Remarks: This form was allocated to
which appears to have a
clearly defined distal thickenings, the annulus of
than inner margin. Without this clearly
sligh tly more sharply defined outer
have been attributable to
defined annulus, this form would probably
with only vaguely
Indeed similar forms
antiquasporites.
Stereisporites
placed in that species (see
defined annular thickenings have herein been
This form
'Remarks' under S. antiquasporites and Plate 1,Figure 18 herein).
intermediate between Stereisporites and species of
is thus
morphologically
complex proper.
the p,1Yc.
__y_l ingulatisporites/Annulispora
This specimen was recovered from the Red-weathering shale member of

the Husky
Formation.

Genus TAUROCUSPORITES Stover 1962 emend. Playford and Dettmann 1965
Dettmann, p.146.
Stover, p.55. Playford and
1965 ---------Is-1---T"r"t*
3"-ites Stover: emend.
Taur
ocusporites
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Description:

Zonotrilete, proximo-distally compressed, tetrahedral

miospores; the amb is rounded triangular to subcircular; the
distal face is
convex, the proximal face is pyramidal. The laesurae
typically reach the
cingulum; they may be simple or they may incorporate raised lips
or a
margo. The
exine is cingulate; it possesses one or more annular crassitudes
distally, and a distal polar boss may be present or absent.

These thickenings

reach their
greatest elevation towards their outer margins.

The outermost

annulus may or may not be continuous with the cingulum.
is
consistently conspicuously ornamented.
es ecies:
Maryland.
Re
gi

The proximal exine

Taurocusporites segmentatus Stover, 1962; Lower Cretaceous,

s: Stover's original diagnosis of Taurocusporites allowed the

inclusion of forms with a distal development of crassitudes essentially as
described above, and with or without strong proximal sculpture.

Playford

overlapped considerably with that
and Dettmann
(1965) noted that this concept
°f POlycingulatisporites Kedves + Simoncsics, 1961, but they chose to retain
Taur,
gy
por
, emending it to encompass forms with similar distal elements
to
conspicuous proximal ornamentation.
those of Polycingulatisporites, but with
(1975), however, found problems in
McKellar (1974) and Filatoff
encountered
using laYford and Dettmann's emendation. Both workers
Playford and Dettmann 1965
assembla ges
of Polycingulatisporites
distinct development of
which showed a gradation between specimens with
attempted a further emendation,
proximal sculpture and those without. McKellar
restricting Taurocusporites to forms with proximal ornamentation and distally
concentrical ly surrounding a non-annular
with a
thickening
ngle
annul
ar
si
noted herein in the discussion of Polycingulapolar
However, as
ni n
thickening.
least
by

e:, the number and position of distal crassitudes do not, at
vide a clear basis for distinguishing genera
themselves, appear to pro
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within the Polycingulatisporites/Annulispora/Taurocusporites complex.
Moreover, acceptance of McKellar's emendation for Taurocusporites would
exclude forms (e.g. Taurocusporites sp.A herein) which are clearly similar
to the type species, T. segmentatus.
Polycingulatisporites crenulatus Playford and Dettmann is found in
Upper Triassic to Middle Jurassic strata, so far predominantly from
published reports
Australia (Filatoff, 1975). There have as yet been no
of later species in which the development of proximal ornamentation is
Polycingulatisporites and
variable. Above the Middle Jurassic, therefore,
exclusive genera.
Ta urocusporites appear to be useful and probably mutallY
proximal surfaces, the genera
Apart from the nature of their
Both are
are clearly similar.
Taurocusporites and Polycingulatisporites
concentric about the
crassitudes
,,_,
cingullaLe
of
and both have a series
in the characteristic cross
lies
distal pole.
similarity
The most striking
typically
genera these are
both
in
section of the distal crassitudes;
a feature recognized by Stover (1962)
Chic kest
towards their outer margins,
ridges"
thickenings as "imbricate
annular
when he referred to some of the
the spore surface"
of
rest
the
than
with "upturned edges [appearing] darker

(22, cit.,

p.55).

diagnosis of Taurocusporites
emended
the
The above description, like
to forms with
by pi __
restricts this genus
'4YTord and Dettmann (1965),
tion. Here, however, the consistent
devel oPment of proximal ornamenta
tressed, thus clearly excluding
devel°Pment of this feature is s

Polycingulatisporites crenulatus.
Taurocusporites sp.A
-Figure
1,4; Text
Figures
Plate 3,

5-2
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Description:

A form of Taurocusporites with a rounded triangular amb.

The commissures of the laesurae extend to the inner margin of the cingulum;
they are surrounded by segmented lips 3-4pm broad. The cingulum is about
one-eleventh of the overall spore diameter wide, overlapping somewhat
proximal
further onto the proximal surface than onto the distal. The
and
exine is ornamented by broad low exinal thickenings of irregular shape
exine has two broad
variable size (maximum 8-10,um in diameter). The distal
crassitude thins
annular crassitudes with steep outer margins; each
addition, a non-annular
gradually polewards (see Text-Figure 5-2). In
group of large welts or
distal polar thickening occurs; it consists of a
low verrucae,
3-6.um in diameter.
each element measuring
Material:

One specimen encountered.

Dimensions:

Diameter 4311min having its outer
form
present
segmentatus differs from the

distal thickening conti nuous with the cingulum, rather than forming a
sculptural
smaller proximal
has
".rete element. Also, T. segmentatus
of welts
rather than a group
thickening
elements and a uniform distal polar
such as
A.
occur in Taurocusporites sp.
encountered in the Lower member of the
Taurocusporites sp. Awas e
Husky
Formation.
nov.
1959 emend.
Jersey,
Genus ANNULISPORA de

1962

A_nnulis ora de Jersey, p.358.
19
Neochomotriletes Reinhardt, p.707*
Krutzsch, P-16- et Al., p.78.
in coring
1966
ori es
lz
h
u
•
St
0.3±agiollsni5) scp.33 (nomen nudum).
Potonie,
u.el ls°"2-1
Ruct_i_
1971
197° '
ris (sc h u 1 z)
p_
p.19.
idnulis orites Pautsch,
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Photomicrographs 3, 5, 8-9, 12-13 taken in phase contrast.
Figures 1,4: Taurocusporites sp.
Samples 006-50907, slide 9, co-ordinates 90.2/9.6.
Diameter 42pm. Figure 1 -- proximal view, Figure 4 -- distal view.
Figure 2: Sculptisporis sp. B
Sample 007-29129, slide 12, co-ordinates 101.1/12.2.
Diameter 32pm. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figures 3,6:

Sculptisporis hamulatus sp. nov.
Sample 002-50857, slide 2, co-ordinates 106.6/20.8.

Diameter 33pm.

Proximo-distal aspect.

Figures 5,14: Sculptisporis aulosenensis (Schulz, 1967)
Figure 5: sample 007-29130, slide 14, co-ordinates 110.6/9.0.
specimen.
Diameter 33pm. Proximo-distal aspect of a poorly preserved
Figure 14: sample 007-29133, slide 15, co-ordinates 114.9/23.4
Diameter 37pm. Proximo-distal aspect.
(Rogalska, 1954)
Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus
Figures 7,10,13:
86.0/7.3.
Figure 7: sample 007-50914, slide 12, co-ordinates
Diameter 29pm. Proximo-distal aspect.
co-ordinates 94.3/10.3.
Figure 10: sample 007-50913, slide 12,
Diameter 22pm. Proximodistal aspect.
co-ordinates 105.3/3.4.
Figure 13: sample 006-50911, slide 23,
Diameter 27pm.

Proximo-distal aspect.

nov.
Rogalskaisporites agmohalos sp.
co-ordinates 105.4/18.0.
7,
slide
Figure 8: sample 005-29106,
poorly
of a relatively
aspect
-distal
Diameter 34im. Proximo

Figures 8-9,12:

preserved specimen.
co-ordinates 101.8/15.5.
8,
slide
Figure 9: sample 002-50858,
Diameter 31pm. Distal view.
co-ordinates 99.0/9.5.
Figure 12: holotype; sample 014-50979, slide 8,
aspect.
Diameter 38pm. Proximo-distal

Figure

11: Sculptisporis sp. A
108.5/9.1.
co-ordinates
Sample 014-50973, slide 15,
Diameter 29pm. Proximo-distal aspect.
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Emended diagnosis:

Zonotrilete, proximo-distally compressed, tetrahedral

miospores; the amb is rounded triangular to circular; the distal face is
convex, the proximal face is pyramidal.

The laesurae are one-half to

almost one spore radius in length; they may be simple, or they may
include
raised lips or a margo.

The exine is cingulate,and smooth or finely

ornamented; distally it has one (rarely more) continuous annular thickening,
of which either the inner and outer margins are more or less similarly
developed, or the inner margin is more elevated and sharply defined than
the outer margin.

A distal polar thickening may be present or absent.

Radially disposed thickenings may be present between, or outside of, the
crassitudes.

l•_e_.§:Annulispora(Lias),
(al. S orites) folliculosa (Rogalska, 1954)
-LdeY-P-tafc
Poland. (See species list below.)
Jersey,
1959; Jurassic

Remarks:

complex discussed in
Annulispora belongs to the morphological

the 'Remarks' under Polycingulatis po rites-

The above emendation differs

(1959) in the following ways:
from the original diagnosis of de Jersey
this structure being
a) it mentions the presence of a cingulum,

on the

(1954) and de Jersey (1959).
specimens illustrated by both Rogalska
and radially disposed
b) it allows for the presence of a distal polar boss
ridges (see McKellar, 1974).
annular crassitudes in which inner and outer
c) it encompasses forms with
developed, as well as those with more
margins are more or less equally
their crassitudes.
sharply defined inner margins to
continuous annular crassitudes (see 'Remarks'
lacks
Rogalskaisporites
" der Rogalskaisporites). Also, the distal polar crassitude of Rogalskairelatively elevated and sharply defined at its outer
spo
tis
commonly
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margin.

Distalanulisporites Klaus, 1960 lacks a cingulum.

Staplinisporites
Pocock, 1960 has only interradial equatorial
thickenings, if any at all.
S ecies included:

The following species accord with the above
emendation

of Annulispora de
Jersey, 1959:
1) Annulis
ora badia (Pautsch, 1971) McKellar, 1974
1971 Bianulisporites badius Pautsch, p.19, p1.4, fig.6;
Upper Triassic, Poland.
1973 Distalanulisporites badius (Pautsch); Pautsch, p.133;
p1.1,
fig.2.
1974 Annulispora badia (Pautsch); McKellar, p.24.
2) Annulis ora
canalicula (Filatoff, 1975) comb. nov.
1975 Rogalskaisporites canaliculus Filatoff, p.39; p1.1,
figs.7-10; Jurassic, Western Australia. [Junior synonym of
A. folliculosa?]
3)
Annulispora folliculosa (Rogalska, 1954) de Jersey, 1959.
1954 S orites folliculosus Rogalska, pp.26,38,44; p1.12, fig.8
holotype); Jurassic (Lias), Poland.
1959 Annulispora folliculosa (Rogalska); de Jersey, p.358; p1.2,
fig.2.
1974 Annulispora folliculosa (Rogalska); McKellar, pp.25-28; p1.7,
for further synonymy].
figs.14-19; p1.8, figs.l-4
4)
Annulis ora microzonales (Krutzsch, 1963) comb. nov.
121,25291-i§.) microzonales Krutzsch,
1963 Stereisporites (2.
p.92; p1.27, figs.1-4; text-fig.6F.
1966) McKellar, 1974.
6) Annulis ora radiata (Schulz, in During et
radiatus Schulz, in During
1966 Stereisporites (ligici2§29_6)
et al., p.78; p1.3, figs.12-13; Jurassic (Lias), Germany.
1974 Annulispora radiata (Schulz); McKellar, p.28; p1.8, fig.5.
6)
Annul -is ora? schulzii (Pocock, 1970) comb. nov.
p.57; p1.10, figs.5-6;
1970 Distalanulisporites schulzii Pocock,
Jurassic, western Canada.
7)
1956) McKellar, 1974.
A
ora trianqularis (Bolkhovitina,
Bolkhovitina, p.61; p1.7,
1956 Chomotriletes
figs.98a-c; Middle Jurassic, Yakutsk
A.S.S.R.,Reinhardt,
U.S.S.R.
(Bolkhovitina);
1962 Neochomotriletes
aris (Bolkhovitina); Playford +
figs.1,5
p.708,
1965 poi
cin p1.1,
t
ites
1974

Dettmann, p.144.
(Bolkhovitina); McKellar, p.24.
Annulispora tnITNIIR1:12'
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Species excluded:

The following species have at some time been placed

into Annulispora de Jersey, 1959, but either do not conform
with the
emendation given above or are considered to be superfluous:
1) 'Annulis
ora' altmarkensis (Schulz, in Doring et al., 1966) McKellar
1974 -- herein placed in Polycingulatisporites.
2) Annulis
ora densata de Jersey, 1959 -- considered by McKellar (1974)
to be a junior synonym of A. folliculosa (Rogalska, 1954) de
Jersey, 1959.
3)
'Annulispora' bicollateralis (Rogalska, 1956) Bjaerke and Manum, 1977
transferred to Polycingulatisporites by Morbey, 1975.

Genus ROGALSKAISPORITES Danze-Corsin and Laveine, 1963
!963
1967
,_
1967

Rogalskaisporites Danzd-Dorsin + Laveine, p.80.
Stereisporites (Rgp15kliuorites) (Danzd-Corsin + Laveine);
Schulz, p.557.
Dissectisporites Hiltmann, p.154.

Descri tion:

Zonotrilete,proximo-distally compressed, tetrahedral miospores;

the amb is rounded triangular to circular; the distal face is convex, the
Proximal face is pyramidal.

The laesurae are typically one-half to three-

occasionally almost reach
quarters of the spore radius in length, but may
the equator; a margo is usually present. The exine is smooth to scabrate,
cingulum. Distally a
usually thickened equatorially to produce a narrow
towards its outer margin;
Polar crassitude is present, which is often thickest
outside the polar crassitude are never
continuous annular thickenings
polar crassitude, the distal exine has a
developed. Equatorwards from the
arranged thickenings alternating
comprising radially
radially striate pattern
elliptical fossulae.
with radially disposed depressions or
cictricosus (Rogalska,
T e
(al. 522IIIf5).
s
195A species: Ro alskais orite
Danz6-Corsin + Laveine, 1963; Jurassic (Liassic), Poland. (See
Species
vccies list below.)
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Remarks:

The above description follows closely the original generic
concept
of Danze-Corsin and Laveine (1963); it is, however,
reworded in an attempt
to clarify certain points, especially with regard to the
nature of the distal
ornamentation.

In addition, the exclusion from this genus of forms with

continuous distal annular thickenings outside of the polar crassitude is
stressed.
Filatoff (1975, p.37) broadened the generic concept to include
forms "with more than on [sic; i.e. one] ring of radiating striae, separated
by annular circumpolar crassitudes"; i.e. he would allow into Rogalskaisporites
forms with distal annular crassitudes as well as a distal polar boss.
However, the type of Annulispora, A. folliculosa (Rogalska, 1954), includes
some specimens which have radially arranged thickenings as well as an
annular crassitude (see McKellar, 1974); it is therefore considered necessary
to exclude all forms with continuous annular crassitudes from this genus
in order to
avoid overlap with Annulispora.
Distalanulisporites Klaus, 1960 and Polycingulatisporites
have continuous annular
Simoncsics and Kedves, 1961, emend. herein
thickenings. Some specimens of
crassitudes and usually lack radial
forms of Polycingulatisporites in
Ro
galskaisporites, however, resemble
polar boss towards its outer
having the thickest development of the distal
so pronounced that the outer margin of
be
may
development
This
gin.
mar
thickening with an indistinct inner margin;
the boss
simulates an annular
illustrated by Singh (1964, plate 11,
for example, note the specimens
1, figures 8-9).
figure 7-11) and Schulz (1967, plate
an annular thickening and
Staplinisporites Pocock, 1962 has
thickening; it possesses more or less radially
polar
usua lly also a distal
inside the annulus, but these are
sometimes
aligned ribs outside and
regularly arranged than are the striae of Rogalskaisporites.
tYPica llY less
continuous cingulum.
a
lacks
Moreover Staplinisporites
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Species included:

The following species accord with the above
description

of Rogalskaisporites.
1) Rogalskaisporites agmohalos sp.nov. herein. (See below.)
2) Rogalskaisporites bujargiensis (Bolkhovitina, 1956) Schulz in
During et al.,
1966.
1956 Leiotriletes bujargiensis Bolkhovitina, p.39; p1.3, figs.30a-b;
Lower Jurassic, Yakutsk A.S.S.R., U.S.S.R.
1963 'der "burjargiensis" [sic]-Typ von Bolchovitina 1956'; Krutzsch,p.20.
1966 Stereisporites (Rogalskaisporites) bujargiensis (Bolkhovitina);
Schulz in Daring et al., p.81.
non 1968 Sphagnum bujargiensis ([auct. non] Bolkhovitina); Elsik,
pp.299-300,302; p1.10,fig.10[=Stereisporites antiquasporites].
3) Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus (Rogalski, 1954) Danze-Corsin + Laveine,
1963 (See below).
4) Rogalskaisporites incertus (Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb. nov.
1956 Leiotriletes incertus Bolkhovitina, p.39; p1.3, figs.31a-b.
non 1970 Distalanulisporites incertus ([auct.non] Bolkhovitina);
Pocock, p.58; p1.10, figs.7-9,12-17.
Species excluded:

The following species is not herein considered to

belong to Rogalskaisporites:
1) 'Rogalskaisporites' canaliculus Filatoff, 1975 -- herein transferred to
Annulispora.

Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus (Rogalska, 1954)
Danze-Corsin and Laveine, 1963
7,10,13; Text-Figure 5-3
Plate 3, Figures
Rogalska, p.26; p1.12,
Sporites cicatricosusptrIf2rIll§ Leschik, p.10;
fiPli.1,
1 ( 71g(s)!Y
3.1)
I ..
Stereosporites [sic]
fig.7.
Rogalska,
p1.29,
Rogalska;
Sporites cicatricosus
c
cicatricosus Rogalska; Rogalska, p.84; p1.29, .igs.8-9
cf. Sporites
(Rogalska); Danze-Corsin + Laveine,
Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus
p.80.
cicatricosus var. rotundus Danze-Corsin + Laveine,
1963 Rogalskaisporites
figs.19-21.
Pp.80-81; p1.6,
(Rogalska); Levet-Carette, p.112; p1.18,
cicatricosus
1963 Stereisporites
fig.22.
cicatricosus (Rogalska); Levet-Carette, p.106;
1964a cf. Ro alskais orites
p1.6, fig.9.
87-88; p1.11, figs.?-11.
?1964 Taurocusporites minor
Singh,
pp.
cicatricosus (Rogalska); McGregor, p1.3, figs.39,
Rogalskaisporites
1965
[?]41.
1954
1955
1956
?1956
1963
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1965 Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus (Rogalska) var.
rotundus Danze-Corsin
+ Laveine; McGregor, p1.5, fig.11.
1965 Stereisporites perforatus Leschik; Playford + Dettmann,
pp.134-135;
p1.12, figs.4a-b,5.
1966 Stereisporites (Rogalskaisporites) cicatricosus (Rogalska);
Doring
et al., p.81.
?1966 Stereisporites (Rogalskaisporites) n. fsp., aff. cicatricosus; Doring
et al., p.81; p1.3, figs.22-23.
?1967 Stereisporites (Rogalskaisporites) cicatricosus (Rogalska); Schulz,
P.557; p1.1, figs.8-9.
1967 Dissectisporites laeviclatus Hiltmann, p.154; p1.1, fig.33.
1968 Stereisporites cicatricosus (Rogalska); Tralau, pp.63-64; p1.10,
figs.9-10.
1968 Leiotriletes bujargiensis Bolkhovitina; Ilyina, p1.13, fig.10; p1.14,
fig.11; [?]p1.15, fig.18.
1969 Stereisporites perforatus Leschik; Reiser + Williams, p.2; p1.1, fig.l.
?1969 Taurocusporites minor Singh; Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.4, fig.11.
1971 Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus (Rogalska); Singh, p.136; p1.18,
fig. 13.
1971 Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus (Rogalska) var. rotundus Danze-Corsin
+ Laveine; Singh, p.137; p1.18, fig.4.
?1971 Stereisporites cicatricosus (Rogalska); Guy, p.17; p1.1, fig.4.
P 71 Leiotriletes bujargiensis Bolkhovitina; Ilyina, p1.2, fig.5.
1973 Leiotriletes bujargiensis Bolkhovitina; Shugaevskaya et al., 131.1,
fig. 18.
1974 Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus (Rogalska); McKellar, pp.15-16; p1.5,
fig. 13.
pp.37-39; p1.1,
1975 Bagalskaisporites cicatricosus (Rogalska); Filatoff,
figs.4-6; text-fig.13.
1975 Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus (Rogalska); Felix, p1.1, fig.10.
1975 Stereisporites erforatus Leschik; de Jersey, p1.14I, fig.4.
1975 B29alskai5porites giLgIn10512 (Rogalska); Vigran + Thusu, p1.7,
figs.3-[?]4.
cicatricosus (Rogalska); Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.2,
1975 Rogalskaisporites
fig.35.
Leschik; Bjaerke, p1.2, fig.13.
1977 Stereisporites perforatus
Descri tion:

(1975).
See Filatoff

For a diagrammatic representation of

-Figure 5-3.
cicatricosus, see Text
Material:
Dimensions:

specimens encountered.
Approximately 75
(Hol otype 29um) Diameter 22(28)37-?42um (38 specimens measured).

The present author follows previous writers (e.g. McKellar, 1974)
Singh and Stereisporites perforatus
in considering Taurocusporites min or
In addition, Dissectispoi:::
r
Leschik to be synonymns of R. cicatricosus.
As
laevi atus Hiltman n also appears to be synonymous with the latter.
McKellar(1974), the type material of R. bujargiensis
p11ed by Singh (1971) and
Remarks:
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(Bolkhovitina, 1956) appears to be distinguishable from R. cicatricosus on
the basis of its larger size.

However, the specimens attributed to L.

bujargiensis by Ilyina (1968, 1971) and by Shugaevskaya et al. (1973) are
certainly within the size range of R. cicatricosus, and appear to be
indistinguishable from it.
Specimens of R. cicatricosus have a rounded triangular to
circular amb.

To the present writer there seems little merit, either

stratigraphical or morphological, in separating circular forms and placing
them into a variety, R. cicatricosus var. rotundus, as Danze-Corsin and
Laveine (1963) have done.
Several species of the Annulispora/Polycingulatisporites complex
are similar to R. cicatricosus.

Annulispora canalicula (Filatoff, 1975)

has a small distal polar boss surrounded by a separate annular circumpolar
thickening; outside of this annulus and, in at least some specimens,
between the annulus and the polar boss, radial exinal thickenings occur
(see Text-Figure 5-3).

Some specimens of. Annulispora folliculosa

A. canalicula in possessing radial
(Rogalska, 1954) are very similar to
thickening.
ribs which emanate from the annular

R. cicatricosus differs

annular thickening (however, see
from these two species in lacking an
heading, above).
'Remarks' under the generic
ranges from the Upper Triassic to the Lower
R. cicatricosus
widespread geographically in the earlier
Cretaceous. It is especially
range. It has been encountered from Upper
part of its stratigraphical
strata only rarely, and then from a limited
Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous
northern Canada, by McGregor, 1965, and the
area (Upper Jurassic of
Canada, by Singh, 1964, 1971). R.
Aptian and Albian of western
element in many of the assemblages from the
cicatricosus was a minor
ranging throughout all of the units studied.
Richardson Mountains,
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Text-Figure 5-3:

agmohalos

Diagrammatic sketches of the distal faces of
Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus (Rogalska, 1954),
Annulispora canalicula (Filatoff, 1975) and
Ro alskais orites agmohalos sp. nov.
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Rogalskaisporites agmohalos sp.nov.
Plate 3, Figures 8-9,12; Text-Figure 6-3

1975

Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus ([auct.non] Rogalska; Vigran +
Thusu [pars], p1.7, fig.4 [only].

Derivation of name: From the Greek agmo (broken) and hal os (c ircle
or halo) in reference to the discontinuous annular exinal thickening.
Diagnosis:

Zonotrilete, proximo-distally compressed, tetrahedral miospores;

the amb is rounded triangular to subcircular; the distal face is convex, the
proximal face is pyramidal.

The laesurae are typically one-half to

two-thirds of the spore radius in length; they usually include a margo.
The exine is cingulate and generally smooth to scabrate.

On the distal

surface is a polar thickening (or boss) one-third to one-half the amb
diameter

across; the outer margin of this boss is even or fluted.

Separated from the polar boss by a narrow, irregularly annular, circumpolar canal is a discontinuous 'annular' thickening which is interrupted
by a series of radiating canals; these canals emanate from the circumpolar
thickening typically has an elevated
The discontinuous 'annular'
towards the equator its individual elements
sharp distinct poleward margin;
the positive striae or thickenings between
gradually thin, developing into
canal.

radiating canals or fossulae.
Material:
Dimensions:

encountered.
16 specimens
(16 specimens measured).
Diameter 31(36)48um

014-50979/8, specimen 15, co-ordinates 99.0/9.5. Locality:
Yalqxef: Slide
Section 75-BIA-014, Mount Gifford,
District of Mackenzie. Stratum: RedFormation.
Husky
member,
weathering shale
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Remarks:

Although described here as having an annular thickening, this

species is included in Rogalskaisporites, rather than Annulispora or
Polycingulatisporites, because of the clearly discontinuous nature of
this feature.

R. agmohalos differs from R. cicatricosus in its possession

of this discontinuous annular thickening.

It also possesses a smaller

polar boss relative to its overall polar diameter than is typical for
R. cicatricosus.

No gradation was observed between R. agmohalos and

R. cicatricosus in the present material.

Annulispora canalicula (Filatoff,

1975) has a polar boss much smaller still than that of R. agmohalos, and
also possesses a continuous circumpolar annular thickening. These
5-3.
differences are illustrated in Text-Figure
A specimen figured by Vigran and Thusu (1975, plate 7, figure 4 as
R. cicatricosus) appears to belong to this species; it is from the Upper
Jurassic of Norway.

In the present study, R. agmohalos occurred as a rare

the Lower member of the Husky
element in assemblages which range from
of the Coal-bearing division.
Formation to the lowermost beds
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Chapter VI
HEPATICACEAN SPORES
Genus AEQUITRIRADITES Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955
emend. Cookson and Dettmann, 1961
1955 Aequitriradites Delcourt + Sprumont, p.44.
1961 Selaqinellidites Krasnova in Samoilovitch et al., p.38.
1961 Aequitriradites Delcourt + Sprumont; emend. Cookson + Dettmann,
p.426.
1966 Aequitriradisporites Nakoman, p.80 [obligatory junior synonym of
Aequitriradites, having same type species].
Description:

Zonate, usually proximo-distally compressed miospores with

a central body which is rounded triangular to subcircular in polar view;
the proximal face is flat to moderately convex, and the distal face is
weakly concave to moderately convex.

A non-functional triradiate mark may
be

weakly to strongly developed, only partially developed (commonly being
faint or absent towards the proximal pole) or absent altogether.

There is

a continuous, membranous zona of more or less uniform width, which may or
may not be weakly ornamented.

The exine of the central body apparently

ornamentation is variable (reticulate,
comprises only a single layer;
etc.) and is usually not uniformly
spinate, verrucate, baculate, granulate,
developed over the exine.

The exine may be entire or perforated about the

produced by local disintegration or
distal pole to form a hilum which is
Ornament is commonly somewhat modified in the
breakdown of the exine.
vicinity of the hilum.
uitriradites dubius Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955; Early
Type species: Ae
Cretaceous, Belgium.
expands on the emended diagnosis given by
The above description
the concept of the genus
but it does not alter
Cookson and Dettmann, 1961,
Remarks:
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as expressed by them.

The description given here is based mostly on the

observations of Cookson and Dettmann (op. cit.), Dettmann (1963), and
myself.
The synonymy of Selaginellidites Krasnova with Aequitriradites
is discussed by Dettmann (1963).

The Palaeozoic genus Cirratriradites

Wilson and Coe, 1940 is closely comparable, at least superficially, to
Aequitriradites.

It has a structure at its distal pole which has

traditionally been called a 'fovea'. Cookson and Dettmann (1961, p.425)
commented that:
The term 'fovea', as used by Potoni6 and Kremp (1956,
p.125 ...) in their definition of Cirratriradites, refers
solely to a sculpture pattern ... of ... depressed areas ...
surrounded by raised, thickened muri ... The exine in the
region of a fovea, although relatively thin, is always
entire ... [Thus Mesozoic spores placed in Aequitriradites]
are not conformable with Cirratriradites.
Styxisporites Cookson and Dettmann, 1958a possesses a functional trilete
mark.

Cooksonites Pocock, 1962 emend. Dettmann, 1963 has a true cingulum

Coptospora Dettmann, 1963 is azonate.
rather than a membranous zona, and
For a comparison with Triporoletes, see 'Remarks' under that genus, below.
Couperisporites Pocock, 1962 is very similar and obviously
closely related to Aequitriradites.

Pocock claimed that Couperisporites

two zones -- a narrow outer zone
possesses distal ornamentation in
developed roughly parallel to the spore
"thickened with rugulate ornament
covered with polygonal based bosses ...";
border, and an inner zone
However, from his illustrations it
Aequitriradites lacks such a zonation.
does not clearly or consistently show
appears that pocdc k's type material
where it is developed, the outer zone of
such a zonation; moreover,
exinal folding.
a region of secondary
represent
may
'rugulations'
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Several subsequent workers have used the generic name
Couperisporites, but few if any have commented on its differentation from
Aequitriradites.

Dettmann (1963) erected a new species, C. tabulatus,

which, she found, had two wall layers.

It is evident from her discussion

of C. tabulatus and from her text-figure 6 (Dettmann,

pp.45-96

and p.93 respectively) that she considered Couperisporites to be
characterized by a two-layered wall and thus to differ from Aequitriradites,
which has a single-layered wall.
the diagnosis of Couperisporites.

However, she did not expressly emend
Kotova (1968) used both Couperisporites

and Aequitriradites, but did not specifically state in what way she
considered these two genera to differ.

G. Norris (personal communication)

has commented that Couperisporites may have a hilum at the proximal pole,
in contrast to the distal hilum of Aequitriradites.

C. Singh (personal

communication) has stated that he recognizes Couperisporites by the presence
of extensions of the triradiate rays onto the zona.

Only by recourse to the

type material of C. complexus (the type of Couperisporites) can this issue
be resolved.

Aequitriradites s inulosus (Cookson and Dettmann, 1958a) Cookson
an Dettmann, 1961
Plate 4, Figure 1
Dettmann, pp.113-114; p1.18,
Cookson
1958a Cirratriradites s inulosus
3-4].
figs.9-13; p1.19, figs.1-2,5-7[12.0
Dettmann; Bolkhovitina, p.129;
+
Cookson
1959 Cirratriradites giny12§1E
p1.8,figs.119a- b.
(Cookson + Dettmann); Cookson + Dettmann,
1961 Aequitriradites §221.11125.121
p.427; p1.52,figs.7-12.
(Cooksor! + Dettmann); Krasnova in
1961 Selaqinelliditess ir
figs.2-3.
p1.11,
Samoilovitch et al., p.41;
var. hebetatus Krasnova in Samoilovitch
?1961 Selaginellidites soinulo5LI5p1.12,figs.1-4.
pl.TITTIF.T;
et al., p.42;
inulosus var. 2:1arjLis Krasnova in Samoilovitch et al
?1961 Selaginellidites s
p.43; p1.12,fig.6.
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1962 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann) Pocock,
p.52; p1.6,
figs.95-97.
1963 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann) Dettmann,
p.93-94;
p1.22,figs.7-13; text-fig.6a.
1963 Cirratriradites spinulosus Cookson + Dettmann; Brenner, p.43;
p1.4,
fig.4; p1.5,fig.l.
1964 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Singh, pp.88-89;
p1.11,figs.12-13.
1964c Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Doring, pp.466,469;
p1.3,figs.1-3.
1965 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Archangelsky +
Gamerro, p.165; p1.3,figs.5-6.
1967a Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Archangelsky +
Gamerro, p1.1, fig.I.
1967 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Brenner, p1.1,fig.5
1967 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Baltes, p1.2,fig.4.
1967 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Steeves + Wilkins,
p1.8,figs.5-8.
1968 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Kotova, p.21; p1.1,
figs.1-6.
Dettmann); Norris, p1.108,fig.9.
1969 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson
(Cookson
spinulosus
Dettmann);
1969 Aequitriradites
Khlonova, pp.52-53;
p1.7,figs.3-5.
1969 Aequitriradites_ spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Vagvolgyi + Hills,
p1.8,fig.9.
?1969 Aequitriradites cf. spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Hughes, p1.15-4,
fig.6.
?1970 Aequitriradites sp. cf. A. spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Kemp,
pp.112-113; p1.23,figs.5-6.
1971 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Singh, p.34; p1.1,
fig.6.
1971 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Herngreen, p1.3,
fig.14; p1.4,fig.2:
1971a Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Hopkins, p.117; p1.20,
fig.25.
1971 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Playford, p1.106,
fig.7.
1972 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Khlonova, p1.1,fig.7.
1973 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Antonescu, p1.8,
figs.2,5.
1974 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Burger, p1.15, fig.1.
+ Dettmann); Brideaux + McIntyre,
1975 Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson
p1.3,fig.19.
spinulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Dorhbfer + Norris,
Aequitriradites
1977a
pl.1,fig.22.
(Cookson + Dettmann); Ddrhbfer, p.49; p1.13,
1977 Aequitriradites spinulosus
figs.1-2.
(Cookson + Dettmann); Williams, p1.8,fig.9.
1978 Aequitriradites s inulosus (Cookson + Dettmann); Batten,
p1.2 [non
1979 Aequitriradites spinulosus
p1.1], fig.15.
(Cookson + Dettmann); Burger, p.62; p1.16,
1980 Aequitriradites spinulosus
fig.5.
(Cookson + Dettmann); Wingate, p.8; pl.'',
1980 Aequitriradites spinulosus
fig.2.
(Cookson + Dettmann); Bebout, p1.7,fig.2.
?1981 Aequitriradites spinulosus
(Cookson + Dettmann); Norris, p1.6, figs.
1982 Aequitriradites spinulosus
26-27; p1.7,

figs.1-6.
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Description:

See Cookson and Dettmann (1958a) and Dettmann (1963).

40 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:

Diameter 37(47)60pm (20 specimens measured); polar diameter

25(29)35pm (9 specimens measured).
Remarks:

This species is characterized by its general ornament of long coni

and short spinae of variable height.

A.spinulosus lacks any notable

coarsening of sculptural elements in the region of distal pole; such
coarsening characterizes many of the other species of Aequitriradites.
Most of the specimens of this species observed in the present study were
in equatorial or oblique orientations.
A.spinulosus has been recorded previously from Lower Cretaceous
to Danian deposits.

In the assemblages examined, it was encountered from

all members of the Husky Formation apart from the Lower Member and the BuffWhite sandstone members of the
weathering sandstone, Blue-grey shale and
Lower sandstone division.

Aequitriradites sp. A
Plate 4, Figures 3,6.
Aequitriradites possessing a central body with a
A form of
sides, and rounded apices. The proximal
triangular amb, strongly convex
distal face is concave around the hilum but
face is strongly convex; the
triradiate mark is represented by slightly
convex towards the equator. The
2-34um wide, indistinctly delimited, and disconsinuous granular ridges about
these ridges extend to some degree onto the
tinuous of the proximal pole;
Description:
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zona.

The exine is apparently one -layered, about ljjm thick, and, on the

single specimen encountered, tends to be secondarily folded in areas adjacent to the equator of the central body.
The ornament on the proximal face comprises numerous ragged,
serrated or nodular muri 1-10pm long and rarely more than 1pm wide.
Some granula, coni and spinae may also occur, especially towards the
Sculptural elements on the proximal face are from less than one

equator.

to 6pm apart.

The distal face is ornamented primarily by fine bacula and

spinae 1-2pm high, 0.5pm or less wide, and spaced regularly at about 1.5pm
from one another.

The ornament is modified and becomes coarser towards

the distal pole, where it comprises densely spaced granula and verrucae
0.5-2pm or more in diameter (these are especially coarse in the immediate
vicinity of the distal pole).

A hilum is developed at the distal pole.

The membranous zone is 3-7.um wide, being
Its margin is ragged.

broadest radially.

It is granulate, with also some indistinctly defined

radial elements to its structure and/or sculpture.
One specimen encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 51Vm.

proximal ornament comprising fine
This form is characterized by a

fine bacula and spinae which is
irregular muri and a distal ornament of
distal pole. A. spinulosus and
modified and coarsened towards the
A. baculatus have unit proximal ornamentation. In addition, A. spinulosus
coarsened towards the
has distal ornament which is not so considerably
distal pole.
encountered in the Coal -bearing division.
Aequitriradites sp. A was
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Aequitriradites sp. B
Plate 4 Figure 2

Description:

A form of Aequitriradites in which the central body has a

rounded triangular amb and a subellipsoidal shape in lateral view, its
polar areas are somewhat flattened.

The triradiate mark is indistinct or

absent in the specimens encountered.

The exine appears to be one -layered

and l-1.5jjm thick.

The proximal exine is ornamented by more or less

sparsely distributed granula

and fine verrucae, with occasional spinae.

The equatorial and peripheral distal exine is similarly ornamented;
however, elements increase in size towards the distal pole to form
well-developed verrucae, some or all of which have small nipple-like
protrusions (thus becoming papillae).
the distal pole.

A hilum is usually developed at

The zona is 3-10,Lim wide, has a ragged outer margin,

and may possess radial striae or ridges.
Material:

8 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:

Diameter 37(49)541m (8 specimens measured); polar diameter

27(31)3811m (5 specimens measured).
A. spinulosus in having a granulate to
This form differs from
spinate, proximal ornamentation and in
finely verrucate, rather than a
towards the distal pole.
the distinct coarsening of the sculpture
Remarks:

encountered in the Upper member of the
Aequitriradites sp. B was
Husky Formation and in the
division.

Blue-grey shale member of the Lower sandstone
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Genus TRIPOROLETES Mtchedlishvili in Mtchedlishvili and Samoilovitch
1960 emend. Playford, 1971 emend. nov.
1960
1961
1961
1962
1963
1968a
1969
1971
1977

Triporoletes Mtchedlishvili in Mtchedlishvili + Samoilovitch, p.127.
Seductisporites Khlonova, p.56.
Zlivisporis Pacltova, pp.40, 86-87.
Rouseisporites Pocock, p.52.
Rouseisporites Pocock; [emend.] Dettmann, p.96.
Ricciaesporites Nagy, p.126.
Ricciaesporites Nagy; [emend.] Nagy, p.317.
Triporoletes Mtchedlishvili; emend. Playford, p.551.
Triporoletes Mtchedlishvili; Srivastava, pp.67-71 [q.v. for species list].

Emended diagnosis:

Zonate, proximo-distally compressed miospores with

a subcircular to triangular amb, convex sides and rounded apices; the
proximal and distal faces are usually both convex.

A non-functional

triradiate mark may be weakly to strongly developed or absent; no readily
discernible or consistently developed dehiscence mechanism is apparent.
The exine is two-layered.

The inner layer is relatively thick and

usually smooth or finely ornamented.

The outer layer is thin, membranous,

and usually loosely enveloping; it produces a cavate zona which may or
may not develop indistinct to distinct invaginations in the radial regions.
sparse, low ridges which are commonly
The distal face consistently bears
may partly or wholly radiate from,
more strongly developed towards, and
are apparently produced by the
the distal pole. These ridges, which
to produce a reticulum. The proximal
outer wall layer, may anastomose
ridges similar in structure to those of
surface is smooth or may have
the distal face.
M
Tri oroletes sin uaris
(?holotype),in14;
Mtchedl
Cretaceous
ishvili
13
filgures tchedlishvili
and Samoilovitch, 3960, P.128;
(Cenomanian), Siberia.
The above diagnosis is similar to those given by Dettmann (1963,
(1971). It is emended, however, especially
for Rouseisporites) and Playford
Remarks:
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with regard to the radial invaginations of the zona.

Both Dettmann and

Playford, in their respective descriptions, infer that these invaginations
are consistently present; indeed, it has been generally considered that
these features are diagnostic of Triporeletes (and Rouseisporites).

However,

Pacltovg and Simoncsics (1970) examined about one hundred specimens of
Rouseisporites blanensis (Pacltovg, 1961) and found such invaginations to
be common, but not ubiquitous.

McIntyre and Brideaux (1980) erected a new

species of Triporoletes, T. incertus, in which invagina"tions occur only
sporadically; even where present, these features tend not to be distinctive
in T. incertus.

Thus it seems that the presence of radial invaginations of

the zona cannot be used alone as a generic diagnostic feature.

Triporoletes,

rather, might be distinguished by a combination of most or all of the
following characteristics:
a) the possession of a two-layered exine including a loosely enveloping
outer layer which is produced equatorially into a zona.
b) radial invaginations of this zona.
c) the presence or absence of a non-functional trilete mark.
d) the lack of a hilum at the distal pole.
e) the presence of low, sparse ridges (apparently hollow and produced by
the outer wall layer) on the. distal face, these ridges often being centred
distal pole.
about, or best developed towards the
Couperisporites have acavate membranous
Aequitriradites and
has a hilum at the distal pole and
zonas; in addition, Aequitriradites
similar feature at the proximal pole (see
Couperisporites may have a
Januasporites Pocock, 1962 is closely
'Remarks' under Aequitriradites}.
synonymous with it; however, according to
similar to Triporoletes and may be
Januasporites is distinguished by distinct
the emendation of Singh (1964),
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exinal subcircular thinning on the distal face.
It is now generally recognized that Rouseisporites is a junior
synonym of Triporoletes.

Furthermore I agree with Pacltovg and Simoncsics

(1970) and others in considering the genera Seductisporites Khlonova,
1961
and Zlivisporis Pacltovg, 1961 to be junior synonyms of Triporoletes.

The

present emendation of Triporoletes clears up any remaining doubts about
this synonymy, as radial equatorial invaginations of the zona are no
longer requisite in the recognition of the latter genus.
Srivastava (1977) considered Seductisporites Khlonova to be an
invalid name, as under the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature
(Stafleu et al. 1972, Article 42), genera of fossil plants published in
or after 1953 had to be separately defined; they could not be validated
by a combined diagnosis of genus and type species, as was the case for
Seductisporites.

This stipulation was removed, however, from the ensuing

edition of the Code (I.C.B.N., Stafleu et al., 1978, Article 42), and
Seductisporites must therefore be considered a legitimate, if not correct,
name.

Srivastava (op.cit.) also considered the Miocene genus

Ricciaesporites Nagy to be morphologically idential to Triporoletes, an
opinion with which I concur.
apparent dehiscense mechanism in Triporoletes;
There is no readily
non-functional, and a hilum comparable
the trilete mark, where present, is
Dettmann (1963) remarked that
to that of Aequitriradites is not developed.
Triporoletes) resembles some modern hepatic spores,
Rouseisporites (i.e.
Hampe and R. canaliculata Hoffm.
notably those of Riccia beyrichiana
that:
Dettmann (op.cit., p.96) stated
spores possess an outer, zonate
These modern hepatic
invaginations in the equatorial, radial
has
which
membrane
ridges distally ... The distal
regions and hollow muroid serve as potential apertures
ridges are considered to and it has been demonstrated
during spore germination,
spores of Riccia ... germinate distally
conclusively that the sources.]
[See Dettmann for
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Triporoletes incertus McIntyre and Brideaux, 1980
Plate 4, Figure 4
1980

Triporoletes incertus McIntyre + Brideaux, p.11; p1.1, figs.16-26
[incorrectly given as figs.16,26 in text].

Description:

3 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

See McIntyre and Brideaux (1980, p.11).

Diameter 57(59)62pm (3 specimens measured).

Because of the small number of specimens encountered and their

somewhat less than perfect preservation, I could not verify the contention
of McIntyre and Brideaux (1980) that this species has a wall comprising
three layers.

If this is truly the case, then the generic diagnosis would

have to be further modified to encompass this variation.
The only previous record of this taxon, by McIntyre and Brideaux
(op.cit.), was from the Blue-grey shale member in the Aklavik Range.

In

the present study this species was found to be a very rare constituent of
the (?basal part of the)
the Upper member of the Husky Formation and
sandstone division.
White sandstone member of the Lower
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PLATE 4

Figure 1:

Aequitriradites spinulosus (Cookson and Dettmann,
1958a)
Sample 003-50866, slide 9, co-ordinates 106.2/4.6.

Diameter 60pm; polar diameter 34um.
Figure 2:

Equatorial view.

Aequitriradites sp. B

Sample 003-50871, slide 7, co-ordinates 94.5/8.8.
Diameter 56pm. Oblique view.
Figure 3,6:

Aequitriradites sp. A

Sample 004-50880, slide 7, co-ordinates 98.5/10.8.
Diameter 51pm. Figure 3 -- proximal view; figure 6 -- distal
view -- note hilum.
Triporoletes incertus Brideaux and McIntyre, 1980
Sample 001-29150, slide 7, co-ordinates 110.0/18.3.
Diameter 54pm . ?Distal view.

Figure 4:

Leptolepidites crassibalteus Filatoff, 1975
Sample 001-29149, slide 3, co-ordinates 108.4/7.4.

Figure 5:

Diameter 28pm.

Proximal view.

Leptolepidites proxigranulatus (Brenner, 1963)
Sample 001-29145, slide 4, co-ordinates 110.8/13.6.

Figure 7:

Diameter 33pm.

Proximal view.

Neoraistrickia truncata (Cookson, 1953)
Sample 007-29133, slide 14, co-ordinates 105.5/19.7.

Figure 8:

Diameter 43pm.

Distal view.

Leptolepidites plurituberosus (During, 1964a)
Sample 003-50863, slide 8, co-ordinates 106.0/14.6.

Figure 9:

Diameter

56pm.

Proximo-distal aspect.

Neoraistrickia sp. cf. N. trichosa Filatoff, 1975
7, co-ordinates 106.4/14.6.
Figure 10: sample 005-29114, slide
Diameter 40pm. Proximal view.
slide 11, co-ordinates 106.9/6.0.
Figure 11: sample 007-29134,
aspects.
Diameter 36pm. Proximo-distal

Figure 10,11:
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LYCOPODIALEAN SPORES
Genus LEPTOLEPIDITES Couper, 1953 emend. Norris, 1968
1953
?1961
1963
1964a
1966
1967
1968

Leptolepidites Couper, p.28.
Gemmatriletes Pierce, p.27.
Leptolepidisporites Danzd + Laveine, p.82.
Matthesisporites Doring, p.37.
Leptolepidites Couper; emend. Potoni6, p.30.
Leptolepidites Couper; emend. Schulz, p.558.
Leptolepidites Couper; emend. Norris, p.316.

Description:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a rounded triangular to circular amb; the distal face
is convex, the proximal face is pyramidal.

The laesurae typically

extend to, or almost to, the equator; they are simple or lipped.

The

exine is ornamented distally and equatorially by large verrucae or
gemmae, the average diameter of these elethents being such that only
3-10 of them would fit across the equatorial diameter of the spore.

In

plan view the sculptural elements are circular, subcircular, or oval;
they may occasionally coalesce and form short rugulae.
section the elements are flat to hemispherical.

In optical

Strong ornamentation

may encroach onto the margins of the proximal face; the contact area,
relatively finely sculptured.
however, is always smooth or
Couper, 1953, p.28; p1.2,
Iype species: Le taleptes verrucatus
flg.14 (holotype ; Jurassic; New Zealand.
this genus to encompass trilete spores
Couper (1953) erected
amb, convex to concave sides, a
(i.e. miospores) with a subtriangular
sculpture of large verrucae. Potonie
very thick exine, and an overall
by including forms with a circular amb.
(1966) emended the diagnosis
Remarks:
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Schulz (1967) modified this emendation by including only forms with a
reduced proximal ornamentation and uniform sculptural elements distally.
Norris (1968) studied the type material of L. verrucatus; as a result, he
proposed a concise emendation of the genus which is the closest of
previous diagnoses to the concept preferred here.

He restricted

Leptolepidites to forms with a rounded triangular to circular amb, a
distal ornament of "well developed verrucae of variable size and shape
and with occasional rugulae [and a] proximal face levigate or only
lightly sculptured."

The description given here is, in its essential

concepts, close to the emendation proposed by Norris, although it gives
a more specific indication of the size of the sculptural elements relative
to the equatorial diameter.

This allows forms with a less coarse distal

ornamentation to be more readily set apart from Leptolepidites.
Rotverrusporites Doring, 1964b has a

proximal ornamentation

usually developed equally as well as its distal ornamentation; moreover,
its sculpture is usually finer relative to the spore's equatorial
Leptolepidites.
diameter than is the case for

Varirugosisporites Doring,

1965a also has partly coalescent verrucose elements, but its ornament
tends to be finer than that of Leptolepidites and is strongly developed
Clavatisporites Kedves + Simoncsics,
proximally as well as distally.
which, when seen in plan view,
1964a hasdistinctly clavate ornamentation
is finer than the ornamentation of Leptolepidites.
compare his new genus, Matthesisporites,
Doring (1964a) did not
description and illustration it
with Leptolepidites; however, from his
is readily apparent that Matthesisporites accords with the present concept
also appears to be
of Leptolepidites. Gemmatriletes Pierce, 1961
genus, but is so poorly described and
closely similar to the present
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illustrated that a detailed comparison is not possible without recourse
to its type material.

Leptolepidites crassibalteus Filatoff, 1975
Plate 4, Figure 5
1975

Leptolepidites crassibalteus Filatoff, p.49; p1.5, figs.4-6;
text-fig.16.

Description:

One specimen encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

See Filatoff, 1975, p.49.

Diameter 28vm.

This species is characterised by an equatorial thickening of

the exine which appears, in some specimens at least, to result from
fusion of several large verrucae.

The present specimen has a rather more

irregular outline than those illustrated by Filatoff (1 975); however, the
overall similarity of this specimen with the type material of
L. crassibalteus puts its identification in little doubt.
Filatoff (op.cit.) encountered sparsely distributed specimens of
L. crassibalteus in upper Middle to Upper Jurassic strata in Western
single specimen of this species was
Australia. In the present work a
the Husky Formation.
recovered from the Upper member of

(DOring, 1964a)comb.nov.
Leptolepidites plurituberosus
Plate 4, Figure 9
proxigranulatus
1963 Converrucosisporites
[non 1,3].
included], p1.15, fig.2

Brenner [pars-holotype not
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1964a Matthesisporites plurituberosus Doring, pp.38-39; p1.2, figs.9-10.
1968 Converrucosisporites proxiqranulatus Brenner; Hedlund + Norris,
p1.1, fig.12.
1969 Leptolepidites psarosus Norris [aln§-holotype included], p.586;
p1.103; figs.4-5 [non 2-3].
1970 Leptolepidites sp; Norris, p1.2, fig.5 [incorrectly captioned as
fig.4].
1970 Matthesisporites tumulus Doring; Pocock, pp.48-49; p1.8, figs.18,
24 [?non 20].
1971 Converrucosisporites proxi_granulatus Brenner; Herngreen, p1.2,
fig.13.
1971 Leptolepidites rotundus Tralau; Guy, p.22; p1.1, fig.11.
1972 Leptolepidites rotundus Tralau; Tralau + Artursson, p.59; fig.2H.
1975 Leptolepidites rotundus Tralau; Vigran + Thusu, p.3, fig.18.
1977b Leptolepidites plurituberosus (Doring); Dorhdfer + Norris; p.55;
[nomen nudum].
1977 Matthesisporites tumulus Doring; Ashraf, p.32; p1.4, fig.9.
1978 Leptolqpidites rotundus Tralau; Birkelund et al., p1.6, fig.4.
1979 Leptolepidites plurituberosus (Doring); Dorhofer, p1.1, figs.41-42
rnomen nudum].
A species of Leptolepidites with a rounded triangular to

Description:
circular amb.
convex.

The proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face is strongly

The laesurae extend for two-thirds or more of the spore radius.

The distal and equatorial exine is ornamented by large verrucae,
tubercula, and stout, short, rounded rugulae; these elements are 4-14um in
diameter and 2-5um high.

These elements are so densely spaced at their

produced between them; the
bases that a negative reticulum is commonly
have a more or less polygonal
bases of the elements themselves usually
variable extent onto the proximal face,
shape. The ornament extends to a
finely ornamented contact area.
but there is always a smooth or relatively
Material:

Dimensions:

encountered.
10 specimens
specimens measured).
Diameter 28(41)59um (9

description is, in large part, based on the present
The above
Doring's original diagnosis and description. The
author's translation of
slightly modified here to allow for
concept of L. lurituberosus is only
Remarks:
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forms with a proximal face which is finely ornamented (e.g. granulate)
as well as for those in which this region is smooth.

This change is

not considered to be significant enough to constitute an emendation.
Norris (1969) erected a new species, L. psarosus, and
illustrated specimens that could readily be attributed to L. plurituberosus and L. proxigranulatus.

The holotype of L. psarosus conforms

in its morphology with L. plurituberosus.
Dorhofer and Norris (1977b, p.55-56) were first to use the
specific epithet 'plurituberosus' in combination with the generic name
'Leptolepidites'.

They included the names 'Leptolepidites tumulosus

(Doring) comb.nov.' and 'Leptolepidites plurituberosus (Doring) comb.
nov.' at the end of a list of species which occur in the Upper Malm.

In

the text following this list they stated that "The two latter species
were set up by DOring (1964a:38) as species of Matthesisporites and are
here transferred to Leptolepidites..." (translation).

They thus did

not give full and clear indications of the basionyms of these two species
(as is required by the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature,
and their new combinations should
Article 33.2; Stafleu et al., 1978)
be regarded as nomina nuda.
widespread in Northern Hemisphere Middle
L. plurituberosus is
deposits, although it has yet to be
Jurassic to Early Cretaceous
Hemisphere. In the present study it was
recorded from the Southern
Upper members of the Husky Formation and in
observed in the Lower and
the Coal-bearing division.
pertaining to L. plurituberosus, refer
For further discussion
below.
to 'Remarks' under L. proxigranulatus
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Leptolepidites proxigranulatus (Brenner, 1963) Dorhofer,
1979
emend. nov.
Plate 4, Figure 7
1963

Converrucosisporites proxigranulatus Brenner [pars], p.60; p1 .15,
figs.1,3 [non 2].
1964a MatthesispOrites tumulosus Dbring, p.38; p1.2, figs.6-8.
?1966 Converrucosisporites proxigranulatus Brenner; Burger, p.249; p1.15,
fig.3.
?1967 Converrucosisporites proxigranulatus Brenner; Norris, p.88; p1.10,
fig 17
1968 Leptolepidites rotundus Tralau, p.43; p1.3, fig.l.
1969 Leptolepidites psarosus Norris [pars.-holotype not included],
p.586; p1.103, figs.2-3 [non 4-5].
?1970 Matthesisporites tumulosus Dbring; Pocock [?pars], p1.8, fig.?20.
[non 18,24].
?1976 Converrucosisporites tumulosus Brenner; Saad + Ghazaly, p.426; p1.4,
fig.4.
1977 Leptolepidites psarosus Norris, Dbrhbfer, p.28; p1.4, fig.6.
1977b Leptolepidites tumulosus (Doring); Dbrhbfer + Norris, pp.55-56
[nomen nudum].
1979 Leptolepidites proxigranulatus (Brenner); Dbrhbfer, p.110; p1.1,
figs.33, 39-40.
non 1968 Converrucosisporites proxigranulatus Brenner; Hedlund + Norris,
p1.1, fig.12.
non 1971 Converrucosisporites proxigranulatus Brenner; Herngreen, p1.2, fig.3.
non 1971 Leptol epidites rotundus Tralau; Guy, p.22; p1.1, fig.11.
non 1972 Leptol epidites rotundus Tralau; Tralau + Artursson, p.59; fig.2H.

.18.
non 1975 Leptole pidites rotundus Tralau; Vigran + Thusu, p 3,
non 1977 Matthesissorites tumulus Doring; Ashraf, p.32; p1.4, fig.9.
non 1978 Leptolepidites rotundus Tralau; Birkelund et al., p1.6, fig.4.
[the specimens represented by the last seven entries are attributable to
L. plurituberosus, a.v.]
Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally

triangular to circular amb; the
compressed miospores with a rounded
face is strongly convex. The
proximal face is pyramidal, the distal
the spore radius. The distal
laesurae extend to two-thirds or more of
and equatorial exine is ornamented by a number of large, well-rounded
diameter and 2-711m high (with dimensions
verrucae or tubercula 4-15,um in
arranged so that no
only rarely exceeding these limits). They are
be placed between them; however, the
elements of similar size could
spaced that their bases rarely have more
elements are sufficiently well
more or less circular in outline.
than point contacts and are usually
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Strongly developed ornament may encroach onto the proximal
surface;
the contact face, however, is invariably either smooth or
finely ornamented
relative to the distal and equatorial surfaces.
4 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 26(32)37.um (3 specimens measured).

The present author concurs with DbrhOfer(1979) in considering

Matthesisporites tumulosus Doring, 1964a to be a junior synonym of
L. proxigranulatus.

In addition, L. rotundus Tralau, 1968 also appears

to agree morphologically with L. proxigranulatus.

Tralau did not compare

his form with the present species.
The above emendation of the specific diagnosis is based in large
part on the original diagnosis of Matthesisporites tumulosus Doring, 1964a.
L. proxigranulatus (as defined here) and L. plurituberosus are
differentiable primarily on the basis of the spacing of their respective
distal and equatorial sculptural elements.

L. plurituberosus has element

so closely spaced that they interfere with each other, causing the
elements themselves to have polygonal bases and a negative reticulum to
be developed between them.

L. proxigranulatus has elements which are

they are in contact at all, make only
relatively well spaced and which, if
circular to subcircular in outline.
point contacts; their bases tend to be
illustrations of L. proxigranulatus, it
From his original description and
is evident that Brenner (1963) did not make a distinction between the two
emended above to more readily allow
ornament types. The species is thus
differentiation of L. proxigranulatusfrom L. plurituberosus.
species are gradational in their morphology,
Whether these two
considered to be conspecific, are debatable
and whether they should be
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points.

The present author did not have a sufficient number of

specimens of either form to enable him to come to a meaningful conclusion
on these questions.
L. proxigranulatus has been previously encountered from Middle
Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous strata of the Northern Hemisphere, although,
like L. plurituberosus, not yet from the Southern Hemisphere.
present work only moderately well preserved specimens

In the

were encountered;

these are from the Lower and Upper members of the Husky Formation and
from the lower Buff sandstone member of the Lower sandstone division.

Genus LYCOPODIACIDITES Couper, 1953
1953
?1953
1 956
11963
1963
'11964
?1965
?1 972

Lycopodiacidites Couper, p.26 [priority over Densoisporites uncertain].
Densoisporites Weyland + Krieger, p.12.
Lycopodiacidites Couper; emend. Potoni6, p.39.
p.83.
Densoisporites Weyland + Krieger; emend. Dettmann,
p.77.
Laveine,
+
Danz6-Corsin
lycopodiacidisRprilf§
Purgatisporites Desk, p.109.
Lygodiidites Pocock, p.180.
emend. Bharadwaj + Kumar, p.218.
Densoisporites Weyland+Krieger;

1,012_...J.s271it:

Lycopodiacidites bullerensis Couper, 1953; Jurassic,

New Zealand.

species of Lycopodiacidites have not
Specimens attributable to
in reviewing the
been encountered in the present study. However,
Remarks:

miospores, the present author became aware
literature on late Mesozoic
content of this genus are in
that the diagnosis, comparison and species
a review is not attempted here, a
urgent need of review. Although such
pertaining to Lycopodiacidites may
summary of the situation currently
researchers. Line drawings of the genera
future
be of some value to
-Figure 7-1.
discussed are presented in Text
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1

(47

Ocn;

fro

LYCOPODIACIDI TES

DENSOISPORI TES

PURGAT I SPOR ITES
LYGODI I DITES

Text-Fi gure 7-1:

hologies of the genera
Diagram to show
the
more 1953, Densoisporites
Couper,
t
es
4c._---"i
Pocock
ligiojc
L ( -ic
1953, _y_a2gj
Krieger,
Diagrams
Weyland and
Desk, 1964.
e
Purnatis
tes
ed on the
1965 and
idealized eaandchge
Lycopodi
holotyoacidites
somewhat
basnus.
are
of
view.
of the type equatorial
species
is shown in
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Couper (1953) originally erected Lycopodiacidites to
encompass
triangular to sub-circular trilete miospores with a more or less
smooth
proximal face and a "distal face always clearly and heavily sculptured;
sculpture varied".

He did not specify the type of sculpture or how he

envisaged it to vary.

Potoni6 (1956) gave an emended diagnosis in which

he described the sculpture as comprising longish verrucae to
irregular
rugulae.

Despite this emendation, by modern standards the genus

Lycopodiacidites remains somewhat loosely defined.
The type species, L. bullerensis, was described by Couper
(op.cit., p.26) as having a "distal face with a hyaline outer coat
(?perispore) thrown into low, closely spaced convolutions, giving this
surface a characteristic ragged appearance." Thus the description of
the type species does not closely accord with the original generic diagnosis.
To illustrate L. bullerensis, Couper gave a single line drawing of the
holotype in equatorial view.

From Couper's description and illustration,

L. bullerensis appears to conform with the following description:
Trilete miospores with a rounded triangular to
two-layered. The
subcircular amb. The exine is
inner layer
outer layer loosely envelops the
a series of
into
there
distally and is developed
either
the two
Proximally
wrinkles and folds.
or the outer layer
layers are closely appressed
is absent.
If this interpretation is correct, the synonymy of Lycopodiacidites with
1953 (which can be similarly defined)
Densoisporites Weyland + Krieger,
synonymy has not been suggested
would have to be considered. Such a
probably because the type
Previously so far as I am aware,
Lycopodiacidites are based on holotypes
species of Densoisporites and
views (in polar and equatorial views
illustrated in quite different
respectively).
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Dettmann (1963) emended Densoisporites so as to encompass
forms
with the outer wall layer thickened
equatorially. Whether this emendation
would be equally apposite for Lycopodiacidites
cannot be determined from
Couper's original illustration. Lygodiidites Pocock, 1965 is
surely
synonymous with one or both of these genera.
of

The same may also be true

Purgatisporites De'k, 1964.

Genus NEORAISTRICKIA Potonid, 1956
1956
1964a
n„ 1972
2!! 1949

Neoraistrickia Paton -id, p.34.
WOFiTi6-Taliporites Levet-Carette, p.99.
Neoraistrickia Potonie; emend. Bharadwaj + Kumar, p.214.
Ce ulina Malyavkina, p.73.

Description:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, slightly concave to (more usually)
distinctly convex sides and rounded apices; the distal face is convex,
the
proximal face is pyramidal. The laesurae are two-thirds or more of
the spore
radius in length; they are simple or lipped. The exine is
ornamented predominantly by bacula, although other unit sculptural
elements (spinae, capillae, clavae, etc.) may occur interspersed amongst
exine, but it is
the
bacula. The ornament may occur over the entire
equatorially, the
tYPically reduced or absent proximally. Distally and
distributed.
sculptural elements are more or less uniformly
) truncata (Cookson, 1953;
T e s eci
es: Meora istrickia (al. Trilites
[probably
.47
late1, P 1.z, fig.36 [holotype]) Potonie, 1956; 'pre Tertiary
Mesozoic], South Australia.
Rema _
in essence the original diagnosis
The above description follows
forms with sculptural elements
of Potonie, but is expanded to include
This
other than bacu la as minor constituents of their ornamentation.
with its current species content.
brings the
line
in
generic description
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Bharadwaj and Kumar (1972) formulated an emended diagnosis for
Neoraistrickia which effectively restricted the genus to forms with a
smooth proximal face.

As forms of Neoraistrickia occur which possess

a proximal ornament (albeit commonly reduced) but which are otherwise
conformable with the generic concept, the emendation of Bharadwaj and
Kumar is here rejected.
Ceratosporites Cookson and Dettmann, 1958ais closely similar in
morphology to Neoraistrickia and has a similar stratigraphic range, but
according to Dettmann (1963), it has a distal sculpture of clavae,
capillae and setulae rather than bacula.

She considered that the presence

of a smooth proximal face in Ceratosporites further distinguished it from
Neoraistrickia; however, as noted above, the latter genus may have an
ornamented or a smooth proximal face.

As some species of Neoraistrickia

do not possess baculate elements exclusively but may also have subordinate
numbers of spinae, clavae, etc., the distinction between the genus and
Ceratosporites is not sharp.

Some species currently referred to one of

these genera may more appropriately be placed into the other (e.g.
is surely a form of Neoraistrickia).
Ceratosporites dettmannii Pocock, 1970
await a thorough review of these
However, formal redesignations should
two and other similar genera (e.g. Anemiidites Ross, 1949 ex Potoni6,
1956) and their species.

The relationship between Cepulina Malyavkina, 1949

Hills (1976, card 439).
and Neoraistrickia is reviewed by Jansonius and
Pflug, 1953 has a circular, rather than a
Baculatisporites Thomson and
triangular, amb.
(Cookson, 1953) Potonie, 1956
Neoraistrickia truncata
Plate 5, Figure 1
Plate 4, Figure 8;
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PLATE 5

Photomicrographs 3, 8-10, 12 taken in phase contrast.
Figure 1:

Neoraistrickia truncata (Cookson, 1953)
Sample 006-50907, slide 9, co-ordinates 106.0/6.2.
Diameter 33pm. Slightly oblioue view.

Figure 2,4:

Neoraistrickia? sp. A

Figure 2:

sample 007-29129, slide 11, co-ordinates 109.6/14.6.
Diameter 31pm. Proximal view.
Figure 4:

sample 005-29121, slide 12, co-ordinates 108.0/18.0.
Diameter 37pm. Equatorial view.
Figures 3,8-10,12-13:
Retitriletes aklavikensis sp. nov.
Figure 3: paratype III; sample 001-29152, slide 10,
co-ordinates 106.2/15.9. Diameter 33.um. Proximal view.
paratype I; sample 002-50857; slide 1,
co-ordinates 114.1/11.2. Diameter 32pm.. Proximal view.
Figures 9-10: holotype; sample 002-50857, slide 17,
Figure 8:

co-ordinates 101.5/14.5. Diameter 34pm. Figure 9 -- proximal view;
figure 10 -- distal view.
Figure 12: sample 002-50857, slide 2, co-ordinates 89.0/8.2.
Diameter 31pm. Distal view.
Figure 13: paratype II: sample 002-50857, slide 1, co-ordinates
105.2/17.4. Diameter 27.um. Equatorial view.
Neoraistrickia sp. B
co-ordinates 102.2/20.9.
Sample 007-29133, slide 14,
Diameter 40um. Distal view.

Figure 5:

Lif21:11-1risip sp. C
co-ordinates 104.5/9.5.
Sample 007-29134, slide 14,
different focal levels.
Diameter 33pm. Oblique view --

Figures 6-7:
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Figures 11,15:
Figure 11:

Retitriletes austroclavatidites (Cookson, 1953)
sample 005-29107, slide 6, co-ordinates 106.4/21.3.

Diameter 381m.
Figure 15:

Distal view.

sample 007-29124, slide 13, co-ordinates 91.4/16.2.

Diameter 361m1 .

Distal view.

Figure 14:

Retitriletes clavatoides (Couper, 1958)
Sample 007-29129, slide 14, co-ordinates 103.3/21.3.

Diameter 26Lim .

Distal view.

Retitriletes sp. cf. R. eminulus (Dettmann, 1963)
Sample 007-29129, slide 9, co-ordinates 99.8/19.2.
Diameter 301m. Figure 16 -- proximal view; figure 17 -- median

Figures 16-18:

optical section; figure 18 -- distal view.
Retitriletes sp. cf. R. dejerseyi (Pocock, 1970)
Sample 008-50919, slide 1, co-ordinates 98.0/19.4.
Diameter 43,um. Distal view.

Figure 19:
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1953 Trilites truncatus Cookson, p.471, p1.2, fig.36.
1956 Neoraistrickia truncatus (Cookson); Potonie,
ld.
p.34;
p1.3, fig.32.
1957 Piliferosporites Type 1; Ramanujam, p.356; ,
p1.10, figs.22-23;
text-fig. 15.
1957 Baculatisporites truncatus (Cookson); Balme, p.18;
p1.1, figs.21-22
(?20).
1958 Lycopodiumsporites gristhorpensis Couper, p.133; p1.15, fi gs.14-15
(?16).
1958a Neoraistrickia truncatus (Cookson); Cookson + Dettmann,
p.101;
p1.14, figs.14-16.
9b Reticulatisporites? truncatus (Cookson); Krutzsch, p.162.
63 Neoraistrickia truncatus (Cookson); Dettmann, p.36; 1.5, figs.4-5;
text-fig.4m.
?1964a Neoraistrickisporites truncatus (Cookson); Levet-Carette, p.99;
p1.5, figs.25-26.
?1964a Raistrickisporites brevitruncatus Levet-Carette, p.99; p1.5,p.1fi0. g2s. . 22-24.
?1 964a jycopodiumsporites gristhorpensis (Couper); Levet-Carette,
p1.5, fig.35.
1965 Neoraistrickia truncatus (Cookson); Sah + Jain, pp.272-273; p1.2,
figs.44-48.
1967 Neoraistrickia gristhorpensis (Couper); Tralau, figs.1D-E.
1967 Neoraistrickia truncata (Cookson); Norris, p.89; p1.10, fig.20.
1967 Neoraistrickia truncatus (Cookson); Venkatachala, p1.1, fig.3.
1967 Cepulina truncata (Cookson); Schulz, p.563; p1.3, figs.11-12.
1968 Neoraistrickia truncata (Cookson); Mahin, p.122; fig.2D.
1968 Neoraistrickia gristhorpensis (Couper); Mahin, p.122; fig.2C.
1968 Neoraistrickia gristhorpensis (Cookson); Norris, p.317; figs.22-23.
1968 Neoraistrickia truncata (Cookson); Rakosi, p1.3, fig.5.
?1969 Neoraistrickia elonqata Reiser + Williams, pp.4-5; p1.2, figs.l-3.
1971 Neoraistrickia risthor ensis (Couper); Guy, p.30; p1.2, fig.15.
1971 Neoraistrickia truncata Cookson); Singh, pp.47-48; p1.3, fig.13.
?1972 Neoraistrickia _._LLstf
g 1'
eiislis (Couper); Muir, p.68; p1.9, fi6.4.
1974 Neoraistrickia _g____
ristf
sls (Couper); Herngreen + de Boer, p1.5,
figs.1-3.
p.9; p1.3, fig. 12.
Neora
i st r ickia truncata (Cookson); McKellar,
1974
(Cookson);
truncata
McKellar, pp.9-10;
1974 Neoraistrickia sp. cf. N.
p1.3, figs.13-14.
Burger, p1.13, fig.5.
1974 Neoraistrickia truncata (Cookson); Filatof:,T
(Cookson);
p.52; p1.5, figs.16-17.
1975 Neoraistrickia truncata
o
ri
l
sV
(Cookson);
1975 Neoraistrickia truncata
sr , anArjangiu,s p.118;
1:1:3,p1.4,
fgsf-58lg. ,
1975 Neoraistrickia cf. truncatus (Co
text-fig.19.
Tralau [sic]; Arjang, p.119; p1.4, fig.9;
1975 Neoraistrickia gristhorpensis
text-fig.20.
(Couper); Ashraf, p.40; p1.6, fig. 17 ;
risthor
1977
Bjaerke, p1.5, fig.16.
text-fig. 40.
:_t_Illng1.2
1977
Neoraistrickia
(erkson);
(Cookson); Dorhofer, p1.1, fig.29.
1979 Neoraistrickia trgTO_IP.
(Cool.≤solr,I1,Burger, p.51.
1980 Cepulina trunat
p1.20 figs. ?3,4.
1982 lyc20.42L25291,2If5
r
tWjAtE:10S14-1;.N
1,@T515 [eruct.non] Couper; Pocock, p.33,
2.125.6
non
li
453
1962

g

•non 1967
non
1968
•
1970

p1.1, figs.9.
Tralau, p.470; figs.1A-B.
5Alygi5joi . ([auct. nonj Couper); Tralau, Pp.55-56;
Neoraistrickia 2r:IJI122n2flAi5
Neoraistrickia
p1.2, figs.5-6. truncatus (Duct. non] Cookson); Pocock, p.44; p1.7,
Baculatisporites
text-fig.21.
f
- igs.21-23;
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Description:
Material:

See Dettmann (1963, p.36).

About 300 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:

Diameter 23(35)47-?5311m (101 specimens measured).

The ornamentation of N. truncata varies in the size of individual

Remarks:

elements and in the density of their distribution over the spore's
However, it is always coarse, and consists, in any given

surface.

specimen, wholly or almost wholly of distinct bacula.
N. samuelssoniiTralau, 1967 differs from the present species
in the greater coarseness of its ornament; it may, however, represent an
extreme variant of N. truncata.

As noted by Dettmann (1963), N. gris-

thor ensis (Couper, 1958) appears to be morphologically indistinguishable
from N. truncata.

N. elongata Reiser

Williams, according to its authors,

has narrower bacula than N. truncata; however, it may well fall within the
range of variation of N. truncata.

McKellar (1974) pointed out that the

tricrassate; however, this is not a
equatorial exine of N. elongata is
should not be given taxonomic signifidistinct development and probably
cance here.
Of the taxa illustrated by Levet-Carette, 1964a,her new species
with
Paistrickisporites brevitruncatus appears to conform very closely
specimens which she illustrated under the
N. truncata. In contrast, the
truncatus and Lycopodiumsporites gristhorpensis
names Neoraistrickisporites
although her illustrations are insufficently
may not belong to N. truncata,
be reached.
clear for any firm conclusion to
widespread in Middle'Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous
is
truncata
-N.
examined, but is especially
throughout the sections
occurs
sediments. It
the sequence.
common in Jurassic parts of
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Neoraistrickia sp. cf. N. trichosa Filatoff, 1975
Plate 4 Figures 10-11

cf. 1975

p1.6, figs.1-4.
Neoraistrickia trichosa Filatoff, pp.51-52;

with a triangular amb, straight to
A form of Neoraistrickia
less well-rounded apices. The laesurae
slightly convex sides and more or
-fifths or more of the spore radius
are straight to sinuous, about three
membranous lips. The exine is about
in length, and are bounded by
by bacula, although some elements with
thick; it is ornamented primarily
also occur. Distal and equatorial elements
terminations
rounded
pointed or
height, up to l.um (typically about 0.511m)
extend up to 2.um (rarely 311m) in
apart; proximal elements are smaller and
in width, and are spaced 2-4,um
Description:

more sparsely distributed.
20 specimens

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

encountered.

measured).
(11 specimens
25(34)401mi
Diameter

type
In ov erall a ppearance this form accords well with the
the present

material of N. trichosa.

On detailed examination, shorter
however,and more
generally
having
differ in
specimens were found to
Lure also includes
sculp
sparsely distrib uted sculptural elements; the comprised
entirely of slender
being
than
rather
elements,
some non-baculate
material of N. trichosa.
for the type
case
bacula as appears to be the
N. Isick9J2 in late Middle to Late Jurassic
red
encountered
Filatoff
sp. cf. N.
Australia. In the samples examined, of the Husky
members
strata of Western
and Upper
Lower
the
trichosa was recovered from
also recovered from the BlueFormation. One questionable specimen was
division.
sandstone
Lower
grey shale member of the
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Neoraistrickia? sp.A
Plate 5, Figures 2,4
Description:

Miospores with a rounded triangular to subcircular amb.

The laesurae are long, relatively indistinct, and simple or with raised
lips.

The exine is 1-2pm thick, occasionally thicker interradially than

radially.

Distal and equatorial ornament consists of bacula comparable

to those of N. truncata; these bacula may be interconnected by membranous
muri.

The muri may produce an open, or more rarely a closed, reticulum,

with the bacula situated at the corners of the mesh,
sparse and terminate freely.

or they may be

This ornament may encroach onto the proximal

face, albeit reduced; most commonly, however, the proximal face is devoid
of strong ornamentation, although it may be scabrate.
20 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 28(33)37mm (4 specimens measured).

This form possesses both bacula and membranous muri which show a

tendancy towards producing a reticulum; it is thus intermediate in its
Retitriletes. As both genera were
morphology between N. truncata and
Jurassic, no evolutionary trend is
already well established by the Late
intermediate forms does, however,
implicit here; the presence of such
relationship of these two miospore
strongly indicate a close botanical
genera.
encountered only from the Lower
Neoraistrickia? sp. A was
Too few well-preserved specimens were
member of the Husky Formation.
new species.
found to justify the erection of a
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Neoraistrickia? sp.B.
Plate 5, Figure 5
Description:

A form of miospore with a subcircular amb. The laesurae

are simple or with low lips; their length is indeterminate.

The exine

is gum thick, distally and equatorially with a uniform ornamentation of
bacula to truncated coni 2-3pm high, 0.75-1pm wide (expanding rarely to
1.5um at their bases) and spaced relatively uniformly 2-4um apart.

The

proximal exine is smooth.
One specimen encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 40Jim.

This well-preserved specimen is characterized by its subcircular

amb and uniformly spaced, narrow, flat-topped sculptural elements.
N. truncata has a convexly triangular amb and usually broader bacula.
N. trichosa has finer, more closely spaced sculptural elements.

N•

variable sculptural elements.
suratensis McKellar, 1974 has much more
the attribution of this form to
possession of a circular amb makes
ornament is similar to that which
Neoraistrickia tenuous; however, its
is typical for this genus.
Neoraistrickia? sp.B was encountered from the Lower member of
the Husky Formation.

Neoraistrickia sp.C
Plate 5, Figures 6-7

Its
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• Description:

A form of Neoraistrickia with a triangular amb, straight to

moderately convex sides

and rounded apices.

equator and are flanked by raised lips.

The laesurae extend to the

The exine is 1-1.5pm thick; it

is ornamented by a variety of unit elements 1-2(rarely up to num high and
0.5 to 1.5pm wide.

Elements include verrucae, hairlike to squat bacula,

round-topped coni, clavae, etc.

Distally they are densely but irregularly

spaced; they may occasionally coalesce or be up to 2pm apart.
elements tend to be smaller and more sparsely

Proximal

distributed, but they may

occur up to the margins of the laesurae.
5 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 29(32)36pm (5 specimens measured).

This form is characterized by its dense, variable ornament.

N. taylorii Playford and Dettmann, 1965 also has a similar medley of
ornament types, but its elements are significantly more sparsely spaced
than in the present form.
Neoraistrickia sp.C was encountered in the Lower and Upper members
of the Husky Formation.

1961 emend. Doring, Krutzsc h,
Genus RETITRILETES Pierce, Krutzsch, 1963.
Mai and Schulz in
p1.3 (lower left) [nomen nudum].
1956a Retitriletes van der Hammen,
p.21.
1961 Retitriletes Pierce, emend.Doring
et al. in Krutzsch, p.8.
1963 Retitriletes Pierce;
Description:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

circular amb, strongly convex to (rarely)
miospores with a triangular to
(usually) broadly rounded apices;
concave sides and narrowly to
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the distal face is convex, the proximal face is pyramidal, flat or
(rarely) concave.

The laesurae are usually four-fifths or more of the

spore radius in length; they are simple or lipped.
0.5-211m thick.

The exine is typically

Distally and equatorially it is ornamented by a complete

or incomplete reticulum.

The proximal surface may also be ornamented by

a reticulum, in which case it is usually reduced or modified from the
distal reticulum; this surface may however be smooth or only finely
ornamented.

The muri of the reticulum are more or less membranous (not

greater than 3.um thick) and typically 1-1011m high.

The lumina may be

circular, polygonal, or irregular in shape.
Type species: Retitriletes (aL Perotrilites) pseudoreticulatus (Couper,
1953, p.32; p1.3, fig.30 [holotype]) emend. herein; Jurassic, New
Zealand. (Herein redesignated; see R. pseudoreticulatus below.)
Remarks:

The description given above is essentially based on the emendation

of Retitriletes given by Doring et al. in Krutzsch(1963).

It encompasses

forms with a complete or incomplete, more or less membranous reticulum.
Such forms have traditionally been placed into the genus Lycopodiumsporites
Sprumont, 1955.
Thiergart 1938 ex Delcourt and

However, the type species

agathoecus (Potonid, 1934), appears to be
of Lycopodiumsporites, L.
rather than truly reticulate; moreover,
foveolate or foveoreticulate
surrounding PotoniCs original morphological
there is considerable confusion
concept of Lycopodiumsporites.

Thus Krutzsch (1963) recommended that

dubium, and that truly reticulate
Lycopodiumsporites be considered a nomen
placed in Lycopodiumsporites, should
trilete spores, of the type usually
Pierce. Fuller details of this
be assigned instead to Retitriletes
by Jansonius and Hills (1976, card 1545)
taxonomic problem have been given
and McKellar (1974, pp.12-13).
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Hymenoreticulisporites Daring, 1964a also possesses a
membranous
reticulum but this genus is considerably larger than Retitriletes
(the
type material of the type species of Hymenoreticulisporites has a
size
range of 95-102.um and possesses muri 9-15pm high).

Dictyotriletes Naumova

1939 ex Ischenko, 1952 has a reticulum formed of very low, massive
ridges
rather than membranous muri.

Ischyosporites Balme, 1957 and Klukisporites

Couper, 1958 are foveolate or foveoreticulate rather than reticulate.
Reticulatisporites Ibrahim, 1933 is cingulate.

Dictyotosporites Cookson

and Dettmann, 1958a has a reticulation comprising a primary reticulum and
one or more superimposed reticula; this contrasts with the simple reticulum
of Retitriletes.

Tigrisporites Klaus, 1960, Tappanispora Srivastava, 1972b

and Saxetia Srivastava, 1977 have a crassitude at the distal pole, a feature
never found in Retitriletes.
Taxonomic changes:

The following species accord with the description

of Retitriletes given by boring et al.

in

Krutzsch (1963) but have not

been transferred to this genus either by those authors, by Srivastava
am aware, by any other author.
(1977), Juhasz (1975) or, as far as I
1) Retitriletes annotinoides (Tralau, 1968) comb.nov.
annotinoides Tralau, pp.50-51; p1.2, fig.1;
1968 L co odiums orites
Midd e Jurassic, Sweden.
2) Retitriletes? circolumensis (Cookson and Dettmann, 1958a) comb. nov.
1.2 coodi sori tescircoli nensis Cookson + Dettmann, p.105;
1958a
Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous (Aptian),
p1.15, figs.10-11;
eastern Australia.
3) Retitriletes crassimacerius (Hedlund, 1966) comb.nov.
crassimacerius Hedlund, p.19; p1.3,
Cenomanian), Oklahoma, U.S.A.
figs.la-c; Cretaceous
1970) comb.nov.
4)
i (Pocock,
Retitriletes dejerse isorites
sp.; de Jersey, p.4; p1.1, fig.4.
?1963 L " 0 -it
Pocock, pp.53-54; p1.12,
Sitd2f-?±Y3
1970 LCOOdil lSOriteS
Jurassic (Lower Bajocian),
figs.2-4; text-fig.29; Middle
western Canada.
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5) Retitriletes densus (Tralau, 1968) comb.nov.
1968 Lycopodiumsporites densus Tralau, pp.52-53; p1.4,
fig.4;
Middle Jurassic, Sweden.
6) Retitriletes microreticulatus (Pocock, 1970)
comb.nov.
1970 Lycopodiumsporites microreticulatus Pocock, pp.52-53;
p1.9,
fig.17; Middle Jurassic, western Canada.
7) Retitriletes pseudophyllanthus (Tralau, 1968) comb.nov.
1968 Lycopodiumsporites pseudophyllanthus Tralau, pp.49-50; pl .1 ,
figs.6-7 [called L. pseudolaterale in plate caption in
apparent error]; Middle Jurassic, Sweden.
8) Retitriletes pseudoreticulatus (Couper, 1953) comb.nov. herein
(see below).
9) Retitriletes saturnalis (Norris, 1968) comb.nov.
1968 Lycopodiumsporites saturnalis Norris, pp.320-321; figs.47-51;
Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous, New Zealand.
10)

Retitriletes scanicus (Tralau, 1968) comb.nov.
1968 Lycopodiumsporites scanicus Tralau, p.48; p1.1, fig.2;
Middle Jurassic, Sweden.

11) Retitriletes solidus (Burger, 1980) comb.nov.
1976 Lycopodiumsporites cf. L. facetus Dettmann; Burger, pp.7_8;
p1.5, figs.2-3; p1.6, fig.l; text-fig.3.
1980 Lycopodiumsporites solidus Burger, p.53; p1.8, figs.4-5,7;
Late Jurassic, eastern Australia.
12) Retitriletes trambauensis (Singh et al.) comb. nov.
1964 Lycopodiumsporites trambauensis Singh et al., p.289; p1.3,
figs.39-40; Early Cretaceous (Neocomian), western India.
13) Retitriletes vilhelmii (Guy, 1971) comb.nov.
1971 Lycopodiumsporites vilhelmii Guy, p.29-30; p1.2, figs.13-14;
Middle Jurassic, Sweden.
[See 'Remarks' to R. 129.12ii below.]

Retitriletes aklavikensis sp.nov.
Plate 5, Figures 3,8-10,12-13

Derivation of name:
present study.

Range, the geographic area of the
From the Aklavik

proximo-distally compressed
Azonotrilete, tetrahedral,
triangular to circular amb; the distal
miospores with a rounded
face is pyramidal.
face is strongly convex, the proximal
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The laesurae are simple or (more rarely) lipped and two-thirds or more of
the spore radius in length.

The exine is about lum thick; it is

ornamented distally by a partial to complete reticulum, which comprises
muri 0.5-2mm high and lumina 1.5-8mm in diameter and irregularly polygonal
to wholly irregular in shape.

The reticulum may encroach to a variable

degree onto the proximal face; the contact face, however, is usually
mostly smooth to scabrate.

The proximal face is characterized always

by an exinal thickening; this takes the form either of a margo or of a
triangular crassitude situated on the contact face and enclosing the
proximal pole, the apices of the triangle corresponding to the radii (and
thus the laesurae) of the spore.
Material:

About 50 specimens encountered.

I t : Slide 002-50857/17, specimen 33, co-ordinates 101.5/14.5.
Locality: section 75-BIA-002, Martin Creek, District of Mackenzie.
sandstone division.
Stratum: White sandstone member, Lower
specimen 61, co-ordinates 105.2/17.4.
EAEIUp2§: I: slide 002-50857/1,
II: slide 002-50857/1, specimen 39, co-ordinates 114.1/11.2. III: slide
001-29152/10, specimen 13, co-ordinates 106.2/15.9. Locality for paratypes I and 11 : section 75-BIA-002, Martin Creek, District of Mackenzie.
75-YA-MKA-001, Martin Creek, District
Locality of paratype La: section
of Mackenzie. Stratum for paratypes I and II : White sandstone member,
paratype III: Upper member, Husky
Lower sandstone division. Stratum for
Formation.
Remarks:

characterized by its more or less irregularly
R. aklavikensis is
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polygonal or irregular distal reticulum and, more especially, by its
proximal exinal thickenings, which are invariably present.

Specimens

encountered in the present material are, unfortunately, only moderately
well preserved; nevertheless because of the significant number of
individuals found and their characteristic morphology, it was considered
warranted to accommodate them in a new species.

To ensure that all the

morphological features are well exemplified by the type material designated,
three paratypes are specified in addition to the holotype.
R. aklavikensis differs from R. rosewoodensis in its possession
of proximal exinal thickenings.

Saxetia kiamichicola Srivastava, 1977,

is superficially similar to the present species but differs in having
exinal thickening on the distal, rather than on the proximal, face.
Almost eighty percent of the specimens of R. aklavikensis
encountered in the present study were derived from a single sample
(002-50857), from the White sandstone member of the Lower sandstone
division.

element in assemblages
This species was otherwise a rare

from the Lower member of the Husky Formation up to the ?Coal -bearing
division.

(Cookson, 1953)
Retitriletes .211t122cjAmtig4/f§Krutzsch 1963, emend nov.
Schulz, in
Doring, Krutzsch, Hai and
Plate 5, Figures 11,15
?1 950 cf. Lycopodium annotinum L.; Reissinger, p.103; p1.18, fig.1.
1953 Lycopodium austroclavatidites Cookson, p.469; p1.2, fig.35.
?1g53 Lycopodium sp. aitigi/to_ygilili
l lf group);Couper, p.19; p1.1,
fig.2.
p1.1, phs.16-17,21; p1.2, fig.39.
p.5;
Sah,
Naum.;
?1953 Dictyotriletes
Bolkhovitina, p.63; p1.8,figs.104a-b.
1956 ly_cmsilillapEils5.
Lycopodi um EfiTiljat2LE
liteS (Cookson); Potoniq, p.46.
a_ustroc
1 956
p.355; p1.10, fig.16.
1957 Reticulatisporites Type 1;Ramanujam,
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1957 Reticulatisporites Type 5;Ramanujam, p.356;
p1.10, fig.21.
1957 Lycopodiumsporites aff. austroclavatidites (Cookson);
Delcourt +
Sprumont, p1.3, fig.27.
1957 Lycopodium austroclavatidites Cookson; Balme, p.16;
p1.1, figs.7-8.
1957 Lycopodium austroclavatidites tenuis Balme, pp.16-17;
p1.1, figs.9-11.
1958 Lycopodiumsporites clavatoides Couper [pars], p1.15, figs.12-13
[non 10-11].
.1958a Lycopodiumsporites clavatoides Couper; Lantz, p.923; p1.2,
1958a Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Cookson + figs.17-18.
Dettmann,
p.105; p1.15, fig.12.
1958 Lycopodium cf. megallanicum Swartz, Verbitskaya, p1.1, fig.9.
1959 Lycopodiumsporites reticulumsporites Rouse [pars], p.309; p1.2,
flg.3 [non 1-2].
1959 Lycopodium mediocris Bolkhovitina, p.83; p1.1, fig.5.
1960 Lycopodium marginatum var. rotunda Kara-Murza, p1.16, fig.2.
1962 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Pocock, p.33; p1.1 ,
figs.5-6.
?1962 Lycopodium aff. megellanicum Swartz; Verbitskaya, p.82; p1.1, fig.7.
1963 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Dettmann, p.44;
p1.6, figs.18-21.
1963 Retitriletes austroclavatidites (Cookson); During et al. in Krutzsch,
p.16.
austroclavatidites (Cookson); Brenner, p.44;
Lycopodiumsporites
1963
p1.5, fig.3.
?1964a Lycopodium clavatoides (Couper); Levet-Carette, p.102; p1.5, figs.
34a -b.
1964 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Singh, pp.39-40;
p1.1, fig.3-4.
1964 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); de Jersey + Paten,
p.2; p1.1, figs.6-7.
austroclavatidites,( ci:s.72)-7TcITI-exriipg!i :
Lycopodiumsporites
1965
figs.47-48; [?p1.4, figs.13-14]; p1.5
p1.10, figs.13-15.
1965 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Sah + Jain, pp,
273-274; p1.2, figs.61-63.
1965 Lycopodiumsporites_ austroclavatidites (Cookson); Harris, p.80; p1.25,
fig.2.
1965 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Playford + Dettmann,
p.139; p1.13, fig.19.
austroclavatidites (Cookson); Burger, p.247;
1966 Lycopodiumsporites
p1.15, fig.2.
austroclavatidites (Cookson); Jain + Sah, p.109;
1966 Lycopodiumsporites
p1.1, figs.25,28-29.
austroclavatidites (Cookson); Norris, pp.89-90;
1967 LycopodiumspzjI15
p1.10, fig.21.
(Cookson); Archangelsky +
1 967a Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites
Gamerro, p1.1, fig-M(Cookson); Schulz, p.575; p1.8,
1967 Retitriletes austroclavatidites
figs.10-12.
austroclavatidites (Cookson); Drugg, p.40; p1.6,
1967 Lycopodiumsporites
fig.33.
austroclavatidites (Cookson); Hiltmann [pars],
1967 14s.922112n§.22riy5
n 42 = E. clavatoides].
figs. austroclavatidites
(Cookson); Norris, p.319; fin 30
1968 ticPIERLIE129121f5
austroclavatidites (Cookson); Volkheimer, p.345 * J; 1.1 *
1968 Lycopodiumsporites
p1.4, figs.1-3.
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1969

Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Norris,
p.105;
figs.8-9.
?1969 Lycopodium aff. megallanicum Swartz; Khlonova, p.43;
p1.1, fig.3
1969 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidities [sic] (Cookson);
V;gvolgyi +
Hills, p1.1, figs.3-4.
1969 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson);
Drugg, p.40; p1.6,
fig.33.
1969 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); 0ltz,
p.120; p1.39;
fig.20.
1970 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Norris,
p1.1,
fig.5.
1970 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Habib,
p.352; p1.3,
fig.3.
1971 Lycopodiumsporites vilhelmii Guy [pars], pp.29-30; p1.2,
fig.?14
[non 13].
1971 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Singh, pp.40-41;
p1.2, fig.l.
1971a Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites' (Cookson); Hopkins, p.113;
p1.20, fig.4.
1971 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Herngreen, p1.2,
fig.3.
1972 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Volkheimer, p.121;
p1.6, figs.50-51.
1972a Retitriletes austroclavatidites (Cookson); Srivastava, p.30; p1.25,
figs.5-9; p1.26, figs.1-3.
1973 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Hopkins + Balkwill,
p1.11; p1.1, fig.9.
1973 Retitriletes cf. austroclavatidites (Cookson); Antonescu, p1.11,
fig.3.
1973 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Stone, p.71; p1.11,
fig.66.
?1974 Lycopodiumsp2filf5 clavatoides Couper; Herngreen + de Boer, p1.4, fig.7.
1974 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Hopkins, p1.10;
1.2, fi .14.
1974 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Maheshwari, p.27;
p1.15, figs.23-25.
5
,14
:
f1;;;i:6.
1974 Retitriletes austroclavatidites (Cookson); McKellar, p lp..11:figs.1-3.
1974 Retitriletes austroclavatidites (Cookson); McIntyre, p1.5,
clavatoides Couper; Arjang, p.121;
1 975 tycopodiums orites
cf. clavatoides Couper; Arjang, p.121; p1.5, fig.7.
1975 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites
(Cookson); Filatoff, p.53;
1975 IZEP224ii1§22fitE5
p1.7, figs.6-8.
. (Cookson); de Jersey, p.14 III
1975 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites
Tig71.
(Balme); Juhgsz, p.24; p1.1, figs.1-2.
LE2podiumsporites tenuis
austroclavatidites (Cookson); Juhgsz, p.26; p1.1,
1 J/5 Retitriletes
figs.3-4.
a ustroclavatidites (Cookson); Kimyai , p1.1, fig.6,
1975 Lycopodiumsp2 tt austroclavatidites
(Cookson); Maheshwari,
1975 Lycopodiumsporites
fig.4.
austroclavatidites (Cookson); Volkheimer +
1975 Lyco odiums orites
figs.9-12.
uattrocchio, p.2 2; p1.6,
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?1975

Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Brideaux + McIntyre,
p1. 1, fig.21.
1975 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Vigran + Thusu,
p1.4, figs.7,10.
1975 Lycopodiumsporites sp. cf. L. austroclavatidites (Cookson); Vigran +
Thusu, p1.4, figs.13-15.
1975 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Haskell + Wilson,
p.724; p1.4, fig.22.
1975 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Hos, p.4; p1.1, fig.8.
1976 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Scott, p.576; p1.4,
fig. 1.
1976 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Bjaerke + Thusu,
fig.3e.
1977a Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); DarhOfer + Norris
p1.1, fig.24.
1977 Retitriletes austroclavatidites (Cookson); Dorhofer, p.45; p1.8,
figs.10,14.
1977 Lycopodiumsporites cf. austroclavatidites (Cookson); Bjaerke, p1.2,
fig 8.
?1977 Lycopodiumsporites (L co odium) austroclavatidites (Cookson); Ashraf
tpars], p.42; p1.7, fig.8 non 9).
1977 Retitriletes austroclavatidites (Cookson); Srivastava, p.58; p1.26,
figs.6-7.
1978 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Wilson, pp.114-115;
p1.2, figs.10,13.
1979 Retitriletes austroclavatidites (Cookson); D6rhofer, p1.3, fig.8.
1980 Lycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites (Cookson); Burger, p.52; p1.7,
fig. 1.
1982 Lycopodiumsporites marginatus [auct. non] Singh; Norris, p1.2, figs.6-7.
1982 Lycopodiumsporites DLELq/Ilig .[auct. non] Singh; Norris, p1.2, figs.8-9.
?non 1971 Lycopodiumsporites vilhelmii Guy, pp.29-30; p1.2, figs.13-14 [see R.

Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

convexly triangular amb and rounded apices;
miospores with a subcircular to
the distal face is convex, the proximal face flat to rounded pyramidal.
three-quarters or more of the spore
The laesurae are straight, about
radius in length; they usual ly have raised lips. The exine is 0.5-1.5pm thick
equatorially with a perfect reticulum; either
and ornamented distally and
variable extent onto the proximal face,
the reticulum may encroach to a
laesurae, or the proximal face may be
though rarely, if ever, up to the
reticulum are membranous, about ljim thick
unornamented. The- muri of the
The lumina are more or less regularly
high.
5pm
or less, and 1.5 to

- 177 polygonal in outline and usually 5-11pm in basal diameter.

Typically,

five or more lumina are present on any traverse through the
distal pole
across the distal face.
About 350 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:

Diameter 25(38)59um (195 specimens measured); height of muri

1.5(3.2)5Lim (73 specimens measured).
Remarks:

In Jurassic and Cretaceous miospore assemblages throughout the

world, a complex of reticulate trilete ('lycopodiaceous') spores
commonly encountered.

is

A plethora of species names have been coined to

encompass various elements in this complex.

Comparison of the diagnoses

of these species reveals that serious overlap occurs between most or all
of them.

This clearly reflects the continuum in morphology that exists

throughout much of the complex.

To compound matters still further, some

of the species names have been inconsistently applied (e.g. R. clavatoides,
q.v.).
In the present work an attempt is made to redefine some of the
species within this complex so that they may be more readily differentiated
from each other, while conforming with the morphology and original
also, as far as possible, with the
description of the type material and
usuage of subsequent authors.
originally defined by Cookson (1953)
R. austroclavatidites was
as comprising spherical to subtetrahedral spores, 37-48um in diameter,
across and muri about 2.5,um high.
with a reticulate exine, lumina 8-11um
not absolutely clear, appears
The illustration of the holotype, although
any transect through the pole
to show that there are about 5-7 lumina in
it is not certain from her illustration
across the distal face; however,
reticulum is present or absent.
or her description whether a proximal
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Dettmann (1963) gave a fuller description, although she did not expressedly
emend the diagnosis.

She recognized R. austroclavatidites as having a

number of distinctive characteristics, the most important at species
diagnostic level being the following:

laesurae lipped; exine 1.5-211m

thick, proximally smooth, distally and equatorially reticulate; reticulum
perfect, composed of muri about ljjm thick and 2-311m high, which, in optical
section, have straight to concave (i.e. curved) sides; lumina hexagonal to
pentagonal in outline and 7-12.um in diameter.
In the present study, specimens were encountered which, while
otherwise more or less coinciding in morphology with Dettmann's concept of
R. austroclavatidites, exhibited variation in the height of the muri from
to over laum. There seem to be modes in this variation at

less than

about 1, 2.5-3.5,and 7-81Jm (although this remains to be tested statistically);
these modes appear to correspond with the typical mural

heights in

R. rosewoodensis, R. austroclavatidites,and R. singhii (al. R. marginatus
Singh, 1964) respectively.

In the present material, amongst specimens

continuous variation was noted in
attributed to R. austroclavatidites,
encroached onto the proximal face;
the extent to which the reticulation
reticulation did not extend beyond the
this varied from forms in which the
reticulum overlapped significantly onto the
equator to others in which the
small contact area devoid of ornamentation.
proximal face, leaving only a
proximal reticulum was often incomplete
In the latter types, however, the
or reduced.
The diagnosis of R.

austroclavatidites is thus emended to

equatorial reticulum with muri
perfect distal and
encompass forms with a
lumina of which more than four occur in
polygonal
1.5 to 5pm high, with
without an extension of the
face, and with or
distal
transects across the
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reticulum onto the proximal face.

This diagnosis thus describes the

range of variation to be expected in R.
austroclavatidites; moreover it
accords with the morphology of the holotype and permits a
crisper distinction
to be made between this and similar species. R.
rosewoodensis has muri
lower than 1.5pm; R. singhji has muri higher than 5pm.

R. clavatoides,

as used herein, has four or fewer lumina in traverses across
the distal face.
R. austroclavatidites is a widespread species in Jurassic and
Cretaceous miospore assemblages and is common throughout the sequence
studied.
Retitriletes clavatoides (Couper, 1958) awing, Krutzsch,
Mai and Schulz in Krutzsch, 1963.
Plate 5, Figure 14
1957
1958
?1960
1963
?1963
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
?1969
1970
11971
?1975
1977
1979
119., 1958a
E.121.1)964a

1211
r_
n

:4P4i

Darj

Lycopodiumsporites cf. austroclavatidites (Cookson) Delcourt +
Sprumont, p1.2, fig.11A.
Lycopodiumsporites clavatoides Couper [pars], pp.1 32-133; p1.15,
figs.10-11 [non 12-13].
Lycopodiumsporites clavatoides Couper; Groot + Penny, p.230; p1.1,
fig.l.
Retitriletes clavatoides (Couper); Doring et al in Krutzsch, P
p.16.
Lycopodiumsporites clavatoides Couper; Chornaya, p1.5, fig.2.
Lycopodiumsporites clavatoides Couper; Baltes, p1.1, fig.19 [incorrectly captioned as fig.18_.
Retitriletes clavatoides (Couper); Schulz, p.575; p1.8, figs.7-9;
p1.25, fig.2.
tycopodiumsporites austroclavatidites ([auct. non] Cookson); Hiltmann
[pars], p1.3, fig.42 [non 41,43].
Lycopodiumsporites clavatoides Couper; emend.Tralau, p.49; p1.1,
figs.3-5.
Lycopodiumsporites scanicus Tralau, p.48; p1.1, fig.2.
Couper; Habib, p1.2, fig.1 [same
lycopodiumsporites clavatoides 1970
as L. austroclavatidites!].
by Habib,
specimen illustrated
clavatoidesCouper; Kemp, p.89; p1.12, figs.?-10.
Lycopodiumsporites
Guy, p.28; p1.2, fig.8.
Lycopodiumsporites clavatoides Couper;
Juhasz,
p.26; p1.1,
(Couper);
Retitriletes clavatoides (Couper); DOrhofer, pp.45-46; figs.5-6.
p1.8,
fi:i
s.
g.
1 12.
Retitriletes clavatoides (Couper); DOrhofer, p1.3, fig.9.
Retitriletes clavatoides
Couper; Lantz, p.923; p1.2,
7-18.
Lycopodiumsporites clavatoides (Couper); Levet-Carette,
p.102;
Lcoodii_ misporites clavatoides
p1.5, figs.34a-b.

clavatoides Couper Habib, p.352; p1.3, fig.2.
Couper; Muir, p.67; p1.8, fig.l.
1972
w
1974
Lycopodiums22dIf5 C12Yat9-:Herngreen + de Boer, p1.4,
Couper;
bycopodiumsporites clavatoides
fig.7.

1970

LCOodi

nsoriteS
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1975

Lycopodiumsporites clavatoides Couper; Arjang, p.121; p1.5,
figs.4-6
austroclavatidites].
Lycopodiumsporites cf. clavatoides Couper; Arjang, p.121; p1.5,
fig.7
L=R. austroclavatidites].

[=R.
1975

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

Description:

miospores with a rounded triangular to subcircular amb; the proximal face
is flat to pyramidal, the distal face strongly convex.

The laesurae are

straight to slightly sinuous, usually have raised lips, and are threequarters or more of the spore radius in length.

The exine is 1-2um thick,

proximally smooth or with scattered, short muri; distally and equatorially
it possesses a coarse reticulum.

The muri are 1-?3um thick, 1.5-5.um high,

and enclose more or less polygonal lumina which are usually 6-1211m in
Usually two to four lumina only are present on any traverse

diameter.

across the distal face that passes through the distal pole.
About 40 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 26(32)42um (27 specimens measured).

clavatoides was originally applied
The name Lycopodiumsporites

rather broadly by Couper (1958).
and one other.

He figured two specimens, the holotype

The holotype has a coarse reticulum and (seemingly) stout

not clearly discernible from Couper's
muri, the exact nature of which are
specimen has a much finer reticulum and, indeed,
illustrations. The other
conformable with R. austroclavatidites. It
appears in all respects to be
definition. that some authors
is probably because of its original broad
have applied the name Lycopodiumsporites
(e.g. Lantz, 1958a,Habib, 1970)
accord morphologically with R. austroclavatidites.
clavatoides to specimens which
R. cl avatoides has been used most widely for spores with a
-not necessarily with stout muri). It is
coarse distal reticulum (although
used here. A formal emendation of
in this sense that R. clavatoides is
restudy of the holotype, in order
this species, however, should await
better understood.
that the nature of its muri be
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R. austroclavatidites has a finer distal reticulum, more than
four lumina usually being encountered on traverses across the distal face.
The two species may be intergradational.

Pocock (1970) considered

R. clavatoides to be a junior synonym of R. subrotundus (Kara-Murza in
Bolkhovitina, 1956).

However, the latter has a finer distal reticulum

and muri apparently lower than 1. 0m.
R. clavatoides has been reported from Lower Jurassic to Albian
strata; it was a relatively uncommon element throughout the sections
studied.

Retitriletes sp. cf. R. dejerseyi (Pocock, 1970)
comb.nov. herein
Plate 5, Figure 19

Description:

A miospore with a rounded triangular amb.

The nature of the

laesurae is obscure, owing to the coarse sculpture on the proximal face.
The distal face is ornamented by a complete reticulum formed by membranous,
lumina are irregular in shape and have
sinuous muri about 6pm high; the
maximum diameters of 4-8um.

The reticulum appears to extend significantly

however, it seems to be more regularly
onto the proximal face where,
disposed.

Material•
Dimensions:

One specimen encountered.
Diameter 4311m.

possession of a complete distal reticulum
This specimen, in its
irregular lumina, accords with the description
composed of sinous muri and
R. dejerseyi. However, the illustration
given by Pocock (1970, pp.53-54) for
Remarks:
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of the holotype of R. dejerseyi does not clearly show the features
described by Pocock, and thus renders a direct comparison of the
present
specimen with R. dejerseyi difficult.

R. singhii Srivastava 1972a also

possesses high membranous muri, but these are straight rather than
sinuous.
Pocock (1970) recorded R. dejerseyi from the Upper Gravelbourg
Formation (Bajocian) of western Canada.
encountered from the

The present specimen was

Blue-grey shale member.

Retitriletes eminulus (Dettmann, 1963) Srivastava, 1977
emend. nov.
Plate 6, Figures 1-2

1960 Lycopodium aff. clavatum L; Khlonova, p.28; p1.3, fig.7.
1963 Lycopodiumsporites eminulus Dettmann, pp.45-46; p1.7; figs.8-12•
1966 Lycopodiumsporites eminulus Dettmann; Jain + Sah, p.109; p1.1 ,
figs.26-27.
1968 Lycopodiumsporites eminulus Dettmann; Norris, p.320; figs.40-41.
p.58.
1977 Retitriletes eminulus Dettmann); Srivastava,
1980 Lycopodiumsporites eminulus Dettmann; Burger, p.53; p1.7, fig.6.
non 1977 Lycopodiumsporites eminulus [auct. non] Dettmann;
Ashraf,p.42;p1.7,fig.10.
Emended diagnosis: Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally miospores
with a rounded triangular to circular amb; the proximal face is pyramidal,
the distal face is convex. The laesurae are straight, have raised lips
and are two-thirds or more of the spore radius in length. The exine is
1 -gum thick, ornamented distally and equatorially by a complete, regularly
reticulum. The muri are 1-211m high, memarranged, and relatively fine
crests; thickenings also commonly occur
branous, and thickened along their
polygonal, rarely circular,
at the junctions of the muri. The lumina are
proximal face is smooth or has
in outline and mostly 2-6um across. The
other elevations which tend
a restricted ornament of crests, ridges or
parallel to the sides of the amb.
to be arranged, at least to some extent,
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Material:

One specimen encountered.

Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 41jim.

The diagnosis of R. eminulus is here emended primarily to

include mention of thickenings at the junctions of the muri. These are
a notable characteristic of this species and are readily apparent on the
holotype, as well as on the specimen recovered in the present work.
Dettmann (1963) made no mention of these structures in her diagnosis of
R. eminulus.

Less importantly, the diagnosis is also broadened here to

allow for an exine thickness of 1-aum, and to permit inclusion of forms
with a reduced proximal ornamentation. These two modifications are made
so as to more readily accommodate the specimen studied here; neither

of

them contravenes the basic concept of this species.
As stated by Dettmann, R. eminulus is also characterized by
thickenings along the crests of the muri.

This feature makes the ornament

appear to be trabeculate on cursory examination, and, indeed, in some
less well preserved specimens the lower membranous parts of the muri may
have been destroyed, giving rise to a secondarily trabeculate ornamentation.
R. eminulus differs from R. quasitrabeculatus sp. nov. herein primarily
in having a much finer reticulum, the lumina being 2-6pm in diameter
species. (See also R. sp. cf. R.
compared with 6-13.um in the latter
eminulus below.)
previously recorded from Lower
This species has been
Southern Hemisphere, and from the
Cretaceous deposits, mostly from the
study, a single specimen of R.
Upper Cretaceous of Siberia. In this
member of the Husky Formation.
eminulus was recovered from the Lower
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Retitriletes sp. cf. R. eminulus (Dettmann, 1963) Srivastava, 1977

Plate 5, Figures 16-18

Material:

One specimen encountered.

Dimensions:
1

Diameter 3011m.

This specimen resembles R. eminulus, but has a much more

Remarks:

delicate ornamentation.

The lumina are 1-4;im in diameter, thickenings

at the junctions of the 'muri' are absent or at best very weakly developed,
and the mesh is made entirely by trabeculae, true muri being absent -presumably not having been preserved.

The specimen of R. cf. R. eminulus

was encountered, like that of R. eminulus,

in

the Lower member of the

Husky Formation.

Retitriletes expansus (Singh, 1971) Srivastava, 1977
Plate 6, Figure 3
1971 Lycopodiumsporites ex ansus Singh, pp.42-43; p1.2, fig.9-11.
Srivastava, p.58.
n _ 1977 Retitriletes f2inlail Singh);
-9)2 1982 Lycopodiumsporites expansus [auct. non] Singh; Norris, p1.2,
figs.8-9[= R. austroclavatidites].
Description:
Material:
Dimensions:

p.42).
See Singh (1971,

One specimen encountered.
Diameter 4111m.

characterized by its coarse reticulation
This species is clearly
reticulum. The present species
and high muri. R. sin hii has a much finer
the Middle and Late Albian of
has been encountered previously only from
Remarks:
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Alberta (Singh, 1971).

In the present work a single specimen was

discovered in the Lower member of the Husky Formation.

Retitriletes sp. cf. R. parvimurus Doring, 1965a.
Plate 6, Figure 12
Description:

A form of Retitriletes with a convexly triangular amb and

rounded apices.
radius in length.

The laesurae are two-thirds to four-fifths of the spore
The exine is about l.um thick and is reticulate, except

over the contact area.

The muri are delicate, sometimes sinuous, about

0.25pm wide, and 1-2pm high.

The lumina are more or less polygonal,

occasionally interconnecting, and vary in diameter considerably, from
1-aum; small lumina may occur adjacent to large ones.
One specimen encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter:

32pm.

In its possession of a proximal and distal reticulum comprising

lumina of mixed sizes, this form resembles R. parvimurus.

However, the

latter has thicker and lower muri (0.5-1pm in both cases) and a generally
finer reticulum. R. parvimurus has been recorded from the Neocomian of
Ger many. The present specimen was encountered from the Lower member of
the Husky

Formation.

1953) comb.nov., emend.nov.
Retitriletes pseudoreticulatus (Couper,
Plate 6, Fioures 5,6
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1953 Perotrilites pseudoreticulatus Couper, p.32; p1.3, fig.30.
1959 Perotrilites pseudoreticulatus Couper; Rouse, p.309; p1.2,
fig.6.
1961 Retitriletes globosus Pierce, p.29; p1.1, fig.14.
1963 Lycopodiumisporites semimurus Danze-Corsin + Laveine, p.79; p1.6,
figs.15a-b, 16a-b, 17a-c.
1964a Lycopodiumisporites semimurus Danze-Corsin + Laveine; Levet-Carette,
p.102; p1.5, fig.33.
1965 Lycopodiumsporites semimurus (Danze-Corsin + Laveine); McGregor,
p1.3, figs.46, 49-50 [nomen nudum].
1966 Lycopodiumsporites semireticulatus Burger, pp.247-248; p1.14, fig.4.
?1966 Perotrilites pseudoreticulatus (Couper); Burger, pp.252-253; p1.24,
fig.1.
1967 Camptotriletes triangularis Hiltmann [?pars-?excluding holotype],
p.167; p1.3, figs.37,?3 [?non figs.35-36].
1967 Retitriletes globosus Pierce; Schulz, p.576; p1.9, figs.4-6.
?1968 Lycopodiumsporites semimurus (Danze-Corsin + Laveine); Tralau, p.52;
p1.2, fig.4.
1969 Lycopodiumsporites semimurus (Danze-Corsin + Laveine); Reiser +
Williams, p.7; p1.3, fig.11.
1971 Lycopodiumsporites semireticulatus Burger; Herngreen, p1.2, figs.4-5.
?1971 Lycopodiumsporites semimurus (Danze-Corsin + Laveine); Guy, p.29;
p1.2, figs.11-12.
1973 Retitriletes (Van der Hammen) Doring, Krit [sic], Mai et Schulz sp 1;
Reyre, p.146; p1.18, flgs.6,8; text-fig. .14.
?1974 Lycopodiumsporites semimurus (Danze-Corsin + Laveine); Herngreen +
de Boer, p1.4, fig.8.
1974 Retitriletes semimurus (Danze-Corsin + Laveine); McKellar, p.14;
p1.5, fig.6.
1975 Lycopodiumsporites semimurus (Danze-Corsin + Laveine); Vigran +
Thusu, p1.14, figs.1-2.
1977 Lycopodiumsporites semimurus (Danze-Corsin + Laveine), Bjaerke,
p1.2, figs.2-3.
semireticulatus (Burger); Dbrhofer, pp.46-47; p1.8,
Reticulisporites
?1977
fig.7.
-1LttigaLLill (Burger); DOT-heifer, p.111; p1.3,
?1979 Retitriletes
figs.11-12.
.1,24ickaula (Burger); Norris, p.589; p1.105,
?non 1969 Reticulisporites semireticulatus
figs.4-6[?=Saxetia
?non 1970 Reticulisporites sp.; Norris, p1.1, fig.3[incorrectly captioned as
fig.4] [?=Saxetia skolix].
Couper; Reyre, p.134; textnon 1973 cf. B. Perotrilites seudoreticulatus
fig. 4.10.
Emended di agnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

subcircular amb, slightly concave to strongly
miospores with a triangular to
apices; the distal face is convex, the proximal
convex sides and rounded
laesurae are two-thirds or more of the spore radius
face is pyramidal. The
exine is 0.5-1.5pm
have raised lips. The
or
simple
in length and are
equatorially by straight to curved, simple
and
distally
thick, ornamented
which form a more or less incomplete reticulum.
or branchi ng, mem branous muri

- 187 The muri are 1-4pm high and 1pm or less thick.

The ornament may encroach to a

variable degree onto the proximal face, where it is usually modified or
reduced
(especially over the contact area) to short muri or even to scattered unit
elements.

Otherwise the proximal face may be smooth or finely ornamented.

Material:

About 200 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter:

25(36)48pm (74 specimens measured).

The name R. pseudoreticulatus is here used for trilete miospores

which have an imperfect, more or less coarse reticulum, developed especially well
distally and equatorially; the muri producing the reticulum are membranous
and 1-4pm high.

Such spores have been found from the Liassic to the early

Late Cretaceous; they have been given several names.

The history of the

taxonomy and classification of this group exemplifies well the problems
which have beset the systematics of late Mesozoic miospores in general:
misinterpretations of morphology; poor illustrations; descriptions based on
single specimens rather than on groups of specimens; and a lack of
owing to a lack of knowledge by some
comparisons of diagnoses (perhaps
the literature) with similar speCies.
authors of the full extent of
Perotriletes pseudoreticulatus was the earliest name given to
morphology.
specimens according with this

Couper (1953, p.32) described

it as follows:
trilete, laesurae long, distinct.
Free, anisopolar,
view,
'
Spores triangular to sub-triangular in polar
sub-tetra hedral in lateral view. Exine thickness
both proximal and distal faces
not determinable,
irregular, occasionally anastomozing
sculptured with
set in a close fitting hyaline
high,
1-2v
ridges,
perispore appears as
perispore. In optical 2vsection ..:34-(37)-43P in
to
a narrow flange up (including perispore).
equatorial diameter
on late Mesozoic arid Cenozoic miospores
The work by Couper (1953)
important pioneering study He wrote at a
from New Zealand constitutes an
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time when the basic morphological interpretations of
miospores were still
being developed. With modern knowledge it is clear that the
narrow flange
that he interpreted as a perispore seen in optical section is in
reality an
equatorially situated murus.

Couper provided only a single illustration

of the holotype, and that is a line drawing.

It shows the proximal face

of the spore, with muri that become more reduced in extent towards
the
laesurae.
Pierce (1961, p.29) set up his new species, R. globosus, as
well as the genus Retitriletes itself, apparently on the basis of a single
specimen.

He gave the following description:
Oblique distal view, mid focus [?]. Trilete, laesurae
probably extend to equator, commissures without thickened
border; triradially symmetrical; spherical; maximum
diameter ca.39.0 excluding sculpture. Exine, excluding
sculpture,ca.l.0 thick, coarsely reticulate.

Pierce made no attempt at comparison with other forms of similar morphology
and provided only a single, diminutive illustration; this seems to show the
distal face of a reticulate, rounded triangular spore, the reticulum being
incomplete and the muri being about 1-214m high.
Danz6-Corsin and Laveine (1963, p.79) diagnosed their species,
Lycopodiumisporites semimurus,thus:
with sides straight or slightly
Triangular trilete spores laesurae]
distinct in the form
concave or convex. Y[i.e.
flexuous,
reaching or almost
less
of a thin crest, more or
with
a
clear yellow tint,
thin,
Exine
reaching the equator.
proximal
face, ornathe
of
part
smooth on the central
1.0,
to
(up
2-41i high
muri
thin
mented elsewhere by very
disappearing
from
the
[winding]
more or less flexuous beyond the equator, well developed
proximal face a little
Mesh always incomplete. Size [of
on the distal face.
24 and 3011 . [Translation]
spore] ranges between
L. semimurus,
Danzd-Corsin and Laveine presented several illustrations of
unclear. The only comparison that these
but these are mostly small and

- 189 authors made in the text was with
Polypodiaceoisporites speciosus, which
is cingulate.
Tralau (1968) also gave a description for L.
semimurus,
in which he stated that bacula and spinae occur proximally.
These
features may represent remnants of reduced proximal
muri; it is not clear
whether or not they are present on the type material.
A fourth species, Lycopodiumsporites semireticulatus, was
erected by Burger (1966, pp.247-248) and was described as follows:
Trilete, amb triangular with concave sides and
rounded corners. Trilete mark raised and reaching the
equator. Exine at proximal face minutely rugulate, at
distal face ornamented with muri, serpentining and
sometimes bifurcating, showing a kind of imperfect
reticulum. Muri are 0.8u wide and 1-1.5u high, the
lumina, not closed, may show diameters of around au.
Grain size 23-28u.
Burger

illustrated his holotype at four focal levels.

This specimen

aPPears to be poorly preserved; it is concave on two sides probably as
a result of compression (the third side is distinctly convex), and the
fine rugulate
preservational in origin.
proximal ornament may also be
Burger made no attempt at comparison with other species.
incomplete reticulum there
Thus, in attributing forms with an
are four species to select from. Of these, R. pseudoreticulatus,
restricted to contain forms
..!!: 210
s and 'R' semireticulatus might be
with muri ,
semimurus was originally described as
1-21.1m high, whereas R.
holotype of R.
having muri 2-4um high. However, because the
in part approaching 2um (judging
muri with heights
has
Pseuc
tus
crests in the
from CouPeris illustration), and because the height of the
about 1.5 to 3.5 jim, it was
Present material varied in a continuum from
2.um to
use the crest height of
to
improper
decided that it would be
level.
Subdivide the complex at the species
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The four species thus could not be effectively distinguished
and are here treated as synonyms, perhaps pending a restudy of
their
respective type materials and the establishment of comparative
diagnoses.
Even then, it may prove preferable to treat them under a single
specific
heading.
The diagnosis of R. pseudoreticulatus is here restated in terms
more appropriate in the light of modern knowledge of miospore morphology
and is broadened to allow for variations in mural height and proximal
sculpture.

If the synonymy of R. globosus with R. pseudoreticulatus is

accepted, the latter becomes the type species of Retitriletes.
As noted above, miospores conforming to R. pseudoreticulatus,
as emended herein, have been encountered in assemblages from Lower
Jurassic to Upper Cretaceous. _R. pseudoreticulatus was found throughout
the sequence examined.
Retitriletes quasitrabeculatus sp. nov.
Plate 6, Figures 7-10

1973

castellatus [auct.non] Pocock; Reyre
cf. B. Reticulatis orites
p.140; p1.40; p1.18, fig.5.

reference to the expanded outer margins of the
kerivation of name: In
superficially (i.e. a 'quasi')
muri, which give the ornamentation a
trabeculate appearance.
proximo-distally compressed mioAzonotrilete, tetrahedral,
triangular to circular amb; the proximal face is
rounded
spores with a
laesurae are straight or
is convex. The
face
distal
Pyramidal, the
reach to (or almost to) the equator.
and
lips
sinuous, have raised
thick; it is ornamented distally and
The exine is typically 1.5-41m
Diagnosis:

equatorially by a complete reticulum.

The lumina are mostly 6-13pm in

The muri are 2-5pm high and, for the most part, distinctly
thin and membranous; however, they are thickened along their inner margins,
their
where they grade into the main exine, and also, more notably, along
reticulum.
outer ('distal' or free) margins. A 'perine' may enclose the
or
The proximal exine is mostly smooth, but some short, simple, curved
diameter.

branching muri are usually present.
Matrial: 25 specimens encountered.
Dimensions:

specimens measured).
Diameter 35(46)59pm (17

co-ordinates 107.3/9.6.
16,
specimen
002-50858/8,
-I-tlatypf.: Slide
District of Mackenzie.
Creek,
Martin
section 75-BIA-002,
Stratum: ?Coal -bearing division.
106.4/8.2.
12, co-ordinates Mackenzie.
specimen
006-60907/7,
District of
aocr:.?pe: Slide
Martin Creek,
section 75-BIA-006,Formation.
ltY:
Stratum:
Lower member, Husky
species of Retitriletes
from all other
differs
Remarks: R. quasitrabeculatus
comparison) in having thickenings along
(excet
p for K. em inulus, q.v. for
These thickenings

r_

the free or outer marg ins of the muri of its reticulum.
below
parts of the muri
membranous
the
are so
trabeculate.
noticeable compared with
appears to be
ornament
them that, on cursory examination, the
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PLATE 6

Photomicrographs 1-2, 4 taken in phase contrast.
Figures 1-2:

Retitriletes eminulus (Dettmann, 1963)
Sample 007-29124, slide 11, co-ordinates 98.5/22.3.
Diameter 41.um. Figure 1 -- proximal view; figure 2 -- distal view.

Figure 3:

Retitriletes expansus (Singh, 1971)
Sample 007-29129, slide 14, co-ordinates 109.5/5.7.

Diameter 41.um.

Distal view.

1959)
Retitriletes rosewoodensis (de Jersey,
co-ordinates 101.6/6.5.
Figure 4: sample 007-29129, slide 12,
Diameter 27pm. Distal view.
co-ordinates 101.8/13.4.
Figure 11: sample 007-29137, slide 14,

Figures 4,11:

Diameter 31pm. Distal view.
Fi gures 5-6•
Retitriletes pseudo
Figure.,:
Diameter
of focus).

ll atus (Couper, 1953)

sample 007-29139, slide 12, co-ordinates 100.4/2.6.out
ornament prominent but
(distal
view
40pm. Proximal

co-ordinates 99.0/17.7.
10,
slide
Figure 6: sample 007-29144,
Diameter 41pm. Distal view.
sp. nov.
Figures 7-10: Retitriletes quasitral
lattis
co-ordinates 102.1/13.1.
11,
slide
Figure 7: sample 007-29131,
co-ordinates
45pm. Distal view.
002-50858, slide 8,
sample
Figures 8-9: holotype;
median optical section;
107.3/9.6. Diameter 42pm. Figure 8 —
Diameter

Figure 9 --distal view.
Figure 10:
8.2.
Fi gure 12:

slide 7, co-ordinates 106.4/

paratype; sample 006-50907,

Diameter 46pm.

Distal view.

1965a

Retitriletes sp. cf. R. parvimurus99.0/9.3.
Doring,
co-ordinates
007-29135, slide 13,

Sam ple
Diameter 32um.

Distal view.

Srivastava, 1972a
Figures 13-14• Retitriletes 5_151111
104.4/6.9.
co-ordinates
8,
figure 14
Sample 002-50855, slide
proximal view;
-Diameter 46pm. Figure 13

distal view.
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Indeed, in some less well-preserved specimens the
membranous parts of
the muri have often been destroyed and the
ornament has become
(secondarily) trabeculate.

A perine is clearly present on the
holotype,

but on most specimens it was either not originally
developed (see 'perine'
in glossary) or has been destroyed during preservation or
maceration.
R. quasitrabeculatus was found in all members of the Husky
Formation apart from the Arenaceous member.

It was also encountered in

the Buff sandstone and Blue-grey shale members of the Lower sandstone
division and in the Coal -bearing division.

Retitriletes rosewoodensis (de Jersey, 1959) McKellar, 1974
Plate 6, Figures 4,11
?1954 cf. Lycopodium annotinum L.; Rogalska, p.14; p1.4, figs.7-9.
otinum Nilsson, p.46; p1.2, fig•11.
?1958 cizsl[nti lr as2ril25 set
1959 Lycopodium rosewoodensis de Jersey, p.353; p1.1, figs.5-6.
1959 Lycopodium .LEi2naLilArlj de Jersey, p.353; p1.1, fig.7.
Jersey) de Jersey, p.4;
1963 Lycopodiumsporites rosewoodensis (de
fig.3.
pseudoannotinum Nilsson; Michael, p.36;
1964 1,
p1.1,E2podi umsporites aff.
p1.4, fig.5.
Jersey); de Jersey + Paten,
1964 LE2podiumsporites rosewoodensis (de
p.2; p1.1, fig.5.
text-fig.i.
?1966 Retitriletes concavus Schulz, p.132; p1.2, figs.7-9;p1.1
1,.2,
ps.
:i mi
,4,
pi.iil
pp.47-48;
Tralau,
Lyco odiums orites aniculatoides Norris, pp.319-320;
il n
figs.35-36.
tenuis Balme ;
.,745 Lcooit. sorites rosewoodensis
(de Jersey); Reiser +
" 69 _Lycopodiumsporites
figs.9-10.
?1971 P.1; p1.3, orites clavatoides [?auct.non] Couper; Guy,
Lyco odiums
fig.8.
Jersey); McKellar, p.14; p1.5,
1974 Retitriletes rosewoodensis (de
figs.4-5.
(de Jersey); Burger, p1.13, fig.12.
1974 L co ocH sorites rclstypalitEL15
1975 Retitriletes concavus Schulz; Vi gran + Thusu, p1.4, fig.5.
Jersey); Filatoff, p.53;
1975 Lcooc
sorites r j,21422Aelli (de
p1.8, fig.3.
rosewoodensis (de Jersey); de Jersey, p.141I,
1975 Lycopodiumsporites
([?auct.non] Couper); Juhgsz, p.26; p1.1,
?1975 T19.5.
clavatoides
Retitriletes
p1.6, fig.6.
figs.5-6.
Schulz; Birkelundtp g].,
Burger,
p.53; P1.8,fig.2.
1978 Retitriletes c02521115
Jersey);
rosewoodensis (de
1980 LYcopodiumspoFites

;
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Description:
Material:

About 250 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:
Remarks:

See McKellar (1974, p.14).

Diameter:

19(32)48um (93 specimens measured).

Several specific names have been applied to Mesozoic trilete

spores with a low distal reticulum in which the muri are 1.5vm or less
in height, about ljjm thick, and in which the lumina average 4-811m in
diameter.

Except for the segregation of some forms (e.g. R. parvimurus)

which have special and distinctive reticula, no meaningful or practical
subdivision of this morphological group has been achieved - despite the
abundance of names.

Indeed, as much of the variation within this group

appears to be more or less gradational, it may be preferable to encompass
such forms with a general, non -distinctive reticulum within a single
species.

R. rosewoodensis (de Jersey, 1959) is sufficiently broadly

defined (see McKellar, 1974) and is the earliest well established and
to encompass this group.
adequately described species available
'Lycopodiumsporites' pseudoannotinus
The original diagnosis of
McKeller's description of R. rosewoodensis.
Nilsson, 1958 accords well with
very poorly photographed or else
However, its holotype has either been
the specimen is very badly corroded; barely any morphological detail can
be discerned from the illustration. Thus, 'L.' pseudoannotinum is here
rosewoodensis.
only tentatively synonymized with R.
Jersey, 1959 was originally
iLycopodium' triangularis de
R. rosewoodensis, the only difference
described in the same paper as
the former has a triangular amb and the
between these two taxa being that
le.E1 .)
author agrees with McKellar (c
latter a rounded amb. The present
significant difference and that the
that this should not be considered a
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two species are conspecific.

The morphology of 'Lycopodiumsporites'

paniculatoides Tralau, 1968 also clearly falls within the range of
variation of R. rosewoodensis.
Schulz (1967) distinguished his species R. concavus on the
basis of its concavely triangular amb.

However, the holotype has only

two slightly concave sides, the other being more or less straight;
moreover, the configuration of the sides on that specimen probably results
largely from secondary damage, and the sides may indeed have been initially
convex.

R. concavus, according to Schulz, also has muri which 'overlap' at

their junctions.

Although the precise nature of this feature is not

clear, however, from Schulz's illustrations, it does not appear to be
of great significance.

R. concavus is here tentatively synonymized with

R. rosewoodensis.
R. clavatoides both have muri higher
R. austroclavatidites and
(Rouse, 1959), !L. subrotundus (Karathan 1.5.um. _
R. reticulums orites
Murza in Bolkhovitina, 1956) and R. huttonensis McKellar, 1974 all have
distal, reticula. R. eminulus
well developed proximal as well as
distinctive, relatively fine, characteristically
(Dettmann, 1963) has a
regular distal reticulum.
been found throughout Jurassic strata,
R. rosewoodensis has
assemblages. It proved a
but is less common in Lower Cretaceous
most of the samples studied,
moderately common element in
Srivastava, 1972a,emend. nov.
Retitriletes singhii
13-14
Plate 6, Figures

1964

Lycopodiumsporites29191.92IIII Singh, p.41; p1.1, figs.7-10.
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1968
1969
1971
1971
?1971
1972
1972
1975
1975
1980
non 1963
non 1982

Lycopodiumsporites marginatus Singh; Norris, p.90; p1.10, figs.24-26.
Lycopodiumsporites marginatus Singh; Hedlund + Norris, p1.1, fig.13.
Lycopodiumsporites marginatus Singh; Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.1, fig.6.
Lycopodiumsporites marqinatus Singh; Singh, p.43; p1.2, figs.12-14.
Lycopodiumsporites marqinatus Singh; Playford, p1.103, fig.13.
Lycopodiumsporites vilhelmii Guy pp.29-30; p1.2, figs.13-14.
Lycopodiumsporites marginatus Singh; Bond, p1.1, fig.5.
Retitriletes singhii Srivastava, p.32; p1.27, fig.10 [nom. subst.
pro 'R.' marginatus (Singh, 1964) non (Kara-Murza).
Lycopodiumsporites marginatus Singh; Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.1,
fig.22.
Retitriletes sinqhii Srivastava; Srivastava, pp.59-60; p1.27, figs.4-8;
p1.28, figs.1-2.
Lycopodiumsporites marginatus Singh; McIntyre + Brideaux, p.10; p1.1,
figs.8-9.
Retitriletes marginatus (Kara-Murza); Krutzsch, p.16
Lycopodiumsporites marginatus Lauct. non] Singh; Norris, p1.2,
figs.6-7.

Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a subcircular to rounded triangular amb; the distal face is
convex, the proximal face is flat to rounded pyramidal.

The laesurae are

straight, about three-quarters or more of the spore radius in length;
usually they have raised lips.

The exine is 0.5-lum thick

and is orna-

perfect reticulum; either the
mented distally and equatorially with a
extent onto the proximal face, although
reticulum may extend to a variable
rarely if ever to the laesurae, or the proximal face may be unornamented.
membranous, about lum thick or less, and
The muri of the reticulum are
5-10pm or more in height.

The lumina are more or less regularly polygonal

in outline and usually 5-12pm in basal diameter.
encountered.
32 specimens

Material:

(18 specimens measured).
Diameter 38(48)60pm
measured).
5(7)10.5pm (17 specimens

Height of

Dimensions:
crests
Remar ks:

The diagnosis of

E.

sin hii is here redefined in order that it

Lilt..E2s1(2ntiLliI2, but having
to R.
maY encompass specimens similar
concur with Brideaux and McIntyre
I
height.
muri 511m or more in
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(1975) that this species is intergradational with R.
austroclavatidites.
However, like most previous authors, I prefer to maintain
R. singhii separately from R. austroclavatidites; this distinction
may
prove to have stratigraphical significance.

R. vilhelmii (Guy, 1971) was

originally defined as having crests 3-7um high.

This species seems to be

otherwise conformable with R. austroclavatidites and R. singhii.

Whether

R. vilhelmii is a junior synonym of R. austroclavatidites or a senior
synonym of R. singhii therefore depends on the height of the muri of the
Unfortunately, Guy neither gave this information nor specified

holotype.

the diameter of the holotype so that the mural height could be calculated
from her illustration.
R. singhii has been previously recorded from Lower Cretaceous
deposits. However, R. vilhelmii was recorded by Guy (1971) from Middle
Jurassic strata.

sporadically throughout the
R. singhii occurs

sequence examined.

Retitriletes sp.A
Plate 7

Descri tion:

A form of

Figure 1

Retitrileteswith a rounded triangular to

somewhat indistinct, have raised lips
The laesurae are
spore radius in length. The exine is
and are two-thirds or more of the
complete reticulum which is somewhat
1-2um thick and ornamented by a
are 2.5-4)Am high and less than 1.um thick;
reduced proximally. The muri
bases but tend to be somewhat
the lumina are polygonal at their
sinuosity of the muri
to the increasing
irregular at their tops owing
Scattered bacula or round-topped rodlets occur
bases.
their
from
upwards
juncti ons.
within the lumina and/or along the tops of the muri, between their
circular amb.
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Material:

3 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 37(41)43pm (3 specimens measured).

This form differs from R. austroclavatidites primarily in its

possession of scattered bacula or rodlets within the lumina or along the
tops of the muri.

These elements are easily overlooked in superficial

examinations; indeed this form may be merely a variant of R. austroclavatidites.
Retitriletes sp.A was encountered in the Lower member of the Husky Formation.

Retitriletes sp.B.
Plate 7, Figure 2

Description:

Retitriletes having a triangular amb with
A small form of

rounded apices.
straight to moderately convex sides and

The laesurae are

in length and simple. The exine is
two-thirds or more of the spore radius
scabrate, and distally and
about 0.5-fpm thick, proximally smooth to
reticulum is incomplete and is composed of
equatorially reticulate. The
and open lumina 3-8pm in diameter.
very low, ridge-like muri 0.5-lym high
encountered.
10 specimens

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

specimens measured.)
Diameter 21(24)27pm (8

This form is

characterized by its small size and incomplete

0.5-fpm in height. R. pseudoreticulatus
distal reticulum comprising low muri
reticulum, but possesses muri higher than lym.
likewise has an incomplete
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Retitriletes sp. B was encountered in the Lower and Red -weathering
shale
members of the Husky Formation.
Genus STAPLINISPORITES Pocock, 1962, emend. nov.
1962 Staplinisporites Pocock, p.49.
1964 Spinaecoronatisporites Deak, p.102.
Emended diagnosis:

Trilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular to circular amb, straight to convex sides
and more or less rounded apices; the proximal face is pyramidal, the
distal face is convex.

The laesurae may be simple or have raised lips;

they are usually four-fifths or more of the spore radius in length.

The

proximal face is usually smooth to scabrate but may be variously sculptured.
The equatorial exine invariably lacks a continuous zona but may be
thickened or (rarely) cavate interradiallY.

The distal face possesses a

polar crassitude (which, however, may become detached or destroyed during
subequatorial to circumpolar annular
preservation) and always has a
invariably occur between the distal
Radial exinal thickenings
similar radial thickenings may
annular crassitude and the equator; either
or this enclosed area may be
occur within the distal annular crassitude,
crassitude.

smooth or otherwise ornamented.
orites (al. Cinoulatisporites) caminus (Balme,
linis
Sta
int12fLif5:
Pocock, 1962; Jurassic (Oxfordian),
1957, p.27; p1.5, fig.62 holotype7)•
Western Australia.
Remarks:

necessary for the identification of
The critical points

t
S aplinisporites are as follows:
or zona;
(i) the lack of a continuous cingulum
subequatorial or circumpolar distal annular
(ii) the presence of a
polar crassitude;
crassitude and, usually, a distal
arranged ornament between the distal
(i ii) the presence of radially
annular crassitude and the equator.
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Thus defined, Staplinisporites comprises a morphologically
coherent
genus of Mesozoic miospores which probably have a common botanical
affinity.
Traditionally (see, for example, Dettmann, 1963) the presence
or absence of interradial crassitudes has been treated as an important
criterion at the generic level.

In large part this has been due to the

emphasis on such equatorial features in the suprageneric classification
of turmae, and the tendency of authors to describe and delineate genera
and species so that they readily fit into this system. Such features may
indeed be taxonomically important in some groups of spores, but in others
(including the forms considered here) other morphological features appear
to be of greater importance in assessing botanical relationships and
taxonomic groupings.

S. caminus has traditionally encompassed forms

without interradial equatorial crassitudes.

Dettmann (1963) however,

with interradial equatorial
allocated forms similar to S. caminus, but
valdensis (Couper, 1958). That the
exinal thickenings, to Coronatispora
closely similar and related is
species S. caminus and C. valdensis are
have been reported by Filatoff
manifest. Gradations between the two
supported in the present study. It is certain
(1975); his observations are
more closely related than are
that C. valdensis and S. caminus are
Dettmann, 1963, the type species of
valdensis and C. perforata
argued below that C. valdensis and S. caminus
Coronatispora. (Indeed, it is
are conspecific.)
above considerations, the diagnosis of
In light of the
allow for forms with interradial equatorial
Staplinisporites is emended to
The diagnosis is also
those which lack them.
thickenings as well as for
specifically the nature of the annular and
more
state
revised so as to
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radial thickenings on the distal face.

Pocock (1962, p.47) merely noted

in the original diagnosis of Staplinisporites
that the "distal face [is]
ornamented by concentric and radial bands of exinal thickening."
Coronatispora Dettmann, 1963 lacks radial elements on its distal
surface and appears to have a continuous zona which narrows radially.
Annulispora and Polycingulatisporites have uninterrupted zonas and lack
radial thickenings distally; Rogalskaisporites has an uninterrupted zona
and usually distinctly shorter laesurae.

The annular thickening and the

radial elements of Staplinisporites often have sinuous or irregular
courses, a feature which also helps to distinguish this genus from others
with similar morphology.
Species included:

The following species conform with the description

of Staplinisporites as given above:
1) S
taplinisporites caminus (Balme, 1957) Pocock, 1962 (See below.)
2) Sta
linis orites hungaricus Kedves and Simoncsics, 1964b.
1964b Staplinisporites hung` Kedves and Simoncsics, pp.606,
608, p1.1, figs.]-3; text-fig.]; Middle Jurassic, Urkut,
Hungary.
1977) comb. nov.
3) S
taplinisporites jonkeri (van Erve,
van Erve, p.59; p1.8, figs.1-7;
'o
Staplinisporites ar?
1977
Lower Toarcian), northeastern
Jurassic (Pliensbachian Italy.
4) Sta
1974
1inis orites manifestos McKellar,
oritesiniff514§ McKellar, p.18; p1.5, figs.20-21,
1974
Sta linis
late Toarcian - early Bajocian),
p1.6, figs.]-3; Jurassic
Queensland, Australia.
5) Sta linis orites mathurii (Srivastava, 1966b) Filatoff, 1975
p1.4, figs.53
icroreticulatis•orites telatus Balme [pars],
1957
non 52 .
mathurii Srivastava, p.91; p1.2, fi g.5;
1966b Trian ulatis orites
Jurassic, Rajasthan, India.
Lower to Middle
(Srivastava); Filatoff, pp.44-45;
1975
Sta linis orites mathurii
p1.3, figs.5-7.
6)
boring, 1964b
Sta linis °rites p:.vus
ar
Doring, p.1109; p1.5, figs.7-9;
1964b Sta linis orites arvusGermany.
Jurassic Upper Malm

- 202 7) Sta linis orites regularis Burger, 1966.
1966 Stap inisporites regularis Burger, p.246; p1.13,
fig.2;
Jurassic-Cretaceous (Upper Malm - Neocomian), eastern
Netherlands.
8) Staplinis
orites rotalis During, 1964b.
964b Stap inisporites rotalis During, p.1108; p1.5, figs.3-6;
Jurassic (Upper Malm), Germany.
Species excluded: The following species have at one time or other been
placed in Staplinisporites, but are now considered to be junior synonyms
or to belong elsewhere.
Staplinisporites jurassicus Pocock, 1970 (= S. caminus).
Staplinisporites pocockii Jain + Sah, 1969 (= S. caminus).
Staplinisporites telatus (Balme, 1957) During, 1965a (=S. caminus).
Sta linis orites perforatus (Dettmann, 1963) Filatoff, 1975 (retained in
Coronatispora

Staplinisporites caminus (Balme, 1957) Pocock, 1962 emend.nov.
Plate 7, Figures 3,5-6
1957
?1957
,,..
IY58
1958a

,

ciagulatisporites caminus Balme, p.27; p1.5, figs.62-63.
Microreticulatisporites telatus Balme [22n], p.25; p1.4, figs.52
[212 53].
Couper, p.146; p1.24, figs.6-7.
ciagulatisporites valdensis
_cin2ulatisporites cf. caminus Balme; Lantz, p.924; p1.3, figs.

[?27-28],29.
1962 §Aplinisporites caminus (Balme); Pocock, pp.49-50; p1.5, fig.87;
p1.6, figs.88-89.
1963 StaElinis orites caminus (Balme); Dettmann, pp.51 -52; p1.9, figs.8-9.
1963 appliniZorite-i- caminus (Balme); Brenner, pp.57-58; p1.13, fig.5.
(Couper); Dettmann, p.67.
9P. Coronatispora valdensis
2-11,‘
Dettmann, p.68; p1.14, figs.1-4.
*.pi Coronatispora telata (Balme);
valdflii (Couper); Desk, p1.3, figs. 1-6.
-Va §_pinaecoronatisporites (Balme Singh, p.85; p1.11, figs.1-4,
4 Staplinisporites caminus (Balme); de Jersey + Paten, p.8; p1.5, fig.2.
4 aglinisporites caminus
Levet-Carette, pp.103-104; p1.5,
1 964a ____
ciri t_
ites caminus Balme;
Desk,pp.102-103;pi.
fig.38; p1.6, figs 1-2.
9,figs.7-10.
1964 §pinaeLrorla isporites valdensis (Couper);
p.102.
Desk,
Balme);
telatus
464 §_pinaecoronatisporite5
caminus (Balme); Desk, p.102. .
§pinaecoronatisporites
210 1
telatus Balme; Balme, p1.6, fig.5.
. -" Picroreticulatisporites valdensis (Couper); Desk, pp.102-103; p1.5,
1964 S..pinaecoronatis orites
figs.45-48; text-fig.2.

19g

- 2031965a Staplinisporites telatus (Balme); Dbring, p.45; p1.15,
figs.6-8.
1965 Spinaecoronatisporites valdensis (Couper); Desk,
pp.21-22,59;
p1.9, figs.?-10; text-fig.3.
1966 Staplinisporites caminus (Balme); Burger, p.246; p1.12,
fig.2;
p1.11, fig.l.
1967 Staplinisporites caminus (Balme); Millioud, p1.1, fig.4.
1967 Staplinisporites caminus (Balme); Venkatachala, p1.1, fig.9.
1967 Spinaecoronatisporites valdensis (Couper); DeSk + Combaz,
pp.73-74;
p1.1, figs.1-2.
1967 Staplinisporites telatus (Balme); Schulz, pp.574-575; p1.8, figs.
5-6.
1967 Coronatispora valdensis (Couper); Norris, p.96; p1.13, fig.11.
1968 Staplinisporites caminus (Balme); Rakosi, p1.3, figs.11-13.
1969 Staplinisporites pococki Jain + Sah, p.128; p1.1, figs.15-18.
1969 Staplinisporites caminus (Balme); Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.4, fig.10.
1969 Coronatispora valdensis (Couper); Norris, p1.107, fig.15.
1969 Coronatispora valdensis (Couper); Hughes, p1.15-1, figs.20-21.
1970 Staplinisporites jurassicus Pocock, p.56; p1 .10, fig.4.
1970 Coronatispora telata (Balme); Harris, fig.4.
?1970 ?Densoiporites sp.; Harris, fig.9.
1970 Coronatispora valdensis (Couper); Norris, p1.1, figs. [?3],4.
1970 Coronatispora valdensis (Couper); Kemp, p.105; p1.19, figs.3-6.
1971 Lycopodiacidites pseudoreticulatus Guy, p.27; p1.2, figs.9-10.
1971a Staplinisporites caminus (Balme); Hopkins, p.119; p1.21, fig.14.
1971 Coronatispora valdensis (Couper); Singh, pp.117-118; p1.16, figs.6-7.
1971 Coronatispora valdensis (Couper); Playford, p1.104; figs.20-21.
1973 Staplinisporites caminus (Balme); Shvetsova, p1.1, fig.11.
1973 Coronatispora valdensis (Couper); Antonescu, p1.5, fig.8.
1974 Sta linisporites caminus (Balme); McKellar, pp.17-18; p1.5, figs.
8-19.
1975 Staplinisporites caminus (Balme); Filatoff, p.44; p1.3, figs.l-2.
?1975 Staplinisporites telatus (Balme); Filatoff, p.44; p1.3, figs.3-4.
Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.2, figs.26-27
1975 Coronatispora yAl_c_Itn5j5 (Couper);
1975 Coronatispora .,
2 l4faLt§ (Couper); Williams + Brideaux, p1.39, fi_.
y 18.
+
Saad
Ghazaly,
(Balme);
pp.440-442;
1976 5Iplinisporites
p1.8,
ac ms
fig. 10.
1976 Staplinisporites caminus (Balme); Scott, p.577; p1.4, fig.2.
1976 Staplinisporites caminus (Balme); van Amerom gt al., p1.5, fig.9.
1976 Coronatispora vaic sis (Couper); Hedlund + Beju, p1.1, fig.13.
1977 Coronatispora valdensis (Couper); Srivastava, pp.33-34; p1.15,
figs.1-2 [no 3-4].
(Balme); Srivastava, pp.62-63; p1.29, figs.1-3.
1977
1977a ._tplinisporites caminus (Balme); Dorhofer + Norris, p1.1, fig.31.
Staplinisporitescaminus
(Balme); DOrhbfer, p.47; p1.8, fig.9.
1977
IAPlinisporites caminus
1979 S'1_2.plinisporites caminus (Balme); Dorhofer, p1.3, figs.22-23.
7
.1.1912 1977
(Pauct. non] Balme); Ashraf, p.45; p1.8, fig.7.
aplinisporites caminus
Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo:distally

compressed miospores with a triangular to subcircular amb, straight
the proximal face is pyramidal,
to convex sides and rounded apices;
laesurae are simple or have raised
the distal face is convex. The
and usually extend for
lips; they are s traight to slightly sinuous
radius. The proximal exine
four-fifths or more of the spore
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is smooth to finely granulate.

Equatorially the exine may be uniform in

thickness (ljjm), or it may be thicker interradially (up to 3jim, rarely
more).

Distally the exine possesses a distal polar boss, the surface of

which may be smooth, scabrate or granular, and always a distinct
subequatorial annular thickening, the course of which may be regular or
sinuous.

Between the distal annular thickening and the equator are

numerous radially arranged exinal thickenings or corrugations;

between

the annular thickening and the polar boss the exine is unornamented or may
possess a few sinuous, predominantly radially arranged thickenings.
About 50 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 27(37)43JJm (29 specimens measured).

As pointed out by Pocock (1962), Balme (1957) originally

misinterpreted S. caminus as having a broad cingulum.

However, the

hitherto been restated according to the
diagnosis of S. caminus has not
modern interpretation of its morphology.

This restatement is carried out

here and the diagnosis is further revised to encompass all forms within
the "caminus-telatus-valdensis" complex, as discussed below.
caminus Balme, Microreticulatisporites
The three species S.
Cingulatisporites valdensis Couper appear to be
telatus Balme and
differ solely or primarily in the
morphologically very similar and
development of their equatorial interradial exine. The group of spores
herein referred to as the 'caminus-telatusrepresented by these species is
the taxonomy of this complex is as
valdensis complex'. The history of
follows:
Cingulatisporites caminus and
a) Balme (1957) erected the species
noted above, he misinterpreted the
Microreticulatisporites telatus. As
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morphology of C. caminus; the holotype of this species has no cingulum
or other significant special equatorial structure, although there is a
slight suggestion of exinal thinning at the apices.

In establishing

Microreticulatisporites telatus, Balme (op.cit.) designated a holotype
and one paratype.
to be disparate.

The morphology of these two specimens, however, appears
The holotype has a morphology similar to that of

C. caminus except for thickenings of (or cavations in -- see below) the
interradial equatorial exine.

The paratype has a distinctly reticulate

ornamentation on the distal exine, although a subequatorial ridge and
radial elements between this ridge and the equator can be discerned.
b) Apparently unaware of Balme's work, Couper (1958) published the
species Cingulatisporites valdensis, which is morphologically closely
similar to C. caminus apart from having clearly developed, but not prominent,
interradial equatorial thickenings.

In its development of the interradial

appears to be intermediate between
equatorial exine, C. valdensis
C. caminus and the holotype of Microreticulatisporites telatus. From the
it is evident that Couper misinteroriginal description of C. valdensis
the same way as Balme did for
preted the morphology of this species in
C. caminus.
genus Staplinisporites with C. caminus as its
c) Pocock (1962) erected the
species. The specimens that Pocock
typical and, at that time, only
thickenings and thus would be referable to
illustrated have interradial
than to C. caminus.
C. valdensis or M. telatus rather
the genus Coronatispora and placed three
d) Dettmann (1963) erected
Dettmann (as type species), C. telata, and
species into it: C. perforata
was not described by Dettmann as having
C. valdensis. C. erforata
although there are suggestions of these in some of
distal radial elements
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C. perforata, however, can be more confidently

excluded from the 'caminus-telatus-valdensis complex' on the basis of
its possession of a regularly foveolate exine.
equatorial interradial

Dettmann considered the

crassitudes of C. perforata and C. telata to be

cavate.
e) Desk (1964) set up the genus Spinaecoronatisporites, with C. valdensis
as its type.

She referred to the radial elements emanating from the distal

annular thickening as spines and the annular and radial elements together
as a 'crown of thorns' ('une couronne d'6pine).

In the same publication

(in fact on the same page?) Desk both transferred M. telatus to
Spinaecoronatisporites

and treated this species as a synonym of S.

valdensis (in which case it would of course have priority over S. valdensis,
a fact which Desk apparently ignored).

Desk did not refer at all to

equatorial exinal thickenings.
f) Doring (1965a)transferred M. telatus to Staplinisporites without comment.
g) Filatoff (1975) retained S. caminus and S. telatus as separate entities
but considered C. valdensis to be a junior synonym of S. telatus. It is
not completely clear to the present author how he differentiated S. caminus
commented, "some 10% of specimens [encountered
from S. telatus for, as he
Staplinisporites caminus possess a
by Filatoff and] included [by him] in
d ifferentially thickened, equatorial exine..., while a similar percentage
Coronatispora telata ... show no interradial
otherwise conformable with
pp.43-44). Subsequently he noted
thickening." (Filatoff, op.cit.
normally has distinct exinal
that "Unlike S. caminus ...I S. telatus
torial interradial areas, a distal polar
thickenings in the equa
elevations on both polar and
and radiating
thickening of smaller diameter,
Filatoff made no comment about
circumpolar ridge."
the
equatorial sides of
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cavation of the interradial equatorial thickenings.
In the present material there was a gradation between forms with
a uniform equatorial exine and those with slightly to moderately well
developed interradial thickenings.

No forms were encountered with strongly

developed or cavate interradial equatorial thickenings.

Insofar as

equatorial thickenings are concerned, there appears to be no firm basis
for separating S. caminus from C. valdensis.

There is perhaps some

justification in maintaining S. telatus separately for forms with cavate
interradial thickenings; but may not this feature represent a secondary
mechanical artifact?

In the synonymy list above, S. telatus is only

tentatively included pending enlightenment

with regard to the precise

nature of its 'zona'.
As noted above, Filatoff (1975) also used the size of the distal
polar crassitude and the extent of the radiating elements to differentiate
between S. telatus and S. caminus.

However, the holotypes of both species

appear to have radial elements both inside and outside the annular
this means cannot be upheld.
thickening; thus, differentiation by
distal polar crassitude would be
D ifferentiation solely on the size of the
of dubious validity; in this context it may be noted that the relative
holotypes of S. caminus and C. valdensis
dimensions of this feature in the
according to Filatoff) are closely
(which is synonymous with S. telatus
similar.
widespread in Lower Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous
S. caminus is
material it was a sparse constituent of many
sediments. In the studied
Formation and Lower sandstone division. Only one
assemblages in the Husky
encountered from the Coal -bearing division.
Probable specimen, however, was
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Genus VALLIZONOSPORITES Daring, 1965a emend. nov.
1965a Vallizonosporites Daring, p.60.
Emended diagnosis:

Trilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, typically straight to convex sides, and
rounded apices; the distal face is convex and the proximal face is
pyramidal.

The laesurae are long and reach to, or almost to, the equator;

they may be simple or have raised lips. The spore wall is typically twothick radially and 1.5-4pm
The inner layer is robust, 1-2.5pm
thick interradially; it bears a more or less regular, finely reticulate,

layered.

The raised elements of this
foveoreticulate, or foveolate sculpture.
projections (spinae, coni, bacula,
sculpture are usually developed into
(?perine) is thin, hyaline and usually loosely
etc.). The outer wall layer
is commonly developed as a transparent,
attached to the inner layer; it
about the equator. The outer wall, and
more or less discontinous 'zona'
removed during preservation.,
hence also the 'zona', may be
(Al. Cin ulatis orites) pseudoalveolatus
species: Vallizonos orites [hol otype Daring, 1965a; Jurassic .5
Couper, 1958, p.147; p1.25, figGreat Britain. (Type species herein re(Bajocian - Aptian),
below.)
(Iesignated; see V. seudoalveolatus
Remarks:

gave the following diagnosis for
Daring (1965a, p.60)

Vallizonosporites:
with a fovea te (foveoreticulate)
which the
Zonotrilete microspores
wal l,
conic,Tr:::111::;0:nld
proximal and distal central
body
spinae,
distinct
as
appear
-mark [i.e. the
raised elements
The rays of the Y body.
structures.
central
similar
confined to the
laesurae] are
101.119222L1

as type.

He also transferred

boring assigned a new species, V.
pseudoalveolatus Couper,
EillIDIDELLtfJ
species
to Vallizonosporites the
aware that Dettmann (1963) had earlier placed this
1958, a pparently un
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taxon in her new genus, Sestrosporites.
Dettmann (op.cit.) had set up the genus Sestrosporites to
encompass forms with a foveolate ornament and interradial crassitudes.
type species she designated Foveotriletes irregulatus Couper,
1958.

As

Unfortunately the original (and, as yet, only) published illustrations of
the type material of F. irregulatus are not sufficiently clear to
show
its morphology in detail.

However, its ornamentation is definitely irregular

(as indicated by the name that Couper gave to it) and there is no indication
of an outer wall layer or 'zona'. Indeed, the variation in equatorial
exine thickness (i.e. the possession of interradial crassitudes) used by
Dettmann as a critical factor in the diagnosis of Sestrosporites is by no
means clearly shown by the type material of S. irregulatus; this has been
pointed out by Filatoff (1975) in his discussion of the forms which he
called 'Foveotriletes sp. cf. F. irregulatus Couper'.
surrounding S. irregulatus, it is here
Because of the confusion
restricted to its type species
suggested that the genus Sestrosporites be
only. V. pseudoalveolatus and related forms, with a more or less regular
and a loose outer wall layer,
ornament, with projecting raised elements,
can be placed more aptly into Vallizonosporites.
discussed the morphology of V.
Dettmann (1963) also
of Vallizonosporites
pse udoalveolatus (which here becomes type species
She considered that the equatorial interradial
by
synonymy - see below).
that the membranous 'zona' is not a
exi ne has cavate crassitudes and
is secondarily produced on the outer
but
feature
Primary morphological
compression or prolonged maceration
by
crassitudes
argin
m
of the
occur is not clear to
Exactly how this might
oxidation).
(specifically
me, however.
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Based on the present material, the following points may be made
about the morphology of V. pseudoalveolatus:
1) the inner wall layer (i.e. the layer not producing the 'zona') is
usually, but not invariably, thicker interradially than radially.
2) nowhere is the inner layer seen to be cavate.
3) the 'zona' is

present in most specimens; it tended to be missing mostly

in less well preserved specimens, presumably having been torn away during
Preservation or maceration. (G. Norris - personal communication - has
commented that in his experience V. pseudoalveolatus almost invariably has
a 'zona'.)
4) the 'zona' is usually either discontinuous or of inconsistent breadth;
its greatest development does not necessarily occur interradially.
In its hyaline appearance and loosely fitting nature, the outer
wall layer is reminiscent of a perine.

Thus, in discussing the morphology

species, reference is herein made to 'wall
of Vallizonosporites and its
Regardless of whether it is
layers' rather than to parts of the exine.
the outer layer produces is
a Primary or secondary feature, the 'zona' that
specimens of this genus and is a useful
commonly or usually encountered on
noted in the emended description above.
diagnostic feature. It is therefore
Vallizonosporites is emended and expanded, then,
The diagnosis of
the presence of an outer wall
to make mention of the overall spore shape,
a 'zona', and to allow inclusion of
layer and its common development into
reticulate to foveolate ornamentation, rather
forms with
finely
a regular,
also allows for inclusion of forms with
than just foveoreticulate forms; it
(which, interestingly, Doring did not
crassitudes
interradial equatorial
mention).
Vallizonosporites can be

distinguished from other genera primarily
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by its fine, regular reticulate to foveolate sculpture and
the protruding
nature of its raised elements.

Aequitriradites possesses a true zona and

usually has coarse, less regularly organized ornamentation, which typically
comprises unit elements.

Sestrosporites and Foveotriletes lack an outer

wall layer or 'zona'; moreover, Sestrosporites has irregularly distributed
foveolae and Foveotriletes lacks projecting raised elements.
Species included:

The following species conform with the diagnosis of

Vallizonosporites as given above:
1) Va 1
1izonos orites acutus (Tralau, 1968) comb.nov.
1968 Sestrosporites acutus Tralau, pp.62-63; p1.11, fig.3;
Middle Jurassic, southern Sweden.
2) V
allizonosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper, 1958) Doring, 1965a (See below.)

Vallizonosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper, 1958) Doring, 1965a
Plate 7, Figures 4,7
1958 ingulatisporites pseudoal veolatus Couper, p.147; p1.25, figs.5-6.
p.62; p1.16, fig.2.
?1963 Foveotriletes subtrlan ularis Brenner,
seudoalveolatus (Couper); Dettmann, pp.66-67; p1.13,
1963 Sestrosporites
figs.11-16.
Singh, p.83; p1.10, figs.1-3.
1964 Nymen0z0notriletes seudoalveolatus
seudoal veolatus(Ccmlpi
(Couper);
s:1-2.
g0
.73: i;i6
IO:Ici
r1;D
e
)
1965a Vallizonosporites
Doring,
1,,
1965a
Vallizonosporites ya‘1-Vif°\--2-U-11--Is
DOring, p.43; p1.15, figs.3-5.
n?a
orites
1965 Rymenozonotriletes .pfL14.2112212125 (Couper); McGregor, p1.6, fig.30.
Burger, pp.246-247;
1966 Foveotriletes aittlningPlij Brenner; Burger, p.253; p 1 •2p1.14, fig.1.
1, fig.1.
Doring
,
1966 Vallizonosporites g11if21/fgg5
Archangelsky
+
Gamerro,
(Couper);
1966b Sestrosporites aseuc19_•-l ve°.
p.233; p1.2, figs.7-9.
Couper; Prosviryakova, p.139; p1.30,
1966 Cin ulatis orites seudoalveolatus
figs.8-9.
(Couper); Norris, p.96; p1.13,
1967 Sestrosporites ►seudoalveolatus
(Couper); Venkatachala, p1.1, fig,11.
figs.8-1Q.
1967 Sestrosporites seudoalveolatus (Couper); Balte , p1.1, fig.16.
1967 Sestrosporites seudoalveolatus (Couper); Tralau, fig.1H.
1967 Sestrosporites seudoalveolatus
l atus (Couper); Tralau, pp.61-62; p1.15,
1968 Sestrosporites seudoalve o
Mahin, p.122; fig.2B.
fig.3.
1968 Sestrosporites seudoalveoll atus (Couper);
Menendez,
p1.5, fig.12.
(Cou p
1968 Sestrosporites seudoalve o
(Couper); Norris, p1.108, fig.5.
1969 Sestrosporites seudoalveolatus (Couper); Kemp, p.105; p1.18, fig.18;
1970 Sestrosporites seudoa veo atus
P1.19, figs.1-2.
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.esst.rc37 . rites pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Singh, pp.44-45; p1.3,
ig .
1971 Sestrosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Guy, pp.50-51 ; p1.3,
fi
1971 Sestrosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Playford, p1.104; fig
27
1971 Hymenozonotriletes cf. H. pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Hopkins, p1.120;
p1.21, fig.19.
1973 Sestrosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Antonescu, p1.5, fig.9.
1973 Sestrosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Hopkins + Balkwill, p1.12;
p1.1, fig.14.
1974 Sestrosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Herngreen + de Boer, p1.4,
fig.4.
1974 Sestrosporites sp. cf. S. pseudoalveolatus (Couper); McKellar,
pp.23-24; p1.7, figs.12-13.
1975 Sestrosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Juhasz, p.32; p1.3, figs.9-10.
1975 Sestrosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Playford et al., fig.4/12.
1975 Sestrosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.2,
fig.24.
1975 Sestrosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Vigran + Thusu, p1.8,
figs.1,4-5.
?1977 Sestrosporites pseudoalveolatus (Couper); Ashraf [?pars], p.55; p1.13,
fig.14 [?non 13].
1977 Foveosporites subtriangularis (Brenner); DOrhofer, pp.42-43; p1.8,
g.4.
Norris, p1.2,
1977a r(iVoporites subtrian ularis (Brenner); DOrhOfer
fig.16.
1979 Sestrosporites pseudoalveolatus_ (Couper); Batten, p1.1 [non 2], fi g.11;
p1.2 [non 1], figs.5-6.
1979 Sestrosporites pseud oal veolatus Couper); Dorhbfer, p1.3, fig.26.
1980 Sestrosporites seudoalveolatus Couper); Burger, p.57; p1.12, fig.3.
Norris, p1.2, fig.10.
1982 Sestrosporites seudoal veolatus (Couper);
Norris,
p1.2, fig.16.
Brenner;
1982 Foveotriletes subtrian ularis
proximo-distally compressed miospores
Trilete, tetrahedral,
sides, and more or less broadly
with a triangular amb, straight to convex
convex, the proximal face is pyramidal.
rounded apices; the distal face is
the equator; they are bounded by
The laesurae are straight and extend to
exine is for the most part 1-2pm thick, of
raised, membranous lips. The
(2-4pm)
equator, or of greater thickness
the
around
uniform thickness
equatorial 'zona' up to 5pm in
A membranous
radially.
than
interradially
continuous or discontinous, and of uniform
absent,
or
width may be present
foveolate to foveoreticulate;thetluemi:na
or non -uniform width. The exine is
h
are regularly arranged, more or less circular (0.5-fpm across), and
elements are typically
apart. The raised
1-3pm
midpoints are spaced
spinae, etc., although in poorly
topped coni,
round
developed into bacula,
rounded profile.
a low,
have
may
preserved specimens they
Description:
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Material:

Approximately 50 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:

Diameter (including 'zona', where present) ?32-35(45)54pm

(24 specimens measured).
Remarks:

During (1965a) inferred that the only difference between his

new species, V. vallifoveatus and V. pseudoalveolatus (Couper,
1958) was
the presence, in the latter, of 'occasionally bifurcating' tips to the
projecting raised elements of the ornamentation.

This is surely only a

minor difference; such bifurcating tips are not even discernible on
Couper's original illustrations of V. pseudoalveolatus.

V. vallifoveatus

is herein considered to be a junior synonym -of V. pseudoalveolatus,
which thus becomes the types species of Vallizonosporites.

For further

discussion of this species, refer to 'Remarks' under the generic heading.
V. pseudoalveolatus was a sparse but persistent element throughout the sequence examined. It has a widespread distribution in Middle
Jurassic to Upper Cretaceous (Cenomanian) strata.

pseudoalveolatus (Couper, 1958)
Vallizonosporites sp. cf. V.
During, 1965a
Plate 7, Figures 8,14

Description:

A form of

Vallizonosporites similar to V. pseudoalveolatus

circular area 8pm in diameter at
but possessing a distinctly delineated
the distal pole, over which the exine is relatively thin.and unornamented.
exine.
The circular area is surrounded by a narrow rim of thickened
Mat

a1:

encountered.
One specimen
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Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 58;1m.

Several specimens of V. pseudoalveolatus were encountered which

possessed more or less circular areas over which the ornament is missing
or subdued.

However, in almost all cases these areas were randomly

situated, indistinctly defined at their edges, and patently a result of
poor preservation.

In the case of the specimen described here, however,

the area devoid of ornament is very well defined, even to the point of
being bounded by a low ridge of exinal thickening; it is positioned
about the distal pole, and it occurs in a specimen which is exquisitely
preserved.

It is thus difficult to conceive of this feature resulting

from secondary damage, although this possibility cannot be completely
dismissed.

This specimen was encountered in the White sandstone member

of the Lower sandstone division.
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PLATE 7

contrast.
Photomicrographs 4-6, 14 taken in phase
Retitriletes sp. A
co-ordinates 102.9/10.0.
Sample 007-50913, slide 8,
Diameter 41pm. Distal view.

Figure 1:

Figure 2: Retitriletes sp. B
co-ordinates 97.8/9.1.
Sample 006-50911, slide 24,
Diameter 21pm. Distal view.
caminus (Balme, 1957)
Staplinisporites
Figures 3,5-6.
92.1/5.6.
slide 10, co-ordinates
008-50919,
sample
Figure 3:
-distal aspect.
Diameter 31pm. Proximo
side.
equatorial exine on one
of
thickening
Note slight
101.3/21.9.
Figure 5: sample 002-50854, slide 3, co-ordinates
view.
Diameter 40pm. Distal
Figure 6: sample 008-50921, slide 6, co-ordinates 102.1/17.7.
view.
Diameter 38pm. Distal
(Couper, 1958)
pjfil(11!12.2211In
Fig ures 4,7: Vallizonosporites
co-ordinates 103.5/6.5.
9,
slide
Figure 4: sample 014-50977,
view.
Diameter 51pm. Distal
co-ordinates 114.0/9.2
8,
slide
014-50981,
Figure 7: sample
A relatively poorly
Diameter 54pm. Proximo-distal aspect.
preserved specimen.
Figures 8,14:
Y2IILTEIDnEtt.f. sp. cf. V. pseudoalveolatus (Couper, 1958)
9
1,
109.
/
co-ordinates
1
2 .1.
Sample 002-50857, slid e
view.
Diameter 58um. Distal
Ross, 1949
Gleicheniidites ..21.2212.19.11
Figu res
08.1/17.0.
-,11,13:
slide
1,
co-ordinates
1
•9: sample SF-24,
Fiure
g
ect.
Diameter 31pm. Proximo-distal slide
asp 14, co-ordinates 103.5/16.8.
Figure 11: sample 007-29129, aspect.
Diameter 26pm. Proximo-distal
co-ordinates 105.8/21.3.
007-29129, slide 12,
Figure 13: sample
-distal aspect.
Proximo
Diameter 28pm.
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Figure 10:

Gleicheniidites sp. A

Sample 002-50854, slide 1, co-ordinates 107.2/15.6.
Diameter 20um. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 12:

Gleicheniidites minor Doring, 1965a

Sample 008-50919, slide 6, co-ordinates 114.3/4.3.
Diameter 23um. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 15:

Ornamentifera sp. A

Sample 007-29137, slide 13, co-ordinates 95.5/11.8.
Diameter 23um. Proximo-distal aspect.
Ornamentifera conspicienda (Bolkhovitina, 1953)
Sample 001-29145, slide 4, co-ordinates 99.8/17.3.
Diameter 27,um. Proximo-distal aspect.

Figure 16:

Plicifera sp. cf. P. delicata (Bolkhovitina, 1953)
Sample 005-29117, slide 9, co-ordinates 100.2/5.0.

Figure 17:

Diameter 23um.

Distal view.
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- 217 Chapter VIII
GLEICHENIACEAN SPORES

Genus GLEICHENIIDITES Ross, 1949 emend.Krutzsch, 1959
emend. Dettmann, 1963
1949 Gleicheniidites Ross, p.31.
1957 Triremisporites Delcourt + Sprumont, p.61.
1 959b Gleicheniidites Ross; emend, Krutzsch, p.109.
1959b Gleicheniidites (Gleicheniidites) Ross; Krutzsch, p.111.
1959b Gleicheniidities (Laticrassisporis) Krutzsch, p.113.
1959b Gleicheniidities (Radiatisporis) Krutzsch, p.114.
?1959b Gleicheniidites (Toridistalisporis) Krutzsch, p.112.
1961 Fasciatisporites Sato, p.85.
1962 Neogenisporis Krutzsch, p.267.
1963 Gleicheniidites Ross; emend., Dettmann, p.64.
1963 Gleicheniidi§porites Danz6-Corsin + Laveine, p.70.
1964 Gleicheniidites Ross; emend.Skarby, p.66.
1965b Gleicheniidites (Triremisporites) (Delcourt + Sprumont);
During, p.194.
11.211 1959b Gleicheniidites (Peregrinisporis) Krutzsch, p.114 [=Ornamentifera
Bolkhovitina, 1966]
ns2n 1959b Gleicheniidites (Triplexisporis) Krutzsch, p.114 [=Clavifera
Bolkhovitina, 1966]
QT.] 1961 Gleicheniidites Grigoryeva in SamoilovitchgS al., p.59
[=Ornamentifera Bolkhovitina, 1966]
Description:

Zonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb; the sides are concave to straight,
less commonly convex, the corners are typically more or less narrowly
convex, the proximal face is
rounded. The distal face is essentially
extend to, or approach, the equator.
Pyramidal. The laesurae typically
The exine is smooth or faintly ornamented; the equatorial exine is
Interdifferentially thickened interrad ially to produce crassitudes.
distally; these are arcuate in
radial exinal folds are usually developed
facing outwards.
their configuration, their concave sides
senonicus Ross, 1949 p.31, p1.1, fig.3
T e s ecies: Gleicheniidites
Sweden.
holotype ; Upper Cretaceous Senonian),
Remarks:

recognize the importance of
the first to
Krutzsch (1959b) was
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interradial crassitudes to the generic diagnosis of Gleicheniidites;
however, he also stated in his emendation:"tori usually present,
proximally or (in part:and) distally arranged, rarely more or less
indistinct" (Krutzsch, op. cit., translated in. Jansonius and Hills,
1976, card 1123).

It is now well established that the arcuate

interradial exinal folds of Gleicheniidites (which Krutzsch referred
to as 'tori') are developed consistently on the distal surface of
the sport (e.g. see, Bolkhovitina, 1967).
Krutzsch (1959b)placed a number of subgenera into Gleicheniidites;
however, these have only rarely been used by subsequent authors, and
indeed the same general comments apply as much here as for the subgenera
of Stereisporites (see 'General Remarks' under 'Sphagnacean Spores' -Chapter V).
Plicifera Bolkhovitina 1966 differs from Gleicheniidites in
lacking interradial crassitudes (but see 'Remarks' under Plicifera).
Clavifera Bolkhovitina 1966 has radial equatorial thickenings as well as,
and separate from,the interradial equatorial thickenings.
Bolkhovitina 1966 has a distinctly ornamented exine.

Ornamentifera

Skarbysporites

van Erve, 1977 possesses a distinct, well developed proximal kyrtome.
the genus, Neogenisporis, noted
Krutzsch (1962), in setting up
that:
habitus [to Neogenisporis] are the
Very similar in
'gleichenioid' spores groued in the genus Gleicheniidites
differences between these and
'sensu lato'; the
-is can not yet exactly be formulated; special
Neoer
that. (Translation in
studies are neded to
d,
o card 1757.)
ills, 1976
Jansonius + He
remains of Gleicheniidites
He subsequently remarked that "the last
Tertiary, while Neogenisporis is known only from
disappear in the Lower
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the M. Oligocene, and then already present quite
regularly." The
same author (Krutzsch, 1959b)had earlier stated that
"These forms
[i.e. Gleicheniidites]... show greatest variety in the
Cretaceous and
are found occasionally in the Miocene of Lausitz."
(translation;
Jansonius + Hills, 1976, card 1123).
It seems to the present author that a morphological difference
between the two genera has not been sufficiently demonstrated; also,
even if it is accepted that stratigraphical separation is an adequate
reason alone to split form -genera, in the present case the ranges of
Neogenisporis and Gleicheniidites would appear to overlap.

Thus they

are treated here as synonyms.
Pocock (1970) synonymized 'Concavisporites Pflug 1952'
(presumably referring to Concavisporites Pflug in Thomson + Pflug,
1953) and Paraconcavisporites Klaus 1960 with Gleicheniidites Ross.
However, both Concavisporites and Paraconcavisporites have proximal
kYrtomes rather than distal folds, and neither have interradial
equatorial crassitudes.

Gleicheniidites minor Daring, 1965a
Plate 7, Figure 12
minor Daring, pp.28-29;
1965a Gleicheniidites (Triremis orites)
p1.5, figs.9-11.
orites)pinor Daring; Daring, p.194;
19651) Gleicheniidites (Triremis
p1.15, figs.10-12; tableTfig.5.
,
Cookson); Burger,
'966 Gleicheniidites circinidites ([41q -U211]
.1
p.238, 1.3,
[auct.a2.2] Ross; Norris, p.582; p1.107,
1969 Gleichenpiidites
figsenonicus
fig.17 [non 16].
cir2icHtes (Cookson); Singh [ R.41.1 ], p1.14
1971 Gleicheniidites sp. cf. G. cir
fig.3 [non 2].
minor Daring; Antonescu, p1.5,
1973 Gleicheniidites
fig.3; p1.10,figs.7-8.
p1.5, fig.2.
Daring; Dorhbfer,
Dbrhofer, p.19; p1.2, fig.6.
1973 Gleicheniidites minor Daring;
1977 Gleicheniidites minor

(IrinTi...22ritfj)
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1979

Gleicheniidites (Laticrassisporis) minor Dbring; Dbrhofer, p1.1,
figs.4-5.

Description:

A species of Gleicheniidites with a triangular amb

comprising slightly convex to slightly concave sides and narrowly rounded,
often projecting apices (but with no exinal thickening at the apices).
The spore cavity is strongly to weakly concave in outline (in polar
view), commonly narrowing considerably towards the apices.

The laesurae

approach or reach the amb and are usually surrounded by raised lips.
The exine is typically 1-1.5pm thick; in the interradial equatorial
areas the crassitudes increase the exine thickness locally to 5-7um.
The outer margins of the crassitudes may be even or undulating, and
typically develop distinct shoulders as they near the apices.

The

distal surface usually possesses distinct exinal folds.
Material:
Dimensions:

One specimen encountered.
Diameter 23pm.

largely follows the original diagnosis
The above description
of Doring. G. latifolius Doring, 1965a, G. feronensis (Delcourt and
(Doring, 1965a) are all closely similar
Sprumont, 1957) and G. delcourti
Remarks:

to G. minor, differing principally in their lack of weak development
1965a differs from
of projecting apices. G. 2I22EblYili2lf Dbring,
its possession of narrower interradial
E.minor, according to Doring, in
irregularly undulating outer margin. G. nigra
crassitudes, each with an
many similarities with the present
(Bolkhovitina, 1953) appears to have
apices and relatively thick crassitudes
projecting
including
orm,
f
of these taxa (including G. minor),
with shoulders. A reconsideration
of their respective type materials, might
restudy
a
involving
preferably
least are synonyms.
well show that some of them at
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Based on the above synonymy list, G. minor has been
previously
recorded from the BUckeburg Formation (Neocomian, formerly
'Wealden')
of Germany, the Purbeckian (uppermost Jurassic/lowermost
Cretaceous)
of England, higher Upper Malm (Kimmeridgian-Portlandian) to
Valanginian
of the Netherlands, the Barremian to Albian of Romania.,and the
Albian
of Alberta.

Dorhofer (1979) indicated the range for this species as

uppermost Berriasian to Valanginian (his charts do not extend above the
Valanginian).

In the sequence studied G. minor was encountered in the

Blue-grey shale member.

Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross 1949 emend.Skarby, 1964
Plate 7, Figures 9,11,13
1949
?1949
1949
1953
1953
?1953
1953
1953
1953
?1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
?1953
1955

Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross, p.31-32; p1.1, fig, 3.
Pyramidella triquetra Malyavkina, p.44; p1.5, fig.12.
Pyramidella gylinlika. Malyavkina, p.44; p1.4, fig.13.
Gleichenia umbonata Bolkhovitina, pp.53-54; p1.8, figs.4-7.
Gleichenia stellata (=Leiotriletes stellatus) Bolkhovitina, p.23,
p1.2, figs.8-10.
12 Naumova; [Di] Bolkhovitina, p.53; p1.19-22;
Gleichenia 2LIA111.2p1.23, figs.1-3.
Alsophila arcuata (=Leiotriletes arcuatus) Bolkhovitina, p.24;
p1.2, figs.15-16.
Gleichenia laeta (=Leiotriletes laetus) Bolkhovitina, pp.22-23,
p1.2, figs.5-7.
Leiotriletes orientalis Bolkhovitina, p.24; p1.2, figs.11-14.
ilus forma minor Pflug in Thomson + Pflug,
Concavisporites obt
p.50; p1.1, figs.35-42.
Concavisporites acutus Pflug in Thomson + Pflug, p.49; p1.1,
figs.25-29.
Gleichenia stellata Bolkhovitina; Zaklinskaya, p1.1, figs.4.
Weyland + Krieger, p.13; p1.1,
cf. Duplosporis Typus Pflug; figs.17,19-20]; p1.3,
[Egg
figs.19-26;
figs.13-16, [?18], 21-22
[non p1.4, figs.7-9].
Weyland + Greifeld, p.43; p1.12, fig.68.
cf. Duplosporis Typus Pflug;
p.464; p1.1, figs.5 [holotype, here
Cookson,
Gleichenia circinidites
designated], 67-------p.96; p1.19,. fi gs.1-3.
Sppropollis documentum Pflug, Delcourt + Sprumont,
pp.26-27; p1.1,
Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross;
fig.5.
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1956

Alsophila arcuata Bolkhovitina; Bolkhovitina, p.35; p1.2,
figs.17a-b.
?1957 Gleichenia cf. G. circinidites Cookson; Balme,
p.23; p1.3,
figs.42-44.
1957 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Delcourt + Sprumont, p1.3,
fig.16.
1957 Gleichenia concavisporites Rouse, p.363; p1.2,
figs.36,48;
p1.3, fig.49.
1958 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Couper, p.138; p1.19,
figs.13-15
1959b Gleicheniidites (Laticrassisporis) umbonatus (Bolkhovitina);
•
Krutzsch, p.113.
1959b Gleicheniidites (Toridistalisporis) toriconcavus Krutzsch,
pp.112-113; p1.12, figs.110-111; text-fig.25.
1959b Gleicheniidites (Gleicheniidites) stellatus (Bolkhovitina);
Krutzsch, p.112.
1959 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Delcourt + Sprumont, pp.33-34;
p1.3, fig.5; p1.7, fig.37.
1959 Gleicheniidites umbonatus (Bolkhovitina); Delcourt + Sprumont,
ig 1
p.34.
1959 Gleichenia stellata Bolkhovitina; Bolkhovitina, p1.3,
1959 Gleichenia umbonata Bolkhovitina; Bolkhovitina, p.98; p1.3, •
figs.43a-c.
1960 Gleichenia stellata Bolkhovitina; Edemskaya, text-fig.21.
1960 Gleichenia umbonata Bolkhovitina; Edemskaya, text-fig.30.
1961 Gleichenia umbonata Bolkhovitina; Kotova, p1.1, figs.6a-b.
1961 Gleichenia angulata Bolkhovitina; Kotova, p1.1, fig.7.
1961 Gleichenia senonica (Ross); Grigoryeva in Samoilovitch et al., p.46;
p1.13, figs.la-b, 3a-b.
1961 Gleichenia umbonata Bolkhovitina; Grigoryeva in Samoilovitch et al.,
p.47; p1.13, figs.4a-b, 5a-b.
1961 Gleichenia angulata Naumova; Grigoryeva in Samoilovitch et al.,
pp.48-49; p1.13, figs.6a-b.
1961 Gleichenia dicarpoides Grigoryeva in Samoilovitch et al., pp.49-50;
p1.13, figs.l0a-b, lla-b, 12a -b; p1.14, flgs.la-c, 2a-c.
1961 Gleichenia circinidites Cookson; Grigoryeva in Samoilovitch et al,, p.51;
p1.14, figs.6, 7a-b.
1961 Gleichenia stellata Bolkhovitina; Grigoryeva in Samoilovitch et al.,
p.56; p1.15, figs. 6a-b, 7.
1961 Gleichenia laeta Bolkhovitina; Grigoryeva in Samoilovitch et a ., p1.52;
p1.14, figs.8, 9a-b.
Malyavkina; Grigoryeva in Samoilovitch et a1.,
1961 Gl eichenia trisectiformis
p.58; p1.15, figs.9a-b.
Pierce, p.26; p1.1, fig.3.
1961 Cingutriletes
p.26; p1.1, fig.5.
i961 Cingutriletes iaLtrlyellil Pierce,
1961 Psilatriletes yg1O425 Pierce, pp.27-28; p1.1, fig.9.
1961 Punctatriletes o ncionLE Pierce, p.28; p1.1, fig.13.
1961 Fasciatisporites 011TEgli.§ Sato, p.85; p1.2, figs.6-10.
!
1 ,:3f
,1%,vii gi2 :7.
1962 Gleichenia stellata Bolkhovitina; Verbitskaya, p1.1
pp.42-43;
1962 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Pocock,
Groot,
+
Groot
p.147; p1.2
1962 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross;
1963 Gleicheniidites cf. G. c_D-ciffiIites [sic] (Cookson); Dettmann, p.65;
p1.13, figs. 8-10 [i-6-7]p.53; p1.11, fig.6.
1963 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Brenner,Brenner,
p.53; p1.11,
(Cookson);
1963 Gleicheniidites circinidites
figs.4-5.
Ross; Saad, p.120; p1.33, figs.12-14.
1963 Gleicheniidites senonicus
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1963 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Stevenson + McGregor, p1.1, fi g.8.
1964 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Singh, p.69; p1.8,
figs 8-9
1964 Gleicheniidites sp. cf. circinidites (Cookson); Singh, pp.69-70;
p1.8, figs.10-11.
1964 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; emend.Skarby, pp.65-75;
p1.1,
figs.1-3; p1.2, figs.1-8; p1.3, figs.1-11; text-fig.1:1-11.
1964 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Reyre, p.197; p1.1, fig.2.
1964 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; von der Brelie, pp.129-130;
p1.4,
figs.7-8.
1964 Gleicheniidites (Laticrassisporis) circinidites (Cookson); von
der
Brelie, pp.130-131; p1.4, figs.9-10.
?1964 Gleicheniidites indicus Singh et al., pp.284-285; p1.2,
figs.16-18.
1964 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Engelhardt, p.69; p1.1, fig.2.
1965b Gleicheniidites (Gleicheniidites) Major Doring; Doring, p.192;
table-fig.4.
1965b Gleicheniidites (Toridistalisporis) toriconcavus Krutzsch; Ddring,
p.193; p1.15, figs.15-16; table-fig.l.
1965b Gleicheniidites (Toridistalisporis) fsp. A aff toriconcavus
Krutzsch; Doring, pp.193-194; table-fig.2.
1965a Gleicheniidites (Gleicheniidites) major Doring, p.27; p1.7, figs.6-8.
1965a Gleicheniidites (Toridistalisporis) fsp. A aff. toriconcavus
Krutzsch; Doring, p.28; p1.5, figs.12-13.
1965 Gleicheniidites stellatus (Bolkhovitina); Desk, pp.16-17; 57; p1.1,
fig.12.
1965 Gleicheniidisporites (al.Gleicheniidites) senonicus (Ross); Agrali
et.al., p.48; p1.1, figs.19-21.
1965 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Helal, p1.16, figs.13,22.
?1965 Gleicheniidites cf. G. cercinidites [51O (Cookson); McGregor,
p1.8, fig.2; p1.10, fig.5.
1965 Gleicheniidites mundus Sah + Jain, pp.267-268; p1.1, figs.11-14.
1966 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Burger, p.239; p1.3, fig.5.
1966 Gleicheniidites circinidites (Cookson); Burger, p.238; p1.3, fig.1.
1966 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Lenk, p.91; p1.1, fig.11.
1966 Gleicheniidites senonicusRoss; Helal, p.88; p1.31, figs.10-12.
Jain + Sah,,p.108; p1.1,
1966 Gleicheniidites indicus Singh et Al.;
fig. .
Norris, pp.95-96; p1.13, figs.6-7.
1967 Gleic
4heniidites senonicus Ross;
(Bolkhovitina);
Desk + Combaz, pp.72-73;
?1967 Gleicheniidites AnglAs2I111
p1.1, fig.17.
1967 Gleicheniidites q:12111_ai Ross; Bolkhovitina, p1.1, figs.II (=8),a-f.
Ross; Millioud, p1.1,fig.3.
1967 Gleicheniidites seno_
1967 Gleicheniidites circinidites (Cookson); Millioud, p1.1, fig.2.
1967 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; 'Venkatachala, p1.1, fig,13.
Baltes, p1.1, figs.8-9.
1967 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Steeves
+ Wilkins, pp.2356r2357;
''-jlai.11EigRoss;
1967 Gleicheniidites
p1.1, figs.1-2.
umbonatu (Bolkhovitina); Schulz,
1967 Gleicheniidites (InineliE2filf..O
p.556; p1.1, figs.3-4.
Bolkhovitina, pp.38-39; p1.7,
1968 Gleicheniidites sej2iicus Ross;
figs.1-28.
figs.l-33; p1.8,
.
p1.40, figs.
.
figs
Ross; Tra 1 a u, PP.39-40;
6-7
6-7.
senonicus
1968 Gleicheniidites
Norris, p1.3, fig.8.
+
Hedlund
Ross;
Eaiii
1968 Gleicheniidites ii(Gleicheniidites)_TAig. Doring; Rakosi, p.1, fig.11;
1968 Gleicheniidites
p1.2,fig.l.
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1968 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross-, Horowl.-„
*p.14, p1.1, fig.14.
1969 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Norris, p1.107;
figs.16-17.
1969 Gleicheniidites circinidites (Cookson); Habib, p1.1,
fig.10.
1969 Gleichenia circinidites Cookson; Khlonova, p.48; p1.3,
fig.9.
1969 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Khlonova, p.47; p1.3, figs.?-8.
1969 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.2,
fig.26
[given incorrectly? in plate cjiption as fig.25].
1969 Gleicheniidites circinidites (Cookson); Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.2,
fig.25 [given incorrectly in plate caption as fig.24].
1969 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Agasie, p.19; p1.2, fig.6.
1969 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Norton + Hall, p1.17; p1.1,
fig.15.
1969 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Oltz, p.121; p1.39, fig.25.
T1970 Gleicheniidites rousei Pocock, p.32; p1.5, fig.12.
19,70 Gleicheniidites umbonatus (Bolkhovitina); Pocock, p.31; p1.5,
fig.5.
1970 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Norris, p1.1, fig.6.
1970 Gleicheniidites trianqulus (fauct.non3Stanley); Habib, p.354;
p1.2, fig.10.
1970 Gleicheniidites circinidites (Cookson); Habib, p.353; p1.2, fig.l.
1970 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Habib, p.353; p1.2, fig.2.
t970 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Horowitz, p.162; p1.1, fig.9.
1970 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Kemp, p.103; p1.18, figs.3-7.
?1970 Gleicheniidites sp. cf. G. cercinidites [sic] (Cookson); Kemp,
p.103; p1.18, figs.8-9.
1971 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Singh, p.97; p1.14, fig.l.
?1971 Gleicheniidites sp. cf. circinidites (Cookson); Singh, pp.97-98;
p1.14, figs.2-3.
1971a Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Hopkins, p.116; p1.20, figs.20-22.
1971 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Herngreen, p1.1, fig.4.
1971a Gleicheniidites senonlcus Ross; Paden Phillips + Felix, pp.306-307;
p1.3, fig.9.
1 971 Gleicheniidites senonicus.Ross; Playford, p1.104, fig.12.
1971 cf. Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Guy, p.50; p1.4, fig.4.
1971 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Rouse et al., p1.1, figs.1-2.
1972 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Khlonova, p1.1, fig.6.
1972 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Srivastava, p.15; p1.9, figs.11,16.
1972 Gleicheniidites argentinus Volkheimer, pp.124-125; p1.8, figs.62-65.
Antonescu, p1.10, fig.5; p1.17,
1973 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross;
figs.2-3.
[sic] (Cookson); Antonescu, p1.15,
1973 Gleicheniidites cf. cercinidites
fig.12; p1.17, fig.4.
1973 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Dorhofer, p1.5, fig.l.
1973 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Hopkins + Balkwill, p.14, p1.1, fig.23.
Komarova et
p1.1, fig.22.
1973 Gleicheniidites laetus (Bolkhovitina);
1973 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Shvetsova, p1.2, figs.8-9.
(Bolkhovitina); Shvetsova, p1.2, fig.11.
1973 Gleicheniidites yE1222LW
Shvetsova, p1.2, figs.6-7.
(Bolkhovitina);
1973 Gleicheniidites laetus
1973 Gleicheniidites laetus (Bolkhovitina); Lapteva, p1.1, fig.20.
Ross; Lapteva, p1.1, figs.17-19.
1973 Gleicheniidites
(Bolkhovitina); Lapteva, p1.1, fi s 21 22
1973 Gleicheniidites 2u l2S11141A
g
Ross; Mamczar, p1.1, figs.1-3.
i973 Gleicheniidites §f110.1..g.15. Ross; P.ay+
Traverse,
p1.1,
fig.12.
Al
1973 Gleicheniidites
rch angelsk , p.348; p1.2, fig.3.
nonicus
Ross;
1973 Gleicheniidites se
Ross; Stone, p.65, p1.10, fig.54.
1973 Gleicheniidites TenTr-170;
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1974

Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Antonescu, p1.1, fig.2; p1.7,
fig. 12.
1974 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Hopkins, p.12; p1.2, fig.22.
1974 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; McKellar, p.23; p1.7, figs.8-11.
1974 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; McIntyre, p1.14, figs.4-5.
1974 Gleicheniidites circinidites (Cookson); Ramanujam + Srisailam,
p.74; p1.1, figs.8-9.
1975 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Filatoff, p.63; p1.12, figs.1-2.
1975 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Brideaux
McIntyre, p1.2, fig.28.
1975 Gleicheniidites sp. cf. G. circinidites (Cookson); Playford et al.,
fig.4:3.
1975 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Vigran + Thusu, p1.2, figs.13-14.
1975 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Romans, p1.2, fig.6.
1976 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Saad + Ghazaly, p.414; p1.1, fig.9.
1976 Gleicheniidites circinidites (Cookson); Doubinger + Marocco, p1.1,
fig.6.
1976 Gleicheniidites circinidites (Cookson); Scott, pp.579-580; p1.4,
fig.10.
1976 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Hedlund + Beju, p1.1, fig.].
Norris, p1.2,
1977a Gleicheniidites circinidites (Cookson); Dbrhofer
fig.11.
1977 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Dorhbfer, pp.19-20; p1.2, figs.2-4.
1978 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Wilson, pp.115-116; p1.3, fig.8.
1979 Gleicheniidites Toridistalis oris) circinidites (Cookson); DOrhbfer,
p1,1, figs.1-2.
1979 Gleicheniidites (Toridistalis oris) cf. circinidites (Cookson);
Ddrhofer, p1.1, fig.7.
1980 51eicheniidites circinidites (Cookson); Burger, p.57; p1.12, figs.4-6.
p1.6, fig.8.
1982 Gleicheniidites senonicus (rookson):
1982 496 Gleicheniidites -1; Norris, p1.6, figs.]-7.
1982 Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross; Fauconnier, p1.4, fig.6.
Gleicheniidites with a triangular amb; its
A species of
apices narrowly rounded to
sides are slightly convex to concave, and its
the equator. The exine
almost pointed. The laesurae approach or reach
is smooth, typically about ljim thick, but reaching up to 5pm at the
The crassitudes may have shoulders
equatorial interradial crassitudes.
normal exine. The distal exinal
or they may grade imperceptibly with the
Description:

folds are usually well developed.
Material:

Over 1,000 specimens

encountered.
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Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 19(28)40.0m (375 specimens measured).

A thorough discussion, review and synonymy of G. senonicus

up to 1964 was published by Skarby (1964).

The present author agrees

with her contentions concerning the morphological variation of this
species.

Most of the epithets used prior to 1964 for forms conforming

with G. senonicus (sensu Skarby) have largely lapsed into disuse (except
to some degree in the U.S.S.R. and eastern Europe).

The single

important exception has been the continued differentiation by some
workers of G. circinidites (Cookson, 1953) from G. senonicus.
The holotypes of G. senonicus and G. circinidites are redrawn
in Text-Figure 8-1.

It can be seen that both specimens have more

or less narrowly rounded apices, similar outline shapes,and distal
exinal folds; furthermore, the size ranges of the type material of these
two taxa are largely overlapping. Neither Ross (1949 for G. senonicus)
nor Cookson (1953, for G. circinidites) gave the range of thickness for
the interradial crassitudes.

From the original illustrations it appears

thicker than those found on the
that those of G. circinidites are
difference does not seem to be
holotype of G. senonicus. However, the
within the range of variation
si gnificantjand both would appear to be
(2-5m). In light of the
found in G. senonicus in the present study
follows Skarby (1964) who synonymized
above observations, the present author

G. circinidites

senonicus.
with G.
1964 (or at least too late for
after
named
Several taxa
synonymized with G. senonicus:
here also
are
Skarby)
consideration by

• •JA....-•

G.

senonicus

.

..

.•.... .... .

G. circinidites

Text-Figure 8-1: Sketches of the proximal views of the holotypes of Gleicheniidites
senonicus Ross, 1949 and Gleicheniidites circinidites (Cookson,
1953), made from their original illustrations. Special care has
been taken not to misrepresent exine thickness.
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a) Gleicheniidites indicus Singh et al., 1964; This species appears
to be closely similar to G. senonicus, although the illustrations
of the
type material are not sufficiently clear to permit a detailed
comparison.
Singh et al. (op.cit.) stated that "... specimens [of G. indicus] ... are
very much comparable to Gleicheniidites senonicus Ross which is, however,
geographically and stratigraphically widely separated and belongs to
northern hemisphere formations."

The present author does not agree that

these reasons alone justify the establishment of a new species.

Indeed,

even if one considered their reasoning to be valid, the stratigraphic
level that they treated -- the Lower Cretaceous -- is well within
the accepted stratigraphic range for G. senonicus.
b) Gleicheniidites major Doring, 1965a; Doring differentiated G. major
from G. senonicus "by the shape of the amb and the striking development
of the tori [i.e. distal folds]" (translation). He described the spores
of G. major as having "a triangular amb whose sides are straight to
distinctly rounded" (translation).
slightly concave and whose apices are
development of the distal folds are
Both the shape of the apices and the
and certainly the development of these
variable in G. senonicus, however,
falls within the range of variation
features as described for G. major
diameter of specimens of G. major,
of G. senonicus. The size range of the
little on the large side for the
as indicated by DOring, is 34-42pm -- a
certainly not outside it.
range of G. senonicus, but almost
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c) Gleicheniidites mundus Sah and Jain, 1965; Sah and Jain
contended
that G. circinidites differs from their species

G. mundus

comparatively sharper apices and delicate sculpture.

in having

To the present

author there appears to be little difference in the roundness of the
apices of the two taxa.

What of Jain and Sah's contention regarding

a difference in sculpture between G. circinidites and G. mundus?
Cookson (1953) remarked that some forms of G. circinidites sometimes
show a delicate sculpture; however, this is not apparent in either of
her illustrations of that species. (Indeed, could the delicate sculpture
that she described be of a preservational nature?)

G. mundus is herein

considered to be a junior synonym of G. circinidites, and thus of G.
senonicus also.
d) Gleicheniidites rousei Pocock, 1970; Pocock differentiated G. rousei
on the basis that its laesurae extend for only three quarters of the
spore radius, whereas those of G. senonicus extend the full spore radius.
G. rousei is insufficiently
Pocock's illustration of the holotype of
clear to allow a detailed comparison with G. senonicus, but if the
species is the length of the
Only difference between these two
dubious validity. The length of
laesurae, the distinction is of very
the laesurae probably varies intraspecifically within Gleicheniidites.
common element throughout all of the sections
G. senonicus is a
throughout Middle and Upper Jurassic and
studied, and is widespread
of the world.
Cretaceous strata in many parts
Gleicheniidites sp. A
Plate 7, Figure 10
circinidites (Cookson); Singh,
1964 Gleicheniidites sp. cf. G.
figs.10-11.
Pp•69-70; p1.8,
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Description:

A form of Gleicheniidites with a concavely triangular

amb and somewhat pointed apices.
to the equator.

The laesurae have raised lips and extend

The exine is smooth to scabrate and less than 0.5.0m

thick, except in the equatorial interradial regions, where the
presence of crassitudes increases it to l.5-2pm.

Arcuate folds are

not apparent on the distal face; however, a single transverse fold
occurs in
each of the apical regions on the distal face, perpendicular to the
radius.
Two specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 20jim (one specimen measured).

This form is characterized by its transverse distal folds,

which are very reminiscent of those which characterize species of
Indeed, if it were not for the presence of distinct
sp. A, this form would be
interradial crassitudes on Gleicheniidites
The significance of this
readily
attributable to Cibotiumspora.
It may be indicative of a
similarity is not fully understood.
producing Gleicheniidites-type spores and
relationship between plants
Alternately, the similarities
those producing Cibotiumspora-type spores.
development of transverse distal apical
may be fortuitous; perhaps the
of several plant groups. Also
folds occurs convergently in the spores
immature spores of certain plant groups.
this feature may characterize
'Remarks' on Obtusisporis and
(For further discussion refer to the
Cibotiumspora.

Cibotiums ora.)
from the White sandstone
Gleicheniidites sp. A was encountered
division.
member of
the Lower sandstone
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Genus ORNAMENTIFERA Bolkhovitina 1966 emend. nov.
1959b Gleicheniidites (Peregrinisporis) Krutzsch, p.114.
1961 Gleicheniidites Grigoryeva in Samoilovitch et
al., p.59 [non
glfici-Trijidites Ross, 1949].
1966 QmaaltrifilFFTIolkhovitina, p.69.
1967 Ornamentifera Bolkhovitina; Bolkhovitina, p.63.
Emended diagnosis:

Zonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, sides slightly convex to concave, and
apices rounded to somewhat pointed; the distal face is convex, the
proximal face is pyramidal.

The exine invariably possesses interradial

equatorial crassitudes and distinct unit ornamentation; ornament may be
uniformly or irregularly distributed.

The distal face may or (rarely)

may not carry
interradial arcuate folds, the concavity facing outwards.
Type
95

_
Bo

•

Ornamentifera (al. Gleichenia) echinata (Bolkhovjtina,
ous, central U.S.S.R. (See species list below.)
ovitima 1966; Creta ceous,

Ornamentifera is in Russian
The original diagnosis of
gave the following version in
(Bolkhovitina, 1966). Bolkhovitina (1967)
Remarks:

English:
seldom rounded -triangular with
Triangular spores, more
and a torulose [sic?] or prickly
equatorial thickenings
sculpture.
In the present
is emended to include mention of the
work the diagnosis
encompass all similar forms with unit
trilete nature of the spore and to
those with a 'prickly' (i.e.
just
not
type,
ornamentation of any
thus defines Ornamentifera in the
sPin ulate or conate) sculpture. This
.Gleicheniidites
his subgenus
sense that Krutzsch (1959b)intended for
and coherent extension of
(pere9rinis °ris)and seems to be a logical
concept.
Bolkhovitina's original generic
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Gleicheniidites Ross, 1949, Plicifera Bolkhovitina,
1966,and
Clavifera Bolkhovitina, 1966 all have smooth exines.

Skarby (1964)

pointed out that the type species of Anemiidites Ross,
1949 ex Potoni6,
1956, A. echinatus Ross ex Potoni6, is very
similar to 0. echinata.
In relation to Skarby's comments, Dettmann
and Playford (1968, p.78)
remarked that:
If in fact these two forms prove to be identical then
O. echinata (Bolkhovitina) is both a later homonym and
synonym of Ross's species [sic]; and Anemiidites Ross
1949 [ex Potoni6, 1956] would have priority over
Ornamentifera Bolkhovitina 1966. However it should be
noted that Ross's illustrations do not convincingly
show equatorial interradial thickenings and as
morphological doubt exists Ornamentifera is used herein.
Since Dettmann and Playford wrote, there has been no published restudy
of Ross's material; the present author, therefore, follows them in using
the name
Ornamentifera.
Species included:

The following species accord with the diagnosis of

Ornamentifera as given above.
Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb.nov.
Ornamentifera? abnormis (Naumova ex
Bolkhovitina, p.27;
1953 Trachytriletq Q.trlQD1115 Naumova; [U]
central U.S.S.R.
p1.2, fig.31; Cretaceous,
Ornamentifera baculata Singh, 1971
Singh, p.100; p1.14, figs. 4-5;
1971 Ornamentifera baculata
Alberta.
Cretaceous (AlEIin),
(Naumova ex Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb.nov.
Ornamentifera? cerebriformis Malyavkina, p.79; p1.17, figs. 9-10.
1949 Tuberella limbata cerebriformis Naumova; [vs] Bolkhovitina,
?,
1953 Stenozonotriletes
figs.4,[?5];Cretaceous, central U.S.S.R.
p.50; p1.7,
(Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb.nov. herein.
Ornamentifera conspicienda
(See
(Couper, 1958), comb.nov.
p1.25, figs. 15-16;
Ornamentifera distal ranulata
ranulatus Couper, p.149;
1858 Trilites distal
Great Britain.
Cretaceous (Aptian),
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1964a Trilitisporites distalgranulatus (Couper); Levet-Carette,
p.96; p1.5, figs. 12a-b, 13.
1965b Gleicheniidites (Peregrinisporis) distalgranulatus (Couper);
During, pp. 199-200; p1.16, figs. 15-17.
1970 Ceratosporites distalgranulatus (Couper), Kemp,
pp. 86-87;
pl. 11, figs. 1-4.
1977a Gleicheniidites distalgranulatus (Couper); Dorhofer +
Norris,
1977, p1.2, fig. 13.
6)

Ornamentifera echinata (Bolkhovitina, 1953) Bolkhovitina
1966.
1953 Gleichenia echinata Bolkhovitina, p.55; p1.8, fig.17 (holotype);
Cretaceous, central U.S.S.R.
1959 Gleicheniidites (Peregrinisporis) echinatus (Bolkhovitina);
Krutzsch, p.114.
1966 Ornamentifera echinata (Bolkhovitina); Bolkhovitina, p.69.

7) 0rnamentifera? lamontensis (Habib, 1970), comb.nov.
1970 Gleicheniidites lamontensis Habib, pp. 353-354; p1.2, figs.
6-8; Middle Cretaceous, North Atlantic Ocean.
8) O
rnamentifera? microgranulosa (Sah + Jain, 1965), comb.nov.
1965 Gleicheniidites microgranulosus Sah and Jain, p.268;
p1.1, figs. 15-17; Jurassic; Bihar, India.
9)
Ornamentifera muricata (Bolkhovitina, 1953), comb.nov.
1953 Lophotriletes muricatus Bolkhovitina, pp. 31-32; p1.3, fig.12;
Cretaceous, central U.S.S.R.
10) O
1949) comb.nov.
rnamentifera? pachydermata (Malyavkina,
p.40i P1‘4,fig.22;.
Malyavkina,
1949 Medullina pachydermata
Jurassic - Cretaceous, U.S.S.R.
11) Or
(Bolkhovitina, 1953), comb.nov.
namentifera peregrina
Bolkhovitina, p.55; p1.8, fig.18;
1953 Gleichenia peregrine
U.S.S.R.
Cretaceous, central
12) O
Playford, 1968.
rnamentifera sentosa Dettmann and
Dettmann and Playford, pp.78-79; p1.6,
1968 Ornamentifera sentosa (Santonian-Maestrichtian),
eastern
figs. 9-12; Cretaceous
Australia.
13)
Or namentifera? substricta (Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb.nov.
substrictus Bolkhovitina, p.48; p1.6,
1953 Stenozonotriletes
fig. 15; Cretaceous, central U.S.S.R.
14)
(Grigoryeva in Samoilovitch et al., 1961)
urn
tuberculata
era
Ornamentifera
comb.nov.
tuberculatusGrigorYeva in Samoilovitch
1961 Gleicheniidites
figs. 4a-c, 5a -c; Jurassic to Paleocene,
et al., p.62; p1.16,
western Siberia.
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Ornamentifera conspicienda (Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb.nov.
Plate 7, Figure 16

1953 Gleichenia conspicienda Bolkhovitina, p.54; p1.8, fig.16.
1959b Gleicheniidites (Peregrinisporis) conspiciendus (Bolkhovitina);
Krutzsch, p.114.
?1964 Gleicheniidites (Peregrinisporis) cf. conspiciendus (Bolkhovitina);
von der Brelie, p.131; p1.4, fig. 12.
/129121967 Gleicheniidites conspiciendus ([auct.non] Bolkhovitina); Tralau,
fig. IG.
non1968 Gleicheniidites conspiciendus ([auct.non] Bolkhovitina); Tralau,
pp. 40-41; p1.10, figs. 4-5.
non1g75 Gleicheniidites conspiciendus ([auct.non] Bolkhovitina); Vigran +
Thusu, p1.2, fig. 15.
/

I

Description:

A species of Ornamentifera with a triangular amb,

straight to slightly concave sides and rounded apices.
cavity has distinctly concave sides.

The spore

The exine is about 1pm thick

except in the equatorial interradial areas

where the presence of

crassitudes causes its thickness to increase to a maximum of 3-4pm.
The outer margins of the crassitudes are ornamented by coni and spinulae
1.5pm. Elsewhere the exine is
13.5-am high with basal diameters up to
are three-quarters to
smooth or with very sparse granula. The laesurae
one spore radius in length; they may or may not be surrounded by raised
lips. Distal arcuate folds (of the 'gleichenoid type') may be present
or absent.
Material:
Dimensions:

encountered.
One specimen
Diameter 29pm.

Gleichenia conspicienda, Bolkhovitina
In setting up
of a single specimen (which is thus the
drawing
line
(1953) gave only one
igleichenioid-type' spore with
clearly shows a
drawing
holotype). This
Remarks:
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conate ornament apparently only on the outer margin of its interradial
equatorial crassitudes.

The present specimen is similar to the holotype

in its overall morphology; however, the sculptural elements tend
to be
longer and distal folds are not present, but these should probably not be
considered as important differences from the holotype.
The specimens attributed to this species by Tralau (1967,
1968) and Vigran and Thusu (1975) appear to have an overall low
ornamentation and show no indication of distinct sculptural elements on
the outer margin of their interradial crassitudes.

They are therefore

not considered here to be conspecific with 0. conspicienda; they appear
to be more
Ornamentifera sp. A herein.
closely comparable with

The

specimen figured by von der Brelie (1964) as Gleicheniidites (Pere rinis oris)
cf. conspiciendus is somewhat obscured by ddbris; it is therefore difficult
to
is only tentatively included in
determine its exact morphology and
the synonymy of O. conspicienda given above.
1953) has an exine which is more or
O. echinata (Bolkhovitina,
less uniformly covered with coni or spinulae, rather than having these
the crassitudes as in 2. conspicienda.
situated only on the outer margin of
known to the author has coni or spinulae.
No other
species of Ornamentifera
described her material from the Cretaceous
Bolkhovitina (1953)
specimen was encountered in the Upper
Of the U.S.S.R.
The present
member of the Husky Formation.
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Ornamentifera sp.A.
Plate 7 Figure 15
?1953 Trach triletes abnormis Naumova; [ex] Bolkhovitina, p.27; p1.2,
fig.31.
?1953 12O21.11elf muricatus Bolkhovitina, pp.31-32; p1.3, fig.12.
?1965
Gleicheniidites microgranulosus Sah + Jain, p.268; p1.1, figs. 15-17.
?1970 Gleicheniidites lamontensis Habib, pp. 353-354.
Description:

A form of Ornamentifera with a triangular amb, sides straight

to concave and
apices projecting to broadly rounded.

The laesurae extend
to, or a lmost to, the amb; they may be simpl e or have raised lips.
The exine is
about turn thick, increasing to up to 3pm thick at the equatorial
interradial crassitudes; it is more or less uniformly covered with fine
granulae.

Distal folds may be strongly or weakly developed.

Material:

Two specimens encountered.

Dimensions:

Diameter 22-241m.

its fine but distinctive granulate
This form is distinguished by
Several species names have been
ornament, which covers the entire exine.
coined for apparently granular gleichenioid spores, but none of these seem
to be clearl y sui table for use in the present case. Ornamentifera?
Remarks:

1953) and Ornamentifera muricata
abnormis (Naumova ex Bolkhovitina,
means of simple line
(Bolkhovitina, 1953) were originally illustrated by
determine the exact nature of their
_
thus, it is difficult to
drawi,"s;
sculpture (if indeed there is scul pture on these forms).

Ornamentifera?
(Habib,
microgranulosa (Sah and Jain, 1965) and Ornamentifera lamontensis
granulate, but the illustrations of
1970) are both described as being
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their respective type materials do not convincingly
show this; in both
cases the 'ornament' of the exine might be maculate or
infrapunctate
structure (and perhaps therefore preservational in origin?)
rather than
granulate sculpture.
Gleicheniidites granulatus Grigoryeva in Samoilovitch et al.,
1961 appears not to be a gleichenoid-type species at all.

It shows a

uniformly thick exine and a proximal kyrtome, features which would ally
it morphologically with Concavisporites (or a related genus) rather than
with Gleicheniidites or Ornamentifera.

Ornamentifera distalgranulata

(Couper, 1958) has a coarse granulation on its distal face only.
This form was encountered in the Lower member of the Husky.
Formation.
Genus PLICIFERA Bolkhovitina, 1966
1966 Plicifera Bolkhovitina, p.68.
1967 Plicifera Bolkhovitina; Bolkhovitina, p.62.
Description:

Azonotrilete tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

slightly convex to slightly
miospores with a triangular amb, sides
rounded; the distal face is convex,
concave and apices more or less
laesurae typically approach or reach
the proximal face pyramidal. The
lips. The exine is smooth;
the amb; they may be simple or have raised
interradial crassitudes being
it is of uniform thickness, no equatorial
distal interradial arcuate folds (concave
developed. The presence of
characteristic.
side facing outwards) is
igigIraTI4.5) delicatus (Bolkhovitina, 1953
Plicifera (al. Bolkhovitina, 1966; Cretaceous (Albian),
P.22; p1.2, fi 2 [?holotype])
U.S.S.R.
g.
a rewording of that given
description is essentially
above
Remarks: The
Gleicheniidites Ross is typified by forms with
b Bolkhovitina (1967).

IYALIEf-1Ln:
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rinterradial equatorial crassitudes; thus, strictly, forms attributed
to Plicifera (and which therefore lack these crassitudes) do not belong
/ in Gleicheniidites.

i

However, during the present research specimens of

G. senonicus were encountered which had crassitudes that were only

! barely discernible, or which possessed crassitudes on one or two sides
only.

These observations indicate that a complete gradation

exists between the two genera.

Indeed, the forms attributed

here to Plicifera may fall not only within the range of variation of the
genus Gleicheniidites but also within that of the species, G. senonicus.
G. senonicus is known to show a variation in the development of its
crassitudes over a large part of, if not throughout, its stratigraphical
I

range.

The occurrence of forms devoid of equatorial crassitudes may well

represent a facet of this variation.

In the present work the genus

Plicifera is retained, but because of the above observations, its validity
and usefulness must be questioned.
distinguishing Plicifera from Deltoidospora
The only means of
arcuate folds.
lies in the presence, in the former, of distal
failed to develop crassitudes or distal
Gleichenioid spores which have
Deltoidospora (and also unrecognizable,
folds are indistinguishable from
spores).
in the dispersed state, as gleichenoid

de
Plicifera s . cf. P. lta

(Bolkhovitina, 1953) Bolkhovitina

Plate 7, Figure 17
with slightly convex to concave
A form of Plicifera
apices. The laesurae are simple
sides and more or less rounded
Description:
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and extend to the amb.
thick.

The exine is smooth and uniformly about 1pm

Distal folds are well developed.

Material:
Dimensions:

One specimen encountered.
Diameter 24pm.

suggests, the exine of P. delicata is
As the specific epithet
(see Bolkhovitina, 1967, plate 1 -la);
typically distinctly thinner than him
only compared with, rather than
therefore, the present specimen is
encountered in the Lower member of
attributed to, P. delicata. It was
Remarks:

the Husky Formation.
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LY(;ODIACEAN SPORES
General Remarks
Tetrahedral azonotrilete and auriculate miospores with unit
ornamentation are common microfloral elements in Upper Palaeozoic and
subsequent strata.

The group as a whole is in urgent need of review, both

from a taxonomic and a botanical standpoint.
have chosen to consider

For reasons of expediency I

here only the taxa and names which have been used

in studies of late Mesozoic representatives of this long-ranging complex
-- thus primarily the genera Concavissimisporites, Trilobosporites, Tuberositriletes, Converrucosisporites, plipardecispora, and their consistuent
species.

However, I recognize that certain 'Palaeozoic' taxa such as

Lophotriletes Naumova ex Ischenko, 1952 and Granulatisporites Ibrahim, 1933
might be considered morphologically indistinguishable from certain 'late
these are currently defined.
Mesozoic' taxa, at least in so far as
grouping became especially prominent,
Spores of this morphological
in diversity of form if not in profusion of numbers, in Lower Cretaceous and,
to a lesser extent, Upper Jurassic strata. Such dispersed spores have been
of their close morphological similarity
related to lygodiaceous ferns because
to the spores produced by plants of that group.
late Mesozoic lygodeacean spores has a
The classification of
best explained by means of a semi-chronological
complex history which is probably
treatment.
and early 1960's, Russian palynologists
1950's
the
1) Primarily during
1961; Ivanova in Samoilovitch et al, 1961)
(e.g. Bolkhoviti na, 1953, 1956,
Mesozoic dispersed 'lygodiacean' spores.
late
of
set up numerous species
most part, in modern fern genera, most
the
for
They placed these species,
notably Lygodium.
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2) Potoni6 and Kremp (1954)
erected the genus Converrucosisporites for
miospores
with ornamentation as in Verrucosisporites, but with
a ... triangular amb; sides straight or slightly convex
or concave ... not approaching subcircular amb.
[Translation in Jansonius and Hills, 1976, card 581.]
Although based on a Palaeozoic type species, the name Converrucosisporites
has been widely used for late Mesozoic spores with a triangular
outline,
straight to convex sides, and verrucate ornament.
3) Delcourt and Sprumont (1955) erected the genus Concavissimisporites for
trilete spores with a 'very concave' outline -- and hence a more or less
trilobate amb -- and with or without ornamentation.

The holotype of the

type species, C. verrucosus, appears to have been obliquely oriented or
secondarily contorted, thus enhancing the apparent concavity of the sides
(see Delcourt et al., 1963, plate 42, figure 5). Probably partly due to this,
and also to the fact that the inclusion of smooth walled spores into
Concavissimisporites would cause it to overlap seriously with other genera
such as Deltoidospora, Delcourt et al. (1963) proposed the following emended
generic diagnosis:
miospores]; amb triangular, sides
Trilete microspores [i.e. exine of uniform thickness
concave to nearly straight; less uniformly developed and
verrucate; verrucae more or
entire spore.
evenly distributed over
Trilobosporites (first proposed
4)
Potoni6 (1956) validated the name
diagnosis for this genus so that it
invalidly by Pant, 1954) and gave a
with straight to concave sides,
would contain triangular trilete miospores
According to Delcourt et al. (1963),
a verrucate exine, and valvate apices.
Concavissimisporites in its differentially
Trilobosporites differs from
increase in size of the sculptural elements
an
and/or
thickened apical exine
in the
apical regions.
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5) Ddring (1964b) re-examined the type species of
Converrucosisporites,
C. triquetrus (Ibrahim, 1933); he noted that its
verrucae are in part fused
together to form rugulae and that
This species has not been found again since [it was
originally described by] Ibrahim, and [the holotype?]
possibly represents an atypical developmental stage.
Under these circumstances it appears unwise to assign
[simple tetrahedral verrucate] Mesozoic spores ... to
Converrucosisporites ... [Translation slightly modified
from that given by Jansonius and Hills, 1976, card 3109;
the insertions are mine.]
To accommodate late Mesozoic spores which have a tetrahedral shape, unit
ornament, and "slightly concave to straight, rarely convex" sides, Doring
set up the genus Tuberositriletes (not to be confused with Tuberosisporites,
Doring, 1965a, a subgenus of Trilobosporites).

With regard to ornament,

he stated in the generic diagnosis only that the exine was surficially
granulate, tuberose or verrucate".

The type species, T. montuosus, has

"sculptural elements [verrucae] ... occasionally somewhat larger at the
apices", a critical point which is discussed further below.
the genus Maculatisporites for
At the same time, Doring set up
spores with a triangular amb, concave to slightly convex sides and 'maculate'
forms with a structured, but surficially
sculpture. He included in this genus
more or less smooth, exine, as well as forms with low, granulate or finely
considered Maculatisporites
verrucate ornament. Srivastava (1977, p.30)
because
to be a
teS
SS I 1-15 "
junior synonym of C0 r
several species, including the type
[the illustrations of]
is due to low verrucae or
show that maculate sculpture
surface of the microspores is not
granules and [that] the
smooth.
Maculatisporites, M. undulatus, appears to me
However, the type species of
less smooth surface, and thus I
to have a structured exine but a more or
junior synonym of Deltoidospora.
consider Maculatisporites to be a
•

11ustrations do not show this feature with complete clarit

•

•
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only a restudy of the type material will resolve this issue with
any
certainty.
6) Pocock (1965) emended the diagnoses of both Concavissimisporites
and
Trilobosporites.

His emendation of Concavissimisporites expanded its

diagnosis to accommodate also forms with more or less convex sides and to
include forms with granulate, as well as verrucate ornament.

Pocock revised

Trilobosporites principally to redefine that genus as containing forms whose
sculpture is "most concentrated at the proximal apices [sic] and over the
distal face, giving the spore a more or less trilobate appearance"[?].
7)

Venkatachala et al. (1969a,p.124)set up the genus Impardecispora for

forms with concave sides and a thick exine
ornamented with grana, verrucae, muri, etc; sculptural
elements largest and concentrated at apices, at other
parts they are relatively smaller and more sparsely
distributed.
They proposed this genus to include forms such as Trilobosporites apiverrucatus,
which previously had been placed in Trilobosporites,but which lacked true
valvae or apical exinal thickenings.
that Impardecispora should
8) C. Singh (personal communication) contends
be considered a junior synonym of Trilobos orites,since the type species of
coarser verrucate ornament than
the latter, T.
has apices with a
LID2/22flial5"
the rest of its exine has. However, the apical verrucae of T. hannonicus
are situated upon distinct valvae; hence, the differentiation of
Impardecispora on the basis that the former has true
Trilobosporites from
still be viable.
valvae whereas the latter does not can
there is considerable
the above exposition,
from
seen
As can been
concepts used for this group of late Mesozoic
generic
various
Overlap of the
Concavissimisporites, Converrucosisporites
lYgodiacean spores. The names
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and Tuberositriletes are all in current usage for triangular
trilete spores
with more or less uniform unit sculpture. Concavissimisporites
is generally
used for forms which tend to have concave amb sides whilst
Converrucosisporites
and, to a lesser degree, Tuberositriletes are generally used for those
with
straight to convex amb sides.

There is no clearcut division, however, since

many species can vary considerably in the configuration of their sides (see
below).

Some workers have chosen to employ the name Impardecispora for forms

with a coarser apical ornament, but the majority have ignored this generic
name and have used the name Trilobosporites for such forms, as well as for
those with true valvae.

So far as I am aware, no one has yet pointed out

that because the holotype of its type species, T. montuosus, has a coarser
ornament apically, Tuberositriletes should be considered the senior synonym
of Impardecispora.

Tuberositriletes is itself
It can also be argued that

a junior synonym of Concavissimisporites because the sculpture of T. montuosus
varies from being coarser apically to more or less uniform (see also under
Concavissimis orites montuosus below).
point to discuss more fully the more
It might prove useful at this
have been used as genus-diagnostic
important morphological features which
criteria in this group of spores.
although most species have a more
a) Configuration of amb sides:
necessarily narrowly restricted)
or less well defined (but not
tendency to have, for example,
a
show
many
range of shapes, and
teu:ein:ust
verrucosus), variability in this feature
C.
concave sides (e.g.
is
be expected and allowed for in classification schemes.
configuration of the amb sides depends in
exact
flexible, and the
such as the degree of compression
factors
l arge part upon secondary
gaping.
the laesurae are
not
or
Of the spore and whether

-245b) Distribution and uniformity of ornament: some forms of
tetrahedral spores with unit sculpture (e.g. 'Trilobosporites'
apiverrucatus) consistently appear to show a coarsening of elements
on or towards the apices; others (e.g. Concavissimisporites verrucosus)
apparently never show such a development, whereas a third group (e.g.
'Tuberositriletes' montuosus, Concavissimisporites variverrucatus and
C. crassatus) show this development in some specimens but not
in others.
c) Presence or absence of valvae: valvae are apical, pad-like
exinal thickenings or extensions.

Many forms of Trilobosporites have

a single distinct valva at each apex (see, for example, Plate 10,
Figure 11).

In others this valva appears to have split into two or

three smaller structures at each apex (see, for example, Dorhofer
and Norris, 1977a, plate 1, figure 14); these can still be termed
valvae because they are distinctly larger than the ornament over the
specimens, however, in which it is a
remainder of the exine. There are
to whether the structures concerned
more or less subjective decision as
they should merely be considered as
should be termed 'valvae' or whether
Plate 10, Figure 8 ). A further
coarse apical verrucae (e.g. see
one or two apices have valvae, the
complication arises when only
coarsened ornament (see, for example,
other apices or apex having merely
Plate 10, Figure 1).
In conclusion to these general remarks, then, what genera should
despite
be used and how shoul d they be defined? The genus Trilobosporites,
above, usually can be readily
the c
complications outlined in paragraph (c)
prefer, at least for the
of valvae. I
possession
differentiated by its
sculpture and lacking valvae into a
unit
with
present, to group all forms
I concur with Daring's argument that
single genus -- Concavissimisporites.
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the use of the name Converrucosisporites for late
Mesozoic forms is
imprudent.

Furthermore, the division at generic level of forms with

concave sides from those with convex sides, or of forms with
uniform
ornament from those with apically relatively coarser ornament,
results in
too many species 'overlapping' two or more genera.
There are a group of species (e.g. Trilobosporites trioreticulosus
and T. tribotrys) which have neither true valvae nor strictly unit
sculpture.
These forms have an apical development of muri, with or without superimposed
unit elements.

Such apical structures may be regarded as incipient valvae;

hence I have included such forms in Trilobosporites.
Thus I am employing only two genera for this complex -Trilobosporites and Concavissimisporites.

In terms of species content these

genera, as now defined, might seem unmanageably large.

However, from the

reviews that follow, the number of useable or objectively recognizable species
that they contain is not inordinate. Furthermore, such an approach brings
together forms which previously have been confusingly classified amongst a
number of genera.

and Sprumont, 1955 emend
Genus CONCAVISSIMISPORITES Delcourt
Pocock, 1965 emend. nov.
Delcourt et al., 1963 emend.
Sprumont, p.25.
1955 Concavissimis orites Delcourt
p.50.
Dennstaedtiites Bolkhovitina,Ivanova in Samoilovitch et Al., p.95,
E~ odium subgen. Tuberculate
1963 E.R2Mga nudum].
+ Sp rumont; emend. Delcourt et A.,
concavissimisLuttfl Delcourt

196;

1964b
p.1103.Sprumont; emend. Pocock, p.181.
1965 .oncavissimisorttf5
ibf72101:iltLt5 Doring,
+
Delcourt
1969a
et 2]., p.124.
Im ardecis ora Venkatachala
tetrahedral, proximo-distally
Emended diagnosis: Azonotrilete,
triangular amb, convex to concave sides,
a
compressed miospores with
convex,the proximal face
and rounded apices; the distal face is
typically two-thirds or more of the
are
is pyramidal. The laesurae
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spore radius in length; they may be simple or they may be
bordered by aligned
and sometimes fused sculptural elements or raised
lips. The exine may be
of uniform thickness or it may be thicker interradially,
especially in
strongly concave forms; it is ornamented by predominantly unit sculptural
elements which, depending on the species, may be granula, verrucae or,
occasionally, tubercula or short bacula.

These elements may either be

uniform in size and distribution over the entire exine or coarser and/or more
heavily concentrated towards the apices.

The exine may be locally smooth,

or sculptural
elements may locally fuse in pairs or small clumps; it is
never uniformly smooth, scabrate, pilate or rugulate, nor does it show
development of rugulae or muri apically.
s ecles: Concavissimisporites verrucosus Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955
Belgium.
P.25, P1.2, fig.la (holotype); Lower Cretaceous,
is here emended so as to
The diagnosis of Concavissimis orites
increase in coarseness or density of the
expressly
allow for forms with an
this genus to forms with
ornament towards the apices. The restriction of
the exclusion of forms with an apical
Predominantly unit ornament only, and
Triangular spores with convex sides
deve lopment of muri, are emphasized.
emended diagnosis given by Pocock
are also allowed for, as they were in the
al. (1963) or in the original diagnosis
(1965), but not in that of Delcourt et
by
reasons for the present emendation of
The
(1955).
Delcourt and Sprumont
COn
'General Remarks' above.
cavl ssimisporites are given in the
emended diagnosis that the exine of
his
in
tated
Pocock (1965) s
However, this is apparent neither
Conc„,
-layered.
two
- vissimisporites is
from his
illustrations nor on any specimens that I have encountered; his
followed here.
not
thus
emendation, in this respect, is
Remarks:
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The morphology of the genus Dennstaedtiites Bolkhovitina, 1956,
based on a species described originally from the Lower Jurassic of the
Soviet Union, falls readily within the morphological circumscription of
Concavissimisporites and is therefore considered a junior synonym of the
latter genus.

consider Dennstaedtiites
Potoni6 (1960) however preferred to

a junior synonym of Lophotriletes.
Species of Concavissims orites:

Late Mesozoic (especially Lower Cretaceous)

trilete spores with unit
strata contain a plethora of forms of tetrahedral
a confusing array of specific
sculpture; these have been described under
only superficially described
names. Many species in this group have been
few have been meaningfully compared
and/or
poorly illustrated and only a
contributed to this unsatisfactory
with similar forms. Several factors have
situation, including the following:
ioneer days (i.e. prior to 1963) of
1) Many species were erected in the p
or illustrated to
were not described
so
and
esearch
r
Mesozoic miospore
taxa described in early
especially true of many
modern standards. This is
were usually illustrated
1953, 1956), which
Bolkhovitina,
Russian works (e.g.
by
means of line drawings only.
diversity of generic names and
a
under
2) Species have been described
thus,
as a suite, are difficult to compare. The lack of compendia or
cross-referencing of taxa.
effective
review-type works also obstructs
Eitm spores of this type is
in
of
variability
3) The degree of natural
described taxa will be found
the
of
many
poor1Y
suspect that
known.
available.
data becomes
such
to b,
others once
than those of
4, c synonymous with
greater tendency
a
to have
of
) SPores of this type appear
preserved; thus the elements
poorly
many other miospore types to be
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ornamentation are commonly damaged or partly destroyed.
Many species of
this group appear to be based on
poorly preserved holotypes.
5) Many species pertinent here have apparently
been based on type material
comprising one, or only a few specimens, and hence their degree of
intraspecific variability is unknown -- even to the originating authors!
Furthermore, illustrations of one or two specimens only by authors setting
0 species is the rule rather than the exception.
In the review of species below I have adopted the policy that,
if a species is not adequately described or clearly illustrated, its
name
should be avoided, at least until type or topotype material is restudied.
Ile review is presented as two lists, the first being of such poorly
defined
taxa. Translations of diagnoses from Russian are by Luba Vasserman and
have been edited by myself.

The numerous new combinations are made in

Ilight of the general discussion at the beginning of this section on
..1/godia cean spores and the synonymy given above for Concavissimisporites.
(Bolkhovitina, 1956), comb. nov.
Conca ylssimis °rites? _ligi___Aus
anil
Bolkhovitina, p.56; p1.6, figs.84; Lower
1956 Lyclodium
U.S.S.R. [reproduced in Kremp
Cretaceous, Yakutsk A.S.S.R.,
1960, p.10-53].
1 964b Tuberositriletes p121)1.9111A (Bolkhovitina); Doring, p.1105.
Remarks: This species, which was illustrated by means of a simplified line
Bolkhovitina (1956, p.56) as follows:
drawing only, was described by
triangular [in equatorial outline],
large,
very
Spores
sides. The exine is very thick
with straight or convex
densely by very large (6-12pm)
and rough, and is covered
[tetrad scar] is trilete [; the
rounded verrucae. The
and] almost equal to one
laesurae are] simple,
long
C,
[Translation]
spore radius.
omb. ov. •
c99;
(Herngreen, 1971), 2
boulonnensis
pl.3,
Concavissimis orites
boulonnensis
Herngreen,
p.
1971 Trilobosporites
Neocomian), France.
figs. 5-7; Cretaceous (
illustrations, there
Remarks: From Herngreen's description and rather dark
increase in ornament coarseness
or of an
valvae
no
apical
is
indication of
towards the apices.

This species is thus transferred from Trilobosporites

IIIII:Lo_ncavissimisporites:

- 250I Concavissimisporites clarus (Kara-Murza, 1954) comb. nov.
1954 Lygodium (Lophotriletes) clarum Kara-Murza, p.60;
p1.8, fig.3; Lower Cretaceous, U.S.S.R.
?1958 Lygodium crispum var. articulatiformis Malyavkina,
p.37; p1.5, fig.4 [according to Daring, 1964b].
1964b Tuberositriletes clarus (Kara-Murza) Doring, p.1105.
Remarks:

follows:
Kara-Murza (1954) described this species as

with
The spore is [shaped like] an equilateral triangle
concave
or slightly
rounded corners and almost straight
covered with
surface
its
sides. The exine is massive,
The
verrucae.
semispherical
large, regularly-spaced,
impart
which
verrucae
margin [?] has more closely spaced
[?]. The laesurae are
a wavy outline. Fold is absent
rays are one-quarter to twothree-rayed and simple. The[Translation].
thirds of the radius long.
means of a very simplified line
nurza illustrated this species by
dr4witing, only.
I.

1956) comb. nov
ReWssimis orites? cam letus (Bolkhovitina,
BolkhovitinaS, p 53; 1.6, fig.76;
1956 Lophotriletes cam letus
peproduced in
U. .S.R. [r
Upper Jurassic, Yakutsk A.S.S.R.,
p.10-48].
Kremp et al., 1960,
INMalOS-

This species, which was illustrated by means of a simplified line

was described by Bolkhovitina (1956, p.53) as follows:
straight sides
equatorial outline] with
Spores tri angular [in
is solid [?], and covered with
and sharp corners. The exine spaced verrucae which are arranged
unevenly
• large, low, rounded,
[i.e. sides]. [Translation].
in rows parallel to the margin
nov.
(Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb.
figs.67a;
p1.5,
pp.50-51;
0 ca
Bolkhovitina,
orites concavus
in
[reproduced
1y9b6 Dennstaedtia concava
A.S.S.R., U.S.S.R
Yakutsk
Lower Cretaceous,
p.10-40].
Kremp et al., 1960,
simplified line drawing
on 1-Y

4

-Marks:

This species was illustrated by means of a
:
PPso-51) described it thus
'01%;
_ Bolkhovitina (1956, .
outline] with concave sides
equatorial
covered
by
Spores tri angular [in Exine thick and rough and is .
The [tetrad
or doubled verrucae
than half
and rounded corners.
d loner
g
often merg in
are]
simple
an
blunt,
large, low,
the laesurae
is
trilete
[;
Translation]
mark]
the spore radius. [
comb. nov
(Bolkhovitina, 1956)p.50; p1.5,
A)
Bolkhovitina,
~Co`avlssimi
•
s orites cpafI29251j5
1956
A.S.SR., .S. .R
confrp_g_951J§
Yakutsk
Dennstaedtiites
Jurassic,
p.10-39].
fig.66; Lower Kremp et al., 1960,
[reproduced in

- 251 Remarks:

This species was illustrated by means of a
simplified line

drawing only; Bolkhovitina (1956, p.50) gave the
following description:
Spores triangular [in equatorial outline] with concave
sides and rounded corners. The exine is thick and
solid [?], covered with large, blunt verrucae. The
diameter of the verrucae is equal to their height
(2-3,1m). The verrucae are densely packed. The [tetrad
mark] is trilete [; the laesurae are] simple and one
spore radius in length. [Translation]
According to Bolkhovitina, this species differs from C. concavus in having
smaller, more densely packed verrucae and longer laesurae.
1)

Concavissimis orites crispaeformis (Bolkhovitina, 1953) Pocock, 1965
1953 Lophotriletes crispaeformis Bolkhovitina, p.33; p1.3,
g.16;
western
Kazakhstan,
Albian),
U.S.S.R
Cretaceous (Upper
[reproduced in Kremp et aj., 1959, p.8-32].
1961 Lygodium crispaeformis (Bolkhovitina); Bolkhovitina, p.92;
p1.28, figs.8a-b; p1.36, fig.l.
1965 Concavissimisporites cf. C. crispaeformis (Bolkhovitina);
Pocock, pp.185-186; [?] p1.5, fig.14.
Remarks:

This species, which was illustrated originally by means of a

simplified line drawing only, was described thus by Bolkhovitina (1953,
P.33):
equatorial outline] with blunt
Spores triangular [in
sides. The exine is very
corners and slightly concave [being] covered with large,
thick and rough, its surface
The laesurae are slightly
densely packed, blunt verrucae.
spore radius and have slightly
longer than one-half of the
[Translation]
raised lips.
8)
Pocock,..1965
Concavissimis orites delcourtii g.hp_2112:1O.1 Pocock, p.185; p1.5, fig.13;
1965 Concavissimisporites
Saskatchewan, Canada.
Cretaceous (Albian),
descriptions (i.e. diagnoses) of his
Remarks: In practically all of the
new species, Pocock (1962, 1965, 1970) included long, detailed accounts of
based largely on observations of
the structure of the laesurae (apparently
the hol
that the precise configurationsoLtne
°I-Ypes only). I consider
infl uences; they are therefore
1aesu __
rde must result mainly from secondary
not of
• great value as taxon diagnostic criteria and, if used as such, may
laesurae are the structures of
results. The
misleading
produce very
secondary mechanical contortions during
deh iscence and are thus liable to
Additionally, whether a spore is dehisced or
the
germination of the spore.
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not, the laesurae are vulnerable regions of weakness in the exine and are
therefore especially prone to damage during the rigours of preservation and
maceration.

The presence or absence of raised lips about the laesurae, for

example, may be determined solely by the particular preservational regime
that a particular spore has undergone.

Alternatively, a region surrounding

the laesurae may collapse inward owing to secondary mechanical effects
(van Campo, 1961); margos and tori may be simulated by such collapsed areas.
The length of the laesurae and their tendency to develop terminal forks are
Finally, it may be added
also surely subject to intraspecific variation.
related to the maturity
that the configurations of the laesurae are probably
characteristic of
of the spore, closed, raised and sinuous structures being
level structures being characteristic
immature stages, and straight, open and
of mature stages. (See also Obtusisporis.)
authors -- e.g. Ivanova in SamOilovitch et
Pocock (and some other
al., l oc„
1.7ul) has also commonly contended in his species descriptions that the
-- an inner (usually very thin)
exine can be subdivided into two layers
thicker) sexine. However, I have not
much
(usually
nexine, and an outer
divided, nor is such a structure
can be so
exine
seen a spore in which the
illustrations. He may have misinterpreted
Pocock's
evident to me from any of
refraction between
by differential
(caused
effect
the Optical Becke Line
exine.
medium) as evidence for a two-layered
the exine and the mounting
exine
commonly give the false impression that the
This effect does indeed
'layer'
thin
has a very
aer' ('nexine') and a relatively thick outer
inner 'ly
(msexine,).
elevent for many of Pocock's species
re r

The above remarks a
ollowing are discussed in this section:
ptions, of which the f
horridus, C. hughesii,
sDPS,
rarm
C. d elcourtii C. ferniensis, C.
descri
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C. mannvillensis nom. nov. herein, C. pockockii nom. nov. herein,
C. potoniaei, C. saskatchewanensis, and C. southeyensis.
C. delcourtii was illustrated only by means of a single unclear
photograph of a specimen which appears to be poorly preserved.

Il

) Concavissimisporites distinctus (Jain and Taugourdeau-Lantz, 1973) comb. nov.
Taugourdeau-Lantz,
1973 Converrudosisporites distinctus Jain +
Cretaceous, southern
Lower
pp.54-55; p1.1, fig.23; p1.2, fig.!;
India.
two very indistinct illustrations
Remarks: This species was illustrated by
dissimilar spores.
f apparently morphologically quite
Sah, 1966
c.oncavissimisporites gz10141.Jain and
Jain + Sah, p.107; p1.1, figs.23-24;
12211§.
r,
1966 Concavissimisporites DL.
Upper Jurassic, Ceylon.
by means of two photomicrographs of
Remarks: The species was illustrated
What appear to be two very badl y preserved spores.

h
Conca=
1954
1954
.1954
?1956
1964b
1964b
?1965
1969a
Remark_:
s

orites ibberulus (Kara-Murza,
1951) comb. nov.
(Typ ly_TILLIT) Kara-Murza, p.29; p1.9,
Valanjinella ibberula
U.S.S.R.
[?Kara-Murza] var.
fig.7; Lower Cretaceous, 91)fallIJEL
Siberia,
110
p1.8, fig.
LYPdium, (LcIRLICItfilfSf§)
Kara-Murza,
gibberulum;
Kara-Murza, P.59; p1.8, fig.2.
minor
V .
p1.12,
Lygodium
Zauer + Mtchedlishvili,
19641)].
Lygodium cf.
according to Doring, Bolkhovitina, p.55;
[synonymy
koll;
fig.23
Kara-Murza in
Lygodium guliorE101ffl
(Kara-Murza) n. comb. subfsp.
p1.6, figs.82a-b.
Tuberositriletes
p.1105. (Kara-Murza); n. comb. subfsp.
gibberulus; Doring,
Tuberositriletes
(Kara-.%:a.)16r2i7oni:11):6:acigrv.7.72.
Dbring, p.1105.
Kara-Murza;
minor
aibbffilat§
Trilobos orites
p.187; p1.5,
Venkatachala et al.,
Kara-Murza; Pocock, ulus (Kara-Murza);
Im ardecis ora
p.124.
publication by
to
obtain
copies
of
the
have been unable
hology of the

Kara-Murza

the morp
1951 and so am unable to assess
ecimens
illustrated by
(
)
sp
the
hol04."
vpe of C? gibberulus. However,
ra-Murza (1954) (in both cases by means of
8°1 khovitina (1956) and Ka
to have uniform ornament and lack valvae;
sim ple line drawings) appear Concavissimisporites rather than to

thus +.L.
"'V are attributable to
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Trilobos orites.

Bolkhovitina (1956) considered C. crispaeformis to be

a junior synonym of C. gibberulus but later (Bolkhovitina, 1961) reinstated
the former as a separate species.
12)

Concavissimisporites globosus Paden Phillips and Felix, 1971a
1971a Concavissimisporites globosus Paden Phillips + Felix,
pp.312, 314; p1.4, figs.6,?7: Cretaceous (Albian), U.S.A.
Remarks:

Paden Phillips and Felix, 1971a illustrated the holotype and one

other specimen of C. globosus.

The holotype (Paden Phillips and Felix

0P. cit., p1.4, fig.6) appears to be poorly preserved; however, it can be
seen to be a concavely triangular trilete spore with a thick exine and
more or less well -spaced verrucae.

The other specimen illustrated appears

to be of
it has notably convex sides and
rather different morphology;
also, compared to the holotype, denser ornament and a much thinner exine.
Most authors would place such different spores into different species. It
is
specimens belong within a single variable
conceivable that these two
by further investigation.
species, but this needs to be verified
13)
rossetuberculatus (Bolkhovitina, 1961) comb. nov.
orites
Concavissimis
Bolkhovitina, p.93; p1.28
(Hau-teT%I!a
1961 149odium rossetuberculatus
n
[herein designated as holotype], b-e; Cretaceous
U.S.S.R.
rossetuberculatus (Bolkhovitina);
Barremian) Yakutsk,
[sic]
Tuberosisporites
1966a
rossetuberculatus (Bolkhovitina);
baring, p.65,
[sic]
1966c Tuberosisporites
rossetuberculatus (Bolkhovitina);
During, p.105.
1973 Concavissimis orites
[nog!) nudum].
p1.1,
fig.6
rossetuberculatus (Bolkhovitina) Dorhitifer,
Shvetsova,
non 1977 Tuberositriletes
pp.77-78; p1.4,7.

Remarks:

Bolkh ov itina (1961) described this species as follows:
rounded triangular [in equatorial
and usually convex, sometimes
Spores triangular or
s ides. The exine is thick,
outline] with blunt corners
stra i ght or slightly concave, large (5-611m), hemispherical,
covered withthe proximal face the verrucae
its surface being
On
The laesurae
-uniform?] size (3-5um).
quite distinct verrucae.
spore radius in
are small er and of [non
one-half of the
': .n.
slation]
InTr
ro[
f.
Colour dark
than
mango.
7reteigstlhightly greater
sometimes have a
distinguished
; they
She
)ercull-n is
s s e t I- ——- --contended that IL'. gr 0________IL
ornament.
Cri

—'s by its larger size and coarser
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means of a series of
Bolkhovitina illustrated this species by
represented a broad
simplified line drawings of several specimens; these
specimens was
range of morphology. Bolkhovitina did not state which of her
the holotype, but she did indicate that the holotype is from Yakutsia.
specimens figured in plate 28,
According to her plate captions, only the
therefore designate one of these,
figures lla and lld are from Yakutsia. I
that illustrated in figure lla; as lectotype.
— the order of priority
In two publications, Doring (1966a,c
transferred this species to 'Tuberosiof which I am unaware) expressly
intending
he did this in error,
that
clear
sPorites Doring, 1964'. It is
1964b,not to Tuberosisporites
Tuberositriletes Doring,
the transfer
to be to
Trilobosporites.
of
subgenus
Boring, 1965a, which is a
(Levet-Carette, 1966) comb. nov.
heteroverrucatus
oncavissimisporites
Leve-Carette, pp.161-162;
(Neocomian), France.
1966 Trilobisporites
Cretaceous
p1.15, figs.13-18;
a dense ornament
by
This species appears to be characterized fine
bacula interradially.
verrucae radially and relatively
illustracomprising coarse
The
r, is not clear from Levet-Carette's
morphology, howeve
1
prec.se
Remarks:

tiOn

IS)

s

nov.
1965) comb.
p1.5, fig.10;
issi_.s
(Pocock,
pp.186-187;
C°hca
Pocock, Canada.
°rites horridus
Lig.nntlo.
1965 m!
Saskatchewan,
Irilobosporites
horridus (Pocock);
CAlbian),
1969, Cretaceous
YaardecisplE2 (Try p.124.
"
., 124•
photomicrograph of
Venkatachala et al
single, unclear
only a
Remarks:
preserved.
'Ks: Pocock (1965) presented
case, be poorly
any
in
that may,
the Proxima'
specimen
comprising:
of a
ornament as
P
4,.
described the
"pck (00
pole].... closely
p.187)
1,.,
towards
circular
''' S.
except about 1.0m wide,
with
telmin
proximal face
each
the
and
bosses,
Eon
view]
5cT.5
Distal_ face
Packed mammiform [?i.e. plan
...
0
3.5p long verrucae.O. t
todistributed
in cross section
pinnate
terminated by
thin pinnate irregul arly
covered with ir sometimes ...
...
in diameter[Translation]
...
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His illustration gives no indication of these 'pinnate spines'. See
under C. delcourtii for further comments.
16) Concavissimisporites? hu hesii (Pocock, 1970) comb. nov.
p1.8, fig.27;
1970 Converrucosisporites hu hesii Pocock, p.48;
western Canada.
Jurassic (Lower Bajocian
(op. cit., p.48), is characterized
This species, according to Pocock
[?] and close spacing of the
by "the thick exine, symmetry of the grain
C? hughesii, however, is difficult
verrucae ... " The precise morphology of
photomicrograph. For further
to verify from the original, single, unclear
Remarks:

remarks, see under C. delcourtii.
(Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb. nov.
17)
lubricus
Concavissimisporites
Bolkhovitina, p.30; p1.3, fig.7;
1953 Lophotriletes lubricus
western Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R.
Cretaceous (Hauterivian),
al., 1959, p.8-24].
[reproduced in Kremp et
means of a single
originally illustrated by
was
species
This
Remarks:
gave the following
Bolkhovitina (op. cit., p.30)
simplified line drawing.
description:

slightly
equatorial outline] with
is
[in
exine
Spores triangular
rounded corners. The
blunt,
small,
with
covered
concave sides and
-The surface is
folds.
mark] is trilete [; the
solid [?], with
The [tetradlength. [Translation]
verrucae.
well -spaced
radius in
one spore
are]
esurae
1957 [fide Coring, ig60])
.1a
.
181
macrotuberculatus (Kara-Murza,
nov.imis °rites?
oncaviss
comb
Kara-Murza, p.?, p1.55, fig.14;
U.S.S.R.
1957 Lygodium ED;52111111P-101.41112
(Hauterivian-Barremian), western Siberia,
DOring,
(Kara-Murza);
Cretaceous
TIW:daggtrSali10
cited the pagination of
Tuberositriletes
1964b
DOring neither
nudum
have an entry for Karap.1106
or final description, nor did he
the
reference list].
his
publication by Kara-Murza
Murza, 1957 in
copy of the
a
trace
to
Remarks;
have been unable
":
19)

(1957%, and so cannot comment on the morphology of the holotype.
1965
fig.25;
and Jain, Jain, p.270; p1.1,
Con
.
Sah
9sslmis orites? _Ting"
minor Sah +
India.
orites
65
1
(Bajocian-Oxfordian), Bihar,
Concavissilas
markedly concave sides
Jurassic
as having
species
Remark
described this
high. The
Jain
and
Sah
s:
verrucae about 2pm
closely packed
and an
with
exine covered
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specimen illustrated in the single, unclear photomicrograph appears to be
obliquely oriented and reticulate, however. The name Concavissimisporites
minor (Pocock, 1962) Delcourt et al., 1963 has never been validated (see
C. granulatus).

minor Sah and Jain
Hence the name Concavissimisporites

is legitimate.
20)

(Bolkhovitina, 1956) Doring, 1965b
Concavissimisporites mirabilis
pp.53-54; p1.6, fig.78;
1956 Lygodium mirabilis Bolkhovitina,
Kremp et al., 1960, p.10-50]. (Bolkhovitina); Doring, p.35.
1965a Concavissimisporites Eillgt.11j§
mirabilis (Bolkhovitina); Shvetsova, p1.2,
Trilobosporites
1973
fig.5 [?nomen nudum].
following description:
Remarks: Bolkhovitina gave the
equatorial outline] with straight sides.
Spores triangular [in
apicallY by large, unequal, rounded
The
Exine thick, covered
groups [i.e. at the apices?]. one-half
in
arranged
are
laesurae
verrucae
is smooth. The unequal [?] lips. [Translation]
remainder of the exine length
have
and
of the spore radius in
presented only one very simplified
In illustrating this species, Bolkhovitina
line drawing.

(Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb. nov.
21) C
ertusus
fig.85;
oncavissimis orites,?
R , p.56; p1.6,
Bolkhovitina
[reproduced
in
U.S.S.R.
p21^1112
1956 Selaginella ..
Yakutsk S.S. .,
Lower Jurassic,
p.10-54].
Kremp et al., 1960,
Remar k_: T
his species, illustrated by means of a single, simplified line
5
drawi n

was described by Bolkhovitina as follows:
triangular [in equatorial outline], with
uneven, commonly
Spores rounded cuticle covered with large,
to
form
ribs.
e
which
a thick, rough
mergor rectangular cavities.
oval,
doubled, not high verrucae
Between the ribsthe
areverrucae
circular,
and the height of the ribs are
of
ter
The di ame
3-5u. [Translation]
cavities, especially the
indeed, the
damaged;
The holotype appears to be
pyrite crystals.
impressions of
Converrucosisporites
rectangular
gular ones, may be
SE2
511125S.
22)
nov.
nom.
17\.-- 11/jssimisporites? 2.25.51jj
p1.8, figs.4-5;
Pocock,
--1!(11." Pocock, 170.--.
rites minor
1970 Converrucosis•o
Callovian
Jurassic
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Concavissimisporites minor (Pocock); Delcourt et al., p.286
[nomen nudum -- see C. qranulatus].
non 1965 Concavissimisporites minor Sah and Jain, p.270; p1.1, fig.25.
and then only by means of
Remarks: Pocock illustrated only the holotype,
illustrations, the holotype
two very unclear photomicrographs. From these
poorly preserved, and to have a
appears to be obliquely oriented, possibly
exine. See under C. delcourtii
thick, single layered, unevenly verrucate
non 1963

for additional discussion.
comb. nov.
23) Concavissimisporites raretuberculatus (Bolkhovitina, 1961) p1.2g,
pp.95-96;
1961 Lygodium raretubercylatum
Bolkhovitina,
Caucasus, U.S.S.R.
north-western
'
(Bolkhovitina),
fig.6; Upper Jurassic,
raretuberculatus
1964b Tuberositriletes
p.1105.
means of a single
illustrated originally by
Remarks: This species was
following description:
Bolkhovitina gave the
drawing.
simplified line
a thick, rough exine covered by
slightly elongate verrucae. The
Spores very large, with
,
large (4-10p), rounded the outside [i.e. towards the
[i.e. towards the poles?]
verrucae are larger on
than one-half of the
equator?] than between the greater
rays
slightly
The laesurae arelength. [Translation]
spore radius in
(Sah and Jain, 1965)
comb.
nov.
santalensissantalensis
24)
Jain,
p.269;
p1.1,
Sah
small,
gahcavissimisTorites
India.
Bihar,
1965 converrucosis orites (Bajocian-Oxfordian),
figs.21-22; Jurassic
illustrated by means of two
originally
Remark_: This species was
differed
s
(1965) stated that it
Jain
Sah and
unclear photomicrographs.
converrucosisporites ".•. in having slightly larger
from other species of

[sic]."

25)

verrucae with rounded top
Pocock, 1965
pp.184-185;
saskatchewanensi
saskatchewanensis Pocock,
Canada.
issimisurites
orites
(Albian), western
fig.7
Cretaceous
1965 cpncavissimis
Pocock, p.47; p1.5,
saskatchewanensis
figs.11-12;
p1.5,
synonym of Rotverrus orites
orites
junior
1
non
Converrucosis
9" [tentatively considered a
saskatchewanensis, Pocock stated
major, 2: v.].
ornament ofg.
Remarks: Regarding the
faces:
that
it comprises, on both

p
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low, rounded, rather indistinct verrucae, each about 3.5D
in diameter. Ornamentation less pronounced on proximal
on distal face except ... [for the] single row of more than
pronounced verrucae, each about 4.5D in diameter, forming
a margo ... about 10.0p wide ... [Translation]
Pocock illustrated only the holotype, and then only by means of
two poorly focused photomicrographs; from these it appears that this
spore
may be immature (the closed, sinuous laesurae being indicative of
this
possibility) and/or poorly preserved.
26)

Concavissimis orites sinuotectus (Sah and Jain, 1965) comb. nov.
1965 Converrucosisporites sinuotectus Sah + Jain, p.269; p1.1,
figs.23-24; Jurassic (Bajocian-Oxfordian), Bihar, India.
Remarks:

Sah and Jain (1965) stated that C. sinuotectus is distinct in

possessing sinuous laesurae.

However, as implied previously, I do not

consider the details of the morphology of the laesurae to be valuable as
species-diagnostic criteria.

In their diagnosis, Sah and Jain stated that

the ornament comprised " ... verrucae [which are] rather low, with [more or
less] rounded or sometimes flat with truncated tops [sic]." From neither
the small, unclear photomicrographs
the
accompanying 'Description' nor from
understanding of the precise details of
is it
possible to acquire a clear
27)

the ornamentation.
1970
southeyensi5Pocock, .
Concavissimis orites
Pocock, p.41; p1.7, fig.10;
1970 Concavissimisporites IgittiTYD15_11
Canada.
Lower Jurassic, western
stated that:
Remarks: In his 'Discussion', Pocock
1^10h±YEaii] is somewhat variable,
The ornamentation [of C.
verrucose, others showing a low,
some grains being strongly
can be found
ornament. All gradationsall varieties
bumpy,
more or less
reasonably restricted,
and the size range is
species. [Translation]
being included in the same
species, Pocock did have a more or
Thus, it appears that, in erecting this
illustrated only the holotype, the
Howe ver, he
less b
road concept in mind.
°Pname nt of which appears to be badly corroded. See under C. delcourtii
for further comments.
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28) Co
ncavissimisporites? trichopunctatus (Thiergart, 1949) Pocock, 1970
1949 Sporites trichopunctatus Thiergart, p.10; p1.3,
figs.}-2;
Middle Jurassic, Germany.
?non 1949 Sporites cf. trichopunctatus Thiergart, p1.2, fig.18.
?non 1970 Concavissimisporites trichopunctatus ([?auct. non]
Thiergart),
Pocock, pp.41-42; p1.24, fig.3.
Remarks:

Although

in plan view

the ornament of this species appears to

be granulate, Thiergart stated that it consists of short,
closely packed
hairs.

Indeed, these can be indistinctly discerned on the specimens

illustrated by him.

A restudy of the type material is necessary to ascertain

the morphological details of this species.
29)

Concavissimis orites tuberosus nom. nov. subst. pro Cryptogramma tuberculata
= Lo hotriletes tuberculatus) Bolkhovitina, 1953
1953 Crytogramma tuberculata (= Lophotriletes tuberculatus)
Bolkhovitina, p.32; p1.3, fig.15; Cretaceous (Aptian), Moscow
region, U.S.S.R. (reproduced in Kremp et Al., 1959, p.8-31]
[nomina nuda].
published two names for this taxon.
Bolkhovitina simultaneously
Under Article 34 of the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature
new name is thus chosen here.
(Stafleti et al. 1978), both are invalid. A
by Bolkhovitina by means of only a
This species was illustrated
species as follows:
single simplified line drawing. She described this
equatorial outline; there is a]
Spores triangular [in comprises large, uneven verrucae
margo 7-8.um wide which
proximal surface is also covered by
[?tubercula]. The
laesurae are almost one spore radius
large verrucae. The
in length. [Translation]
Remarks:

•• ••••
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Concavissimis orites valanjinensis (Kara-Murza, 1954) comb. nov.
1954 Lygodium (Lophotriletes) valanjinensis Kara-Murza, p.61;
p1.8, figs.4,4a.
?1966 Lygodium valanjihensis [sic] Kara-Murza; Markova, p1.1,
fig.5.
non 1977 Trilobosporites (al. Lygodium) valanjinensis ([auct.
non] KaraMurza); Dorhofer, p.57; p1.10, fig.8; p1.11, fig.10 [nomen nudum].
Remarks:

Kara Murza (1954) described this species as follows:

(15.

The spore body is [shaped like] an equilateral triangle
or an isosceles triangle with very concave sides and
rounded corners. The exine is thick, its surface covered
by large closely spaced verrucae which reach the outline.
Along the ['vneshnego kraja'?] of the spore ['okaimlenie'?]
of the closely packed verrucae can be seen, the real
['otorochka'?] being absent. The laesurae are three-rayed
and simple. The rays are two-thirds to three-quarters of
the radius long. [Translation]
Dorhofer ( 1 977) transferred L. valanjinensis to Trilobosporites and
illustrated, under its name, two distinctly valvate specimens which
Kara-Murza's type material.
are clearly
not closely comparable with
Although the latter was illustrated by means only of very simplified
line drawings, these are of uniformly verrucate spores and give no
valvae. In his publication,
indication whatsoever of the presence of
Kara-Murza (1954) (see his
Dorhofer nowhere completed a reference to
transfer of L. valanjinensis
reference list -- op. cit., pp.82-83); his
illegitimate.
to Trilobosporites is therefore

- 26231) Concavissimis
orites? viluicum (Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb.
1956 Lygodium viluicum Bolkhovitina, pp.51-52; p1.5,nov.
fig.70a;
Lower Jurassic, Yakutsk A.S.S.R., U.S.S.R.
[reproduced
in
Kremp et al., 1960, p.10-42].
Remarks:

This species was illustrated by means of a single,
simplified

line drawing only.

It was described as follows:

Spores triangular [in equatorial outline] with rounded corners
and straight to slightly convex sides. The exine is covered
with large, low, rounded verrucae 4-5.0 in diameter. [The
tetrad scar] is trilete [; the laesurae are] simple and
three-quarters of the spore radius in length. The margo is
unevenly wavy [?]. [Translation]
The second list is of those species that I consider have been
sufficiently well described to permit objective recognition.

This list

should be used in conjunction with Table 9-1.
1) Con
cavissimisporites? a ibaculatus (Brenner, 1963) comb. nov.
1963 Trilobosporites apil21gl2Ilij Brenner, p.70; p1.22, fig.5;
p1.23; fig.l; upper Lower Cretaceous, Maryland, U.S.A.
Remarks:
apical

relatively long (2-611m)
This species is characterized by its

tubercula or bacula.

Because it possesses bacula this species

does not strictly belong to Concavissimisporites, but there is no other
is obviously closely related to
readily acceptable genus for it, and it
indeed, it may even by an
S* aPiverrucatus in its overall morphology;
extreme variant of the latter species.
2) Con
1958) Doring, 1965.a (See below.)
Ldvissimisporites apiverrucatus (Couper,
3)
(Del court and Sprumont, 1955)
C°11cavissi
crassatus
mis
orites
_
2s
Del court
al. 1963 (See below.)
4) Con-_ . .
(Brenner, 1963) comb. nov.
crassus
Ldvissimis orites
Brenner, pp.70-71; p1.23, fig.2;
crassus
U.S.A.
1963 Trilobosporites
Cretaceous, Maryland,
upper Lower
coarse, low ornament which
characterized by its
This species is
Remarks:

5)

becomes more weakly developed towards the proximal pole.
herein (See below.)
ConL_
(Singh, 1971) comb. nov.
i
ayssimisporites exquisitus
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SPECIES
1 APiBACULATUS
2 APIVERRUCATUS
3 CRASSATUS
4

CRASSUS

5

EXQUISITUS

6

FERNIENSIS

7

GENICULATUS
8 GIGANTEUS
9 GRANULATUS
10 GRANULOSUS
11

GRUMULONERATUS

12

LONGIVERRUCATUS
13 MANNVILLENSIS
14 MICHINUS
15 MINIMUS
16 MONTUOSUS
17 PENOLAENSIS

ir PLATYVERRUCOSUS
19
POTONIAEI
r?!L_PURVERRULENTUS
21 ROBUSTUS
22
SRIVASTAVAE
:Q.__SUBGRANULOSUS
.14_21RALENSIS
25!_yRIVERRUCATUS
..2SL_VENITUS
27 VERRUC
SUS
Table 94:

ORNAMENT
ORN.
ORN.
)RNAMENT
SHAPE OF
OUTLINE (PLAN)
DIAM.
TYPE
DIAM(0m) HT (pm)
SIDES
circ
(lm%)
apices) (1-2) 2-6
m-g 7a71lbac ________
40-53 conc
0.5-2 circ
<1-6
__
S ran verr
50-80 str-conc
__ __I
1-3.5
0.5-1.5
___
±circ
ve 1.
_
70-100 str-conc
1.5-3 circ-ellip
4-7
conc c ye r
conv-s1
sl
36-59
circ-polyg 81 elong
4-7
6-10
c ve .r
irr
68-84 sl conv-str
1.5
3-8
err c verr
55-66 sl conv-str
0.5-1
circ
__
r-ver-r--------- 2:4
-- 1 ye
polyg-polyg
40-60 sl conv-str
1.5-2
rdd
3-6
err
circ
<1
98-115 ?str-conc.
<1
ran
polyg
str-conc
circ-rdd
48-58
1 -?2
1
n-f verr
gr
c
conc
2.5-5 circ-irr
32-38 sl conv-sl
6-10
_-err
.
conc
,22
80-109 sl conv-s1
1.5-2.5 1-1.5
polyg-elong polyg
I ye -r
0.5-1.5 circ
60-100 ?str-conc
1-2
err & con
circ
0.5-1
0.5-1
31-40 str-conc
ran
c
±circ
0.5-1
41
30-38 str-conc
ran
circ-sl ellip
2-3
3-4.5
20-50 ?str-conc
err
2-4
1-1.5
rdd polyg,elong or irr
60-78 str-sl conc
vet-r-verr
i
1.5-4
1-1.5
irr
52-81 str-sl conc
--1 ye r-verr
2.5-3.5 0.5
?irr
27-34 conv
err
(,1)
(41)
(?circ)
str-conv
80
Iran apices)
5m
_?2.5-9 70.5-1 indistinct
65-90 conc
ye r-c verr
6-7
21-2
circ-rdd polyg
45-59 str-conc
err
00.5
00.5
equidimensional
str
110
--I gr m
(2-3) (1-2) circ
38-43 str-conc
apices)
5 m( verr
1-3
1-1.5 ±circ
51-72 str-conc
ye r
to 6
1-2
circ-irr
48-68 _?str-conc
,n-verr
2-4
gr
1-2
circ-polyg
,.
conv-conc
33-53 sl
% err
70-100 str-conc

m
morphological c a
Data derived pr mar
.
Typical
illustrations.of each species.
species of gpac_411i5lEi5221-21
descriptions and c=coarsely; circ=circular;
bac=baculate;
ellivellipsoidalthe original
Abbreviations:conv=convex; diam=diameter; ht-7height; i 0= '
gran=granulate;
conc=conoave;
mrgg=merging; neg ret=
f=finely;
irr=irregular;polyg=polygonal; prox=proximal.
elong=elongate;
spec=specimen;
straight;
including ornament; orn=ornament;
sm=smooth;
reticulum;
negative
sl=slightly;
rdd=rounded; verr=verrucate.
twd=towards;
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SPECIES

ORN.
PROFILE

1

APIBACULATUS

LA..)

2

AP1VERRUCATUS

.../"*...-

3 CRASSATUS

..,-.._

4

CRASS US

5

EXQUISITUS

/ -s—
.C-N..

6

FERNIENSIS

/---...

7

GENICULATUS

..e-,..

8 GIGANTEUS
9

GRANULATUS

10 GRANULOSUS

/VI

11

GRUMULONERATUS

.,r--

12

LONGIVERRUCATUS

...—.._

ORN. SPACING
INDEX **
(1 -2)
0-2
0.5-1

ORN. EX.THICKREMARKS
INDEX* NESS(um)0
baculate at apices only
(30) 1-2
orn coarser apically
1-2
30+
39
9

0 (some mrgg)_
0-0.5 (neg ret) 9-10
11
0 (neg ret)
20
0

3 (i o)
2.5-3.5

orn weaker twd prox pole

?
2-3
2-2.5
2-3.5

0 (neg ret)
0-1.5

24
100+
35

1-2.5
?1-2

1-2
0-0.5

12

4-7

orn irregularly scattered

1.5-2.5
4
0-0.5 (neg ret) 20
1
orn concentrated apically
4
-5
1-,
.
.-./....
orn sl coarser distally
13 MANNVILLENSIS
45
1
14 MICHINUS
.......... 0-1
25+
1.5-3
?exine thicker interradially
0.5-1
15 MINIMUS
18
1-2
?0.5-1.5
16 MONTUOSUS
22
3-4
r^-...r^- 0.5
17 PENOLAENSIS
11
?2-?3
orn tends to clump & fuse
0 (some mrgg)
18 PLATYVERRUCOSUS r?2-4
27
?0 (neg ret)
...--orn at apices only
19 POTONIAEI
(100+) ?1-2
(,........)
(1-2)
20 PURVERRULENTUS
4-6
?17
----.— ?0-?0.5
?3-6
21 ROBUSTUS
17
..--..... 0-0.5 (neg ret) 80+
1.5-2
22 SRIVASTAVAE
...----- 0-1
orn at apices only
23 SUBGRANULOSUS
(25) ?2-3
1-3
(se-N-)
24 URALENSIS
0-1 ( some mrgg) 30-35 2-5.5
orn variable on single spec
22
?2
25 VARIVERRUCATUS .—,...
0.5-2
30
3.5 (i o)
26 VENITUS
...--"..
)
0
(neg
ret
...,-...
27 VERRUCOSUS

index=average diameter of ornament element
*Ornament
(amb) diameters for a given species.
Table 9-1 (Continued): average of range of
0=room for no further sculptural
divided by
index:
one further sculptural
**Ornament spacingthose present; 1=room for
elements between those present; etc. #Exine thickness excludes
element between where otherwise stated.
ornament except
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ri
Ur

comb. nov. herein (See
Concavissimisporites ferniensis (Pocock, 1970)
below.)
Combaz, 1967) comb. nov.
fl Concavissimisporites geniculatus (Desk and
eniculatus Desk + Combaz, p.73; p1.1,
1967 Converrucosisporites
Neocomian), France.
figs.19-21; Cretaceous
p1.9, fig.3.
1977 Rubinella sp.; Dorhofer,
DOrhofer, p1.1, fig.43
(Couper);
1979 Rubinella aff. E2i2r
ill
ustrated by DdrhOfer,
that
[specimen is the same as
1977].
characterized by its dense ornament of medium-sized
Remarks: This species is
verrucae. C. grumuloneratus
distinctly hemispherical
less
or
more
4um),
(2correspondingly larger sculptural elements;
is larger in size and has
elements towards the apices.
of sculptural
moreover, it shows a coarsening
which may also show a coarsening towards
C. montuosus has a sparser ornament
the api ces.
8) Concavissimisporites glargL,teus
1965 concavissimis orites
figs.1-2; Cretaceous

Ddring, 1965a
Doring, pp.32-33; p1.10,
i anteus
Germany.
Neocomian), west Mecklenburg,

This secies is characterized by its especially large size and
p
closely packed and rounded to
relatively fine ornament, the elements being
Remarks:•

polygonal in plan view.

9)

1965
Ivanova in Samoilovit h
ranulatus Pocock,
nraimulatTE
c2pcavissimisporite (Laevigrp22212)
b.---Peproduced in Traverse +cAmes,
1961 Lygodium"p.griT.24, figs:1
[22f§], p.47; p1.6,
21 Al.,
Pocock
1969, p.30-53]. verrucosus var l[ ing!"
IIILILT
86
n:;
,mop.
1 962 Concaves or
Delcourt + Spru
77-78] [noffign a1.
[non
]
0
1
1
figs.75-76
tu—s[L.I.CS.aL
ff-..
Lcu---1962 Concavis orites
fig.72.
(Pocock); Delcourt et al.
p1.5,
Pocock,
orites minor
1963 Concavissimis
(Ivanova); Doring, pp.1100-1101;
[nomen nud].
91^PD.L4Akj
pp.181-182; p1.5,
?1964b Maculatis orites
Pocock,
ranulatusSaskatchewan, Canada.
p1.1, figs.1-3.
orites
Concavissimis
AlbianBolkhovitina; Markova, p1.1, fig.2.
1 965
Cretaceous
non] Thiergart);
rigs.5-6;
non]
'966 -YciodiumAsg_r [auct.tricho unctatus (D.ESI.
orTE-Ji
0
?197° Concavissimls fig.3.
.21:n1.i:121141 Pocock; Bond,
Pocock, p1.24,orites cf. C.
including
1972 Concavissimis
Ddrhofer UpAr5.,
fig.3.
orites tenuis ['Moo 8].
rumont)fig.7 ([auct. non] Delcourt + : 1p,
?1977 Concavissimis
p1.3,
pync111-1.21
'
p.24,
holotype],
orite
Concavissimis
6"
fig - 2Srivastava, p1.5,

29-
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Remarks:

A confusing array of names have been used for relatively

large, granulate, triangular spores.

The various original descriptions

and illustrations are not, in my opinion, sufficiently clear
to allow an
objective subdivision of this complex; furthermore, the various species
involved have rarely, if ever, been compared with each other.

I prefer,

therefore, to bring these forms together under a single name, at least
until a more incisive review and restudy of their respective types can be
made.
The first name used for such large granulate spores, was
LYgodium granulatum Ivanova in Samoilovitch et al., 1961.

Transfer of this

species to Concavissimisporites now, however, would make it a junior
homonym of Concavissimisporites granulatus Pocock, 1965.

Concavisporites

verrucosus var. minor Pocock, 1962 also falls within this complex.

This

varietas was raised to full specific rank as Concavissimisporites minor by
Delcourt et al. (1963).

Pocock originally illustrated several specimens

the holotype nor was a lectotype
but did not
indicate which of these was
the names Concavisporites verrucosus
chosen by Delcourt et al;
expressly
therefore invalid (International •
var minor and Concavissimisporites minor are
Stafleu et al., 1978). The other
-C.92Atof Botanical Nomenclature, Article 37;
have been misapplications (see
na mes used for spores of this complex
available valid and legitimate name for
syno nymy list). Thus the first
granulatus Pocock, 1965. (See also
these spores is Concavissimisporites
under C.
delcourtii).
10)
COnca,,:_
s
grahulosus (Tralau, 1968) comb. nov. herein (See below).
VIS
iMiSpOriteS

i1)

Concavissim.s ori tes rumuloneratus (Paden Phillips and Felix, 1971 a)
comb. nov.
+ Felix,
tus Paden Phillips
(Albian),
Louisiana,
1 971a Trilobos
ilis.8,r1fiTugls°.'21!)"3.1; Cretaceous
pp.325-326;
()
U.S.A.
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Remarks:

This species is characterized by its large size and
ornament of

densely packed, more or less well-rounded, coarse verrucae;
these may fuse
and may show a weak to strong coarsening towards the
apices. C. geniculatus
is smaller and has a less coarse and more uniform
ornament.
12) Co
ncavissimisporites longiverrucatus Doring, 1965a
cf.1954 Lygodium sp.; Zauer + Mtchedlishvili, p.150; p1.12, fig.24
[according to Doring, 1965a]
1965a Concavissimisporites longiverrucatus Doring, p.32; p1.9,
figs.5-6; Cretaceous (Neocomian), west Mecklenburg, Germany.
Remarks:

This species is characterized by its closely packed ornament of

elongate verrucae.

C. verrucosus, C. crassatus and most other species of

Concavissimisporites have sculptural elements which appear more or less
e
13)

quidimensional in plan view.

Con cavissimisporites mannvillensis nom. subst. pro Trilobosporites minor
Pocock, 1962
1962 Trilobosporites minor Pocock, p.44; p1.4, figs.61-62;
Cretaceous (upper Neocomian), western Canada.
1969a Impardecispora (Trilobosporites) minor (Pocock);
Venkatachala et al., p.124.
non 1965 Concavissimisporites minor Sah + Jain, p.270. [See also C.
granulatus.]
small size and sparse ornament
Remarks: This taxon is characterized by its
concentrated at the apices. (See
of fine
?coni which are preferentially

delcourtii for additional comments.)
14)
Con cay.
Srivastava, 1977
issimis orites michinus
michinus Srivastava, pp.30-31; p1.13,
1977 Cohcavissimisporites (Albian), Texas, U.S.A.
figs.l-7; Cretaceous
subgranulosus by its more
Remarks: This species is distinguished from C.
variverrucatus by its finer ornament
coarsely granulate ornament, from C.
its more uniformly distributed
and smaller size, from C. granulosus by
its smaller size. C. niinimus has a
by
ulatus
ornament, and from C. arg
thicker,
more rigid exine.
15)
Herngreen, 1971
Herngreen, p.298; p1.2, figs.8-10;
COncavissimis orites minimus
minimus
1971 Concavissimis orites
(Neocomian), France.
Cretaceous
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Remarks:

This species is characterized by its mostly
granulate ornament.

(Although Herngreen states that the sculptural
elements are between 0.8ilm
and 1.5iim in diameter, from
his illustrations, and applying the
magnification
factor that he indicates, the elements on the
holotype appear to be all
distinctly less than ljjm in diameter.) C. minimus is similar to
C. subgranulosus, but may
be distinct in having a smaller size and a relatively
thicker, more rigid exine. (See also C. michinus.)
16) Co
ncayissimisporites montuosus (Ddring, 1964b) comb. nov. herein (See below.)
17) Con
cavissimiporites pgnolaensis Dettmann, 1963.
1963 Concavissimisporites penolaensis Dettmann, p.31; p1.3,
figs.13-16; text-fig. 4c; Lower Cretaceous, south-eastern
Australia.
Remarks:

C. penolaensis has an ornament comprising more irregularly shaped

elements than those of C. crassatus and C. verrucosus.
18)

cg_acavissimisporites? platyverrucosus (Brenner, 1963) comb. nov.
1963 Converrucosisporites platyverrucosus Brenner, pp.59-60; p1.14,
fig.5; upper Lower Cretaceous, Maryland, U.S.A.
Remarks:

This (qiecies is characterized by a convex amb and an ornament of

flat-topped verrucae of a mixture of sizes, some of which may be fused into
clusters.
19)

c_211cavissimisporites potoniaei Pocock, 1965
1965 Concavissimisporites ppl2nifi Pocock, p.184; p1.5, fig.15;
Canada.
CretdCeOus+(Albian), Saskatchewan,

convex sides and its ornament
This species is characterized by its
packed, the intervening spaces
Of low broad verrucae which are very densely
negative reticulum. Pocock gave
be ing reduced to narrow canals which form a
photomicrograph, this being of the holotype.
Onl y a single, not very clear,
if possible, other
A restudy and re-illustration of the holotype and,
delcourtii for additional comments.)
specimens would prove useful. (See under C.
20)
(Verbitskaya, 1962) comb. nov.
concavissimisporites? purverulentus
Wp-6ifsr(iYa, p1.3, fig.43.
19!)8 lygml i6msp.;
(Cookson + Dettmann); Bolkhovitina
1961 il aodiulli trioret_iculosum
ia [non b-d].
[pars]; p11-3- , -fig.t.
Remarks:
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1961

1962
1962
1963
1969a
1971a
Remarks:

Lygodium (Triretilobata) trioreticolosum var. senomanicum
Ivanova in Samoilovitch et al., p.111; p1.31, figs. 2a-b
[reproduced in Traverse + Ames, 1969, p.30-63].
Lygodium purverulentus Verbitskaya, p.101; p1.9, figs. 48a,6,p;
unspecified Cretaceous strata, far eastern U.S.S.R.
Trilobosporites apiverrucatus [auct. non] Couper; Pocock [pars],
p1.4, fig.59 [non 60].
Trilobos2prites purverulentus (Verbitskaya); Dettmann, pp.60-61;
p1 .13, figs.1-5.
Impardecispora (Lygodium) purverulentus (Verbitskaya); Venkatachala
et al., p.124.
Trilobosporites ,apiyerrucatus [auct. non] Couper; Hopkins [pars],
p1.21, fig.8 [non 7].

Verbitskaya gave the following description for this species:
Spores triangular [in equatorial outline], with rounded
apices and distinctly concave sides. The laesurae are
simple and two-thirds of the spore radius in length. The
exine is rather thin, spotted [?scabrate] or smooth in the
[polar regions] and granulate or pitted [?] apically. [Translation]

Verbitskaya gave the dimensions of 90-105um for the type material.

This

species is characterized by its subdued ornamentation, which reaches its
greatest development in fine, low apical granula, and which may develop into
a fine reticulum.

Because of this intraspecific variation C. purverulentus

is morphological ly intermediate between Concavissimisporites and
Trilobosporites as these genera are herein defined.

The holotype has unit

sculpture and lacks a reticulum,and hence here the species is tentatively
placed in Concavissimisporites.
21) Co
below.)
ncavissimisporites robustus Dorhdfer, 1977 (See
~2) Concavissimis orites? srivastavae nom. nov. subst. ap Cyatheacidites
verrucosus Singh et al., 1964.
pp.290-291; p1.4,
1964 ?Cyatheacidites verrucosus Singh et al.,
India.
western
figs.52-53; Cretaceous (Neocomian),
1969a Trilobosporites verrucosus (Singh et al.) Venkatachala et al.,
p.12 [?nomen nudum].
non 1955 Concavissimis orites verrucosus Delcourt + Sprumont, p.25; p1.2,
fig.la.
large size, very thick exine
Remarks: This species is characterized by its
by Singh
and relatively coarse rounded verrucae. Although not mentioned
thicker
that the exine is slightly
their i l lustrations appear to show
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aPically than elsewhere.

If this is shown to be the case, this species

may be better placed in
Trilobosporites.
23) Co
ncavissimisporites subgranulosus (Couper, 1958) Pocock, 1970 (See below.)
24) Co
ncavissimisp2rites uralensis (Bolkhovitina, 1961) comb. nov.
1961 Lygodium uralensis Bolkhovitina, p.88; p1.27, figs.6a
[holotype, designated here], b-c; p1.35, figs.3a-b;
Cretaceous (Albian), Ural region, U.S.S.R.
1965 Trilobosporites uralensis (Bolkhovitina); Pocock, p.190;
p1.6, fig.6.
non 1969a Impardecispora (Lygodium) uralensis (Bolkhovitina);
Venkatachala et al., p1.1, figs.3-5; text-fig. 2 [transfer
valid].
Remarks:

Bolkhovitina (1961) gave the following description for this species:
Spores triangular [in equatorial outline] with straight
or concave sides and rounded apices. Exine thick,
sometimes [appearing] two layered; at the apices [it is]
covered by large, uniform verrucae 2-3pm [in diameter].
The remainder of the surface is smooth. Colour is dark
yellow. [Translation]

Bolkhovitina illustrated five specimens, including three by extremely simplified
line drawings and two by rather fuzzy photographs.

She stated that the

holotype was from the Albian of the central Urals, but did not specify
which of her illustrations was of the holotype.

The line drawings (plate 27,

figures 6a -b) show two specimens from the Ural region (according to the plate
captions); her other illustrations are of specimens from other areas. In
the absence of other information, I here designate the specimen illustrated
in plate 27,
figure 6a as lectotype.
and illustration, it appears that
From Bolkhovitina's description
C.
smooth exine in the polar regions and
uralensis is characterized by a
apiverrucatus has a granulate or finely
verrucate ornamentation apically. C.
interradial regions and a coarser
verrucate ornament in the polar and
possess polar and interradial
verrucate ornament apically. Because they
Venkatachala et al. (19690 should
by
illustrated
orname nt, the specimens
C. uralensis. C. uralensis
he assigned to C. apiverrucatus rather than to

-271 may indeed prove to be an
intraspecific variant of C. apiverrucatus.
25)
26)

Concavissimis orites variverrucatus (Couper, 1958) Singh, 1964 (See
below.)
ites venitus (Batten, 1973) comb. nov.
Concavissimisporites
1973 Converrucosisporites venitus Batten, pp.406, 408; p1.41,
figs.]-9; p1.42, figs.1-5; Cretaceous (Neocomian), England.
Remarks:

This species is characterized by its irregular, coarsely granulate

to verrucate ornament.
27) Co
ncavissimisporites verrucosus Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955
f9g5 Concavissimisporites verrucosus forma verrucosus Delcourt +
Sprumont, p.25; p1.2, fig.la; Cretaceous (Neocomian), Belgium.
1961 Lyqodium verrucosus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Bolkhovitina, p.100;
p1.37, figs.2a-b.
1962 Concavisporites verrucosus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Pocock,
pp.T6=47; p1.5, figs.73-74.
1963 Concavissimisporites verrucosus Delcourt + Sprumont; emend.
Delcourt et al., p.285; p1.42, figs.5-7 [holotype re-illustrated].
non 1955 Concavissimisporites verrucosus forma crassatus Delcourt +
crassatus,
non 1962 Concavissimisporites verrucosus var. minor Pocock [= C. granulatus,
q.v.].
Remarks:

C. verrucosus is characterized by its large size and finely verrucate

ornament, the elements of which are so densely packed that the intervening
spaces are produced into a more or less well developed negative reticulum.
In c: crassatus the sculpture is less dense, the verrucae being spaced
accepted that
one-half to one element widths apart. It is generally
verrucosus (and C. crassatus), although
variverrucatus is smaller than C.
it has a similar sculpture. I have continued to use this distinction,
(see C. variverrucatus below).
although there does appear to be overlap
'verrucosus-crassatus-variverrucatus complex'
Future reconsideration of the
will probably prove necessary.
Diking, 1965a
g lyerrucatus (Couper, 1958)
rj2ncdvissimisporites
_ _. .. _
emend. nov.
Plate 8 Figures 1,11

-272 Lygodium (Luliotriletes) §plendidum Kara-Murza, p.64; p1.8, fig.9.
Trilobosporites apiverrucatus Couper [?pars],], .142; p1.21, figs.
11-12 [?non 13]
1961 LygodiumVultitUberculatus Bolkhovitina, p.92; p1.28, fig.7; p1.37,
figs.3a-b.
1961 Lygodium (Tuberculata) bellum Ivanova in Samoilovitch et al., p.97;
p1.25, figs.2a-b.
pp.43-44; p1.4,
1962 Trilobosporites li piverrucatus Couper; Pocock [pars],
s].
L
fig.60 [non 59, = C. 22-yerailentu
Groot + Groot, p.150; p1.4,
Couper;
1962 Trilobosporites .p.iverrucatus
fig. ?1,2,?3,4.
p.102; p1.10, fig.51.
1962 Lygodium mirabile var. nova [sic] Verbitskaya,
?6,7
1964 Concavisaprites a iverrucatus (Couper); Stover, p1.1, figs.
[Women nudum].
[pars], pp.72-73; p1.8,
1964 TriloPosP.Pri_tes ap i verrucatus Couper; Singh
Trilobosilpzilf5 111:211y57, T].
fig.16 [non 17 (? .
Reyre, p.200; p1.3, fig.24.
1964 TrilobosEgrites ujiyerricatus Couper; Singh et al., p.290; p1.4,figs.47-48.
Couper;
??64 Trilobosporites laiitmfflItA
(Kara-Murza); Dbring, p.1106.
?1964h Tuborositriletes L'Oendidus
1965 Trilobosp9rites multituberculatus (Bolkhovitina); Pocock, p.189; p1.6,
fig.57
(Bolkhovitina); Pocock, p.190; p1.6, fig.6.
uralensis
figs.23,26.
1965 Trilobosporites
Couper; McGregor, p1.6,
-1"-tus
-- Bolkhovitina; McGregor, p1.6, fig.29.
1965 Trilobosporites 2?..
multituberculatum
1963 2
Doring, pp.33-34; p1.13,
•Lygodium
Apilffrrucatus (Couper);
1965a Copcavissimisporites
_
_ .figs.1:4:
Doring, p.34; pl. ,
informis
IT":1-71(Bolkhovitina); Doring, p.34.
965a Concavissimi porites
1I,
mullitONIIIIIII.n
05.12, figs.1-2.
6jd ?.,LPPcavissimisporites P.21.91:P_2212511.§. DOring, p.33;
1,,
1965a
Concavissimiuprites
(Ivanova); DOring, p.3 .
fig.7.
bellus
Bolkhovitina; Markova, p1.1,
1966a Concavissimiuorites
tY_TOit-41P-titubetTyl_a_tym
p1.2, figs.18a-b.
0.250-251; p1.18,
IyE6
;1a rkova
Ivanova;
110i m jiellum .gly_f221sEsI Cojiper; Burger,
1966 Trjlobosporites
Couper; Archangelsky + Gamerro,
tus
i''igs.1-2.
19cr, Trilobosporites
giveri
p1.19, fig.lb.
u"
figs.1-2.
latumBolkhovitina; Fradkina, Gamerro, p1.1,
p1.1,
Pp.229-230;
1O
Archangelsky +
Couper;
oi LY9odium
r
nultit
i
.2
196,/a
Trilobosporites 221YfITSCII-1L-11
Steeves + Wilkins,
, 6
T.T---rrucatus Couper;
.
1\
'''
1967 Trilobosporites
sp. aff. T. .._P--lf---------p1.3, fig.4.
Hedlund + Norris,
fig.l.
Couper;
p1.6,
fig.10.
p1.3,
3-56-2351;
.0.11,6,
Horowitz, p.23;
1968 1p).2-p_p_Avg.111„!
Couper;
Venkatachala
(Couper);
Illobgilorites
ut.s
?1968 - ..u6osporites _a 1-Jca
__---- ) otiverrucata
21912212r text-fig.l. (Bolkhovitina);
1969a ImpardecisE2E (Trilofigs.1-2;
p1.1 ,
1969 t-t. Al., p.124; (L.Y.924111110 mu 1
Bolkhovitina);
rdecis)ora
125.
(EALIEI.
uralensis
al.,
text-fig.2.
a
)
196,,a tT(atachala et
s.3,?4,5;
igs.9,?14.
p1.107, f'
1-1.—
luni ---------fi
' Impardecispora (1-J__°c
Norris,
fig.12.
p1.1,
gCouper;
p1.15-2,
lnr, Venkatachala et al.,
Jcatus
Hug hes,
Couper;
aElYfEr
Tri
7"
tus
fig.1 1.
---1(1b9Vorito auiverrY2--196,
p.50,• pl . 5 , figs.1-2.
15-2,
1
a,
lobosporites
Khlon7v
•
Iri
P
hes,
1969
11.31 figs.4-5.
Couper;
gy. i + Hills,
ilobosporites sp.;—Hugca tus
Vagvo
1969 {—r'
s.10-11,19.
fig
figs 10-11,19.
Couper;
IL___I
P1 • 3, Venkatachala, p1.4,
Trilobosporites aP_ _1Y-tEE
- verruca
21 2,
• tiro).
eras
211,
19(9
i1,— Venkatachala, P. Bolkhovi
Tr'l
'
?•1969b
1 offisporites
non]
fr-2_1S2 . (fluct.
p1.4, fig.2.
196(4 4 1Pardecispora uralenj_n (____
Venkatachala,
Venka
1T.La.rde ispOra
,
(Couper)).
--riq - 1 ,.3.
,,
ill
'
kwp.
_________
y.' .I.poi,ti I ipiver111(
u Imp,l±(•(.
?1954

;

in25

e.

ago
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1969

11n (Tuberculate) bellum Ivanova; Traverse + Ames, p.30-46.
2.111obosporites apiverrucatus Couper; Norris, p1.3, fig.8 [incorrectly
captioned as Fig.11.1--p1.2, fig.8
• ___291Pprites apiverrucatus Couper; Horowitz, p.165; 1968].
?1970 T2-11-1°I
Horowitz,
figs.10,11.
i men fi the same as that illustrated by
coi)
; 1 17
. 0
Kemp, p.
Couper;
apiverrucatus
fig.14.
,----91Pcsites
1971 i7 -.
Playford, p1.104,figs.14-18.
Couper;
apjverrucatus
Herngreen, p1.2,
1971 f1411-0°sTorites
p1.21,
ap_iv_erruCatus Couper;
PiiisTorites
[R.41:§], p.118;
1 971a Tr
Hopkins
Couper;
f-illgto_Sporites apiye-rrucatus
p1.21,fig.10.
Utentus].
p.119;
_p_Urver—
C.
=
8,
Hopkins,
tali)
.
,,,;7
?1971a -I
7-8.
[auct. non] Pocock; p1.2, fig.2.
1971 fly4i095Porites canadensis
Khlonova,
obg_s_porites apiverrucatus Couper; Singh, p.142; p1.19, figs.
. i
r -loGosporites apiveriZaai Couper;
1971 T--4
1 1 fig.5.
,
Khlonov
Couper;
Tr!
1972 :7
Reyre, p.126, pl. ,
DOring;
. 11_2_ 25porites apiyerrucatus
?1973
C. Tuberositrilefes moor [auct. non]
CT
o_n], p.125; P1 - 11,
-figs.3..4.
Reyre [
1973 cf. T •
Couper;
. rlil.9 .5_porites apiverr_ilg../g_?.. 4-6].
fig i
Balkwill, p.13; P1.1,
LET figs.2 (=C. montuosus),
+
1973
Hopkins
______ Couper;
figs.6-7.
rites apiverraatus
Ini6.12511_______
Antonescu, p1.5,
fig.22.
1973 Concay. •
(Couper);
p1.5, fig.55.
2_21y_traiskto
i?.20;
-131ilili_lp_p_nit.es
Hopkins,
1[
1974 4a
-,uiverrucatus Couper; Maheshwari, ..
Nppri_tes
p
44
(Couper);
pSr3i0s;a
ilpiverTliatA
+
Ramanujam
:77 ,m _rdecispora
PP-1.-\:!:eiTijcata (Couper);
;P9!;1.4, fig.8.
7 P.
: 8
P1.8, fiii
1975 "i i()):rlPj.
Will 'ams,
Couper;
. )o,Pori Les apiverrucatus Couper; Saad + GhazalY, P. ; p1.19,
19/6 iTri1ol
apiverrilcatus
Srivastava, P1014-45
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PLATE 8

Photomicrographs 2, 6, 9 taken in phase contrast.
Figures 1,11:

Concavissimisporites apiverrucatus (Couper, 1958)
Figure 1: sample 007-29128, slide 12, co-ordinates
103.4/1 4.0.
Diameter 74pm. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 11: sample 003-50862, slide 13, co-ordinates 111.8/6
.1.
Diameter 53m. Slightly oblique view.

Figure 2:

Concavissimisporites ferniensis (Pocock, 1970)
Sample 005-29118, slide 10, co-ordinates 105.6/21.6.

Diameter 63pm.

Proximal view.

Figures 3,12:

Concavissimisporites montuosus (Doring, 1964b)
Figure 3: sample 014-50972, slide 7, co-ordinates 107.3/14.6.
Diameter 93pm. Distal view.

sample 006-50907, slide 8, co-ordinates 105.5/1 8.7.
Diameter 44pm. Proximal view.
Figure 12:

Figure 4:

Concavissimisporites subgranulosus (Couper, 1958)
Sample 007-29129, slide 10, co-ordinates 94.9/13.4.

Diameter 33m.

Proximal view.

Note perine.

Concavissimisporites crassatus (Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955)
Figures 5-6: sample 007-29133, slide 13, co-ordinates 100.7/11.0.
Diameter 82pm. Proximal views.
Figure 7: sample 008-50919, slide 10, co-ordinates 94.0/8.1.

Figures 5-7:

Diameter 70um.

Proximal view.

Concavissimisporites granulosus (Tralau, 1968)
co-ordinates 103.3/6.2.
Figure 8: sample 006-50911, slide 24,
Diameter 40pm. Oblique view.
co-ordinates 103.5/9.8.
Figure 10: sample 007-29134, slide 11,

Figures 8,10:

Diameter 38um.

Proximo-distal aspect.

Concavissimisporites exquisitus (Singh, 1971)
co-ordinates 104.9/6.4.
Sample 007-29130, slide 11,
aspect.
Diameter 59um. Proximo-distal

Figure 9:
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Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

spores with a triangular amb, strongly to weakly concave (rarely straight)
sides and rounded apices; the proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face
more of the spore radius in
The laesurae are two-thirds or
row of sculptural elements.
length and simple or, less commonly, bounded by a
(typically 1-2.5pm); no
The exine is of more or less uniform thickness
occur. It is smooth to finely verrucate
distinct apical thickenings or valvae
coarsely granulate to coarsely
in the polar and interradial regions, and
across) in apical regions; the apical
verrucate (with elements up to 6um
distinctly coarser than the general interradial
ornament is always weakly to
are never joined by muri.
and polar ornament. Apical elements
is convex.

encountered.
Material: 3 specimens
pi9c!psions:

measured).
(3 specimens
num
58(68)
Diameter

verrucate spores, the
comprises granulate to
dpivel:rucatus
C.
polar and interradial areas.
apically than in the
coarser
Ornament of whic h is
species, Couper (1958) stated that the
In his original description of this
sculptured with low granula or verrucae
are
regions
Polar (and interradial)
Rcmrks:

up to ,.5um
9
by verrucae
in diameter, whereas the apical areas are ornamented
apical ornament than that
finer
with
specimens
3-6um across. Subsequently,
r and interradial
described by Couper (althoug h always coarser than the pola
as well as
ornament on the sane s pore) have been assigned to this species,granulate
or
us:g:.
scabrate polar and interradial exines and
forms with smooth or
broader,
The above emendation expresses this
other spec ies have been erected to encompass parts of
A number of
of these
e
apiverrucatus; examples

verrucate apices.

the variation here envisa ged for C.
in:err:rd:al
Srivastava (which has smooth polar and
ITParclecispora texensis
and C. apigranulosus
eXinp

and apic s with verrucae 7-6um in diameter)
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(which has sculptural elements 2-4mm apically and
0.5-2mm elsewhere).
During a survey of the existing literature (see synonymy
above), I found no
indication that a subdivision of C. apiverrucatus, as defined herein,
would
prove stratigraphically or taxonomically meaningful. The
possibility that
such a splitting is valid, however, might be shown by an incisive
review
of this
species in the future.
In erecting Trilobosporites marylandensis, Brenner (1963) implied
that it is much smaller than C. apiverrucatus.

The type material of

apiverrucatus has a size range of 60-100mm, whereas that of I, marylandensis
is 33-541m

However, forms of intermediate size do occur (for example, one

of the specimens encountered herein, which is 58um in diameter).

The use of

size alone to differentiate coeval species is of dubious validity, as
discussed in Chapter 4 of this work.
illustrations, the holotype of T. marylandensis
Brenner's original
appears to have muri connecting sculptural elements in the apical region. If
be differentiated from
1his observation is correct, T. marylandensis may
attributable to Trilobosporites rather
a piverrucatus on this basis (and
iron

than

Concavissimisporites).

widespread in Late Jurassic to Albian strata.
C. apiverrucatus is
In the
rare element in the Lower and Arenaceous
very
a
was
it
present study
the Buff sandstone member of the Lower
in
and
Formation
bers
mem
of the Husky
sandstone division.

C-911Savissimissorites crassatus (Delcourt
Sprumont, 1955)
1963 emend and
nov.
al.,
De l court et
Figures 2,9
Plate 10,
5-7;
Plate 8, Figures

1955

Concavissimis orites
P. 26; p1 .2, fig.lb.

verrucosus f.

crassatus Delcourt + Sprumont,
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1963 concavissimisporites crassatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Delcourt et al.,
p.285; p1.42, figi.9-11 [holotype re-illustrated].
?1981 Concavissimiporites crassatus (Delcourt + Sprumont) Bebout, p1.2, fig.10.
non 1966 ConcaViSiimispdiites crassatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Burger, p.248;
p1. 19, fig.2 [= C. variverrucatus].
non 1979 Concavissimispori_tes crassatus (elcourt + Sprumont); Batten, p1.2
[on p.5871 COrrect caption on p.584, labelled as p1.1], fig.12
C. variverrucatus].
Emended diagnosis.
•

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, strongly concave to moderately convex sides
and rounded apices; the proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face is convex.
The laesurae are three-fifths or more of the spore radius in length; they
are simple or bounded by slightly raised lips and/or by aligned sculptural
more or less uniformly ornamented
elements. The exine is 1-3pm thick and
by fine verrucae 1-3.5pm in diameter, circular to (less commonly) rounded
semicircular in optical section, and
polygonal in plan view, more or less
element-width apart; the spaces do not
spaced predominantly one-half to one
Sculptural elements may sometimes be
form a distinct negative reticulum.
')I HI' IY c()(11.,,t .r. di) Cd 1 ly t Ilan elsewhere.
Material :

3 specimens

Di mensions:
ReMark

s:

C.

as a forma
of

Diameter

encountered.
specimens measured.)
72(83)89Lim (3

Sprumont (1955)
erected by Delcourt and
originally
crassatus was

verrucosus, and separately described only in a very cursory
to full specific rank
C.
d
fashion.
Delcourt et al. (1963) raise
the
e, but they did not emend
re-descri hed the holotyp
and re-illustrated and
given
remedied by the emended diagnosis
di agnosis.
is thus
(as
This situation
observations of the hol otype
j'bovo. This diagnosis is based on
observed during the
and the specimens
re
et al .)
Delcourt
prov ided here as a makeshift
-illustrated by
diagnosis
emended
PrQ%onl. Judy. i re9ord the
exampl es of this species and
numerous
more
finding of
pending the

L.
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an incisive study of the'verrucosus-crassatus-variverrucatus' complex,
as discussed above (under C. verrucosus).
The holotype of C. crassatus is from the Neocomian of Belgium.
In the present work, C. crassatus was encountered as a very rare element
in the Lower member of the Husky Formation and in the Blue-grey shale member.

Concavissimisporites ex uisitus (Singh, 1971) comb. nov.
Plate 8, Figure 9
uisitus Singh, p.116, p1.16, figs.4-5.
1971 Converrucosispplit?_§ ex
Singh; Habib, p1.3, fig.6.
1979a ConverrucosispsT iIg5 ex uisitus
[auct. non] Singh; Bebout, p1.5,
uisitus
ex
non 1981 ConverrucosisTorites
orites
fig.2 [cf. Ischyos
Descrip tion:
Material :

encountered.
One specimen

Dimensions:

Remarks:

p.116) and Table
See Singh (1971,

Diameter 59Pm.

Despite its poor

specimen observed in
preservation, the single

the present study i s clearly identifiable as C. exquisitus because of its
large, bulbous verrucae.
been
This species has

in the Albian of
previously encountered

and from unspecified Lower or Middle Cretaceous strata
Alberta (Singh, 1971)
1979a). In this work,
from Vigo Seamount, offshore western Spain (Habib,
Formation.
the Husky
of
member
Lower
it was encountered in the
(Pocock, 1970)
Concavissimisporites ferniensis nov.
emend.
comb. nov.,
Plate R

Figure 2
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1970

Converrucosisporites ferniensis Pocock, p.48; p1.12, fig.1.

Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, slightly concave to slightly
convex sides
and rounded apices; the
distal face is convex, the proximal face is
pyramidal.

The laesurae are three-fifths or more of the spore radius in

length; they are typically bounded by aligned sculptural elements.

The

exine is 1.5-3.5pm thick and is ornamented by low, mostly flat-topped
verrucae which are rounded polygonal or irregular in plan view and 3-8pm
in diameter; the spaces between elements are restricted to narrow
canals
which form a more or less distinct negative reticulum.
Material:

One specimen encountered.

Dimensions-

Diameter 65Jmh

This species is characterized by its low, more or less irregularly
shaped verrucae which are separated by a network of narrow canal -like spaces.
The above emendation portrays the sculptural details more clearly (Pocock
made mention only of " ... rounded verrucae 3.0(6.0)8.0[u] wide and about
more readily the differentiation of this
1.5n h igh-") in order to permit
species from others. It also implies that the exine is single layered and
laesurae (see
avoids a detailed discussion of the configuration of the
under C. delcourtii above).
unspecified Jurassic strata from
The type material is from
in this study is from the
western Canada. The single specimen encountered
Lower member of the Husky Formation.
(Tralau, 1968) comb. nov.
Cuncavi,,simisporites oranulosus
Platp 8, Figures 8,10
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Concavisporites granulosus Tralau, pp.26-27; p1.10, fig.3; Middle
Jurassic, Sweden.
1975 Concavissimisporites subqranulosus ([auct. non]Couper); Vigran +
Thusu [pars], p1.3, fig.10 [non 1].
?non 1971 Cf. Concavisporites qranulosu Tralau; Guy, pp.24-25; p1.1, fig.22.
?no 1975 Concavisporites qranulosus [auct. non] Tralau; Vigran + Thusu, p1.3,
figs.11-12.
1968

Description:
Material:
Dimensions:

See Tralau (1968) and Table 9-1.

25 specimens encountered.
specimens measured); polar diameter
Diameter ?30-31(39)47pm (17

measured).
?25-28(33)37jim (4 specimens
characterized by its ornament of coarse granula to
This species is
are 0.5-fpm in diameter, 1-211m high,
short bacula. Individual elements
one and one-half element widths apart.
and are usually spaced one-half to
f-)21122f2LTicIsus arc consistently granulate
and C.
michinus
(:.
L.
In addition, C.
in their sculpture.
elements
and never have baculate
subgranulosus has much finer
larger in size, C.
typically
granulatus is
denser ornament.
more uniform and
a
has
elements, and C. michinus
_ Middle Jurassic
rev i ously been encountered in
has
p
This species
Jurassic strata of Norway. In
and ?Upper
Sweden
and ?Neocomian strata of
element throughout the sequences
uncommon
this work it was found as an
Remarks:

examined.

con caviss imitsp9fitf
Plate 8,

?1958
196/II)
1 964b
?196()
l971 a

11-91II119

(Doring, 1964b) comb. nov.

Figures 3,1 2; Figure
Plate 9,
4 Figures 3,10;
Plate 10,

- excluding holotype],
AIllj Couper [2..4n
Concavisporites 1/2SJATI
figs.4-6.
p.1104; p1.4,
.5 [non 4].
Doring,
g
fi
.22,
figs.1-2.
1?-1
montuosus
p.1104; p1.5,Norris, p.585; p1.102, fig.19.
PO)yrosjtriletec
poring,
P1.8,
luberosioThetes TillgrvariveTruaIli Couper;
Phillips + Felix, p.326;
prites
Paden
C9Overrucosi
sphaerulenius
1rilobospot.ites
—
•
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1973 cf. Trilobosporites _aiverrucatus Couper; Reyre [pars],
p1.11, fig.2
[non 3-6].
?1977 Trilites minutus ([?auct. non] Bolkhovitina); Ashraf, p.33;
p1.4,
fig.15; text-fiq.22.
1977 Tuberositriletes grossetuberculatus ([?auct. non] Bolkhovitina);
DdrhOfer, pp.27-28; p1.4, figs.4,7.
1979 Tuberositriletes grossetuberculatus ([auct. non] Bolkhovitina);
Dorhofer, p1.1, figs.44,46 [same specimens as above].
non 1973 cf. C. Tuberositriletes major [auct. non] Dewing; Reyre, p.126;
p1.12,
figs.3-4.
4_199 1979 Tuberositriletes
major [?auct. non] Doring; DorhOfer, p1.2, fig.6.
•
Description:

A species of Concavissimisporites with a triangular amb, slightly

concave to moderately convex sides and rounded apices.

The laesurae are two-thirds

or more of the spore radius in length; they are simple or bordered by aligned
sculptural elements.

The exine is 1-2.514m thick and ornamented by verrucae

2-511m in diameter, 1-31.4m high, circular to ellipsoidal in plan view and
semi-circular in optical section; the elements may or may not increase in

i"',P1 I ion ot

I'Llt°ria).:
Dimensions:

I

size towards the apices and are typically well-spaced, with room for the
IA;

• ,111(1 - - lid I I (9( tra e I enit,r,

14 specimens encountered.
(14 specimens measured).
Diameter 45(69)102pm

essentially accords with Ddring's concept
The above description
original diagnosis. Mention is made of
of L. montuosus as expressed in his
the spacing of the sculptural elements, thus permitting more readily the
geniculatus; the latter has a
differentiation of C. montuosus from C.
Remarks:

distinctly denser ornament.
originally described C. major as having a
(1964b)
poring
Although
illustrations of the holotype it appears
closely packed ornament, from his
comprises
that the ornamen t of that species is relatively loosely packed and
montuosus.
more Or l ess hem i spherical elements. Thus it closely resembles C.
two forms
The 0_,
basis on which to differentiate these
meaningful
" Y possibly
ranges, the type material of C. montuosus
°Ppr.dr,,
ive
rove/l
fo
major from 82-110,um. Trilobosporites
r
C.
of
that
angin g from 60_78pm and
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sphaerulentus Paden Phillips and Felix is strikingly similar to
and, I
believe, conspecific with C. montuosus.

It has a size range of 75-95m,

thus overlapping the size ranges of both C. montuosus and C.
major.

Thus

in light of this, and the fact that size is a dubious means of
separating
dispersed coeval miospore species, I prefer to consider C. major as a junior
synonym of C. montuosus.
Derhofer (1977, 1979) illustrated specimens under the name
T uberositriletes grossetuberculatus (Bolkhovitina, 1961) which I consider
to belong to C. montuosus.

'T.' grossetuberculatus was illustrated

originally by means of a series of simplified line drawings of several
specimens representing a range of morphological types.

For my reservations

regarding the use of the name C. grossetuberculatus, see above.

For

further remarks pertaining to this species, see 'General Remarks' at the
bee inning of this section on lygodeacean spores.
montuosus and its synonyms have been
All previous records of C.
fro Neocomian strata, except that by Paden Phillips and Felix (1971a);
Albian strata of south-eastern
their specimens were recovered from the
from areas bordering the modern
U.S.A. All previous records have been
all specimens of C. montuosus encountered
North Atlantic Ocean. In this work,
Formation, with the exception of one
were from the Lower member of the Husky
member.
specimen from the Blue-grey shale
Dorhofer, 1977
Concavissimisporites robustus
Plate 9, Figure 2

1977

Concavissimisporites robutus Ddrhofer, p.25; p1.3, figs.3,6.
with a triangular amb, weakly

•
D_ es cription
.•

A species of Concavissimispgri
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concave to weakly convex sides and broadly
rounded to truncate apices.
laesurae are three-fifths or more of the spore radius in length;
they

The

are simple or bounded by aligned sculptural elements. The
exine is either
more or less uniformly thick (4-6im) or thicker interradially than
radially.
It is ornamented by low, typically poorly delimited verrucae 1-3pm
in
diameter and 0.5um high; these elements may be densely distributed or
sparse.
Material:

One specimen encountered.

Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 57pm.

This species is characterized by its thick exine and low, indistinct

ornament of fine verrucae.

It has previously been encountered only from the

Berriasian of northwest Germany.

In this work a single specimen was

Formation.
recovered from the Lower member of the Husky

(Couper, 1958) Pocock, 1970
Concavissimisporites subgranulosus
9, Figures 5,13
Plate 8, Figure 4; Plate
1958
?1958
1967
1968
1970
1977
.211 1975
111

Couper, p.143; p1.22, fig.6.
Concavisporites sub ranulosus p.38; p1.2, fig.l.
Nilsson,
Trachysporites fuscus
Couper; Tralau, fig.1F.
Concavisporites sul2r IL I°sus Couper; Tralau, p.26; p1.10, fig.2.
Concavisporites sub_grOllig-all
(Couper); Pocock, p.41; p1.7,figs• 24'26.
Co ncav issi m i sporites f1119112110-1-15Couper;
Ashraf, p.25; p1.1, fig 15
2112acpalliop
gggcavisporites
([auct. agp]Couper); Vigr,;n ;
Concavissimisporites
[fig.10 -- C. 912allip ]
Thusu, p1.3, figs.1,'10

Description:

A species of

Concavissimisporites with a triangular amb,

rounded apices. The laesurae are twoand
sides
concave to weakly convex
length; they are typically simple.
in
radius
thirds or more of the spore
granola
T he exine i s 1-2.5pm thick and more or less uniformly ornamented by

which are about 0.5um or less in diameter.
Material:

32 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:

Diameter 25(32)44pm (27 specimens measured); polar diameter

22(26)30um (4 specimens measured).
and fine
This species is distinguished by its small size
in diameter,
granulation. C. granulatus is consistently greater than 50um
whereas C. subgranulosus is consistently smaller than 50um in diameter.
stratiThis division primarily on size appears to have support from the
has been primarily
gra phic distribution of these taxa, for C. granulatus
Remark -

previously
recorded from Cretaceous strata, whereas C. subgranulosus has
strata. In this work
been
recorded only from Lower and Middle Jurassic
This occurrence extends
it Was a rare but persistent element throughout.
the
Neocomian strata.
range of this species into Upper Jurassic and

Concavissimis

1961)
uralensis (Bolkhovitina,
orites sp. cf. C.
comb. nov.
Plate 9, Figure 4

amb,
with a triangular
Description: A form of Concavissimisporites
moder
pices. The laesurae are
ides
and
rounded
a
s
straight
dt- 'Y concave to
The exine
simple
radius in length.
spore
the
is un,,and three-quarters or more of
ornamented by very
is
it
apically
I low
Y about ?pm in thickness;
polar and
s parse
high. In the
gum
about
ve rrucae 3..5pm
in diameter and
with few elements
and maculate,
regions the exine is smooth
sh
°wi ng re li ef.

Material'

I specimen encountered.
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Dimensions:
Remrks:

Diameter 63pm.

This form is similar to C. uralensis (for more details of which,

see above) in having
more or less smooth polar and interradial areas and
verrucate apical areas; however the apical verrucae of C. sp. cf. C.
uralensis
are

considerably sparser than those of typical specimens of C. uralensis.

The single
specimen encountered is from the Upper member of the Husky
Formation.

c_21gyissimisporites variverrucatus (Couper, 1958)
Brenner 1963 emend. nov.

Plate 9, Figures 6-7,9
19? 3 Concavis orites variverrucatus Couper [pars], p.142; p1.22, fig.4, [non 5].
LY.9.2dium variverrucatus (Couper); Bolkhovitina, p.100; p1.36, fig.5.
5riverrucatus (Couper); Brenner, p.59; p1.14,
(
?1963
.211cAv_issimisporites-4
1964 Cfig
Concavissimis orites vari verrucatus (Couper); Singh, pp.78-79.
_Liberositriletes variverrucatus (Couper); DOring, p.1105.
19cu110 Maculatis orites microverrucatus Doring, p.1101; p1.2, fi g.l-6.
Stover [pars], p1.1, fig.5,
141sporites variverrucatus (Couper);
°1-1
0rcav
4
1968
Couper; Horowitz, p.15; p1.2, fig.l.
1969 Concavis orites variverrucatus
Concavissimispor ites variverrucatus (Couper); Vagvol gyi + Hills, p1.4,
1970 fi9.2.
Concavis orites variverrucatusCou per; Horowitz, p.162; p1.1, fig.10.
1968]
1970 [same specimen illustrated as in Horowitz,
variverrucatus (Couper); Kemp, p.85;
C91Layissimisporites sp. cf.
1971 Ps1.10, figs.7-8.
(Couper); Singh, pp.114-115; p1.16,
Lonca vssimisporites
i
variverrucatus
1971a fig.).
g-gacvissimisporites variverrucatus (Couper); Hopkins, p.117; p1.21,

147

Playford, p1.103, fig.9.
.
• smis~orites
var iverrucatus (Cooper);
i rrora tus Paden Phillips + Felix, p.314; p1.4,
1973 flgs.8_10.
variverrucatus (Couper); Reyre, p. 123; p1.9,
cf' A. Concavissimisporites
19/4
Hopkins, p. 17; p1.4, fig.41.
1974 eC icqvissjmisporites variverrucot115 (Couper); Ramanujam + Srisailam, p.74;
(Couper);
1-1, Yissimisporites variverrucatus
F . I, fig:f0.
(Couper); Riley, n1.2, fig.5.
1975
(:onverru
r!cavisTuillsilfilriltcs
(Couper); Brideaux + McIntyre, p1 . 1,
p"vidarrii
--ttiicc:141
1(1. 10.
1971la Cow'
19/

4
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1975
1 977
1977
1979
1979a
1981
?1982
non 1969
non 1970
non io
.a71

Converrucosisporites variverrucatus (Couper); Filatoff, p.71 ; p1.17,
figs.5-6.
Concavissimisporites microverrucatus (Doring); Srivastava, p.30.
Concavissimisporites pulcher Dorhofer, p.23; p1.3, figs.1-2.
'EcTiE-gi\-/-Tss imisporites pulcher Dorhbfer, p1.2, fig.5.
Concavissimisporites sp. cf. variverrucatus (Couper); Habib, p1.2,
fig.8.
Concavissimisporites variverrucatus (Couper); Srivastava, p1.5, fig.5.
Converrucosisporites variverrucatus (Couper); Norris, p1.1, fig.18.
Converrucosisporites variverrucatus (Couper); Norris, p.585; p1.102,
ig.19 [= ?C. montuosus].
cppcavisp2rites variverrucatus Couper; Norris, p1.2, fig.4 [incorrectly
captioned as fiq.9].
Cf. Converrucosisporites variverrucatus (Couper); Guy, pp.23-24; p1.1,
fig.20.

Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, strongly concave to moderately convex sides
and rol_inded
apices; the proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face is
Convex.

The laesurae are three-fifths or more of the spore radius in length;

they are

typically simple, but may be bounded by a weakly developed margo or

by aligned sculptural elements.

The exine is 2-4pm thick.

It is ornamented

by relatively fine verrucae which are usually 1-2pm in diameter (although
occasional elements up to 3pm across may occur), most commonly 0.5-1pm high,
circular to irregularly shaped (but more or less equidimensional) in plan
view and semicircular to slightly flattened in optical section; elements may
distinct from each other and
occasionally touch or merge but are typically
apart. The sculpture may be
spaced up to one-half an element diameter
(J(.1Lp

sl ightly coarser apical ly
Mat

13 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:
li'ou ( I

than in polar or interradial regions.

specimens measured); polar diameter
Diameter 45(59)71-?72pm (10

%pp( l inen
liv1""(1).

Re mart,

(1958) illustrated two spores
In erecting this species, Couper
in morphology. The holotype has
which differed from each other significantly
(1 -?pm), low verrucae, whereas
i41 orn
()wont comprising denselY Po' ked' fine
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the other specimen that he illustrated has an ornament of much coarser
(4-60m), distinctly hemispherical elements.

Such variation within a

single species is not generally considered acceptable, and the vast
majority of subsequent workers have restricted the use of the name C.
variverrucatus to forms more closely resembling the holotype in morphology.
Doring (1964b) considered the other specimen illustrated by Couper to belong
to C. montuosus.
Despite the general acknowledgement that the original morphological
circumscription of this species by Couper is too broad, no attempt has yet
been made to
emend the diagnosis of C. variverrucatus; this situation is
remedied here.
original

importantly from Couper's
The above emendation differs

description in the following ways:

(i) The sides are stated to be strongly concave to moderately convex,
rather than concave only. This allows the inclusion of specimens with
convex sides (e.g. see Filatoff, 1975, plate 17, figure 6).
finely verrucate, with elements
is stated to be
usually 1-2,0m in diameter, occasionally up to 31.1m, and 0.5-11im in height.
Couper
1.5-4vm in diameter and up to gum in
remarked that elements were

(ii) The
ornament

height.
spacing; here, details concerning
(111) Couper made no mention of ornament
ornament spacing are given.
coarser apically than it
(iv)
Forms with an ornament which is slightly
is in
allowed for.
Polar and interradial regions are
irroratus Paden Phillips and Felix
C.
and
pulcher DOrhiifer
emendation given
accord well with the
are ba sed
which
types
on morphological
considered junior synonyms of it.
here for
are
and thus

PLATE 9
P hotomicrograph‘. 2, 5-7 taken in phase contrast.
l igures 1,1?: Li lobosporitcs aornatus DOring, 1965a
Figure 1:

sample 014-50978, slide 13, co-ordinates 95.5/17.5.

Diameter 69pm. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 12: sample 014-50980, slide 10, co-ordinates 104.7/9.0.
Diameter 75oni.

Proximal aspect.

Figure 2:

Concavissimisporites robustus Dorhofer, 1977
Sample 006-50909, slide 10, co-ordinates 104.5/3.9.
Diameter 53.um. Proximal view.

Figure„

°,10: Concavissimisporites montuosus (Porng, 1964h)
Figure 3:
007-29128, slide 11, co-ordinates 98.2/13.7.
Diameter
68:71Proximal view.
Figure 10:
mple 006-50907, slide 10, co-ordinates 88.8/15.1.
Diameter
Proximal view.
55:mple
006-50907,
88.8
10,
5
slide
/
co-ordinates
1 .1.
Figure 4:
Concavissimisporites sp. cf. c. uralepsi s (Bolkhovitina, 1961)
Sample 001-29151, slide 11,
co-ordinates 104.6/9.0.
Diameter 6Oum. Proximal view.
Fi gures 5,1 3:
(Couper, 1958)
Concavissimisporites subgranulosus
co-ordinates 108.8/9.8.
pFiirmreete5r:38Sijamm. ple 002-50857, slide 2,
F

Figure 13:

Proximal view.

Sample 007-29129, slide 13, co-ordinates 111.4/9.6.
Diameter 32pm
Proximal view.

19"e 6-7,9:
Couper, 1958)
Concavissimisporites variverrucatus (
Figure 6:
co-ordinates 104.6/14.0.
slide 6,
sample
008-50922,
Di
ameter 49Dm. Distal view.
l
p.gure'7:
107.9/4.0.
sample 001-29152, slide 11, co-ordinates
iameter
10
41"
Proximo-distal aspect.
Fig',
--re 9: sampl e 006-50906, sl ide 8, co-ordinates 105.3/12.5.
Diameter
nieter 620m.
rj yore
Equatorial view.
D.
",am Trilobosporites? sp. indet.
b - 1e°°2154154, slide 3, co-ordinates 102.4/3.0.
‘j
ri(iur,(L, 11.
'"oni. Prn x him I v h.w.
Dorhofer, 1977
IriloWiporites
S . (J. T. aequiverrucosus
'°41PI I. (I
II i
"WI ', I Hi. In, «, (-)rd—ir-h.:1-;.7.- If7111//0•()In()Ino,
(-(?r
69um. Proximo-d .ktal aspect.

9
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C. microverrucatus (Doring) is also essentially
identical to C.
variverrucatus, although this species has a size range of 50-8011m, and thus
would partly fall within the morphological circumscription of C.
crassatus
or C. verrucosus; the holotype of C. microverrucatus,
however, is less than
75,um in diameter and thus readily accommodated in C. variverrucatus. (See
remarks under C. crassatus and C. verrucosus above.)
C. michinus, C. minimus, C. subgranulosus, and C. granulatus all have
a granulate
rather than a finely verrucate sculpture; in addition, the first
three of these four species have a smaller size than is typical for C.
variverrucatus.
C. variverrucatus has a known stratigraphic range extending
through Upper
Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous strata.
was

In the present work it

encountered as a rare element in the Lower and Upper members of the

Husky

Formation and in the Buff sandstone and Blue-grey shale members of

the Lower
sandstone division.

Genus TRILOBOSPORITES Pant, 1954 ex Paton -id, 1956 emend. nov.
-30sEIL1tfj Pant, p.50 [nomen nudum].
11 h
.1956
T
ex Potonid, p.55.
1961 -11112120sporites Pant;
Ly3241ila subgen. 21/ rnosotrJ.pLiyL41ata Ivanova in Samoilovitch et al.,
P.109,
1961
et al
_..., p.109.
Ivanova 1'n_ Samoilovitch _um. subgen. LylirTILL2IL%
1963 -11-- h---.
p.288
[re
ill.,
et
-description
Delcourt
Irjlopsorites Pant ex Potonid;
and re-illustration of type material of type species].
1963
p.114 [obligatory junior synonym of
LEilpbisoorites Levet-Carette,
1965a 11
[Potoni6]; Ddring, p.52.
4-11-1EataTii].
i 11Oosporites (Trilobplagit.0)
1965a rr
orites) Doring, p.52.
ilobosioriTes (Tube-rosis)
1965
T
1978 !rrilobos orites Pant ex Poton id; emend. Huang,
p.186.
[fide Jansonius +
emend. Pocock,p.51
gijobosporites Pant ex Potonie;
' 111 s, 1980, card 3787-31.
LN,,
proximo-distally compressed
j-nded didynosis: Lonotri lete, tetrahedral,
II6°%liorp% Wi lh
fld rounded

d

/ ,
fridwid dr MHO

,,Irondly concave to weakly convex sides

or may not protrude
apices which may
crenulate
lobate, or
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in the amb outline; the distal face is convex and
the proximal face
pyramidal.

The laesurae are typically two-thirds or more of

the spore radius in length; they may be simple or
bordered by raised lips
and/or aligned sculptural elements.

In the apical regions the exine may

develop a more or less complete network of muri, these muri being surmounted
intermittently by verrucae or other features.
typically, valvae develop.
protrudingi

Alternatively, and more

Valvae are more or less distinct, more or less

pad-like apical exinal thickenings which usually overlap to a

variable extent onto the subequatorial radial regions of the proximal and
distal faces.

There is most commonly one valva per apex, but there may be

up to
three; the valvae are always distinctly larger than any general
sculptural elements on the same spore.
verrucate, or otherwise ornamented.

Valvae may be smooth, granulate,

The apices are never characterized by

a mere
coarsening of unit ornament. Other than at the apices the exine may
be
smooth, scabrate, undulate, granulate, verrucate, or with other types of
unit
ornament; it may be homogeneous or structured.
Tyne

_

Trilobosporites (al. Concavis °rites) hannonicus (Delcourt
,_e l3rumont, 1955) Potonie, 1956; Cretaceous (Neocomian), Belgium. (See
P c ies
list below.)
Remark •
emended in light of the discussion
The diagnosis of Trilobos orites is
section. In comparison with the
°r"" ted in the 'General Remarks' to this
description is given here of
°r19-4411 diagnosis by Potonie (1956), a fuller
Allowance is made for forms with
th° nature
and variation of the valvae.
smooth
only 'finely sculptured (verrucate)'
exines, whereas Potonie included
(e.g. T. aornatus) have
f(*Ins. Smooth walled and granulate valvate forms
subsequently
general morphology,
because of their
which,
been discovered
(1978; fide jansonius and Hills,
°I)vi("HY belong in Trilohosporite" Huang
lrjp o,
Tril2b91;_prites in which he did
of
' card
emendation
37n) ()aye d short
rim
verrucate exine.
for lorw; wi 1h other than d
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During (1965a)considered Matonisporites Couper, 1958 to be a
junior synonym of Trilobosporites.. The apical exinal thickenings of
Matonisporites are typically restricted primarily to the equator and are
more or less gradational with equatorial exine of normal thickness; true
valvae are pad-like thickenings which extend onto the subequatorial radial
exine of the proximal and distal faces, and they commonly have abrupt rather
than gradational margins.

However, the distinction between these types of

structure, and hence between Matonisporites and Trilobosporites, is not
clearcut and the differentiation of these genera will probably require some
reconsideration in the future.

Matonisporites has always a more or less

smooth exine.
subdivision of Trilobosporites into
During (1965a) also proposed a
two sub genera, Trilobosporites (Trilobosporites) and Trilobosporites
unsculptured and sculptured
(....Lthherosisporites) ; these subgenera are for
forms respectively. However, from their re-illustrations by Delcourt et al.
typifies the putatively smoothed
(1963), the holotype of T. hannonicus (which
walled subgenus, Trilobos °rites) appears to have a granulate general ornament
bernissartensis (which typifies
and verrucate valvae, whereas that of T.
the putatively ornamented subgenus, Tuberositriletes), although poorly
ornamented or perhaps not ornamented
preserved, appears not to be strongly
at dli .
to be used, Trilobosporites should
thus, if these subgenera are
CQntain
Tuberosisporites should contain unornamented
ornamented forms, whereas
continued use of these subgenera,
forms,
I recommend, however, against the
partly because of the confusion surrounding them, partly because of my
9('nerdi reservations about using subformgenera (see 'General Remarks' to
the 'ection on sphagnacean miospores), and partly because the name
iubr,ros
---- --i_ porites is too easily confused with the generic name Tuberositriletes.
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(The potential confusion around these two names is
evidenced by the fact
that Boring [1966a,b,c], who coined both of them, has himself erroneously
used the name luberosisporites in the sense of Tuberositriletes!)
Species of Trilobosporites:

These have been defined primarily on the basis

of their various sculptural types.

To a lesser degree, the nature of the

valvae or apical features have also been used.

The permissible degree of

intraspecific variation in these morphological traits is poorly understood.
This is owing to several factors, amongst which are the following:
1) Although diverse in Lower Cretaceous strata, specimens of Trilobosporites
rarely occur in profusion, thus making 'population studies' difficult to
car ry out.
2) In
erecting new species, most authors have illustrated only the holotype
Or, pit,
most, tWO

3)
d

specimens.

Specimens of Trilobosporites, like those of Concavissimisporites, have

tendency to be poorly preserved; in consequence the precise and original

details of the ornament especially are commonly obscured by secondary damage.
The f
exhaustive, incorporates a
ollowing list, which is not claimed to be
Trilobosporites from uppermost
review of the most commonly used species of
Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous strata. Translations from Russian descriptions
are

1)

by

Tril obo

Luba Vasserman and edited by me.

aequiverrucosus Dorhofer, 1977
Dorhofer, pp.53-54; p1.10,
1977 Trilobosporites
Cretaceous (Berriasian),
119.2;
p1.11,
'1-5;
riqs.1-?,
northwest Germany.
1979 Trilobosporites
(Tuberositriletes) ae uiverrucosus DdrhOfer;
figs.16-17.
Dorhofer, p1.2,
uniformly verrucate
141kirks:
characterized by its dense,
This species is
sculpt
such forms were previously included
(1977),
Dorhofer
Ore- As noted by
under
holotype of that species however is
the name T. bernissartensis; the
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too poorly preserved to typify a viable species.
2) Trilobosporites aornatus Doring, 1965a (See below.)
3) Trilobosporites bernissartensis (Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955)
Potonid, 1956
-+ Sprumont, p.34;
1955 Lygodioisporites bernissartensis Delcourt
text-fig. 5; Cretaceous (Neocomian), Belbernissartensis
gium.
Lygodioisporites)
(al.
1956 Trilobosporites
(Delcourt + Sprumont); Potonid, p.55.
(Delcourt + Sprumont); Dettmann
1963 Trilobo-pprites bernissartensis
p1.43, figs.11-12 [non ?13,14]
et. dl. Lpdrs], pp.288-289;
[holotype re-illustrated].
uiverrucosus above.
For discussion see under T. ae
5)
in Samoilovitch et al., 1961)
Trilobosporites cavernosus (Ivanova
Doring, 1965b
cavernosum Ivanova in
1961 Lygodium
30, figs.2a-c; Cretaceous
Samoilovitch et al, p.109; p1. [reproduced in Traverse +
U.S.S.R.
(Cenomanian), Siberia,
Ames, 1969, p.30-48]
(Ivanova)
C-2112215-12-2
1965a Trilobosporites (IELISII2g§221:115)
Doring, p.54.
subfsp. cavernosus
n. comb. (Cavernosotridngulat.a)
caverhosum 31var. tubela-brculatum
non 1961 lygodinm
[a
al., p.110; p1 . , figs.
lvdnovd in !,dmOi loviLLh et
form of eoncaviss_lii ispa-10
exine and relatively
Remarks:
characterized by a smooth
This species is
holotype); the valvae appear to be
the
on
least
indistinct valvae (at
preservational origin,
found to be of
is
feature
scalloped. If the latter
species as a senior synonym of T.
it may prove necessary to treat this
Remarks:

aOrnatus.
Lat.g.gfklE2 cotidiana
.
6) ,Irilobos
212
..11I4I.
no.
a nom.
°rites?
Bolkhovitina, 1953.
' LE1iIiALI
(-= -i .) hn+-.,
glIiilao
hotriletes cotidianus)
letes
16nri
(= Lo
cotidiana
Cretaceous
53 clyptogramma pp.33-34; p1.3, fig.19;
[reproduced
U.S.S.R.
Bolkhovitina,
Kazakhstan,
(Hauterivian), western p.835] [nomina niAla].
p1.1, fig.21
(Bolkhovitina); Kotova,
1961 in Kremp et al. 1959,
Lygodium cotidianum
[nomen nudum]. (Tuberositril etes) cotidianus (Bolkhovitina);
1 965a Tril obos °rites
DOring, p.57 [110Men
this taxon.
two names for
published
Remarks:
simultaneously
Bolkhovitina
1 g78), both are invalid.
al
(1/.
""(- Articl e .34 of the I.C.B.N. (Stafleu
6,4_1r
I
A riQw
ndme is thus chosen here.
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Bolkhovitina described this species as follows:
Spores triangular [in equatorial outline] with broadly
rounded apices and concave sides. The surface of the
exine has sinuous elevations [?crispae] with indistinct,
low verrucae. The laesurae are one half of the spore
radius in length. At the apices it is 5-6,um thick. [Translation]
Only a single
line drawing of the type material was given; this illustration
does not clearly show the ornamentation (the nature of which is
also not
obvious from the description), nor is it possible to determine with
confidence whether true valvae are present.

I recommend, therefore, that

use of the
name T. coditianus be avoided.
7)

T

crassiangularis [Wing, 1965a
1965a Trilobosporites (Trilobosporites) crassiangularis During, p.54;
p1 .23, figs.3-4; Cretaceous (Neocomian), West Mecklenburg,
Germany.
1977 Trilobosporites bolchovitinae DOrhofer, p.54; p1.10, fig.11.
See T. aornatus below for a comparison.

Remarks:
here

T. bolchovitinae is

considered to be morphologically indistinguishable from T. crassiangularis.

8) Tril
l

.2.grites domitus Norris, 1969

p1 .106, figs.9-10,12-13;
iri law!Toriles domitus Norris, p.591;
England).
Cretaceous (lower Neocomian,
Remarks; This species is characterized by its densely and finely granulate
intraspecific or preservational
ornamentation. It might prove to be an
Va r
plate 2, figure 12), without
ant of
T, aornatus. Indeed, Dorhofer (1979,
aornatus one of the specimens
comment,
re-illustrated un der the name T.
(not
1969

9)
T

ilof otYP ) figured originally by Norris (1969) as T. domitus.
ote;
(Bolkhovitina, 1961) During, 1965a
ljlabellos
Mtchedlishvili, p1.12, fig.22.
7auer I
lygodium
o lkhovitina [O12§], p.88; p1.34, figs.3a,c
LYTzitum Elabel lum B
Holotype: p1.34, fig.3a
[non 3b]; [non p1.27, figs.7a-c].
[here designated];
[Tyberosi.triletes] alabellus (Bolkhovitina);
1 965a

I96?

Remarks:

following description for T. glabellus:
the
gave
Bolkhovitina (1961)

- 295 Spore, trilete with rounded, protruding apices. Exine
up to 61J thick [and] slightly uneven, as the surface is
covered with large, [ 1 vistupayushchimi l?], sparse verrucae.
The laesurae are almost one spore radius in length; some
specimens have a margo au wide. Notable thickenings occur
apically. [Translation]
She provided three line drawings (her plate 27, figures 7a-c)
and three
rather fuzzy photomicrographs (plate 34, figures 3a-c) to illustrate her
new species.

These represent a medley of morphological types, at least one

of which is
clearly not referable to Trilobosporites (her plate 27, figure 7b).
Bolkhovitina did not designate a holotype and, as far as I am aware, no
lectotype has been subsequently designated.

I therefore herein designate

the specimen
illustrated in Bolkhovitina's plate 34, figure 3a as lectotype.
This illustration is a photomicrograph, and the morphology of the specimen
concerned appears closest to the original description, sparse, irregularly

10)

distributed verrucae being diagnostic. The illustration of this specimen
is not
very clear, however, especially with respect to the apices, and the
name T1
great caution.
glabellus should be applied only with

Tril
—__2bosporites granulatus Doring, 1965a (See below.)
11)
Tri1_,
— 14loosorites hannonicus (Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955) Potoni6, 1956
emend• Del court .1,
1963.
5
-' 51.,
I'
Delcourt + Sprumont, pp.24-25; p1.2,
1955 Concavisorites hannonicus
Belgium.
1956 fig.3; Cretaceous (Neocomian),
+ Sprumont); Potoni6,
(Delcourt
Trilobospprites hannonicus
Sprumont);
P.55; p1.7, fig.68.
1963 Trilosbosporites [sic] hannonicus (Delcourt +
p.288; p1.43, figs.9-10 [holotype
[emend.] Delcourt et al.,
re -i l lustrated].
by Delcourt et al.
Remarks: The holotype of T. hannonicus was restudied
(1963), who gave an improved description which is here considered to
co nstitute an
regularly
is characterized by
hannonicus
T.
emendation.
granulate, ornament
ve rrm,
finer, verrucate or
a
and
dpices
" 1-0 valvao at. the
elsewhere.
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12) Trilobosporites humilis Delcourt and Sprumont, 1959
1959 Trilobosporites humilis Delcourt + Sprumont, p.42; p1.3,
fig.6; Cretaceous (Neocomian), (Belgium)?
1966 Trilobisporites minutis Levet-Carette, p.162; p1.15, figs.19,
20a-b,21.
Remarks:

This species is characterized distinctly by its distal ornament

of low verrucae, which coarsen and become more irregular towards the pole,
as well as its small size relative to most other species of Trilobosporites.
appears to be morphologically
Trilobisporites minutis Levet-Carette, 1966
here to be a junior synonym
identical to T. humilis and is thus considered
of the latter species.
13)

14)

Taugourdeau-Lantz, 1973
? indicus Jain and
Jain + Taugourdeau-Lantz, p.56;
1973 Trilobosporites indicus
p1.4, fig.10; Lower Cretaceous,
p1 .1, fig.19; p1.2, fig.16;
southern India.
species is differentiated by its
Remarks: According to its authors, this
smaller size'. No true valvae can be
Possession of 'ring -like valvae and
unclear photomicrographs (which, although
confidently discerned on the three
specimen). Because of
on three
to be of the same
appear
plates,
different
which may be distal apical transverse
i ts possession of 'ring -like valvae',
rather than in
in Cibotiumspora
belongs
possibly
ds,
fol
this species
inadequate
imprecise description and
Iil2bosporites. Because of its
restudy of its
best avoided pending
is
s
illustrations, the name T. ind
type material.
Tr .,
1973
pp.414,416; p1.43, figs.15-18;
1!°InP2121tes ivanovae Batten,
" 3 Trilobosporites ivanovae Batten,
Cretaceous (?Valanginian),
'
igs.1-8;774-1 , figs'1'5-9;
(Batten);
nd.
rr
rites) ivanovae
o
Trilobos
1977
if_npardecippr (al.
Dorhofer, pp.26-27.
smooth to

13nX

VdridbleF:pre:

Rofflork%:
finely

' fitly' (7!)-1?6O0),

incipient valvae.
verrucate exine and

illurArat ions

see Batten (19/3).

iefsulwlitdiles:ription numerous

- 297 15) Trilobos orites lantzae Desk
and Combaz, 1967
1967 Trilubosporites lantzae Dedk+ Combaz, p.76; p1.2,
fig.2,
Cretaceous (Neocomian), France.
Remarks:

The authors of this species provided only a single illustration,

that being of the holotype in proximal view.

They stated that T. lantzae

differs from T. hannonicus in having bifid and longer laesurae, and
from
I. berOssartensis in the appearance of its valvae. However,
the nature of
the laesurae is
in general a spurious feature to use in differentiating
species of trilete spores (see under Concavissimisporites delcourtii above).
Some degree of intraspecific variation should also be allowed for in
the
precise nature of the valvae; in fact, the valvae of T. lantzae are closely
similar to those of the holotype of T. bernissartensis.

The name T. lantzae

should be avoided, at least pending a restudy of its type.
16)

17)

Itljob -22nites? marylandensis Brenner, 1963
()
1963 Trilobosporites marylandensis Brenner, p.71; p1.23, fig.5;
upper Lower Cretaceous, Maryland, U.S.A.
1977 L2pardecispora mar landensis (Brenner); Srivastava, p.45;
p1 .22, figs.1-3.
Remark
s: See comments under Concavissimis orites apiverrucatus above.
minutis DOrhbfer, 1977
p1.11, fig.5; p1.15,
Trilobosporites minutis DOrhOfer, p.56;
Germany.
fig.14; Cretaceous (Neocomian),
Rerpur's",_.
. This species is characterized by its small size and convex sides.
977

18)

Trilob os orites
obsitus Norris, 1969
Norris, pp.590-591; p1.106, figs.?-8;
69 Trilphosporites obsitus
Dorset, England.
(lower Neocomian),
Cretaceous
obsitus Norris; Ddrhdfer,
°rites)
197
9 Trilobpsporites (Tuberosis
p1.2, fig.19.
R"arks: [his species is characterized by verrucate ornamentation, which is
in the type
reduced; furthermore, at least
sparser and relatively
"
strongly developed.
19
' the volvd n are not very
)
' Tr .
Doring, 1965a
*sPori tes rari ranulatus
sDOring,
(TAbgr_o_isps_o_j_tes),rari ran
la?
West
ju5aIFTTpETiiporites
(Neocomian),
;
p1.20,
figs.5-8;
Cretaceous
P.5
Mecklenburg, Germany.
dist

a1ly
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Remarks:

This species is characterized by relatively sparsely distributed,

fine verrucae 1-3.5jjm across.

At least on the holotype (the only specimen

illustrated by boring), the sculptural elements appear to be strongly
concentrated in the interradial areas of the spore and very sparse in
radial regions.

It is impossible to assess the significance of this uneven

distribution without some knowledge of the intraspecific variation.
20)

Trilobosporites squamosus (Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb. nov.
1953 Lophotriletes squamosus Bolkhovitina, p.32; p1.3, fig.13;
Cretaceous (Lower-Middle Albian), Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R.
[reproduced in Kremp et al., 1959, p.8-29].
Remark s:

Bolkhovitina (1953) gave the following short description of this

species, which is clearly a form of Trilobosporites:
outline] with rounded
Spores triangular [in equatorial
thick, densely covered
Exine
apices and straight sides.
apically.
thickened
with large, low verrucae. It is
in length. [Translation]
radius
the spore
Laesurae simple, one-half of
Without
Onl y an extremely idealized line drawing of the holotype was given.
informative illustration, this species
a more
detailed description and a more
is unusable.
21)

~2)

21)

Tril ob

Dbring, 1965a
arietalis DOring,
tenui
at
is
1 965a Trilobosporites (Trilobosporites) tenui
pp.53-54; p1.23, figs.2,5-6; Cretaceous (Neocomian), West
Mecklenburg, Germany.
Remarks:
maculate exine,
characterized by its smooth to
This species is
which ,
is relatively thin and hence commonly folded.
a1., 1969a
Trilo,
------'--4P-Pr-2-li----tes triangularis VenkatachalaVenet
ka tachala Lt al., pp.125-126;
iriangillaris
'r69a Trilobosporites
India.
P1-1 ,Tigs:4-12; text-f i g.3; Lower Cretaceous, western
uniform
its
size,
large
Remarks:
characterized by its
This species is
.suhverrucnse , (i.e. finely verrucate) proximal ornament and its
intra,_a
r nulose' (?) distal ornament.
?_1., 1961) comb. nov.
Samoilovitch tt
Trii,
tapaZ1,ovfltg/11;
- .oho, )0 .
in
(Ivanova
IriAagulatum lvanova
19(:11 riltPs triangulatus
IU1)e;;culata)
Pinal
1-Yjodiiim
[reproduced in
p1.26, figs.2a-b;
p.99;
U.S.S.R.
[?paril,
et
Siberia,
Lr°taceoos (Cenomanian),
p.30-62).
Irdverse I Ames, 1964,
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Remarks:

Ivanova gave the following description for T. triangulatus:
Diameter 75.8-78.Ru, average 77.5p. Spores trilete,
triangular [in equatorial outline] with rounded apices
and more or less straight or slightly concave sides.
The laesurae are simple, very distinct, and always closed
[sic]; their sides [i.e. lips] are slightly sinuous. The
rays are greater than three-quarters of the spore radius
in length. The exine is ... not folded and of non -uniform
thickness, being 1 .7-2.1.0 on the sides and ... 3.2-5.01J
at the apices ... The surface ... is covered with evenly spaced
and densely packed verrucae of irregular shape and various
sizes; the verrucae are especially distinct distally. At the
apices the verrucae are larger and more convex. [Translation]

She also gave a
shorter, and less complete diagnosis which, however, adds
nothing that is not included in the description.
T. triangulatus resembles T. hannonicus in having coarser verrucae
over its
'valvae' and finer ornament elsewhere. These species may prove to
be
conspecific, although the holotype of T. hannonicus does have more

24)

distinct valvae and finer general ornament than does the holotype of
I.
triangulatus.
Dettmann, 1963
TrilobosplE111§ tribotrys
1961 11
. .godium sp.; Samoilovitch et al., p1.34, fi gs.5-7.
1963 Trilobosporites IrjtI2I1Y5 Dettmann, p.61; p1.12, figs.10-14;
middle Cretaceous, South Australia.
1966a Concavissimisporites trillgIrY5 (Dettmann); Doring, p.67.
1969a Im ardecispora (Trilobosporites) tribotrys (Dettmann);
Venkatachala et al., p.124.
its apical ornament, which
Remarks:
T. tribotrys is characterized by
m-2
arise conspicuous hemispherical
COMPul ses
anastomosing muri from which
Verr ucap.

25)

Tr .
---11°hos ajit,,- Iripre O cu losu s Cookson and Dettmann, 1958a
je
Cookson + Dettmann, p.109;
trioreticulosus
6' 10loboporites Cretaceous (Aptian-Albian, eastern Australia).
P1.17, figs.]-3;
(Cookson + Dettmann); Bolkhovitina
1 961 Llapdium trioreticulosum
figs.5[?la,b,c,[?]d; p1.38, fig.8.
p1.35,
(Cookson +
[Pars],
p.100;
l969a I
ite!,) trioreticul212
lolmvpr.
Iri
°Pl'dr(li.( ivuru (
p71M.
Venkatachala et ai.,
a in Samoilovitch
5snomanicum
non 1
bettmann);
--, 961
trioreti cu lpsum var.
Ivanovulentus]
.
Lpodium
f= C. pyrver
-b
.q aT., p'.111 ; pl.ii, figs. 2a
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Remarks:

This species is characterized by an exine which is scabrate to

coarsely granular in polar and interradial regions and apically has a low
reticulum with polygonal lumina.
26)

Trilobos orites verrucatus (Lantz, 1958b) comb. nov.
1958b Irilobozonosporites rotal is (Weyl. et Krieg.) var. verrucatus
Lantz, p.36; p1.1, figs.12-13; uppermost Jurassic or lowermost
Cretaceous, f rance.
?1966a Trilobozonosporites verrucatus (Lantz); Srivastava, p.90;
p1.2, fig.4.
?1977a Trilobosporites fsp.A; Dorhofer + Norris, p1.1, fig.14.
Remarks:

This species is characterized by the tendency of its verrucae to

concentrate and increase in size towards the bases of the valvae.

Trilobosporites sp. cf. T. aequiverrucosus Dorhofer, 1977
Plate 9, rioure 11
One specimen encountered.
Dimensions:

Diameter 73pm.

preserved to describe comprehensively
This specimen is too poorly
or to
confidence. It does appear to have a
allocate to any species with
aequiverrucosus. It is included
''ucose exine and may be a specimen of T.
RemAvo.
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here to illustrate the potential variability, within a single specimen,
of apical morphology.
valva.

Two of the three apices each have a distinct, conical

The third lacks a valva and has a cover of verrucae apparently

similar to those of the remainder of the exine.

The morphology of this

third apex could, of course, be related to the poor preservation of the
size and shape,
spore; however, the verrucae there appear to be regular in
unlike the ornament elsewhere on the specimen.
?Upper member of the Husky
This specimen was encountered in the
Formation.

Trilobosporites aornatus During, 1965a
Plate 10, Figure 5
Plate 9, Figures 1,12;

[ears - excluding type as designated
LYTILLITillabellum Bolkhovitina
-c]; p1.34, fig.3b [non 3a,?c].
herein], p1.27, ?fig. 7a [non 7b
Dbring, pp.52-53; p1.20,
1965a Trilobosporites (Trilp.t.22§212rj/f0
excluding type], p1.106,
1969 Trilobosporites
Norris [22f§ f igs.
do
_
1-?.
1979 ti9.1 3 [non 9-10,12].
atus During, DorhOfer, p1.2,
y
dor
Trilobosporites (ILi102222011
) illustrated in Norris, 1969,
specimen
fig.12 [re-illustration of
P.106, fig.13].
McIntyre + Brideaux, p1.1, fig.5.
1980 Trilobosporites aornatus During;

?1961

Trilobosporites with a triangular amb, straight
description: A species of
are two-thirds
apices. The laesurae
to w.,„
rounded
""K IY concave sides and
scabrate,
exine is smooth to
The
length.
Or more of the spore radius in
roba bl Y owing to preservational factors)
some ti
infrapunctate (P
mes maculate or
more or less conical
two
or
one
.
t
interradially;
and JP1cali
ally 2-4J.Jm thick
valv d

the valuate ex ine has a maximum thickness of
of( ur at eac h ape x;

•

7 specimens

encountered.
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Dimensions:
Remarks:

Didmeter 48(70)85m) (5 specimens measured).

T. aornatus is distinguished by its more or less smooth exine

and conical valvae.

T. crassiangularis Doring has an exine which is

typically stouter than that of T. aornatus and valvae which are of more
uniform thickness (and thus are not conical) about the apices.
T. aornatus has previously been recorded only from uppermost
Jurassic to lowermost Cretaceous strata (upper 'Maim' and lower 'Wealden'
of Germany, "Purbeckian' of England, and Valanginian of north-western
Canada).

encountered as a rare element in
During the pre sent study it was

the Lower and Red -weathering shale members of the Husky Formation and in
the Blue-grey shale member of the Lower sandstone division.

1962 emend. nov.
Trilobos_porites? canadensis Pocock,
Plate 10, Figure 3
1 962 Tr i109sporites canadensis Pocock [ppE], pp.44-45; p1.4, figs.63-66
---- --canadensis (Pocock); Venkatachala
1969a [Im ! 67-68].
P170cispora (Trilobosporites)
p1.1, fig.9.
?1973 7.-'tAl., p.124. canadensis Pocock; Shvetsova,pp.54-55;
p1.10,
1-C11212222rites
Pocock; Dorhbfer,
?1977
Lrjlobosporites canadensis
?1979 fi9s.6,12.
0.;@lig.pi Pocock; Dorhofer, p1.2,
141.10bosporites (ILIPS191i52°fAIt5)
illustrated in Dorhofer, 1977, p1.10, fig.6]
non
1.
no] Pocock; Singh, p.73; p1.8,
1964 .1 ?.; 18 [same specimen as
4-112posPorites canadensis [auct. sP.]
O1§1111Uffil.fJ
Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.3,
T
11911 1 969 Ti
[= c1011canadensis [gl.kg.I. so] Pocock;
r
gs.
19-20
nor, 1971a 7-111212ogorites
Concavissimiporite_s. sp.] Pocock; Herngreen, p1.3,
[=
[auct. LTD]
T gs'7-8
canaTlansis
______
ig,40spprites
___
non
ites sP.] Pocock; Hopkins, p.119; p1.21,
Concaviss
[=-lag]
1971 a Tigs'2-4
Canadensis [auct.
apjyp_EnLaW]
.i1S21?osporites
li!)9
Concavissimisaori_tes
rig.in
Hopkins, p.20; p1.5,
Pocock;
•
E=
u
non
,
[duct.
cdi1-miensTs
___ _ ____
Lfljobw;poTile.c
t n .,: ' - Concavissimisporitt sp.]
I :J. -J o l
roximo-distally compressed
likodd d
iagnosis: /onotrilete, tetrahedral, p
SP°,

'es with
slightly c oncave to slig htly convex sides and
a triangular iamb,
oho I t.
proximal face is py ramidal.
(he
,
cuuvex
IdLC 1!,
Ihe
dPi"")
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The laesurae are two-thirds or more of the spore radius in length and
usually simple.

The exine is 3-5pm thick interradially, increasing up

to 7-10um at the apices (including valvae); it is very coarsely verrucate,
elements typically being well rounded and about one-fifth to one-tenth of
the spore diameter across, and 2.5-5.um high; adjacent verrucae may sometimes merge to produce elongate elements.

At the apices are 1-2(?rarely 3)

strongly projecting, commonly bulbous, valvae or especially large verrucae.
Material:

Dimensions:

1 specimen encountered.
Diameter 580m.

of some confusion, mainly owing
T. canadensis has been the subject
to two factors. Firstly, Pocock (1962, plate 4, figures 63,67,68) originally
this name -- one with a very
illustrated three disparate specimens under
essentially smooth
coarse verrucate ornament (the holotype), one with an
ornament but enclosed by a
exine, and a third with an apparently smooth
the holotype have been
loose
apical features of
uperinel. Secondly, the
Remarks:

interpreted as true valvae by some workers and as coarser elements of the
instance, Diirhbfer
by others; for
exine
the
9eneral verrucate ornament of
T. canadensis specimens with
(1977,
plate 10, figures 6,12) all ocated to
0, (1969a) transferred this species
definite valvae whereas Venkatachala et
In addition a
lacks true valvae).
definition
12-1,
t0
by
-Tardeslp9rP, (which
which definitely
to this species
specimens
number,
of
have attributed
authurs
10). The emendation above
21, figure
plate
lack valva e (e. g. Ho pkins, 1971a,
this situation,
and
the discussion that follows are intended to help remedy
ype material would contribute more substantially
but rec d
urse to type or topot
within T.
of variation
range
perwissible
" und(r(f
2, ,iaodioo of [he
Cana(1f
Is

-304 In his orininal description, Pocock (op. cit) stated that the
ornament is 'strongly verrucose, ... verrucae average 9.5 microns in
diameter and 4.5 microns in height ...".

Thus, his description concurs

with the holotype; he gave no indication in his description that he
envisaged intraspecific variability so as to include smooth specimens
such as the other two that he illustrated (plate 4, figures 67,68).
stated somewhat
Furthermore, in the caption to plate 4, figure 67 he
bernissartensis" [?].
cryptically "proximal view of specimen with T.
with very coarse verrucate
T. canadensis is here restricted to forms
typically one-fifth to one-tenth of
ornamentation, with individual elements
the amb diameter across. Forms assigned to this species, but having
illustrated by Dbrhofer (1977, 1979)
distinctly finer sculpture (e.g. that
affinity with this species.
are
considered to be of questionable
or'qinal description, that the exine
Pocock also stated, in his
is "a bout 3.5 microns thick in interradial areas thickening to about
envisage considerable exinal
6 microns
at the apices." Thus he did
1-2 distinctly bulbous, rounded elements
thickening apically. The holotype has
elements elsewhere.
at the
distinctly larger than the
being
these
corners,
associated with a markedly thickened
Because they are few in number and
valvae. The specimen encountered in
be
to
considered
he,
exi
they are here
this study, which otherwise very closely resembles the holotype, has distinct
Val vae.

only
and discussion, the
synonymy
In light of the above
is of the type material from
unquestionable prev i ous record of T. canadensis
sequence examined
1962). In the
(Pocock,
the Neocomian of western Canada
Red-wea thering sha le member of the Husky
enLountered in the
Fe"matio n.
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Trilobosporites granulatus Dbring, 1965a
Plate 10, Figure 7

1965a Trilobosporites (Tuberosisporites) granulatus Dbring, p.55;
p1.5, figs.7-8.
Trilobosporites granulatus Doring; Dbrhbfer, p.55; p1.10, fig.3;
?p1.11, fig.6.
Trilobosporites (Tuberosiporites) cf. Iranulatus Dbring; Dbrhbfer,
p1.2, fig.11.
triangular amb, rounded,
A species of Trilobosporites with a

Descri tion:

convex sides. The laesurae are
and weakly concave to weakly
typically simple. The
two-thirds or more of the spore radius in length and
exine is 1.5-4.um thick interradially, increasing to a maximum of 5-81m1
commonly well -developed, broad based
aPica llY, in the form of one or two
valvae. Elsewhere the exine is covered
and fiat_ topped
to rounded conical
commonly 1-2um) across and
hY coarse grdhul d to fine verrucae 0.5-31m (most
towards the valvae, where
typically about 0.511m or less in height, except
sculptural elements are uniform in shape
they may be
The
coarser.
slightly
distribution; elements are typically
(more or less circular in plan view) and
width apart.
sPaced about one-half to one element's
lobate apices

.
Mater
-----=L2J.
Dimensions:

2 specimens encountered.
Diameter 69-750111'

coarsely granulate to finely
Re mark
characterized by its
is
-------s: T his species
verr uca+.
rarigranul a tus has an ornament consisting of fine
'e orn ament. T.
regions of
verru
which are present only, or concentrated, in interradial
uniformly
distributed.
the s
granu l a tus is more or less
"re; the ornament of T.
Jurass

T. gran ulatus has previousl y been recorded from the latest
Malm - ?Weal den A) and,
taceous
("Oberen
1c - ?lowermost C rP
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questionably, from the Berriasian - Hauterivian of Germany.

In the

present work two specimens were encountered, one in the Coal
-bearing
division and one in the White sandstone member of the Lower sandstone
division.

Trilobosporites sp. cf T. verrucatus (Lantz, 1958b)
comb. nov. herein
Plate 10, Figure 10
Description:
straight sides

A form of Trilobosporites with a triangular amb, more or less
and rounded apices.

The laesurae are two-thirds or more of

the spore
radius in length; they are simple.

The exine is 2-3pm thick

interradially, but it has a single valva at each apex, increasing the exine
thickness in these regions to a maximum of about 7pm; each valva is of more
or less
uniform thickness over most of its length around the apex (as seen
in Polar view), a nd has a slightly undulating surface.

The exine is other-

wise verrucate, individual elements generally being subcircular to suband well spaced so that
5-3.5pm across, 0.5-gum high,
however, immediately poleward
neighbouring elements do not touch or merge;
are distinctly coarser,
of eac h
valva on the proximal face the verrucae
being A 7
They remain well -spaced, however,
--alm in diameter and about 3pm high.
and
although those immediately
do not touch or merge with each other,
adjacent to the valva may merge with that structure.
ellipsoidal,

One specimen encountered.
Di!Hon, ,•
Ro

.

DidimAer

its verrucate ornament,
charocterized esp ecially by
Th '•
form
is
1()
which is
similar feature is
the valvae. A
of
polewards
c oarser i mme diately
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'Purbeckian' of France
characteristic of T. verrucatus (described from the
verrucae are densely
by Lantz, 1958h), but in that species the subvalvate
clustered, resembling the surface of a raspberry.

In the present form, the

giving a very different
verrucae are very loosely compacted,
that both forms fall within
overall appearance. It is possible, however,
single specimen of
the range of a single species. Unfortunately, only a
was found, and only a single specimen
Trilobosporites sp. cf T. verrucatus
subvalvate

of T. verrucatus was illustrated by Lantz.
verrucatus was encountered in the ?Buff
Trilobosporites sp. cf. T.
sandstone division.
sandstone member of the Lower

Trilobosporites sp. A
6,11
Plate 10, riqUreS
triangular amb, more or less
Trilobosporites. with a
OeScr> >tion: A f orm of
rounded apices. The laesure are
broadly
to
sIrd iYht. ides and nd rrowly
length; they are simple. The
in
radius
one-half or
more of the spore
The
maximum of 10-15pm apically.
a
to
increasing
„
e xine i s c.5-41im thick,
diameter which are circular,
in
2.3-5pm
exine is
ornamented by verrucae
s paced one-half to one
El lipsoidal or i rregular in plan view and typically
prominent or merge with the
either
valvae are
elemen t width apart. The
spore

in

conical
they may be c

bulbous, or relatively low and uniform

thickness over the apex.

11
D

outline;

A
nsions

k.
Arks:

2 specimens

encountered.

68-9bm.
d by
This form is distinguishe

its verrucate ornament, the elements
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of which are intermediate in size and spacing between those of T. granulatus
It was encountered in the ?Upper member of the

and T. aequiverrucosus.
Husky Formation.

Trilobosporites sp. B
Plate 10, Figure 1
Description:

triangular amb, slightly
A form of Trilobos po rites with a

concave to straight sides

and smoothly rounded to lobed apices.

The

length; they are
laesurae are two-thirds or more of the spore radius in
up
simple and indistinct. The exine is about 2um thick interradially and
to 'Dm
7
thick apically, where one or two more or less distinct valvae occur.
verrucate, the verrucae being
Elsewhere the exine is coarsely and densely
of variable shdpe and size; they may be circular or ellipsoidal, but are
more commonly subpolygonal , the canals between elements forming a negative
in size from 1.5- 9Jim in diameter;
reticulum. The elements vary randomly
they are
l-3jjm high.
Mat
t:

Dimen
Rema, L

1 specimen encountered.
Diameter 731.1m.
This form is characterized by the variability, within a single
tendency of the intervening
the
and
elements
its sculptural

spaces
to Produce a neg

ative reticulum.

T. ae uiverrucosus has uniform,

canadensis has a much coarser ornament.
sandstone member
encountered in the Buff
was
Trilobosporites sp. B

rounded verrucae.
of

the

T.
_

Lower sandstone division.
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Formerly Recognized Taxa of Concavissimisporites
The taxa listed below have, at one time or another, either been
placed in Concavissimisporites or have been recognized as separate species
or forms of this genus.

They are now considered to be synonyms or are here

(or have been elsewhere) placed into other taxa.

Their present status is

indicated.
C. 22i ranulosus Doring, 1965a; considered herein to be a junior synonym
of C. apj\jtrrucatus.

C• sa ter (Bolkhovitina, 1953) Singh, 1964; transferred

to Deltoidospora

herein.
C.
(Ivanova in Samoilovitch et al., 1961) Doring, 1965a; considered
nerein to be a junior synonym of C. apiverrucatus.
junior synonym of
informis Doring, 1965a; considered herein to be a
a
iverrucatus.
considered herein to be a
lrrorat25 Paden Phillips and Felix, 1971a;
Jun
i--n'-7.;-iionym of. C. voriverrucdius.
maculatus (Doring, 1965a) Srivasta va, 1977; transferred to Deltoidospora
herei n.
1 964b) Srivastava, 1977; considered herein to
micr
be 7,--7-4tIMEILL15 (Poring,
Junior synonym of C. variverrucatus.
C. minor (Pocock, 1962) Delcourt et al., 1963; considered herein to be a
6
bee,i,or synonym of C. granulatus [The name C. minor (Pocock, 1962) has never
11atus.]
- Properly validated -- see C. ar_192
to

C•
5.

rriu

(Bolk hovitina, 1961) DOring, 1965a; considered herein
apiverrucatus.
a Junior synonym of C.

(2rk
P-- iEl/ (Pocock, 1962) Singh, 1964; transferred to Deltoidospora herein.
n,
Brenner, 1963; transferred to
1955)
Sprumont,
r.._AnCtat

' T
iee rIcx t +
ra
-'--119-1,q(Ega

Deltoidospora herein.
transferred to
1965a);
:ILS (Doring,
L-92
of
be a junior synonym
to
herein
,"
..
-(--'
nui,-.
C' .._!..1977; considered
Sj_r--;---?--u0rhofer,
' -----_
..
_ nui,,
.,us.

C
''' ratan

.._
CI -0JPdui
1-(47-i
Ii—.
. ..11.

(DOring, 1964b)

Sri vastava, 1977; transferred to Deltoidospora

Verr,

----14191

forma crassatus Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955; now C. crassatus.
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Formerly Recognized Late Meozoic Species of Converrucosisporites
The late Mesozoic species listed below have, at one time or another,
been placed in Converrucosisporites but are transferred to or retained in
Concavissimisporites herein.
C. distinctus Jain and Taugourdeau Lantz, 1973.

C. exTvisitus Singh, 1971.
C. ferniensis Pocock, 1970.
C. geniculatus Desk + Combaz, 1967.
C. hughesii Pocock, 1970.
minor Pocock, 1970 (under the new name Concavissimisporites pocockii).
platyverrucosus Brenner, 1963.
santalensis Sah and Jain, 1965.
1Pyptectus Sah and Jain, 1965.

SL7 variverrucatus

1969.
(Cooper, 1958) Norris,

C.

venitus Batten, 1973.
In addl• .
Pocock, 1962 was considered to be a junior
tion, C. saskatchewanensis
Ddrhofer (1977). If C. saskatchewanensis
synonym of Rotverrusporites major by
orites, it would become a junior
'ivere to be transferred to Concavissimis
saskatchewanensis Pocock, 1965.
homonym
of Concavissimisporites

in

IEardecis ora
Species of
Recognized
Formerly
or another, been placed
have, at one time
below
The species listed
are

'rnPar
I
----k2L11-122.
They are now either considered to be synonyms or

retai neri
i n other genera. Their present status is indicated.
or he re placed
in
/
al., 1969a;retained
et
Venkatachala
9 iver
Cony
Cjemzer, 1958)
1

'.--J-I1 01)0"--A5_te(Pocock,
s

196?) Venkatachala et

al., 1969a;retained in
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I. gibberula (Kara-Murza, 1951) Venkatachala et al., 1969a; transferred
to Concavissimisporites herein.
I. horrida (Pocock, 1965) Venkatachala et al., 1969a;transferred to
Concavissimisporites herein.
I. ivanovae (Batten, 1973) DdrhOfer, 1977; retained in Trilobosporites.
I. marylandensis (Brenner, 1963) Srivastava, 1977; retained in Trilobosporites.

L. Einar

(Pocock, 1962) Venkatachala et al., 1969a;transferred to
Concavissimisporites herein under the new name, C. mannvillensis.

multituberculata (Bolkhovitina, 1961) Venkatachala et al. 1969a, considered
herein to be a junior synonym of Concavissimisporites apiverrucatus.
urverulenta (Verbitskaya, 1962) Venkatachala et al., 1969a transferred
to Concavissimisporites herein.
texensis Srivastava, 1977; considered herein to be a junior synonym of
oncavissimis orites apiverrucatus.
11., 1969a; retained in
trib
(Dettmann, 1963) Venkatachala et
I' es
ilobos orites.
1958a) Venkatachala et al., 1969a;
lEjpreticulosus (Cookson and Dettmann,
retained in Trilobos p°rites.
Venkatachala et al., 1969a; transferred
liralensis (Bolkhovitina, 1961)
o Co
ncavissimisporites herein.

of Tuberositriletes
Formerly Recognized Species
at one time or another, been
have,
below
listed
The species
in, or transferred to,
Placed in Tuberositriletes but are here retained
Con
--',!1:_avissirnisporites, or are considered junior synonyms of the species
indicated.
1964b.
1956) Doring,
(2141 Q12 (Bolkhovitina,
Ddring, 1964b.
(Kara-Murza, 1954)
Wiring, 1964b.
Q):111trILis (Kara-Murza, 1951)
1966a(0r c).
1961) DOring,
iatus (Bolkhovitina,c7) Ddring, 1964b.
ss. gr°ssetl
---Inac otuherculatus (Kara-Murza, 19-
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T. major Dbring, 1964b; considered herein to be a junior synonym of
Concavissimis °rites montuosus.
T. montuosus Dbring, 1964b.
T. raretuberculatus (Bolkhovitina, 1961) Dbring, 1964b.
I. splendidus (Kara-Murza, 1954) Dbring, 1964b.
T. variverrucatus (Couper, 1958) Dbring, 1964b.

Formerly Recognized Species of Trilobosporites
The species listed below have, at one time or another, been
placed in Trilobosporites or have been recognized as separate species of
this genus.

be synonyms, or are
They are now either considered to

attributable to other genera.

Their present status is indicated.

transferred to Matonisporites herein.
I. anti uus Reiser
and Williams, 1969;
•
T.
transferred to Concavissimisporites herein.
911?9911PIn Brenner, 1963;
transferred to Concavissimisporites by
4aiverrucatus Couper, 1958;
oring
(1965b).
considered herein to be a junior synonym
bolchovitinae Dbrhbfer, 1977;
°f I. crassian
transferred to Concavissimisporites herein.
1971;
Herngreen,
boulonnensis
to Concavissimisporites
Pocock, 1965; transferred
I. gibberulus
1951)
(Kara-Murza,
Matonisporites
1965a; transferred to
L
Dbring,
antis
(Cookson, 1953)
herein.
1971a; transferred to
Paden
Phillips
and
Felix,
19.10912PIffill.11
t-on#1
s_porites herein.
irilAinporite ; transferred
1966 (as
Levet-Carette,
I11s2terov
to _.
errucatus
—1211cAvissimisporites herein.
Concavissimis orites herein.
to
I. ho •
transferred
111Alli Pocock, 1965;
1
Lspyosporites herein.
to
transferred
T• Our
Pocock, 1970;
under
----L.
Concavissimis orites herein
rn.
T.
to
::,111°r Pocock, 1962; transferred
1V--mannvillens17.
" w na me, C.
considered herein to
;
sp_gnitt.0
T
17;,
tus Levet-Carette, 1966 as T r i lob i
menA—uji-i-_.
humilis.
/°r yriorlym of T.
(
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I. mirabilis (Bolkhovitina, 1956) Shvetsova, 1973 [?nomen nudum];
transferred to Concavissimisporites by Doring, 1965a.
I. Dilljtubercu)atus (Bolkhovitina, 1956) Pocock, 1965; considered herein
to be a junior
synonym of Concavissimisporites apiverrucatus.
T. hlebo
teroides (Couper, 1958) DOring, 1965a; retained in Matonisporites.
urverulentus (Verbitskaya, 1962) Dettmann, 1963; transferred to
Conca Y125iatIglites
herein.
s haerulentus Paden Phillips and Felix, 1971a; considered herein to be
a junior
synonym of Concavissimisporites montuosus.
s inosus
herein.
Pocock, 1965; transferred to Pilosisporites
Concavissimis orites herein.
2111blaii2 (Bolkhovitina, 1961); transferred to
ver_
ncavissimis orites
-121f2 2WL (Singh et al., 1964); transferred to Co
Tiere-17in
under the new name, C. srivastavae.
retained in Pilosis orites.
I. ver (Del
- 1 court and Sprumont, 1955) Pocock, 1965;
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Photomicrographs, 2, 7, 9 taken in phase contrast.
Figure 1:

Trilobosporites sp. B
Sample 003-50863, slide 6, co-ordinates 109.9/14.6.

Diameter 77um.

Distal view.

Sprumont, 1955)
Concavissimisporites crassatus (Delcourt and
co-ordinates 94.0/8.1.
Figure 2: sample 008-50919, slide 10,
Diameter 70um. Proximal view.
co-ordinates 103.7/17.2.
Figure 9: sample 006-50904, slide 3,

Figures 2,9:

Diameter 87um.

Proximal view.

Pocock, 1962
Trilobosporites canadensi s
98.9/16.2.
Sample 014-50979, slide 12, co-ordinates

Figure 3:

Diameter 56um.

Proximal view.

Figure

4: Concavissimisporites montuosus (DbriIng..:31/976.41b.)
111.3/7.1•
Sample 006-50911, slide 25, co-ordinates

Diameter 69um.
Figure 5:

r.

Proximo-distal aspect.

1965a
Trilobosporites aornatus During,
Sample
co-ordinates 106.5/9.7.
31,

7:
4r07
D; ete0

slide 14,

Proximal view.

lgures

0,11: Tr
ilobosporites sp. A

Fi gure 6:
r?ameter

sample 014-50983, slide 12, co-ordinates 109.8/11.7.
70um. Proximo-distal aspect.
11:
sample 014-50983, slide 12, co-ordinates 107.3/12.8.
Diameter
p igur, meter 8911m.
Proximal view.
e 7:
SampleTrilobosporites g ranulatus D5ring, 1965a
00
Diameter 4-50880, slide 6, co-ordinates 106.6/7.8.

ri

9tIre 8.
samp_

6811m.

Proximal view.

Trilobosporites sp. indet.
Diam le 014-50972, slide 5, co-ordinates 97.
8/14.4

eter 7 . Di stal view.
gum

10:

.
11'112.2129sporites sp. cf. T. verrucatus (Lantz, 1958b)

bi:eete0r01-29154:siide 9, co-ordinates 95.0/6.9.
"DM. Proximal
view.

10
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- 315 Chapter X
MATMIACEAN SPORES

Genus MATONISPORITES Couper, 1958
_1958
?1961
21964b
. 1972

Matonisporites Couper, p.139.
113(10_12orites Dev, 1961, p.45.
Toroisporis suhgen Crassiaagplari_s Daring, p.1102.
Kumar, p.170.
Venusteaesporites Singh

p1.20, fiy.15

Matonis orites phlebopteroides Couper, 1958, p.140;
(holotype ; Jurassic - Lower Cretaceous, England.

Taxonomic changes:
1)

qlitzlia.orites

antiquus (Reiser and Williams, 1969) comb. nov.
19644Matonisporites sp; de Jersey + Paten, p.3; p1 .1, figs.11-12.
196b Matonisporites sp; Hill et al ., p. j20; pl.J10, figs.l-2.
1969 Trilobosporites antiquus Reiser + Williams, pp.8-9; p1.3, fi .15;
p1.4, fig.1; Lower Jurassic, Queensland, Australia.

2)

Matoni
sTorjtes atgantis (Cookson, 1953) comb. nov.
1953 Trilites Digantis Cookson, p.468; p1 .1, figs.8-9; ?lower
Tertiary, South Australia.
1965a Trilobosporites (Tuberositriletes) gigntis (Cookson)
Ddring,
necessary during the review,
The above transfers were found to be
here
species above are characterized
- in-, of the genus Trilobosporites. The two
by
than true valvae and are
equ atorial, radial exinal thickenings rather
Matonisporites than in Trilobosporites.
hence more
readily accommodated in
these two genera
(However, see the di scuss i on of the relationships between
Remark s

i n the

'Remarks' to Trilobosporites.)

Matonisporites and its
For details pertaining to the genus
(1976, cards 294-295, 1610,
probable synonyms, see Jansonius and Hills
2920, d nd 3
171).
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OSMUNDACEAN SPORES
Genus BACULATISPORITES Pflug and Thomson in Thomson and Pflug, 1953,
emend. nov.

?non

1950 Osmundas orites Thiergart, p.84 [nomen nudum].
1953 Baculatis orites Pflug + Thomson in Thomson + Pflug, p.56.
1967 Baculatis orites Pflug + Thomson, emend.Krutzsch, [pars], pn.6-7.
1964
Baculatriletes von der Brelie, p.136 [Wilosisporites].
Emended diagnosis: Azonotrilete, more or less spheroidal miospores.
The laesurae
are typically two-thirds or more of the spore radius in length;
they may be
simple or bordered by raised lips and/or by aligned, occasionally
fused sculptural elements. The exine is generally relatively thin (0.25-1.5pm)
and thus
by unit sculptural
susceptible to secondary folding. It is ornamented
elements, all or a majority of which have heights greater than their basal
diameters.

Bacula are often the preponderant type of element; other types

ma y include clavae, echini, setulae, coni, gemmae, verrucae and granula.
Sculpture is developed over the entire exine; it may, however, be reduced
Proxima l ly.
s) p_riEnk1§ (Wolff, 1934 p.66;
Baculatisporites (al.Sho
Thomson in Thomson and Pflug, 1953;
and
Pflug
inj,,e[:3)14ype])
l
Plio-Lene

12Pe sne

there are two schools of thought
As Filatoff (1975) has pointed out,
osmundaceous spores. To one group
l'e9ardi ng the
classification of ornamented
1965) who prefer to
belong those workers (e.g. Dettmann, 1963, Playford,
n
ma inta
d ifferent genera for forms wi th dominantly granulate, baculate,
verruc
( . a te and rugul ate sculpture respectively; to the other belong those
whole
e.9
prefer to encompass the
who
1965a)
Krutzsch, 1959b, Dbring,
cumPlex in
one or two genera only.
Remark
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At present I prefer to retain a number of separate
genera (primarily Baculatisporites, Osmundacidites, and Rugulatisporites),
defined on the basis of their dominant ornament type, even though in
practice there is no very sharp distinction between them.

Inclusion of

all ornamented 'osmundaceous' types under a single generic heading would
involve such a large number of species that the resulting genus would
prove to be very unwieldy.

A future review of this complex of dispersed

miospores would almost certainly reveal that a large number of its contained
species are superfluous.
The original diagnosis of Baculatisporites allowed only for forms
with an exclusively baculate ornament.

Krutzsch (1967) emended this

genus in order to admit forms with a variety of ornament types.
expressly

He

and Thomson in Thomson and
synonymized Rugulatisporites Pflug

Pflug, 1953 and Osmundacidites Couper, 1958 (these genera encompassing
dominantly 'rugulate' and granular forms respectively) with Baculatisporites.
not been favoured by
However, Krutzsch's concept of Baculatisporites has
Rugulatisporites have remained
most mio
spore workers; Osmundacidites and
Baculatisporites has come to be used
in general
use. On the other hand,
not onl y for exclusively baculate forms, but also for species such as
B• corn
a umensis which typically possess a mixture of sculptural types
Per Shc,c1111er ~
of which bacula or baculum-like elements are the preponderant,
but not
the
emended diagnosis above is
the
general
that
usage of Baculatisporites
sculptural elements consist
Proposed;
the
that
it does not require
majority of sculptural
the
least
at
ex"n' iv 1
hdiula, only that
.e'Y of
s
element- are taller than they are broad at their bases.as Thus
B. comaumensis,
forms such
Id
includes
def ined,
----2-1JPorfic„
, (1 _3 here
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but excludes species traditionally placed in
Osmundacidites and
R ugulatisporites.

Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson, 1953) Potonid, 1956
emend.nov.
Plate 11, Figures 1-3,6; Text-Figure 11-1
1953
19
-! .? -'
1957
1958a
1960
1963
1964
1964
1965
1 965
1965
1966a
1966
1966

Trilite comaumensis Cookson, p.470-471; p1.2, figs.27-28.
llalPILDI2n1I25
comaumensis (Cookson); Potoni6, p.33. •
i
Osmundacidites comaumensis (Cookson); Balme, p.25; p1.4, figs.54-56.
Osmundacidites comaumensis (Cookson); Cookson + Dettmann, p.100;
p1.14, fi g.13.
Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); Klaus, p.125; p1.29, fig.13.
Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); Dettmann, p.35; p1.3,
figs. 22-23; text-fig. 4k.
Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); de Jersey + Paten, p1.1,
Tigs.8-9.
Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); Singh et 11., p1.2, fig.30.
McGregor, p1.4, fig.4;
BaculatisEprites comaumensis (Cookson);
-fig.16:
f ig.?1; P1.7-,PI.C,
Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); Harris, p.80; p1.25, fig.l.
Cookson); Stanley, p.250; p1.31, figs.6-9.
-giiiffEralI2 comaumensis
Baculatis orites comaumensis (Cookson); Srivastava, p.504; p1.2,
flig 13.
Couper; Burger, p.251; p1.20,
Osmundacidies wellmanii [auct.non]
figs.3a-b.
Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); Jain + Sah, p.108; p1.1,
flig.18.

1967
1967 Baculatis orites comaumensis (Cookson); Norris, p.88; p1.10, figs.15-16.
Baculatis orites comaumensis (Cookson); Venkatachala, p1.1, fig.5.
1967 Baculatis 3r.ites comaumensis (Cookson); Playford + Cornelius, p.90;
pi.i, fig.
1968
(Cookson); Tralau, p.24; p1.8, figs.1-2;
Baculatisporites comaumensis
1968 P1'14 fig.2.
(Cookson); Hedlund + Norris, p.136;
Baculatis orites comaumensis
1
,s1 .i5-16.
f?,.
1968 P1 .1, ,fig.11.
) ,fi
(Cookson); Norris, p.31(5
comaumensis
196, Baculatis °rites
(Cookson); Norris, pl.]
_ 5iiTITIT(TriTi7
( _._.,
1969 ...1(tggl:y?r,
ites
p.121; p1.39, fig.26.
197,, .B --___igites comajmegi-s-- Cookson); Oltz,
[unnumbered],
(Cookson); Harris, pl.
u Bac
comaumensis
-P--42Lilaanilfj
fig.14.
1971 11 gd.
(Cookson); Singh, p.48; p1.3,
Band •
comaumensis
17
p1.1,
fig.
p.23;
19/I r31-1—___.4.
15Torites
(Cookson); Guy,
wellmanii].
comaumensis
Osmundacidites
r.,--9Idtisporii-A7;
specimen of
1 971 Lilo 14
to be a
appears
which
Couper; Herngreen, p1.3, fig.12.
.(A-11
buct,non]
,
pp.114-115; p1 .20,
1j7 la 7-1111ndacidites wellmanii
Cookson); Hopkins,
F6TWiTiWns—i7—(
1I LITsporiie
igs.16_11.
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1972a Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson);
figs. 7-9.
1973 Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson);
p1.1, fig.17.
1974 Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson);
1974 Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson);
p1.2, fig.15.
1974 Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson);
1975 tBX. .t.14.t.i.igs.frEigts,sr.maumensis
(Cookson);
.I

Srivastava, p.5; p1.3,
Hopkins + Balkwill, pp.12-13;
Hopkins, p.13; p1.2, fig.25.
Ramanujam + Srisailam, pp.76-77;
McIntyre, p1.14, fig.9.
Filatoff, p.59; p1.9, figs.6-7;

1975 Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.1,
fig.12.
1975 Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); Vigran + Thusu, p1.3, fig.3.
?1975 Osmundacidites wellmanii [auct. non] Couper; Arjang, pp.116-117;
p1.4, fig.5; text-fig.15.
1977 Osmundacidites wellmanii [auct. non] Couper; Ashraf, p.38; p1.6,
figs.2-5; text-fig.34.
1977 Osmundacidites wellmanii ([auct. non] Couper)[sic] var. conatus
Ashraf, pp.38-39; p1.6, figs.6-11; text-fig.35.
1977
Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); Dorhofer, p.32; p1.5, fig.2;
p1.15, fig.13.
1978 Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); Wilson, pp.110-111; p1.2, fig.12.
1979 Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); Dorhofer, p1.1, fig.20.
1980 iBaculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson); Burger, p.50; p1.4, figs.6,8-9.
1982 Baculatisporites .giliEftis15 (Cookson); Norris, p1.1, fig.19.
.a2D 1973
cf. B. Trilites comaumensis [?auct. non] Cookson; Reyre, p.138;
p1.17, fig.9.
Emended diagnosis: Spheroidal, azonotrilete miospores. The laesurae are
about three quarters of the spore radius in length; they are simple or
The exine is typically 0.5-1pm
bordered by aligned sculptural elements.
thick and sculptured with a variety of ornament types per individual
_
specimen.

Bacula are either the predominant, or at least an important,
common than granula and small verrucae.
constituent; they are always more
clavae and papillae.
Other sculptural elements present may include coni,
broader than 1.5um at their
Elements are rarely higher than 2.5JA and
bases;
they are typically 1-3jim apart.
encountered.
Plat
`171.11: About 200 specimens
Dimensions:
(98

Maximum diameter

( not necessarily amb diameter)

17(33)6411m

specimens measured).

Rena

ks

T he diagnosis of B.

glEziell.Li

is emended to emphasize the

var iable nature of the ornament (see Text-Figure 11-1). This variation is
exhib

d
iteby the present

materia l and is evident from the illustrations
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fA_

Text-Figure 11-1:

Variety of ornament types found
in Baculatisporites comaumensis
(Cookson, 1953).
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of the type material (Cookson, 1953 , p1.2, figs. 27-28).

For further

discussion pertaining to B. comaumensis, see 'Remarks' under Osmundacidites
wellmanii below.
B. comaumensis has a known range from Late Triassic to Late
Cretaceous; it was a common element throughout the sequence examined.

Genus OSMUNDACIDITES Couper, 1953 emend. nov.

1953
Osmundacidites Couper, p.50.
1958
racteolinasporites Nilsson, p.48.
960 Conosmundasporites Klaus, p.127.
Laveine, p.75.
1
1963
Psmundacidisporites Danz6-Corsin +
Emended diagnosis:

spheroidal miospores.
Azonotrilete, more or less

The

the spore radius in length; they
laesurae are typically two-thirds or more of
lips and/or aligned sculptural elements.
raised
by
'ordered
or
simple,
maY be
(0.25-1.25pm) and thus susceptible
The exi e
relatively thin
n is oenerally
consists exclusively or predominantly
to
ornament
The
folding.
secondary
are equal to, or
Of small
whose basal diameters
unit elements (granula)
uniform in size, shape and
greater than, their heights. These may be
arranged and of
may be irregularly
or
specimen
distribution over a single
(rarely) tubercula
verrucae, gemmae, and
Small
various shapes and sizes.
also
resen t they are of various shapes and sizes and are
flay
occur; where p
intermi xed with ranu1a. The ornament never consists exclusively of more
g
ornamentat ion may or may not be reduced
(Jr
luss uni for m verrucde. file
Proximally.

Ty

Coupe r, 1953 p.20; p1.1, fig.5
e s ecies. Osmundacidites
Zealand.
o
s, Ne w
•
nt yne ; Jurassic to Lower Cretaceou
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In his original diagnosis of Osmundacidites,
Couper (1953)

stipulated that the ornament should be granular to
papillate and somewhat reduced on the
proximal surface. The present author found the latter
to be not
invariably the case for 0. wellmanii; thus the generic diagnosis
is revised
to allow inclusion of forms in which the ornament is more or

less uniform in size over the whole spore.
The diagnosis is also broadened to allow inclusion of forms
with a non
-uniform ornament which includes, or is dominated by, small
verrucae.

This permits the transfer of Verrucosisporites varians

Volkheimer to Osmundacidites (see O. varians, below).
The type species of Verrucosisporites Ibrahim, 1933, V. verrucosus
(Ibrahim in Potonid et al., 1932), as re -illustrated by Jansonius and
Hills (1976, card 3186), appears to have a morphology similar to that
encompassed by Osmundacidites. Indeed, Krutzsch (1959h) has commented
that the
ornamont of Vorrocosisporites is not unlike 'Osmudda-type'
sculpture,

date to synonymize
It may prove necessary at some future

Osmundacidites with Verrucosisporites.

Rotverrusporites Ddring (1964b)

((".) differs from Osmundacidites and the type of Verrucosisporites
a
in
of verrucae.
having
more or less uniform ornament
ornament which is dominated by bacula
Baculatisporites has an
or bacni
than they are broad.
-1um-like elements which are taller
dominated by granula and/or fine
Osmundacidites has an ornament which is
V(21T ut
definition, isodiametric or
elements are, by
sculptural
such
'de;
has an
tall. Rugulatisporites
broader at
are
they
their bases than
()I dwo
rugulae.
of muri or
preponderance
ui a
ni
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Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper, 1953
Plate 11, Figures 4,9-10
1953 Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper, p.20; 01.1, fig.5.
1958 Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper; Couper, p. 134; p1.16, figs.4-5.
21958 Acallthotriletes ovalis Nilsson, pp_40-41; p1.2, figs.8-9.
.1959 Osmunda-sporites primarius [auct.non Wolff]; Rouse, p.309; p1.2,
figs.11-13.
1959 b14culatisuorites wellmanii (Couper); Krutzsch, p.142.
1960
ites wellmanii Couper; Couper, p.38; p1.1, fig.l.
,29
1
Emunda e-chinata Klimko, p.120; p1.33, figs.4a-d.
962 Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper; Pocock, p.35; p1.1, fig.15.
19(03 Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper; Dettmann, pp.32,34; p1.3, figs.19-21;
text-figs. 4g-h.
1963
Psmundacidisporites wellmanii Couper; Danz6-Corsin + Laveine, p.75;
p1.6, fi gs. 4a -b.
L9,9 Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper; Singh, pp. 44-45; p1.1, fig. 20.
I964a Osmundacidisporites wellmanii (Couper); Levet-Carette, p.98; p1.5,
21
fi
•
•
p.199; p1.2, fig.18.
1964 0smgondacites
[sic] wellmanii Couper; Reyre,
1964 ----Osmundacidites cf. wellmanii Couper; Singh et al., pp. 286-287;
1964 P1'2, fi g.27 - wellmanii Couper; Engelhardt, p.69; p1.1, fig.3.
-?!PI.aLLidites
(
-_
)
figs.9-10.
idi to wellmanii Couper; Wiring, p.35; p1.9,
;.mund it I • l r MIHIV2 L)ali r Jain, p.2/?; pl.1, f igs.33-36.
1,66
Couper; Jain + Sah, p.107; p1.1, fig.12.
.ffi!indac id) les
p1.1,
'361 1 9!mundacidi des wellmanii Couper; Srivastava, pp.89-90;
f
Playford + Cornelius, p.90; p1.1,
196/ 'I' g%.1T-Wij--iminul i( idi le,, wel lmani i couper;
1962
O smundiacidites [sic] welmani [sic] Couper; Hiltmann, p.155, p1.1,
1 967 ffg . ?46,47-49.
Hiltmann, p.155; p1.1, fig. 45.
sp.;
CY..00granisporites
?196,
Drugg, p.38; p1:6, fig.26.
O smundacidites ci:. 0. wellmanii Couper;
10„
01 .10, fig.14.
Couper; Norris, Pli
1,',"
O
wellmanii
'968 smundacidites
Tralau, p. , P 1 - 7, 19. •
ananulatus
1 :.. 2-3.
orites
8
: 0:9
.2_
1-921
-_2:9:; si,
:8
51 95
1968 Os
Couper; Tralau, ipp)ii
wellmanii
p1.3, fig.17.
mundacidites
?196
Volkheimer, pi?.344:345; figs.9-10.
1968 B9_61latiT)Iii-irites tennis
315;
Os mundacidites wellmanii Couper; Norrs
1969 Os
Couper; Norris:
mundacidites wellmanii
Hughes, pl 15
2
gi.1,3:9.
9
99669(
wellmanii Couper;
i + Hills, pl;.1pi.fi i
Vagvo
Couper;
+ Hall, P1 •15
196n Psm unoci*tes wellmanii Couper; Norton j31
197(J)
5
,4:66
f;igs
wellmanii
Osmundacidites
Pocock, p.47; p1.8,
Couper;
p1.1,
pp.
n .___
iTieTJWinii
n_aci
Qs6u—a-Kar + Sah,
i
'etes
1920 os
i.e_11[9afii Couper;
mundacidites cf. 10.
/I 19.7.
Sir*,
fig.19 [non 17,
.1 1 l ini i Coupon
Couper; Guy, PP..
-1-2
-5-aLidacidites

j

pl .cu
Couper; Hopkins, p.l iq
, figs.44-46.
idfie'sj Wel l m(
pp.119-1
20;
pl.
,imer,
nr_17 —• •
diaziianfiolkh
V
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g7

( plipkcidite5 prucm95 Volkheimer, p.120; p1.6, figs.47-49.
p
sp_updacidites welTmappji [sic] Couper; Muir, p.68; p1.9, fig.2.
71?
. ? Q§muOacidit'es wellmanii Couper; Bond, p1.1, fig.4.
?g _- /_ Eqyerrusporites boring sp. 1; Reyre, pp.121-122; p1.7, figs.6-7.
73 cf. C. Osmundacidites wellmannii [sic] Couper; Reyre, p.138; p1.17,
fiqs. 10-fl.
1973 Osmund_acidites wellmanii Couper; Hopkins + Balkwill, p.12; p1.1, figs.15-16.
1973 g§ppriicidites wellmanii Couper; Shvetsova, p1.1, fig.2.
1973
Jain + Taugourdeau-Lantz, p.54; p1.2,
Osmundacidites wellmanii
___ Couper;
TiqS7B2g.--1974 Osmundacldites wellmanii Couper; Herngreen + de Boer, p1.2, fig.1 2.
1974 Osmundacidites
wellmanij Couper; Hopkins, p.13; p1.2, fig.24.
1974 Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper; Maheshwari, p.26; p1.14, figs.14-15.
1974
Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper; McIntyre, p1.14, figs.9-10.
1975 6
smundacidifes wellmanii Couper; Filatoff, p.58; p1.9, figs.2-5;
feXt-fig. 17 (ai:s-)1975
0§mundacidites wellmanii Couper; Norris, et al., p1.1, fig.10.
1975
Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper; Brideaux+ McIntyre, p1.1, fig.11.
1975
1976 Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper; Vigran + Thusu, p1.3, fig.2.
1976 U§Tundacidifes wellMnii Couper; Saad + Ghazaly, p.422, p 1.3, figs.3-4.
Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper; Scott, p.572; p1.2, figs.5-6.
_tt q]., p1.6, fig.5.
1976 OsM-unddlaites we
Couper; van Amerom
1977
1978 Nciiilatisporites wellmanii (Couper); Dorhofer, p.32; p1.2, figs.9,14.
1979 Osmun-da idit-es wellmanii Couper; Wilson, pp. 112-113; p1.1, figs.9,15.
(Couper); Dorhofer, p 1.1, figs.21-22.
1980 Baculdtisporifes wellmanil
Osmundaciditos ;dollmanii (Coulter); Burger, p. 50; p1.4, figs. 1-2.
1982 O
?nn 1966
smundaciditei wel lmannii Couper; Norris, p1. 1, fi9. 17.
[?auct. n19] Couper; Burger, pp.251-252; p1.20,
idellmanii
Osmi,ndacidit(;s
:3* •.____
__ .._____
nor,
' non 1971 fig.
non] Couper; Herngreen, p1.3, fig. 12. *
1975 .(112m!inddcidites wellmdnii [duct. non] Couper; Arjanq, pp.116-117; p1.4,
Osmundaciditei WellMnil [?auct.
non
f
1977 ,ig.5; text-fig. 15.*
Couper; Ashraf, p.38; p1.6, figs.
9271ypdacidites wellmanii [acc t. non]
non
1977 2-- --; text -fief.
Osmundacidites wellmanii ([auct. non] Couper)[sic] var conatus Ashraf,
[*
1). 38-39; pi:6, -ficIS.6-11; text- fig.35.*
ay
'-- .ciculatisporites comapmeps1 1
text -figs. 4g -h) and Filatoff
Desc`tine: See Dettmann (1963, pp.32,34,
(1975, text-fig. 17, part indicated).
About 1500 specimens
Dime
--4 9§J9

encountered.

Maximum diameter (not

19(39)75pm
necessarily amb diameter)

(510
Specimens measured).
anii has an essentially
Dettmdrin (1963, p. 34), O. wellm
As noted by
size,
be
i
ng
very
var
iable
in
their
granulo
sculAure
l
, the
Pd(

comaumensis is
incl. the ,,culpture of Bacula tisporites
to
have coarser, more
and tend,

h•Plihtf, rdthor thorn (1rdnulate

-325 vdr iable, and ii,ore
widely spaced elements than does O. wellmanii. Apart
from these sculptural
differences, however, the two species are essentially
identical in their morphology.

They also have similar stratigraphic

ranges and very often occur together in the same assemblages.

It is

clear that they are the spores of the same, or closely related,
osmundaceous
species.
0. varians (Volkheimer, 1972) comb. nov. herein has an
ornament consisting of coarse granula, small verrucae, and occasional
small tubercula; thus its ornament is coarser than that of O. wellmanii.
In the
present material, the species B. comaumensis, O. wellmanii, and
_9. varians
intermediate forms
appear, to some extent, to form a continuum;
O. wellmanii and
encountered especially between B. comaumensis and

were

between O. wellmanii and O. varians.
Jurassic and Cretaceous
O. wel lmanii is widespread throughout
the assemblages studied in
sediffl"Is; it was d common element in most of
the

e t work.
Present
(Volkheimer, 1972) comb. nov.
varians
Osmundacidites
8,11-12
Plate 11, Figures

197 2
?1973 V

pp.115-116; p1.4, figs.31-34.
ites varians Volkheimer,
cosis
pp.127-128; p1.13, fig.1
._Ppraistrickia 15otonie 1; Reyre
figs.4-5].
1975 L apn 3 1
p.59; p1.9, figs.8-11;
Ver--2--1J; [non p1.13,
Volkheimer; Filatoff,
rucosisporites varians
'11977 Bacio
ext-fi g' 7
[RD-s].plifilIILL([?auct. non] Wolff); Ashraf, p.39; p1.6,
?1982

igs.n 13-14. ---83 Raculat i spori tes-2; Norris, p1.1, figs. 20-22•

AT
-t

Des,. .
lae

Ise

. Trilete miospores with a more or less spheroidal shape. The
---9.
so rap a
re two-thirds or more of the spore radius in length; they may

simPle or
by rows of i solated or fused sculptural elements.
xi_ p
n I is '-1.5hm thick and tends to he secondarily folded. Ornament
c on,ists
these
gemma e and tubercula;
dominantly of small verrucae,
diameter. Granula,
height and maximum
both
"",I l ly l -.iglu in
Tho
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coni and bacula may also occur.

The ornament is typically variable

in shape, size, and spacing on a single specimen; it
may be reduced
proximally but is rarely or never absent there.
Material:

About 150 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:

Maximum diameter (not necessarily amb diameter):

23(35)65vm (71 specimens measured).
Remarks:

The description above essentially follows that given by

Volkheimer (1972).

In his original description of 0. varians, Volkheimer

noted the variability of the ornament.

Filatoff (1975, p.59) also

remarked on this feature; he stated that:
Verrucosisporites varians incorporates specimens
having a wide variation in sculptural density and
The
d variety of sculptural element types.
mostly
are
verrucae,
gemmae and
elements represented
coni.
and
grana
few
a
with
bacula
In the present material, the ornament of some specimens included tubercula
(i.e. elements similar to verrucae, but with heights greater than their
maximum diameters).

For comparison of 0. varians with similar forms, see

'Remarks' under 0. wellmanii.

Species of Rotverrusporites have a more

verrucae.
or less uniform sculpture of
relationship to the ubiquitous late
Considering its evident
wellmanii and Baculatisporites comaumensis, it is
Mesozoic species 0.
has been reported on so few occasions.
somewhat snrpr king that O. varians
from the Callovian of Argentina (Volkheimer,
It was originally recorded
noted that it was fairly common and widespread
197?), and Filatoff (1975)
Western Australia. Its
the Perth Basin in
throughout the Jurassic of
s tudied, in which it was a persistent,
0(( iallqice in the se( tioir;
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although not a very common element throughout, constitutes
apparently only
its third unquestionable record -- and its first from the
Northern Hemisphere.
It is conceivable that other authors have considered
specimens of
O. varians to be within the range of morphology of O.
wellmanii, even
though its ornament is predominantly verrucate rather than granulate.

Genus TODISPORITES Couper, 1958 emend. nov.

7nn

1958 Todisporites Couper, p.134.
1958 Cyclinasporites Nilsson, p.42.
1963 Todisporites Levet-Carette, p.103 [a junior homonym and obligatory
junior synonym of Todisporites Couper].
1967 Todisporites Couper; emend. Hiltmann, p.153.
1933 Punctatisporites Ibrahim, p.21.
Emended diagnosis:

Spheriodal azonotrilete miospores.

The laesurae are

simple and wmally two-thirds or more of the spore radius in length.

The

exine is typically thin (0.5-1 .5Om), single layered, and tends to be
to scabrate, and homogeneous,
c.ecnruhrily folded; it is. surficially smooth
infrapunctate or otherwise structured.
pp.134-135; p1.16, fig.6
Type species: Todisporites major Couper, 1958
(Bajoci7617England.
(holotype); Jurassic
Todisporites is emended essentially to incorporate
The diagnosis of
some
mention of the presence of a structured exine. This was noted on
from illustrations
material and is also evident
specimens in the present
infrapunctate structure characterizes
of the type material. Similar
encountered in the present
Deltoidospora (q.v.)
of
numerous specimens
Punctatisporites Ibrahim 1933, which has
material, and typifies the genus
morphology
gy t
similar
for
Palaeozoic
forms
with
a
been used primarily
feature
o
l!"l i':Porite,, k ee below). Whether this structuring is
Remarks:
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of the exine of these forms, or
whether it is a degradational phenomenon,
is uncertain. In Todisporites and the forms
of Deltoidospora considered
herein, a structured exine is not consistently present and, where
it
does occur, it tends not to be regularly arranged and may not
be
developed uniformly over the entire grain; these observations would make
a degradational origin appear more likely.
The diagnosis is also emended to include mention of the
spheroidal overall shape (Couper noted only that it had a circular amb),
and also to note the tendency of the exine to be secondarily folded.
Hiltmann (1967) published an emendation of Todisporites in which he
proposed that secondary folding should be a "genus-diagnostic characteristic".
However, such folds are not invariably present on specimens of this genus.
(1977) considered
Kedves and Simoncsics (1964a)and Dori-1O'er
Punctatisporites Ibrahim, 1933.
Todisporites to be a junior synonym of
type species of
Krutrah (1959) redescrihed the holotype of the
1933. In comparing the description
Punctatisporites, P. punctatus Ibrahim,
he gave with the emendation of Todisporites given above, it is readily
in many ways. However,
apparent that the two taxa are similar
amb whereas that of Todisporites
P. punctatus has a rounded triangular
therefore I prefer at present to
is always circular or subcircular;
Calamospora Schopf et al.
retain the two genera as separa te entitites.
usually less than half of the
laesurae
shorter
1944 has distinctly
spore radius in length.
nov.
Couper, 1958 emend.
Todisporites major
Figures 5,7
Plate 11 ,

- 329 ?1949 fiLia,2
'
Leodolimhata (. )-rotundiformis Malyavkina, p.53;.
p1.9,
fig.3.
?1956 Leiotriletes rotundiformis
(Malyavkina); Bolkhovitina, p.30; p1.1,
figs.4a-b.
1958 Todisporites major Cooper, pp.134-135; p1.16, figs.6-8.
1958 Todi5ppries minor Cooper,
p.135; p1.16, figs.9-10.
58 CE...1,22sporites minutus Nilsson, p.42; p1.2,
fig.14.
62 Todisporites minor Couper; Pocock, p.36;
p1.1, fig.16.
1962 Todisoorites major Couper; Groot +
Groot, pp.143-144; p1.1, fig.l.
1963 Todisporites minor Couper; Brenner, p.45; p1.6,
fig.l.
1963 Todisporites minor Cooper; Chornaya, p1.5, fig.l.
1964 Todisporites minor Couper; Glikson, p.18; fig.l.
1964 LII-ap_pLiits minor Couper; Singh, pp.45-46; p1.1, fig.22.
1964 Todisppiii
.tes major Couper; Busnardo + Taugourdeauu p.166; p1.1,
figs.1-2. --1964a Punctatisporites major (Cooper) fvar. pseudotriplan Kedves +
Simoncsics p.13; p1.3, figs.1-2.
1964a Punctatisporites parvigranulosus [auct.non] Leschik; KedveS +
Simoncsics, p.14, p1.3, figs.3-4.
1964a Punctatisporites goczani Kedves + Simoncsics, pp.12-13; p1.2,
figs.9-12.
?1964a Punctatisporites krutzschi Kedves + Simoncsics, p.12; p1.2, figs.7-8.
1965 Todisporites ma 4or Couper; Helal, p1.16, fig.3.
_ _
.. fig.5.
1966 Todisporites major Cooper; Helal, pp.86-87; p1.31,
i
19F:
TodiT2ritec minor Cooper; Helal, p.27; p1.31, tgs.6-7.
19(4,d 5;iii.por. 't(-,,. m1• 110 r Couper; Srivastava, p.504; p1.1, fig.10.
ii iiimann p. 153; pl 1 fig 30
PA)/ fodLppri tys major [0c ]
Cooper;
L'.'
-'' 21967 Todisporites Minor Cooper; Hiltmann, P.153; p1.1, tlg.31.
1967 GillsotrTletes rriesozoicus 1?atjc.I. pop] Klaus; Hiltmann, p.154; p1.1,
—____
f ill. 3?.
p.137; p1.1, fig.H.
196/ lodi ,_,porites minor Cooper; Srivastava,
196/ Todisppriles minor Cooper; Norris, p.87; p1.10, fig.9. _
-6.7;.9p,14;.1;:g.4.
1968 Todisporites minor Couper; Tralau, PP:”,
1968 Todisporites 22.121: Couper; Tralau, p.b5
21 ;
1 p1.3, fig.8.
1968 Todisporites minor Couper; Horowitz, np.21;
ip.
Ipell,
3f
1968 Todisporites major Cooper; Ral_coisii,.
eim
19[;1.2, figs.1-4;
Volk
1968 Todisporites major Couper;
p1.9, fig.5.
p1.1, fig.].
1969 Todisporites minor Cooper; Habibi i + Hills, P1 - 1,
fig - 13Vagvo gy.
1969 Todisporites minor Couper;
. (Malyavkina); Pocock, p.30; p1.5, fig.-B.
1970 Todisporites rotundiformis
p. p. p1.1, fi9.3.
Habib; z,353;
1970 Todisporites minor Cooper; Hawil.
165; 131-2, fig.7.
Horowitz,
1970 Todis orites minor Couper;
fig.2.
Singh, pp.50-51; p1.4,
Cooper;
1971 Tod
minor
fig.6.
___ pori'te_s __________
pl • 1 fig.7.
p.19,• p1.1,
' .
19/1 Todi ipoi--ites major Cooper; Guy, P.18,
Guy,
1971 Todisporites minor Cooper;
Phillips + Felix, pp.288-289;
Paden
Cooper;
1 971a Todisporites minor
p1.1, fig.16.
Corna, P1.7, fig*IL
co; fig.2A.
197? Todisporites minorCooper; Tralau f Artursson, p.uO
19/2 Todisporites minor Couper;

g
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1972
1972
1972
1973
1973
1973
1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975a
1975
1976
1976
1977
1977
1977
1977
?1977
1977
1978
1978
1979
1982

Cf. Todisporites minor Couper; Volkheimer, p.112; p1.2, fig.15.
Todisporites minor Couper; Volkheimer, p.111; p1.2, figs.12-13.
Todisporites major Couper; Volkheimer, p.111; p1.2, fig.14.
Todisporites major Couper; Antonescu, p1.17, fig.5.
Todisporites minor Couper; Dorhofer, p1.5, fig.4.
Todisporites cf. T. minor Couper; Stone, p.64; p1.10, fig.51.
Todisporites minor Couper; Ramanujam + Srisailam, p.73; p1.2, fig.11.
Todisporites minor Couper; Kimyai, p1.1, fig. l.
Todisporites major Couper; Hopkins, p.13; p1.2, fig.26.
Todisporites major Couper; Vigran + Thusu, p1.2, fig.l.
Todisporites minor Couper; Vigran + Thusu, p1.2, figs.9-10.
Todisporites minor Couper; Filatoff, p.57; p1.9, fig.l.
Todisporites im nor Couper; Kimyai, p1.1, fig.13.
Todisporites minor Couper; Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.1, fig.5.
Todisporites cf. minor Couper; Volkheimer + Quattrocchio, p.204;
p1.1, fiq.2.
Todisporites minor Couper; Arjang, p.107; p1.3, fig.l.
Todisporites minor Couper; Saad + Ghazaly, pp.418,420; p1.2, fig.9.
Todisporites minor Couper; Doubinger + Marocco, p1.1, fig.4
Todisporites major Couper; Ashraf, p.30; p1.3, fig.4.
Todisporites minor Couper; Ashraf; p.30; p1.3, figs.5-6.
Functtisporites sp.; Ashraf, p.28; p1.3, fig.3.
Todisporites sp.; Ashraf, p.30; p1.3, fig.7.
Punctati5pori.tes (Leiotrilete§) harpgformis (Bolkhovitina); Ashraf,
p.28; pl.g, fiq.20; p1.3, figs.1-2.
punciatisporites (10. Todi.w9rites) mAjor (Cooper); Dorhbfer,
pp.20-gl;
Couper; Wilson, p.110, p1.1, figs.2-3.
a
Todisporites _24,Loz
Wilson,..p.1.10; p1. 1, fig.12.
Todisporites minor Cooper;
Dorhofer, p1.1, fig.15.
(Couper);
POrictatfsii9i16esllig
fig.8.
Todisporites major Cooper; Norris, p1.1,

Emended diagnosis:

Spheroidal trilete miospores with an unsculptured

frequently secondarily folded, and has
exine; this is 0.5-1.5pm thick,
structure. The laesurae are usually
an homogeneous to infrapunctate
length.
spore radius in
two-thirds or more of the
specimens encountered.
P!_q.E0111: About 100
Dimens ions:

amb diameter) 25(42)71(not necessarily
diameter
Maximum

?10 /Jim (69 specimens

measured).
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Remarks:

In his material, Couper (1958) found a bimodal distribution

in the size range of the specimens which he attributed to his new genus,
Todisporites.

The peaks of this bimodal distribution occurred at 4511m

and 6011m; Couper thus placed all specimens smaller than 51pm in diameter
into T. minor and all those larger than 51pm in diameter into T. major.
Most subsequent authors have used these two species, although
apparently few, if any, have attempted a similar statistical analysis
to support their separation.
(1977), has found
The present author, however, like DOrhofer
no such distribution in the size range of Todisporites. T. major and
geographic ranges.
I. minor have more or less identical stratigraphic and
always to some extent control
Moreover, sedimentological factors will
the size regimes of spores which are deposited in a limited situation;
criterion to use in defining
therefore, size alone is a very dubious
considerations the present author
microfossil taxa. Because of these
considering T. minor and T. major to be
follows Dbrh6fer (op.cit.) in
synonymous.
spores,
contain many reworked Palaeozoic
examined
seouences
The
to Mesozoic
morphologically closely similar
are
including forms which
Punctatisporites
placed into the genus
been
have
Todisporites. {Such forms
-- see 'Remarks' under the generic
by authors stu dying the Palaeozoic
headin g above.)

Palaeozoic spheroidal trilete spores tend to be thicker

. r clnd to possess a much more pronounced exine structure.
walled th an T. ma Jo
ding l y difficult in some cases to recognize
still
excee
Nevertheless, it is
Thus, the material included
whether a specimen is reworked or indigenous.
Palaeozoic specimens.
some reworked
includes
certainly
here as T. major almost
despread species in Jurassic and Cretaceous strata.
T. major is a wi
amined.

It

occur red spor adically throughout the sequences ex
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Photomicrographs 1, 3, 9 taken in phase contrast.
Baculatisporites comaumensis (Cookson, 1953)
Figure 1: sample 001-29145, slide 4, co-ordinates 100.1/16.1.
Diameter 331,m. Proximal view.
Figure 2: sample SF-33, slide 2, co-ordinates 104.5/20.0.
Diameter 49pm. Slightly oblique view.
co-ordinates 97.6/8.0.
Figures 3,6: sample 002-50859, slide 3,

Figures 1-3,6:
sir
loll

Diameter 38um.
Figures 4,9-10:
Figure 4:

Slightly oblique view.

Osmundacidites wellmanii Couper, 1953
co-ordinates 88.8/7.0.
sample 007-50913, slide 7,

Diameter 39pm. Proximal view.
co-ordinates 92.5/6.2.
Figure 9: sample 002-50855, slide 7,
view.
Diameter 44pm. Slightly oblique
116.3/19.2.
slide 12, co-ordinates
Figure 10: sample 007-29137,
aspect.
Diameter 44pm. Proximo-distal
Couper, 1958
Figures 5,7: Todisporites major
12, co-ordinates 98.8/21.1.
slide
007-29141,
Figure 5: sample
view.
Diameter 46pm. Proximal
Figure 7: sample 005-29116, slide 13, co-ordinates 111.0/12.0.
Diameter 42 m. Folded specimen simulating a monosulcate pollen grain.
,
(Volkheimer, 1972)
02DLELcigIfj
Figures 8,11-12:
co-ordinates 98.8/16.0.
slide 3,
002-50854,
Figure 8: sample
folded specimen.
of
view
Diameter 45pm. Oblique
50913, slide 15, co-ordinates 100.4/12.6.
Figures 11_12: sample 007different focal depths.
-Diameter 26pm. Distal views
and Venitz, 1934)
haardtii
Figures 13_15: Laevig atosporites
(potonie
co-ordinates 105.0/18.8.
1,
slide
Figure 13: sample 002-50859, across. Clump.
102im
co-ordinates 106.9/3.4.
Diameter of field of view
13,
slide
005-29109,
Figure 14: sample
view.
Length 31pm. Proximal
slide 7, co-ordinates 99.0/4.5.
Figure 15: sample 003-50864,
Equatorial view.
Length 41pm.
22yezi (Tralau, 1968)
93.4/21.0.
Figure 16* f qvIgat°s1 ites
•
Sample 005-29111, slide 6, co-ordinates
Equatorial view.
Length 54pm.
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- 333 Chapter XII
POLYPODIACEAN/DENNSTAEDTIACEAN SPORES
Genus LAEVIGATOSPORITES Ibrahim, 1933
1933

Laevigatosporites Ibrahim, p.39 [non Laevigatasporites Potonie
Gelletich nec Laevigatisporites Ibrahim].
t938 Polypodiumsporites Raatz, p.10 [nomen nudum].
1938 Tolypodiaceaesporites Thiergart, p.297 [nomen nudum].
1940 Phaseolites Wilson + Coe, p.182.
1944 Laevigatosporites Ibrahim; emend. Schopf et 21. [pars] p.36.
1947 Monolites Cookson, p.135 [nomen nudum].
?T949 Monoletella Malyavkina, p.80.
1954 Monoletes van der Hammen, p.83 [junior homonym of Monoletes Ibrahim
ex Schopf, 1936].
1956 Polypodiaceaesporites Thiergart; ex Potonie, p.76.
1956 Monolites Cookson; ex Potonie, p.77.
1965b Psilamonoletes van der Hammen, p.116.
?1959b Intrapunctatosporis Krutzsch, p.197.
1967 Intrapunctosporis Krutzsch, p.24.
?1968 Polypodisporites Ilyina, p.38.
on n 1933 Laevi_gata§ppritf5 Potonie + Gelletich, p.520.
nal 1933 LaevigatisppriteA Ibrahim, p.17.
DTI 1936 tiono1O-es Ibrahim; ex Schopf, p.107.
agg 195/ Idevjg,Ati,2p9rqn Py6va I Jachowicz, p.69 [junior homonym of
rites Ibrahim].
ta6vi9ati To_
Description:

Bean -shaped monolete miospores; the proximal face is

usually strongly convex. The exine
relatively flat, the distal face is
structurally homogeneous to infrapunctate.
is more or less smooth and
The laesura is simple.
(2.1...Sporonites) vulgaris (Ibrahim i n
ape species: Laevi atos orites
fig. 16 [holotype] Ibrahim, 1933;
1932, p.448; p1.15,
Potonie et
Upper Carboniferous, Germany.
is essentially a reworded version of the
The above description
f.1_ 21. (1944) broadened the diagnosis by
original diagnosis. Schopf
forms with 'apiculate' or 'rugose' ornamentation.
allowing the inclusion of
broad; the restricting of
their concept too
consider
However, I
with a smooth exine is consistent with the
Laevigatosporites to forms
Punctatosporites Ibrahim,
as current usage.
well
as
original diagnosis
Remarks:
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1933 includes forms with a granulate sculpture and appears to be
a senior
synonym of Marottis porites Couper, 1958 (see Playford and Dettmann,
1965).
tospop i h“;, I ,IPV igat ispor tes Ibrahim and Laeviga taspor i tes
I ,uev
Pbtonie and Gelletich were all established in 1933 for quite different
UtOrphological concepts.

Surely two of these names should be suppressed

accordan(e with Article 75.1 of The International Code of Botanical
Npmenclature (Stafleu et al. 1978), because they are too readily confused?
As all three genera have Palaeozoic types, and have species which are for
the most part from Palaeozoic strata, the fulfillment of this suggestion
Should be left to a researcher with wide knowledge of Palaeozoic spores, and
thus of most of the pertinent species involved.

My recommendation would be that

Laevigatisporites Ibrahim be retained and that Laevigatasporites Potonid
and Gelletich and Laevigatospori tes Ibrahim be rejected. (However, this
effectively published earliest-- Potonid and
would depend on which work was
1933). Laevigatasporites is probably an algal
Gelletich, 1933, or Ibrahim,
1977), and the
cyst rather than a miospore (see Krutzsch and Vanhoorne,
quite readily replaced by Phaseolites Wilson
name Laevigatosporites may be
and Coe, 1940.
1947 ex Potoni6, 1956 was defined by Potoni6
Monolites Cookson,
of the distal side:causing the
as having "a pronounced round-bulging
the normal latitude of variation of the usual
outside
be
to
overall shape
type species, M. major, does not
the shape of the
bean shape." However,
The
appear radically different from species of Laevigatosporites.
between these two genera would be largely
distinction
maintaining of a
synonyms. For further discussion of
treat them as
I
therefore
subjective;
involved in it, see
Laevigatosporites and the taxa
the synonymy of
pert i nent entries in Jansonius and Hills (1976
Srivastava (1971 ) and the
and supplements).
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Laevigatosporites couperi (Tralau, 1968) comb. nov.
Plate 11, Figure 16
1958
1968
1971
1975
?1977

Monolites sp.; Couper [pars], p.149; p1.25, fi9.18 [only].
Monolites couperi Tralau, p.56; p1.4, fig.11.
Monolites couperi Tralau, Guy, p.56; p1.4, fig.11.
Monolites couperi Tralau; Filatoff, p.74; p1.19, fig.4.
Monolites couperi Tralau; Ashraf, p.56; p1. 14, fig.l.

Description:

See Tralau (1968).

3 specimens encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:

Length 46(49)54pm; depth 22(24)28pm; ratio of length:depth

1.9(2. 1)2.2

(3 specimens measured in each case).

Remarks:

This species is transferred to Laevigatosporites as a result

the synonymy of this genus with Monolites (see above).

L. couperi differs

from L. haardtii in its possession of a longer laesura (three-quarters of
the spore length, in contrast to one-half to two-thirds in L. haardtii).
have a greater length -depth ratio than
Furthermore, L. couperi tends to
similar in overall morphology;
L. haardtii. These two species are quite
although such gradation was not seen
they may indeed be intergradational,
in the present material.
has only been recorded from the Jurassic,
So far, this taxon
although such simple monolete forms would be expected to range widely in
in the
the geological record. I n the sequence studied it was encountered
the Husky Formation.
Lower and Upper members of
NAIJIji(Potonie and Venitz, 1934)
Laevipt910:11fj
Thomson and Pflug, 1953
13-15
Plate 11 , FiOUreS

of
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1934
1938

Sporites haardti Potonie + Venitz, p.13; p1.1, fig.13.
Polypodiaceae-sporites haardti (Potonie + Venitz); Thiergart,
p.297; p1.22, fig.17.
1946 Laevip. tosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster, p.273; fig.5.
1946 Laevigatosporites gracilis Wilson + Webster, p.273;
fin.4.
194/ cvlonolits miner Cookson, p.135; p1.15, fig.57.
1953 Laevigatosporites haardti (Potonie + Venitz); Thomson + Pflug, p.59;
p1.3, figs.27-38.
1956 Polypodiaceaesporites minor (Cookson); Potoni6, p.76.
1957 Laevigato§porites ovatus Wilson +_Webster; Rouse, p.355; p1.1, f i g.3.
1960 Laevigatosporites haardti (Potonie + Venitz); Paclto‘4, p1.2, fig.l.
1960 Laevigatosporites haardti (Potoni6 + Venitz); Weyland et al., p.78;
p1.10, figs.5,8.
1962 Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Pocock, p.58; p1.8,
figs.130-133.
1962 Polypodiaceaesporites haardti (Potonie + Venitz); Groot + Groot,
p.163; p1.29, fig.l.
1962 Laevigatosporites haardti (Potoni6 + Venitz); Manum, p.21; p1.1,
fig.l.
1962 Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Rouse, p.198; p1.2,
figs.1-2.
1963 Laeviclatoporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Dettmann, p.86; p1.19,
figs.9-11.
1964a Laevigatosporites haardti (Potonie + Venitz); Levet-Carette,
Fp.9?-91; p1 .5, fig.l.
+ Webster; Singh, p.99; p1.13,
1964 Laevigalos12111f ovatus Wilson
figs.9-11.
1°21Ipodiaceaesporites) haardti (Potonie +
1965 Laevigatosporites (al. pp:46-47; p1.1, fig.4 U.non 3].
Venitz); Agrali et al., Wilson + Webster; Harris, p.83; p1.24, fi
ovatus
g.2.
Laevigatosporites
1965
(Potonie + Venitz); Stanley, p.252; p1.32,
haardti
1965 ETerCii otos orites
figs.1-3.
ovatus Wilson + Webster; Stanley, p.253; p1.32,
1965 Laevigatelppfilf
figs.4-6.
+ Webster; Martin + Rouse, p.188;
1966 Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson
p1.5, figs.40-42. ovatus Wilson + Webster; Srivastava, p.514; p1.4,
Laevigatosporites
1966
figs.3-4.
ovatus Wilson + Webster; Norris, p.100, p1.14,
1L
rites
,22fyi92tos
1967
figs.13-14.
ovatus Wilson + Webster; Drugg, p.43; p1.7, fig.5.
Krutzsch, p.148; p1.52,
1967 Laevigatosporites
rites. t2.22111 11:LEL112iq21
*1967 Laevigat
figs.22-25.
Wilson + Webster; Krutzsch, p.144; 0:1 7:2,
9racilj
l_aevigatc&orite
*1967
figs.1-11.
subsp. haardti Krutzsch, pp.146-148;
LY.I.S.I..tj
orites
*1967 LaeLitga
figs.12-21.
haardti crassicus Krutzsch, p.149; p1.53; figs.1-3.
t_
*196/ LilLyjgallT(latfj haardti Potonieid
Y + Venitz); Nakoman, p.122; p1.1,
tes
1961 Laev3gat2g21:1
fig.l.
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1967
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1971
1971a
1971
1971
1971
1971
19/2
1972
1973
1973
1973
1974

Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Srivastava, p.139;
p1.1, fig.U.
Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Hedlund + Norris, p1.4,
fig.3.
+ Venitz); Nakoman, p.523; p1.1,
Laevigatos orites haardti (Potonie
figs.1-3.
Habib, p1.1, fig.17.
Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.5,
Webster;
+
Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson
fig.7.
Wilson + Webster; Agasie, p,22; p1.3, fig.4.
ldr,vjgatn5p nrites ovatus (Potonie + Venitz); Kedves, p.19; p1.6,
Laevigato,, AP r tes haardti
f ig.3.
(Potonie f Venitz); Lohrengil, p.101; p1.1,
Laevigatosporites haardti
p1.1,
fig.6.
+ Webster; Lohrengil, p.102;
Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson
fig.7.
Wilson + Webster; Norton + Hall, p.19,
LaevigayLsTorites 2r2silis
p1.2, fig.12.
Wilson + Webster; Norton + Hall, p.20;
Laevigatosporites ovatus
p1.2, fig.13.
Wilson + Webster; Oltz, p.122; p1.39,
Laevigatosporites .:gr_a_SiLil
fig.29.
Wilson + Webster; Oltz, p.122; p1.39,
Laevigatosporites ovatus
figs.30-31.
cilis Wilson + Webster; Norton + Hall, p.19;
1..a.pvigatosporites
:1-2.
g2
p.20; ofli.
p1.2, fig.12.
Wilson 1 Webster; Norton + Hall,
ovatus
LieviElyn7:pncites
Webster; Snead, p.?4; [1)11.j:,
-fig. 13.
pp
is Wi lson i►
l
gloLi
,figs.11.
,
tl-'
Webster; Habib, ipp:.3,5055;;
+
Wilson
.I ,i! v yjat iN)OLi
ovatus
Singh,
Laevigatplporitt5.
Wilson + Webster;
LaevigatET!kites ovatus
Phillips + Felix,
+ Webster; Paden
Wilson
fig.14.
yp_II.J.
1-1!iiUS9gorites g
Playford, p1.105, fig.22.
fig.l.
Wilson + Webster; Griggs, p1.3, fig.3.
p.339; p1.12,
ovatus
L aev tatos °rites (21, 2/1 Wilson + Webster; Rouse et al., p1.5, fig.4.
nites
Wilson + Webster; Srivastava, p.254; p1.1,
Laeviciato
2y21Y5.
T__ELTIELT:1-5421lites
Wil son + Webster;
ites ovatus
l_evi gly5.2.2f
fig 2.
+ Webster; Freile, p.44; p1.1,
?
,.7:
3
;
p:2f
Wilson
i
Fig. 3•
Sauvage, pl.l
Venitz);
.
21y
2(2‘
+
Laevia(212porites
haardti (Potonie + Venitz); Srivastava,
LaeviDAtpTorites haardti
(Potonie
Laevigatosporites
Hopkins + Balkwill, p.15;
Wil son + Webster;
p1 .6, figs.0-16. ovatus
. y
Laevi9atEsyff tes
+ Webster; Stone, p.63; p1.10, fig.48.
Wilson
5.
Webster; Hopkins, p.14; p1.3, fig.28.
p1.1, 69.25•
).1/212J Wilson +
Laevi2I912131---ites. 21.
Laevigqtosporites D___,a_tILs..
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1974
1975
1975

Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; McIntyre, p1.14, fig.31.
Laevjgatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Norris et al., p1.1,
fig.7.
Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.3,
fig.8.
1975 Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Vigran + Thusu,
p1.10, fig.7.
1975 Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Hos, p.4; p1.1, fig.6.
1975 Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Romans, p1.4, fig.7.
1976 Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Staplin, p1.2, fig.10.
1976 reavigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Saad + Ghazaly, p.446;
p1.11, fiqs. 11-12.
1977 I aeviqatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Srivastava, p.131; p1.1,
fig.8.
1977 Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Dorhofer, p.62; p1.13,
fig. 13.
1978 Laevigatosporites haardti (Potonie + Venitz); Wilson, pp.117-118;
p1.4, fiqs.7-8.
1980 Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Burger, p.61; p1.15, fiq.13.
1981 Laevi2tosporites haardti (Potonie + Venitz); Srivastava, p1.7, fig.4.
1982 Laevigatosporites ovatus Wilson + Webster; Norris, p1.7, fig.25.
* For a comprehensive synonymy up to 1963, refer to the works above marked
by an asterisk.
Description:

Material:

for L. ovatus) and Wilson (1978, p.118).
See Singh (1964, p.99 --

encountered.
19 specimens

specimens measured); depth 19(23)26pm
Length 24(39)52pm (14
15-37pm (2 specimens measured); length:depth
(12 specimens measured); width
(calculated
1.1(1.7)2.5 (calculated for 12 specimens); length:width 1.1-1.7
Dimensions:

for 2 specimens).
in considering L. ovatus, L. gracilis
I concur with Wilson (1978)
indistinguishable. They are all simple, smooth-walled,
be
to
rdtii
haa
and L.
Wilson. L. haardtii and morphologiAs noted by
spores.
bean-shaped monolete
from Palaeozoic to Recent strata. In the
forms occur
similar
sally closely
the Lower and Upper members of
it was found in
material
ins
Richa rd son moun ta
Remarks:

the Husk y Forma tion and in t he Buff sandstone and Blue-grey shale members
division.
sandstone
of the Lower
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SCHIZAEACEAN SPORES

Genus CICATRICOSISPORITES Potonid and Gelletich, 1933
emend. Potonid and Kremp, 1954 emend. nov.
1933 Cicatricosisporites Potonid + Gelletich, p.522.
1953 Cicatricosisporites Potonid + Gelletich; Thomson + Pflug,
p.48.
1954 Ciidiricosisporites Poiohid
Gelletich; [emend] Potonid + Kremp,
1962 Costatoperforosporites Dedk, p.233.
1965 Cicatricosisporites Potonid + Gelletich; [emend.] Pocock, p.156.
1966 Cicatricosisporites Potonie + Gelletich; emend. Potonid, p.58.
Emended diagnosis:

Trilete tetrahedral, usually proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a circular, rounded triangular or triangular amb; the apices
are rounded and the sides slightly concave to strongly convex; the distal
face is rounded and convex, the proximal face is pyramidal.

The laesurae

may be simple or hounded by raised lips or a margo; they are usually
in length.
two-thirds or more of the spore radius

The exine (excluding

thickness, but variants within some
ornament) is typically uniform in
neither a continuous zona nor
species may have a thickened apical exine;
The exine is canaliculate to cicatricose,
true apical projections occur.
this ornament comprising costae and intervening canals

ar::7ehdictilyptihcea:1:

elements
three more or less clearly distinct sets, within each
, in
subparallel manner; the boundary relationships
are arranged in parallel or
slightly
u:us
of adjacent sets are variable. The costae are straight to
(rarely) headed; they may branch or anastomose to
or
width
and of uniform
pitted. The proximal ornament is continuous
be
may
and
a variable degree,
relatively reduced or absent over
but may he
ornament,
with the distal
contact area.
whole or part of the

I YPP

Potonie and Gelletich, 1933
Cicatricosisporites dr_o_ftesi
Eocene, HunCia ry.
species:
fi6. 1 (holOtype);
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Remarks:

The diagnosis is emended to express more fully the morphology

of Cicatricosisporites, especially with regard to sculpture.

In their

original diagnosis, Potonie and Gelletich (1933, p.522) stated that:
The genus [Cicatricosisporites] contains spores
with many long veins or striae. [Translation by
Jansonius and Hills (1976, card 467).]
following diagnosis (here considered
Potonid and Kremp (1954, p.142) gave the
to be an emendation
external exinal sculpture of
"Trilete isospores with
width and height, mostly
muri or striae of even branching or anastomosing."
parallel, occasionally
Hills (op.cit.).]
[Translation by Jansonius and
Cicatricosisisporites as containing spores with a
Pocock (1965) described
no evidence for this in material that I have
two-layered exine. There is
has convincing evidence been published.
seen, nor, as far as I am aware,
emendation. Potonie (1966) emended the
his
eject
r
therefore
must
I
so as to include forms in which the muri
Cicatricosisporites
diagnosis of
appear to be a significant
However, this does not
cristae.
ome
tend to bec
development.

confusion between
(and much potential)
current
There is some
Cicatricosisporites, Plicatella Malyavkina, 1949,
of
the circumsciptions
Weyl and and Krieger, 1953. Cicatricosisporites has
and Appendicisporites
forms with a uniformly thick
been tra diti onally concei ved as containing
ica l projections or thickenings; both Plicatella
DorhOfer (1977)
exine, i.e. without a p
possess such apica l features.
dnd Appendicisnur i tes
i•spori tes to be a junior synonym of Plicatella. G.
considered Appendic
considers that these two genera
communication), however,
(persondl
plisItt112 consisting simply of
Nurrk
ical
structure
i
n
apical
endicisporites cons::::
are distinct, the
reldtiveiy thick

ened exine, whereas that of App
appendage developed from the fusion of

of a distinctly protruding

ae
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in the distal radial regions of the spore.
The separate retention of both Plicatella and
Appendicisporites,
on the basis indicated by Norris, would appear justified
judging from
illustrations of their respective types.

However, the differentiation of

Cicatricosisporites, Plicatella and Appendicisporites (the latter two
used in the senses suggested by Norris) is not as clearcut as might at
first appear.

Although no specimens referable to Appendicisporites have

been found during the present study, I have encountered specimens of all
three genera in Middle Cretaceous strata from the Scotian Shelf.

My

observations both from that work and the present, would suggest that there
is at least some intergradation between all three genera.

Plicatella and

Appendicisporites may be polyphyletic, individual species arising
'Plicatella stage' possibly
separately from Cicatricosisporites stock (a
not all, lineages between
being intermediate in some, but certainly
Appendicisporites.) Such speculations require
Cicairicosisporites and
when discussing evolutionary developments
more documentation and, of course,
are life stages of, and not complete,
it must be borne in mind that spores
evolutionary development is provided
organisms. However, support for such
closely comparable forms as Cicatricosisporites
by the occurrence of such
(early Cretaceous) and Appendicisporites
purbeckensis Norris, 1969
(middle Cretaceous), which both occur in North
1963
Brenner
potomacensis
strata.
American and European
schizaeaceous species encountered in the
The most common
Burger, 1966. As discussed
is C. abacus
material
Richardson Mountains
species, C. abacus may have unthickened to
further i n my 'Remarks' on that
modirately thickened exine apically.

Thus, the diagnosis of Cicatricosisporites

i s broadened abo ve to include some variation in the relative thickness
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of the apical exine.

It many be necessary in the future to state this

variation in such a way as to include Plicatella (which is envisioned here
to contain forms with consistently developed apical thickenings) as a
synonym of Cicatricosisporites.

I prefer for the present, however, to

retain Plicatella separately from Cicatricosisporites, since this
distinction possibly has stratigraphical significance.
Desk (1962) differentiated her new genus Costatoperforosporites
on the basis of its possession of pits or foveolae along the costae.
that have been assigned to
Such pits occur in a number of species
Appendicisporites. These pits vary from being
Cicatricosisporites and
being well developed; where present
incipient and poorly discernible to
uniformly distributed along the
they are sporadically to more or less
and are usually circular, subcircular or
coside of a single specimen
spaced and commonly appear,
pits tend to be well
ell ipsoidal in shape. The
some degree of regularity about their
have
to
ially,
superfic
at leas t,
seen to be very regular
is their pattern
arra ngement. Ra rely, however,
the illustrations of the
examine, for example,
scrutiny;
under rigorous
costa toerforosporites.. presented by Desk, 1962 • In
various species of
presence or absence of pitting is an
the
that
most cases it is clear
intraspecific varia ble; see, for example, the sequence of illustrations
figures 4-8), and
robustusgiven by Kemp (1970, plate 16,
of Appendicispo rites
hes and Moody-Stuart
that of 'Biorecord 6 CICATR B5' presented by Hug
imens showing inci pient and sporadically developed
Spec
(1969, plate 18).
Fig ures 4,7,9. Thus, although some
trated here in Plate 12,
Pitting are illus
costae) seem to be more prone to
spec i es (espec ially those with broad
others, it is here considered justifiable to
develop pitting than
junior synonym of Cicatricosisporites
a
Costatoperforosporites
consider
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stratigraphic merit in
There appears to me to be no taxonomic or
retaining both genera.
origin (i.e. borings of an unspeciThe pits may be biodegradational in
for their superficially regular
fied alga or fungus). This might account
microecological regime). Alternatively
arrangement (in terms of a kind of
suggestion, from their occasional alignment
there is sometimes a slight
and their occasional elongation in this
along the centre of broad costae
aborted
somehow represent incipient or
direction, that the pits may
canals.

verrucae,
has costae surmounted by
Nodosisporites Desk, 1964
only one set
Contignisporites Dettmann, 1963 has
tubercula or coni.
contiguous cingulum. Crassitudisporites
a
and
of parallel distal costae
spiral distal costae.
irreaularly arranged or
less
or
Hiltmann, has more
distal, triangular thickening
1971 has a
Singh,
Distaltriangulis °rites
which is variously

excavated.

Cicatricosisporites:
Cretaceous species of
Early
Review of Late Jurassic
subdividing
most important in
deemed
features
The following are the
species:
Cicatricosisporites into
diameter).
(principally amb
1) Size range
canals and costae: if the
the
2) The relative and absolute
widths of
generally
broader than the canals,
or
if the canals are broader
costae are consistently
.sp11.42.1ig.1.11_21.q.;
is termed
siatrisplq; if the canals
resultant sculpture
sculpture is
resultant
overlap,in their widths, the
than the costae, the
have considerable
similar,or
measurement
and costae are
15.2.c.9.5O11. A useful
herein termed
4 Index'),
is
sculpture
resultant
canal s plus four costae (the '4
is the combined width of fourial area (al though see further comments later
measured in a distal interrad
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in this section).

It should be borne in mind that preservational
factors

and degree of curvature of the spore wall will affect the widths
of
canals and costae.
3) The 'Ornament Coarseness-Spore Size' (or 'O-S') Index: this
can be
expressed thus:

40-S Index = x : Y
where x represents the maximum amb (or oblique, but not polar) diameter
of the spore, and y represents the combined width of four canals plus
four costae.

The 0-S Index expresses the coarseness of the ornament

relative to the size of the spore or, more succinctly, the number of
interradial, distal canal -costa couplets that would fit across the
maximum spore diameter.

The 0-S Index is a new concept herein and is

further discussed below.
triangular, with moderately concave to
this may be (a)
(b) rounded triangular, with
moderately convex sides and rounded apices,
4) Arnb shape:

rounded apices, and (c) circular.
strongly convex sides and broadly
species show variation through this entire
Rarely, if ever, does a single
range.
and its tendency to develop apical thickenings.
5) Thickness of the exine
cross-sectional shape.
6) Height of costae and their
ornament of Cicatricosisporites
produced by the costae: the
7) Overall pattern
between proximal and distal surfaces; it should
is consistently continuous
unit. The patterns can be expressed
therefore be considered as a
lext-Figure 13-1, the central triangle representing
diagrd mmatical ly,as in
three outer triangles representing the three
the
and
the distal surface
face. Such diagrams were first used
the proximal
of
regions
interradial
bui have not often been employed
1 (-inure', 1),
Icy hr .,fl, (1963d, Pldi r '
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RE
DISTAL

A
D

G

J

K

M

O

Text-Figure 13-1:

R

S

Diagram showing possible configurations of the
ornament in Cicatricosisporites and its allies.
A.): Figures illustrating possible patterns
over the entire spore surface; P.F.-Proximal Face.
Q.-T.: Figures illustrating possible configuration
of ornament at and toward the apices. [In part
adapted from Deak (1963), Dettmann and Pl ayford
(1968), Kemp (1970) and Singh (1971).]
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subsequently, despite their usefulness. Singh (1971, text- figure 7-1)
proximal patterns
utilised a similar technique, but kept distal and
from studies of in situ
Hughes and Moody-Stuart (1966) showed,
that the sculptural pattern
schizaeaceous spores of Cicatricosisporites-type,
from specimen to specimen,
within a single species is essentially the same
separate.

predictable variation may occur.
although some limited and more or less
C may represent a variant of
For example, in Text-Figure 13-1, pattern
being unusually well developed relative
pattern B, one of the three sets
to the other two.
morphological features proven useful in
Rarely have other
orites. Although their portrayal in
cicati
separating species of
features associated with
often lengthy, the
descriptions and diagnoses is
absence of raised lips
(e.g. the presence or
area
contact
the laesurae and
contact area, and length of
ornament over the
of
duction
re
margo,
or a
laesurae) tend to be subject to intraspecific variation and to preservimeani ngful taxonomically; they
especially
tional factors, or are not
are therefore not useful as species-diagnostic criteria.
morphologically
Cicatricosisporites and related genera are
probably
groups of late Mesozoic miospores and thus
complex than most other
potential. This potential, however, has
biostratigraphic
have a greater
robably due to the general dearth of critical
not yet been fully realised, p
Exceptions to this are the publications by
iic works.
and careful taxonom
roup has used eccentric methods
N.F. Hughes and his coworkers, althoughItthis
g
is especiall
y vital, in describing
to record their results (see below).to illustrate the full morphology and
s is
221-11
envisages for his taxon (as was done,
new species of cigie-i-g
originating author
variation that the
purbeckensis). In most cases, however,
for C.
for example, by Norris, 1969
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illustrations of the type materials of species of Cicatricosisporites have
been of a single specimen.

This has enabled subsequent authors to apply

names loosely (for example, the use of C. hallei by Singh, 1971, does
not appear to closely accord with the morphology of its holotype - see
below).
Cicatricosisporites should be diagnosed on
Any given species of
most important of which are
the basis of a combination of features, the
and absolute widths of the costae
usually ornament pattern and relative
Indices may provide useful guidelines,
and canals. The 4 + 4 and 0-S
should be allowed. For example, as
but sufficient variation in these
+ 4 Index for the 'population' of
4
the
13-2,
Text-Figure
in
shown
1511m. This
present study is between 7.um and
C.ahacus encountered in the
by most. descriptions of
than lhat indif (OLA
wirier
idr.robly
roh..
mention of the 4 + 4 Index. It
Cicatricosisporites that include
specie-, of
any given sporangium will
such variation, as
expect
to
is surely reasonable
largely reflecting degrees of maturity.
contain spores of various sizes,
13-3 record plots of the 4 + 4 and 0-S Indices
Text-Figures 13-2 and
abacus, as
i nst spore (amb or oblique) diameter for C.
respectively aa
g
increases or decreases as
The 4 + 4 Index
work.
present
found during the
the sculpture broaden or narrow
individua l elements of
the width of
of sculptural elements per
reflects the number
Index
respectively. The 0-S
two graphs indicates, at least
comparison of the
and
spore. Examination
size increases, this increment
spore
as
population, that
sculptural elements
limited
for this
the b roadening of individual
by
see C. abacus,
tends to be taken up
the costae rather than the canals
by
absolute number of elements.
(in this case main l y
the
in
increase
on
by
than
more reliable diagnostic tool
below) rather
This may in

that the 0-S Index is a
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Text-Figure 13-2:

Plot of spore diameter against the 4 + 4 Index
specimens of Cicatricosisporites abacus Burger for
1966
encountered in the present work.
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Text-r I lgure /3-3: Plot of spore diameter against the 0-S
Index for
specimens of Cicatricosisporites abacus Burger
1966
encountered in the present study.
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than the 4 + 4 Index; however, further tests of
this conclusion are
required.
Many names in use for species of Cicatricosisporites were
erected
in the early days of research into Mesozoic miospores.

The earlier authors,

being unaware of the variety within this group and of which features
were
critical to divide the group into species, usually failed to provide
illustrations and descriptions which would be considered adequate today.
Rather than attempting to sustain the use of poorly based species by
subjective and indirect morphological interpretation, as some authors have
done, I prefer to avoid the use of these species, restricting their names
to the type material only, at least until an adequate restudy of their
type or topotype materials can be done.
just described, N.F. Hughes
Partly as a reaction to the situation
and his colleagues at the University of Cambridge have devised a method
miospores of the Cicatricosisporites
of classifying, naming, and describing
practices. Their basic unit is the
complex outside of standard accepted
intents and purposes equates with a 'Linnean'
'biorecord', which for all
well -described one. Hughes' unorthodox ideas,
species, albeit an especially
Moody-Stuart (1966, 1967a,b, and 1969) have
first expressed in Hughes and
indeed, they have been heavily attacked,
not been taken up by other workers;
Traverse who, in essence,
I agree with
(1975).
Traverse
notably by
has no advantages over the refined system
contended that Hughes' system
especially if the latter is properly and
nomenclature,
of 'Linnean'
carefully used.

morphological features of the
the principle
presents
Table 13-1
objectively useable Upper Jurassic and
morp common and, in my opinion,
Lower creta ceous species of Cicatricosisporites.

The list that follows

—

—

0

M
•
St
=

V)

O

v)
E
1 ABACUS (herein)
1 ABACUS (tyoe)
2 ANGICANALIS
3 ANNULATUS

28-70
35-55

4 APICANALIS
5 APITERETUS
6 ARALICUS

59
35-55

70-95
37-64

36-40

8

33-70
AUSTRALIENSIS *
11 BREVILAESURATUS 0 52-92
40-48
12 CARLYLENSIS
40-50
13 CLARICANALIS

_ 14 CRASSISTRIATUS
16 DEAKIAE
17 DELICATUS
19 EXIGUUS
21 FISTULOSUS
22 FOVEOLATUS
25 GONIODONTOS
26 GRABOWENSIS
28 HANNOVERANA
29 HUGHESII

41 PATAPSCOENSIS

40-59
44-75

4.0-6.0
1.5-4.5
4.0-7.0
1.5-2.5
2.0-3.0
1.5-2.5
3.0-8.0

24
10-19
24
10
16
9-12
15-34

14
11
10
18
10
20
12
6
10

CAN 0
ISO E,O,P
T
RT-0 CAN cf.K
ISO ?
1
T-RT CAN C
ISO 0
CAN cf.C
RT

ISO
CIC

7-RT CAN
0
CAN
CAN

T-RT CAN
RT

T-RT CIC

CIC

46 RECTICICATRICOSUS 50-62
48 SPIRALIS
46-48
49 SPRUMONTII
55-76

RT
T
T-RT

50 STERNUM

RT
RT-0 CAN
RT-0 CAN

0
8,E,0
E,0

CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN

CIC
T
T-RT ISO

110-140 ?
RT
25-36
T-RT
60-90

Is()
ISO

0.5-1.5
0.5-2.0
0.5
0.5
1.0-2.0
1.0-2.5

1.0
3.0-5.0 1.0-6.0 30
3.5-5.5 0.5-1.0 22
2.5-3.5 2.0-3.0 22
5.0
0.7-1.5
1.5-2.0
3.0-5.0

0.5
0.5-1.5
0.5
0.5

22
8
9
18

3.5-5.5 0.5
20
0.5-1.0 2.5-7.0 21

8
9
18
12
9
8
8

2.5-5.0 2.5-6.0 20-30 14
8
8.0 40
3.5-5.5 5.0-8.0 30-35 6
2.0-3.0

2.5-3.5 1.0-2.0
2.5-4.5 0.5-2.5
3.0-7.0 2.0-6.0
1.5-2.0
0
?cf.E 0.8
3.0-4.0 1.0
E
1.5-2.0 0.5
cf.L,C
0.5
12
L
30.5
71.0
L
1.0-1.5 2.0-4.0
G
0.2-1.0 0.5-2.0
0
1.5-3.0 to 1.5
2.5-4.0 0.5-1.0
0
II
2.5-4.0 1.0-1.5
E
0.5
2.0
E,0
2.0-6.0 0.5
0,L
6.0-8.0 0.7
0
3.0-9.0 6-16
30
0.5
1.0
78,30
4.0-8.0 4-10
<1.0
41.o
7
G
5.0-8.0 0.5-2.0
?

17-19
16
36
10

1.0
j-\..
2.5-3.5
30.5-31.0 ?.."-^‘..
0.5-1.0
rt
to 1.0
?1.0-31.5
1.0-2.0
?0.5-31.5
34.0
0.5
rti
3.0
71.0
0.2-0.6
70.5
?to 1.0
?to 2.0
1.5-2.0
2.5-4.0
2.0-3.5
3.0-4.0

17
20

2.5-3.0
10-20
. .

8
22
9
15

3.0-5.0
<0.5

9
50
76
17
9-12
10-14

4
?40
8
15
19

70.5
?0.5
0.8-1.0
0.5-1.0
1.0-1.5

16

12

71.0

18
10

15
23
16
6

1.0-2.0
1.0
1.5
?0.5-?1.0

6-7
35
10

4.0-8.0
?0.5
to 12

24
10

0.5-1.0
?2.0

18

rt

1.5
31.0

rti
rti

JZ

.4,---‘.
..../-N,

..".
-/-N,..
-00...
-i-N.
-P.N.
• -...."....
J.%
..,,N. ...e-N...
Jr--1,
,e--4,

16
31
40
6
52
4-6
31

.rte
—r-ns
..,,--%.
../-/-\
-"..
..0--4._

well -described species of
characteristics of
'indicated, data is derive
morphological
otherwi5e
13-1:
illustration(s)(7:7TILsglc,i s.
Unless
Typical
orites.
C.
description and
Cicatricosis
Data from Singh
**
original
(1963).
from the
(1970).
Dettmann
Kemp
* Data from Data from
#
august

S9 VERSIFORMIS
Table

0
E,0

T-RT CAN 0,P
T-RT CAN E,0

30-48

37-55
57-87
50-55

CI
.—•

19

26-43

55-60

O

9-10

T

RT

•—•

2.0-3.0 0.5

T
CAN
T-RT CIC
ISO
T
T-RT ISO
CIC
T

34

V1,4

CAN ?E

39-42
34-50
67-100
73-95

40 ORBICULATUS

3•C
tal
+

10-29 1.0-1.7

CAN E
CAN 0

36 MINUTAESTRIATUS ** 39-58
38 MYRTELLII
35-45

cr
w

1.0-4.0 0.2-1.0 6-18

T-RT CAN 8,0
RT-0 CAN E,K
CAN E
RT
T-RT CAN E,L

T
T

W

CAN 8,E,O

T
1

60-80

trk

OM

20-32
30-58

33 MAJOR

51 STOVER!
52 SUBROTUNDUS
54 TICOENSIS
55 TYPICUS
56 UNDATUS
58 VENUSTUS

ME
LL'
= I—

T-RT ISO F

31 LUDBROOKIAE
32 MAGNUS

43 PROXIRADIATUS
45 PURBECKENSIS

c).
M.
=
Col--

I...

35-50
45-50
30-43

36-64
56-96
67-96

42 POTOMACENSIS

6—
=

CAN
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is intended to supplement Table 13-1 and to
remark upon species that I do
not consider to be objectively utilisable, and
which therefore do not
appear in the table.

Information in Table 13-1 is taken from the
original

descriptions or diagnoses, or is calculated from illustrations of the
holotype or type material unless otherwise stated.
1) Cicatricosisporites abacus Burger, 1966 (See below.)
2)

Cicatricosisporites angicanalis DOring, 1965a
1965a Cicatricosisporites angicanalis ()tiring, p.49; p1.17, figs.1-2;
p1.18, fig.l; Cretaceous (Neocomian), West Mecklenburg, Germany.

3) Cicatricosisporites annulatus Archangelsky and Gamerro, 1966c
1964 Cicatricosisporites sp.B; Singh, p.60; p1.7, figs.4-6.
6:5.
8
1966c Cicatricosisporites annulatus Archangelsky + Gamerro,i:p 4
p1.2, figs.6-8; Lower Cretaceous, Argentina.
1967 Cicatricosisporites sp; Norris [221J], p.93; p1.12, f
[non 3,6-8].
?non 1973 [Biorecord] 26 CICATR A5T; Hughes + Croton, p.586; p1.75,
figs.l-12 [which Nirhtifer, 1977 synonymized with C. annulatus]
4) Cicatricosisporites apicanalis Paden Phillips and Felix, 1971a
Paden Phillips + Felix, [pars]
1971a Cicatricosisporites apicanalis Cretaceous (Albian),
5];
[non
fig.4
pp.295-296; p1.2,
Louisiana, U.S.A.
apicanalis is closely similar to, and possibly
Remarks: The holotype of C.
conspecific with, C. claricanalis.

The other specimen assigned to

Felix (op. cit., plate 2, figure 5) is
C. apicanalis by Paden Phillips and
the holotype. It has narrowly rounded, rather
morphologically distinct from
Moreover, its costae are notably narrower
than broadly rounded, apices.
strongly rounded in section, rather than
than those of the holotype and
apicanalis is here restricted to the
E.
name
The
low and flat-topped.
implied by the inclusion of the specimens
holotype only; the variation
this species is well beyond
and Felix into
Phillips
den
illustrated by Pa
the intrasecitic
variation generally regarded as acceptable for species
p
of Cicatricosisporites.
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5) Cicatricosisporites apiteretus Paden Phillips and Felix, 1971a
1971a Cicatricosisporites apiteretus Paden Phillips + Felix,
pp.298-299; p1.2, figs.10-11; Cretaceous (Cenomanian),
Mississippi, U.S.A.
6) Cicatricosisporites aralicus (Bolkhovitina, 1961) Brenner, 1963
(See below.)
7) Cicatricosisporites augustus Singh, 1971
Remarks:

a junior synonym of
Considered by Ddrhofer (1977) to be

C. minutaestriatus (q.v.).
Potoni6, 1956
8) Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson, 1953)
(See below.)
1970.
9) Cicatricosisporites avnimelechii Horowitz,
considered to be a junior synonym of
herein
is
species
Remarks: This
C. venustus (q.v.).
1963a
10) Cicatricosisporites bacons Desk,
]his species is herein transferred to Contignisporites Dettmann,
distal costae and a cingulum.
of parallel
possession
its
ecause
of
1963 b
1958 emend. Kemp, 1970
brevilaesuratus Couper,
p1.18,
11) Cicatricosisporites
lIfY_Wf42.0_125 CouPer, P.136;
Britain.
Great
lit-e-5. (Neocomian-Aptian),
1958 cicatt icosis
Cretaceous
brevilaesuratus Couper; emend. Kemp,
figs.]-3;
orites
-4; text-figs.]],
figs.12-14; p1.14, figs.]
1970 Cicatricosis
Pp.94-95; p1.13,
Cool:
+
brevilaesuratus [auct.aou] I
16g.
orites
figs.5-6; p1.2, fig.]
non 1962 Cicatricosis
p1.1,
pp.145-146;
Groot,
1970].
[auct. non] Couper; Norris,
according to Kemp, brevilaesuratus
orites
?non 1969 cicatricosis
non] Couper; Norris,
brevilaesuratus [acct. caption].
p1.105, fig.3.
fig.1 in
orites
?non 1970 cicatricbsis[incorrectly given as
'0.3, fig.4
emendation of this species based on a
an
topotype material. C. brevilaesuratus
Remarks: Kemp (1970) gave
comprehensive restudy of the type and
concave tops. The specimen illustrated by
Remarks:

hd

, (wjd e with flat or even

which are distinctly rounded in section, it
brevilaesuratus. (See also
Norris (1969, 1 970) has costae wh
C.
tible to
i f l)ut
tho,, (ippear,, not 10 lw (1 .1
12.2.!_iii:)
C. stbveri and C.
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12) Ci
catricosisporites britannicae Dorhofer, 1977 nomen nudum
Remarks: This name was used by DOrhofer (1977,
Table 1), but has
never been formally described or
illustrated.
13)
Cicatricosisporites carlylensis Pocock, 1962
1962 Cicatricosisporites carlvlensis Pocock, p.40; p1.2,
figs.33-34; Jurassic (post-Kimmeridgian), western Canada.
14) Ci
catricosisporites claricanalis Paden Phillips and Felix, 1971a
1 971a Cicatricosisporites claricanalis Paden Phillips and Felix
pp.299-300; p1.2, fig.13; Cretaceous (Cenomanian),
Mississippi, U.S.A.
Remarks:
15)

See under C. apicanalis above.

C icatricosisporites crassistriatus Burger,'1966 (See below.)

16) _Cicatricosisporites cuneiformis Pocock, 1965
1965 Cicatricosisporites cuneiformis. Pocock, p.158; p1.2, fig.17;
diag.13; Cretaceous (Albian), Saskatchewan, Canada.
Remarks:

The sculptural pattern is unclear both from Pocock's original

description and his single illustration.

The ornament is relatively fine

and, according to Pocock's measurements, has approximately the same rib
and canal widths as C. australiensis.

The latter, however, has : i drei b

sides; in
pattern in which elements are predominantly parallel to the amb
predominantly or always oblique to the amb
cuneiformis, elements are
sides.
17)

nov. subst. pro Costatoperforosporites
Cicatricosisporites deakiae nom.
fistulosus Dea, 1962
Desk, pp.230-231, 233-234;
Costatoperforosporites filI.O.9114
1962
Cretaceous (Aptian), Hungary.
s.1-3;
p1.27, fig
fistulosus Paden Phillips + Felix, p.299
non 1971a Lif21
considered to be a junior
Costoto)erforos)orites is herein
Remarks: As
species heretofor assigned to the
the
LIL11-z11911/22.11!2J,
synonym of
Costatoperforosporites fistulosus
latter.
the
former are transferred to
Costatoperforosporites. Its transfer to
spec
ies
of
De(11( is the type

Cicatrcosisporites
would make it a junior homonym of Cicatricosisporites
i
fist ulosus Paden Phillips and Felix 1971a. A new name is thus coined for
Dedk's species.
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18)

Cicatricosisporites delicatus Paden Phillips and Felix, 1971a
?1958 Cicatricosisporites dorogensis ([auct. non] Potoni6 +
Gelletich; Couper [pars], p1.17, figs.11 [non 10,12].
?1963 Cicatricosisporites hallei [auct. non] Delcourt + Sprumont;
Brenner, p.49; p1.9, fig.2.
1967 Cicatricosisporites hallei [auct. non] Delcourt + Sprumont;
Norris, p.92; p1.11, figs.15-20.
delicatus Paden Phillips and Felix,
Cicatricosisporites
1971a
pp.296-297; p1.2, figs.6-7; Cretaceous (Albian-Cenomanian),
Mississippi, U.S.A.

similar finely costate forms
C. delicatus is differentiated from
13-1 and Text-Figure 13-1). The
by its distal sculptural pattern (see Table
by Couper (1958) and C. hallei by
specimens attributed to C. J.91.9.3faLij
costate and probably conspecific with
Brenner (1963) are also finely
is not clearly discernible, however,
C. delicatus. As their distal ornament
certainty.
assigned to C. delicatus with
these specimens can not be
Gelletich, 1933.
19) Cicatricosisporites dorogensis Potoni6 and
based on Tertiary material. Its name
originally
Remarks: lhis species was
(e.g.
variety of late Mesozoic specimens
a
for
misapplied
has been widely
avoided by workers
use should thus be
its
1974);
by Pococ k, 1962; Hopkins,
forms.
Early Cretaceous
Jurassic
describing Late
reen, 1971
reen, pp.296, 298; p1.1,
20) cicatricosisporite exi uus Herng
France.
1971 Cicatricosis ori tes exi uus Herng
figs.14-16; Cretaceous (Neocomian),
Remarks:

small size.
This species is characterized by its
1977
(Malyavkina, 1949) DOrhtifer, p.61;
Malyavkina,
exiliformis
21) Cicatricosisporites
(Albian-Cenomanian), U.S.S.R.
tEl.clg2atil
Plicatella
Cretaceous
exilioides
1949
figs.2;
(Malyavkina)
p1 .12, exilioides
-8.
figs.?
; p1.4,
BolkhovitiN: p
(Malyavkina);
1953 Anemia
An3e7mia exiles
Malyavkina)]orites sp.
?1971 Cicatricosis p1.8, figs.1-p. (Malya vkina) Ddrh tifer, p.37;
f2dligijIg5
Singh, p.70;
orites
?1977 Cicatricosis
tig.?.
1 1.7, fig.?; p1.9,
only a short description and a single line
ve
exiliformis, neither of which
Remarks: Malyavkina (1949) ga
cacantha
tri
form,EliS2IfliP.
drawing for her
Rema rks:
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objective use of her taxon
furnish sufficient details for subsequent
'exilioides', has been resuscitated
(even though the epithet, rendered as
C. exilioides should thus be avoided
by several authors). Use of the name
topotype material.
pending restudy of its type or
Phillips + Felix, 1971a
22) Cicatricosisporites fistulosus Paden
titslIplg5 Paden Phillips + Felix, p.299;
1971a Cicatricosisl2r2Ig5
(Cenomanian), Mississippi, U.S.A.
pf7, fig.12; Cretaceous
1962) comb. nov.
23) Cicatricosisporites foveolatus (Desk,
foveolatus Desk, pp.231,234; p1.27,
1962 c21a- t2ptrforos '-i-t-eJ
figs.4-6.
1963a
24) Cicatricosisporites furl Dedk,
synonym of
considered to be a junior
herein
Remarks: C. furcatus is
L. venustus (q.v.).

912.122fA Dbring, 1965a
p1.17, figs.6-8;
25) Cicatricosisporites
glpflgliA. Ddring, p.48;
Mecklenburg, Germany.
1965a CicatriCosis orites
Cretaceous (Neocomian), West
only the holotype,
Ddring illustrated
species,
Remarks: I n erecting this
the distal ornament,
the pattern of
Thus,
equatorial view.
and tha t onl y i n
of species of Cicatricosisporites, is
differentiation
tiation
critical in the
thus be avoided, pending new
globosus should
obscure. The name C.
material.
type
its
about
information
and Felix, 1971a
Paden Phillips
+ Felix,
Paden Phillips
26) Picatricosis
(Cenomanian),
51110(.22195
aonioc_.
Cretaceous
s—orites
figs.8-9;
1971a Cicatric
.2,
pp.297-298; p1
south-eastern U.S.A.
p1.21,
Ddring, 1965a
Ddring, pp.49-50; Germany.
27)
Mecklenburg,
.9.0221If105.
s (Neocomian), West Stuart, p.93;
Cicatricos
tes .9-29
ral
1sis
Cretaceous
1965a cifltiLiC(25-J--I
is
+ Moody
Hughes indicated];
also p.108 as
figs 3-4;
CICATR B5;
6
[part, as
[Biorecord]
text-fig.1
1969
figs.1-8;
2fpbovi_ti .
1955
Sprumont,
C.
+Sprumont,pp.17-19;
and
Delcourt
Delcourt (Neocomian), Belgium.
28) Ci catricosisositt hallti
_olnitf5 __
Cretaceous
ha
— text-fig.1,
Cicatrico
1955
.1---Tig.1;
P1
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Remarks:
(1963).

The holotype of C. hallei was re-illustrated by Delcourt et al.
flat-topped, in contrast to
The costae are relatively broad and

species by a number of
those of many specimens attributed to this
Singh, 1971). The holotype is in
subsequent authors (e.g. Norris, 1967;
details of its morphology are not
oblique orientation and critical
species name, therefore, should be avoided.
discernible. The use of this
1977
29) Cicatricosisporites hannoverana Dorherfer, Dorhofer, p.38; p1.9, figs.4-7,
hannoverana
1977 Cicatricosis orites
(Berriasian), Germany.
10; Cretaceous
_tai. Dettmann, 1963
30) Cicatricosisporites hu jg_t
pp.55-56; p1.10,
Illightsji Dettmann,
(Aptian-?Cenomanian),
icosis
1963 C.j2L.
-ites
---figs.6-16; text-fig.4r; Cretaceous
south-eastern Australia.
icatus (Markova in Samoilovitch et al., 1961)
31) Cicatricosisporites
r
imb
i
M
.iica Itli:i.
vitch et al., p.88;
S rig
l
Markova in Samoil
imbricata
Cretaceous (Cenomanian),
1961 Mohria
pl.XXXII1, figo.17];
i?non
pl .22, fig.6;
imbricatus (Markova); Singh, pp.73-74;
Siberia.
1971 Cicatricosis orites
p1.9, figs.3-5.
are
can
that the canals
original description
her
in
Remarks: Markova stated
appear
reto
]-1.6,um wide; however, in the line drawing of the holotype, they Furtheristinctly narrower than the width she gave.
be consistently and d
imbricatus, Markova did not
illustration of C.
more, in the original
roximal ornament from the distal ornament, with
clearly differentiate the p
The use of this
na ture of neither is clear.
the result that the exact
voided pending a restudy of its type material.
species name should thus be a
figs.17-22;
Dettmann, 1963.
Dettmann, p.54; p1.9,
ludbrookiae
ludbrooki
3?) Cicatricosisporites
Australia.
cicatricosis oritessouth-eastern
1963
Cretaceous,
Lower
figs.1-2; p1.16,
1)0 .
Oring, 106Doring,
p.49; p1.15, Germany.
MaTilr,
to (
Mecklenburg,
T11.911y
'.!,ri(wjAmri tc., sis )(Triles Neocomian) West
oI965 Ci6(iir-'i-j
Cretaceous
fig. 1 ;
ted only the holotype. The exine appears
kemdrks:

During (1965a) il lustra
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to have apical thickenings (which, however, may be subject to intraspecific
variation — see above).

Daring contended that C. magnus differs from

brevilaesuratus in its larger size and narrower ribs.

However, there

is considerable overlap in the size ranges of the two species, and the rib
width of C. magnus falls within or just outside the lower limit for
C. brevilaesuratus.
34)

The two species may prove to be conspecific.

Cicatricosisporites major (Daring, 1965a) comb. nov.
1965a Contionisporites major Diking, p.51; p1.19, figs.l-3;
Germany.
Cretaceous (Neocomian), West Mecklenberg,
Remarks:

costae arranged in sets.
This species lacks a cingulum and has

It is thus transferred to Cicatricosis orites. For comparison see
C. crassistriatus below.
(Bolkhovitina, 1961) Pocock, 1965
Cicatricosisporites FigskifuWAto
Bolkhovitina, p.66; p1.19,
1961 Pelletieria mediostriatus (provenance and stratum not
figs.3a-b;p1.21 , figs.la-c
1961— see also Kremp and Ames,
indicated by Bolkhovitina,
1966).
mecliostriatus (Bolkhovitina); Pocock,
Cirafrico5fppllites
?1965
p1 .2,
are not clear from its
of this species
Remarks: The critical features
should thus be
original description and ill ustrations. Use of this name
material.
re-examination of the type
avoided, pending
1959) Pocock, 1965
36) Cicatricosisporites minor (Bolkhovitina,
fig.31; Upper
Bolkhovitina, p.93; p1.2,
1959 Mohria minor
S.S.R., U.S.S.R.
p1.19,
Yakutsk
Cretaceous,
(Bolkhovitina); Bolkhovitina, p.68;
1961 Pelletieria minor
figs.3a-c. (Bolkhovitina); Pocock, pp.160-161;
8; p1.22,
fig
CicatrifpLtsOfites minor
?1965
l igs.20-23.
m i nor Pocock [sic]; Saad + Ghazaly, p.434;
Cica
tricosis
orites
?1976
p1.6, fig.4.
adequately illustrated
minor were not
features of _C.
RPmark,): The critical
name thus should be
use of this
the
(1959);
or described by Bolkhovitina
35)

avoided.
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Pocock, 1965
37) Cica i- cosi spori tes fLu' 1L1t5111312I
t
J , (Bolkhovitina, 1961)
+
Potoni6
non]
[auct.
*1958 Cicatricosisporites dsEpauljl fig.11.
Gelletich; Couper, p.136; p1.17,
Bolkhovitina, p.68', p1.20,
1961 Pel letieria EijilAtjglILI2.1.§
figs.la-f; p1.21, figs.3a-g; Lower Cretaceous and
Cenomanian, Yakutsk S.S.R., U.S.S.R.(Bolkhovitina); Pocock,
minutaestriatus
1965 CicatrIj
sEr..atl
p.159; p1.2, fig.18.
Singh, p.68; p1.7, figs.3-1 1 ;
*1971 Cicatrigjj102._—"ites ..L.1315:1Y-*
Alberta, Canada.
text-fig.7M; Cretaceous (Albian),
Croxton, p.586; p1.74,
[Biorecordj
25
CICATR
B
21;
Hughes
1973
figs.1-12.
* synonymies according to DOrhofer, 1977, p.38.
based
for C. minutaestriatus is
13-1
Table
Remarks: The data presented in
..24221.11. Bolkhovitina
principally on details given by Singh (1971) for C.
i ve such a detailed description of the type material of
(1961) did not g
Difirhbfer (1977), these two species
C. minutaestriatus. As poin ted out by
appear to be synonymous.

Sprumont, 1955
Delcourt and
mohrioides
38) Cica[ric qsisporites
Delcourt + Sprumont, p.20;
-.
_
119111J1Lig
(Neocomian), Belgium.
1955 CicatricosjOllilf
Cretaceous
p1 .1, fig.2;
Sprumont
presented by Delcourt and
lustration
single il
indication
Remarks: Neither the
521ifiaislfs g i ve sufficient
objective use.
(1955) nor their description of C.
deta ils of this species for its
of the critical morphological
of Delcourt and
restudi ed and re-i llustrated many
Delcourt et al. ( 1963)
stated that:
1921121ilf. they
...
holotypes,but for C.
original figure
Sprumont's
the
aspect,
improve on
to
in lateral
possible
oriented
It was not holotype is now
preserved.
well
because the
be
to
appear
and does not
applied to a broad range of
mohrioides has been
specimens illustrated under this
The name C.
the
(1966, plate 8,
morphol og i es; compare, for instance,
Burger
y
b
figure 9) and
9,
understood, it is
plate
poorly
name by Singh (1971,
so
morphology is
its
henceforth avoided.
figures 2-3). Because
he
name
of this
use
the
re(Ammended here that
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39)

Cicatricosisporites myrtellii Burger, 1966
1966 Cicatricosisporites myrtellii Burger, p.243; p1.7, fig.1;
Cretaceous (Neocomian), Netherlands.

40) Cicatricosisporites nunii Horowitz, 1970
1970 Cicatricosisporites nuni Horowitz, pp.164-165; p1.3, fig.];
Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous, Israel.
Remarks:

This taxon is insufficiently described and illustrated.

The single specimen illustrated, indeed, appears to be very poorly preserved.
The use of this name should be confined to the type material.
41) Cicatricosisporites orbiculatus Singh, 1964
Singh, pp.59-60; p1.6,
1970 Cicatricosisporites gElliglaIy§
Alberta, Canada.
figs.9-12; Cretaceous (Aptian),
42) Cicatricosisporites 22-122E2glij.LBrenner, 1963
Brenner, p.50; p1.9,
1963 Cicatricosisporites 221.1p_Laeljlsis
Maryland, U.S.A.
fig.3; Cretaceous (Albian),
43) Cicatricosisporites Eptomacensis Brenner, 1963
Brenner,.pp.50-51; p1.9,
ri
icosisporites pplmmacensis
1963 cicar
(Ncocumion-Albion), Maryland,
lowcr Cretateuus
f
U.S.A.
thick (4pm) exine.
Remarks: This species has a very
Kemp, 1970
44)
Cicatricosisporites roxiradiatus
roxiradiatus Kemp, p.91; p1.13, figs.1-6;
1970 cicatricosis °rites Cretaceous (Aptian-Albian), England.
text-figs.10a-b,16a;
1961) Dettmann, 1963
1 .15, figs.3a-c;
45) Cicatricosisporites seudotri artitus (Bolkhovitina,
seudotri
artita
Bolkhovitina,
p.53;
p
U.S.S.R.
1961 Anemia
(Cenomanian), Yakutsk,
Cretaceous
nseudotripartitus (Bolkhovitina)
orites
1963 Cicatricosis
p1.10, figs.1-5.
pp.54-55;
Dettmann,
authors, in my
used by several
been
has
species
Remarks: Although this
clearly
was not sufficiently
material
the type
opinion the morphology of
Of her three line
described or illustrated by Bolkhovitina (1961).is a definate proximal view;
and another
equatorial view
of
drawings, one is an
f igure 3d) appears to show combinations
,
tile third (op. cit, Pl ate 15'
Thus, the distal ornament was only equidistal and proximal features.
hermore, the specimen illustrated in
Bolkhov itina. Furt
vocally shown by
appears to show a kyrtome3c)
15, figure
plate
proximal view (op. .it.,
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like structure about the laesurae, a feature which is not apparent on
her plate 15, figure 3a, or on specimens illustrated under this name by
subsequent authors.

is
A restudy of the type material of this species

confidence. In the absolute and
required before its name can be used with
pseudotripartitus resembles
relative widths of its canals and ribs, C.
C. abacus (a.v.).
Norris, 1969 (See below.)
Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis
1965a
47) Cicatricosisporites recticicatricosus Dbring,
recticicatricosus Dbring, pp.47-48; p1.18,
1965a Cicatricosisporites (Neocomian),,West Mecklenburg, Germany.
figs.2-5; Cretaceous
1955
Delcourt and Sprumont,
48) Cicatricosisporites er
sew
?
Del court Sprumont, pp.19-20;
1955 Cicatricosis orites sew=
fig.2;
illustrated by means of line drawings
originally
Remarks: This species was
photomicrograph of the holotype.
a
presented
only. Delcourt et al. (1963)
46)

However, as t he morphology of this species remains poorly understood,
avoided.
should be
name
this
of
subsequent use
119§71
49) CicatricosisporitesjsOlpits Singh,
SPA. Singh, pp.78-79; p1.10, figs.1-3;
1971 Cicatricosis orites
text-figs. 7D,O.
Diking, 1965a
pp.46-47; p1.16, figs.7-8;
50) Cicatricosis orites s rumontii ianglaati Dbring,
Mecklenburg, Germany.
orites
Cicatricosis
West
1965a
(Neocomian),
Cretaceous
holotype only. At least one of
Remarks:

Dbring (1965a) illustrated the

thickening.

C. abacus, which

the ap ices of this specimen has an exinal exinal thickenings, was considered
ical
However, the
is also sometimes characterized by ap
by
Ddrhbfer
(1977).
.ang_Tatii
broader canals
to be a junior synonym of C.
narrower ribs and
relatively
has
sprumontii
of
holotype
C.
abacus.
p1.3,
than is typical for C.
Amerom, 1965A merom, pp.106,108;
van
_t_f_ED.211 van
.
51) (,4
stems Le6n, Spain.
°rites
Cretaceous,
Cicatricosis
1965
UPPer
figs.la-d;
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Remarks:

Burger (1966) and Dbrhbfer (1977) considered C. magnus to be a

junior synonym of C. sternum.

The latter, however, at least according to

its original description, is smaller in diameter than C. magnus and has
narrower muri.

Nevertheless, these two taxa do appear similar in overall

morphology.
52) Cicatricosisporites stoveri Pocock, 1965.
figs.24-25;
1964 Cicatricosisporites stoveri Pocock, p.161; p1.2,
Canada.
Cretaceous (Albian), Saskatchewan,
stoveri as being 2-3jAm apart
Remarks: Pocock described the costae of C.
illustrations, however, the
(i.e. with canals 2-311m wide?). From his
narrower than he stated. The necessary
canals appear to be considerably
13-1. C. stoveri appears closely similar
Table
in
made
thus
is
adjustment
C. brevilaesuratus.
to, and probably synonymous with,
53) Cicatricosisporites suhrotundus Brenner, 1963
subrotundus Brenner, p.51; p1.10, figs.1-2;
cicatricosis)orites
1963
Maryland, U.S.A.
Cretaceous (Albian),
1965
in Bolkhovitina, 1956) Pocock,
54) Cicatricosisporites tersus (Kara-Murza koll; Bolkhovitina, pp.60-61 p1.7,
Kara-Murza in
1956 Mohria tersa
Cretaceous, Siberia, U.S.S.R.p.66; p1.22,
Lower
figs.97a-b;
(Kara-Murza); Bolkhovitina,
tersa
1961 Pelletieria
Pocock, pp.156-157;
figs.la-s.
tersus (Kara-Murza);
orites
?1965 ciodiricosis
diag.2.
p1.2,
illustrations (sim plified line drawings)
original
g
Remarks: Neither the
tersus are sufficient for subsequent
n or the first description of C.
should thus be avoided.
name
whose
this taxon,
objective recognition of
a nd Gamerro, 1 966c
+ Gamerro, p.367;
Archangelsky
55) Cicatricosisporites ticoensis Archangelsky
tes
Cicatricosisoirot
Cretaceous, Argentina.
Lower
1966c
figs.6-8,10-11;
p1 .1 ,
Sah, 1966
pp.108-109; p1.1,
Jain and
and Sah,
Jain Cretaceous,
56) _Cicatricosisporites tyPigJ
Sri Lanka.
orites
Upper
CicatriCosis
1966
fig.
figs.31-32; p1 .2,
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Remarks:

This species is closely comparable with, and possibly a synonym

of, C. australiensis.

It may, however, be distinguishable from the latter

species in having equatorial ribs consistently more or less parallel to the
amb, rather than oblique to it apically.
57)

Cicatricosisporites undatus Daring, 1966c
p1.4, fig.];
1966c Cicatricosisporites undatus Daring, p.108;
Mecklenburg,
Germany.
Cretaceous (Neocomian-?Valanginian), West
Remarks:

in Table 11-1, C. undatus is
Apart from the features indicated

characterized by irregular, wavy ribs.
58)

Cicatricosisporites
Remarks:

59)

varicicatricosus Daring, 1965a

tentatively transferred to Nodosisporites.
This species is herein

1963a
Cicatricosisporites venustus Desk, p1.10, fig.3.
;
1952 Mohria; Fiction, p.151
venustus Desk, pp.252,254; p1 .2, figs.8-9,
1963a Cicatricosisporites
Hungary.
12-13; Cretaceous (Aptian), DeSk, p.254; p1.2, figs.6-7.
furcatus
1963a Cicatricosisporites avnimelechi Horowitz, p.164; p1 .2, figs.4-6.
ites
1970 cicatr
furcatus from C. venustus on the
1963a)differentiated
C.
Remarks: Desk (
However, the difference in
basis of its larger size and different shape.
significant, and the difference in
not
is
size between these two species
s hape reported by Desk is probably due to the different orientation of the
furca tus was illustrated by Desk in a slightly
two holotypes (that of C.
Although it was onl y briefly described by Horowitz
oblique orientation.
identical to

60)

(1970), C. avnimelech ii appears to be morphologically
atus and C. a vnimelechii are herein considered
C. venustus: Both C. furc
venustus.
junior synonyms of C.
figs.2-3,
Dbring, 1966c
p.108; p1.4,
Daring,
versiformis
p,
versiformis
LicatricosispziIfj
Mecklenburg, Germany.
orites
West
cicatricosis
Barremian),
1966c
Cretaceous
9-10;
th i s species is not clear from
Remarks:

The pattern of ornamentation for
description.
or
illustrations
Daring's
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Cicatricosisporites abacus Burger, 1966 emend. nov.
Plate 12, Figures 1-10; Plate 13, Figures 1-2
1962 Cicatricosisporites
dorogensis [auct. non] Potonie + Gelletich;
Iocock, p.39; p1.2, fig.36.
1966 ci.catris
Cicatricosisporites
psisppritqsabacus Burger, p.242; p1.7, fig.3
catr__:,
. .2orifes striatus Rouse; Burger, p.244; p1.6, figs.la-c,
-c.
?1966 Cicatricosisporites mohrioides Delcourt + Sprumont; Burger , p.243;
p1.8,
3
--- ---- ----?1966
Cicatricosisporites sternum van Amerom; Burger [? ars], p.243; pl'9,
figs.la-b; p1.10, figs.la-b; [?non p1.11, fig.2].
1969 Cicatricosisporites australiensis ([auct. non] Cookson); Norris, p1.103
figs.19-20.
,
'1969 Plicatella abaca (Burger); Norris, pp.591-592; p1.106, figs.4-6,11;
p1.107, fi gs.5-6.
?1969
1969 [Biorecord]3 CICATR AR; Hughes + Moody- Stuart [pars], p1.15, fig.9 [only].
[Biorecord]4 CICATR AW; Hughes + Moody-Stuart, pp. 91-92; p1.16, figs.
1-12 [included as C. abacus on p.107].
1970 Cicatricosisporites australiensis ([auct non] Cookson); Norris, p1.1,
fig.2.
?1971a Cicatricosisporites apicanalis Paden Phillips + Felix [pars -excluding holotype], p1.2, fig. 5 [npn 4 ].
?1973 Licatricosis_porites cf. abacus Burger; Antonescu, p1.6, fi g.8.
?1973 cf. B. Cicatricosisporites S CI 40 Jardine + Magloire; Reyre, p.147;
p1.22, fi .3.
1974 Cicatricosgisporites abacus Burger; Brenner, p .14; p1.1, fi g.9.
(Bolkhovitina); Brideaux + McIntyre,
1975 Cicatricosisporites pset01)11:10IIIIII§
p1.2, figs.l-2.
Cookson); Dorhdfer, p.37;
1977 Cicatricosisagfites australiensis ([auct. non]
p1.6, figs.2-3. [referred to in table 1 as Cicatricosisporites
Sp. E].
(Malyavkina); DOrhofer,
1977 Cicatricosisporites (al. Anemia).exilioides
p.37; ?pi.7, fig.2; plT9, —Ti9. 2.
DorhofTr,..p.39; Ile,
?1977 Cicatricosisporitesfyrtelli Burger;
p1.6, lg. 10-11 .
Dorho!er, p
1977 Cicatricosisporites perforates (Markova);
Ddring; Dorhofer, p.40; p1.7,
1977 Cicatricosisporites r.g_q_u:icattLsiglaJs
DOID-hggvirp,.:4g1-47: if:IN!.
fig.l.
DOring;
?1977 Cicatricosisporites rs
Amerom; d
?1977 Cicatricosisporites sternum van
. er, p.41; p1.7, fig.6.
figs.9,11.
(Kara-Murf.T gI :tIllf
1977 Cicatricosisporites ISS5L15
DOrhbfer, pf .
Ddrhbfer + Norris, p1.1,
g;;a Cicatricosisporites sp.;
Burger lic];
tus
Cicatricosisporites .Lqjl___
Norris, p1.1, fig.5.
Amerom; D6rhbfer +Dbrhofer + Norris,
fig.11.
van
sternum
?1977a Cicatricosisporites
gl
sp.
biorecord 18 CICATR A6);
atnic25i2pprites
?1977a
B21); DorhOfer + Norris,
CICATR
25
(biorecord
PI.1, fig
sp..
1977a Cicatricosisporites
s
(Burger); Sultan, pi,i,
abaca
ElipltfIlA
p1.2 fig.9.
?19 78 Cicatricosisporites sp. cf.

ea

i si-

fig,7.
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1979 Cicatricosisporites
pfrforatus (Markova); Dbrhbfer, p1.2, figs.22-23.
1979
Cicatricosispprites recticicatricosus Dbring; Darhbfer, p1.3,
fig.3.
1981 Cicatricosisporites
abacus Burger; Herngreen + Khlonova, p1.1, fig.4.
?1981 Plicatella. sp.; Herngreen
+ Khlonova, p1.1, fig.3.
1981 Cicatricosisporites australiensis ([auct.
non] Cookson); Bebout,
p1.7, fig.4.
Emended diagnosis:

Trilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, slightly concave to slightly convex sides
and rounded apices; the proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face is
rounded and convex.

The laesurae are long, approach or reach the amb

and are simple or bounded by raised lips.

The exine is typically 2-5pm

thick, but may be thickened radially, in extreme cases up to 12pm.

It

is distinctly canaliculate, with costae typically 2-3pm wide, 1pm high,
and having gently rounded to flat tops; the canals are usually 0.5.um or
less wide, but may be slightly broader proximally.

The ornament is

trending more or less
organized into three sets, the elements of each set
regions the costae are
Pdrallel to the adjacent side. in distal radial
merge with the costae of that
truncated by canals of the adjacent set or
in Text-Figure 11-1.)
set. (The pattern is comparable with types 0 and P
Material:

encountered.
About 250 specimens

measured); polar diameter
(187 specimens
Diameter 28(47)70pm
specimens);
costae 1(2.1) 4pm (199
of
width
specimens);
(24(37)60pm,(33
specimens); 4 + 4 Index 6(10.5)18pm
(199
width of canals 0.?(0.4)1Pm
usually between 13 and 19
-10(17)29
(186 specimens); 0-S Index
Dimensions:

specimens).
(calculated for 172
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relatively broad ribs with flat
Remarks: _C. abacus is characterized by
narrow canals; these are arranged in
or gently rounded tops and by very
The
elements on both spore faces).
including
set
three sets (each
adjacent
approximately parallel to the
trend
set
elements within each
further details.)
amb side. (See Table 13-1 for
give a more
abacus is emended a) to
C.
of
diagnosis
The
based on a larger number of
ornamentation,
detailed description of the
for the
diagnosis, and b) to allow
original
specimens than was the
thickenings. In
apical exinal
without
and
inclusion of f orms both with
latter feature was absent to moderately well
the material studied , the
land, Hughes and Moody-Stuart
developed. In material from southern Eng
also referred to
encountered s pecimens of C. abacus (which they
similar variation to that
showed a
AW) which
abacus, see under
as 'hiorecord' 4 CICATR
pertaining to C.
further comments
observed here. For
above.
species list
the
C. sprumontii in
f rom the Jurassic - Cretaceous
(1969 )

C. abacus was originally described
Upper Maim' , ' Wealden' encountered
, and mid-Valanginian)
subsequentlyofin
boundary beds ( 'Higher
It has been
Valanginian) of
Netherlands ( Burger, 1966).
Lower
the
(Upper Tithonian to
Purbeck
the middl e and Upper
Bikkeberg Formation of Germany (DOrhiifer,
he
1969), the
England ( Norris, 1969, 1970), t
hes and Moody-Stuart,
England (H ug
us of the
Neecomi an of
the Early Cretaceo
1977), the '
records
other questionable
Israel (Brenner, 1974) and
?Valanginian o f
Paden Phillips
and Khlonova , 1981).
Ne therl ands (Herngreen
the Albian o f Louisiana (
(see synonymy list above) are from
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PLATE 12

Photomicrographs 4, 9 taken in phase contrast.
Figures 1-10:

Cicatricosisporites abacus Burger, 1966
Figure 1: sample 014-50980, slide 8, co-ordinates 92.7/19.9.
Diameter 57pm. Distal view.
Figure 2: sample 014-50980, slide 10, co-ordinates 110.0/18.0.

Diameter 35pm. Distal view.
Figure 3: sample 014-50981, slide 10, co-ordinates 88.6/16.0.
Diameter 56um.

Proximal view.

sample 007-29132, slide 13, co-ordinates 108.7/9.7.
Diameter 60pm. Distal view of damaged specimen showing irregularly
Figure 4:

distributed foveolae on costae.
Figures 5,7:
sample 014-50974, slide 17, co-ordinates 109.0/9.0.
Diameter 65pm. Figure 5 -- proximal view; Figure -- distal view.
Figure 6: sample 008-50921, slide 6, co-ordinates 100.2/5.7.
Diameter 46pm. Proximal view.
co-ordinates 112.5/11.0.
Figures 8,10: sample 014-50984, slide 15,
view; Figure 10 -- distal view.
Diameter 47pm. Figure 8 -- proximal
co-ordinates 94.1/11.2.
Figure 9: sample 007-29136, slide 14,
specimen with irregularly distributed
Diameter 53pm. Oblique view of
foveolae on costae.
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and Felix, 1971a), the Barremian? to Lower Aptian of Romania (Antonescu,
1973)

and the ilbian? of Egypt (Sultan, 1978).

C. abacus occurred

throughout the sequences examined here except for the lower part of the
Lower member of the Husky Formation.

Brenner, 1963
Cicatricosisporites aralicus (Bolkhovitina, 1961)
emend nov.
Plate 13, Figures 3,6
Penny, new combination [sic],
-Ij Groot
Cicatricosisporites uf,201.
as 'Ruffordia goepperti
rendered
p.230; p1.2, figs.20,22; (basionym
Seward, 1913' [sic] in synonymy).
p1.1, figs.9f-h.
1961 Ruffordia aralica Bolkhoviti(Bolkhovitina);
na, p.13;
Brenner, pp.47-48; p1 .7,
1963 Cicatricosisporites aralica
Felix,
figs.4-5.
(Bolkhovitina); Paden Phillips
1971a Cica tr i cos i sporites aralica
pp.291-2')2; pl .], Eig.16. (Duct.
non) Dunk ); Shvetsova, p1.2, fig.l.
?1973 Ruffordia 22f_p_p_trj_Li [sic]
1960

Emended didgnosi :

I H Iete,

miosores
with a triangular
p

-distally compressed
tetrahedral, proximo

amb, roun ded, notched a pices and slightly
pyramidal,

face is
concave to (usually) slightly convex sides; the proximalthree-quarters
or
typically
are
laesurae
the distal face is convex. The
slightly
length;
more or the spore ra dius in
the costae are
raised lips.

The exine is canaliculate to isocostate;
igh, and distinctly rounded in cross-section;
organized into
typically 1 ., 5-3,um wide, 1-21im h
elements are
The
wide.
the cana,I s are typically 1-2.5pm
approximately parallel
arranged
being
each set
of
members
three sets, the
13-1). There are
Text-figure
to the adjacent side (cf. pattern 0 in
re latively few costae (typically 6-8) in each set.
face.
reduced over the contact
encountered.
Material:

2 specimens

The ornament may be

MIOSPORES FROM THE
JURASSIC-CRETACEOUS
BOUNDARY BEDS, AKLAVIK RANGE,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, CANADA
PART H

-

Dimensions:

-

DiAmeter 37-4".i,,m; width of costae 1 .5-2um; width of canals

1-2pm; 4 + 4 Iplex 12-15pm; 0-S Index 12.

e

The .l iagnosis of t., aral icus is emended primarily to make

Remarks:

mention of the ornament pattern, which is evident both from the specimens
encountered in the present study and from the illustrations of the type
The name Ruffordia goepperti has occasionally been

material.

used for spores of this morphology.

As pointed out by Brenner (1963),

however, this name is based on foliage and is not appropriate for dispersed
miospores.
C. aralicus is superficially similar to C. australiensis, but
differs in having distinctly coarser ornament.

This is reflected in the

distinctly lower 0-S Index of C. aralicus and the lower number of costae
per set as compared with C. australiensis.
the type material of C. aralicus derived from the Lower and
Middle Albian strata of Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R. (Bolkhovitina, 1961).

All

subsequent reports (see synonymy) have also been from Middle Cretaceous
strata.

In the sequences examined, C. aralicus was a rare element in

the Upper member of the Husky Formation.

Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson, 1953) Potonie, 1956
Plate 13, Figure 5

Mohrioisporites australiensis Cookson, p.470; p1.2, figs.31-34.
Liratosporites Type 1 ; Vishnu-Mittre, p.119; p1 .1 , figs.14-15.
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson); Potoni6, p.48.
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson); Balme, p.20; p1.2,
fkr,.2/-n.
19Yia Cicatricosisporites mohrioides [?auct. non] Delcourt + Sprumont;
Lantz [pars], p.923; p1 .2, figs.19-20 [non 21-23].
1952a Ci(atri(oTisporites australiensis (Cookson); Cookson + Dettmann,
pp. 101,- I(►6; p . IS, i iy').
14.
1961 Rui fordia gLepperti [duct. non] Seward; Bolkhovitina, p.13; p1.1 ,
lq(„9(.-e.

1953
1955
1%6
1957
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1961
1963
1963
1964
1964
196r)
1966
1966
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1970
19/1a
1971
1971
1973
1973
19/3
1974
1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975
1976
1976
19/7
1977
1978
19M

i spori tes dorogensis [auct. non] Potoni + Gelletich;
Ci ca tri
Bo1khovi t ina , p.70; p1 .20, firs. 3a -c; p1 .21 , fiqs.2d-e.
Cicatricir,iciporites, australiensis (Cookson) ; Pettmann, p.53; p1 .9,
figs. 1 - 16; text-fr (1.4.
ciLatrh.L', 1,-,pori t(-2 austnil is psis (Cookson) ; Brenner, p.48; p1.8,
Cicatricosisporites dorogensis [auct. non] Potonie + Gelletich;
Singh, p.57; p1.6, fiq. 1 .
Lic tric(25j5PQr11_ es australiensis (Cookson); Balme, p1.7, fig.4.
Cicafricorj ,Torites austral iensis (Cookson); Sah + Jain, p.274; p1.2,
f i cr, .!)/-60.
Cicatricosisporites austral iensis (Cookson); Jain + Sah, p.109; p1 .2,
fiq.40.
Cicatricosisporites austral iensis (Cookson); Markova, p1 .4, fig.6.
CiS'.!
(10P'Ap91.qcl australiensis (Cookson); Norris, p.92; p1 .11 , fig.14.
clicati-icostporite australiensis
(Cookson); Venkatachala, p1.1,
._
fiq. 12 (upper:).
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson); Steeves + Wilkins, p.2347.
Cicatricosisporites australensis [sic] (Cookson); Rakosi, p1.4, fig.l.
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson); Brenner, p.349; p1 . 1 , fig.2.
(icatricpsisporites. australiensis (Cookson); Habib, p.354; p1 .3, fig.10.
Cftatri(JP, isporifw, duritralwnsis (Cookson); Hopkins, p.115; p1 .20,
fiqs. 12-13.
Licatrirmsisporit 5 australiensis (Cookson); Singh, pp.69-70; p1.7,
fiq . 12-15; text-fiqs.71- ,8A.
Cicatricusisporites austral iensis (Cookson); Playford, p1.103, fig.20.
. (Cookson) ; Burger, p1.1 , fig.3.
Cicatricosisporites pustraliensi5
fBiorecord] 19 CiCATR A6; Hughes f Croxton, p.574; p1.68, figs.1-10.
C. alp,tra1
iensis (Cookson); Hopkins ► Balkwill
Ci(dfri c.o., i'Tori 1w, CI . •__
•
p.13; p1.1 , fiq.19:
C_icA.ricusisporites lntrIllqnsis (Cookson); Hopkins, p.15; p1.3, fig.32.
australiensis (Cookson); Ramanujam + Srisailam,
Cicatricosisporites
•
p.80; p1.3, figs.25-26.
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson); Riley, p1 .2, fig.7.
Cicatricosi porites australiensis (Cookson); Burger, p1.13, fig.6.
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson); Volkheimer + Salas,
text-fig.2, fig.5.
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson); Williams, p1.8, fig.3.
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson); Brideaux + McIntyre,
p1 .1, fig.37.
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson); Doubinger + Marocco,
p1.1, figs.7-8.
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson); Bjaerke + Thusu, fig.3f.
Cicatricosisporites austral iensis (Cookson); Dbrh6fer, p.37; p1.6,
Cicatrirosisporites australiensis (Cookson); Bjaerke, p1 .5, figs.13-14,18.
Cicatricosisporites australiensis
(Cookson); Sultan, p1 .1 , fig.6.
_ • _ _.
ow.trol iPtrjr•,• (CuoHon); kurger, p.55; p1.9,
fiqs.4,7-8.

— sll —

Cicatrico'.isporites cf. C. australiensis (Cookson); Burger, p1.9,
figs.9-10.
1981 Cicatriccnisporites australiensis (Cookson); Herngreen + Khlonova,
p1 .9, fig.?. ---1982 cicatrico isporites australis [sic] (Cookson); Norris, p1.2, figs.17-18.
1966c Cicatricosisporites austral iensis ([?auct. non] Cookson); Archanaelsky
+ Gamerro, p. 364; p1 .1,
1967a Cicatricosisporites australiensis ([?auct. non] Cookson); Archangelsky
+ Gamerro, p1.1,
1968a Cicatricosisporites australiensis ([?auct. non] Cookson); Menendez,
p1 .5, fig.13.*
1969 Cicatrjcosisportes australiensis ([auct. non] Cookson); Norris, p1.103,
figs.i9-20; p1.104, figs.3-4 [= C. abacus].
1971) Cicatricosisporites australiensis ([acct. non] Cookson); Norris, p1.1,
fig. 2 I- C. abacus].
australiensis ([auct. non] Cookson); Dorhofer,
Cicatricosisporites
1977
p.37; p1.6, figs.2-3 [= C. abacus].
australiensis ([duct. non] Cookson); Bebout, p1.7,
Cicatricosisporites
1981
fig.4 [- C. abacus].
1981 Cicatricosisporites australiensis ([auct. non] Cookson); de Reneville
+ Raynaud, p1 .5, fig.19.
Same specimen illustrated by all these authors.]
1980

?non
?non
?non
non
non
non
non
non

[*

Description:

See Table 13-1 and Dettmann (1963, p.53).

30 specimens encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:

Diameter ?33-37(49)65pm (24 specimens measured); polar diameter

41 -?490m (2 specimens) width of costae 1(1 .2)20m (24 specimens); width of
canals 0.7(1.0)2.5u, (24 specimens); 4 + 4 Index 7(10)13pm (24 specimens);
0-S Index 15(20)27 (calculated for 24 specimens).

Remarks:

C. australiensis is characterized by typically isocostate

ornament of relatively narrow costae and canals.

The ornament pattern is

comparable with those shown in Text-Figure 13-1 E,O,Q.
This species is a widespread

form in Lower Cretaceous strata.

In the sequence examined it was an uncommon but persistent element from the
Upper member of the Husky Formation upwards, except in section 75-BIA-014,
where it is a rare element from the upper part of the Lower member of the
Husky upwards.

Cicatricosisporites crassistriatus Burger, 1966

Plate 1

Figures 4,7,10-11

Corruqatisporites toratus Weyland + Greifeld [?pars - excluding
holotype] p1 .11 , fig.59 [?non figs.56-58].
1966 Cicatricosisporites crassistriatus Burger, pp.241-242; p1.7, fig.2.
1969 [Biorecord] 5 CICATR A2; Hughes f Moody-Stuart, pp.92-93; p1.17,
figs.1-11. [included as Cicatricosisporites crassistriatus on p.108].
1977 Cicatricosisporites crassistriatus Burger; Dbrhofer, p.37; p1 .6, fig.6.
?1981 Trilete spore genus et species indet. - forma 27; Bebout, p1 .7, fig.9.

?1953

Description:

See Table 13-1 and Burger (1966, pp 241-242).

21 specimens encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:

Diameter 28(47)651Am (19 specimens measured); polar diameter

23(3/)44-?46mii (11 specimens); width of costae 2(3.8)7-?Rum (19 specimens);
width of canals 0.?(2. 1 )Vm ( 19 specimens); 4

4 Index 14(23)34jim (17

specimens); 0-S Index 6(9)14 (calculated for 15 specimens).
Remarks:

This species is distinctive in its possession of very coarse costae

and its tendency, because of its relatively long polar axis, to come to rest
on its side.
One of the specimens of the type material (not the holotype) of
Corrugatisporites toratus Weyland and Greifeld appears to be conspecific
with C. crassistriatus.

Also, Cicatricosisporites major (Dbring, 1965a)

comb. nov. herein is practically identical with C. crassistriatus except
for its size, which is consistently greater than that of the latter species.
If overlap is found between the size rannes of these two species, it
wi l l probably he necessary to consider them synonymous.

Both were first

described from Neocomian (Wealden) strata.
C. crassistriatus has previously been encountered from Neocomian
strata.

In

the present study it was encountered sporadically in all members
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from the Upper temper of Hul,ky Formation upwards, and also in the
Arenaceous memhi r of the HuJ.y Formation in section 75-BIA-014.

Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis Norris, 1969

Plate 13, Figures 8-9,12
1969 Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis Norris, pp.588-589; p1 .104, figs.5-11.
O69 [Riorecord] 3 CI CATR AR; Hughes + Moody-Stuart [pars], pp.90-91 ; p1.15,
figs.1-8,10-13 [non 9] [included as Cicatricosisporites (Aneimia)
sihirica (Kara-Murza) comb. nov. nomen nudum -- on p. 107]
1970 Cicatricosisporites sp. ; Norris, p1 .2, fig.8 [incorrectly captioned
as fig.3].
1973 Cicatricosisporites cf. B. Aneimia tripartite Bolkhovitina; Reyre,
7,
1974 1)
1:i 111:ji
rCol s' 1s12;ofrii tes purbeckensis Norris; Brenner, p.14; p1.1, fig.10.
c
hy_ghesii [acct. non] Dettmann; Brideaux + McIntyre,
Cicatricosisporites
1975
Pl . 1 , fig.42.
I9// Licdrricmi p9015 purbeckensis Norris; Dbrhbfer, p.39; p1.6, fig.7.
C (.drri Lry, ir;pori t O-2 plirherl'onsis Norris; Dnr116 fer , p1.2, figs.32-33.
IT;f1
(:0‘. iHpori tor; hughwji [ duct. non] Der rindrin ; McIntyre + Brideaux,
i
pl . l , I ig. 11.
1981 Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis Norris; Bebout, p1.7, fig.10.
?non 1975 Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis [?duct. non] Norris; Filatoff, p1.20,
fig.5.

Description:

Material :

See Table 13-1 and Norris (1969, pp.588-589).

15 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:

Diameter 35(47)5711m (14 specimens measured); polar diameter

A,ni (1 specimen); width of costae 1(1.5)2.51.1m (15 specimens); width of
canals 1(2.7)511m (15 specimens); 4 + 4 Index 13(17)2211m (14 specimens);
0-S Index 9(11)16 (13 specimens).

Remarks:

C. purbeckensis is characterized by its cicatricose ornament,

which is arranged in a manner comparable with that shown in Text-Figure 13-1
and by slightly sinuous to headed costae.

C. hughesii Dettmann is closely

similar to C. purbeckensis but has coarser ornament, a difference best
reflec ted in the 4 1 4 and 0-S Indices of the two taxa (see Table 13-1).
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PLATE 13

Figures 1-?:

Cicaticosisporites abacus Burger, 1966

Figure 1:

sample 002-50854, slide 4, co-ordinates 116.4/19.1.

Diameter 43om.

Proximo-distal aspect.

Note suggestion of

thickenings apically.
Figure 2:

sample 008-50919, slide 2, co-ordinates 104.3/10.2.

Diameter 47pill. Distal view.
Figures 3,6: Cicatricosisporites aralicus (Bolkhovitina, 1961)
Sample 001-29148, slide 2, co-ordinates 94.5/8.2.
Diameter 410m.
Figures 4,7,10-11:
Figure 4:

Cicatricosisporites crassistriatus Burger, 1966

sample 014-50983, slide 13, co-ordinates 95.6/2.1.

Diamaer /NHL
Figure 7:

Figure 3 -- proximal view; Figure 6 -- distal view.

lquotorial view.

sample 00149154, sl ide 10, co-ordinates 106.1/11.6.

Diameter 54jnn.

rquatorial view.

I igures 10-1 1:

sample 001-29155, sl ide 7, co-ord inates 101.9/20.8.
Figure 10 -- oblique/distal view; Figure 11 --

Diameter 52pm.

obl ique/proximal view.
Figure 5:

Cicatricosisporites australiensis (Cookson, 1953)

Sample 002-50854, slide 2, co-ordinates 106.0/13.9.
Diameter 48pm. Distal view.
Figures 8-9,12:

Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis Norris, 1969

sample 003-50867, slide I.S.P.G. 2D, co-ordinates 94.0/11.0.
Diameter 6111m. Distal view.
Figure 8:

sample 014-50978, slide 15, co-ordinates 104.5/4.0.
Diameter 43m. Figure 9 -- prokimal view; Figure 12 -- distal view.
Figures 9,12:
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Appendicispuritt s potomacensis Brenner, 1963 has apical appendices.
C. p,rbeckensis eras original ly described from the Purbeck Beds
(Potlandian-Pef•riacjan) of soutnern fnoland.

All subsequent reports have

been from Neocomian strata, except that by Filatoff, who, without comment,
illustrated a specimen, which I consider of questionable affinity to
C. purbeckensis because of its relatively broad costae, from (unspecified)
Jurassic strata of Western Australia.

In the material examined here,

C. purbeckensis was encountered sporadically from the Red-weathering shale
member of the Husky Formation up.

Cicatricosisporites spiralis Singh, 1971

Plate 1A, Fioure 1
1971
19/1
19/2
?1981

Cicatricosisporites
text-figs.7D,O.
Ciraft:i(o icTorites
Cicatricosisporites
Cicatricosisporites

Description:

Material:

spiralis Singh, 1971, pp.78-79; p1.10, figs.1-3;
spiralis Singh; Playford, p1 .103, figs.21-22.
spiral is Singh; Bond, p1 .1, fig.6.
spiralis Singh; Srivastava, p1.4, fig.8.

See Table 13-1 and Sing') (1g71 , pp.7R-79).

One specimen encountered.

Dimensions:

Diameter 361m; width or costae 21Jm; width of canals 0.2-0.511m;

4 + 4 IndeX 101m; 0-S Index 14.

Remarks:

C. spiralis is characterized by its relatively broad costae and

very narrow canals, and the spiral arrangement of the ornament (cf.
Irxl -I inure I ; - I H). lhis species has been recovered previously only from
upper Lower Cretaceous strata.

In the present study a single specimen was

en countered in the Coal -bearing division.
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Cicatricosisporites sp. A
Plate 14, Figures 2,5
Description:

A form of Cicatricosisporites with a triangular amb, straight

to slightly convex sides and rounded, notched apices.

The distal face is

moderately to strongly convex and the proximal face pyramidal.
extend for two-thirds or more of the spore radius.

The laesurae

The exine is uniformly

1.5-3,pm thick and isocostate; the costae are l .5-4pm in width, 2-3.0m high,
sharp to narrowly rounded in profile and slightly sinuous; the canals are
1-41Jm broad and of inconsistent width.

The elements are arranged in three

sets with a pattern closely similar to that shown in Text-Figure 13-1 0.
7 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:

Diameter 39(49)57-?83.um (6 specimens measured); polar diameter

38-60pm (2 specimens); width of costae 1.5(2.5)5pm (6 specimens); width of
canals 1(2)4im (6 specimens); 4 + 4 Index 17(21)27pm (5 specimens); 0-S
Index 8(10)12-?17 (calculated for 5 specimens).
Remarks:

Cicatricosisporites sp. A is similar to C. purbeckensis in its

sinuous muri and canals of uneven width.

However, it is isocostate rather

than cicatricose, and the costae tend to be coarser than those of C.
purbeckensis.
Cicatricosporites sp. A was encountered as a rare element in the
Upper member of the Husky Formation and in the Buff sandstone and Blue-grey
shale members of the Lower sandstone division.

Genus CONTIGNISPORITES Dettmann, 1963 emend. nov.
1963

Contignisporites Dettmann, p.73.

imended diagnos is:

Zonotri lete, tetrahedral , usual ly proximo-distally

compressed wiG oores with a triangular amb, straight to moderately convex
sides and rounded apices; sometimes the anfi is elongate in a direction
paral lel to the trend of the distal ornament; the proximal face is pyramidal,
the distal face is convex.

The length of the laesurae is typically two-

thirds or more of the spore radius; they are simple or have raised lips.
The distal exine is ornamented by a series of more or less parallel,
sometimes bifurcating costae, which usually coalesce with the cingulum.
The proximal exine most commonly has a costa, trending parallel to the
adjacent side, in each interradial region; this may he supplemented
polewards by one or wore additional , similarly trending costae, or by
other, low, ornamental features.

Alternatively, the proximal exine may

he (ol.pl f.fel/ 'ihoolh or only weakly ornamented.
CunLignI.,purlies glebulentus DeLtmann, 1963:4).74; p1 . 15,
(holofyoe); Cretaceous (Aptian-Albian), Muth Australia.

lype

Remarks:

The diagnosis of Contignisporites is broadened here to allow for

a wider range of proximal ornament.

Concerning the proximal face, Dettmann

(1963, p.73) stated only that it has "one tangential ridge on [the]
equatorial region of each contact face, [and] in [the] polar region [it is]
with or without sculpture."

The diagnosis, as emended here, allows for the

inclusion of forms such as C. baconicus (Desk, 1963a)comb. nov. herein,
which possess a number of 'tangential' costae per proximal interradial
region, as wel l

as

for forms such

(Is

C. detimanniae Singh and Kumar, 1966

and C. psilatus Singh and Kumar, 1966, which completely lack. proximal costae,
even equatorial ly.
Contignisporites is distinguished by its possession of a cingulum
and paral lel distal costae which are not continuous with any proximal
el r nu

t

(. i( otr i( oe, isporites lacks a cingulum and has distal costae whi c h

only rarely form a single paral lel set and which are always or almost always

continuous witn proximal co tae.

DuplexisporitPs Ilnak, 1962 and

Crar:situdispori 7.es Hiltmann 1967 lack subparallel distal costae.

Taxonomic Change
Cont ignisporites haconicus (Devil:, 196371)comb. nov.
1963a Ci tatricosisporites baconicus Dedk, p.252; p1 .2, figs.10-11;
Cretaceous (Apt ian ), Hungary.
Remarks:

This species has a cingulum and a single set of distal costae

arranged in parallel fashion; it is therefore attributable to Contignisporites
rather than Cicatricosisporites.

Contignisporites glebulentus Dettmann, 1963
Plate 14, Figure 4

1963
1964
1966
1966
1971
1973
?1974
1975
19/5
19/5
1976

Conti(nisporites glebulentus Dettmann, pp.74-75; p1 .15, figs.1-10;
text-f ig.5.
Cicatrir.usisporites dorsostriatus (duct. non] Bolkhovitina; Singh,
p.5/; pl .6,
Contignisporites glebulentus Dettmann; Singh, p1 .1, figs.13-14.
Contigni'Torites glebulentus Dettmann; Singh + Kumar, pp.93-94;
p1 . 1 , f igs.1-4; text-fig.l .
Contignisporites glebulentus Dettmann; Singh, pp.84-85; p1 .11,
figs.1-4.
Contignisporites glebulentus Dettmann; Jain + Taugourdeau-Lantz,
p.57; p1.1 , fig.13.
Contignisporitesglebulentus Dettmann, Ramanuam + Srisailam, pp.81-82;
p1 .4, fig.32.
Contignisporites glebulentus Dettmann; Playford et al ., fig.4:5.
Contignisporiles glebulentus Dettmann; Brideaux + McIntyre, p1 .2,
figs.37-39.
Contignisporites glebulentus Dettmann; Vigran + Thusu, p1.5, figs.3-6.
Contignisporites glebulentus Dettmann; Hedlund + Beju, p1.1, fig.14.

Description:

Material:

Dimensions:

See Dettmann (1963, pp.74-75).

One specimen encountered.

Diameter 50pm.
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Remarks:

Only

A

single, poorly preserved specimen of this species was

. was from the Lower member of the Husky Formation.
encountered; thf ,
C. glebulentus his previously been reported predominantly from strata of
Aptian and Albian age (Dettmann, 1963; Singh and Kumar, 1966; Singh, 1964,
1971 ; lirideaux and McIntyre, 1975). However, it has also been recorded
from Upper Albian - Cenomanian strata from Australia (Playford et al,
1975), Neocomian? to Aptian of the western South Atlantic (Hedlund and
Beju, 19/6), the Lower Cretaceous of India (Singh, 1966), the Middle to
Upper Jurassic of Norway (Vigran and Thusu, 1975), and, questionably, from
the Kimmeridgian to Portlandian of India (Ramanujam and Srisailam, 1974).

Genus NODOSISPORITES Desk, 1964
In1

Fludn.jmnri lwl Dn,4, p. 10/.

Typo specier,: Nodmisporites cpstatus (leak, 1964, p.107; p1.7,
tky;.49-51 (holotype); Cretaceous (Aptian), Hungary.

Taxonomic Change:
Nodosisporites? varicicatricosus (Daring, 1965a) comb. nov.
1965a Cicatricosisporites varicicatricosus Daring, p.50; p1 .20,
figs.3-4; Cretaceous (Neocomian), West Mecklenburg, Germany.
Remarks:

In erecting this species, Daring (1965a) illustrated only the

holotype, and then not very clearly.
( 1 perlschnurfarmig').

He stated that the costae are beaded

From his illustration, they appear to have protusions;

for this reason, C. varicicatricosus is here transferred to Nodosisporites.

Genus CRASSITUDISPORITES Hiltmann, 1967 emend. nov.
1965

Duplexi(;poritos [duct. non] DeAk; emend Playford + Dettmann, p.234.

- 3R1) -

Emended diagno.is:
miospores with

Trilete, tetrahedral , proximo-distally compressed

triangular amh, straight to slightly convex sides and

rounded api(.es ; in detai l the outline is smooth to undulose.
proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face is convex.

The

The laesurae are

two-thirdc, or more of the spore radius in length and are usually bordered

by raised l ips or a margo.

The distal exine is ornamented by stout,

more or less continuous, costae which are commonly sinuous and arranged
subparallel to the amb, spirally about the distal pole or (less commonly)
more or less irregularly; never are they arranged entirely as a single
set of parallel or subparallel elements.
locally into rows of large verrucae.

The costae may he broken up

The equatorial exine may bear a true

cinqulum, or the distal ornament may encroach onto the equatorial (and
sometimes onto the margins of the proximal ) regions, where they may
simulate a discontinuous 'cingulum'.

The proximal exine is predominantly

wooth or ha'; cernS,ideraI)ly reduced ornamentation relative to the distal
face; the ends of the laesurae may be connected by ribs.

Type species: Crassitudisporites (al. Cindulatisporites) problematicus
TCouper, 1958) Hiltmann, 1967 (see below).

Remarks:

The basionym of the type species of Crassitudisporites is

Cingulatisporites problematicus Couper 1958.

(For a discussion of the

status of the name Onychium amplectiformis Kara-Murza, see 'Remarks' to
C. problematicus below.)

In recognition of the fact that the genus

Cingulatisporites Thomson in Thomson and Pflug, 1953 should not contain
forms with such a complex distal ornament as C. problematicus has (see
Jansonius and Hills, 1976, card 476), the vast majority of subsequent
workers have reattrihuted this species to other genera -- mostly to

Contignisporite

Dettmann, 1963 or Duplexisporites Dek, 1962.

Contigni-

r,porites has a distal ornament consistently comprising costae arranged
porol iel to ed , r other in o
ihe euneept ut DupleAi poriLes is surrounded by confusion.

lts

original description by Dedk (1962) is ambiguous and, as Jansonius and Hills
(1976, card 869) stated, more apt for a two dimensional object than one in
three dimensions.

Jansonius and Hills thus proposed the following

redescription, based on DeSk's illustrations:
Trilete spore, amb rounded triangular; exine thick,
cingulate to semi-patel late, i .e. thickened in
equatorial region ... (,this thickening] continuing
onto the distal face (patella) but [exine] not
thickened in a triangular area around the distal pole.
Proximally the rays of the Y mark are bounded by firm
l ips and strips of thickened exine occur between the
ends of the Y mark rays, leaving three thin patches
between them and the l ips.
Playiord and Delimann ( 1965, p. 140) gave the fol lowing emended
diagnosis for Duplexisporites:
Microspores tri lete, dmb subtriangular; laesurae
usually lipped; exine sculptured distally and
equatorially with muri that more or less parallel
interradial margins of the amb; muri anastomose or
freely terminate to form a continuous or discontinuous,
usually regular, low spiral which has its center at the
distal pole; muri show progressive discontinuity from
equator to distal pole, where they may be either reduced
to small verrucae or even absent, proximal exine has one,
tangentially disposed murus on equatorial margin of each
essentially laevigate contact face.
Of these two descriptions, that given by Jansonius and Hills appears to
Portray much better the morphology of the type species of Duplexisporites,
D. jeneralis Desk, 1962; the original illustrations of this species give
no hint of sinuous distal costae or muri , which form an important element
in Playford and Dettmann's emendation.

It appears that the latter authors

did not base their description on the type species, D. generalis, but
rather on their own new species, D. gyratus, which is now considered to be

junior synonyh of 'D' prohlematicus (see below).
In

d

',,,wewhat obscure publication, Hiltmann (1967) erected a new

gentr„ Crassitu(Iisporites, v, jth

problematicus as type.

Although this

generic ndme has not been subsequently commonly used, in my view it is the
most appropriate name available in light of the above discussion.
Cihotiidites Ross, 1919 (and its junior synonyms, including Corrugatisporites
Thomson and Pflug, 1953 -- see Skdrhy, 19/4) has

d

much more irregular

distal ornament and also generally has valvae.
Crassitudisporites is emended here to give a fuller description
of its morphology -- especially with regard to distal ornamention -- than
was provided by Hiltmann.

This genus is at present monotypic.

known range of Middle Triassic to Early Cretaceous.

It has a

On the basis of the

spore morphology and its stratigraphic position, the parent plant of
lomdtuI isporites might he closely related to the root stock of the pla n ts
bearing spores of the genera Contignisporites and Cicatricosisporites
and their al l ies.

Crassitudisporites _problematicus (Couper, 1958) Hiltmann, 1967
emend nov.

Plate 14, Figures 7-8,11

1956
1958
1958
1963
1964
1965
1965
1965a
196/

1967
P )8

Onychium amplectiformis Kara-Murza in koll ; Bolkhovitina, p.58;
p1.6, figs.9Oa-h [?nomen nudum].
Cingulatisporqes problematicus Couper, pp.146-147; p1 .24, figs.11
(holotype)12-13.
Corrugatisporites scanicus Nilsson, p.43; p1.2, figs.15-17.
CingulatispoOtes problematic:us Couper; Levet-Carette, p.112; p1.18,
figs. 24-27.
Uuplexisporites jyratus Playford + Dettmann; de Jersey + Paten, p.8;
p1.5, f ig.10.
huplexisporites problematicus (Couper); Hayford + Dettmann, p.140.
Duplexkporites gyratus Playford + Dettmann, p.141 ; p1 .13, fi gs.20-22.
ContignicTorite5 problematict!5 (Couper); Doring, p.51; p1 .18, figs.6-8.
Conl ignisporitel, probleilhaieus (Couper); Schulz, pp.569-570; p1.6,
figs.1-2.
Crassitudisporites problematicus (Couper); Hiltmann, p. 171 ; p1 .4,
l igs.20-?3.
Contignisporites problematicus (Couper); Traldu, pp.27-28; p1 .5, figs.] -3.

-

Contignis .,rites probliiiiaticus (Couper); Horowitz, p.26; p1 .3, fig.13.
Duplexic,o rites Llohleraticus (Couper); Norri , p1.107, fig.8.
Ciuuldti: Hwites pEoblematicus Couper; Ilyind, p1 .1 , figs.7-8.
Corrugei t i porites ompLctiformis (Fdrd-Mur:o); PoLock, p.59; p1 .11,
t iqs. 1-1,1-10.
19/0 Cinfjul_dtiH 2O1Lite p_i2oblemdticu [wiper; Horowitz, p.168; p1 .2, fig.11.
19/I Contigni..poOft,I, prohlpmoti(u., (C oupp r'); Guy, p.31 ; p1 .2, figs.17-18.
19/1 Cont ilini .,pori tw, prohlpmdt iig (Cooperj; I lyind, p1 .2, l ig.12.
1971 Displeikpurih::2. ayrdtu Pldyford i De.tmonn; I lyind, p1 .2, fig.14.
ij(ni..poritP proh1pmdti(w, (Coupes'); I lyind, p1 .1 , tigs.10-11.
19/', .,ont_
f
19/4 Cont iuni.._pori te prohlemot i(u ((:oupe ); Herngreen f de Boer, p1.3,
1 ig./; p1 .1, f ig',. 1-i.
19/1 puple/i'.poritpc, prohlemdticu (Couper); McKellar, p.32; p1 .9, figs.1-3.
p , ,I, I t in,1 t i , U . (t.,,tip(•t . ) ; Ri ley, p 1 . :!, t i tr, .4-5.
19/1 H,L. i. ! „,1 i t .
19PJ Duplexisl,ur i Les 2rohlematicus (Couper); Filatoft, p.64; p1 .13, figs.1-8.
1975 Duplexispor•ites prohlematicps (Couper); de Jersey, p1 .141, fig.5.
1975 CorrugatispoO_tes sp. cf. C. ampletiformis (Kara-Murza); Vigran +
Thusu, p1.6, figs.9,12.
1975 Corrugatisporite5 amplectiformis (Kara-Murza); Vigran + Thusu, p1.5,
fige,. 1-2; p1 .6, fiT).7-8,10-11.
197/ huplexkporit s problematicus Playford + Dettmann [sic]; Rjaerke, p1.2,
figs.27,31 .
1977 Duplexii_Torites problematicus (Couper); Ashraf, p.47; p1.8, figs.16-22.
Corrugdt i'torites cf. dmplectiformi (Kara-Murza) ; Arjang, p.122; p1 .5,
non 1975
f ig 9
non 19/5 hupley -kporitpc, cf . prohlematicur, (Couper); Arjang, p.126; p1 .5, fig.18.
1 68
19(.9
1969d
19/0

Imended diagnw. is:

/onotrilete, tetrahedral , proximo -distally compressed

mimporw, wi th d triangular ,rink, (Ardight to convex sides and rounded
apices; the distal face is convex, the proximal face is pyramidal .

The

laesurae are two-thirds or more of the spore radius in length and may be
enclosed within raised lips or a inargo.

The distal face is sculptured with

long, low (2-311m), broad (3-60), more or less sinuous, sometimes
anastomosing muri , which have rounded crests and are separated by relatively
narrow (1-2, rarely 300 canals.

The distal muri may be arranged sub-

parallel to the sides of the amb or to each other, spirally about the
distal pole or in loops of varied configuration.

The sides of the muri

may he even or undulose; the muri may be intermittently constricted and
even pinched off into isolated verrucae, especially towards the distal pole.
The equatorial exine has a cingulum, or a series of muri which simulate a
cingulum.

The proximal exine typically possesses one low murus adjacent

and parallel to the inner margin of the cingulum which may have a course
between 1.1w end, of the IdwAirdr

not always readily apparent, however.

Otherwise the ;,foximal e/ini: is smooth or with verrucae about the pole.
38 specimens encountered.

Material :

Dimensions:

Remarks:

Diameter 28(35)14um (31 specimens measured).

The diagnosis is here emended to more fully describe the ornament

and its variation, ful l details of which have been observed subsequent to
the initial work of Couper (1958).

lhe above description is borrowed in

large extent from Filatoff (1975) who, however, did not expressly emend
the species.

He presented some excellent illustrations, including scanning

electron photomicrographs, of this species (op. cit., plate 13, figures
1-8), which should be referred to in conjunction with the above emendation.
The exact morphology of the equatorial exine is problematic.

In

some specimens (e.g. Plate 14, Figure 11; Filatoff, 1975, plate 13, figures 1,3,6)
a true, (.onfinuoue, cingulum appears to he developed with more or less
uniform width and even outline.

In other cases, the 'cingulum' appears to

be more or less discontinous and of uneven outline, as if it were composed
of a series of equatorial costae, rather than a continuous equatorial exinal
thickening (see Plate 14, Figures 7,8; Filatnff, 1971, plate 13, figure 7).
Playford and Dettmann (1965) may have been considering this second type of
situation when they implied that spores of this type were acingulate.

(See

Jansonius and Hills, 1976, card 869; also 'Remarks' under the generic
heading above.

Although Playford and Dettmann were expressly emending the

generic diagnosis of Duplexisporites, it would appear that they were
actual ly describing forms similar or identical to C. problematicus).
The specimens illustrated as "Onychium amplectiformis Kara-Murza
in koll" by Bolkhovitina (1956) are obviously identical to C. problematicus.
Bolkhovitina gave the following brief description:

`,pore rounded triangular with a rough and thick exine;
covered by wide and mutual ly (rossing
they
Iperepletajuchimisal bolsters and large verrucae.
[Traw,lation by Luna Vasserman , edited by the

In attributing the species 0. amplectiformis to "Kara-Murza in
lol l", Bolkhovitina was apparently referring to a previous work by
Fara-i•lurza, which I have as yet been unable to locate.

If the holotype of

0. amplectiformis is also found to be conspecific with C. problematicus,
the !,p(q. fi( epithet 'amplectiformis' would have priority.
C. problematicus has a long range, extending from Triassic to
Lower Cretaceous strata.

In this work it was encountered as an uncommon

but persistent element in the Lower member of the Husky Formation; a single
specimen was also recovered from the Blue-grey shale member of the Lower
sandstone division.
Genus 1!)CHYMPOPI ILS Balme, 1957 emend. nov.
?1953
1957
1958
1963
1965
1970

Corruqatisporites Thomson + Pflug, p.55 [non Ibrahim, 1933].
1>cayosporites Balme, p.23.
Klukisporites Couper, p.137.
Ischyisporites Levet-Carette, p.111 [obligatory junior synonym of
Ischyosporites, having same type].
Klfikisporites Couper; emend Pocock [?pars], p.193.
kamanujamiaspora Kar ► Sah, p.105.

Emended diagnosis:

Tt'ilete, tetrahedral miospores with a circular to

triangular amb, straight to (more usually) convex sides and rounded apices;
in detail

the equatorial outline tends to be irregular or undulating.

The

polar axis is most commonly more or less equal in length to the amb diameter,
or sl ightly shorter; the distal face is rounded and strongly convex; the
proximal face is less notably convex and pyramidal .
for two-thirds or more of the amb diameter.

The laesurae extend

The exine may or may not be

thickened at the apices and is usually thicker distally than proximally;
it is ornamented distally and equatorially by coarse muri or ribs (never
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by

narrow crest, or membranes) which anastomose to form coarsely reticulate,
foveolate patterns; these may be complete or only

foveoreticulate
partial ly complete.

The ornament may encroach to a variable extent onto

the proximal face which is, however, usually mostly smooth or relatively

f inely ornamented and/or structured (granulate, verrucate, infrapunctate,
etc.).
Type species: Ischyosporites crateris Balme, 1957; Cretaceous (?NeocomianAptian), Western Australia. (See species list below.)

Remarks:

The genera Ischyosporites and Klukisporites have been used for

spores of very similar morphology, the only notable difference being that
Klukisporites has been used for forms without apical exinal thickenings
(valvae), whereas Ischyosporites has been employed for taxa with these
features.

As Filatoff (1975) noted, some authors (e.g. Schulz, 1967; Guy,

19/1) have rmnsidered these genera to be synonymous.

Filatoff himself

preferred to retain the two genera, despite his observation that "in some
species the exine is not consistently either valvate or non-valvate."
During the present study I have reached the conclusion that, at
least in some species, the presence or absence of 'valvae' is subject to
intraspecific variation.

Furthermore, the holotype of K. variegatus

Couper, 1958, the type species of Klukisporites, appears to be a poorly
preserved specimen and was illustrated by Couper only in equatorial view;
because of its state of preservation and orientation, it is difficult to
ascertain with any certainty whether or not this specimen has 'valvae'.
Poiock (1965) emended Klukkporites to allow "inclusion ... of
spores with 'convolute' ornament, but structurally similar to the type."
is not here emended in a similar fashion, however, as such
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a change would obscure the distinction between Ischyosporites (comprising
reticulate to foveolate forms) and Cibotiidites Ross, 1949 emend. Skarby,
1974 (comprising rugulate forms); there may, however be some intergradation
between these genera.
The generic name Corrugatisporites Thomson and Pflug, 1953 is
surrounded by considerable taxonomic and nomenclatural confusion.

I accept

the arguments of Jansonius and Hills (1976, cards 610, 611) that the name
Corrugatisporites is correctly typified by Sporites solidus Potoni6, 1934.
The holotype of S. solidus has not yet been illustrated to modern standards
and appears to be poorly preserved.

However its morphology seems to resemble

that of Ischyosporites in being foveoreticulate.

Thus, Corrugatisporites

may prove to be a senior synonym of Ischyosporites.
Ramanujamiaspora Kar and Sah (1970) was differentiated from
Ischyosporites/Klukisporites on the basis of its possession of "proximal
intrabaculation" (i.e., presumably, infrapunctate proximal exine).

This

is not here considered an important difference (indeed, might it not be a
preservational feature?).

Ramanujamiaspora is thus considered to be a

junior synonym of Ischyosporites.

Trubasporites Vavrdova, 1964 is also

similar to Ischyosporites, but is apparently cingulate.
Species Included:

The species listed below conform with the emended generic

diagnosis of Ischyosporites; many may be found to be superfluous (see Guy,
1971, pp.35-49).
1) Ischyosporites areolatus (Singh, 1971) comb. nov.
1964 Klukisporites sp.l; Stover, p1.1, figs.18-19.
1971 Klukisporites areolatus Singh, pp.94-95; p1.13, figs.4-7;
Cretaceous (middle Albian), Alberta, Canada.
2) Ischyosporites? convoluti4 (Pocock, 1965) comb. nov.
1965 Klukisporites convolutus Pocock, p.194; p1.7, figs.1-2;
Cretaceous (Albian), Saskatchewan, Canada.

3)

PA_hyosporites (rateris Balme, 1957
kchylv,pori tw, crilteri', balm, pp.23-?1; p1 .3, f igs.45 (holotype);
Cretacemr, (?Nocomian-Apt ian; Western Austral ia).
p1 .1,
1958d Ischl osporites ilLige_tatus Cookson
Dettmann, p.104; p1 .16,
figs.1-4.
?1963 Ischyisporites crateris (Balme); Levet-Carette, p.111 ; p1 .18,
figs.18-21 [see Guy, 1971 , p.351.
?19/0 Dfttyotri letes crateris (Balme); Pocock, pp.51-52; p1 .9,
figs.3-7 [see Guy, 1971 , p.35].
195/

1)

Is(hyo(Toritw) disjinic f ir, Singh, 19/1
1971 lschyosporites disjunctus Singh, p.123; p1.17, figs.6-7;
Cretaceous (middle to late Albian), Alberta, Canada.

5)

Ischyosporites estherae De6k, 1964
1964 Ischyosporites estherae Deak, pp.103-104; p1.5, figs.36-37;
p1 .6, figs.41-44; Cretaceous (Aptian), Hungary.

6)

Ischyosporites foveolatus (Pocock, 1965) comb. nov.
1965 Klukisporites foveolatus Pocock, pp.194, 202; p1.7, figs.5-6;
Cretaceous (Albian), Saskatchewan, Canada.

7)

Ischyosporites glomerosus (Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb. nov.
1956 pphipglossum glomerosum Bolkhovitina, p.64; p1 .8, fig.106;
uppiq• ‘lurd ,,sic , Yafwv,k A.S.S.R., U.S.S.R.

8)

Ischyosporites granulosus Tralau, 1968
1968 Ischyosporites granulosus Tralau, p.41 ; p1 .3, fig.2; Middle
, !Jweden.

9)

Ischyosporites incompositus Jain and Sah, 1966.
1966 Ischyosporites incompositus Jain + Sah, p.110; p1.1, fig.13;
Upper Jurassic, Ceylon.

10)

Ischyosporites instaurativus (Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb. nov.
1953 Periplecotriletes instaurativus Bolkhovitina, p.34; p1 .3,
fig.21 ; Cretaceous (lower Hauterivian), Crimea, U.S.S.R.

11)

Ischyosporites inusilatus Jain and Sah, 1966.
1966 Ischyosporites inusilatus Jain + Sah, p.109; p1.1, fig.21;
Upper Jurassic, Ceylon.

1?)

Ic&hyosporites irregularis .Sah and Jain, 1965
196!) k (hyos po r ites Irreqularis Sah I Ja in, p.274; p1 .2, figs.64-66;
Jurassic (Bajocian-Oxfordian), Bihar, India.

13)

Ischyosporites jurassicus (Pocock, 1970) comb. nov.
1970 Tri lohosporites .i. rdssicirs Pocock, p.55; p1 .9, figs.20-21;
Jurassic (lower Bajocian), western Canada.

14)

Ischyosporites labiatus Volkheimer, 1968
1968 lschyospor ites ldbidtus Volkheimer, p.346; p1 .4, figs.9-10;
Middle Jurassic, Argentina.
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15)

Ischyosporites lacunos (Filatoff, 1975) comb. nov.
lacunos Filatoff, pp.69-70; p1 .15, fig.9;
1975 K1 ii
figs.1-2; text-fig.1R [part, as indicated];
Juri:,sic, Western Austral ia.

16)

Ischyosporites marburgensis de Jersey,
1963 Ischyosporites marburgensis
Lower Jurassic, Queensland,
1964 Ischyosporites marburgensis
pp.'l-5; p1 .2, fig.4.

1/)

Isihypsporites neovariegatus (Filatoff, 1975) comb. nov.
19/5 Flukisporites neovarijatus Filatoff, p.69; p1.15, figs.6-8;
text-f ig. 18 (part as indicated ( ; late Middle to Late
Jurassic, Western Austral ia.

18)

Ischyosporites pachydictyus Men6ndez, 1968b
1968b Ischyosporites pachydictyus Men6ndez, pp.384-385; p1.2,
tigs.D-I; text-fig.]; Jurassic (Callovian), Argentina.

19)

fschyo2orites pseudoreticulatus (Couper, 1958) boring, 1965a.
(!Jue below.)

20)

Ischyosporites pudens (Balme, 1957) Dorhofer, 1979.
195/ Ret iculd isiTr_it(!s Ludens i3dline, pp.17-18; p1 .1, figs.12-14;
?Lower Cretaceous, Western Australia.
1979 Ischyosporites pudens (Balme); Dorhofer, p.110; p1 .3, fig.14.

21 )

I-chyosporites pufr.le i (Levet-Cdrette, 1966) comb. nov.
1966 Ischyisporites puzzlei Levet-Carette, p.158; p1.14, figs.27a-b;
Cretaceous (Neocomian), Valenciennes, France.

22)

Ischyosporites reticulatus (Kar and Sah, 1970) comb. nov.
1951 Stridtdtuberculatisporites Type 1 ; Rdmanujam, p.356; p1 .10,
figs.24-25.
1970 Ramanujamiaspora reticulata Kar + Sah, pp.106-107; p1.1,
figs.8-13; Upper Jurassic, Andhra Pradesh, India.

23)

Ischyosporites scaberis Cookson and Dettmann, 1958a.
1958a Ischyosporites scaberis Cookson + Dettmann, p.104; p1.15,
figs.7-9; Cretaceous (Neocomian-Albian), eastern Australia.
1963 Klukisporites scaberis (Cookson + Dettmann); Dettmann, p.48;
p1.8, figs.]-7.

24)

Ischyosporites southeyensis (Pocock, 1962) comb. nov.
1962 Dictyotriletes southeyensis Pocock, p.42; p1.3, figs.51-54;
Cretaceous (Neocomian), western Canada.
1976 Klukisporites sou_theyensis (Pocock); Saad + Ghazaly, p.440;
i)1 .8, i igs.9 [nnmen nuduml.

25)

Ischyosporites tuberosus Doring, 1965a
1965d Ischyp2Rrites tuberosus D6ring, p.43; p1.16, figs.4-6;
Cretaceous (Neocomian), Germany.

1963
de Jersey, pp.5-6; p1.1, figs.7-8;
Australia.
de Jersey; emend. de Jersey + Paten,
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26)

Ischypsorites varied5ltus (Couper, 1958) Schulz, 1967
1958 Flui ispqrjtes varieqatus Couper, pp.137-138; p1 .19, figs.6-7;
Middle Jurassic, Great Britain.
?1964* Isch ,isppri tc s sio-angulus Levet-Carette, p.100; p1 .5, figs.3a-b.
1964a Dictyotrileies (Klukisporites) variegatus (Couper); Kedves +
Simoncsics, p.35; p1.10, figs.3-6.
1967 Ischyosporites variegatus (Couper); Schulz, p.569; p1.5,
f igs.9-10 [Filatoff, 1975 considers Schulz's illustrations to
he of I . marhurgensjs, not I . varieqatusl.
1970* Dic tyofrilete5 drk ll i Pocock, p.52; p1 .9, figs.16A.
(Couper); Guy, pp. 35-49; p1.3,
19/1 1 (hyo.Iporite!,
f igs.3-16. [q.v. for further synonymyl
5yuonymie!, after Guy, 19/1.

2/)

Ischyosporites? verrucosus (Pocock, 1965) comb. nov.
1965 Klukisporites verrucosus Pocock, p.202; p1.7, figs.3-4;
Cretaceous (Albian), Saskatchewan, Canada.

28)

Ischyosporites visibilis (Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb. nov.
1953 Stenozonotriletes visibilis Bolkhovitina, p.52; p1.7, figs.12;
Cretaceous (Lower - Middle Albian), Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R.
1961 Klukisporites visibi l is (Bolkhovitina); Bolkhovitina, p.12;
p1 .1 , fig.5; p1.7, figs.6a-b [=Ischyospprites variegatus
according to Guy, 1971 , p.35].

29)

Ischyosporites volkheimeri Filatoff, 1975
1975 Ischyosporites volkheimeri Filatoff, pp.67-68;
Middle to Late Jurassic, Western Australia.

p1 .14, figs.9-10;

Ischyosporites pseudoreticulatus (Couper, 1958) Ddring, 1965a
Plate 14, Figures 6,10

Klukisporites pseudoreticulatus Couper, p.138; p1.19, figs.8-10.
Klukisporites
pseudoreticulatus Couper; Groot + Groot, p.146, p 1.2,
____
figs.2-5.
1962 Dictyotriletes (Klukisporites) pseudoreticulatus (Couper); Pocock,
p.41; p1.3, figs.46-47.
1964 Klukisporites pseudoreticulatus Couper; Reyre, p.199; p1.3, fi gs.21,
21 bis
1964 DicIotriletes pseudoreticulatus (Couper); Singh, p.64; p1.7,
figs 12-13
1964 KlukisporitesTseudoreticulatys Couper; Stover, p1.1, fig.17.
1965d 1;A____. Lseudoret_iculatus (Couper); D6ring, pp.42-43; p1.22,
Lo—'Imrifes
figs.5-6.
1967 Klukis por
.. ites 25eudoreticulatus Couper; Norris, pp.90-91 ; p1 .11 ,
I i(r..1-2.
196/ Dictyotri letes sp. cl. D. pseudoreticulatus (Couper); Steeves +
Wilkins, pp.2340-2.341 ; p1 .4, figs.3-4.
1968 I chpy,porites pseudoreticulatus (Couper); Rakosi, p1 .3, fig.9.
1958
1962
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1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1971a
1971a
1971
19/1
19/4
19/L
19/6
19/6
1976
I9//a
19//
000

Nhi

non 1963

Klukisporite5 Lscudoreticulatus Couper; Norris, p1 .105, fig.11 .
Couper; Khlonova, p.47; p1 .3, figs.3-4.
Klukisprxites pseudoreticulatus
; _.
f)ictyotri letes pseudoreticulosus [sic] Couper; Vagvolgyi + Hills,
p1.2, fig.18.
K1ukisporites pseudoreticulatus Couper; Norris, p1.3, fig.7.
Klukispor ites sp. cf. K. pseudoreticulatus Couper; Kemp, p.89; p1.12,
figs.11-15.
Klukisporites cf. K. pseudoreticulatus Couper; Hopkins, p.116; p1 .20;
fig. 19.
pictyotriletes pseudoreticulatus Couper; Paden Phillips + Felix, p.289;
p1 . 1 , fig.11.
Klukisporites pseudoreticulatus Couper; Playford, p1 .103, fig.17.
Kluljsporites pseudoreticulatus Couper; Singh [pars], p.96; p1 .13,
disjunctu Singh].
t iy:. 12- 1 S [H00 14-15 -- -I . sp. c1.
Kluki pori tes 2:2eudoreticulatus Couper; Brenner, p.15; p1 .2, fig.3.
Kluki'40rites p.,eudoreticulatus Couper; Br ideaux + McIntyre, p1 .1 ,
fig.28.
Klukisp_orites pseudoreticulatus Couper; Saad + Ghazaly, p.440; p1 .8,
fig.7.
Klukisporites pseudoreticulatus Couper; Scott, pp.576-577; p1 .3,
figs.7-8.
Ischyosporites pseudoreticulatus (Couper); van Amerom et. al., p1 .5,
figs.11-12.
Klukisporites iseudoreticulatus Couper; Dor-1161'er + Norris, p1.1,
fig.12.
ly,hiosporites pseudoreticulatus (Couper); Dorhofer, p.44; p1 .8,
Kluk.):2po i tes ineudoreticulatus (duct. non] Couper; Brenner, pp.51- 2;
p1. 10, f ig.5.
Klukisporites Eseudoreticulatus (duct. non] Couper; Saad, p.121;
I

Description:

12 specimens encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:

Remarks:

See Couper (1958, p.138).

Diameter 32(41)60)Jm (8 specimens measured).

I. foveolatus (Pocock, 1965) has smaller, rounder, more densely

distributed lumina than I. 2seudoreticulatus.

I. variegatus

(Couper, 1958) has irregular, rather than polygonal to rounded polygonal
lumina.
I. pseudoreticulatus was encountered as as sparse element in all
members of the husky Formation, and in the Blue-grey shale member of the
lower sandstone division.
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Ischyosporites sp. cf. I. disjunctus Singh, 1971

Plate 14, Figures 9,1?-13
19/1

rlukispori le,, tseuduretiiirlatus Caliper; Singh [pars), p1 .13,
Hon 1?-131.
A form of Ischyosporites with triangular amb, straight to

Description:

strongly convex sides, rounded apices, and an undulose outline; the distal
face is strongly convex, the proximal face is low pyramidal .

The

laesurae are long, approaching or reaching the amb; they are simple or have
The exine is 1 .5-31m thick, distally and equatorially

raised lips.

reticulate or foveoreticulate; the muri are stout (up to 5.um across) and
nodular, nodules occurring usual ly or always at junctions of muri.
lumiud d r(' up
shape.

6pm in didmeter, polygonal , rounded

The

or irregular in

Distal ornament may encroach onto the proximal face, especially

radially; however, this fare is mostly smooth.
About 60 specimens encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:

Diameter 35(43)58um (22 specimens measured): polar diameter

35(42)56um (12 specimens measured). [Diameter of the type material of
I. disjunctus 54(64)75um; Singh (1971) measured 6 specimens.]
Remarks:

This form is characterized by the nodular nature of the muri

that comprise the distal reticulum.

It appears to be closely similar to

I. disjunctus but is significantly smaller.

Singh (op. cit.) described

the distal muri of I. disjunctus as being discontinuous; in the present
form, the muri are for the most part continuous but, between their expanded
parts (which form the nodules),they may become indistinct.

If the

vdridhi l ity propw,ed for I . varicrja us (Couper) by Guy (1971) is upheld,

the present for ' and I. disjunctus might be considered variants of it.
I. di junctus was reported by Singh (1971 ) from the Albian of
Alberta.

In the sequence examined, I. sp. cf. I. disjunctus was

encountered as a moderately uncommon element throughout.

Ischyosporites sp. A

Plate 14, Figure 3

Description:

A form of Ischyosporites with a rounded triangular to suhcircular

amb and a slightly undulating exine.

The laesurae are simple, indistinct

and about three-quarters of the amb diameter in length.
exine is uniformly 2-3,um thick.

The equatorial

Distally, the exine is ornamented by

closely spaces ridges, 3-5um broad, which anastomose to form a network.
The lumina are restricted to small foveolae (rarely more than 1,um in
diameter) and fossulae; the latter may attain a length of 51.1m or more but
are never greater than 111m in width.

Material :

1 specimen encountered.

Diameter:

45,um.

Remarks:

The proximal exine is smooth.

This form is distinguished by its rounded amb and foveolate to

fossulate distal ornament.

The muri are very broad relative to the lumina.

Ho simi lar forms of Ischyosporites have been described.
in the Lower member of the Husky Formation.

It was encountered
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PLATE 14

Figure 1:

Cicatricosisporites spiralis Singh 1971

Sample 004-50881, slide 8, co-ordinates 100.7/14.7.
Diameter 370m. Oblique/distal view.
Figures 2,5:

Cicatricosisporites sp. A

Sample 014-50983, slide 16, co-ordinates 109.9/4.0.
Didmeter !)ipm. Figure 2 -- oblique/proximal view; Figure 5 -oblique/distal view.
Figure 3:

Ischyosporites sp. A

Sample 007-50914, slide 15, co-ordinates 87.5/16.0.
Diameter 450m. Distal view.
Figure 4:

Contignisporites glebulentus Dettmann, 1963

Sample 006-50901, slide 8, co-ordinates 111.5/14.7.
Diameter 50yim. Proximo-distal aspect of damaged specimen.
Figures 6,10:
Figure 6:

Ischyosporites pseudoreticulatus (Couper, 1958)
sample 006-50911, slide 24, co-ordinates 109.9/8.8.

Diameter 361m.

Proximo-distal aspect.

Figure 10: sample 006-50908, slide 10, co-ordinates 95.6/7.3.
Diameter 481m. Distal view.
Figures 7-8,11:- Crassitudisporites problematicus (Couper, 1958)
Figure 7: sample 005-29109, slide 6, co-ordinates 105.7/ 1 2.0.
Diameter 35On.

Oblique/distal view.

sample 005-29106, slide 1, co-ordinates 110.5/14.6.
Diameter 35um. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure, 11: sample 007-29124, slide 12, co-ordinates 100.2/10.4.
Figure 8:

Diameter 440m.
Figures 9,1?-13:
Figure 9:

Proximo-distal aspect.

lschyosporites sp. cf. I. disjunctus Singh, 1971
sample 006-50907, slide 10, co-ordinates 95.6/13.4.

Diameter 'Opm.

Distal view.

sample 001-29150, slide 7, co-ordinates 98.1/13.0.
Diameter 410m. Equatorial view.

Figure 12:

sample 014-50980, slide 6, co-ordinates 94.6/21.0.
Diameter 450m. Distal view.
Figure 13:
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- 395 Chapter XIV
SIMPLE, SMOOTH-WALLED TRILETE SPORES OF VARIOUS AND/OR
UNCERTAIN AFFINITIES

General Remarks
Included in this section is a group of simple, more or less
smooth-walled, triangular trilete spores

which are in general lacking in

distinctive morphological features.

Within this group

genera and species have been named.

In large part, these taxa have been

a plethora of

based on criteria which have a secondary, preservational or compressional
significance rather than a taxonomic one.

Differing orientations of

specimens, as well as geographical and stratigraphical separation, have
also been used, intentionally and unintentionally, as the bases of
taxonomic distinction within this group.
Figure 14-1

are

The list that follows and Text-

intended to summarize how I have interpreted the various

genera used in this section; they are discussed more fully in the formal
systematics that follow.

All genera include triangular trilete spores with

smooth to scabrate exines which may be structured or homogeneous.
DELTOIDOSPORA:

Must not have consistently developed exinal folds,

thickenings, or other specialized features.
BIRETISPORITES:

Must have elevated lips consistently developed about the

commissures; must not have other exinal folds or thickenings.
DICTYOPHYLLIDITES: Must have proximal interradial linear thickenings
which do not have courses immediately adjacent to the laesurae; must not
have exinal folds without such thickenings.

)

.

I
*s.

,

;
\

CIBOTIWASPORA
DICINOPHYULIDIIES
BIREIISPORVIES
DEAJOIDOSPORA

.,

•••

0
....."'•
......::::

a

,

lINDOLAIISPORMS

::::.....
OWIUSISPORIS
RORIIOLINASPOR1TES

of some simple trilete
concepts

VISPORIIES
COtICA

lext-figure

morphological
the
affinity.
Idealized sketches showing
of uncertain
14-1: spores
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Must have di,tal transverse folds in the apical regions

Cl i:WIMPORA:

(ur such a fold in at least one apex); this is the only genus which may
p:)ssess such fol is, and thus their presence is diagnostic; may have
proximal folds or elevated lips about the commissures.

CONCAVLPOPITFS:

Must have proximal interradial folds, or a kyrtome; must

not have a differential ly thickened exine.

AUPITULINASPORITES:

Must have a large proximally thickened area of exine

(more or less corresponding to the contact face); may have proximal
interradial folds or a kyrtome.

OBTUSVJPORIS:

Must have the spore cavity reduced to 'vacuoles'; may have

sinuous or straight laesurae; interradial proximal folds or a kyrtome may
occur; ac, in all other genera, apart from Cibotiumspora, distal apical
folds must be absent.

IJNDIJLAFISPORITES:

Must have sinuous laesurae; must not have a spore cavity

reduced to vacuoles.
None of the above genera should have interradial equatorial crassitudes or
distal interradial folds; these are characteristics of gleichenioid spores.
As may be noted from the foregoing, the consistent differentiation
of these genera is not easily accomplished.

The resulting classification

is probably at least to some extent arbitrary, and at best only approximotely reflect:, natural relationships.

For example, a specimen of

'Cihotiumr,pora' which has failed to develop its distal apical folds might
he class i l ied in Concavisporites i f it has proximal folds, or Deltoidospora
if

i t h.e. an unfolded exine.

1 he group moy also include some g l e i c henioid

',pores which lack the morpholoqi(al traits that would characterize them as
'op h.
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Thus, at least sme and perhaps al l of these simple general are
they include probably spores of such fern famil ies as the

polyphyletic.

:.ydthedcede, [.) . ksonidcede, Dipteriddceae, Gleicheniaceae, and Matoniaceae

(I ildtof f,

1g/r),, as wel l as immature and abortive spores of these and
Fur these reasons, and because grouping them together

other groups.

faci l i tates comparisons, these genera are here described in a single chapter.

Genus AURITULINASPORITES Nilsson, 1958
?1949
19')
?19(J)
I9G?,

Auritulina Malyavkina [?pars], p.33 [nomen nudum].
Auritul indsporites Nilsson, p.35.
Auritul ind Halyavkind; [exl emend. Potoni6 [?pars], p.55.
Auritul inisporites Danz6-Corsin + Laveine, p.7a [obligatory
Of Auri tul indporites, having same type).
bzonotri lete, tetrahedral , proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, slightly concave to slightly convex
and more

Nr

rutuided dpitec, which may ho more or less

I f"

projecting in the outline.
face is concave.

The proximal face is pyramidal, the distal

The laesurae are at least two-thirds of the spore

radius in length, simple or with raised lips.

They are surrounded by a

sharply delineated, concavely triangular area over which the exine is
relatively thickened and rigid; the outline of this field coincides at
the apices with the amb.

The exine is smooth to scabrate and structurally

homogeneous or intrapunctate.
type species: Auritul inaporites scanicus Nilsson, 1958; p.35; p1 .1 , fig.16;
durdV:i Triassic), Schonen, Sweden.

Remarks:

The triangular field surrounding the laesurae strongly resembles,

doll probably could he considered a variety of, a kyrtome.
'I I I I I r

I rum d

( .1 I

N

However, it

yr• t 0111(' in having thi cker exine than the rest of

Herein l ies the difference between Auritulinasporites
VII I I ( )III

Ivl ',l cln I I (

PI I llcj ill Ihulir,ull call

19!)3; the latter possesses
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a r;ore typical r,yrtome involving unthickened exine.

Auritul ina Holyavkina

ex Potoni6, 19E,o may contain forms similar to both Auritulinasporites and
Concavisporites.

The interpretation of its morphology, and consequently

its taxonomic status, are in a state of confusion (see Jansonius and Hills,
1976, card 196); its use, therefore, should he avoided.
the description above is largely a reworded version of the
original diagnosis given by Nilsson (1958).

Auritul inasporites sp. cf. A. scanicus Nilsson, 1958
Plate 15, Figure 1
Auritul inaspori tes Stdrl iCUS Ni lsson, pp.35-36; p1 .1, fi g.16.

f.

hw,c ription:
lr

A form of Auritul inasporites with a triangular amb, more or

straight sides and slightly projecting, narrowly rounded to pointed
lhe laesurae extend almo.A to the equator; they are bordered

by sl ightly raised lips.

The proximal trilobate field is distinctly

concave in outline and has an exine which is 1-1.5um thick, compared with
about 0.5um elsewhere.

Ma feria 1 :

The exine is smooth and unstructured.

12 specimens encountered.

Dimensions: , Diameter 31(34)4111m (7 specimens measured).

Remarks:

typical specimens of A. scanicus in having
This form differs from

than broadly and smoothly rounded,
pointed or narrowly rounded, rather
Up 1( 1",.

it was encountered as a rare element from
In the samples examined

the Lower and Red -weathering shale members of the Husky Formation and from
members of the Lower sandstone division.
both the Buff and White sandstone

-400 Genus BIki FISPORITES Delcourt and Sprumont, 1959, emend.
Dulcc,Art et al ., 1963
Biretispor i tes Delcour t
Sprumont, p.40.
HyrIenonhyl lumsporites Rouse, p.363.
D-I :Jot.
,i)r(mir,(1 t ; emend. Del( oLrrt et al ., p.28-1.
7
oescr ipLioh:

A,Jnotri lete,tetrahedral to suhspherical miospores with

a triangular to subcircular amb, straight to (more usually) convex sides
and typically broadly rounded apices.
the distal face is convex.

The laesurae are usually long and are a l ways

enclosed within elevated lips.
typical ly absent.

The proximal face is pyramidal,

Proximal folds or exinal thickenings are

The exine is smooth or finely ornamented.

Type species: Biretisporitespotoniaei Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955, emend.
Delcourt et al ., 1963; Cretaceous (Neocomian), Belgium. (See synonymy list
kelo'vj. )
Remarks:

The above description is essentially similar to the emendation

by Delcourt et al ., 1 963.

The present author concurs with Poton i6

( 19(,6) in considering Hymenophyl lumsporites Rouse, 1957 to be a junior
synonym of Biretisporites.
Deltoido.,pora Miner, 1935 lacks raised l ips.
Pfluo

Concavispor ites

in Thomson and Pflug, 1953 has folds rather than raised lips about

the laesurae, these folds usually not being immediately adjacent to the
commissures.

Dictyophyllidites usually lacks raised lips and has exinal

Hi i( ening.. on the proA imal interiadial surtace.

Biretisporites potoniaei Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955 emend.
Delcourt et al , 1963
Plate 15, Figure 2

1999 Biretisporites potoni aei Delcourt + Sprumont, pp.40-41; text-fig.10 (holotype)
Delcourt + Sprumont, pp.30-31 ; p. .2, fig.5.
1999 Pnrictatic,poritw; pileolus
I Sprumont, p.31 ; pl .?, fig.4.
1999 Ponr Iat i 'Toritw, nidwJn; h(d(ourt
(Delcourt + Sprumont); Potoni6, p.18.
1996 R!,i latri letes pi leolus
Sprumont); emend. Delcourt +
(holcourt
19Y) I',i 1 tr i le te;-_,
!),
f ig. 1
(dwumbri l , pp.3 -';6;
holcourt
Sprumont; Pococ k, p.36;
iml.uri Hi I
196,' i; I . • L,por
p1 . 1 , f iq. 1/.

-

-

1963
1963
1964
1967
1967
1967
1962
1969
19/9
1971
1971
1973
1973
1973

rir;
1975
1975
19/7
1980
?1982
rip!! 19//

kiretisp,,rite potoniaei Delcourt F Sprumont; !emend.] Delcourt et al
p.2;A; p1 .42, f iq%.re'-14; p1.44, fiq.11 [holotype re -illustrated].
Birptisp,rites cf. B. potoniaei 9elcourt + Sprumont; Dettmann, p.26;
pl .2,
Biret_isporlites cf. potoniaei Delcourt + Sprumont; Busnardo +
Taugourdoau, p.166; p1 . 1 , fig.4.
Riretisporites potoni.re_i Delcourt + Sprumont; Norris, pp.87-88;
p1. 10, fiqs.12-13.
i:iretispurites potoniaei Delcourt + Sprumont; Steeves + Wilkins,
p.2332; p1 . 1 , fiq.5.
Punctatisporites sp. ; Hiltmann, p. 152; p1 .1 , fig.27.
kfretisporites potoniaei Delcourt + Sprumont; Hedlund + Norris, p1 .1,
fig.5.
kirotisporites potoniaei . Delcourt + Sprumont; Hughes, p1.15-1 , figs.5-7.
Deltoidospora harrisii ftauct. poi]] Cooper'); Pocock, p.29; p1.5, fig.16.
Biretisporites potoniaei Delcourt + Sprumont; Playford, p1 .103, fig.l.
Biretisporites potoniaei Delcourt + Sprumont; Singh, p.49; p1.3,
ffqs. 15-16; text-fig.6.
Biretisporites potoniaei Delcourt + Sprumont; Dorhbfer, p1.5, fig.6.
Biretispo rites potoniaei Delcourt + Sprumont; Antonescu, p1 .1, fig.3.
cf. Bire1 ispor_ifes potoniaei Delcourt f Sprumont; Antonescu, p1.10,
p1.15, fiq.9; 01 . 17, fig.10.
Lt . C. Biretispurites potoniaei (Delcourt + Sprumont) [sic]; Reyre,
p. 105; p1.2, figs. 1-2; [nog pl . 1 , fig.12].
Biretisporites potoniaei Delcourt + Sprumont; Williams + Brideaux,
p1.39, f ig.l.
Biretisporites potoniaei Delcourt + Sprumont; Brideaux + McIntyre,
p1.1 ,
i. iretisporites potoniani Delcourt + Sprumont; Rjaerke, p1 .1 , fig.3.
Biretisporites potoniaei Delcourt + Sprumont; Wingate, p.14; p1 .3,
fig.5.
kiretisporites potoniaei Delcourt + Sprumont; Norris, p1 . 1 , figs. 14-16.
kiretisporites pa on j dej [mid. non] Delcourt r Sprumont; Ashraf, p.23;
p1 . 1 , fiqs.3-4
See Delcourt et al . (1963, p.284).

D,- , ription:

22 specimens encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:

Remarks:

Diameter 28(36)47-?52,um (15 specimens measured).

The specimens encountered in the present study are on average

smal ler and thinner -walled than those of the type material.

Other

authors (e.g. Dettmann, 1963, Norris, 1967) have found a similar difference.
within the intraspecific variability
However, such specimens probably fall
of B. potoniaei.

Exine thickness is probabl y, at least in part, a function

of ov(1.dl l

B. poloniaei is characteristically rounded tetra hed ral

in

(mbc,pheroidal , as evidenced by the tendency of some

even
«ilIV

I r,

rc

,

WI Lh

thr

r rlud I

or id I plane somewhat Li lted.
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This species has previously been reported almost exclusively
from the Lower Cretaceous, although Pocock (1970) reported it (as
Dictyophyll iditus harrisii) from the Upper Gravelbourg Formation of western
Canada, which he dated as Jurassic (Early Bajocian) in age.

In the

Richardson Mountains material it was encountered in the Lower,Red-weathering
',hale and Upper members of the Husky Formation and from the Buff sandstone
t hr

Biretisporites sp.A

Plate 15, Figure 3

Uef,cription:

A form of Biretisporites with a triangular amb, strai g ht to

LOHVP/

;ides, and narrowly rounded apices.

The laesurae extend

to, or almost to, the equator and are bounded by raised lips.
.

?tiny I h i t k drul ',mouth to

(Wrote.

18 specimens encountered.

Naterial:

Dimensions:

Remarks:

The exine

Diameter 31(40)48Dm.

This form is characterized by its distinctly triangular amb,

with more or less straight sides and narrowly rounded corners.
is distinctly rounded triangular.
laesurae.

B. potoniaei

B. deltoidus (Rouse, 1957) has short

Deltoidospora australis usually has broader apices and

consistently lacks elevated lips.
preserved and may, at least in part,
Thi,. form i,, of ten poorly
comprise reworked specimens.

It was encountered as a rare element in

al l ipvmhf ,r,, ut the Htv,ky lormaLion and in the Buff-weaLhering sandstone
and I; I tu,_y re y ,,hale member.; of the Lower sandstone division.
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Genus CIBOTIUMSMRA Chang, 1965 emend nov.
?195c;
1965
1975

Cosmospori_tes Nilsson, p.37.
Cibotiuwsnora Chan, p.164.
Cibotiumspord Chang; [emend.] Filatoff, p.60
•

Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, concave to straight or (rarely) slightly
convex sides and rounded to obtusely pointed apices; the proximal face is
pyramidal, the distal face is convex.

The laesurae are usually four -fifths

or more of the spore radius in length, straight or sinuous, and simple or
bordered by raised lips or a kyrtome.

The exine is smooth to finely

granulate and is structurally homogeneous or infrapunctate.

Developed

across the distal surface of at least one, and usually all three, of the
apical regions is a straight to arcuate (outwardly concave) fold which has
a course more or less perpendicular to the laesura of the opposite face.
Iype species: Cibotiumspora (al. Trilites) sinuata (Couper, 1953)
comb. nov. herein; Jurassic, New Zealand. [Type species herein
rpdeti ignaLed -- %pp 'kemarks' below. I (See synonymy l ist below.)

Remarks:

The emendation proposed here is in essence similar to the

'restated diagnosis' of Filatoff (1975).

It differs, however, in allowing

the inclusion of forms with a structured exine and of those with laesurae
bounded by raised lips.

This variation occurs in the type species.

Cibotiumspora with Obtusisporis (Krutzsch,
The relationship of
1953 is discussed in 'Remarks'
1959) and Tripartina Malyavkina, 1949 ex
under Obtusisporis.

Cibotiums ora can be readily distinguished from either

of these genera by its characteristic distal transverse folds in the apical
reqion .

Cosmosporites Nilsson, 1958 may be a senior synonym of Cibotiumspora

illustration of the type (and only) species is
however, Nilsson's single
in ,, uf f iciently clear to permit a more confident decision pertaining to this
synonymy.
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According to Jansonius and Hills (1978, card 3455), Tripartina
paradoxa Malyavkina, 1949 was not originally validly published.

Chang

(1965) in effect vdlidated this species and used it as type for Cibotiumspora.

Cibotiumspora sinuata (Couper, 1953) comb. nov. , emend. nov.
Plate 15, Figures 7-14,16,18

1949
1949
1950
1953
1956
?1956
?1956
195/
I95

19591
1961
1961
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1964
1964a
1964a
1,6id

Tripartina paradoxa Malyavkina, p.50; p1.7, fig.21 [nomen nudum].
2porites arcifer Thiergart, p1.4/5, fig.10 [nomen nudum].
"Kleine Pteridophyten-, wahrscheinlich Farnsporen"; Reissinger
[pars], p1.12, fig.6 [non 7-10].
Trirites inuatus Couper, p.31 ; p1.3, figs.24(holotype)-25.
CibotiumjunJum Kara-Murza in Bolkhovitina, p.37; p1.3, figs.25a-e.
Cibotiunl corFiculatus Bolkhovitina; Bolkhovitina, p1 .3, figs.26a-b.
"Prirfirdnyspora" (cf. Concavisporites montis brassicae Thiergart)
( type /); Goczan, p1.6, fiqs.1-5.
Con(dvispuriles jurienensis Bar lnle, pp.20-21 ; p1.2, figs.30-31.
LieviydtkporiLe Type 1 ; Pomdnujani, p.251 ; p1 .10, fig.1 ; text-fig.]
Auritul inw,porfies intrastri!Jtus Nilsson, pp.36-37; p1. 1 , fig.17.
Luntovi.dmrl ic., ((ihi lr, ivorj:2) oblu.,dnyul tr. (Pauni6); Kriazsch,
1) 1. 15, f ig!).P.A-PJ8.
Concavi!Torites sinuatus (Couper); Krutzsch, p.122.
Cibotium junctum Kara-Mur7a; Kotova, p1.1, fig.3.
PhlebopCeris sp. Kotova, p1.1 , fig.4.
Tcileicheni idites apilobatus Brenner, p.52; p1.11, figs. [?2],3.
5ndulatisporifs ma or Danze + Laveine [pars, including holotype],
pp.80-81 ; p1 .13, fig.3 [nog 2].
Concavisporites sp. Type r; Saad, pp.120-121; p1.33, figs.20-21.
Deltoidivorites hallii ([auct. non] Miner); Levet-Carette [pars],
p1.17, figs.11-T2 [non 5-10].
Undulatisporites concavus [auct.non] Kedves; Levet-Carette, p.104;
p1.17, fig.13.
Concavisporites jurienensis Balme; Balme, p1.6, fig.2.
concavisporites (Obtusisporis) mesozoicus Kedves + Simoncsics, p.25;
p1 .7,
Concavisporites (Obtusisporis) reductus Kedves + Simoncsics,
pp.25-26; p1.7, figs.3-4.
(OhtuYisporis)
undulus Kedves 4 Simoncsics, p.26;
Conudvi5porit:es
• •_
_

s (Obtusisporis) kara-murzae Kedves + Simoncsics,
sirortte.
1964a i on
l c;vi
i
-i
pp.26,28; p1 .7, figs.8-9.
1961a Concavivoritm (Obtusisporis) divisitorus Kedves + Simoncsics,
p.28; pl ./, f igs.10-1 i.
1964 Deltoidospora junctum (Kara-Murza); Singh, pp.81-82; p1.9, figs.16.
1965 FASotiumspora paradoxa (Malyavkina); Chang, p.165.

Crassul ir,A; Reyre, p.258; p1.1, fig.4.
Cydthidi t-s rdjihahalensis Sah + Jain, p.265; p1.1 , figs.2-3.
Deltoidoc,i,ora juncta (Kara-Murza); McGregor, p1 .6, fi g.4.
(J. Tril i res sinuatus Couper; McGregor, p1 .6, fig.3.
Concdvispirites jn-ienensis Balme; Burger, p.23/; p1 .4, fig.6.
tf . Conc,::isporites jurienensis Balme; Burger, p1.2, fig.2.
Cibotium juncture Kara-Murza; Prosviryakova, p.131 ; p1 .27, figs.16-17.
Deltoidospora juncta (Kara-Murza); Norris, p.86; p1.10, figs.4-5.
Deltoidospora ,juncta (Kara-Nurza); Baltes, p1 .1 , fig.14.
Concavisporites jurienensis Balme; Horowitz, pp.15-16; p1 .2, figs.2-5.
Gleicheni idites(?) Ipilobatus Brenner; Rakosi, p1 .1 , fig.12.
Deltoidospora juncta (Para-Murza); Rakosi, p1.1, fig.3.
6ibotium jun( tum Kdrd-Mur/d; l lyind, p1 . 15, f ig.13; p1.16d, fig.26;
p1.17, f ig.20; p1 .18, 1 ig.16.
1968 Biretisporites sinuatus (Couper); Norris, p.314; figs.4-6.
1969 Concavisporites jurienensis Balme; Norris, p1 .102, figs.6-7.
?1969 Gleicheni idites apilohatus Brenner; Habib, p1 .1 , fiys.4-5.
1969 Cibotium junctum Kara-Nurza; Khlonova, p.48; p1.3, fig.10.
1969 Del toidopora junctum (Kara-Murza); Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1 .4, fig.5.
?I9/0 Weicheni idites LiEi lobatus Brenner; Habib, p.353; p1 .2,fig.4.
1970 Concavisporites jurienensis Balme; Horowitz, p1 .163; p1 .1 , figs.11-14.
?1970 1Gleicheniidites' sp. cf. G. apilobatus Brenner; Kemp, p.104; p1.18,
ijs. 14-15.
1970 Obtusisporis juncta (Kara-Murza); Pocock, pp.35-36; p1.5, figs.26,29.
1971 Concavisporites jurienensis Balme; Singh, pp.112-113; p1 .15, figs.16-17.
1 9/ 1 Deltoidospord luncta (Kara-Murza); Singh, pp.1 19-120; p1 .16, fi gs.10-11.
19/1 ( f . Con(dvi rTor_itei. jurienensis (Hine; Guy, p.25; p1 .1 , fi g.18.
19/Id hel toido!T9rd jpnctum (Kara-Murza); Hopkins, p.119; p1 .21 , fig.12.
19/2 Conc d v_isporites laticrassus Volkheimer, pp.113-114; p1 .3, figs.22-27.
197? Auritulinasporites intrastriatus Nilsson, Tralau + Artursson, p.58;
f ig.21 .
1973 Deltoidospora juncta (Kara-Murza); Hopkins + Balkwill, p.15; p1 .2,
fig.28.
1973 Cibotium 1pnctum Kara-Murza; Komarova et al., p1.1, fig.9; p1 .2,
figs. 1 ,14.
19/-i PhlehoptoriL (T.; Iapteva, p1 .1 ,
Ihot IhM juru tum Kara-Murzd; Lapteva, p1 .1 , t ig.32.
1973 Concavisporites junctus (Kara-Murza); Shugaevskaya et al., p1.1, fig.5.
1973 cf. C. Deltoidosp2ra junctum (Kara-Murza); Reyre, pp.109-110; p1.3,
figs.8-9.
1974 Deltoidospora juncta (Kara-Murza); Hopkins, p.18; p1.4, fig.49.
1975 Cibotiumppra jurienensis (Balme); Filatoff, p.61; p1 . 10, figs.8-13.
1975 Ueltoidos_ppra juncta (Kara-Murza); Vigran + Thusu, p1.2, figs.17-20.
(Kara-Murza); Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.1, fig.4.
1975 beltoidosppra
1975 5e1tOldospora Suncta Singh [s_ic]; Arjanq, p. 104; p1. 1, fig.5.
19P) Obusisporis juncta (- Kara-Murza); Arjanq, pp. 104-105; p1. 1 , fi a.6.
1975 Concav i sporites (Obtusiporis) divisitorus Kedves + Simoncs ics; Arjanq,
FI).11f-112-, O72, fig. 18.
1976 Concavisporites sinuatus (Couper); Saad + Ghazaly, p.416; p1 .2, fig.4.
1976 (7onc,-i ic,porites divisitorus Kedves + Simoncsics; Saad + Ghazaly, p.416;
p1.2,
hirienensjs Balme; Scott, p.570; p1.2, fi g.3.
Concavispprites
1976
reticulate
(Mang; Ashraf, p.24; p1 . 1, fin.5; text-fiq.12.
1977 Cjbotiumspora
elegaps. Nilscion; Ashraf, pp 25-26; pl 1, fiq . 17; text-fiq.13.
1977 -Co
1`311 OLtArykporisiiIncta (Kara-Murza); Ashraf, p.28; p1 .2, figs.17-18.
1 W8 Concavispor-ites (obtq sisppris) L.)0_4q125. Kedves + Simoncsics; M u i r +
pp.2-14-215; p1.7,
1965
1965
1965
1966
?I966
1966
1967
196/
196
1968
196H
196H
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19 ,8
19/8
1979

Libotiuv_ ora dictyota Lei , p1 .1, fig.4 [nomen nudum].
( Livata Lei , p.231 ; p1. 1 , fig.5.
Cibotiumspora dentata Lei, p.321 ; p1 .1 , fig.8.
Gleicheni idites aol lohatus Brenner; Batten, p1 .2 [incorrectly captioned
d: ;. 1 . 1 I, t ig,.. 1-?.
138(1 Cun,.avisp
'c__ite s ju r ier,ensis Balme; Wingate, p.25; p1.9, fi g.12.
_•
1,, hi idw.: err juri( td de Rent?vi l 1L f Pe',naud, p1 .5, fig.25.
? 192 I
(j(qiu., et spe, ies indet.-torui 1); Bebout, p1 .2, fig.l .
1981 td
sp.2; Bebout, p1 .2, t iy.2.
1981 be toidospora juncta [(Kara-Murza)]; Bebout, p1.2, fig.3.
1981 G1 icheni idites cf. G. apilobatus (Brenner]; Bebout, p1.2, fig.4.
1981 Ir lete spore genus et species indet. forma 21 ; Bebout, p1 .2, fig.6.
198? Del Loidospord juncta (Karr-Murza); Norris, p1 .1, fig.s.
non 19P, Auritul indsporites intrastridtus [duct. non] Nilsson; Vigran + Thusu,
p1.2, fig. 16.
non 1978 Auritulinaspnrites intrastriatus [auct. non] Nilsson; Birkelund et al.,
pl . , fig.7.
Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

iniospores with a triangular amb, concave to straight or (rarely) convex sides
and roundi,d to obtusely pointed apices; the proximal face is pyramidal, the
distal face is convex.

The laesurae may be straight or sinuous; they extend

for four-fifths or more of the spore radius; they may he simple or bordered
by raised lips or a kyrtome; the position of the kyrtome, where present,
vdries from being suhparallel and adjacent to the laesurae to suhparallel and
close to the sides of the amb.

A distal fold, trending approximately

perpendicular to the laesurae, occurs in at least one, and usually in all, of
the apical regions.

This fold may be straight or arcuate; it may be weakly

to strongly developed.

The fold may terminate before reaching the amb, or it

protrusion or 'shoulder' in the outline of
may continue to it and cause a
the spore.

the distal apical transverse folds
Where they transect the amb,

and the proximal kyrtome may or may not be confluent with each other.

The

thicker within an area delimited by
exine is typically I-2pm thick; it may be
the transverse folds on the distal face than it is elsewhere.

The exine is

homogeneous to infrapunctate.
wooth to scdhrdte dnd structurally
lateridl:

Dimensions:

About 250 specimens encountered.
Diameter 19(28)40pm (16? specimens measured).

- 407 Over 30 distinct names or combinations, including informal and

Remarks:

invalid versions, have been applied to forms here included under C. sinuatus.
Two factors have been primarily, although not solely, responsible for this
Firstly, many of the earlier workers were unaware of each

situation.

others' work, owing to their simultaneous and geographically widespread
efforts; furthermore, these workers commonly published in relatively obscure
Secondly, this species has a very variable morphology, as

journals.

expressed in the emended diagnosis above and discussed further below.

The

variability was not considered to be intraspecific until this was oroposed
by Filatoff (1975); indeed, his ideas are still not widely followed
by

Mesozoic

palynologists, perhaps because he did not emphasize his

conclusions by formally attempting a synonymy list and an emendation of the
specific diagnosis.
The principal morphological variation of C. sinuatus involves the
presence or absence of a kyrtome.

Many authors have placed specimens with

a kyrtome in the species Concavisporites jurienensis, and those without into
the more commonly recorded Deltoidospora juncta.

However, Filatoff

illustrated a variety of forms which show the kyrtome to be present in some
cases and relatively close to the laesurae (see his plate 10, figure 10), or
relatively distant from the laesurae and close to the amb (as in his plate 10,
figure 12),

In other cases the fold (krytome) appears to have come to

thus not separately distinguishable
coincide with the amb outline and is
(as in his plate 10, fiaure 1).

A similar variation is illustrated here by the

specimens illustrated in Plate 15, Figures 9-13

and in Text-Figure 14-2.

In the latter the variation is taken a stage further; in this stage the
fold (kyrtome) has come so close to the laesurae that it is expressed as
14-2, top; Plate 15, Figure 13).
elevated lips bounding the commissure (Text-Figure
sinuata, in its initial state, may be
The proximal face of C.
Folding of the proximal face may thus
moderately to strongly convex.
of the spore during preservation.
occur in response to the compression

•••

e*"

Text-Figure 14-2:

♦

Morphological variation in Cibotiumspora sinuata (Couper, 1953).
Proximal exinal folds are shown by solid double lines; distal
folds are shown by single broken lines. (The arrows indicate
morphological gradations only.)
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This folding ma; take the form of raised l ips about the commissures; it
ray result in tr.e forma Lion of a kyrtorie between the equator and the
laesurae; or it may be taken up at the equator (amb) and thus may not be
apparent.

Possibly, in less strongly convex forms, folding does not

necessarily result during compression.

The precise morphology of the

proximal surface is thus of a secondary, rather than of a primary, nature.
IN many, but not all , specimens of C. sinuata, the distal exine
in the region bounded by the transverse folds appears to be darker, and
thus presumably thicker, than the exine of the apical areas beyond the folds.
During compression of the spore, the border between thickened and unthickened
exine may control the position of the consequent folding, thus producing
the transverse features.
Cibotiumspora sinuata is a widespread element in miospore
ossomhfdyos of Iho Jorw,sic and Cretaceous.

It is a moderately common

element throughout the sequence studied.

Cibotiumspora tricuspidata
(Bolkhovitina, 1953 emend. von der Brelie, 1964) comb. nov.

Plate 15, Figure 17
1953
1964
?1975
?1 9/8

Leiotriletes tricuspidatus Bolkhovitina, p.25; p1.2,
Concavisporites tricuspidatus (Bolkhovitina); emend.
pp.132-133; p1 .2, fig.3.
Auritul inasporites intrastriatus [auct.non] Nilsson;
p1.2, fig. 16.
Auritul inasporites intrastriatus [auct.non] Nilsson;
p1 .6, fiy./.

Description:
.
the

fig.19.
von der Brelie,
Vigran + Thusu,
Birkelund et a l .,

A species of ,Cibotiumspora with a more or less Y-shaped amb;

ides are strongly concave.

Ihe radial regions of the spore are
narrow

acid have more or less subparallel sides; the apices are rounded to pointed.
The transverse distal folds are distinct.

The apical areas beyond these
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PLATE 15

Photomicrograph 19 taken in phase contrast.
Figure 1:

Auritulinasporites sp. cf. A. scanicus Nilsson, 1958
Sample 007-29129, slide 12, co-ordinates 100.7/8.9.
Proximal view.

Diameter 32um.

Biretisporites potoniaei Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955
Sample 005-29110, slide 18, co-ordinates 101.2/18.0.

Figure 2:

Proximal view.

Diameter 38pm.
Figure 3.

Biretisporites sp. A

Sample 014-50979, slide 7, co-ordinates 101.9/13.8.
Diameter 32pm. Proximal view.
Figure 4:

Concavisporites toralis (Leschik, 1955)

Sample 002-50854, slide 1, co-ordinates 116.0/8.7.
Diameter 210m. Proximal view.
Deltoidospora australis Couper, 1953
sample 002-50857, slide 2, co-ordinates 96.9/13.5.

Figures 5-6,15,20-22:
I igure 5:

Diameter 40um; polar diameter 370m. Equatorial view.
Figure 6: sample 007-29135, slide 11, co-ordinates 103.9/12.1.
Diameter 33u►n. Proximal view. Note downfolded exine bounding
commissures,simulating narrow tori.
sample 007-29138, slide 12, co-ordinates 90.4/9.3.
Diameter 32pm. Proximal view. Entire exine structured.
Figure 20: sample SF-42, slide 2, co-ordinates 102.8/11.0.
Figure 15:

Diameter 390m.

Proximal view.

Exine structured except in apical

regions.
sample 007-50914, slide 15, co-ordinates 95.9/9.8.
Diameter 34um. Proximal view. Exine structured, although less
Figure 21:

strongly at apices.
sample 002-50857, slide 1, co-ordinates 109.5/8.8.
Diameter 45pm. Proximal view. Note one side concave, one side
straight, one side convex.
Figure 22:
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Figures 7-14, 16,18:

Cibotiumspora sinuata (Couper, 1953)
Figure 7: sample 007-29135, slide 9, co-ordinates 98.0/7.3.
Diameter z"ium. Proximo-distal aspect.

Figure 8:

sample 007-29128, slide 11, co-ordinates 112.4/12.8.
Diameter "Oipm. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 9:

sample 007-29138, slide 14, co-ordinates 103.9/15.7.
Diameter 35inn. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 10:

sample 007-50913, slide 12, co-ordinates 97.8/8.2.
Diameter 28um. Proximo-distal aspect.
sample 007-29136, slide 13, co-ordinates 110.9/16.4.
Diameter 2411m. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 12: sample 005-29107, slide 6, co-ordinates 111.8/17.4.
Figure 11:

Diameter 20um.

Proximo-distal aspect.

sample 005-29106, slide 7, co-ordinates 92.4/6.3.
Diameter 28,um. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 14: sample 005-29116, slide 11, co-ordinates 106. 1/5.0.
Figure 13:

Diameter ?lin.

Proximal view.

sample 007-29129, slide 10, co-ordinates 110.0/10.5.
Diameter 33pm. Proximo-distal aspect.
I icgur•e 18: sample 006-50900, sl ide 12, co-ordinates 93.2/14.9.
iameter 21um. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 16:

Cihotiumspora tricuspidata (Bolkhovitina, 1'953)
Sample 008-50921, slide 6, co-ordinates 106.7/10.3.
Diameter l9um. Proximo-distal aspect.

Figure 17:

Dictyophyllidites harrisii Couper, 1958
Sample 005-29106, slide 8, co-ordinates 109.6/15.8.
Diameter 23um. Proximal view.

Figure 19:
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folds may be slightly bulbous (?to broadly anchor -shaped); the area within
the transverse folds is darker and thus probably thicker than elsewhere.
The exine is smooth to scabrate.

The laesurae are long, extending to, or

almost to, the equator; they are usually bordered by raised lips.
10 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 17(22)28um (9 specimens measured).

The above description is in essence similar to the emendation

given by von der Brelie (1964); no new features are reported.

C. tricuspidata

may be distinguished from C. sinuata by its Y-shaped amb and the consistent
lack of a kyrtome.

Considering its morphological similarity to C. sinuata

but smaller size and essentially undeveloped spore cavity, C. tricuspidata
may represent immature spores of the former species.
C. tricuspidata has previously been reported from the upper
Albian of Kazakhstan (Bolkhovitina, 1953) and the Lower Cretaceous (?AptianAlbian) of Germany; (von der Brelie, 1964); a very similar specimen, but
with more bulbous, anchor -shaped apical regions (recorded as Auritulinasporites intrastriatus) was reported from the Middle -Upper Jurassic of
Norway (Vigran and Thusu, 1975; BirkelundLt al., 1978 - the same specimen
being illustrated in both cases).

In the Richardson Mountains material

C. tricuspidatus was encountered in the Lower and ?Upper members of the
Husky Formation and the White sandstone and Blue-grey shale members of the
Lower sandstone division.

1953
Genus CONCAVISPORITES Pflug in Thomson and Pflug,
1959b,emend.
emend. Krutzsch,
nov.
emend.Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955,
1953
1953

Concavisporites Pflug in Thomson + Pflug [pars], p.49.
Hyalinoidae Pflug in Thomson + Pflug,
Concavis orites sektion
typical section].
p.49 redundant name for
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1953
1955
1959b
1959b
1959b
1959b
1960
1964
1966
1966
?non
?non
?non
non
non

1959b
1959b
1959b
1959b
1964h

Concavisporites sektion Exiguidae Pflug in Thomson + Pflug, p.50.
Concavisporites Pflug; emend. Delcourt + Sprumont, p.22.
Toroisporis Krutzsch [pars], p.90.
Toroisporis (Toroisporis) Krutzsch, p.90.
Concavisporites Pflug; emend. Krutzsch, p.116-117.
Concavisporites (Exiguidae) (Pflug); Krutzsch, p.123.
Paraconcavisporites Klaus, p.121.
Vinculisporites Desk, p.97.
Concavisporites Pflug; emend. Potoni6, p.18.
Toroisporites Nakoman [pars], p.74 [obligatory junior synonym of
Toroisporis, having the same type].
Toroisporis (Divitoroisporis) Krutzsch, p.104.
Toroisporis (Duplotoroisporis) Krutzsch, p.101.
Toroisporis (Reductisporis) Krutzsch, p.106.
Concavisporites (Obtusisporis) Krutzsch, p.121 [=Obtusisporis].
Toroisporis (Crassiangulisporis) Dbring, p.1102 [=Matonisporites]

Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete,tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, concave to convex sides and more or less
rounded apices; the proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face is convex.
The laesurae are two-thirds or more of the spore radius in length; they
are sinuous (sometimes 'twisted' near their confluence) or straight, simple
or with raised lips, and are always surrounded at a distance by exinal folds.
These folds commonly merge beyond the ends of the laesurae to produce a
krytome.

Distal exinal folding is absent.

The exine is of more or less

uniform thickness; it is smooth to granulate and homogeneous or structured.
Type species: Concavisporites ruqulatus Pflug in Thomson and Pflug, 1953
p.49; p1.1, fia.19(holotype); Paleocene-Lower Eocene, central Europe.
Remarks:

Pflug (in Thomson and Pflug, 1953, p.49) originally diagnosed.

Concavisporites as follows:
Mostly smooth, more seldom structured [i.e. sculptured?]
spores, which are usually both, more seldom only one of
the following: a) torate, b) with a concave amb [i.e.
concavely triangular]. [Translation]
The emendation given here is necessarily narrower than the broad original
emendation of Delcourt and Sprumont (1955),
diagnosis and incorporates the
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who restricted Loncavisporites to forms which are smooth, concavely
triangular, and which possess a 'torus'.

Potonie (1906) proposed an

emendation of C‘mcavisporites which would cause Paraconcavisporites Klaus to
become a junior synonym.

This had already been accomplished by the diagnosis

of Vrutzsch (19Y-th), here accepted as an emendation, in which he stated
that the tri lete mark is often rotated (i.e. twisted) near its 'apex'
(i.e. at the proximal pole).

This latter feature was used by Klaus (1960)

to differentiate Paraconcavisporites from Concavisporites; this twisting
is probably not an important taxonomic feature, however, but rather is
fortuitous or may represent an ontogenetic or developmental stage.
Krutzsch further emended Concavisporites to include forms
with convex sides and also forms in which the "central parts ... show a
variety of differentiations".

By the latter statement, he appears to

have heen referrinq partly to the unusual vacuole-l ike structures of
'Conravisporitw: (Obtusisporis)'; this taxon is treated herein a t neneri c
level (Obtusisporis, n.v.).
Thus, the diagnosis given here, although it reports no new
detai ls, combines a variety of points from previous diagnoses and excludes
others; it is thus proposed as an emendation.

The term 'torus' has been

widely used in the literature for a large variety of structures (see Krenip,
1968).

Because of its previous inconsistent application, the terms 'exinal

fold' and ikyrtome' are here preferred.
loroisporis Krutzsch, Ioroisporis torus
I he type species of
((IN(' in Thomson and Pflug, 1953), appears to conform well with the
Concavisporites.
morphology destribed here for

Toroisporis is therefore

herein considered as a junior synonym of Concavisporites.
subgenera of Toroisporis,

Of the several

only the type (subgen. Toroisporis) is here

Lonsidered to by synonymous with Concavisporites.

The morphologies of

the subgenera Di /itoroisporis, Reductisporis, and Duplotoroisporis are
poorly described and understood, so they are therefore excluded from
Concavisporites at present, pending a restudy of their type materials. As
noted above, the subgenus Ohtusisporis is treated elsewhere in this work at full
generic rank, and the morphology of Toroisporis (Crassiangulisporis) Doring
clearly coincides with that of Matonisporites Couper, 1958.
V incul ispori les Dedk was differentiated from Toroisporis
(and thus from Concavisporites) "by the knobs of the narrow kyrtome which
are at the ends of the laesurae" (translated from Desk, 1964, p.97).

The

folds and kyrtome which are characteristic of Concavisporites probably
result from compression of a strongly convex proximal face.
dI though they may he (Arictly secondary features,
d

Thus,

their presence reflects

primary morphological characteristic -- viz. the convex nature of the

proximal surf ace.

However, the establishment of separate genera on the

basis of different (secondary) configurations of this folding is a highly
dubious practice.

Vinculisporites is thus considered to be a junior

synonym of Concavisporites.
Gleichenioid spores such as Gleicheniidites and Plicifera have
distal , rather than proximal, exinal folds.

In addition, all except

Pl ici fera have interradial equatorial crassitudes.

laxohomiL propw,als:

As

resul t. of the revision of Concavisporites presented

above, the following subgenera are, for the present, raised to full generic
rank.
Divitoroisporis (Krutzsch, 1959b)stat: nov.
1959b Toroisporis (Divitoroisporis) Krutzsch, p.104.
rype snecies:Divitoro(5.Eoris [pj.Toroisporis (Divitoroisporis)] di v i toroidus
n.1$1; p1 . 12, fius. 11?-114(holotype); Middle Eocene,
VrutP,(1),
roman y.
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Duplotoroisporis (Krutzsch, 1959b) stat. nov.
- 7
1959b lornisnnris (Huplotoroisporis) Krutzsch, p.101
Type species: Duplotoroisporis [al. Toroisporis (Duplotorois oris)]
distalttorus Krutzsch, 1959b; p.102; p1. 12, figs.99-101(holotype ;Tertiary,
Germany.
Reductisporis (Krutzsch, 1959b) stat. nov.
1959b Toroisporis (Reductisporis) Krutzsch, p.106.
Type species: Reductisporis [aj. Toroisporis (Peductisporis)] reductus Krutzsch,
p. I(1/; pl. 13, fius. 1 18-1 19(holotype); Middle Eocene, Germany.
Type
de,; ignafed by Janconitr; and Hills, 19/6, card ?9?3.)
l ilt. fol lowing

neW

(ombinal ions

MIPA

dlY)

he proposed.

(Note that

inclusion in this list does not necessarily imply that I bel ieve individual
spec ies to he useful or wel l di fferentiated from others.

Future reviews

will almost certainly reveal many synonyms.) This list mostly includes
Mesozoic forms and is not intended to be exhaustive.
1) Concavisporites crassitorus (Kedves and Simoncsics, 1964a)comb. nov.
1964a Toroisporis (Toroisporis) crassitorus Kedves + Simoncsics,
1,. 19; p1 .4,
2) Concavisporites flexus (Desk, 1964) comb. nov.
Vin(ul isporites ( text's DeA, pp.97-98; p1.1 , figs.7-9;
text-fig. l.
1966a Toroisporis (Toroisporis) flexus (Desk); Doring, p.66.
I9(,4

Concavisporites hungaricus (Kedves and Simoncsics, 196a)comb. nov.
I964a loFT)isPoris ( I6roisporis) humpricus Kedves f Simoncsics,
p.22; p1 .6, figs.1-4.
4) Concavisporites kedvesi nom.nov.subst.pro Toroisporis crassiexinus
Kedves and Simoncsics, 1964a
1964a Toroisporis (Toroisporis) crassiexinus* Kedves + Simoncsics,
pp.18-19; p1.4 [incorrectly given as p1 .6 in text], figs.5-6.
non 1958 Concavisporites crassiexinius*Nilsson, p.35; p1.1, fig.11.
* The epithets 'crassiexinus' and 'crassiexinius' are here considered to be
orfho9raphi c var iant '. of lhe (;difie MdMO.
5) Concavispo ites macrosinus (Kedves and Simoncsics, 1964a)comb.nov.
1964a ToroisToris (Toroisporis) macrosinus Kedves + Simoncsics
p 10; p1 .4, figs.11-12.
6) Concavisporites mesozoicus (Doring, 1965a) comb. nov.
?1956 Clathropteris sp. (Typ.6); Goczan [pars], pp.145,175; p1.5,
I 96!) d

Ur0 `,1101' S

f

1T, 1

( loroisporis) mesozoicus Doring, p.25; p1.7,

-4177) Concavisporites p_ rvulus (Doring, 1965a) comb. nov.
1965a Toraisporis-3Toroisporis) parvulus Doring, pp.25-26; p1.3,
figs.6-8.
8) Concavisporites rectitorus (Kedves and Simoncsics, 1964a) comb. nov.
1964a Toroisporis (Toroisporis) rectitorus Kedves + Simoncsics, p.20;
p1.5, figs.1-2.
9) Concavisporites reissingeri (Kedves and Simoncsics, 1964a)comb. nov.
1964a Toroisporis (Toroisporis) reissingeri Kedves + Simonciscs,
pp.22,24; p1.6, figs.5-6.
10) Concavisporites torus (Pflug in Thomson and Pflug, 1953) comb. nov.
1953 Laevigatisporites neddeni Pot. subsp. torus Pflug, in
Thomson + Pflug, p.54; p1.2, fig.14.
1959b Toroisporis (Toroisporis) torus (Pflug); Krutzsch, p.90.

Concavisporites toralis (Leschik, 1955) Nilsson, 1958 emend. nov.
Plate 15, Figure 4

Laevigatisporites toralis Leschik, p.12; p1.1, fig.9.
Phlebopteris exornatus Bolkhovitina, p.32; p1.1, figs.9a-b.
Concavisporites toralis (Leschik); Nilsson, p.34; p1.1, figs.12-13.
Concavisporites aff. toralis Leschik; Michael, p.35; p1.3, fig.9.
Doring, p.26; p1.2, figs.8-9.
Toroisporis (Toroisporis) delicatus
ruqulatus
Pflug; Hiltmann, p.149; p1.1, figs.19-21 .
Concavisporites ruqulatus
Bolkhovitina;
Ilyina, p1.1, fig.3.
exornatus
Phlebopteris
Pocock,
p.32;
p1.6, fig.22.
Gleicheniidites nilssonii
Bolkhovitina;
Ilyina,
exornatus
p1.1, fig.14.
Phlebopteris
(=Clavifera
Bolqovitina) sp.2; Reyre [ ars],
cf. Gleicheniidites Ross
9-10,12]
[name
given as Gleicheniidites sp.2
[non
p.107; p1.2, fig.11
in plate caption].
1977 Concavisporites (Auritulinasporites) intrastriatus [auct. non] Nilsson;
Ashraf, pp.24-25; p1.1: fig.6.
non 1964a Toroisporis (Toroisporis) toralis ([auct. 1911] Leschik); Kedves + Simoncsics,
p.19; p1.4, figs.9-10.
?non 1979 Toroisporis (Toroisporis) delicatus [?auct. non] Dbring; Dbrhbfer, p1.1,
figs.11-12.
1955
?1956
1958
1964
1965a
1967
?1969a
?]970
?1971
1973

Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores of relatively small size, with a triangular amb, weakly concave to
weakly convex sides and narrowly to broadly rounded apices; the proximal face
is pyramidal, the distal face is convex.
the amb.

The laesurae extend to, or almost
to,

They are surrounded at a distance of about 0-5pm by strongly

developed exinal folds

which are usually joined at the apices, the resulting

kyrtome sometimes projecting in the amb. The exine is smooth and less than
thick.
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About. 50 specimens encountered.

Material :
Dimensions:

Remarks:

Diometer ?15-1923)31-?35nm (31 specimens measured).

The above diagnosis is in large part a reworded and translated

rendition of the original diagnosis.

It is, however, broadened to include

forms with slightly concave and straight, as well as those with slightly
(.onvex, !; ides, and it does not strictly restrict the species to forms with
folds exac tly Inm from the laesurde.

Furthermore, Leschik (1955) used the

term 141U1ste' (pads, swellings, bulges), an inappropriate name for the
proximal folds.
Many species of Concavisporites and its synonyms (see generic
synonymy l ist) have been established for smooth to triangular spores with
strongly developed proximal folds or kyrtomes.

Most of these species have

been differentiated on the basis of one or more of the following features:
overall size (i.e. amb diameter), overall shape, nature of the proximal
folding

and exine thickness.

Variation in these features is in large

degree probably intraspecific in nature

and is, at least to some extent,

of preservational origin (especially overall shape and folding configuration).
C. crassiexinius Nilsson, 1958 and C. macrosinus (Kedves and
Simoncsics, 1964a)are very similar to C. toralis but have an exine
1.5-2.5jim thick; C. parvulus (Ddring, 1965a) has an exine 2.5-3.5pm thick.
C. cutLhensis Singh et al., 1964 has a strongly indented kyrtome.
C. hungaricw, (redve., and !Jmoncsic , 1961a), C. lamontensis Habib, 1969,
and C. rectitorus (Kedves and Simoncsics 1964a)have interradial folds
which are not developed into kyrtomes.

(The latter two closely resemble

forms of the gleicheniioid genus Plicifera, although their folds are
6-•rrihpd

ho ing proximal rather than dicAal .)

than C. toral i .
" ,(),1) is Hm(h larger

C. mesozoicus (Miring

Many other similar species are too

- 419 inadequately described or illustrated to allow for meaningful comparison.
The spores from the Richardson Mountains
C. toralis

appear to form a coherent group.

which are here included as

They are characterized by

their relatively small size, thin exine, and consistently developed kyrtome.
The sides vary from weakly concave to weakly convex; the kyrtome may be
adjacent to, or even overlap the laesurae, or it may be separate from the
laesurae at a distance of up to 5.um, the greatest degree of separation on
any given specimen being towards the proximal pole and the smallest
separation towards the apices.

Toroisporis delicatus Doring appears to be

identical with C. toralis, and is thus here considered to be a junior
synonym of it.

Phlebopteris exornatus Bolkhovitinia also appears to be

very similar, but because of the inadequate illustration of its holotype,
it is treated only tentatively as a synonym of C. toralis.
C. toralis is a rare but persistent element throughout the
assemblages studied.

It has a previously recorded range of Triassic (Keuper)

to Cretaceous (Barremian).

Genus DELTOIDOSPORA Miner, 1935 emend. nov.
Deltoidospora Miner, p.618.
Leiotriletes Naumova, p.355 [nomen nudum].
Alsophilidites Cookson, p.136 [nomen nudum].
Cardiosectella Malyavkina, p.35.
Cardiolina Malyavkina, p.37.
Leiotriletes Naumova; [ex] Ischenko, p.9.
Cyathidites Couper, p.27.
Kremp, p.120.
Leiotriletes Naumova ex Ischenko; emend. Potonid
p.13
Potonid,
[designation
of
Miner;
type].
Deltoidospora
Alsophilidites Cookson; ex Potoni6, p.14.
Lygodium Subgen. Laevigatigrahulata [sic] Ivanova in Samoilovitch et al.,
p.91.
Laveine, p.64 [obligatory junior
1963 DeltoidisTorites Danze-Corsin
synonym
type].
of Deltoidospora, with same
?1964b Maculatisporites Daring, p.1099.
1970 Harrisispora Pocock, p.38.
1935
1939
1947
?1949
?1949
1952
1953
1954
1956
1956
1961

Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete,tetrahedral, usually proximo-distally
compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, concave to convex sides and narrowly to broadly
rounded apices; the proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face is convex.

The

the laesurae are simple and usually extend for more than one-half of the spore
radius; they consistently lack primary raised lipc or bordering thickenings or
fold,—

The exine is typical ly 0.75-2.5nm thick, but may occasionally be

more or less; it is surficially smooth to scabrate or (rarely) gently
undulating; it may be homogeneous or infrapunctate.
I hr !,ELcies: Deltoidospora hallii Miner, 1935, p.618;
fig. 7
(holotype); Jurassic -Cretaceous boundary beds; Montana, U.S.A.
Remarks:

As noted by Ddrh6fer (1977), the affinities and relationships of

more or less smooth, simple trilete spores are poorly understood.

Such

spores have been divided at both specific and generic levels on the basis
of variation in features such as the configuration of the sides and apices
of the amb, the thickness of the exine

and the length of the laesurae;

ther,e features have been used persistently, despite the fact that in many
instances considerable variation in them appears to be intraspecific or
I prefer to follow Potoni6 (1960), Pocock (1970),

prw,ervational in nature.

and Diirhiifer (1977) in using the senior generic name Deltoidospora to
encompass all simple, smooth -walled, triangular trilete spores with long

The morphology of all genera here placed in synonymy with
Deltoidospora can be readily encompassed within the emended diagnosis
for the latter given here.

Leiotriletes has a Palaeozoic type species,

hut on morphological grounds it cannot be distinguished from Deltoidospora.
Cyathidites has been differentiated from Deltoidospora on the basis of
its possession of concave sides, in contrast to the supposedly convex
ide; of Deltoidospora.

However, the writer has found that the sides of

Ihe dmh in ihr' type ..perie,; of (y1r ihidi le , ,

C. australis

can vary

from heing convex to concave; furthermore, one of the sides of the holoIype ol IL haI I i i ( 1 hr Iype 01 hrl Ioidospora) is concave!

Pocock
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(1970) noted thJt the laesurae in the type species of his new genus,
Harrisispora "l ie along the bottom of furrows in the exine".
feature,

Harri ispora

In this

resembles the 'form' named Cyathidites australis

rimal is by Balm: (1957).

The 'rimula' or furrow present in Harrisispora

and C. australis rimalis would appear to be a secondary mechanical
phenomenon (!lee van Campo, 1961) and therefore not of taxonomic significance.

The exact nature of the 'maculae' which Ddring (1964b) used to

characterize his genus Maculatisporites is not clear from the illustrations
of the type, M. undulatus.

However, the exine appears to be structured

rather than sculptured; Maculatisporites is therefore tentatively
synonymized with Deltoidospora.
In the present study,a gradation was found in D. australis from
(_;pecimens with a simple homogeneously structured exine to those with a
distinctly infrapunctate exine; the infrapunctation present in these
latter specimens is similar to that which characterizes many form of
Punctatisporites.

It is unclear to the present author whether this

structure is primary or secondary in origin.

The generic diagnosis of

Deltoidospora is emended above to accommodate infrapunctate forms.
(See also the 'Remarks' under D. australis and D. punctatus, below.)
Lygodiumsporites Potonie et al, 1950 ex Potoni6, 1956 and
Laroccatriletes Burger,1966 have very thin exines (?less than 0.751m1): in
addition, Lygodiumsporites may have a subcircular amb.
1968 has a distal fold parallel to the amb.

Levisporites

Cardioangulina

Malyavkina, 1949 ex Potonid, 1960 and Cardiocolliculina Malyavkina, 1949
Il iVe I

I e. .. I h,tri fine hi l l (i f I h"

pore r

in.. in 1 eriij t h .

Thr

ot emme of the (hard ter istics used in differentiating the
above genera Irum Deltoidospora is uncertain; thus their separation from
Del toido,,pora niv merit fotorP rernnsideratinn.
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Taxonomic changes:

As a result of the broadened diagnosis given for

Deltoidospora above, the new combinations that follow are proposed.
Future studies may show some of these species to be synonymous.
1) Deltoidouora a_s_per (Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb. nov.
1953 Stenozonotri_letes asper Bolkhovitina, pp.49-50; p1.7, fig.2;
Lower Cretaceous (Hauterivian) Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R.
1959 Lygodium asper (Bolkhovitina); Bolkhovitina, p1.10, fig.4.
1963 Cyathidites asper (Bolkhovitina); Dettmann, p.24; p1.1, figs.10-16.
1964 Concavissimisporites asper (Bolkhovitina); Singh, p.79; p1.9,
fig.8.
1973 Maculatisporites asper (Bolkhovitina); Shvetsova, p1.2, fig.4
[nomen nudum].
2) Deltoidospora chagrenata (von der Brelie, 1964) comb. nov.
1964 Cyathidites chagrenatus von der Brelie, p.127; p1.2, fig.8-9;
Lower Cretaceous, Nordrhein-Westphalia, Germany.
3) Deltoidospora concava (Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb. nov.
1953 Stenozonotriletes concavus Bolkhovitina, p.46; p1.1, fig.7;
Lower Cretaceous (Aptian), Moscow region, U.S.S.R.
1953 Leiotriletes Naum; Sah, p.3; p1.1, ph.6.
1956 Leiotriletes rhomboideus Bolkhovitina, p.37; p1.3, figs.23.
1963 Cyathidites concavus (Bolkhovitina); Dettmann, pp.24-25;
p1.1, figs.17-19.
rhomboideus (Bolkhovitina); Horowitz, pp.11-12;
Cyathidites
1968
p1.1, fig.10.
4)

Deltoidospora cutchensis (Singh et al., 1964) comb. nov.
1964 Cyathidites cutchensis Singh et ai., p.284; p1.1, figs.8-9;
Lower Cretaceous (?Neocomian), western India.
[Probably a junior synonym either of D. punctatus or of D. asper.]

5)

Deltoidospora fortivallatus (von der Brelie, 1964) comb. nov.
1964 Cyathidites fortivallatus von der Brelie, p.127; p1.3, figs.
1-2; Lower Cretaceous, Nordrhein-Westphalia, Germany.

6)

Deltoidospora 9Illinprifn§j§ (Singh et 4J., 1964) comb. nov.
1964 ca ttliciLq§ qhuneriensis Singh, tt
p.284; pl.1, figs.12-13;
(?Neocomian),
western India.
Lower Cretaceous

7)

Deltoidospora qrandis (Singh et al., 1964) comb. nov.
1964 Cyathidites g randis Singh ?I al., p.284; pl.1, figs 10-11'
'
Lower Cretaceous (?Neocomian), western India.

8)

Deltoidospora .urassica (Kar and Sah, 1970) comb. nov.
1970 Cyathidites jurassicus Kar + Sah, p.104; p1.1, figs.1-2;
Upper Jurassic, Andhra Pradesh, India.
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9) Deltoidospora r;aculata (Doring, 1965a) comb. nov.
1965a Maculatisporites maculatus Dosing, pp.23-24; p1.6, fig.3;
Crr-t iceous -TNeocomian), West Mecklenburg, Germany.
1977 Cor ,avissimisporites maciilatus (DOring); Srivastava, p.30.
10) Deltoidosporaffedica (San and Jain, 1965) comb. nov.
1953 Leiotriletes; Sah, p.3; p1 .1 , photo 6.
1956 1eiotriletes Type 8; Sah, p.63; p1.1, fig.14.
1965 cy(lthidites medicus Sah + Jain, p.265; p1 .1 , fig.4;
Jurassic -TBajocian-Oxfordian), Bihar, India.
Deltoidocpora parkinii (Pocock 1962) comb. nov.
1962 Concavp-Torites parkinii Pocock, p.46; p1 .4 [incorrectly given
as p1 .5 in text], tig.71; Cretaceous (Neocomian-?Aptian),
western Canada.
1964 Concavissimisporites parkinii (Pocock); Singh, p.78; p1 .9,
fig.8.
1979 Maculatisporites parkinii (Pocock); DOrhofer, p.111.
12) Deltoidospora p§eudopunctatus (Singh et al. 1964) comb. nov.
1964 Cyathidites Esqudopunctatus Singh et al., p.284; p1.1,
figs.6-7; Lower Cretaceous (?Neocomian), western India.
13) Deltoidopora punctatus (Delcourt and Sprumont) comb. nov. herein
kee below).
11) ppl Iuldw,ww.j:'ruLdnuil l ii (Wiring, 1965,0 comb. nov.
1965a Mmiulati porites rotangulus Ddring, p.24; p1 .1, fig. 12;
6.etailous—T-NeocomiaF1), West Mecklenburg, Germany.
1977 Confavisr,imisporit s rotangulus (Wiring); Srivastava, p.30.
15) Dejtoidospora? tenuis (D6rhOfer, 191/) comb. nov.
1977 C6ncavissimisporites tenuis Dorhofer, p.25; p1.3, figs.7-8;
Cretaceous (Valanginian), north-west Germany.
16) Deltoidospora trilobata (Sah and Jain, 1965) comb. nov.
?1939 Brachytrilistrium; Naumova, p1.1, fig.5, no.7.
1956 UraCEytrilistrium Type 1 ; Sah, p.66; p1.1, fig.19;
Text-figs.2-3.
gs.5-7;
1965 cyathidites trilobatus Sah + Jain, pp.265-266; p1 .1, fi
(Bajocian-Oxfordian),
Bihar,
India.
Jurassic
17) DeltoidosEpra? undulata (Dbring, 1964b) comb. nov.
1964b'MacuTatis orites undulatus DOring, pp.1099-1100; p1.3, figs.4-6;
TTetaCeous Neocqmian), West Mecklenburg, Germany.
1977 Con(avi,;(jmisporite. u1100011J1_i (Wring); Srivastava, p.30.
Deltoidospora australis (Couper, 1953) Pocock, 1970

Plate 15, Figures 5-6,20-22
Rob. Potoni6 forma mesozoicus Thiergart' p.11 .
1949 (-)aorites adriennjs
p1.2, t igs.3,?10,11 ,1 7,2B; ?p 1 .3, fig.43; p1 .4/5,fig.50.
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iJs3
1953
1953

Cyatnidit.:s austral is Coupe', p.27; p1.2, figs. 1 1-12.
Cyathidites minor Couper, p.28, p1.2, fig.13.
Lygodiospurites [sic] adriennis R. Potoni6 f Gell. f. mesozoicus
Thiergart.; Cookson, p.470; p1 .2, figs.29-30 [given incorrectly as
figs.27in text].
1953 Stenozonotriletes rarus Bolkhovitina, p.46; p1 .6, fig 6.
195E Cyathidites mesozoicus (Thiergart); Potoni6, p.14.
1956 Coniopteris sp.; Bolkhovitina, p.32; p1 .2, fig.12d.
1957 Cyathidites australis forma rimalis Balme, pp.21-22; p1.2,
figs.34-35;
pI . J, t ig. s6.
l',,,i
,,,, ,,I I r , _ , r . i . in_i no!: ( 4 I liin • r ; Is r intr . , p . ?? ; p 1 . 3, t I (y; .
37- 38.
l'ir, ; Ljo 1 hid i ; i. , (HI , I r d I i 1 r.hirpi.r ; Loulwr , P. 1 .W - .S (i; p I ./u, t ig .8.
19!)ii Cktill idite!, minor Couper; Couper, p. 1.39; p1 .20, t igs.9-10.
1958 Letotrileies aarienniformis Nilsson, pp.31-32; p1 .1 , figs.5-6.
?1958 1eiotriletes parvus Nilsson, pp.30-31 ; p1.1, fig.l.
?1959 De1toidospora psilostoma Rouse, p.311 ; p1.2, figs.?-8.
1959 Cyathidites minor Couper; Delcourt + Sprumont, p.33; p1.6, fig.26.
?1959 Deljoidosora diaphana Wilson + Webster; Rouse, p.311 ; p1.1,
figs.31-32.
1961 Cyathidites minor Couper; Groot, Penny + Groot, p.128; p1.24, fig.9.
1961 Ly9odiumsporites adriennis Potoni6 + Gelletich; Bolkhovitina,
PP.104-105;p1.31 , figs.3a-b.
1961 Lyathidites austral is Couper; Dev, p.43; p1.1, fig.l.
1962 Cyathidites minor Couper; Pocock, p.43; p1.4, figs.57-58.
1963 Cyathidites australis Couper; Dettmann, p.22; p1.1, flggss:41:53:
196"; Cyathidites minor_ Couper; Dettmann, pp.22-23; 0 .1, f
19i,
!Jporites ddt:jenni.s PoLoni6 f. mesozoicus Thiergart; Chornaya,
p1 .5, fig.5.
1963 Cyathidites (Leiotriletes) australis Couper; Stevenson + McGregor,
p1 .1 , fig.11 .
1964 Cyathidites austral is Couper; Stover, p1 .1 , fi g.l.
1964 Cyathidites australis Couper; Singh, p.70; p 1.8, fig.12.
1964 Cyathidites minor Couper; Singh, p.71 ; p 1.8, fig.13
1964 cythidites australis Couper; Singh et al., p.283; ;1.1, figs.2-3 *
1964 Cyathidites minor Couper; Singh et al., p.283; p1 .1, fi gs.4-5.
?1964 Deltoidpspora f1111LEa Wilson + Webster; Reyre, p1 .1, fi g.].
1 i,,
1 ffi.-gi : :6
i).
1964 cIathidites australis Couper; Busnardo +Taugourdeau,pi.
+
Kedves
Simoncsics,
urkutensis
pp.7-8;
?1964a Leiotriletes
1964 yathidites rarus (Bolkhovitina); Deak, pp.96-97; iri)161s:4!...11.
*
1964 cf. Cyathidites minor Couper; Reyre, p.197; p1.1,
.
1%1 qi d[dI [;6l i ,t C% minor Couper; Lngelhardt, p.68; O.1, fig.]
1965 Cyathidites australis Couper; Helal, p1.16, figs.7-10.
1965 C1(3thidites minor Couper; Helal , p1 .16, figs*l 2
1965 Cyathidites australis Couper; McGregor, p 1.4, f1;.1?; p1.5, figs.1 -2,1 .8, 1 iT , . 3 - 4 •
mesozoicus Thiergart; McGregor,i p1.8,
fig.6:
2
1965 Sporites adriennis forma
1965 Cyathidites australis rimalis Balme; McGregor, p1.3,
Couper; McGregor, p1.10, fig4.7:
1 965 Cyathidites cf. C. australis
1965 CyaTitiTites minor Couper; McGregor, p1 .7, figs.3-4.
Jain, p.265; p1.1, fig.4.
1965 Cyathidites itijaii_us Sah +
1965 Cyathidites rarus (Bolk hovitina); Desk, pp.16,56; p1.1, fig.11.
fjg
, 17.
),I fig.
9; 161 2
;4f,
%.p
1965 Cyathidites Wi-t-TET Couper; Harris, p.7
Amerom,
f
1
7 Cts .2a-b.
i
CY:i thidi tA77, minor' Couper; van
a_ Doring, pp.1/-18; p1 .1, figs.1-3.
?Ig
._(,t,a card i odwpai5 Ii
Couper; Ddring, p. 19; p1.3, figs.1-3'
au5traji,2
19(5d rid1hiditT777.
p1.5, fig.2.
1966 -Cyat4iditW, australis Cooper; Burner, p.237; p 1 .4, fig.2;

1966
1966
1966
1966
1966b
1966b
1966b
1967
1967
1967
1967
?1967
1967
1967

- 425 cyathidites minor Couper; Burger, p.23?; p1.4, fig.l.
gaThiditeTs australis Couper; Helal, pp.88-89; p1.32, figs.17-18.
cathidites minor Couper; Helal, p.89; p1.32, figs.19-21.
Cyathidites australis rimalis Balme; Helal, p.89; p1.32, figs.22-23.
Cyathidites australis Couper; Srivastava, p.89; p1.1, figs.9-10.
Cyathidites minor Couper; Srivastava, p.89; p1.1, figs.7-8.
cyathidites australis rimalis Balme; Srivastava, p.89; p1.1, figs.1-6.
Cyathidites australis Couper; Norris, p.86; p1.10, fig.l.
Cyathidites minor Couper; Norris, p.86; p1.10, fig.2.
yathidites minor Couper; Venkatachala, p1.1, fig.l.
Leiotriletes mesozoicus (Thiergart); Schulz, pp.554-555; p1.1,

Deltoidiuorites hallii (Miner); Hiltmann, p.148; p1.1, fig.1
2111aferus Hiltmann, p.148; p1.1, fig.2.
Deltoidisporites
Deltoidisporites hallii auriculus Danze-Corsin, Hiltmann, p.148; p1.1,
figs.3-4,?5.
1967 Deltoidos orites neddeni regularis (Pflug); Hiltmann [bars], p.148; p1.1,
fig.9[non 8 .
1967 Deltoidisporites neddeni pseudotorus Danze-Corsin + Laveine; Hiltmann,
p.149; p1.1, fig.11.
1967 Cyathidites Minor Srivastava, p.137; p1.1, fig.M.
1968 Cyathidites australis Couper; Tralau, p.31; p1.9, fig.l.
1968 Cyathidites minor Couper; Tralau, pp.31-32; p1.10, fig.8.
1968 Cyathidites australis Couper; Hedlund + Norris, p1.1, fig.2.
1968 Cyathidites minor Couper; Hedlund + Norris, p.134; p1.1, fig.3.
1968 Cyathidites australis Couper; Horowitz, p.10; p1.1, figs.7-8.
1968 Cyathidites minor Couper; Horowitz, p.11; p1.1, fig.9.
1968b Cyathidites australis Couper; Men6ndez, p.381; p1.1, figs.J-L.
1968b Cyathidites minor Couper; Mendndez,
1968 Cyathidites australis Couper; Volkheimer,
p1.1, figs.5-6.
1968 Cyathidites minor Couper; Volkheimer, p.335; p1.1, figs.1-4.
1968 Cyathidites minor Couper; Norris, p.314; figs.1-3.
1968 Cyathidites minor Couper; Brenner, pp.349-350; p1.1, fig.3,
[incorrectly given as fig.4 in text].
1968 Cyathidites sp.; Brenner, p.350; p1.1, figs.4 [incorrectly given
as fig.5 in text].
1968 Cyathidites minor Couper; Elsik, p.292; p1.8, fig.2.
1969 Cyathidites australis Couper; Norris, p1.102, fig.'.
1969 Cyathidites minor Couper; Norris, p1.102, figs.2-3.
1969 Cyathidites australis Couper; Habib, p1.1, fig.7.
1969 Cyathidites minor Couper; Habib, p1.1, fig.3.
1969 Cyathidites australis Couper; Hughes, p1.15-1, figs.l-2.
1969 Cyathidites australis Couper; Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.3, fig.l.
1969 Cyathidites minor Couper; Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.2, fig.27 [given
incorrectly as fig.26 in plate caption].
1969 Cyathidites minor Couper; Agasie, p.20; p1.2, fig.14,
1969 Cyathidites minor Couper; Lohrengil, p.96; p1.1, fig.2.
1969 Cyathidites minor Couper; Norton + Hall, p.22; p1.1, fig.20.
1969 Cyathidites minor Couper; 0ltz, p.126; p1.40, fig.48.
1970 Cyathidites 53E211§ Couper; Norris, p1.2, fig.l.
1970 Cyathidites australis Couper; Habib, p.353; p1.1, fig.5.
1970 Cyathidites minor Couper; Habib, p.353; p1.1, figs.2,4.
1970 Cyathidites australis Couper; Horowitz, p.160; p1.1, figs.2-3.
1970 Cyathidites minor Couper; Horowitz, p.160; p1.1, fig.4.
1970 Cyathidites australis Couper; Kemp, p.84; p1.10, fig.l.
1970 Cyathidites ETFICT.TOTiper; Kemp, p.84; p1.10, figs.2-3.
1970 Deltoidospora australis var. rimalis (Balme); Pocock, pp.28-29;
p1.5, fig.38.
1970 Deltoidospora minor (Couper); Pocock, p.28; p1.5, fig.3.
1970 Harrispora cf. H. mollis (Bolkhovitina); Pocock, p.38; p1.6, fig.15.
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1970
1971
1971
?197l
1971
1971
1971a
1971a
1971a

Cyathidites cf. C. minor Couper; Kar + Sah, p.104; p 1.1 , fi g.3.
Cyathidites australis Couper; Singh, p.101 ; p1 .14, fig.8.
cythidites minor Couper; Singh, p.101 ; p1 .14, fig.9.
0e1toidospora diapharri Wilson + Webster; Singh, p.119; p1. 16, fig.9.
Cyathidites australis Couper; Guy, pp.15-16; p1 .1 , fig.l.
Cya_th_idites minor Couper; Guy, p. 16; p1.1, fig.2.
c:.yathiaites australis Couper; Hopkins, p.116; p1.20, fig.23.
Cyathidites minor Couper; Hopkins, p.116; p1 .20, fig.24.
cyathidites australis Couper; Paden Phillips + Felix, pp.305-306;
p1.3, fig.7.
1971a ciathidites minor Couper; Paden Phillips + Felix, p.306; p1 .3, fig.8.
197? Cydthiditec, au-,tralis Cover; Tralau t Artursson, p i s13;
.2-f
-3
i(1.2B.
.
19/2a Lydthi(jite minor bgler; (irivdsidvd, p.11 ; p1.7, r
19/3 Cyathidites minor Couper; Srivastava, p.227; p1.5, fig. l.
1973 Cyathidites australis Couper; Al lam et al., p1.1 , fig.12.
19/3 CO.hidites minor Couper; Allam et al., p1.1, fig.3.
1973 Cyathidites australis Couper; Antonescu, p1.10, fig.l.
1973 Cyathidites minor Couper; Antonescu, p1.5, fig.l; p1.10, figs.2-3.
1973 Cyathiaijes australis Couper; Hopkins + Balkwill , p.15; p1.2, fiq.26.
1973 Lyathidites minor Couper; Hopkins + Balkwill , p.15; p1.2, fig.27.
1973 Cyathidites australis Couper; Komarova et al., p1 .1, fig.15; p1.2,
1973 Cyathidites minor Couper; Komarova et al., p1.1, figs.12-13; p1.2, fi
f g:2.1 6.
1973 Cyathidites minor Couper; Shugaevskaya et al., p1.1, fig.l.
19n Cyathid)tys minor Couper; ddin I Taugourdeau-Lantz, p.53; p1 .1, fig.l.
1973 cf. C. Cyathidites minor Couper; Reyre, p.104; p1.1, fig.3.
1973 cf PliciferaTolchovitina Reyre, p.104; p1.1 , figs.4-6 [nomen nudum —
not ,.pecified to he a new (Tecies and no holotype designated; name
rendered as 'Pl icifera sp.1 ',in plate caption].
1974 ilyathiditee, australis Couper; Ramanujam + Srisailam,
; pli
fig.l.
,3
1974 Cyathiditesminor Couper; Ramanujam + Srisailam, p.71 ;
p.7?.1,
l .2.
?l9/4 Deltoido.,por,i d (iphiinn Wilson I Webster; Ramanujam u Srisailam, p. 7?;
p1.1, fig.3.
1974 Cyathidites australis Couper; Antonescu, p1 .1, fig.l.
1974 Cyathidites australis Couper; Hopkins, p.12; p1.2, fig.19.
1974 Cyaiiii-dites australis Couper; Hopkins, p.12; p1.2, fig.20.
1974 Cyathidites australis Couper; Maheshwari, p.24; p1.14, fig.2.
1974 Cyathidites minor Couper; Maheshwari, p.24; p1.14, fig.3.
1974 Cyathidites australis Couper; McKel l ar, p.4; p1.1, fig.9.
1974 Cyathidites minor Couper; McKellar, pp.4-5; p1.1 , f
1974 cyathidites australis Couper; Kimyai,p1.1, figs.6-7.
1974 Cyathidites minor Couper; Kimyai , p1.1, fig.8.
1974 Cyathidites minor Couper; McIntyre, p1.14, fig.8.
1975 Cyathidites australis Couper; Filatoff, p.60; p1.10, figs.5-6.
1975 cyatiiiTites minor Couper; Filatoff, p.60; p1.10, fig.7.
1975 Cyi)fhiaitc-;--s australis Couper; Kimyai, p1.1, fig.l.
Cooper; Kimydi , p1.1, fig.10.
19 /5 C rt.hidi tes minor
Maheswari, p1.1 , fig.l.
1975 cyatTidites australis Couper;
1975 cya€fiidri-tes australis Couper; Norris et 2.1. , p1.1, fig.9.
Norris et 21., p1.1, fig.12.
1975 Cyathidites minor Couper;
Couper; Rrideaux f McIntyre, p1 .1, fig.2.
rynthi;i ik: au(Ardl i.s
19 A
Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.1, fig.3.
1975 Cyathidites minor Couper;
Vigran + Thusu, p1.1, fi g.3.
(Couper);
1975 Deltoidos ora australis
1975 57,-I tZTTinspnra minor Couper); Vigran + Thusu, p1 .1 , figs.142
C.ouper; Haskell + Wilson, p.726; p1.3,
g: 12.
I9 P) Cydlnidite() minor Couper; Hos, p.4; p1 .1 , fig.13:
1971, Cyathidites Tninor
Arjanu, p.106, p1 .1 , figs.11-13.
19P, t:y,it.lr idi tes Wilnor Couper;
i', Couper; Ariang, p.106, p1.1 , fig. 14.
IV) cvdthidi tw,— oirJrd1
- --

1975
1976
1976
1976
1976
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1978
1978
1979
1980
1980
1980
1981
1981
?1982
1982
?1982

- 427 Cyathidites minor Couper; Romans, p1.2, fig.10.
Cyathidites australis Couper; Saad + Ghazaly, p.412; p1.1,. figs.1-2.
Cyathidites minor Couper; Saad + Ghazaly, p.412; p1.1, figs.3-5.
aathidites australis Doubinger + Marocco, p1.1, fig.l.
gyathidites minor Couper; Doubinger + Marocco, p1.1, fig.2.
Cyathidites minor Couper; Srivastava, p.130; p1.1, figs.6-7.
Deltoidospora al. Cyathidites) australis (Couper); DorhOfer, p.17;
p1.1, figs.6,12.
cyathidites australis Couper; Bjaerke, p1.1, figs.4,9-10,20.
Cyathidites mesozoicus (Thiergart); Ashraf, p.26; p1.2, figs.2,?3.
cyathidites minor Couper; Ashraf, p.?6; p1.2, figs.4-5,?6.
cyathidites australis Couper; Ashraf, p.26; p1.1, figs.18-20.
cy_athidites concavus Dettmann; Ashraf, p.26; p1.1, figs.21-22; p1.2,
fig.l.
Cyathidites australis Couper; Sultan, p1.1, fig.l.
Cyathidites minor Couper; Sultan, p1.1, fig.2.
Leiotriletes leiodorooensis [?auct. non] Krutzsch; Sultan, p1.1, fig.3.
Cyathidites minor Couper; Wilson, pp.107-108; p1.1, figs.1,10; p1.2, fig.l
Deltoidospora mesozoicus (Thiergart); Dorhofer, p.110; p1.1, fig.24.
Cyathidites australis Couper; Burger, p.48; p1.1, figs.1-2,6.
Cyathidites minor Couper; Burger, p.48; p1.1, figs.4-5.
Cyathidites minor Couper; Wingate, p.22; p1.8, fig.14.
Cyathidites sp.10; Bebout, p1.1, fig.7.
Deltoidospora minor (Couper); Srivastava, p1.5, fig.9.
494 Concavissimisporites -1; Norris, p1.2, figs.1-2.
Cyathidites minor Couper; Norris, p1.1, fig.7.
Concavissimisporites sp. cf. C. punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont);
Norris, p1.1, fig.10.

Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, moderately concave to moderately convex
sides and broadly rounded apices; the proximal face is pyramidal, the distal
face is convex.

The laesurae are simple and typically three-quarters or

more of the spore radius in length.

The exine is 0.75-fpm thick (rarely

more), smooth and structurally homogeneous to infrapunctate.

The maximum

amb diameter is usually 25-75Pms rarely more or less.
Material:

encountered.
Over 1500 specimens

Dimensions:

specimens measured). (See also
Diameter 29(40)740 (700

Text-Figure 14-3 and 'Remarks' below.)
species Cyathidites minor and C. australis,
On establishing his
of these two species as 31-45pm and
Couper (1953) gave the size ranges
date Couper (1958) gave their respective
54-77pm respectively. At a later
He presented a frequency curve of
size ranges as 26-56pm and 58-90pm.

.1911221.:
1

sizes of slm:cilliens of Ciathidites which he found, and this indeed
does show a distinct 'low' between the 50nm and 60nm values, reaching a
minimum frequency at 57nm.

An approximation of Couper's curve is reproduced

in Text-Figure 14-3, tonether with the frequency curve derived
from the size range of the 'australis-minor' complex in the present
material.

Only the sizes of forms with an homogeneous exine were

(.ow,idered, although thw,e from ',pecimew; with an infropunctate exine would
probably give a similar distribution.

From Text-Figure 14-3, it can he seen

that no meaningful subdivision of this population can be made on the
basis of size, either at the 57nm value or elsewhere.

There is a minor

downward trend in the curve between 36nm and 40.um (bottoming at 38nm), but
even there,significant numbers of spores continue to be represented.
Both C. australis and C. minor have a widespread distribution throughout
Jurassic and Cretaceous strata; furthermore, very commonly both forms are
reported together from the same assemblages (see synonymy).
For the above reasons 'C.' australis and

C. minor are considered

to he conspecific and are treated here under the name Deltoidospora australis.
concluded that both C. minor and C. australis
Dorhbfer (1977), who similarly
name, called the resultant species
should be brought under a single
(Thiergart, 1949).
Deltoidospora mesozoicus

I do indeed agree with

forma mesozoicus is a synonym of
DorhOfer that Sporites adriennis
form was not raised to specific rank
D. australis; however, Thiergart's
the International Code of Botanical
until Potoni6 (1956) did so (see
Nomenclature, Stafleu, 1978, Article 11.3).

Thus, at species level, the

senior to imesozoicus l.
epithet 'australis' is
otherwise identical to E. australis, were
Numerous specimens,
fine infrapunctate exinal structure. In some,
found to have a moderately
distributed over the whole exine ( .q. see Plate
thl,, (Aril( ture ww, uni formly
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Text-Figure 14-3: Size frequency curves for Deltoidospora australis (Couper, 1953)
according to Couper (1958, text-figure 9) and measurements
made in the present study. Couper included Deltoidospora australis
under the names Cyathidites australis and C. minor; his curve
is indicated by the broken line.
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15, Figure 15); in others it was only locally developed.

Of fairly common

occurrence are forms in which the interradial and polar areas of both
the proximal and distal surfaces were infrapunctate, whereas the exine of the
apical regions was homogeneous (e.q.see Plate 15,Fiqure 20). During the early
stages, of the present study, forms with an infrapunctate exine were kept
%epar,i e from b. oustrol is 'proper'.

However, it became apparent that

there was an intergradation from forms with a completely homogeneous
exinal structure to those with a completely infrapunctate exine.

Further-

more, the infrapunctate forms showed a variation in size, degree of
conLavity of the sides, etc. which was identical with that exhibited by
D. austral ls.

It was thus evident that such structured forms should be

included in D. australis.

The infrapunctation, because it shows an uneven

distribution in some forms, is most probably preservational in origin.
similar in different specimens,
However, because its development is so
predisposition (in the form of some
internal
could it be that the exine has a
structuring which is usually not evident in well-preserved forms) to break
manner?
down secondarily in such a

The infrapunctation seen here is,

which is seen in Todisporites
interestingly, closely comparable to that
orites Ibrahim, 1933.
Couper, 1958 and Punctatis

(See also 'Remarks'

under D. punc ta t us below).
As lidtHI a bove, D el(oidospora au.strgAis. is abundant and wid espread
sediments.
in Jurassic and Cretaceous

It was a very common element

studied.
throughout the sequence

(Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955)
_
Deltoidospora punctata
E6Mb. nov. emend. nov.
Plate 16, Figures 1,6
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?1949
1955

CardioanTllina major Milyavkina, p.37; p1.2, fig.11.
Concavisimrites punctatus Delcourt
Sprumont, p.25; p1 .1 , fig.8;
pl.?, fig.2.
1955 Concavisp,,cite5 baldurnensis Delcourt + Sprumont, p.24; p1 .1 , figs.7a-b.
1955 Cirlgulatisporites cavus Delcourt + Sprumont, p.38; text-fig.8.
1958 Concavisporites punctatus Delcourt + Sprumont; Couper, p.142; p1.22,
fiqs. 1-3.
1961 Lflodium asper (Bolkhovitina); Bolkhovitina [pars], p.86.
1963 Concavissimisporites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Brenner, p.59;
p1. 14, flg.6.
1963 Cydthidi tw: punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Delcourt et al ., p.283;
p1.4?,
1963 Cyathidites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Dettmann, p.23; p1.1 ,
figs.6-9.
1964 Concavissimisporites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Singh, pp.77-78;
p1.9, figs.6-7.
1964 Concavisporites punctatus Delcourt + Sprumont; Stover, p1.1, fig.2.
1964h Maculatisporites aranulatus ([auct. non] Ivanova); DOring, pp.1100-1101 ;
p1 . 1 , figs.1-3.
, gr.10.
1964 Concavisporites punctatus Delcourt + Sprumont; Couper, f
1964 Concavisporites punctatus Delcourt + Sprumont; Reyre, p.197;
i ig .-9;9 his.
1964 Eyathidites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); von der Brelie, pp.126-127;
pl.?, f ig.5.
1964 Cyathidite punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Busnardo + Taugourdeau,
I'LL I l‘1. 1)•
1(161 Com.dvkporitw2 cF. punadtw; Delcourt f Sprumont; Singh et al . p.285;
pl .?, l iq.20a.
Delcourt + Sprumont; Balme, p1 .6 fig. 14.
1964 ( I. Com dvi., por_i t:Pc, punqatus
al . , p.284; p1 . 1 , f qs .12-13'
?1964 Cyathidites qhuneriensis Singh et
et
al . , p.284; p1 .1,-figs.6-7.
Singh
?1964 (-,yathidii(Ts pleudoppnctatus
poring, p. 18; p1 .1 , figs.4-6.
?1965a r.ai---df66.('Idtilitla trilobata
p.19; p1.2, figs.4-7.
Doring,
?1965a Cardioangulina fillagata
grarlulatus ([auct. non] Ivanova) Doring, p.24; p1.6,
1965a Maculatis22rites
inaculatus DOring, pp.23-24; p1.6, fig.3.
?1965a Maculatis2prites
--------- Delcourt + Sprumont; McGregor, p1 .6, fig.20.
1965 ?ConcavisEarltes EY2S"Ptu
21_19ct?JY5 (Delcourt + Sprumont); Pocock,
1965 Concavissim112(10 -te5
fig.7.
Pp. 122-183; p1.5,
Pocock, pp.181-182; p1.5, fi qs. 5-6.
imiLpprit e-, .!jran.ulatuF2
( c
?1965 ,:onaviy)
Brenner
[sic]; Burger, p.248; p1.19,
tatus
?1966 Concavissimis2211IfJ
fi
Delcourt + Sprumont; Helal, p.90; p1.32,
1966 Conuiyiporites iTnctatus
punctatus Delcourt + Sprumont; Baltes, p 1 . 1 fig .27.
1967 ""cavtE2E1LE5.
es)
sp. aff. Cyathidites (al .
1967 Con5vissimisporites Sprumont),
Steeves + wil kins, pp.2335-2336;
•
hurt
e 1 cou
Lynctatus
figs.7-8.
(Delcourt + Sprumont); Hughes_, p1 . 15-1 , figs 3
ELIncta.tus
1969 Cyythidi tes
punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Vagvolgyi + • -4.
1969 Concvissimis_porites 1 4 figs 3-4 •
9
p • ,
01 fiq.1,;
(ielcourt + Sprumont); Hopkins, p.117;
tw;
ri
ikpo
CuncoviYjil
1')/Id
i7;1 .20, fig.27.
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1971

Concavissimisporite5 punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Singh, p.114;
p1.15, fig. 19.
1971a Concavissimispprites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Paden Phillips +
Felix, pp.-i l l -312; p1.4, figs.4-5.
1973 Concavissimi‘Torites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Antonescu, p1.1,
fig.5.
1973 cf. B. Concavissimisporites ainctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Reyre, p1.106;
p1.2, fig.6.
1974 Cyathidites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Burger, p1 .13, fig.2.
1975 Concavissimisporites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Brideaux + McIntyre,
p1 .1, fig.7.
1976 Concavksimic,porites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Scott, p1 .1, fig.5.
?10/6 ConcavissimisporiLes yranulatus Pocock; Saad t Ghazaly, pp.422,424; p1.3,
fiq.11.
Sprumont); Ashraf, pp.26-27; p1.2, fig.7.
?1977 Cyathidites punctatus (Delcourt
1979a Concavissimisporites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Habib, p1.2, fig.7.
?1979 Cardioangulina parva Malyavkina; Dorhofer, p1.1, fig.23.
1920 Cyathidites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Burger, p.48; p1.1, fig.10;
p1.?, figs.1-2.
1981 Concavissimisporites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Srivastava, p1.5,
figs.3-4.
1981 Cyathidites sp.; Bebout, p1 .1, fig.7.
1981 Concavissimisperites punctatus (Delcourt + Sprumont); Bebout, p1.1, fig.5.
?108? Concavissimisporites punctatus Delcourt + Sprumont [sic]; Norris, p1.1,
fig.9.
punctatus [acct. non] Delcourt + Sprumont; Pocock, p.46;
Concavisporites
Don 106?
Concdvissimivorites sukiranulasusl.
pl .5, fiq.7?
OM.

.

•

Fmended diagnosis:
miwipore; with

d

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, dorso-ventrally compressed

triangular amb, concave to (rarely) st.raight sides and rounded

the proximal face is rounded pyramidal.
apices; the distal face is convex,

The

three-quarters or more of the spore radius in length;
laesurae are generally
The exine is 1.5-3.5pm thick; it is someradially, although true crassitudes (welltimes thicker interradially than
they are usually or always simple.

developed thickenings) are never present. The exine
defined, consistently
may become undulating in poorly preserved
surface is typically smooth, but
structure is complex, individual elements in it usually
specimens. The exine
it may he infrapunctate, spongeous, or loosely
being more or less indistinct;
infrareticulate.
specimens encountered.
About 50
diameter 60-100nm ("rayon char: c
Dimensions: Type material;
i rue"
Sprumont, 1955). Present material tdei ra im:tteg
-i0-50um
Delcourt and
Material:
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41(59)791im (39 specimens measured); polar diameter 38-52pm (2 specimens
measured).
The diagnosis of D. punctatus is emended to specify the wall

Remarks:

thickness (l .5-3.5um), thus more readily differentiating it from
D. australis (see below), to incorporate mention of the possible occurrence
of

drl

exine which may be thicker interradially than radially, and to

describe more fully the nature of the exine structure.

Also, in contrast

to the original diagnosis, it omits mention of folding about the laesurae;
as Delcourt et al. (1963) inferred, this appears to be a secondary feature
caused by compression during preservation (see Van Campo, 1961).
The various authors who have reported this species have juggled
it between three genera, Concavisporites (the original designation),
Cow.dvissimisporites and Cyath)diLes (which is considered herei n to be
junior to Deltoidospora).

The generic allocation appears to ha ve been

dependent upon a particular author's interpretation of the permissible
these genera.
morphological variation within each of

In the present

should be restricted to forms with a
author's opinion, Concavisporites
kyrtome and

Concavissimisporites should be retained solely for

granular to verrucate spores.

As Deltoidospora is redefined herein to

structured and gently undulating exine, as well
encompass species with a
perfectly smooth wall, this species is here
as those with a hyaline and
Deltoidospora.
trdnsferred to
structuring of D. punctatus always appears to be
The exinal
although its exact nature is quite variable.
developed to come degree,
infrapunctate or spongeous; its precise
It may be infrareticulate,
by preservationdl factors. The latter may
mdy be (onlrol led
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also determine whether the exinal surface is smooth or gently undulating
(as seen in opt ical section).
D. punctatus may be differentiated from infrapunctate specimens
of D. austrol is by its thicker exine, its generally coarser structure,
and its usually larger size.

D. asper (Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb. nov.

herein has an exine 3-5.9pm thick, compared with 1.5-3um for the present
species.

Deltoidospora sp.A herein has a more flexible exine which does

not consistently produce concave sides; it also have a finer exinal structure
than D. punctatus.
Previously D. punctatus has been reported widely from Lower
Cretaceous (Berriasian to Albion) strata.

In the present work it was

encountered sporadically throughout the sequence studied.

Deltoidospora sp.A
Plate 16, f igure 8

Description:

A form of Deltoidospora with a triangular amb, slightly concave

broadly rounded apices.
to slightly convex sides, and

The laesurae are of

one-half and four-fifths of the spore radius;
variable length, mostly between
The exine is 1-2.5Jum thick and commonly

simple.
they are usually or always
exhibits some secondary folding.

It has a very fine, densely infrapunctate

being moderately distinct and less than
structure, individual elements
mostly between 0.1 and 0.311m, but too small to
0.5um in diameter (probably
optical microscope). The exine surface
measure accurately using the
smooth when viewed in optical section.
appears to be essentially

11(-!1-Y0.(i l:

encountered.
19 specimens

Dimensions:

Remarks:

Diameter 57(74)90,um (16 specimens measured).

This form is characterized by an exine which is thin relative

to the overall size of the spore, and which is finely infrapunctate.
Because of its relative thinness, the exine tends to be folded and the
amb sides take on variable configurations, probably owing to secondary
compression.

D. punclatus has

coarser infrastructure.

d

more rigid, usual ly thicker exine and

Poorly preserved specimens of Deltoidospora sp. A

l ikJ D. punctatus, can develop a gently undulating exine surface.
Deltoidospora sp.A is a rare element in the sequence examined;
it was encountered in the Lower, Red-weathering shale and Upper members
of the Husky Formation and from the Buff sandstone member of the Lower
It is possible that this form may be reworked and

sandstone division.

thus not indivilow, to Ihe Upper Jura',', is and lower Cretaceous strata.
Ltactly simi lar forms have not been discovered previously from strata of
this aqe, and beeause ol its relatively large size and often poorly
out of place in these assemblages.
preserved nature, this form seems

Couper, 1958 emend. nov.
Genus DICTYOPHYLLIDITES

?1953
1958
1963
1976

Triplanospori.tes Pflug in
Dicty2phyllidites Couper,
Dicty2glylligitt2 Couper;
Dictypphyllidites Couper;

Emended diagnosis:

A

Thomson + Pflug, p.58.
p.140.
emend.pettmann [pars], p.27.
Jansonius + Hills, card 786:

rono trilete,tetrahedral, usually proximo-distally com-

pressed m iospores with a triangular amh, slightly concave to moderately convex
The distal face is commonly strongly convex and
sides and rounded apices.
face is less convex and pyramidal. The 1
aesurae
hemisph d roidal, the proximal
simple or bordered by raised lips. In the interradial
are 1 0nd, distinct, and
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areas of the proxii,:al surface there are incipient to promient arcuate
exinal
thickenings; these are aligned subparallel to the laesurae or subparallel to
the sides of the '3O).

The thickenings are never closely adjacent to the

commissures along their entire, or even for most of their, length.

The exine

is smooth and scabrate.
Ly_ELL species: Dictyophyl l idites harrisi i Couper, 1958; Jurassic, Great
Britain. TSee synonymy list below.)
The original diagnosis for Dictyophyllidites given by Couper

Remarks:

(1958, p. 140) is

dS

fol lows:

Trilete, laesurae long, distinct, commissures clearly
raised, bordered by a distinct marg9; equatorial contour
triangular, distal surface markedly convex, proximal less
[Underlining
so; exine smooth and comparatively thin.
by the pre!,ent outhor.]
and Hi l ls ( 19/6, card /8(,)

(PIVI!

the I01 10Wi ll(j dioyno5is of

bictyophyl l iditei„ which purported to be a copy of Couper's original
diagnosis:
triangular; distal face markedly
"Trilete spores, amb.
exine smooth and comparatively
convex, proximal less so;
distinct, commissures clearly raised;
thin; laesurae long,
thickenings paralleling the
in interrayareas arcuate
commissures." (U nderlining by the present author.]
quotations apparently refer to the
The underlined sections of the above
'margo' is usually applied to exinal
same feature. However, the term
adjacent to the laesurae, whereas the proximal
thickenings immediately
idites, as stated by Bharadwij and Singh
exinol thickeninfp of Diayoph l l
(fide Jansonius and Hills,
tomi ssures.

1976, card 7R6), are never closely adjacent to the

si5' given by Jansonius and Hills
Thus, !he 'di a g no
diagnosis.

(Op. cit) i s

In the emendation proposed here,

more apt than the true origi nal
clearly described and mention is made of
the proximal thickenings are more
from being incipient to prominent; this
the faa that these thickenings vary
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observation wa., originally wade by Bharadwaj and Singh (fide Jansonius and
Pil ls, 1976, card 786) and is supported by my own observations.
Potohi6 (1960) stated that Dictyophyllidites might be a junior
synonym of Triplanosporites Pflug in Thomson and Pflug 1953.

The

latter genus was based on a species whose holotype is oriented in
equatorial , rather than polar, view.

Subsequently, it has been used by

some authors to encompass any smooth-walled trilete spores seen in this
view and is hence more of an artifact rather than a 'natural' genus.
Triplanosporites is obviously a synonym of one of the smooth -walled trilete
spore genera whose descriptions are based on proximal views (e.g.
Deltoidospora, Dictyophyllidites, etc.); it is difficult to ascertain the
vnonymy of Iriplanuspuriles with certainty, however, from the
i llwAratiow, of its type material.
Deltoidw,pora Miner 1935 and BireLispurites Delcuurt and Sprumont,
195', lack the interradial arcuate thi ckenings of Dictyophyllidites.
Loncavisporites has interradial folds and/or a true kyrtome; an exinal
structures.
thickening is not involved in these

Some species of

Dictyophyl l idites, e.g. D. mortoni (de Jersey, 1959) have arcuate interradia l
starting points for the development of a
thickenings which can act as
kyrtome.

k-itullnasporites has a thickened trilobate field about the

isolated arcuate thickenings.
laeurae, rather than

1958 emend. nov.
Uictyophyl_l_idites harrisii Couper,
19; Plate 16, Fiaure 10
Plate 15, Figure

1957
I()I)
1960

.1 , fig.3.
p11 .4,figs.
neddeni (Potoni6);
Pl
L.
cf.
LaeyipIls_porites
48-/g.
Couper, p. 140; p1 .21 , figs.6(holotype),5.
Cooper; Groot + Penn-,
01Hlyphy1_11-(IITes harrisij

- d38 IW)
1566
1968
1968
1969
1569
IV()
19/4
?1974
1975
1975
?1975
1981
nor! 197o

billophyl idites harrisi i Couper; Held] , p1.16, figs.4-6.
bk tiophyl iditw. hdrri %i__i Coope r; He ld], p .90 ; p1 .32, figs.26-27.
bictyophyl idites harrisii Cooper; Hedlund + Norris, p1 .1 , fig.4.
Dictyophyl I idi_tes har_risii Couper; Horowitz, pp.16-17; p1.2, fi g.6.
Dictiophyl idites harrisii Couper; Norris, p1 .102, figs. 9-10.
Dictyophyl l idites harrisii Cooper; Hughes, p1 .15-1, figs.8-9.
bi(jyophyl I idites harrisl l Couper; Horowitz, p1.2, fig. l.
Dictyophyl idites harrisi i Couper; Antonescu, p1 .2, fig.l.
Dictyophyl idites sukhdevii Maheshwari, pp.24-25; p1 .14, figs.5-7.
Dictyophyl l idites harrisi i Couper; Kimyai,p1.1 , fig.5.
idites harrisii Couper; Vigran + Thusu, p1 .1 , fi g.5.
Dictyophyl
..
harrisi i Couper; Filatoff, pp.61-62; p1 .11 ,figs.1-7.
idite
Dictyophyl
Uictyophyl idites harrisii Couper; Srivastava, p1.5, fig.10.
De_
__..ltoidor_,pora larri',ii ((duct.. non J Couperl) ; Pocock, p.29; p1.5,
i ig. 16 i kiretic,porites L2toniael J.
1973 cf. C. Dictyophyllidites harrisii_ Couper; Reyre, p.108; p1.3, figs.?1,7.
1974 Dictyophyllidites harrjsji Cooper; Antonescu, p1.2, fig.l.
?1974 Dictyophyllidite5 sokhdevjj Maheshwari, pp.24-25; p1.14, figs. 5-7.
1975 Dictyophyllidites harrisii Couper; Kimyai, p1 .1, fig.5.
1975 Dictyophyllidites harrisii Cooper; Vigran + Thusu, p1 . 1, fig.5.
?1975 Dictyophyl lidites harrisii Cooper; Filatoff, pp.61-62; p1 .11, figs.1-7.
1961 Dictyophyllidites harrisii Couper; Srivastava, p1 .5, fig.10.
nor) 19/0 Deltoidospora_ harrisii ([aoct. non] Cooper); Pocock, p.29; p1.5,
fiq. 16 1=BiretisEori_tes rptoniaell.
[mended diaono;i5:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, usually proximo-distally

comprw,(;( 1 miospores with a triangular amh, slightly concave to moderately
convex sides and rounded apices; the proximal face is rounded pyramidal,
the di,,tal face is convex.

The laesurae are about three-quarters or more of

the spore radius in length; they are simple or have raised lips.

The exine is

possesses proximal, straight to arcuate
typically about 1-1 .501 thick and
aligned subparallel to the laesurae or to the sides
thickenings 2-5pm wide and
be distinct or indistinct; and are usually
of the amb; these thickenings may
radius in length.
one-third to two-thirds of the spore

Exinal folds may

at the ends of the thickenings and appear as
occasionally develop secondarily
4q0Inibl t ioo,; of them.

The thickenings are never immediately adjacent to

the proximal pole; however, away from the
the laesurae in the vicinity of
thickenings may bring them, towards their extremities,
pole, the courses of the
lo,,o or d djd„ li t t u 1he low,urae.

lhe exine is smooth and primarily

LIWArIlLtured .

i4.. t r•r Id I :

Alou

/" Ii()

Dhimptpr

totem`.

ountered.

measured).
1W(Wrilim (91 specimens
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Pemarks:

Couper (1958), in his original diagnosis of D. harrisii, stated that

it had a distinct marno, presumably in reference to the proximal thickenings.
As noted above, a margo is strictly a

thickening immediately bordering the

commissures of the laesurae (and thus itself forming a constituent part of
the laesurae as defined herein -- see glossary).

The thickening of

Dictyophyllidites does not immediately border the commissures and is hence
not jr margo.

the specific diagnosis is here emended to describe more

adequately the thickening and its variability.
D.? equiexinus (Couper, 1958) has an exine thickness of 2.5-3.5.um,
compared with 1-1 .5om for the present species.

The specimens here

allocated to D. harrisii are, on average, smaller than the type material
(29om compared with 45om for Couper's material).
D. harrisii has a widespread distribution in Jurassic and Lower
Cretaceous sediments.

It was a moderately common element throughout the

sequence studied.

Genus OBTUSISPORIS (Krutzsch, 1959b)Pocock, 1970 emend. nov.
?1949
?1%3
1959b
1970

10partina Malyavkina, pp.31 ,48 [nomen nuduip]
10pai-iina Malyavkina; [ex].Malyavkina, p.129.
ConcaOSporites (Obtusisp2110 Krutzsch, p.122.
Obiusi-si3_oris (Krutzsch); Pocock, p.35.

Lmeuded di a gnosis:

Azonotrilete,tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

amb, concave to convex sides and pointed to
miospores with a triangular
proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face is
broadly rounded apices; the
usually three-quarters or more of the spore radius
The laesurae are
straight or sinuous, simple or bordered by raised lips; they
in length and are
indistinct. The exine is smooth to scabrate. The spore's
may, however, be
ider0blY reduced; it is restricted to usually sinuous
central LdViLY is (.OW,
less irrenular orientation and distribution,
elongate vacu oles of more or
convex.
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and which commonly interconnect with each other.
type species: Obtusisporis obtusanqulus (Potoni6, 1934 p.36; p1.6, fiq.1
rholotypelj— Jansonius and Hills, 1976 (al. Sporites neddeni f. obtusangulus
Potoni6, 1934); Lower Tertiary, nerwanyT

The nature of the vacuole-like structures which characterize
has been variously explained.
Obtusisporis
._

Pocock (1970) considered them

to be developed within the exine, whereas Singh (1971) proposed that
similar structures in his species, Undulatisporites fossulatus (herein
transferred to Obtusisporis),were fossulae (or pits) on the distal face.
I observed that these structures rarely if ever cross, but do join and
anastomose, indicating that they comprise a single system.
and the equator are commonly in focus at the same level.

The vacuoles

Thus it would

appear that the vacuoles are limited occurrences of the central cavity of
the spore, and that elsewhere the inner faces of the distal and proximal
exines are closely oppressed.

This conclusion supports the opinion of

Filatoff (1975), who stated that:
A small percentage of spores...have abnormally thick walls
suggesti ng that no living
wi th reduced inner cavities
matter had ever existed in these cells [?sic]. These
opaque in transmitted light
spores are translucent to
[these] forms compare with certain species of
some o f
normal spores, part i cularly Cibotiumspora jurienensis
herein] and Gleicheniidites senonicus.
[i.e. C. sinuata
spores are here assigned to their [normal]
(Juch abortive
not compare with any known
counterparts ... Other forms do
are
treated independently
and
spores
';W:Li(! , of normal
Obtysi_spqr1].
[as species of
Filatoff on all points, with the exception that
I concur with
spore wall forming before or without any
it is difficult to conceive of a
size and the sinuous, often indistinctly
cel l contents. the smal l
specimens of Obtusisporis, support the hypothesis
developed laesurae of
abortive or immature.
[hot such spores are

Hnduldtisporites Pflug in Thomson and Pflug, 1953 should be
distinguished f rom Obtusisporis by its lack of 'vacuoles'.

However,

both genera tend to have undulating laesurae; they may also be to some
extent intergradational. (See 'Remarks' under Undulatisporites, however.)
Iripartina Malyavkina, 1949 ex 1953 may prove to be the senior synonym of
Obtusi%poris.

However, the type material was illustrated by simplistic

line drawings only, and thus its precise morphology is difficult to
interpret.

Obtusisporis canadensis Pocock, 1970 emend. nov.
Plate 16, Figures 3-5,12
?1949
1964
?196/
1967
1969
1970
1970
1970
?1975
?1977
1977
1979
1982

lripartina variahilis Malyavkina, pp.49-50; p1 .7, figs.9-20.
Paten, pp.3_4;
lripartina cf. I. variabilis Malyavkina; de Jersey
H1.1, fig. 10.
Velloi d isowi tes hallii torus Danze-Corsin 4 Laveine; Hiltmann, p.148;
p1 . 1 , fig.6.
Deltoidisporites neddeni regularis (Pflug); Hiltmann [pars], p.148; p1.1,
-.
f lq.8[non 9].
Tripartina sp.; Norris, p.590; p1.105, fig.10.
0htiv,ic>poilis canadensis Pocock, p.35; p1.5, figs. 22-23.
Obtusisporis concaves Pocock, p.35; p1.5, figs.20-21.
Obtusisporis convexus Pocock, p.36; p1 .5, figs.30-32.
obtusisppris sp. cf. 0. griadepsis Pocock; Filatoff, p.75; p1.20 figs.1 4
- •
Deltoidospora taenia [?auct. non]..Rouse; Ashraf, p.27; p1.2, fig:8•
Dorhofer,
p.48;
p1
.8,
fi
g
,4.
'
5Fiusiporis canadensis Pocock;
Dorhofer, p1 .1, fig.27.
obfu lsp2ris canadensis Pocock;
fiq.13.
429-fripar7fina -1; Norris, p1.2,

Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, slightly concave to slightly convex sides
proximal face is pyramidal, the distal
and rounded to pointed apices; the
bounded by raised lipsTh:rsaproeres:::li
impe:y
face is convex. The commissures are
distinct or indistinct.
they may he straight or sinuous,
vacuoles which are irregularly oriented
r(,11,u,d 1,0 r ion qd te, sinuous,
and distributed.
specimens en«iuntered.
Abriut ',on
16(?8)4/pm (20? specimens measured).
r
te
dme
i
D
Uimenrjons.

:
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Remarks:

It proved impractical in the present study either to separate

forms with slightly convex sides and more or less pointed apices from
those with straight to concave sides and more rounded apices, or to
separate those with lips from those without.

It was on these features

that. Pocock (1970) differentiated his species 0. canadensis, 0. concavus
, nd H. (ouve/Ir:.

However, they appear to repre%onl more or ie;<, arbitrary

divisions of a morphological continuum.

There is no apparent stratigraphi-

cal or geographical significance to this morpholoigcal variation.
Considering this, as well as the nature of these spores (see 'Remarks'
under the generic heading above),

I prefer to combine these three

species under the name 0. canadensis; the diagnosis of this species is
emended accordingly.
Forms assignable to

canadensis, as here redefined, have been

encountered in lower Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous strata from Eurasia,
Austral ia and Canada.

They were a moderately common element throughout

most of the assemblages examined.

Obtusisporis fossulatus (Singh, 1971) comb. nov., emend. nov.
Plate 16, Finure 7

1971

Undulatisporites fossulatIll Singh, pp.146-147; p1.20, figs.5-8.

Imendvd

Nonolri iete, tetrahedral , proximo -distal ly compressed

miospores with a distinctly triangular amb, more or less straight sides and
api«“. that. are rounded only at their extreme tips; the proximal face is
pyramidal, the distal face is convex.
or almost to, the eouator.

The laesurae are long, extending to,

the commissures are surrounded by raised
lips;

the lips are straight to mildly sinuous along their bases, whereas at their

tops they are usually stronoly sinuous.

The inner surfaces of the distal

and proximal exines are closely appressed, except where elongate vacuoles
are developed; these vacuoles tend to have radial orientation.
Material :

1 specimen encountered.

Dimensions:

Remarks:

Diameter 301m.

The diagnosis is emended to describe the elongate structures as

internal vacuoles rather than distal fossulae, which Singh (1971)
considered them to be.

The reasons for this reinterpretation are discussed

in the 'Remarks' under the generic heading above.

Undulatisporites contains

simple spores, sinuous laesurae being their only remarkable feature; they
do not possess inner vacuoles.

Thus this species is transferred from

Unduldt_i porile!, Lo Nausisporis.
O. fossulatus is characterized by its distinctly
triangular shape and the tendency of its vacuoles to be radially arranged.
Singh (1971) first described this species from the Middle Albian of Alberta.
In the Richardson Mountains material it was encountered only from the
Lower member of the Husky Formation.

Genus UNDULATISPORITES Pflug in Thomson and Pflua, 1953
1953

Undulatisporites Pflug in Thomson + Pflug, p.52.

Dwai ipt ion:

Aionotri lete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed mio-

shores with a triangular amb, slightly concave to moderately convex sides and
rounded apices; the proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face is convex.
laesurae are three -fifths or more of the spore radius in length; they are
ips, and are always more or less sinuous.
typically surrounded by raised l
Consistently developed kyrtome-l ike folds, internal vacuoles or other

The
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special feature':. are absent.

The exine is smooth to finely granular and

homogeneous or 'Aructured.
ape species: Undulatisporites microcutis Pflug in Thomson and Pflug, 1953
p.52; p1 . 1, fig. 18(holetype). Tertiary (Paleocene - Lovier Eocene), Cermanv.
Remarks:

Pflug (in Thomson and Pflug, 1953, p.52) gave the following

original diagnosis:
The laesurae are undulating. The amb is convex.
No torus occurs. [Translation]
The illustrations of the type material are small and unclear.

The holotype

of U. microcutis (Pflug in Thomson and Pflug, op.cit., p1 .1, fig.81) is a
rounded triangular trilete spore with a more or less smooth surface and
finely sinuow, Idesurae.

It is not clear whether the light spots on this

illorArdtion represent secondary surficial damage, optical effects, or
Obtir,kporis-';tvle vacuoles.

If the latter, then Undulatisporites would

have to be considered a senior synonym of Obtusisporis.

The other specimen

figured as U. microcutis by Pflug (Thomson and Pflug, 92.cit., p1.1 ,
fig.R2) is certainly a specimen of Obtusisporis.

(See also 'Remarks'

under Obtusisporis.)
Pending restudy of the type material of U. microcutis,
of the description given above.
Undulatisporites is used in the sense

This

description would hold as a diagnosis for Undulatisporites if the spots on
I hr

hu I n I ypt'

IL

j( I' M

re!,(1 1 1.

I rOnl Opt

ical phenomena or secondary

Undulatisporites undulapolus Brenner, 1963
Plale IC, Figure
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?1962
1963
?1967

Undulati! ,,orites sinuosus Groot + Groot, p.154; p1 .6,fig.3.
Undulatiqorites undulapolus Brenner, p.72; p1.24, fig.l.
undulati':orites sp. cf. undulapolus Brenner; Norris, p.87; p1 .10,
f igs.6-7.
196H Undulati Lorites undulapolus Brenner; Hedlund + Norris, p1 .1, fig.6.
19/0 Undulatisporites Eflugii Pocock, p.40; p1.7, figs.6-7
?19/0 Cf . Undul,:tisporites sinuosus Groot + Groot; Habib, p.355; p1.2,
fig. 16.
1971 Undulatisporites undulapolus Brenner; Singh, pp.148-149; p1 .20,
figs.1 1-12.
1973 Undulatisporites undulapollis [sic] Brenner; Shugaevskaya et al.,
p1.1 , 1i9.R.
1974 0ndulativorites undulapolus Brenner; Hopkins, p.21 ; p1.5,
191/ undulatisporites undulapolus Brenner; Dorhofer, p.22; p1 .2, fig.13.
1979 Undulatisporites undulapolus Brenner; Dbrhofer, p1.1 , fig.17.
?1980 Hndulati porites undulapolus Brenner; Wingate, p.31; p1 .11,fig.15.

Descrilition:

3 specimens encountered.

Material:
—
-- --Dimensions:

Remark;:

See Brenner (1963, p.72).

Diameter 19(24)2811m (3 specimens measured).

0.

Pocock, 1970 appears to he identical to U. undulapolus,

there is no evidence from Pocock's illustrations that U. pflucjii has a
two -layered exine, as he maintained.

U. sinuosus Groot and Groot (1962)

also appears to be closely similar to the present species.

It possesses

a roughened exine surface rather than the smooth surface which is conthis difference, however, might be
sidered typical for U. undulapolus;
dismissed merely as intraspecific variation.

More importantly, U. sin uosus

vacuoles, thus making it referable to
appears to have Obtusisporis-style
Undulatisporites.
Ohtusisporis rather than to
previously been reported from
Neocomian-Albian
U. undulapolus has
U.S.S.R.
strata of North America and the

In the present work it was

Husky Formation and in the Coalencountered in the Lower member of the
bearing division.
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PLATE 16

Photomicrographs 3, 7, 9-10, 13, 15 taken in phase contrast.
Figures 1,6:

Deltoidospora punctata (Delcourt and Sprumont,
1955
Figure 1 : sample 004-50881, slide 7, co-ordinates
101.9/13.5.
Diameter 56pm. Proximal view.

Figure 6:

sample 003-50869, slide 5, co-ordinates 103.5/9.5.
Diameter 50pm. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 2:

Undulatisporites undulapolus Brenner, 1963
Sample 005-29114, slide 9, co-ordinates 107.1/16.3.

Diameter I i.tm.
Figures 3-5,12

Proximal view.

Obtusisporis canadensis Pocock, 1970

sample 005-29106, slide 7, co-ordinates 108.7/6.5.
Diameter 32pm. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 4: sample 006-50907, slide 12, co-ordinates 109.0/8.5.
Figure 3:

Diameter 29Pm.

Proximo-distal aspect.

sample 007-29138, slide 11, co-ordinates 94.2/14.7.
Diameter 27m. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 12: sample 002-50857, slide 3, co-ordinates 93.5/2.7.
Diameter 301.1m. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 5:

Obtusisporis fossulatus (Singh, 1971)
Sample 007-29128, slide 13, co-ordinates 94.0/7.0.
Diameter 301.1m. Proximo-distal aspect.

Figure 7:

Deltoidospora sp. A
Sample 014-50978, slide 12, co-ordinates 110.5/3.0.

Figure 8:

Diameter 830p.

Proximal view.

Ceratosporites sp. A
Figure 9: sample 014-50975, slide 15, co-ordinates 113.7/12.0.
Diameter 47pm. Proximo-distal aspect.

Figures 9,13:

sample 014-50985, slide 13, co-ordinates 95.5/22.6.
Diameter 40um. Distal view.
Figure 13:
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Figure 10:

Dictyophyllidites harrisii Couper, 1958

Sample 007-29126, slide 14, co-ordinates 106.6/21.2.
Diameter l'um.
Figure 11:

Proximal view.

Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart, 1949)

Sample 003-50866, slide 6, co-ordinates 99.3/7.3.
Diameter 53um.
Figures 14-15:

Proximal view (exposed to show ornament).

Pilosisporites delicatulus Norris, 1969

Sample 008-50922, slide 6, co-ordinates 108.3/16.5.
Diameter 39m.

Distal views.
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Chapter XV
PTERIDOPHYTE SPORES OF UNCERTAIN AFFINITY

Genus CERATOSPORITES Cookson and Dettmann, 1958a
emend. nov.
1958a Ceratosporites Cookson + Dettmann, p.101.
Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral to subdiscoidal, proximo-

distally compressed miospores with a rounded triangular to subcircular
or suhoval amb; the proximal face is rounded pyramidal, the distal face
is convex.

The laesurae are typically greater than three-quarters of the

spore radius in length; they may be simple or may possess raised lips.
The exine is ornamented distally and equatorially by elements in which
the ratio of length to basal diameter is two or more to one.
ends may be blunt, capitate, acuminate or furcate.
occasionally fuse.

Their free

Adjacent elements may

However, the ornament is never composed entirely or

predominantly of hacula or pila.

Proximal ornament is typically reduced

or dhsent.
Type species: Ceratosporites equalis Cookson and Dettmann, 1958a, p.101;
(Neocomian - Apt ian), Victoria, Australia.
p1 . 14, Fig. 1 /(holutYPe);
Cookson and Dettmann (1958a, p.101) gave a very short diagnosis

Remarks:

for Ceratosporites, as follows:
Tetrahedral spores; trilete; distal surface ornamented
by blunt or sharply pointed processes; proximal surface
smooth.
The above emendation gives a more detailed account of the morphology of
this genus

and allows for a clearer differentiation between Ceratosporites

and simi lar genera.

Forms with a simi larly shaped amh and shorter sculptural

elements (length:basal width or less than two to one) would he encompassed by
tophotri letes

NcIUMOVd

ex Ischenko, 1952 or other genera (a review of

this group of forms being urgently required).

Forms with entirely or
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predominantly Ltculate ornamentation should be placed into Neoraistrickia
Potoni6, 1956, dnd those with a pilate ornament into Pilosisporites (see
below).

Ceratosporites sp.A.

Plate 16, Figures 9,13
Description:

A form of Ceratosporites with a rounded triangular to

suboval awl).

The laesurae are long, simple, indistinct, and straight or

sinuous.

The exine is about 1,um thick; it is ornamented by long (2-41m),

usually slender (0.5-111m, rarely more) processes.

They may have slightly

expanded bases, and their tips are more or less pointed, capitate,
truncate or forked.

They are not of very uniform shape or distribution

and thus the outline tends to be more or less ragged.

Proximally the

ornament may he sparser or the elements reduced in size.
3 specimens encountered.

Material:
Dimen,,ions Remarks:

Diameter 40(43)470m (3 specimens measured).

These specimens were relatively poorly preserved, indicating that

they are possibly recycled.

C. equalis Cookson and Dettmann, 1958a has

more regularly spaced and uniformly developed sculptural elements, as well
(1,, more di,Jinct lopsurao.

The forms that Pocock (1970) attributed to

Ceratosporites - C. jurassicus, C. rotundiformis (Kara-Murza) and
C. varispinosus - appear to have shorter ornament and, although Pocock's
i l lustrations are not very clear, may, at least in part, be more suitably
pl r id in

Vord itit r

i( k
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Cerato,Torites sp. A was encountered only in section 75-81A-014
from Mount Gifft.cd; in this sequence it was found in the Arenaceous,
Red -weathering shale, and ?Upper members of the Husky Formation.

Genus PILOSISPORITES Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955, emend. nov.
1955
1961
?1964
1965a
1970

Pilosisporites Delcourt + Sprumont, p.34.
Lygodium (Pilosispipulata) Ivanova in Samoilovich et al., p.101.
Baculatitrileteg von der Brelie, p.136.
Pilosisporites Delcourt + Sprumont; emend. Doring [pars.], p.36.
Pilosporites [sic] Delcourt + Sprumont; Potoni6, p.28.

Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a rounded triangular to subcircular amb; the proximal face
is pyramidal, the distal face is convex,

The laesurae are more than

one-half of the (;pore radius in length; they are simple or bordered by
raised l ips or

d

mango.

The exine is ornamented predominantly by pila

(more or less hairlike elements with length three or more times their maximum
Elements are typically isolated, with rounded or pointed ends;
they may be uniformly or irregularly distributed.
Type_ s_p_pcies: Pilosisporites (al. Spgrites) trichopapillosus (Thier art
1949) Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955; Cretaceous (Neocomian), Germany. (See'
synonymy list below.)
diameter),

Delcourt and Sprumont (1955, p.34) erected this genus to

Remarks:
encompass

trilete [miospores] ... with a more or less triangular
equa torial contour, covered with hairs or papillae [cheveux,
urn papillesl (not conical spines) over the
entire surface or a part thereof, but not restricted to
'appendages' are not joined, even at
the equator. These
their bases. [Translation]
The diagnosis is emended above to define more clearly the nature of the
sculptural elements.

Here these are described as pila - simple elements

with a length three or more times their greatest (usually basal) diameter.
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The 'emended' diagnosis of DOring (1965a) was in part intended for the
He specified that "The maximum diameter of the spinae [sic]

same purpose.

is never more than 1/3 their height" (translation).

However, his usage

of the terms 'spinae' and 'bacula' to describe the sculptural elements
was inrArrect in the general sense of these terms (see glossary herein).
1Ilu geno., B:p_yldtitriFetes von der Brel ie, 1964 dppears to be
closely similar to Pilosisporites, but the type material of its type
species, B. hirsutus, is not sufficiently clearly illustrated for this to
he ascertained.

Neoraistrickia and Ceratosporites have non-pilate

sculpture with shorter elements.

Pilosisporites delicatulus Norris, 1969
Plate 16, l igures 14-15

Pilosisporites delicatulus
p1 .104, figs.l-2.
?1973 Pilosisporites delicatulus
1979 Pilosisporites delicatulus
[r-e=iilu tration of one of
1969

Description:

Dimensions:

material.

Norris; Antonescu, p1.6, fig.12.
Norris; Ddrhofer, p1.2, figs.20-21.
Norris's specimens].

See Norris (1969, pp.587-588).

11 specimens encountered.

Material:

Remarks:

Norris, pp.587-588; p1.103, figs.12-18;

Diameter 32(40)52um (11 specimens measured).

The specimens encountered here accord closely with the type
P. delicatulus has previously been encountered from the lower

Neocomian of England and questionably from the Barremian? to Lower Aptian

of Romania.

I6 the sequence examined, it was encountered in the Upper

member of the Husky Formation and in the Blue-prey shale member of the
Lower sandstone division.

trichopapillosus (Thiergart, 1949) Del court
Pilosisporites
_
and Sprumont, 1955 emend. Dbring, 1965a
Plate 16, Figure 11
1949 Sporites trichopapillosus Thiergart, p.23; p1.4/5, fig.18(holotype).
1954 Lygodium sp. in Zauer + Mtchedlishvili, p1.11, figs.18-19.
1955 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Delcourt + Sprumont,
p.34, 111 .3, fig.3.
1958 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Couper, p.144; p1.23,
1958
?1958
1960
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1962
1962
1963
1964
1964
1964
1964
1965d
?1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
196/

Lylbdium echinaceum Verbitskaya, p1.3, fig.47.
1ygodium c.,etiferum Verbitskaya, p1.3, figs.46,46a.
Pi lw, ivorites ty ichopdpil_losus (lhiergart); Groot + Penny, pp.2301O; p1. 1 ,
1ycyodiunr triOlopapillosus (ihiergart); Bolkhovitina, p.102; p1.38,
godium horridum Sachanova + Ivanova in Samoilovitch et al ., p.101; p1.27,
fig5.2a-b.
iygoidum unfjulatum Ivanova in Sdmoilovi Ich et dl., p. 10?;p1 .?7,figs.3a-b.
Lygodium :2 pino(um lvdnovd in Samoi lovitch et dl.,p. 103;p1 .28,1i9s. la-b.
tygodiunt I,arvum Ivanova in Samoilovitch et. al .,p. 104;p1.28,figs.2a-c.
Lygodium calvum Ivanova in Samoilovitch et al .,p.105;p1.28fp.1(.1 6 1....i4;
i
in
Ivanova
Samoilovita
et
O.
lornipilosum
,p.106
1119pum
.1a-b.
Lygodium ftirsutum Ivanova in Samoilovitch et al.,p. 107;p1.29,figs.2a-b.
Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Pocock, pp.45-46;
P1.4, fig.70.
Lygodium echinaceum Verbitskaya; Verbitskaya, p.105; p1.12, fig.54.
Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Brenner, p.67; p1.20,
fig.3.
Pilosilporites
trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Stover, p1.1, fi g.8.
_
Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Singh, p.75; p1.9, fig.4.
Pilosispffites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Couper, fi g.', gr.7.
Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Reyre, p.198; p1.2, fig.16.
Pi1osivorites Trichopdpillosus (Thiergart); [emend.] Dbr i ng, pp.36-37;
p1.14,figs.1-j.
Pilosisporites_ sp.; Burger, p.252; p1.19,
fig.l.
lygodiun un_gulatum Ivanova; Markova, p1.1, fig.10.
Lyg2dium calvum Ivanova; Markuva, p1 .1 , fig.11.
Lygodium spinosum Ivanova; Markova, p1.1, fig.12.
Lygodium .prvum Ivanova; Markova, p1.2, fig.13.
lyghJium hirculum ivanovd; Mdrkova, p1.3, figs.14a-b.
Ivanova; Markova, p1.2, fi g.15
lygodimm horridum Sachanova
o.s
us
tric,hdpap)11
(Thiergart); Pocock, p1 .1 , fig.5.
Pi lw,ivoriLes
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1967 P11.2O1)91.'qP_ trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Balte , p1.2, figs.2-3.
1967 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Steeves + Wilkins,
pp.2338-2 39; p1.3, figs.1-2.__
1969 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus
(Thiergart); Khlonova, p.51; p1.6,
__.
figs.1-2.
1969 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Vagvolgyi + Hills,
p1 .3, f ig.10.
1969 Pilosisporites cf. trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Hughes, p1.15-1,
figs.15-17.
1970 pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Norris, p1.3, fig.'
I in( orrectly captioned as fig.121.
1970 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Kemp., p.87; p1.11,
Tigs.9-10.
1971 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Singh, pp.129-130; p1.18,
fig.3.
1971 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Hopkins, p.118; p1.21,
1971a Pilosispprites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Paden Phillips + Felix,
pp.315-316; p1.4, fig.13.
?1971a Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Herngreen, p1.3, fig.13;
p1.4, fig.l.
1971 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Playford, p1.103, fig.7.
1972 Pilosisporites fr -icnopppifTql4s (Thiergart); Bond, p1.2, fig.2.
1973 Pilosisporites cf. trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Antonescu, p1 .10,
f ig. 11.
t
I9/i cf . B. Pi losisporites trichopapil losus (Thiergart); Reyre, p.145; p1.20,
fig. l.
1974 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Hopkins, p.19; p1.5, fiq.53.
trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Brenner, p. 13; p1.1, fig.5.
19/4
1975 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Williams, p1.8, fig.6.
1975 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.1,
1976
1976

Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart); Saad + Ghazaly, p.430;
p1.5, fig.5.
Pilosisporites tricho a illosus (Thiergart); van Amerom et al., p1.6,

1977 Pilosisporites trichopapillosus
1977a Pilosisporites trichopapillosus
fiS 7.
trichopapillosus
?1980 PilosiHTritg5
trichopapillosus
1981 Pilosisporites
?1991 Pilosisporites CriChopapillosus

(Thiergart); DOrhofer, p.34; p1.15, fig.8.
(Thiergart); Dorhofer + Norris, p1.1,

(Thiergart); Wingate, p.29; p1.11, fig.2.
(Thiergart); Srivastava, p1.7, fig.8.
(Thiergart);
noLO Delcourt I Sprnmont; Behout, p1.4,

non 1969

l iq.6.
pu_illosus ([auct. non] Thiergart); Norris, p1 .103,
Pilosispor ites trloT
1955].
er-- 1115 Delcoud + Sprumont
fig. 1

Description:

r= P.

p.36); English translation in Jansonius and
See DOrinq (1965a,

Hills (1976, card ?004).

19 si;ecimens encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:

Diameter 52(67)84pm (9 specimens measured); polar diameter

43.um (one specimen).
Remarks:

airing (1965a) postulated that the exine of P. trichopapillosus
No evidence for a second layer was noted in the

might be two -layered.
present study, however.

This species has been widely encountered in Lower Cretaceous
strata.

In the samples studied it was encountered in the Lower (one

specimen), Red -weathering shale, and Upper members of the Husky Formation,
and in the Buff sandstone member of the Lower sandstone division.

Genus ROTVERRUSPORITES Ddring, 1964b emend. nov.
1964b Rotverrusporites Ddring, p.1106.
1965a Varirugoskporites Ddring, p.40.
Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete miospores with a strongly rounded triangular

or circular amb; the polar axis may or may not be compressed, the spore
thus being discoidal to spheroidal in shape.

The laesurae are distinct

to indistinct; they may be simple or bounded by raised lips, a margo, or
aligned and sometimes fused sculptural elements.

The exine is verrucate.

The elements may he uniform in size or slightly smaller proximally;
occasionally there may he smaller elements interspersed amongst a general
cover of larger ones.

Typically there are more than five elements in

any traverse across the distal face through the pole.

Individual elements

may be isolated, or they may touch, and occasionally fuse, at their bases.

Type_ species: Roverrysporig (al. Verrucosisporites)
]j-DOrin g,

(Pocock, 1962,p.57; P1.8, fig.127[ holotype
(Barremian), western Canada.

obscurilaesuratus
1964b; ire aceous

Remarks:

Both h-utzsch (19:9, 1965) and Dbring (1964b) re-examined the

holotype of V. ,,errucosus, the Palaeozoic type species of Verrucosisporites
Ibrahim, 1932; tney noted that its sculpture consists of irregular, in
part fused, widely spaced granula and verrucae of variable diameter
(0.5-5jim).

Such morphology accords more closely with the 'Mesozoic' genus

Osmuhdaciditer: than with the regularly verrucate Mesozoic species which
have usual ly been placed in Verrucosisporites.

Thus DOring (1964b) set up

Rotverrusporites to accommodate the latter forms.
Ddring chose R. obscurilaesuratus (Pocock, 1962) as type species
for Rotverrusporites.

This species, according to Pocock's original

description, has flat verrucae which may in part fuse.

DOring (1965a)

subsequently erected a second genus, Varirugosisporites, which, by definition
possesses verrip.ate sculptural elements that may or may not fuse at their
bases.

As type fur Varirugosisporites, Wiring chose V. perverrucatus

(Couper, 1958).

Its holotype appears to have closely spaced, but mostly

distinct, verrucae; those elements that appear, in Couper's original
to do so owing to the density of
illustration, to coalesce may only seem
view.
the ornament and the obtuse angle of
Varirugosisporites with Rotverrusporites.

Dbring (1965a) did not compare
The two genera appear to be

considered synonyms.
indistinguishable and are here
Rotverrusporites is modified here in the following
The diagnosis of
ways:
I)

granulate forms (which are

more aptly accommodated by Osmundac idi tes)

restricting the genus to verrucate forms like those
are excluded, thus
species.
assigned to the type
fused; DOring stated only that elements are
2) ve rrucae may in part he
in cunta(A. at their bases.

3)

it is stated that usually more than 4 or 5 sculptural elements occur

in any traverse across the distal face; this differentiates
Rotverrusporite, more readily from Leptolepidites Couper, 1953.
4)

mention is made of the proximo-distal compression that occurs in many

species; this is evidenced by the usually upwards (or downwards) facing
orientation of the laesurae in strew mounts.

Most osmundaceous spores

do not exhibit such compression (and thus do not show a similarly
consistent orientation in strews).
Lophotriletes Naumova 1939 ex Ischenko, 1952 and Concavissimisporites
Delcourt and Sprumont, 1955 have a distinctly triangular, rather than a
moreover the former has an ornament
distinctly rounded or circular amb;
of tubercula rather than verrucae.

Norris (1968) used the generic name

accommodate the species
Rubinella I.1al_pvkina 1949 ex 1953 to
Rotverrusporites major (Couper) comb. nov. herein.

Rubinella has a s i m il ar

to Rolverrusporites.
morphology, dt Ina ,,t ,,uperficial ly,

However, the

of its type species, R. gba.c:::::smis
original i llustration of the holotype
Malyavkina, 1949 ex Potoni6, 1960 (Mal yavkina, 1949, p1 .18, fi
species is in fact trilete; at present, use
not clearly indicate that this
therefore be avoided. Leptolepidites Couper,
of the name Rubinella should
ornament relative to spore size, and considerably
1953 has coarser distal
ornament.
reduced, or no, proximal

dd.( it

in(

ihr l ist given here is not intended to be exhaustive;

indicate that I believe a particular species
nor i. in(. 1 i),, ion intended to
lo be

i I l in,' rat nd , or wel I difieront idI od from others,
Inarly do.,(rihnd nr

Potverrosporites bossus (Couper, 1958) comb. nov.fiqs.11-12; mi ddle
.25,
19r)8 - f;-iTites6ossus Couper, P.148; 1)1
Joiw.sl i , liri tain.
(Couper); Agrali Lt, al., p.48;
?I9( ) Iri l i r i pori te5 bus- w.:
P 1 .1 , fig.22
rpom(T nudnml.
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1967
non 1975
2)

LepL,lepidites bossus (Couper); Schulz, p.559; p1 .2, figs.4-6.
Lept lepidites bossus (fauct. non] Couper); Filatoff, pp.48-49;
p1.5, fig.3 [-R. eguatibossus].

RotverrusporiteL,? corrugatus (Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb. nov.
1956 Lygoiium corrugatus Bolkhovitina, p.52; p1 .5, figs.71a-b;
Lower Cretaceous, Yakutsk A.S.S.R., U.S.S.R.

3) Rotverrusporites dentonianus (Wingate, 1980) comb. nov.
1980 Verrucosisporites dentonianus Wingate, p.32; p1 ,11, fig.17;
Cretaceous (Albion), Oklahoma, U.S.A.
4) Rotverrusporites? dubius (Sah and Jain, 1965) comb. nov.
1965 Verrucosisporites dubius Sah + Jain, p.270; p1 .1 , figs.26-27;
Jurassic (Bajocian-Oxfordian), India.
5) Rotverrusporites eas_tendensis (Pocock, 1970) comb. nov.
1970 Verrucosisporites eastendensis Pocock, p.45; p1.8, fig.22;
Jurassic (upper Bajocian), western Canada.
6) Rotverrusporites? equatibossus (Couper, 1958) comb. nov.
1958 fril i les equatibosswi Couper, p.148; p1.25, figs.13-14;
Jurassic (Bajocian), Britain.
1964a Tril itisporites equatibossus (Couper); Levet-Carette, p.95;
1, 1.5, fig. 1 1.
cqu'aihw,‘,Iv! (i:urrper); irdlou, PP./1314 ; 11.8,
t iq.3.
7)

Rotverrusporites granatus (Bolkhovitina, 1953) comb. nov.
1953 J(elaginel la granata ( LVphotri l_utes spapatu ) Bolkhovitina
1).31 ; p1.3, figs.9-10; Cretaceous (Aptian), Moscow region, '
U.S.S.R.
gfanata Bolkhovitina; Bolkhovitina, p.51 ; p1.5,
Selaginella
1956
figs.68a-c.
Remarks:

This species appears to be morphologically closely similar to

R. major, and thus may be a senior synonym of it.
8) Rotverrusporites grandis (Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb. nov.
3;i ga t45r
Mtchedlishvili, p.140; pl .,7: f
1954 Filicales; Zauer +
f 98
1956 Lygodium grandis Bolkhovitina, p.55; p1.6,
Cretaceous, Yakutsk A.S.S.R., U.S.S.R.
. (Bolkhovitina); During, p.42.
1965a Varirugosisporites grandis
(Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb. nov.
Roverrusporites kildemziensis
Bolkhovitina, p.51 ; p1 .5, fig.69;
1956 irichunrcanes
Yakutsk A.S.S.R., U.S.S.R.
Upper Jurassic,
(During, 1966c) comb. nov.
Rotverrusporites lentiformis lc?ntiformis During, p.107; p1.1
s
, figs.1-3
1966c V71rii- ugosis porit Ilauloriviah , West Mecklenburg, Germany. '
Lr(. f 0,(, r, ( lower
1958) comb. nov. herein (Sec' below.)
F.otverruspo ri t es major (Couper,
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12)

Rotverrusporite,_,? minor (Pocock, 1970) comb. nov.
1970 Verrucosisporite,4 minor Pocock, pp.44-45; p1 .?, fig.11 ;
Jur sic (Callovian), western Canada.

13) Rotverrusporites obscurt)aesyra.tus (Pocock, 1962)
Daring, 1964b.
1962 Verrucosispo r ites obscurilaesuratus, p • 57; p1 .8, fig.127;
Cretaceous (Barremian), western Canada.
1964b Rotverrusporites obscurilaesuratys (Pocock); Daring, p.1108.
14)

Rotverrusporites? rarissimus (Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb. nov.
1956 Lophotriletes
Bolkhovitina, p.54; p1.6, fig.80;
Uakutsk
Jurassic,
A.S.S.R.,
Upper
U.S.S.R.

15)

Rotverrusporites rarus (Burger, 1966) comb. nov.
1966 Verrucosisporites rarus Burger, p.251; p1 .18, fig.3;
Upper Jurassic to Cretaceous (middle Valanginian),
Netherlands.

16)

Rotverrusporites rotundus (Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb. nov.
1956 Lophotriletes rotundys Bolkhovitina, p.50; p1.5, fig.65;
Lower Jurassic, Yakutsk A.S.S.R., U.S.S.R.

17)

(Bolkhovitina, 1956) comb. nov.
Rotverrusporites?
icissima
Uolkhovitina, p.49; p1.5, fig.61;
simpl
Dennstaedtia
1956
A.S.S.R.,
Yakutsk
U.S.S.R.
lower Jurassic,

nom. rloy, sulyst. pro Verrucosisporites rotundus
8) Rotverrusporites
Singh, 19/I (see below).
19) Rotverrusporites sta)linii (Pocock, 1970) comb. nov.
1970 Verrucosispprites staplinti Pocock, p.45; p1.8, fig.17;
Jurassic (lower Bajocian), western Canada.
20)

Rotverrusporites tennis DOring, 1964b
TiSkOFites tenuis Daring, p.1107; p1.5, fig.10;
1964b Rotverrusporites
Cretaceous (Neocomian), west Mecklenburg, Germany •

21) Rotverrusporites variabilis (Pocock, 1970) comb. nov.
1970 Verrucosisporites variabilis Pocock, p.46; p1.12, figs.19-20;
Jurassic -Callovian), western Canada.
22)

pi :3n,ovfi
(Couper, 1953) conbl
Rotverrusporites verrucatus
gs.26-27; Jurassic1953 Trilites verrucatus Couper, p.31;
Zealand
Cretaceous, New
1963 Trilitisporites verrycatus (Couper); Danz6-Corsin + Laveine,
figs.33-34.
.73; P1:5,
[3---

Rotverrusporites major (Couper, 1958) comb. nov.
Plate 17, Finures 1-2
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1958 Leptolepidites major Couper, p.141, p1.21, figs.7-8.
1958 lygodioi orites pervt!rrucatus Couper, pp.144-145; p1.23,
figs.4-5.
1958a Lygodioi- i:orites perverrucatus Couper; Lantz [pars], p.922; p1.2,
fiqe,. 1 loon fig. 14].
1961 Lygodiosporites perverrucatus Couper; Bolkhovitina, p.107; p1.37,
fig.6.
?1962 Converrucosisporites saskatchewanensis Pocock, p.47; p1.5, fig.79
[according to DOI-1161er, 1977].
1962 Lygodioisporites perverrucatus Couper; Groot + Groot, pp.150-151;
p1.1, f iT,.5-6.
1963 LeptoleLidite!, major Couper; Dettmann, pp.29-30; p1.3, figs.10-12.
1964 Verrucosisporites sp.; Singh, pp.96-97; p1.13, fig.4.
?1964 cf. Lygodioisporites perverrucatus Couper; Reyre, p.198; p1.2, flitli :
_ 1964a LepIolepidisporites major (Couper); Levet-Carette, p.97; p
t
?1964a Clavatisporites clarus Kedves + Simoncsics, p.30; p1.8, figs.10-12:
1964 Leptolepidites major Couper; Busnardo + Taugourdeau, p1.1, figs.8-9.
1965a Varirugosisporites perverrucatus (Couper); DOring, p.41.
1965 Feptolepidites major Cooper; Helal, p1.16, fig.20.
2:
1966 Leptolepidites major Couper; Burger, p.250; p1 .20
1966 leptolepidites major Couper; Helal , p.91; p1.33, i:sigi331.
1967 l r.ptol(TiOt s major Couper; Schulz, pp.558-559; p1 .2, figs.1-3.
1968 Leptolepidites major Cooper; Rakosi, p1 .2, fig.6.
1968 Robinel la major (Cooper); Norris, p.316; figs.161969 kohinel la major (Cooper); Norris, p.587; p 1.103, fig. 10.
19/0 Leptolepidites major Cooper; Norris, p1.2, fig.3 [incorrectly
captioned as fig.6].
1971 Leptolepidites major Couper; Guy, p.21 ; p1.1 , figs.12-13.
19/; 1(:prolopidife,; major Cooper; Felix + Burhridge, p.12; p1.1, fig.7.
I9/4 ieptol(Tidi lw, moj121 Cooper; Hopkins, p. 19; p1.4, f ig.51.
1 9/1 Leptolepidites sp. cf. L. major Couper; McKellar, pp.6-7; p1 .2,
figs.1-6.
cf. ma or Couper; Volkheimer + Salas, text-fig.2, fig.6.
Leptolepidites
1975
1975 Leptolepidites major Couper; Filatoff, p.48; p1.5, figs.1-2.
Scott, pp.572,574; p1 .2, figs.9-10.
19/6 LeptOlepidiles illjor Couper;
19/6 Leptolepidites millor Couper; van Amerom et al., p1 .6, fig.3.
ELEverruLalo Couper; Saad + Ghazaly, p.426;
?1 976 Lygodiotporitos
p1 .4, fig.6 [012i1 5].
; p1.9, fig.3.
1977 Ruhinella malof (Cooper); Dbrhbfer, p.29; p1.4, figs.9,11
s
,t 5.
p1.4, flir
?1977 Leptolepidites major Cou per; Ashraf, pp.31-32;
Stelck, p
g .9-10.
1978 Leptolepidites 11249i (Couper); Anan-Yorke +
Dbrhbfer,
p1.1,
(Couper),
figs.38,43.
or
1979 Rubinella aff. ma
Couper; Burger, p.51; p 1.5, fig.5.
1)(1 LeLtolepidites major
1p:2,_ r )(
([auct.
perverroca
non]Couper);ALgervaelti-::r:t17,,
Tril
___..._ itispwites
p.9/; pl .!), l ig.20.
non 1 965 Lygodioisporites per\2fl-r1-Icat" [auct. non] Couper;
p.19; pi . 1 , T iT.25-26.
non 1966 Lygodioisporites perverrucatus [auct. non] Couper; Burger, p.250;
, I io. l.
p1 1f?,
perverrucatus [?auct. non] Couper; Reyre,
Lyo i oise:
?non 19/3 cf.
od
4 . rrucatus fauct. non] Cooper; aFsi -Tzf
p.120;
c
if
perve
!Ion 1971, lygodiovor"e
T;(i- fn 18 [part,
ti-e)d7] ;
pl. 1/, f io •1;

,31---.-B ,--Tfq•

ih",( r i pl. ion:

P.
`,op Norris ( 1969,

7)•
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Material:

About 80 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:

Diaiiieter ?31-32(51)811mi (41 specimens measured). [Diameter

after Norris (1969) - 39-80,um; diameter after Couper (1958) - 38(45)53,um;
diafteter of lygodioisporites perverrucatus after Couper (1958) 65(75)100)im.)
Remarks:

My observations of this species accord with the description

given by Norris (1969).

Like Norris, I found a large range of sizes,

encompassing the range of the type material of R. major, as well as a
large part of that of the type material of Lygodiosporites perverrucatus
Couper, 1958.

Couper did not compare these two species, even though, apart

from size considerations, they appear to he essentially identical.

In

thr• prw,ont work, and apparently also in that of Norris (1969), it was
imposr,ible to ',ubdivide forms conforming with R. major or L. perverrucatus
thus considered to be synonyms.
of ', ire; the two species are

on thc,

previously reported from Middle Jurassic
This species has been
to Maastrichtian strata.

In the sequence studied, it was encountered

sporadically throughout.

Rotverrusporites

nom.a2y. subst. ang.Verrucosisporites
rotundas Singh, 1964

Plate 17, Figure 3

1964
196:),
1969
19/ 1
19/1
19',6

Singh, p.96; p1.13, fig.3.
Verrucosisporites LgILJEALI5 Singh, Hedlund
Norris, p1.1, fi g . 9,
roiuudirl
VP1118w. i'dmri to
Vagvolgyi
I Hi l ls, 1)1.5,
us 5ingh;
v
s
121
U121-a
p.or
VprroLw,i
rotundus Singh; Singh, pp.149-150; pl.20, fig 14•
°rites
fi g.60.
Verruco5is
r_otundus Singh; Hopk ins, p.?0; p1 ,5,
65.
g.
fi
,5,
t ina, p.50; p1
rol rip_ dw , Holkhovi

Ho I

-
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he,cription:
Material :

3 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:

Remarks:

Singh (1964, p.96).

Diameter 35(37)40pm (3 specimens measured).

The specimens encountered in the present work are slightly smaller

than the type material, hut otherwise conform well with Singh's original
diagnosis.

Rotverrusporites bossus has higher sculptural elements than

the present species.
herein is less dense.

The ornament of R. verrucatus (Couper, 1953) comb. nov.
That of R. tenuis Doring, 1964b is more irregular;

in addition, R. tenuis is larger than R. rotundus.
This species has been recorded previously from the Aptian and
Alhidn strata of North America.

It was encountered as a rare element in

the Red-weathering shale and Upper members of the Husky Formation.

Genus SAXETIA Srivastava, 1977
Saxetia Srivastava, p.60.

1977

__
D(.‘A
. ription:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed mio-

concave to slightly convex sides and
spores with a triangular amb, slightly
is pyramidal, the distal face is convex.
rounded apices; the proximal face
raised lips and typically extend
The laesurae are simple or with slightly
exine is ornamented by muri or
to, or almost to, the amb. The distal
reticulum; this sculpture is always
not form a
r ugulaP which may or may
crassitude, which is indistinct to distinct.
continuous over a distal polar
finely ornamented.
The Proximal exine is smooth to

41(P)1

ichicol2 Srivastava, 1977, p.61; p1.28, fig.5
Saxetia kiam
Trlbian), Texas.
YPei; Crei;W:66Wsa bove expresses essentially the same gener ic

Pemarkr.
("n ,apt

The description g iven
cr,

the or

stresses the point that the
diagnosi , but

distal crassitude may be distinct or indistinct.
Sdxetid differs from Tappanispora Srivastava, 1972b and Tigrisporites
Klaus, 1960 in niving a distal polar crassitude over which the ornament
is continuous; in the latter two genera the crassitude is unornamented.
In dddition, Tiqrisporites has distal ornament radially arranged about
the pole.

Apart from the continuity of the ornament over the distal

polar area, Saxetia is practically identical with Tappanispora.
I gave some consideration to synonymizing the two genera.

Indeed,

Certain species

of Tappanispora have counterparts in Saxetia, the only differences being
that they have distal crassitudes which are always distinct and which are
unornamented, rather than ornamented. [Compare, for example, Saxetia
comb. nov. with Tappanispora
elongdtd (Singh, 19/1 , plate 18, fioure 12)
rr. 1

td

ri ingh, 1971 , Plil t1('

figure 18), and Saxetia skolix sp. nov. herei n

with Idppdni:pord -,curranda (Norris, 1967)].
dint id

d

It is conceivable that

pnn%nrvdi iondl vdridnt of Tdpildnispord.

However no grada ti on

of forms has been reported, and in the present work only forms attributable
it i s
to Saxetia were found. At least for the present, therefore,
separate genera.
preferable to retain the two as
Kremp in Weyland and Krieger, 1953
Reticolisporites Potonie and
crassitude. Stereisporites
is foveoreticulate and lacks a distal polar
1953 is incipiently cingulate, has short
Pflug in Thomson and Pflug,
developed distal ornament.
laesurae, and lacks strongly

nov., emend. nov.
(Singh, 1971) comb.
ata
elon
Saxetia
Figures 7,11
Plate 17,

19()/

pp.91-92; p1 .11, figs.10-11.
Norris,
Yetftul isporites sp. ;
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1971 Reticulisporites elongp_tus Singh, p.134; p1.18,
figs.11-12.
?1971 Peticul ispori[es elongatus Singh; Playford, p1.103, fig.14.
1982 feticul
( . f.:s i,longitiis Singh; Norris, p1.2, fig.8.
is1'"
Emended diagnosis:

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed

miospores with a triangular amb, slightly concave to slightly convex sides
and rounded apices; the proximal face is pyramidal, the distal face is
convex.

The laecoirae are simple or with slightly raised lips and extend to,

or almost to, the amb.

The distal face has an indistinct thickening about

the pole and a general ornament comprising a complete, or almost complete,
reticulum.

The muri are about 0.51.mi wide and lum high; the lumina are

irregularly polygonal, commonly elongate, and have an average diameter of
The proximal surface is smooth to scabrate.
2 specimens encountered.

Material :
DimenL029 :

kemark',:

Diameter 32-3Quin (2 specimens measured).

Saxetia because of its possession
S. elongata is transferred to

of an indistinct distal polar crassitude.

Its diagnosis is emended to

the holotype) and
make mention of this crassitude (which is evident on
to allow for inclusion of forms with convex sides.
1971) has an unornamented distal
Tappanispora reticulata (Singh,
generic heading above). Retitriletes
Polar boss (see 'Remarks' under the
lacks any indication of a distal polar
rosewoodensis (de Jersey, 1959)
la Srivastava, 1977 and S. skolix sp. nov.
Saxetia kiamic hi co
than reticulate ornamentation.
rather
vermiculate,
have
herein
previously encountered from the Albian of
been
has
S. elongata
study, it was found in the Red -weathering
present
the
western Canada. In
division.
ily.whor of the Iliv,kY l(" 1
" "" and in the
"al-bedring
(-hid/ening.
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Saxetia skolix sp. nov.
Plate 1/, Figures 4-6,8-10
?1969
?1970

ReticulisTorites semireticulatus ([?auct. non] Surgery; Norris, p.589,
p1.105, figs.4,5.
Reticulisporites sp.; Norris, p1.1, fig.3 [incorrectly given as fig.4
in plate caption].

Derivation of name: From the Greek skolix
vermiculate ornamentation of this species.

(worm) in reference to the

Azonotrilete, tetrahedral, proximo-distally compressed miospores

Diagnosis

slightly convex sides and rounded
with a triangular amb, slightly concave to
the distal face is convex. The
apices; the proximal face is pyramidal,
or almost to, the amb. The distal face has
laesurae are simple and extend to,
0.5-lum broad, about loam high, and of
a general ornament of ruqulae typically
any particular specimen, as well as between
variable length (usually 1-71m) on
to sinuous and may be simple or occasionspecimens. The ruoulae are straight
complete or incomplete reticulum. Spaces
ally branched. They never produce a
wide as the ruqulae themselves.
us ually 2-4 times as
between the rugulae are
defined exinal thickless indistinct, poorly
At the distal pole is a more or
continuous. The proximal face is smooth
is
ornament
ening across which the
to scahrate.

hl±ctc1rial:

Dimensions:

About 50 specimens

encountered.

measured); polar diameter
(32 specimens
24(31)37.um
Diameter

measured).
(one specimen
specimen
005-29114/11 ,
Slide
75-B1A-nm,
j-1-9-124.E:
cection
formation.
lY:
,Y"'l
Hir,Ly
member,
—rd
"kart'

'um:

co-ordinates
Mackenzie.

co-ordinates 95.5/3.6.
008-!)092.i/I ,
Gorge', District of Mackenzie.
1)-d rdtvi
1 : !Aidp
/5-b1A-008, Grizzly
014-J0975/17, specimen 59,
(1.(j.C. !,ection unit. I I : Slide
Pi-hi/I-014, Mount
r
t"
'.hdIe
,,e( t ion
Arenaceoub member, Husky Formation.
I
'Aratum:
Kiikentie.
turd, Uktr i( t. of
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Remarks:

This spt:cies is characterized by its distal, more or less

finely vermiculatL ornament and an indistinct distal polar crassitude,
across which the ornament is continuous.

Reticulisporites? vermiformis

Kemp, 1970 has more densely arranged vermiculate ornament and lacks even
indistinct polar crassitudes.

Tappanispora scurranda (Norris, 1967) and

Tappanispora loehlichii Srivastava 1972b (which may be synonyms of each
other; see Norris, 1973) have a distinct distal polar crassitude which is
ornamented.
distally.

Saxetia kiamichicola has a much coarser rugulate ornament
S. skolix occurred sporadically throughout the sequence studied.
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PLATE 17

Photomicrographs 5-6, 9-10, 12 taken in phase contrast.
Rotverrusporites major (Couper, 1958)
109.1/20.4.
Figure 1: sample 005-29114, slide 7, co-ordinates
Dimneter 430m. Proximo-distal aspect.
co-ordinates 110.1/18.7.
Figure 2: sample 014-50978, slide 13,
Diameter 54Dm. Distal view.

Figures 1-2:

Figure 3:
Sample

Rotverrusporites singhii nom. nov.
104.0/12.5.
014-50978, slide 14, co-ordinates

Diameter 351m.

Proximal view.

Saxetia skolix sp. nov.
Figures 4-6,8-10:
014-50975, slide 17, co-ordinates
Figure 4: paratype II; sample
view.
Diameter 33O11. Distal
102. 1/16.0
6, co-ordinates 103.2/13.8.
Figure 5: sample 005-29108, slide
Diameter 320m. Distal view.
008-50923, slide 7, co-ordinates 95.5/3.6.
Figure 6: paratype I; sample
Distal view.
11, co-ordinates
sample 005-29114, slide
holotype;
Figures 8-9:
Proximo-distal aspect.
30Jim.
Diameter
101.0/22.0.
101.1/14.5.
slide 18, co-ordinates
005-29110,
Fig ure 10: sample
view.
Diameter 290m. Distal
(Singh, 1971)
Saxetia elongata
Figures 7,11 :
Fi gure 7: sample 002-50858, slide 6, co-ordinates 108.1/17.3.
view.
Diameter 3311m. Proximal
co-ordi nates 101.8/15.3.
Diameter 311mi.

Figure 11:

sample 014-50977, slide 8,
view.
Diameter 320m. Distal
llen i tes tumulus Balme, 1957
Exesipo
co-ordinates 104.3/20.2.
Figures 12-14,1g:
Figures 12_13:
Diameter

M' pm.

sample 003-50862, slide 13,
Distal views.
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Figure 14:

sample 003-50869, slide 6, co-ordinates 101.6/23.3.
Diameter 2f=4Itli. Distal view.
Figure 19:

sample 001-29151, slide 10, co-ordinates 100.0/16.0.

Length of clump Minn.
Figures 15,12:

Globiporites psilatus (Couper, 1958)
Figure 15: sample 007-29135, slide 9, co-ordinates 111.7/15.8.
Diameter ??iii. Oblique/equatorial view.

Figure 18:

sample 007-29135, slide 10, co-ordinates 100.2/6.1.

Diameter 21j m.

Distal view.

Perinopollenites elatoides Couper, 1958
Figure 16: sample 001-29152, slide 8, co-ordinates 102.8/2.1.
Diameter 34pm. Orientation uncertain.

Figures 16-17:

sample 001-29146, slide 6, co-ordinates 114.2/17.7.
Didmeter ?5om. Orientation uncertain.
Figure 17:
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Chapter XVI
ARAUCARIACEAN POLLEN
Genus CALLIALASPORITES Dev*, 1961 emend. nov.
1959 Callialasporites Dev*, [nomen nudum].**
1961 Callialasporites DevI p.48.
1962 Applanopsis Doring, p.112.
1962 Trianqulopsis Doring, p.113.
1962 Pflugipollenites Pocock, p.72.
1964aApplanopsipollenites Levet-Carette, p.107.
1965 Applanopsis Doring; emend. Goubin et al., p.227.
1969 Applanopsis Doring; emend.Venkatachala + Kar, p.34.
1969 Trianqulopsis Doring; emend.Jain, p.43.
1970 Trianqulopsis Doring; emend. Pocock, p.73.
1970 Singhiapollis Kar + Sah, p.107.
1972 Callialasporites Dev; emend.Bharadwaj + Kumar, p.219.
1974 Callialasporites Dev; emend.Maheshwari, p.36.
Dev' by some authors.]
C* The surname 'Dev' is also rendered as 'Sukh
[** Unpublished thesis.]
Emended diagnosis:

Cavate,proximo-distally compressed miospores with an

less circular, oval, rounded
amb which is, in general shape, more or
detail, smooth, undulating, notched or
triangular or trilobate and, in
layered; both layers are homogeneous or simply
irregular. The exine is two
typically scabrate to granulate; the outer
structured. The inner layer is
granulate, but may be baculate, verrucate,
layer is most commonly scabrate to
regions the wall layers are usually closely
reticulate, etc. In polar
to produce isolated
they may be separated
appressed, although locally
extent subequatorially, the
to a variable
and
Equatorially,
vesiculae.
outer layer being drawn out to produce a
the
separated,
wall layers are
and of uniform width,
zona may be continuous
The
zona.
cavation or hollow
where lobate, it is typically trilobate, although
may
lobate;
be
t
i
Or
Equatorially and subequatorially (i.e.
occur.
two to several lobes may
separate), the outer layer may be radially
are
layers
where the two wall
folded or plicated.

The inner layer produces a well to poorly defined
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central body; finis may have a circular to triangular outline in polar
view, or it may he irregularly shaped.

A proximal, apparently non-

functional triradiate mark may he distinct to indistinct or absent.
TyPe species: Callialasporites (al. Zonalapollenites) trilobatus
(Balme, 195/, p33; pl .ti, fin.91 [holotypel) Dev, 1961; Jurassic
ra 1
(nifor d i ern ) ,
Prn
Remarks:

Since Dev (1961) established Callialaporites, this genus has

been found widely in middle and late Mesozoic deposits, with the result
that its morphology is now more fully understood.

In the emendation

above, I provide a more complete description of Callialasporites
than Dev was able to formulate at the time that he wrote.

Bharadwaj

and rumar (1Q72) also nave an emendation, but they considered
Callialasporites to be saccate rather than cavate (see below);
they also described it as possessing a narrow to wide limboid marginal
evidence could be discerned in the
thickening, a feature for which no
present study.

Maheshwari (1974) also gave an emended diagnosis for

Cal lialasporites; he considered this genus to be 'prosaccate', and
were on or over the central body only
inferred that the trilete rays
body equator ..."
(".., when seen rays reaching central
case.
olp.cit., p.36), which is not the

Maheshwari,

Neither Bharadwaj and Kumar nor

proximo-distally compressed nature of the spores
Maheshwari mentioned the
attributed to Callialasporites.
debate over the correct generic name for
There has been much
There is widespread agreement amongst miospore workers that
Dev and Nplanopsis Doring are synonymous.
the genera Call iala,;poiiites
Goubin.Lt II., 1965, Drugg, 1967,
However, some writers (e.g.
19/7, 1979) have considered
19/0 and Durhijfer,
Pofonic;,
I Kdr, 19b9,
this taxon.
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Applanopsis to be the senior synonym, whereas others (e.g. Potoni6,
1966, Norris, :969, Pocock, 1970 and Maheshwari, 1974) have chosen
Callialasporites as having priority.
The publications in which Dev first validly established the
named Callialasporites and in which Doring set up Applanopsis both carry
d

(Jiver dare of 1961.

Dev's paper appeared in The Pala

qa9151,

volume 8; this is generally accepted to have been published in March,
1961. ()bring's article appeared in Geologie, Beiheft 32, the exact
publ ication date of which is subject to debate.

Potonie (1970) stated

that N. Goubin had received a letter from K. Heimlich of the editorial
office of Geologie, who contended that Beiheft 32 had been published in
January, 1961.

This information apparently led Goubin, Taugourdeau and

Balme (1965) to support Applanopsjs as the senior name (although they
did not specifically state their evidence)

However, in a letter to

N. Goubin dated July 29th, 19C6 (a copy of which was kindly sent to me
by J. Taugourdeau), E. Schulz (who himself had a paper published in
Beiheft 32) stated that:
However, as it now turns out, a regrettable
typographical error is present in K. Heimlich's
Beiheft 32 of the journal
letter of 23.10.63.
until 20.1.62.
Geologie did not actually appear
that Callialasporites Dev
Thus it can be proved
correct name]. [Translation]
is good [i.e. the
Schulz (1967, p.593)

subsequently reaffirmed in publication his contenti on

has priority over the name Applanopsis.
that the name Callialasporites

A second item bearing on this matter was kindly made available
to the present author by J. Jansonius.

In response to his enquiries,

Jansonius received a letter from an officer of the Deutsche BUcherei, a
library in Leipzig, who noted that:
keihert 32 of Geologie bears a receivingstamp of 27.2. 1962. The same date is also
marked on the catalogue-card of the Deutsche
Ncherei.
Jansonius (personal communication) has justly pointed out that, as
Geologie is a publication from the German Democratic Republic, and as
the Deutsche BUcherei is a library in the same country, it would be
expected that the latter would receive a copy of Beiheft 32 soon after
its effective publication; thus a date of publication for Beiheft 32
of January, 1962 would appear to be most reasonable.

It would seem,

therefore, from the above lines of evidence, that Callial sporites has
priority over Applanopsis.
The genera Applan2Lis and Triangulopsis were established
simultaneously by Dbring (1962).

At that time, Dbring considered both

to be taxa of microplankton rather miospores.

He did not specifically

AI?planops_is and Trianqulopsis but it would
state the differences between
diagnoses that he envisaged them as
appear from their brief original
triangular central bodies respectively.
possessing circular and
closely comparable morphologies.
genera, however, appear to have

The two
The

Goubin tt 21. and others in considering tyie:
present author thus follows
g9lopsis, as well as _ATElanopsi , is thus a junior
to he synonymous; trjan
Pocock (1970, p.73), however, emended t he diagsynonym of Cal)ialasporites.
wroth that. Trianqulopsis has "three colpoid leptoma
nor,k or triaholop is; hP
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developed on the distal face more or less paralleling the sides of
the grain which may, or may not, be flanked by thickened sexinal lips."
I can discern no evidence in the illustrations of the type
material of T. discoidalis (the type species of Triangulopsis)
for this morphological interpretation.

Furthermore, the specimens

illustrated by Pocock (1970) as T. discoidalis may not in fact belong
to this species.
Further complicating the nomenclatural situation is the use,
for forms conforming to the description of Callialasporites as accepted
herein, of the generic names Tsugaepollenites Potoni6 and Venitz, 1934
ex Potoni6 1958 and Zonalapollenites Pflug in Thomson and Pflug, 1953;
these are obligate synonyms of each other, having the same type species,
T./Z. igniculus Potoni6, 1931a,which was first described from the German
Miocene.

T. igniculus has botanical affinity with the modern plant

genus Tsuga (Hochuli 1978) and is thus presumably a truly saccate form,
with a concomitant complex exine structure.

Callialasporites, on the

other hand, has a homogeneous or simply structured exine and is therefore better termed cavate rather than saccate.

Cerebropollenites

Nilsson 1958 is monosulcate, not inaperturate.
Several authors have encountered in situ miospores of the
Callialasporites type.

Van Konijnenburg-van Cittert (1971) found them

in male cones of the Middle Jurassic araucarean Brachyphyllum mamillare.
Some of the observations that she recorded are worth repeating here; she
noted that:
The pollen grains appeared to be of two types:
1. The "normal" type of araucariaceous pollen grains:
pollen grains that are circular in outline ... with a
nexine and sexine that are attached to each other ...
2. ... the second type of pollen grains [in which] the

nexine is loose from the sexine, and seem [sic] to have
shruni , ... In sonle cases the nexine is only slightly
shrun , so that there is only a small brim of sexine
[i.e. a narrow zona] around the "inner body" ..., in other
cases the nexine is to a high degree shrunk, giving rise to
a [wider] brim ... There are also pollen grains in which the
nexine is loose from the sexine, but not or almost not
shrunk. Normally the brim of sexine is unfolded, sometimes,
it is somewhat wrinkled or scalloped. In most pollen grains
the "inner body" is circular in outline, but in some grains
it tends to be triangular ... Also in some grains the brim
of sexine seemed to be almost trilobate instead of circular .
From her illustrations and description there can be no doubt that the
dispersed pollen grains that have been assembled under the generic heading
Callialasporites (see 'Species included' below) are, at least in large
part, derived from plants of the Araucariaceae.

As van Konijnenburg-

van Cittert (op.cit.) pointed out, pollen from the fossil plant species
Brachyphyllum mamillare would be attributable to two dispersed miospore
form-genera:specimens of her first or 'normal' type to Araucariacites,
and specimens of her second type to Callialasporites (which she referred
to as Applanopsis).
Gamerro (1965) described and illustrated Callialasporites-like
miospores from cones of the Lower Cretaceous plant, Apterocladus lanceolatus.
Archangelsky (1966) considered A. lanceolatus to be a podocarp, but van
Konijnenburg-van Cittert (1971) has inferred that it might well be a
member of the Araucariaceae.
S.A.J. Pocock kindly loaned the present writer a strew-mount
plant species, Selagihella sellowii, prepared by
of spores of the extant
G.Irdtman.

These spores (Plate 1R,Figures 9,12) show a general resemblance
(-,p(4 ki l ly t o .dw(

(Levet-Carette, 1966) comb.nov. herein

'd1O1 dS C.

extensus

which have a somewhat hyaline
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outer wall; a possible relationship of such fossil dispersed miospores
to the Sellaginellaceae is thus suggested by this observation.
No locus of dehiscence has been reported, either amongst
dispersed miospores of the Callialasporites type, or from in situ fossil
araucariacean pollen grains.

A triradiate mark may he developed in both

cases, but where present it is always, apparently, non-functional.
A profusion of species names have been used to encompass forms
of Callialasporites, many of which, especially in the light of van
Konijnenhurg-van Cittert's observations, would appear to be superfluous.
Numerous of these forms, including the three species encountered and
described in the present work (C. dampieri, C. trilobatus and C. turbatus),
are morphologically intergradational; also, as indicated above, many
may have been derived from the same plant species.

However, if one

were to lump together all forms which were probably shed from the same
plant species, then not only would most of the species of Callialasporites
have to be synonymized, but the genera Araucariacites and Callialasporites
would have to be combined too.

If this procedure were to be carried out,

variation of such forms, and
we would lose facility in describing the
variability of these forms in time and space
thus also in describing the
found to have palaeoecological or
-- a feature which might well be
if this is not evident at the present time.
strdtigrdphical significance, even
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Species included:

The fol lowinn species conform with the
description of
Call ialasporit,:s as given above:
1 ) Callialasporites baculosus Dev 1959 ex
Maheshwari 1974.
1959 Callialasporites baculosus Dev [unpublished thesis;
nomen nudum]
1974 Cal l ia)asporjtes baculosus Dev ex Maheshwari, p.36;
p1.18, figs. 61-62; Lower Cretaceous, India.
) Cal l ialasporitescircumplectus Kumar, 1973.
1973 Callialasporites circumplectus Kumar, pp.114-115; p1.5,
figs. 105-106. Lower Cretaceous (Jabulpur Series),
India.
3) Callialasporites dampieri (Balme, 1957) Dev, 1961. (See
below.)
4) Call ialasporites denmeadi de Jersey, 1962.
1962 Callialaporites denmeadi de Jersey, p.14; p1.6 [incorrectly
given - in text as p1.2], figs.2-3; Triassic, Queensland.
1969 Tsugaepol lenites demeadi [sic] (de Jersey); Singh + Kumar,
p.81 [npmen nudum].
.
5) Call ialasporites dettmannae (Drugg, 1967) comb.ini7v.
,figs.12-13; U pper
Applanopsis
dettmannae
Drugg,
p.44;
196/
Cretaceous-Tertiary (Maastrichtian-Danian), California.
dettmannap (Drugg); Tralau, pp.,97_98;
1968 Tsugaepollenites
--p1.16, fig. l .
6)

Callialasporites doer -199W Kumar, 1973.
([aqct.non] Doring;
- •
_
Singh
1969 Tugaei 0llenites lenti_.cu larj5
and Kumar, p.85; p1.1, figs.1 5-17.
doringii Kumar, p.114; p1.5, figs.103-104;
1973 Callialasporite s
I ower Cretaceous (Ja bal pur Series), India.
[* dperingii, not dbringii, is the correct transcri ption of this specific
a junior synonym of ...C.
..
name in Latin] [This species may prove to be
dampieri • ]

7) Callialasporites dubius (Couper, 1958) comb.nov.
dubius Couper, p.146; p1.24, fi gs.3_5;
1958 Cing-platispOrites
Britain.
Jurassia (Cajocian-Kimmeridgian), Great dOtus
(Couper);
Cring1-112W.§.PPrit_W
(aL
1963 Tspgaepollenite
Fttmann, p.99.
a junior synonym of C. dampieri.]
[This species may prove to be
(Singh + Kumar, 1 969) Kumar, 1973.
8) CallialasE2rites enigmaticusenigmaticq5 Singh + Kumar,
PP.85 ,87; p1.2,
Tsugaepolleni_tes
-- 1969
Cretaceuir.
(Jabuipur Series),
ig./; l cmer
Ii ii ..pro; Icxl - l
India.
fimbrjAI21 Singh + Kumar, p.87; p1.2, figs.
1969 T,,tigaepollenites
text-fig.8.
?1 -?3;
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1969

CerebrQpollepitg.nilssonii Singh + Kumar, p.88;
p1.2, figs. 24
1973 Callialasporites eniqmaticus (Singh + Kumar); Kumar,
p. 113.
1973 Callialasporites fimbriatus (Singh + Kumar); Kumar, p.114.
1974 Callialasporites eniqmatus [sic] (Kingh + Kumar);
Maheshwari, p.37; p1.19, figs.68-69.
9) Callialasporites extensus (Levet-Carette, 1966) comb.nov.
1966 Applanopsipollenites extensus Levet-Carette, p.165;
p1.15, figs. 35a-b; p1.16, fig.1; Lower Cretaceous
(Neocomian), France.
10) Callialasporites qrandis Sah + Jain, 1965.
1965 Callialasporites qrandis Sah + Jain, pp. 275-276; p1.3,
fig.85; p1.4, fig.86; Jurassic (Bajocian-Oxofrdian), India.
11) Callialasporites? infrapunctatus (Lantz, 1958b) Pocock, 1970.
1958b Aequitriradites infrapunctatus Lantz, p.36; p1.1, fig.20;
Jurassic-Cretaceous (Portlandian-lower Neocomian), France.
1963 Tsugaepollenites (al. Aequitriradites) infrapunctatus (Lantz);
Dettmann, p.99.
1970 Callialasporites infrapunctatus (Lantz); Pocock, p.67; p1.13,
figs. 9-10; p1.24, fig.7.
12)

Callialasporites kattavakkamense Ramanujam + Srisailam, 1974.
1974 Callialasporites kattavakkamense Ramanujam + Srisailam,
p. 86; p1.5, fig.41 ; Jurassic (Kimmeridgian-Portlandian),
India.

13) Callialasporites lametaensis Kumar, 1973.
1973 Callialasporites lametaensis, Kumar [pars], p.115; p1.5,
fig. 107 [non 108; = C. dampierij; Lower Cretaceous
(Jabalpur Series), India.
14)

Callialasporites limbatus (Singh + Kumar, 1969) comb.nov.
1969 Tsugaepollenites limbatus Singh + Kumar, p.84; p1.1, figs.
9-11; text-fig.4; Lower Cretaceous (Jabalpur Series), India.
[This species may prove to be a junior synonym of C. dampieri.]

15) Callialasporites? minor Pocock, 1970.
minor Pocock, p.65; p1.12, figs.13-14;
1970 Callialasporites
Callovi777western
Canada.
Jurassic
16)

(Singh .+ Kum , 1969) comb.nov.
Callialasporites
Singh + Kumar, pp. 82-84; p1.1,
1969 Tsugaepollenites PEER§
figs.6-8; text-fig. 3; Lower Cretaceous (Jabul pur Series),
India.
junior synonym of C. dampieri.]
[This species may prove to be a
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17)

Callialasporites reticulatus Ramanujam + Srisailam, 1974.
1974 Cal lialasporites reticulatu Ramanujam + Srisailam, p.88;
pl. 6, fig. 45; Jurassic (Kimmeridgian-Portlandian), India.

18)

Callialasporites? rudis (Kar + Sah, 1970) comb.nov.
1970 Singhiapollis rudis Kar + Sah, p.108; p1.1, figs. 16-17;
Upper Jurassic, India.

19)

Callialasporites rudisaccus Maheshwari, 1974.
19/4 CdI l ialdspor_iLes rudisaccus Maheshwari , p.38; p1.19, figs. 71-72;
Cotner Cretaceous (Jabalpur Series), India.

20)

Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme, 1957) Dev, 1961.

21)

Callialalporites turbatus (Balme, 1957) Schulz, 1967.

(See below.)
(See below.)

22)

Cal lialasporites undulatus (Weyland + Greifeld, 1953) comb.nov.
1953 Inaperturo:Eollenites undulatus Weyland + Greifeld, p.44;
p1 .13, figs. 89-90; Upper Cretaceous (lower Senonian),
Germany.
[This form may prove to he a senior synonym of C. dampieri.]

23)

Callialasporites verrucosus Pocock, 1970.
1970 CallialasTorttes verrucosus Pocock, p.65; p1.13, fig.4;
Jurassic (Cal lovian), western Canada.
The following species conform with the generic diagnosis of
Callialasporites (although they have not necessarily been attributed
to this genus), but are here considered to be superfluous.

As many

of these species have been, at one time or another, placed in more
than one genus, their basionyms are given beluw.

Listing is in'

alphabetical order of the specific epithets.
Srivastava, 1966b(=C. turbatus).
Cal l ialasporites barragaonensis
Pocock, 1970 (=C. dampieri).
Cal l ialasporites crenulatus
1962 ( C. trilobAus)
Iridnqulowjs di,wuidol i,, Wiring,
Singh + Kumar, 1969 (=C. enigmaticus).
Tsugaepollenites fimbriatus
Venkato(hald I Kar, 1969 ( C. dampieri).
Appkinolv2 i,2 yrdnuldtT.:
Srivastava, 1966b(=C. dam Teri).
Callialasporites jaisalmerensis
Srivastava, 1966b(-C. turbatus).
Ind perturopol lenites indicus

- 478 Tsugaepollenites indicus Singh + Kumar, 1969 (=C. dampieri).
Applanopsis lenticularis Doring, 1962 (=C. dampieri).
Pfugipollenites lucidus Pocock, 1962 (=C. turbatus).
Callialasporites microvelatus Schulz, 1966 (=C. turbatus)
Callialasporites minus Tralau, 1968 (=C. dampieri).
Callialasporites monoalasporus Dev, 1961 (=C. turbatus).
Cerebropollenites nilssonii Singh + Kumar, 1969 (=C. enidmaticus).
Callialasporites obrutus Norris, 1969 (=C. dampieri).
Applanopsis ovatus Venkatachala + Kar, 1969 (=C. dampieri).
Applanopsis plicatus Singh + Kumar 1969 (=C. turbatus).
Applanopsis punctatus Venkatachala + Kar 1969 (C. dampieri).
Callialasporites rimalis Singh et al., 1964 (=C. turbatus).
Zonalapollenites segmentatus Balme, 1957 (=C. dampieri).
Tsugaepollenites sehorensis Singh + Kumar, 1969 (=C. dampieri or
C. turbatus -- see 'Remarks' under C. turbatus).
Applanopsipollenites triangularis Levet-Carette, 1964a(=C. turbatus).
Callialasporites triletus Singh et al., 1964 (=C. dampieri).
Laricoidites triquetrus Lantz, 1958a(=C. turbatus).
Noeggerathiopsidozonaletes undatus Lantz, 1958a(=C. dampieri).
Triangulopsis varians Singh + Kumar, 1969 (=C. trilobatus).

Callialasporites dampieri (Balme, 1957) Dev, 1961 emend. nov.
Plate 18, Figures 1-8,10-11
Nelumbium type Simpson, p.673; fig. 2a.
Euryzonotriletes (second type) Sah, p.6; p1.1, fig.14.
Inaperturo-Tollenites undulatus Weyland + Greifeld, p.44;
p1.13, figs. 89-90.
?1955 Monolete spore ... Type 1; Vishnu-Mittre, p.122; p1.2, fig.36.
1956 Lophotriletes type 2 Sah, p.63; p1.1, fig.31.
1957 Zonalapollenites dampieri Balme, p.32; p1.8, figs. 88-90.
1957 Zonalapollenites segmentatus Balme, p.33; p1.9, figs. 93-94.
1937
1953
?1953
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?1958

Cingulati oorites dubius Couper, p.146; p1 .24, figs. 3-5.
I a -h.
7; rig: ;)( irn i rc sp. t)ght,•,
Couper,
7.c)i.cdap. ' l leni tes (f . Iampieri Balme; Hughes
Ci)ope
s ices. lc-d.
: 1958) Zonalopol ieni tes segmentat t!s Balme; Lintz, p.925; p1 .4, figs. 41-42.
1958) Zonalapol leniTes (71,2npjeri Balme; Lantz, p.925; p1 .3, figs. 34-35;
p1.4, fig.36.
1958a Zonalapollenite trilobatus [auct.non] Balme; Lantz [Pays] p1.4,
figs. 38, [?39], [non 37,40].
1958a Noeggerathippsidozonaletes undatus Lantz, p.925; p1.4, figs. 43-45.
1961 tallipIaporite (a1. Zonalapollenites) dampieri (Balme); Dev,
p1 .4, figs. 26-27.
1962 Applanonis daqyieri (Balme); DOring, p.113; p1 .16, figs. 11-15.
1962 ApplahonOs TenticOar.i.s Dbring, p.113; p1.16, figs. 9-10.
1962 TriahgploEsis trilobatus (Balme); Dbring [pars], p1.17, figs. 4-5,
[non 6-8].
?1962 PTIugipollenites dampieri (Balme); Pocock [Wars], p.72; p1.12,
fig. 184 [non 183].
1963 /onojupol lunite,; dampieri Balme; Brenner [pars], p.89; p1.37,
fig.8 [non 7].
1963 Lpjanopsis dEpieri (Balme); Chornaya, p1.8, fig. 10.
1963 Applanopsis sp.; Chornaya, p1.8, fig. 9.
1963 Tsufippojieni.tes trilobatus ([auct.non] Balme); Dettmann,
pp. 100-16f; 0724, figs. [?6], 7-10; text-fig. 6e.
1963 Tsugaepo)lenites dampieri (Balme); Dettmann, p.100; p1.24, figs. 1-5.
1963 TrAiLli pol lenitec) (al. Eq221appsis) lenticularis (Ddring); Dettmann,
p. 99.
?196.3 lcmg!Tpolynites (al. Ci9gulatisporites) dubius (Couper); Dettmann,
p. 99.
1963 Tsugaepollenites (al. Noeggerathiopsidozonaletes) undatus (Lantz);
Dottmann, p. 99.
1963 hugaepul le.nijes cf. T. segmentatus (Balme); Dettmann, p.101 ; pl 24,
figs. 11-16; text-fig. 6f.
1963 Callialaspprite5 segmentatus (Balme);de Jersey, p.9, p1.3, fig.6.
1963 Caflialasporites dalgpier3711alme); de Jersey, p.9: p1.3,
1963 21m .lappl lenites -dantieri (Balme); Saad, p.122; p1.34, figs. [?35-36],
1964
1964
1964
1964
1964
1964a
1964a
1964a

Callialasporites (al. Zonalapollenites) cf. dampieri (Balme);
Couper, fig.1, gr.l.
Zonalapollenites dampieri Balme; Balme, p1.6, fig.16.
Zonalapollenites ifgmentatus Balme; Balme, p1.6, fig.13.
Tsugatpollenites dagipieri (Balme); de Jersey + Paten, p. 12; p1.7,
fig.8.
Tsu aepoljensites segmentatus (Balme); de Jersey + Paten, p. 12;
p1.7, fig.9.
Applanop.sikg_llenqes daaieri (Balme); Levet-Carette, pp. 107-108;
p1.6, figs. 13-17.
Applaapp51po.11enites trilobatus ([ltict.non] Balme); Levet-Carette
[pars], p1.6, fig.20 [non 21].
Applanopsipollenites segmentatus (Balme); Levet-Carette, p. 108;
p1.6, tigs. 18-19.

1964
1964
1964
1914
?1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966h
1966h
1966h
1967
196/
196/
1967
?1967
?I96/
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968a
1968a
1968b
1968h
1968
1968

h(41

cf. lonalapollenites darzipieri Balme; Reyre, p.204; p1.4, fig.32.
Calliala'.porites trilohatus (Balme); Singh et al. [py.s]; p1.7,
figs.ql -'r: [non 90,93!.
Callialaseiorites triletus; Singh et al., pp.297-298; p1.7, figs.95-96.
Callialasporites segmentatus (Balme); Singh et al., p.297; p1.7, fig.92.
7onalapollenites dampieri ealme; flamerro, p1.2, fig.14.
.
1pplanopsis dampieri (Balme); Goubin et al., p1 .1, figs. 1-5.
i_l_pplanh.Lsis dampieri (Balme); Goubin, p.1420; p1.1, figs. 1-2.
Tsuga(lpollenites dampieri (Balme); McGregor, p1 .6, fig. 28.
Callialasporites (TT.Zonalapollenites) dampieri (Balme); Sah + Jain,
p. 27-6; 1)1 .3, figs.[?75],76,79-80.
Callialasporites (al. Zonalapollenites) sumentatus (Balme); Sah +
Jain, p.276; p1.3, figs.77-78; p1.4, figs. 90,93-94.
App1anopsis dampieri (Balme); Burger, pp.255-256; p1.27, fig. 2.
Tsugatpollenites dampieri (Balme); Helal, p.93; p1.33, figs [?39-40],
41-42.
Cdll ial porites ddmpeiri [sic] (Balme); Jain + Sah, p.111 ; p1.2,
fig. 4?.
Call ialasporites segmentatus (Balme), Jain + Sah, p.111; p1.2, fig. 45.
Cal l ialdsporites trilobatus (Balme); Srivastava, pp.93-94; p1.4, fig.5.
Cdl l idldrd)or_it 5 ddmpieTTTBalme); Srivastava, p.93; p1.4, figs.2,
4 ( no!
CaI I idiw,porites jaisdlmerensis Srivastava, p.94; p1.4, fig.6;
fsugdepol lenites trilobatus (Balme); Desk + Combaz, p1.81 ; p1.3, fig.14.
TIT)Idni,ri(, ddmpieri (Balme); Millioud, p1.1, fig.7.
App_lanopsis ddmpieri (Balme); Pocock, p1.1 , fig.L.
T, 1 -1TOasporites dampleri (Balme); Schulz, pp.592-593; p1.17, fi gs.1-2.
dampieri (flalme); Hiltmann, p.178; p1.4, fig.48.
C:dliidl potjtes dampieri (Balme); Venkatdchala, p1.1 , fig.25.
Tinaldpollenites trilobatus Balme; Brenner, p.359; p1.5, fig.2;
[given incorrectly in text as p1.4, fig.]].
Zonalapollenites daTpieri Balme; Brenner, p.359; p1.3, fi g.1
[given incorrectly in text as p1.3, fig.9].
tondlapol lenites dampieri Balme; Horowitz, p.43; p1.5, fig.5.
Horowitz, p.42; p1.5, fig.4.
Zonalapollenites segmentatus
Callialasporites (Zonalapollenites) dampieri (Balme); Menendez
[ears], p1 .4, figs.24-25; [non p1.5, fig.25].
Callialasporites (Zonalapollenites) cf. segmentatus (Balme);
Menendez, p1.4, fig.23.
Callialasporites 'cf' trilobatus (Balme); Menendez, p.388; p1.3,
fig.F,
Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Menendez, pp.386,388; p1.3,
P, •:(• 1.
se(mentatus (Balme); Menendez, p.388; p1 .3, figs.D-E.
Callialasporites segmentatus (Balme); Rakosi, p1.7, figs.1-2.
fsugaepollenites trilobatus (Balme); Tralau, p.95; p1 .15, fig.1; p1.17,
fig. l .
ddmo eri (lid line); Iraldu, pp.93-94; p1.13, figs.1-2.
Lu rprpul l(!nlhi,
Tralau, p
.961/of)
1
1 11h eLefri,gP4
.349-350; p1.5,
Tid4ieri (Pdlme);
/
?"
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1968

Calliala..porites seglientatus (Balme); Volkheimer, p.350; p1.5,
figs.10-1 1.
1969 Zonalapol lenites dampieri Balme; Habib, p1.2, fig.14.
1969 Tsugaepol lenites dampieri (Balme); Hughes, p1.15-3, fig.25.
?I969 Tsugaepol lenites ?daTEieri (Balme); Hughes, p1.15-3, fig.26.
1969 Tsugaepol lenites ?trilobatus (Balme); Hughes, p1 .15-3, fig.27.
1969 Tsugaepollenites cf. segmentatus (Balme); Hughes, p1.15-3, fig.28.
1969 Perinopollenites segmentatus (Balme); Jain + Sah, p. 130; p1.2,
figs.37-38.
1969 Tsugaepollenites dampieri (Balme); Singh + Kumar, p.82; p1.1,
figs.1-2; text-figs. la-c.
1969 Triangulopsis trilobatus (Balme); Singh + Kumar, pp. 88-90; p1.1,
fig.18, [? text-fig. 10].
?1969 Tsugaepollenites lenticularis (During); Singh + Kumar, p.85; p1.1,
figs.15-17; text-figs 6a -h.
?1969 Tsugaepollenites sehorensis Singh + Kumar, pp. 84-85; p1.1,
figs.12-13; text-fig.5.
?1969 isugaepol lenites 1 imbatus Singh + Kumar, p.84; p1.1, figs. 9-11;
text-fig.4.
?1969 Tsugaepollenites primus Singh + Kumar, pp.82,84; p1.1, figs.6-8;
text-fig.3.
1969 IsugaeE211enites indicus Singh + Kumar, p.82; p1.1, figs.3-5;
text-fig. 2 [which is 'incorrectly' captioned as Tsugaepollenites
dampieri !].
1969 Tsugaepollenites segmentatus (Balme); Singh + Kumar, p.85; p1 .1,
fig.14.
1969 Tsugaepollenites dampieri (Balme); Singh + Kumar, p.82; p1.1,
figs.1-2; text-figs. 1 [?a], b-c.
1969 Cli l l ialavori tn obr9fus Norris, p.597; p1.110, figs. 6-7.
1969 Cal l ialasporiles daujori (Balme); emend. Norris, pp. 595-596; p1.110,
figs. [?2],3.
?1969 Callialasporites sp.; Norris, p.597; p1.110, figs. 4-5.
?1969a Applanopsis dampieri (Balme); Venkatachala, p1.2, fig.52.
1969a Applanopsis triletus (Singh et al.) Venkatachala, p1.2, fig.51.
1969b Applanopsis daniieri (Balme); Venkatachala, p1.5, fig.4.
1969b Applanopsis segmentatus (Balme); Venkatachala, p1.5, figs. 7-8, 11-13.
1969 82Ejanopsis trilobatus (Balme); Venkatachala + Kar [pars], p1.1,
figs.6, 14, 17 [non 5].
1969 Applanopsis segmentatus (Balme); Venkatachala + Kar, pp. 36-37; p1.1,
figs. 2-3,7.
1969 Appianbpsis 2unctatus Venkatachala + Kar, p.38; p1.3, figs. 30,35
[incorrectly given in text as figs. 31 ,36].
1969 Applanopsis ovatus Venkatachala + Kar, p.39; p1.2, figs. 18-22,26
[according to plate caption; given as p1.2, figs. 18-23, 27 in text].
1969 Applanopsis grInulatus Venkatachala + Kar, pp. 39-40; p1.2, figs.
23-25; 27-29.
1969 Applanopsis lenticularis Dbring; Venkatachala + Kar, pp.35-3 1;
pl.f, fi gs.1 ,8 [as per plate caption; given incorrectly (?) ,1 text
igs. 32-34].
as pl. I, l ip. I ,8-9; pl .?, f
(Balme), Habib, p.357; p1.4, fi g.2.
?1910 Tsugaepollenites dampieri
Balme; Horowitz,
p1.4,
?IWO ZonalapoTieni_tes sgil!PP.. _tqs
Balme; Horowitz, p. 175; p1.4, fi g. 2 .
dampieri
19/0 /odkvol
leni[es
n
19/U *NuclaeoollJnitJ dampieri (Balme); Kemp, p.114; p

1970

Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Norris, p1.1, fig.8 [given
incorrectly in plate caption as fig.7].
1970 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Pocock, pp.65-66; p1 .13, figs.
D53,6,[?7-8]; p1.24, figs. 4,14; text-figs.34-35.
1970 Callialasporites crenulatus Pocock, p.65; p1.13, figs.1-3.
1971 Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme); Guy, p.60; p1.5, fig.l.
1971 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Guy, pp.58-59; p1.4, fig.15.
1971 Callialasporites minus (Tralau); Guy, p.61; p1.4, figs.17-18.
1971 Applanopsis dampieri Balme); van Konijnenburg van Cittert, pp. 54-56.
1971 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Singh, pp. 175-176; p1.26, fig.2.
1972 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); emend.Bharadwaj + Kumar, p.221;
p1.1, fig.13.
1972 Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme); emend.Bharadwaj + Kumar, p.221;
p1.1, fig.12.
1972 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Volkheimer, pp.127-128; p1.9,
figs. 77-80.
1973 cf. B. Zonalapollenites dampieri Balme; Reyre, p.172; p1.38, figs.4-7.
1973 Zonalapollenites sp. 3; Reyre, pp.172-173; p1.39, fig.2.
1973 cf. B. Zonalapollenites segmentatus Balme; Reyre, p.173; p1.39, figs.3-6.
?1973 Callialasporites dorinaii Kumar, p.114; p1.5, figs.103-104.
1973 Callialasporites lametaensis Kumar [pars], p1.115; p1.5, fig.108[non 107].
1974 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Maheshwari, p.36; [?p1.18, fig.63];
p1.19, fig.64.
trilobatus (Balme); Maheshwari [pars], p1.21, fig.84
Callialasporites
?1974
[non 83].
1974 Callialasporites segmentatus (Balme); Maheshwari, p.38; p1.20, figs.75-76.
1974 Zonalapollenites dampieri Balme; McKellar, p.37; p1.10, figs.7-8.1974 Zonalapollenites segmentatus Balme; McKellar, p.37; p1.10, figs.5-6.
1974 Callialasporites segmentatus (Balme); Ramanujam + Srisailam, p.88; p1.5,
figs.42-43.
1974 Callialasporites punctatus Venkatachala + Kar [sic]; Ramanujam +
Srisailam, p.88; p1.5, fig.44 [nomen nudum].
1975 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.3, fig.28.
1975 Zonalapollenites dampieri Balme; de Jersey, p1.14 DI, fig.6.
1975 Zonalapollenites segmentatus Balme; de Jersey, p1.14 DI, fig.].
1975 Callialasporites dam ieri (Balm!); Filatoff, [pars], p.84; p1.24, figs.6-11;
p1.25, figs.1-7 [non 8 ; text-figs. 20-21 [parts, as indicated].
1975 Callialasporites seqmenta-ps (Balme); Filatoff [pars], pp.82-83; p1.24,
figs.2-3; [non 1], text-fig.21 [parts, as indicated].
1975 Callialasporites minus (Tralau); Filatoff, p.83; p1.24, figs.4-5;
dicated].
text-fig.21 [parts, as
Kumar; Maheshwari, p1.1, fig.9.
?1975 Callialasporites doerin inii (Balme); Maheshwari, p1.1,
fig.7.
trilobatus
?1975 Callialasporites
Maheswari,
p1.1,
fig.8.
?1975 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme);
(Balme);
Volkheimer
trilobatus
+
cf.
Quattrocchio,
1975a ca llialauorites
p1.7, fig.6.
[auct. non] Schulz; Volkheimer
1975a Callialasporites microvelatu
., fig.7.
Quattrocchio, p.222; p1.7
(Balme); Volkheimer + Quattrocchio, p.220;
1975a Callialasporites_Edaatri
p1.17, fig.3.
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1975a Call ialai,porites sp. B: Volkheimer + Quattrocchio, p.222; pl .7,fig.8.
1975 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Williams, p1 .8, fig.12.
1975 Ap)lanop.is ci-iTtfAeri (85Tme); Vigran + Thusu, p1 .12, figs. 2, [?7],
10
1976 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Doubinger + Marocco, p1.1,
figs. 16-1/.
1976 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Saad + Ghazali, pp. 447-448; pl. 11 ,
Tsugaepollenites cf. T. trilobatus (Balme); Scott, p.592; p1.9, fig.10.
Tsugaopollenites cf. T. TampierT-7Balme); Scott, pp. 591-592; p1.10,
f igs. 1-2.
1976 Callialasporites microvelatus [auct.non] Schulz; Volkheimer +
Sepulveda, text-fig. 3, fig.5.
?1976 Callialasporites cf. trilobatus (Balme); Volkheimer + Sepulveda,
text-fig.3, fig.4.
1977 Applanopsis ddmpjeri (Balme); Dorhofer, pp.63-64; p1.13, figs.4,11.
1977 Call ialasporites dampieri (Balme); Norris, p1.1, figs.17-18.
?19// Cal l ialdsporites cf. seamentatus (Balme); Norris, p1.1, fig.13.
?I9// Lal l ialasporites crepulatus Pocock, Norris, p1.1, figs. 10-12.
19/7 Tsuudepollenites darpieri (Baire); Ashraf, p.59; p1.14, figs. 14-15;
1976
1976

19/8
1978
I9/(1

1980
.pon 196/1

Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme); Bjaerke, p1.7i f31:9.
Trmganpnlleniter, dampieri (Ralme); Morgan, pl 1, fn.
Applanow,is dampieri (kaime); 0hrh6fer, p1.3, fins.33,114.
1 ,mikipp9i leni[w; dampi ri (Balme); Batten, pl 2 [given incorrectly in
captions as p1. 1), fig.26.
Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Burger, p1.17, figs.6-7.
p.297; p1.7,
(fampierj (fapct. non] Balme) Singh c't

Callialasporites (al. Zonalapollenites) dampieri ([auct. non] Balme);
HeialTP1.17, figs.3-4.
non 1971 Applanopsis dampieri ([auct. non] Balme); Herngreen, p1.4, fig.10.
dampieri (Balme); Hopkins, p. 122; p1 .22, fig.11.
nON 19/ 1d Isugaepoilenites ci . I .
non 1965

Emeuded diagnosis:

A species of Callialasporites with a subcircular to

subovoidal or lobate amb.

The inner

exinal layer is about 0.5-1.5.um thick,

layer is 1-3.um thick and typically
scabrate to finely granulate; the outer
scabrate to granulate.

The two layers are generally appressed in the

separations may occur and produce isolated
poldr regions, although local
vesiculae.

extended equatorially to produce a
The outer layer is

-fifth to one-twelfth of the overall grain
hollow lona which is one
zona may be continuous about the equator and of
diameter in width. The
mort. or

it may be more or less lobate (usually
u ni form width, or
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trilobate).

1,e outer layer, where separated from the inner layer,

is typically radially folded or plicated.

The inner layer produces a

more or less well defined, or sometimes poorly defined, central body;
in polar view the central body is invariably circular to distinctly
rounded triangular in outline.

A proximal, non-functional trilete mark

may be well to weakly developed or absent.
About 300 specimens encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 38(55)74(?-79).nm (135 specimens measured).

The above emendation is based on observation not only of the

present material but also of the many illustrations in the literature.
In ey-ience it follows the original diagnosis of Balme (1957), but it
the (

dktindly rounded triangular shape of the

centrdi body in polar view and allows the inclusion of forms with a lobate
tuna.

It also permits a variation in the width of the zona from

one-fifth to one-twelfth of the overall diameter, thus effectively
heretofore placed into L. segmentatus.
including into C. dampieri specimens
The three most commonly used names for forms of Callialasporites
have been C. dampieri, C. trilobatus and C. segmentatus, all of which
species of Zonalapollenites.
were established by Balme (1957) as
stratigraphical ranges.
three have very similar

All

As noted by Reiser and

completely gradational morphological
Wi l l iams (1969) these species form a
is C. segmentatus, with a more or
series. At one end of this series
relatively narrow, plicated zona and a circular
b",', uniform, non -lobate,
other end is C. trilobatus with a
central body in polar view; at the
non-folded or non-plicated zona, and
dktinctly trilobate, often
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PLATE 18

Photomicrographs 1-2 taken in pha3e contrast.
Figures 1-8,10-11:

Callialasporites dampieri (Balme, 1957)

Figures 1-2:
Diameter

sample 005-29107, slide 6, co-ordinates 100.2/20.8.
63pm. Figure 1 -- ?proximal view; Figure 2 -- ?distal view.

sample 005-29112, slide 6, co-ordinates 110.2/5.7.
Diameter 41um. Figure 3 -- distal view; Figure 4 -- proximal view.
Figures 3,6:

Figure 4:

sample SF-21, slide 3, co-ordinates 107.5/22.0.

Diameter 57pm.
Figure 5:

sample SF-9, slide 2, co-ordinates 110.8/18.0.

Diameter 48pm.
Figure 7:

Proximo-distal aspect.
Proximo-distal aspect.

sample 005-29110, slide 18, co-ordinates 104.2/16.5.
Proximo-distal aspect.
sample 005-29107, slide 6, co-ordinates 96.7/8.8.

Diameter 44;nii.
Figure 8:

Proximo-distd1 aspect.
Figure 10: sample 007-29135, slide 13, co-ordinates 102.0/5.5.
Diampter Vpm. Proximo-distal aspect.
DicimeLer

sample SF-9, slide 2, co-ordinates 97.6/10.0.
eter 62pm. Proximo-distal aspect.

Figure 11:
Di

Spores of the extant plant species Selaqinella sellwoodii
(Slide retained by S.A.J. Pocock.)

Figures 9,12:
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a triangular c entral body.

Indeed, this morphological series may be

envisaged as continuing to Araucariac_ites australis at the C.
seomentatus end and to C. turbatus at the C. trilohatus end.
The case for maintaining several species names to describe
variation within a morpholological continuum was argued in 'Remarks' under
the generic heading above.

However, it was also indicated there that

more names have been coined for Callialasporites-type miospores than are
either necessary or useful.

Such considerations were borne in mind when

comparing and distinguishing C. dampieri, C. trilobatus and C. segmentatus.
Balme (1957) segretated C. trilobatus on the basis of its
possession of a trilobate zona.

However, the holotype of C. dampieri

ako appear', to have a trilobate zona, albeit less pronounced than in
the holotype of C. trilobatus; Balme did not mention this feature in
hi

sir igin.i l de.,( t.ipl ion oil C. dampieri.

In (.unman with the present

author, Norris (1969) had problems in distinguishing C. dampieri from
C. trilobatus using Balme's criteria.

He contended that, whereas the

exine over the central body of C. dampieri is scabrate to subgranular,
that of C. trilobatus is rugulate (presumably in reference to the
configuration of vesiculae).

Vesiculae are developed between the two

body in many specimens of Callialasporites.
wall layer$ over the central
trilobatus vesiculae do indeed appear to form a
In the holotype of C.
from observations of the present material
rugulate pattern; however,
literature, the arrangement of vesiculae
and of illustrations in the
not appear to provide
over the central body does

d

consistent or useful

these taxa or of subdividing the morphological
means either of separating
continuum.

The holotypes of C. dampieri and C. trilobatus have, in polar
view, rounded triangular and distinctly triangular central bodies
respectively.

This difference was not specified by Balme in his

original diagnoses of these two species; however, it was used by
Filatoff to distinguish between these two species, although he made no
formal emendations to this end.

the development of a triangular central

body and a trilobate zona do not consistently occur together (see, for
example, the specimens illustrated by Guy, 1971, plate 5, figure 1 and Bharadwaj
and rumar, 197?, plate 1, figure 12).

Any emendations of C. dampieri

and C. trilobatus should therefore indicate which feature (development
of loPation or lack thereof, or shape of central body) is being employed
as the distinguishing factor.

In the present work

shape of the central

body has been chosen, forms with a relatively unrounded triangular
central body being allocated to C. trilobatus, and those with a rounded
(either circular or rounded triangular)central body being placed in
C. dampieri; this distinction is consistent with the morphology of the
respective holotypes, it is consistent with most published descriptions
and illustrations of the two taxa, and is readily useable.

It should be

noted, however, that secondary folding of an originally rounded central
body may give it a triangular configuration.
The holotypes of C. dampieri and C. segmentatus both have a
rounded centrol body.

C. d(2Tpieri has a uniformly wide to lobate zona;

uniformly broad zona, but never a lobate zona.
C. segmentatus also has a
The principle distinction between these two species lies in the width
segmentatus is narrow compared with that of
of the zona; that of C.
C. dampieri.

A consistently appl icable distinction between these two
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taxa was very difficult to find during the present research,
a large
number of specimens having a morphology more or less intermediate
between their two holotypes.

A study of the literature indicates
that

a distinction between C. dampieri and C. segmentatus has not been
consistently employed (compare, for example, the specimen of 'C.
segmentatus'
illustrated by Ramanujam and Srisailam (1974, plate 5, figure 43) with
those
specimens illustrated by Morgan (1978; plate 1, figure 12) and Kemp (1970,
plate 23, figure 17)under the specific epithet 'dampieri'). C. dampieri and
C.
segmentatus are commonly found together in the same material, as is
evident from the above synonymy list.

In the light of these
considerations,

I decided therefore to combine these two species.
C. dampieri is widespread in Middle Jurassic to Lower
Cretaceous assemblages, and occurred throughout the present material.

Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme, 1957) Dev, 1961 emend. nov.
Plate 19, Figures 1,3-4,6-7,10
1957 Zonalapollenites trilobatus Balme, p.32; p1.8, figs. 91-92.
1958 Zonalapollenites cf. trilobatus Balme; Hughes + Couper, fig le.
Balme; Lantz [pars], p.925; p1.4,
1958a Zonalapollenites trilobatus
figs. 37,40. [non 37-39]
var. trianqulis Pautsch, p1.1, fig. 13.
1958 Sporopollenites laniiZonalapollenites)
trilobatus (Balme);
1961 Callialasporites al.
Dev, pp. 48-49; p1.4, fi gs.
28-29.Doring [pars],
(Balme);
p.114; p1.17,
1962 Triangulopsis trilobatus
4-5].
fig. 6-8 [non d15224l112,Doring, p.114; p1.17, figs. 1-3.
1962 Triangulopsis
trilobatus (Balme); Pocock, p.73; p1.12, figs.
Ithig.i22
?1962
186-187.
.9.
1963 zonala ollenites trilobatus (Balme);
Balme; Brenner,
pp.89-90;
p1.37,
fi
Dettmann [pars], pp. 100-101;
1963 Tstlat20
i.tes trilobatus
[non 7-8], [?9-10]; [?text-fig. 6e].
p1.24, fig. [?6],
ilobatus
• tr,______, (Balme); Chornaya, p1.8, fig. 8.
1963 Inilaaill(4225
trilobatus
(Balme); Levet-Carette C arsj,
1964a Applanopsi ollenites
20].
[non
21
_
ig •
p. 108, p1.6, f trilobatus
(Balme); Singh et al. [Ra,§], p 297
;
•
1964 Callialas orites ?g3j [non 91-92].
__
,
C.
p1.7, figs. 90, trilobatus Balme; Reyre, p.204; p1.4, fi gs. 31,
1964 Zonala ollenites
31 bis.

?1964
1964
1965
1065
1965

Noeueruthio-psidozonalites undatus Lantz; Reyre, p.202; p1 .4,
fig. 30.
Tsugaepollenites tri lobatus (Balme); de Jersey + Paten, p.13; p1.7,
fig 10
Zonalapollenites trilobatus Balme; Gamerro,
Applanoris trilobatus (Balme); Goubin, p.1420,
9
figs.
3-4.
Applanopsis trilobatus (Balme); Goubin et al. , p.227; 1
figs. 6-7,
p

.1,

Call ialasporites (al. Zonalapollenites) trilobatus (Balme); Helal ,
pl. 17, figs. 1-2.
1965 Callialasporites (al. Zonalapollenites) dampieri ([auct.non] Balme);
Helal, p1.17, figs. 3-4.
1965 Callialasporites (al. Zonalapollenites) trilobatus (Balme); Sah +
Jain, p.275; p1.3, figs. [?81-82], 83-84; p1 .4, figs. 87-89, 91-92.
1966 Applanopsis trilobatus (Balme); Burger, p.261; p1 .27, fig.l.
1966 Tsugaepollenite.s trilobatus (Balme); Helal, pp. 93-94; p1.34,
figs. 43-46.
1966 Callialap9rites trilobatus Balme; Jain + Sah, p. 111 ; p1.2, figs.
43-44.
1967a Zonalapollenites trilobatus Balme; Archangelsky + Gamerro, p1.2,
fig. J.
1967 Applanopsis trilobatus (Balme); Pocock, p1 .1, fig. G.
106/ koyaepolfT_nites trilobatus (Balme); Townrow, p.144, fi g. 4A.
19tH 7i-malapoljenites trilobatus Balme; Horowitz, pp. 43-44; p1.5, fig. 6.
PJ(8a Tal.ljalasporites IZonalapollenites) trilobatus (Balme); Menendez,
f ig. /ii.
1969 Tsugaepol lenites trilobatus (Balme); Hughes, p1 .15-3, fig. 29.
?1969 Callialasporites dampieri ([auct.non] Balme); Norris [015], p1.110,
fi472, [non 3].
1969 cil l.l idldvoriles sp.cf. C. trilobatus (Balme); Norris, pp.594-595;
pf.fTO, fig. 8.
1969 Triangulopsis varians Singh + Kumar, p.90; p1 .2, figs.31-34; text-fi g. 13.
1969 Triangulopsis discoidalis Doring; Singh + Kumar, p.90; p1.2, fig. 27;
text-fig. 11.
1969 Triangulopsis plicatus Singh + Kumar [pars] p1.2, figs.29-30 [non
28]; text-fig. 12.
1969a Applanopsis trilobatus (Balme); Venkatachala, p1.2, figs. 49-50.
1969b Applanopsis trilobatus (Balme); Venkatachala, p1.5, figs. 5-6.
1969 Applanopsis trilobatus (Balme); Venkatachala + Kar [pars], p.36;
p1.1, fig. 5, [non 6,14,17].
(Sah + Jain); Venkatachala + Kar, p1.1,
?1969 Applanolsis cf. A. 91.2111
fig. 9.
1969 Applanopsis grapclis (Sah + Jain); Venkatachala + Kar [pars], p.38;
31-32,35].
p1.2, figs. 33-34, [non
Balme; Horowitz, p.176; 0.4 2 fig. 5.
trilobatus
?1970 zonala2211enites
TsUliaenollenitestrilobatus (Balme); Kemp, p.113; p1.23, fig. 16.
1970
trilobatus (Balme); Norris, p1.3, fig.
1970 Callialasporites sp. cf. C.
15
in plate caption].
13
riffN.ten incorrectly as fig. (Balme);
Pocock [par ], p.67; P1.13,
19/U cal l idlasporites
38].
[?text-fig.
fig:TJ[non 11-17,14]
(Balme); Herngreen, p1 .5, fig . 3.
1971 Applanopsis trilobatus
1965
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1972

Callialasporites discoidalis (Daring); Bharadwaj + Kumar, p.222;
p1.1, figs.15-16.
1973 Applanopsis trilobatus (Balme); Komarova et al., p1.1, fig.7.
1973 Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme); Jain + Taugourdeau-Lantz, p.60;
p1.1, fig.25.
?1973 cf. C. Zonalapollenites lucidus Pocock; Reyre [pars]; p1.39, fig.7[non
1].
1973 cf. B. Zonalapollenites trilobatus Balme (formes de petite taille);
Reyre, p.171; p1.37, fig.9; p1.40, figs.1-3.
1973 cf. A. Zonalapollenites trilobatus Balme (formes de grande taille);
Reyre, p.173; p1.40, figs.4-6.
1973 Zonalapollenites trianqularis (Levet-Carette) Reyre, pp.171-172; p1.38,
figs.1-3.
?1973 Callialasporites limbatus Singh + Kumar; Kumar, p.113.
1973 Callialasporites plicatus Singh + Kumar; Kumar, p.114.
1974 Tsugaepollenites trilobatus (Balme); Brenner, pp.16-17; p1.2, fig.12.
1974 Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme); Maheshwari [pars]; p.39; p1.21,
fig.83 [non 84].
1974 Callialasporites discoidalis (DOring); Maheshwari, pp.36-37; p1.19,
figs.65-66.
1974 Zonalapollenites trilobatus Balme; McKellar, pp.37-38; p1.10, fig.10.
1974 Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme); Ramanujam + Srisailam, p.86;
p1.5, figs.38-39[?40].
1975 Callialasporites dampieri (Balme); Filatoff [pars], p1 .25, fig.8[non 1-7].
1975 Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme); Filatoff, p.84; p1.25, fi gs.9-10,
[?11], text fig.21 [part, as indicated].
1975 Tsugaepollenites cf. turbatus (Balme) Arjang; p.129; p1.6, fig.12.
1975 Applanopsis trilobatus (Balme); Vigran + Thusu, p1.12, figs. 3,
[?4].
?1975a Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme); Volkheimer + Quattrocchio,
pp.220,222; p1.7, figs. 4-5.
Doubinder + Marocco, p1.1,
1976 Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme);
fig. 18.
(During); Doubinger + Marocco, p1.1,
1976 Callialasporites discoidalis
figs. 19-20.
(Balme); Saad + Ghazali, p.448; p1.11,
1976 Callialasporites trilobatus
figs. [79], 10.
Norris, p1.1, figs. 14,19*
1977 Callialasporites tnii2LIIIq (Balme);
(Balme); Morgan, p1.1, fig. 11.
1978 Tsugaepollenites trilobatus
Derhofer, p1.3, fig. 29.
(Balme);
1979 Applanopsis tr-Yg.J_Datis..
Srivastava, p.94; p1.4,
(Balme);
non1966b Callialasporites trilobatus
,
eri].
. 3 [.C. am 1
fig. 6; text-fig.
Balme); Deak + Combaz, p.81, p1.2,
non1967 Tsugaepollenites trilobatus
fig. 14 [=C. dam ieri].
Balme; Brenner, p.359; p1.3, fig. 1.
non1968 Zonalapollenites trilobatus
trilobatus (Balme); Menendez, p.388; p1.3,
non1968b C[:"-al ialMI-Iil]e 'cf'
fig. F [=C.
(Balme); Tralau, p.95; p1.15, fig.1;
!ID:11958 Tsugaepollenites trilobatus
ieri].
p1.17, fig. 1. [.C. dam
(Balme); Hughes, p1.15-3, fig. 27.
?trilobatus
non1969 Tsugaepollenites
Singh + Kumar, pp.88-90; p1.1,
[ =C- (12112.1221].
1911 1969 Tr7anqulopsis trilobatus (Balme);
[=C.
fig.
18, [?text-fig. 10] (Balme); Guy, p.60; p1.5, fig. 1.
Callialasporitestrilobatus
n1971
[=C- dampieri]. trilobatus (Balme); Bharadwaj + Kumar, p.221;
221.21972 Callialasporites
i eri].
p1.1, fig. 12. [=C. dam

ii2T212r1].

dampieri].
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?non1975

Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme); Maheshwari, p.1, fig.7
1?-C. danojeri].
non1976 Tsugaepol lenites cf. T. trilobatus (Balme); Scott, p.592; p1.9,
fig. 10. [=C. damp.ieri].
?non1976 Call ialasporites cf. trilobatus (Balme); Volkheimer + Sepulveda,
text-fig. 3, fig. 4 [?=C. dam_pieri].
non1978 Callialapprites trilobatus (Balme); Bjaerke, p1.7, fig. 9.
non1970 Triang9lopsis discoidalis Doring; Pocock, p.74; p1.14, figs. 1-8;
text-figs. 40-41.
Emended diagnosis:

A species of Callialasporites with a trilobate or,

less commonly, a subcircular to rounded triangular amb.

The inner exinal

layer is about 0.5-1.5pm thick, scabrate to finely granulate; the outer
layer is 1-2pm thick and scabrate to granulate.

The two layers are

generally appressed in the polar regions, although local separation in
these areas commonly gives rise to isolated vesiculae; these may be
elongate or equidimensional in shape, and randomly distributed or, if
elongate, aligned in a subparallel manner.

The outer layer is extended

equatorially to produce a hollow zona; this is typically trilobate,
being discontinuous or considerably constricted (i.e. indented) at
four) points about the equator.
three (or, very rarely, two or

The

outer layer, where separated from the inner, may be mildly, or rarely
folded, or it may be smooth.
strongly, radially plicated or

The inner

central body which is invariably distinctly
layer produces a well defined
triangular in polar view.

A proximal , non-functional trilete mark may

absent.
be well to weakly developed or

Material:

encountered.
Twenty specimens
( lb 5petimpris inewmred).
Ii i(MVICI.46(60)8VM
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Remarks:

A complete discussion of the morphological series of which

C. trilobatus is part is given above in the 'Remarks' to C. dam ieri;
reasons for the above emendation are also discussed therein.
C. trilobatus is emended to restrict it to forms with a
distinctly triangular (not rounded triangular) inner body and a zona
which is discontinous or indented at (usually) three points.

The

latter feature distinguishes C. trilobatus from C. turbatus, which has
a continuous, non-indented zona; the breadth of the zona of C. turbatus
may be reduced at three points, but this reduction is a result alone
of the relationship of the shape of the amb and the inner body,
constrictions or indentations of the zona taking no part in the reduction.
This form is rare relative to C. dampieri, but otherwise has
a similar stratigraphic and geographic distribution.

It may be some-

what more prominent in the Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous than it
is in Lower and Middle Jurassic strata.

In the present study it was

members of the Husky
encountered in the Lower and Upper

Formation

and in the Buff sandstone and Blue-grey shale members of the Lower
sandstone division.

1957) Schulz, 1967 emend. Roy.
Callialasporites turbatus (Balme,
Plate 19, Figures 5,8-9
turbatus Balme, pp.31-32; p1.7, figs.85-86;
Ina erturo ollenites
p1.8, fig. 87.
p.926; p1.5, figs. 51-54.
1958a Laricoidites tri uetrus Lantz, Dev, p.48; p1.4, fig. 25.
1961 Callialasporites .2120.1A§-22121
Pocock, p.73; p1.12, fig. 185.
ites lucidus
1962 Pflt
Efit12122112n112.5) lucidus (Pocock);
1963 TsLLgleo-r ites (al.
Dettmann, p.99.
1957
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1963

Tsugaepollenites (al. Callialasporites) monoalasporus (Dev);
Dettmann, p. 99.
1963 Laricoidites turbatus (Balme); de Jersey, p.9; p1.2, fig.6.
1964a Applanopsipollenites trianqularis Levet-Carette, p.109; p1.6,
figs. 22 [?23-24].
1964 Inaperturopollenites turbatus Balme; Balme, p1.6, fig.18.
1964 Callialasporites rimalis Singh et al. , p.297; p1.7, fig.94.
1965 Callialasporites monoalasporus Dev; Sah + Jain, p.276; p1.4,
figs. 95-96.
1966 Callialasporites microvelatus Schulz, p.136; p1.7, figs. 1-2.
1966b Callialasporites barraqaonensis Srivastava, p.94; p1.5, fig. 1.
1966b Inaperturopollenites indicus Srivastava, p.92; p1.3, figs.4. g
- :: 3-4.
1967 Callialasporites turbatus (Balme); Schulz, p.593; p1.17,
1967 Inaperturopollenites turbatus Balme; De5A + Combaz, p.83; p1.2,
fig. 12.
1968 Tsugaepollenites turbatus (Balme); Tralau, pp. 96-97; p1.11, fig. 1
[called Tsugaepollenites trianqularis (Levet-Carette) in plate
caption].
1968a Inaperturopollenites turbatus Balme; Menendez, p1.4, fig. 22.
1968b Inaperturopollenites turbatus Balme; Menendez, p.394; p1.4, figs. I -J.
1969 Trianqulopsis plicatus Singh + Kumar [pars-holotype only], p.90;
p1.2, fig.28 [non 29-30]; [non text-fig. 12].
1969 Tsugaepollenites rimalis (Singh et al.); Singh + Kumar, p.81
[22lIgn nudum]
?1969 Tsugaepollenites sehorensis Singh + Kumar, pp.84-85; p1.1, figs .
12-13; text -fig. 5.
1969 Applanopsis monoalasporus (Dev); Venkatachala + Kar, p.37; p1.1,
figs. 15-16.
1969 Applanopsis lucidus (Pocock); Venkatachala + Kar, p.37; p1.1,
figs. 10,1 .
1970 Inaperturopollenites turbatus Balme; Pocock, p .75; p1.13, figs. 115.-1136,.
1970 Callialasporites tril5EaTTST[Iii2S.110] Balme); Pocock [pars], p
figs.11-12,14 [non 13].
?1971 Callialasporites microvelatus Schulz; Guy, p1.59; p1.4, fi g . 16 .
1971 Callialasporites turbatus Balme); Guy, pp.60-61; p1.5, fig. 2.
turbatus Balme; Reyre, pp.169-170; p1.36,
1973 cf. A. Ina erturopo
figs.1,3[72].
1973 cf. C. Zonala ollenites h ifid141 Pocock; Reyre [pars], p.172; p1.39,
fig.l[non 7 .
turbatus Balme; McKellar, pp.39-40; p1.12, fias 1... a.
1974 laperturopollenites
Pocock); M'heshwari, pp.37-38; p1 .19, fi I' rl" .
1974 Callialasporites lucidus
`
(Balme);
Filatoff, p. 84 ; p1 . 26 , figs 5-9
1975 Callialasporites turbatus
text-fig.21 [part, as ind icated].
microvelatus Schulz; Filatoff, pp.83-84; p1.26,
?1975 Callialasporites
Lpart, as indicated]. .
figs.1-4; text-fig.21 turbatus Balme; Volkheimer + Quattrocchio, p.228;
19 75a Inaperturopollenites
p1.1 , fig.18.
,,
p1.9, fig.7.
Balme; Hedlund + Beju,llii;71
turbatus Dorhofer,ti.iu6sr4I:apt7u1
1v76 i naerti.
B3ai
o
11,9,77 Applanopsis turbatus (Balme);
turbatusofiTe
Men)
77 Ina erturo ollenites ertu ro
hraf, p.62;
'
'977 Callialasporites Ina
?P1.16, fig.21; p1.17, fig.l. Balme; Sultan, p1.2, fig.3.
1978 Inlperturopollenites tq:2f114§
Balme);
1979
Qt.Aattrocchio, p.222;
i g+37
er
i mf
i '
z' rt'ioltkh
Applanopsis IIIL2J2IJ5
microvelatus SETrihur
1975a Callialasporites glEinigri].
[. C.
p 1.7, fig.7
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non1976

Callialasporites microvelatus Schulz; Volkheimer + Sepulveda,
text-fig.', fig. 5 [.C. dampieri].

Emended diagnosis:

A species of Callialasporites with a circular,

subcircular or oval amb which, however, is occasionally distorted by
secondary folding.

The inner exinal layer is 0.5-1.5,0m thick, scabrate

to f inely granulate; the outer layer is 1-21mi thick, scabrate to
The two layers are closely appressed in the polar regions;

granulate.

vesiculae are rarely, if ever, developed in these areas.

The outer

layer is extended equatorially to produce a cavation or hollow zona.
The zona is invariably continuous and may be of uniform width, or it may
narrow in three areas; this narrowing occurs because of the relationship
of the triangular central body within the more or less circular or oval
outer margin (d the tong .

the /0141 is never itself indented to produce

The outer exinal layer, where separated from the inner, is

lobes.

general ly ',mouth; only rarely are weakly developed radial folds present.
The inner layer produces a distinctly defined central body which is
polar view; it is commonly
primarily circular to triangular in
irregular outline.
secondarily folded to produce an

A proximal,

well to weakly developed, though it
non-functional trilete mark may be
is more usually absent.
encountered.
Ten specimens

Material:

Dimensions:
RI

I'

:

ifl

(seven specimens measured).
Diameter 37(58)70.0m
of this specie",, Balme ( 1957) did
orig indl diagno!,is

Isaccate1 )nature, and considered the darker
not recognize its cavate (or
area of dif ferential ly thickened exine
Polar reyion to represent an
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rather than a cfrntral body; hence he attributed it to the genus
Inaperturopollenites.

Schulz (1967) was the first to place this species

into a genus encompassing cavate spores.

He reassigned

I. turbatus to Callialasporites and gave a brief description which made
mention of the presence of a central body; however he did not expressly
formulate an emendation.

Subsequently, it has become evident that C. turbatus

belongs in a morphological series with C. dampieri, C. trilobatus and
other forms (see, for example, Filatoff, 1975).
The above emendation indicates the cavate nature of C. turbatus;
it also gives a fuller description of its morphology than has previously
been provided.

Certain features, such as its continuous zona and the

lack of indentations in this structure, have been emphasized in order
lo more clearly di fferent iate C. turbatus from C. trilobatus.

(See also

'Remarks' to C. trilobatus).
not described originally as
Partly because this species was
variability of araucariacean pollen
being cavate, and partly because the
was not well understood before the work of van Konijnenburg - van Cittert
morphologically with C. turbatus, as emended
(1971 ), forms conforming
a plethora of names.
herein, have been described under

The synonymy

twenty-three different combinal ist above contains no less than
of this variety is due also to the
tions (although, of course, some
chaotic generic situation).

The following species are here considered

turbatus:
to be junior synonyms of C.
1 ) Laricoidites triquetrus Lantz, 1958a: Lantz stated that
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"Laricoidites triquetrus possesses an even amb, a triangular, nonthickened, polar area and is thus distinguishable from Inaperturopollenites
turhatus Balme" (Translation).

Her illustrations, however show a distinct

central body; this is triangular in outline and thus differs from the
holotype of C. turbatus, which has a circular central body.

However, in

the emendation above, both triangular and circular central bodies are
included within C. turbatus.
2)

Cal l idla(..prite
.

mu noalasporus Dev, 1961 :

Dev did not compare this species

with C. turbatus; however, the two holotypes are closely comparable.
Dev indicated for C. monalasporus a larger size range than is typical
for C. turhatus (94-107um, compared with 57-77um for C. turbatus).
Liry. si/o ranqo I

A

C. turbatus has been observed; size should

therefore probably not be used to separate species within this complex
or form,,.

In

i ii I, context, it should he noted also that. i)ev (1961)

and C. trilobatus than are typical
reported larger sizes for C. dampieri
for these species; this difference may be sedimentologically or
possibly represent a miscalculation by Dev.
ecologically controlled, or may
3)

Pflugipollenites lucidus Pocock, 1962:

The holotypes of P. lucidus

similar.
and C. turbatus appear to be closely

The outer exinal layer

than that of C. turbatus but as this
of P. lucidus may be smoother
among araucariacean miospores
feature tends to vary intraspecifically
preservational factors), some variation in the
(in part probably due to
should probably be allowed for. Pocock did
ornamentation of C. turbatus
C. LuOaLus.
IRA compare his species with
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4) Applanopsipollehites triangularis Levet-Carette, 1964a: The
holotype
of this species has a triangular central body; however, C.
turbatus is
described above as including forms with such a feature.

In other

respects the holotype of this species appears to be conformable with
C. turbatus.

The other two specimens illustrated and attributed to

A. triangularis by Levet-Carette may be attributable to C. dampieri.
Levet-Carette did not compare her species with C. turbatus.
5) Callialasporites rimalis Singh et al., 1964:
C. rimalis (although not

expressly

These authors differentiated

from C. turbatus) on the basis of the

thick 'rim' surrounding its central body.

This feature, however,

probably results from secondary folding; the species appears otherwise
conformable with C. turbatus.
6)

Cal l ialasporites microvelatus Schulz, 1966:

This species was distinguished

by Schulz largely on the basis of its narrow zona.
holotype of C. microvelatus shows

a

The zona of the

variation in width from 0.04 to 0.07

of the overall grain diameter; on the holotype of C. turbatus the
of zona width is 0.06 to 0.13 of the overall diameter.
some overlap.

Thus

anigse

there

holotype of C. turbatus is narrow in
The zona of the

specimens of the species.
relation to that on most other

However,

holotype, separation of C. microvelatus
because of Balme's choice of
into effect or to justify.
from C. turbatus is difficult to put
Srivastava 1966b: Srivastava (op. cit., p.94)
7)
Callialasporites barragaonensis
_
turhatus, although he noted that it
did not compare this species with C.
"but is smaller and has regularly shaped folds
reemhled C. monoalasporus
that could be confused
margin of the frill [zona]
outer
extending to the
germinal furrow." In size, C. barragaonensis is
w i th d trilete
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comparable

to

C. turbatus; moreover, the emendation above for

C. turbatus alluvis for the development of a trilete mark and weakly
developed radial folding.
8)

Inaperturopollenites indicus Srivastava, 1966b: Srivastava noted that
Balme's "specimens [of C. turbatus] are smaller in size and more
circular in outl ine than I. indicus."

Neither of these reasons are here

considered sufficient to justify the maintenance of separate species.
9) Triangulopsis plicatus Singh and Kumar, 1969.

Of the specimens of

I. plicatus illustrated by Singh and Kumar, only the holotype is here
considered to be conspecific with C. turbatus.

The other illustrated

specimens appear to belong to C. trilobatus. Singh and Kumar did not
compare T. pl icatus with C. turbatus, but they did note that their
!,pecie% di f fers from C. trilobatus in having a non -vesiculate exoexine
(outer exinal layer).

Polar regions devoid of vesiculae are typical

of C. Lurbatu!„
species, Tsugaepollenites sehorensis
In addition to the above
with C. turbatus.
Singh f Kumar, 1969 may be conspecific

Its central

overal diameter.
body is relatively large, about 0.92 times the

It

intermediate between C. turbatus and
appears, in this respect, to be
development of a central body
Arducdr iacites australis, which shows no
their description, Singh and
(or, therefore, of a zona) at all. In
plications) or radial folding are absent;
Kumar note that frilling (i.e.
that plications on the zona may be
from their illustrations it appears
applicable to C. dampieri,
their specimens may he
case
which
in
'nt,
Pr("rather than C. turbatus.
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C. turbatus is widespread in Lower Jurassic to Lower
Cretaceous sediments.

In the present material it occurred in the

Lower, Red -weathering shale and Upper members of the Husky Formation and
the Buff-weathering sandstone member of the Lower sandstone division.

Genus ARAUCARIACITES Cookson, 1947 ex Couper 1953 emend.nov.
1947 Granulonapites (Araucariacites) Cookson, p.130 [nomen nudum]
1953 Araucariacites Cookson; ex Couper, p.39.
1958 Granulonapites Cookson; ex Nilsson, p.70.
Emended diagnosis:

Spherical to subspherical miospores.

No trilete mark

or other consistently developed locus of dehiscence is present.

The

exine is two layered, although the layering may not be readily apparent.
The layers are typically appressed over the entire grain, although
incipient separation along the ?equator may occasionally be discernible;
otherwise the exine is homogeneous or simply structured.

Surficially,

it is scabrate, granulate, or with some other type of fine unit
ornamentation.
.1a1j5 Cookson 1947 ex Couper, 1953;
alltlagsit§: Araucariacites 20
Lower? Tertiary, Kerguelen, Indian Ocean. (See synonymy list below.)
Hills (1976, card 151), the generic
According to Jansonius and
(1947) because she used
name was not validly proposed by Cookson
system of nomenclature rather than the
Erdtman's trinomial 'coenotype'
under A. australis). She did,
Linnaean system (see also 'Remarks'
diagnosis, which was repeated by Couper (1953, p.39)
however, give the following
Remarks:
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when he validated the genus:
Spherical non-aperturate grains with granular
exine, of the type met with amongst recent members
of the Araucariaceae."
So far as I am aware, there has been no subsequent attempt at
an elliendation of the generic diagnosis.

It is in the

light of the work of van Konijnenburg - van Cittert (1971) on fossil
in situ araucariacean pollen grains, and also of numerous descriptions
and illustrations of Araucariacites in the literature, that the above
emendation is proposed.

Mention is made of the exinal layering, which

is evident from the work of van Konijnenburg - van Cittert (op,cit.,

pp. 51-57).

In Callialasporites, the outer wall layer is separated

from the inner at the equator, and is drawn out to produce a zona which
is continuous about the grain.

In Araucariacites, the wall layers are

typically closely appressed over the entire grain; indeed they may not
be ',epardtely recognizable.

Specimens in which the wall layers are

only more or less locally separated and do not form a continuous zona
(as appears to be the case with the specimen illustrated by van
Konijnenburg - van Cittert, op.cit., plate 12, figure 5) should perhaps be
than Callialasporites.
included within Araucariacites rather
Araucariacites has a range spanning Jurassic to Tertiary strata;
is very uncommon, in the Tertiary.
Callialasporites does not occur, or
justification on stratiqraphic grounds for
ilere, then, is an example of a
morphologically gradational taxa.
►maintaining two
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Araucariacites dustralis Cookson, 1947 ex Couper, 1953 emend. Couper,
1958.
Plate 19, Figures 2,11
1947 .Granulonapites (Araucariacites) australis Cookson, p.130; p1.13,
figs._ 1- ,3-ilectotype -see Potonie, 1958], 4 [nomen
nudum].
1951 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Cookson + Duigan, p.442
, [nomen nud um1
1953 Araucariacites australis Cookson; ex
__ Couper, p.39 [designation as
type species]. ----1 8
7 _f_
ilrgcariacitt
.1qralt§ Cookson; Balme, p.31; p1.7, figs. 81-82.
5
rpucariacites australis Cookson; Potonid, p.81 [designation of
p1 .13, fig.3 of Cookson, 1947 as lectotype].
1958 Araucariacites australis Cookson; [emend.] Couper, p.151; p1.27,
1 16s.3-4. ---- -- --1961 Inaperturgpollenites - atlanticus
Groot et al., p.130; p1.24, fig.18.
1962 A-raucariacjtes australis Cookson; Groot + Groot, p.159; p1.7,
fig. 1.
1963 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Brenner, p.76; p1.25, figs. 9-10.
1963 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Dettmann, pp.105-106; p1.26, fig.15.
1964 ArF;ricariacites australis Cookson; Reyre, p.206; p1.5, fig. 36.
_
1964 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Singh eI .0., p.299; p1.8, fig. 113.
Pli, 1 Ardo, ,I? it, I I t-, tor.I r.t I is cookson; lid line, pl .6, i ig. 17.
1964 3
1 .7:1
;
figs.4-5.
1 1LiuyiOaUtc auf!ir:01 1s Cookson; von der Brel ie, p. 1:9
p1
.17,
,
Heidi
Couper;
figs.15-17.
l9f,') Aruw_Gr i LiW., austrAis
__,_
1965 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Sah + Jain, p.281;
fli::141.
I(MJ, ArdIn dri to i fos dos[rdl is Cookson; Burger, p.262; p1.35,
riqP[3
1966 Inaperturopollenite.s giganteps [duct. non] Goczan; Burger,
1):261-262.
p1 .35, fig.4:
1966 _Araucariacites austral:is Cookson; Helal , p.92; p1 .33, figs.35-37.
1967 Araucariacites aur,tralis Cookson; Brenner, p1.2, fig.'.
1967 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Staplin et al., p.299; p1.1, fig.41.
g.s.
g 1:
1967 8raucariaCites australis Cookson; Hiltmann, p.182; p1 .6, :J
.9.
fig.2.
17,
1968 A ra w,aria(_ites austral is Cookson ; Tralau, pp.71-72; p1 .
1968
Cookson; Horowitz, p.38; p1.4, f
1968h ''rjucarja( ites auaral is Cookson;
Menendez, p.394; p1.4, figs. K-L.
AraucaricT ites australis
p1,7, fi gs. 3_ 4.
1968 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Volkheimer, p.356;
fig. :4.
1968 Araucariaciles australis Cookson; Brenner, p.359; p1.3, fig
text].
r9T\/66--inC6rrectly as fig. 8 in Cookson; Norris, p.324;
1968 Araucariacites cf. A. australis
Norris, p1 .110, fig. 17.
1969 1p196,
quctT riWites ausfralis Cookson; Hughes, pl. 15-3, figs. 30-31.
Cookson;
1 970 2,12DA.cariacjt6s australis
8CQgcariCif-e --a-ilstralis
________ Cookson; Norris, p1.1, fig. 13 [incorrectly
captioned as fig. 10].
Pocock, p.75; p1.14,
1 970 Ipaperturopollenites cf. I. australis (Cookson);
1970 i i ip,.. 9,-1 1 ,13'
Horowitz, p.173; p1.3, fig.18.
ucqriacites australis Cookson;
Lg
.
Kemp, p.121; p1.28, fig 1
1970
cf australis Cookson; p.156; p1.22, fig. 4.
Araucariacites
sp.
1971
Cookson; Singh,
!lraucariacites australis
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1971a
1971b

Araucariacites
Araucari licites
_Araucariacites
_
p1. 14, fig.11.
1972 Araucariacites
1972
1973 Araucariacites

australis Cookson; Guy, p1.5, fig.13.
australis Cookson; Hopkins, p.121; p1.22, fig.5.
australis Cookson; Paden Phillips + Feli x, pp.458-459;

;

I

australis Cookson; Muir, p.68; p1.8, figs.4,6.
australis Cookson; Volkheimer, p.135; p1.11, figs.98-99.
australis Cookson; Antonescu, p1. 12, fig. 16.
Araucariacites
1973 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Komarova et al ., p1.2, fig.23.
1973 cf. R. Inaperturgpollenites atlanticus Groot et al.; Reyre, p.166; p1.34,
fig 4
1973 lnaperturopollenites
. cf. Araucariacites australis Cookson; Reyre,
_
_.
pp. I6r)-166, p1."34, fiw,.1-1.
P)/; I/ I
el f I . 1 iO) i I t 'rl i 1
kw/re, p. I65; p1.33, I i s.3-5.
Ip.
Cook,
,on; Hopkins, p.121 , p1 .5, fig. 6.
i',
Pill Arlivdri ,l, i lw, dir,Irol
._ . _
15/1 AiduLd_i ia,
________ls_ LuuL)on; koludnujdm I Srisaildm, p.93;
_: i __t.e', aulAral
p1.7, figs. 58-59.
1974 Araucariacites australis Couper; Riley, p1.2, fig.2.
1974 Araucariacites sp.cf. australis Cookson; Maheshwari, p.43; p1.22,
fig. 101.
1 975 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Filatoff, p.82; p1.23, figs.10-11.
1 975 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Maheshwari, p1.1, fig.17.
1975 aWducariacites australis Cookson; Volkheimer + Quattrocchio, p.229,
0.9, figs. 9-10.
1975 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.4, fig.15.
1975 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Vigran + Thusu, p1.13, fig.15.
1976 Araucariacites australis Cookson, Saad + Ghazali, p.449; p1.13,
figs. 1-2.
1976 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Scott, p.603; p1.11, fig.5.
1976 Araucariacites australis Cookson, Doubinger + Marocco, p1.1 ,
figs. 12-13.
19/6 Ar,wcar id( 'ter, au,
'tralis Cookson; Volkheimer + Sepulveda, text-fig.
f ig.3.
fig.7.
1 977 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Norris, p1.1,
1978 Inaprturopollenites atlanticus Groot et al .; Sultan, p1.2, fi g.2.
1978 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Sultan, p1.2, fig.4.
1980 Araucariacites australis Cookson; Burger, p.64, p1 .17,
Araucariacites with a more or less spherical
A species of
thick, commonly secondarily folded,
overall shape. The exine is 0.5-2um
that simulate granula
and scabrate, granulate, or with short projections

Description:

in plan view.
Material .
Dimon`; ions:

encountered.
About 50 specimens
specimens measured).
Diameter 47(66)96pm (34

essentially conforms with that given by
The above description
to be an emendation), al though it
Couper (1958) (which is here considered
(0.5 to 2.0pm, in contrast to
thicker exine
di lu'r• for loriw, wi th a
Remark,,:
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0.5 to 0.75um as given by Couper).

This widening of definition is based

on the observations of van Konijnenburg -- van Cittert (1971) on in situ
pollen conforming morphologically with A. australis and by me on the
present material.
Jansonius and Hills (1976, card 151) noted that neither the
genus Araucariacites nor the species A. australis were validly established
by Cookson (1947).

Cookson (op. cit.) avowedly used Erdman's 'coenotype'

system of nomenclature, and therefore the taxa she named are not
legitimate under the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature
(Article 23.6c; Stafleu et al., 1978).

Couper (1953) validated the

specific as well as the generic name; thus the correct rendition of
the name of this taxon is 'Araucariacites australis Cookson 1947 ex
Couper, 1953' or 'Araucariacites australis Couper, 1953', but not
'Araucariacites australis Cookson, 1947'.
front the Middle Jurassic
A. awAral is has a range extending
(and probably earlier) to the Tertiary.

In the present work it was a

assemblages studied.
rare but persistent element throughout the
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PLATE 19

Figures 1,3-4,6-/,10:
Callialasporites trilobatus (Balme, 1957)
Figure 1: sample 005-29107, slide 16, co-ordinates 112.2/8.8.
Diameter 4311m.

Proximo-distal aspect.

Figure 3:

sample 005-29108, slide 11, co-ordinates 108.4/7.1.
Diameter 5111m. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 4:

sample 005-29107, slide 6, co-ordinates 112.7/21.5.
Diameter 591mi. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 6:

sample 007-29135, slide 10, co-ordinates 104.4/9.0.
Diameter 50um. Proximo-distal aspect. Note triradiate mark.
sample 007-29129, slide 11, co-ordinates 117.7/12.6.
Diameter 57om. Proximo-distal view. (Air-bubble present.)
Figure 7:

sample 003-50868, slide 8, co-ordinates 100.7/12.8.
Diameter 57um. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 10:

Figurps ?,11 :
I igure 2:

Araucariacites austral is Cookson ex Couper, 1953

sample 006-50904, slide 10, co-ordinates 94.6/5.1.
Diameter 820m. Orientation uncertain.
Figure 11: sample 005-29106, slide 9, co-ordinates 105.5/19.0.
Diameter 721im. Orientation uncertain.

Callialasporites turbatus (Balme, 1957)
Figure 5: sample 014-50978, slide 16, co-ordinates 115.5/12.0.
Diameter 601Jm. Proximo -distal aspect.

Figures 5,8-9:

sample 005-29106, slide 9, co-ordinates 92.1/8.6.
Diameter 581Am. Proximo-distal aspect.
Figure 9: sample 001-29154, slide 8, co-ordinates 101.3/16.1.
Figure 8:

Diameter 67um.

Proximo-distal aspect.
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Chapter XVII

CHEIROLEPIDACEAN POLLEN
Genus CLASSOPOLLIS Pflug, 1953 emend. Srivastava, 1976
?1949 Corollina Halyavkina, p. 124.
?1949 Circulina Malyavkina, pp.123-124 [nomen nudum].
1953 Classopollis Pflug, p.91.
1953 Canalopollis Pflug, p.93.
1953 C.ircuivol l is Pflug, p.92.
naliavkina, p. 133 (..?nomen nudum -- no type species designated].
I9 1 i,. trado7pol loni tt-, ittler, P.339 [non Tetrad22211gnites Pflug +
1,,,ci on in ;hoilir_;un f Pflug, 1953].
1956 Trachyaletes Sah, p.64 [nomen nudum].
1956 Striatoaletes Sah, p.64 [nomen nudum].
1956 Liratoaletes Sah, p.65 [nomen nudum].
1960 Corol lina Malyavkina; emend Klaus, p.167
?1960 Circulina Malyavkina; ex Klaus, p.165.
1961 Classopollis Pflug; emend. Pocock + Jansonius, p.443.
1963 Classopollenites Danz6-Corsin + Laveine, p.105.
1963 Monilapolli Chang, p.439.
1963 Pagjophyff
ollenites Chang, p.439.
1964 Corollina f,idlyaciT.ina; emend. Venkatachala + Gocz6n, pp.215-21g.
1964 d-anujCiperculatipollis Venkatachala + Goczi3n, p.219.
1964 Classopollis Pflug; emend. de Jersey + Paten, p.11.
1965 Classoidifei van Amerom, p.119.
?1965 Brodispora Clarke, p.300.
1966 F;TiscopolTis Venkatachala, p.99.
1968 Cli siJ12(7)1fi Pflug; emend. i3oltenhagen, p.29.
1970 Classopollis Pflug; emend. Reyre, p.311.
1970 Classopollis Pflug; emend. Medus, p.211.
1970 [ucorollina Medus, p.211 [nomen nudum].
19/0 lohel ina Medus, p.211 (nomen nuduml.
19/0 Paracoro1 1 ina Medus, p.211 [nomen nudum].
1970 Lchinulina Medus, p.212 [nomen nudum].
1970 Corollina (Klaus) [sic], Medus, p.212.
1970 Circulina (Klaus); Medus, p.212.
1970 Gemminulina Medus, p.212 [nomen nudum].
1975 6)Tollina Malyavkina; emend. Cornet and Traverse, pp.16-17
Malyavkina; emend. Cornet and Traverse, pp.20-21:
?1975
1976 Classopollis Pflug; emend. Srivastava, p.442-444.
1977 Circul ina Malyavkina; emend. van Erve, p.72.

Description:

W.ually proximo-distally compressed, subspheroidal, subovoidal,

`aihdi.anidal, or acorn-4;haped pollen grains, which commonly occur in tetrads.
A circular or subcircular tenuitas occurs about the distal pole. A tetrad
mdrk i% pre,;ent about the proximal pole, occurring as three, usually short,
radiating laesurae or as a triangular (tenuitas-like) area.

The distal

tenuitas and proximal tetrad mark show considerable variation in their size
and distinctness.

At least one of the following features is also invariably

present, although typically all three occur: a subequatorial annular canal (or
'rimula'); an equatorial exinal thickening; and an equatorial band of infrastriae

which varies in its overall width, in its number of constituent

infrastriae

and in the degree of continuity of individual infrastriae.

The exine is complex (Text-Figure 17-1).

At least two layers are

typically present; these comprise an homogeneous outer layer (or 'tectum')
and an inner, usually discontinuous infratectal layer.

The tectum may

carry sculpture (supratectal ornament), which may be scabrate, granulate,
spinulate, etc., or it may be smooth.

The infratectal layer typically

consists of elements -- infrabacula, infraverrucae, an infrareticulum, etc.
,,re continuous with the tectum and which project from it
towards the central cavity of the grain.

Elements of the infratectal layer

it second , inner, homogeneous l ayer (TextU',l' at their extremities to produce
Figure 17-lPc).

Occasionally the infratectal layer may be massive and thus

not differentiable from the tectum.
continuous over the entire grain.

In undehisced specimens the tectum is

The infratectal layer is absent or

over the distal tenuitas, and either
considerably reduced at the rimula,
over the whole of, or only at the margins of, the tetrad mark.

Conversely,

thickness to produce the exinal thickening at
it may show an increase in
the equator. Also in the equatorial region, the elements of the infratectal
fuse, to produce the equatorial
layer tend to become aligned, and may
infrastriae.
layers may also be present, but
Apparently two additional wall
have only very rarely been encountered or recognized.

One of these, the

i tegilluml , occurs (when present) outside the tectum and is joined to it by

A

supra - tegillar elements
tegillum

A

A
A

A

A

A
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

columellae
tecturn

infratectal layer

lamellar layer

B

^Li?)

)kiwu_kkA
_

tegillum
supratectal ornament
tectum
infratectal layer
lamellar layer

a
Text-Figure 17-1:

Exine structure of Classopollis. A, after Pettit + Chaloner,
1964 (using terminology employed in present work); B, comparison
of structures described by Pettit and Chaloner, 1964 (a) and
Srivastava, 1976 (b,c,).
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slender rods.

ine tegillum may also bear rodlets on its outer surface,

these constituting the supra-tegillar ornament.

The other is a lamellar

layer occurring inside the infratectal layer and separate from it (but
see 'Remarks' below).
Iype_spec)es: Classopollis classoides Pflug, 1953; Jurassic (Lias),
Germdny. (See cynonymy list below.)

Remarks:

Classopollis is probably the most studied and written about of

all Mesozoic miospore genera.

This is due to its relatively complex and

intriguing morphology, to the taxonomic chaos surrounding it, and to its
potential for yielding stratigraphical and palaeoecological information.
The description above, although re -organized and reworded,
essentially follows the 'revised diagnosis' (considered here to constitute
dn ewnd d flon) ol Cld.,,,opol l is given by Srivastava (19/6).

It is augmented

by reference to the rarely preserved wall layers noted by Pettit and
Chaloner (1964) (which are discussed further below); also, more emphasis is
given to the fact that the rimula, the equatorial thickening, and the
invariably developed.
equatorial infrastriae may not all be

Boltenhagen

Classopollis to make the presence of
(1968) revised the diagnosis of
equatorial infrastriae an obligatory feature.

However, this would cause the

exclusion of forms which patently belong to Classopollis -- perhaps even
classoides.
the holotypes of C. reclusus and C.

Aporina Naumova, 1939 ex

possesses equatorial infrastriae, but it apparentl y
holkhoyitina, 19!-)3 also
mark, and a rimula.
lacks a distal tenuitas, a tetrad
the terms 'rimula' and 'tectum'
I prefer to retain
their application to Classopollis is not in
informally even though
lhei r or io ina l senses (Sep Kremp, 1968); they are widely used and

understood in discussions of Classopollis morphology and are far more
concise and convenient than such terms as 'distal subequatorial circumpolar
infratectal canal', used by Srivastava (1976) for the rimula.

Srivastava

also introduced the term 'cryptopore' for the exinal thinning or 'pore'
about the distal pole.

He justly criticized the term 'pseudopore' used

by ()ome authors for this feature, because it certainly functioned in many
cases as a locus of dehiscence.

However, I consider the term

'pseudopore' to be equally inappropriate; it implies a hidden or indistinct
pore, and in the present material the distal 'pore' was neither hidden
nor indistinct in most cases.

A 'tenuitas' may be defined as a "thin,

[more or less] aperturoid exine area ..."(Erdtman in Kremp, 1968, p.167);
it therefore seems to me more apt to use the term 'distal tenuitas' for the
distal 'pore' of Classopollis.
investigated the exinal structure of
Pettit and Chaloner (1964)
Classopollis.

layers that are not usually preserved
They observed two wall

(Text -Figure 17-1A).

One of these, which they referred to as the itewillum1 ,

connected to it by rodlets. Apparently,
occurs outside the tectum and is
small bacula or rodlets which are
the tegillum itself has an ornament of
corresponding elements on the neighbouring
( locally) continuous with
grain in the tetrad.

therefore contended that the
Pettit and Chaloner

rods' largely accounts for the unusually
presence of these 'connecting
dispersed, intact tetrads of cla opollis in
widespread occurrence of
occurrence in other types of miospores. In the
comparison with their
was seen to have a wall layer outside the
present material one specimen
were noted on either of its surfaces. At
lecium, but no bacula or rods
species of Classopollis, C. intrareticulatus and
least two of the described
a re described as having a l oose
outer
C. Pf. luOj (see the species list below),
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wal l layer.

The initial impression gained from study of their illustrations

is that this loose layer may be the tegillum; however it seems also to
involve the intiatectal layer.

The exine of these forms certainly requires

closer examination before its nature can be fully understood.
The inner lamellar layer observed by Pettit and
Chdlonnr (dnd termed by them the 'endonexine') occurs within the infratectal
layer, to which it is unconnected.

Evidence of this layer was found neither

by the present author nor by Srivastava (1976); he made the following comment
regarding it:

"The nexine [i.e. the 'endonexine'] observed by Pettit and

Chaloner (1964) may be the inner margin of the equatorial striae [seen from
within and thus not a separate wall layer at all]" (Srivastava, op. cit.,
p.445).
Taugourdedu-Idntz (1971) reported on an aberrant specimen of
Cldssopoll
is with a strung distal protrusion. She speculated that this
..
terdtological phenomenon, or might have
proirip, ien mighl ei ther be a
a pollen grain which had reached a stage
resulted from the preservation of
of incipient germination.

Although the latter idea is enticing,

likely represents a monstrosity. When
I feel that the specimen most
ruptures; it does not become stretched
pollen grains germinate, the exine
out.

the exine should fail to break under the
If, by some malfunction,

stress of the growing gametop hyte, one would expect to
tensions on the affected portion of exine; this is not

findevidne

f

strikingly apparent

on Taugourdeau-Lantz's specimen.
Taugourdeau-Lantz's speculations have focused attention on the
distal tenuitas as the functional aperture of Classopollis (see, for
(1962) and Reyre
However, as Chaloner
tenuitas or the proximal tetrad mark
(191,8d ) have suggested, the distal
example, Srivastava, 1976, p.444).
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(which might also he considered a tenuitas) could probably both function
as apertures.

NaHio Uesugui (personal communication) has speculated that

the rimula, too, Wight occasionally have functioned as a locus of
dehiscence; the rimula, however, probably fulfilled a primarily harmomegathic
function.
The botanical affinity and palaeoecology of Classopollis have
also been the subjects of much interest and were discussed by, amongst others,
Hughes (1969), Batten (1974), and Srivastava (1976).

These aspects are

considered in Part 3 of this work.
For a full review and details of the nomenclatural wrangle surrounding
Classopollis and related forms, see Srivastava (1976) and the pertinent cards
of Jansonius and Hills (1976 and supplements).

After a lengthy discussion,

Srivastava (op. cit., p.439) contended that as "Circulina [Mal yavkina, 1949]
and Corollina [Malyavkina, 1949] cannot be compared objectively [with
Classopollis and other genera, or with each other], due to non availabil ity
illustrations, ... the two genera should
of the type material or their good
misinterpretation." I agree that the
be abandoned to avoid confusion and
be restricted to their type species
genera Corollina and Circulina should
question of the type species of
and their further use suspended. The
below under C. classoides.
Classopollis is discussed
Discussion of species:

been placed in Classopollis.
Over 40 species have

Many of these are difficult to use because of the following

factors:

a) many species lack a clear and incisive description; b) original authors
make extensive comparisons of their new
have only rarely attempted to
described forms;c) different authors have often
species with previously

I
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emphasized difterent morphological traits in distinguishing new species,
this contributing, at least in part, to the overlapping nature of
many of the species definitions; d) many species of Classopollis lack
good original illustrations.
How are species of Classopollis to be defined, and what are the
correct morphological features to stress for this purpose?

Yves Reyre and

his co-workers in France are the only workers to date who have tackled
this problem intensively.

Reyre (1968b) investigated in detail, under the

scanning electron microscope, the surface ornamentation of pollen grains
of mostly extant gymnosperm taxa found in situ.

He demonstrated that in

many cases the surface ornament was indeed characteristic of, and consistent
within,a given plant taxon.

He used this general conclusion to justify

emphw.i.; on the surface sculpture (or 'rnicrosculpture') of Classopollis,
as revealed under the S.E.M., in dividing this genus into species (Reyre,
l9/r), l yre et dl ., 1970).

These works certainly constitute an important

and indeed represent a refreshingly
landmark in the study of Classopollis
had previously been, at best,
new approach in an area of research that
general reservations
confused. However, I do have some
about their procedure and assu m

ptions.

Classopollis pollen is more complex

in its overall morphology than most or all of the gymnosperm grains that
the various morphological aspects of
were studied by Reyre ( 1968)). How
and extent of the infrastriae, the details
Classopollis -- e.g. the number
relative diameter of the distal tenuitas, etc.
of the exine structure, the
is poorly understood at best.
vary in relation to the parent plant taxa
Classopol lis- type pollen, as well
Iurther observdtions of in situ
techniques involving several morphological
(1( mul tivdriate statistical
from various stratidispersed Classopollis grains
t"hir°() of numerous
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graphical and geographical locations, might provide a broader
basis for
differentiating Classopollis species.
The species established by Reyre (1970) and Reyre et al. (1970)
may apparently be distinguished unequivocally only by observation of
their
microsculpture under the scanning electron microscope (S.E.M.).

Of all

the morphological traits of Classopollis, surely their supratectal
microsculpture is the one most prone to preservational damage; thus, identification
of species which are primarily based on this feature requires the use of
especially well-preserved specimens.
The species established by observations primarily employing
the S.E.M. are unuseable by some (possibly by most) workers.

Extensive

use of the electron microscope represents a considerable expenditure
both in time and finances.

Under such circumstances it is difficult to

especially among workers with
visualize such taxa becoming ~•widely used,
smal l budgets.
the species established by Reyre
Another complication is that
each assigned two holotypes, one as
(1970) and Reyre et a). (1970) were
other as an 'S.E.M. holotype'.
a 'light-microscope holotype' and the
The designation of more than one holotype per species is illegal under
the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature (Stafleu et al. 1978).
the one specimen or element used
Article 7.3 states that "A holotype is
as the nomenclatural type." It is
b y the author or designated by him
'S.E.M. holotype' be considered to
therefore here suggested that the
-microscope holotype' be considered a
bethe holotype, and the 'light
paratype.
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The published species of Classopollis are listed below.

This

list is not claimed to be exhaustive, but is, I believe, the most
complete yet attempted.

Those species which are based primarily on S.E.M.

observations are indicated with an asterisk and are listed without comment;
those based on optical observations only are followed by brief discussions,
which are primarily concerned with the means by which their original (or
subsequent emending) authors distinguished them.

Inclusion in this list

does not necessarily indicate that I consider a riven species to
be wel l described cr soundly based.

Rather the list is intended

to facilitate future work and, it is to be hoped, to stimulate a thorough
review of this group.
1)

ans_92211is alexi Burger, 1965
1965 Cla soiollis alexi Burger, p.66; p1.1, figs.3-5; p1.3,
figs.111:b; text-fig.1 fpart, as indicate]; Upper
Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous (Neocomian), Netherlands.
According to Burger, C. alexi "is easily distinguished by its thin exine
and broad equatorial band with heavy endostriae [i.e. infrastriae]."
Reyre (1970), the average exinal
However, as may be seen from table 1 of
distinctive.
thickness of C. alexi (1 .511m) is not

Its combination of a

and a relatively large distal tenuitas
broad band of equatorial infrastriae
may distinguish it from other species, but not clearly so.

C. alexi may

lassoides (q.v.).
prove to he synonymous with C. (
2)

Filatoff, 1975*
Classopollis anasillos anasillo Filatoff, pp.86-87; p1.27,
figs.l-4;
1975 clas§_p_pollis
Middle
Jurassic,
early
to
Western
FT.?2, ii-6-.-f); Early
Australia.

3)
1970

agillI2nus Reyre, 1970*
pp.314-415; p1.57, figs.1-5;
Classopollis agyitanus Reyre,
(lower Portlandian), France.
tdLie 3; ipxt-( i(O.7; Jurassic
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4) Classopollis bel loyen5is Pocock and Jansonius, 1961
1961 Cla sopollis bel loyensis Pocock + Jansonius, p.444; p1 .1 ,
fiT,.10-12; Upper Permian (?Guadeloupian), Alberta.
1963 Cla',1)opollenites bel]oyensis (Pocock + Jansonius);
Levet-Carette,
This species is characterized principally by its extremely thick
equatorial
exine (61im).
gassopol l is bussonii Neyre, 1970*
19/0 Cla5sopol lis bussoni Reyre, p.314; p1.56, figs.1-4; table 3;
text-fig.2.5; Middle Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous, north Africa.
6) Classopollis brasiliensis Herngreen, 1975
1973 Classopollis jardinei Herngreen, pp.544,546; p1.2, figs.2,6
[non C. jardinei Reyre et al., 1970]; Cretaceous (Upper AlbianCenomanian), Brazil:
1975 Classopollis brasiliensis Herngreen nom.nov. [EL) C. jardinei
Herngreen, 1973], p.52; p1.2, fig.5.
1978 Classopollis brasiliensis Herngreen; Morgan, p.922; p1.1,
figs.9a-b [mistakenly called C. jardinei in plate caption].
Herngreen (1973) noted that "this species is ... [distinguished] from other
Classopollis species by the larger size and the absence of a rimula."
However, the size range of the specimens attributed to this species by
Her nyrecri is not distinctly di l lcrent from the size range of most other
species of Classopollis, and indeed, largely overlaps that given for
C. Classopollis in the present work.

Moreover, the holotype (Herngreen,
1973,

plate 2, figure 6) appears to show an annular furrow which seems to be a
a junior synonym of C. classoides.
rimula. This species may prove to be
1970*
7) ri
ALs9p911is caratinii Reyre,
Reyre, p.315; p1.56, figs.8-10; table 3;
caratinii
1970 Classopollis
(lower Portlandian), France.
text-69.2.8; Jurassic
)

19/0 A
I I i c her t.edunoy i Itcyre,
chateaunovi Reyre, p.313; p1.55, figs.11-14.
1970 Classopollis
Lower Jurassic (Hettangian), France.
table 3;
below.)
Cldv,opollis (.1ascoides Pflug, 1953. (See

10)

Burger, 1965
92911is echinatus
pp.67-68; p1.3, figs.14-15;
71ass61)61li5
Burger,
echinatus
1965
indicated].
Hort, d!_-,
Dorhofer, p.110; p1.3, fig.47.
Corollina
ech
inata
(Burger);
1979
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In a well-preserved state, this species is distinguished by
'echinae'
which are "hair-l ike, irregularly scattered, [and] extremely hyaline
with
a height of 1.5 co 2u and a basal diameter of less than lu"
(Burger, 1965,
p.67).

However, Burger (op. cit., p.68) also stated that "the echinae are

readily worn off, thus making the grain very much resemble C. torosus.
The differences with [C.] torosus are the form of the columellae ... and
the grain shape."

These two latter distinguishing features, which Burger

indicated may be used to differentiate specimens of C. echinatus denuded
of their sculpture from forms of C. torosus (i.e. C. classoides) are
apparently quite subtle, and therefore difficult to use.
,̀ I_,_

•
i ezofrns is Takahashi , 1967
19G7 rlissopollis ezoensis Takahashi , p.187; p 1.9 (I), figs.1-7;
Cretaceous (uppermost Turonian), Hokkaido, Japan.

This form is apparently characterized by the following combination of
features:

a circular (?) or triangular (?) tetrad mark (question marks

inserted by Takahashi); a circular distal tenuitas 5-9.um in diameter; a
rimula 0.5,um wide; a thickened equatorial exinal area 5-6um wide, which
bears eight infrastriae (which Takahashi called 'canals'); and a superficial
pits, giving the appearance of
(?supratectal) ornament of "many small
microreticulate ornamentation".

As may be noted from the compilation

none of these features, at least taken
Presented by Reyre (1970, table 1),
differentiate C. ezoensis clearly from all other
individually, can he used to
the possible exception of the
described species of Classopollis, with
This latter feature, however, may be
Presence of a pitted ornamentation.
likely, it may represent a misinterpretation
preservational in nature or, most
infratecLal layer, which are obviously
by kikallashi of the element!) of Lhe
he illustrated, but
Present in the specimens of C. ezoensis that
°I which he made no direct ilention.
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12) Classopollis
findlaterensis Pocock, 1970
1970 Claympollis findlaterensis Pocock, pp.105-106; p1.23,
figs.
11-i , 18-20; text-fig.54; Jurassic (Bajocian and KimmeridgianPort landian), western Canada
According to Pocock, C. findlaterensis is simliar to C. belloyensis, but
differs in being "somewhat larger in size and with a thinner, looser
sezine [?tectum]."

The difference between these two taxa does not, however,

appear to be very clearcut.
13)

Classopollis hammenii Burger, 1965
1965 Classopollis hammenii Burger, p.68; p1.2, figs.7-8; text-fig.l
[part as indicated]; Lower Cretaceous (Neocomian), Netherlands.
1979 Corollina hammenii (Burger); Dbrhbfer, p.110; p1.3, fig.48.
According to Burger's original description, this species is characterized by
"a sculpture of small hyaline, hair-like echinae, reaching up to 1.51im."

In

his subsequent remarks Burger stated that "the echinae [are] smaller than
those of C. echinatus, are easily worn off and many grains can be found
without, thee

lhus, as with C. echinatus, poorly preserved specimens of

c. h ammeri i i would lie difficult, if not impossible, to identify as be l ong i ng
to this species.
14)

Konijnenburg-van Cittert, 1970
Classopollis harrisii Muir and
Konijnenburg-van Cittert,
1 970 Classopollis harrisii Muir f
-Jurassic (Rhaeto-Liassic),
Triassic
p1./9, figs.1,3-/;
northern France.
The authors of this taxon state that it can be "distinguished from
Classopollis] by the absence of equatorial
previously described species [of
`.

apparent absence of a distal pore .
trid[ iow,. and by the

cjw,sopoll is indicus Maheshwari, 1974
Maheshwari, p.44; p1.24, figs.119-122;
19/1 Classopol l is indicus
Lower Cretaceous, India.
Ac cording to Mahoshwari, C. indicus is larger than C. classoides. He also
stated that C. classoides has a distinct annular band of striae whereas
sometimes. The size ranges of
indi(us apparently only has siah a bond
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C, indicus and C. classoides, however, overlap considerably;
moreover,
annular striae :Ire probably not always present on C. classoides (see
below).
C. indicus may indeed thus prove to be a junior synonym of C.
classoides.
16) Classopollis intrareticulatus Volkheimer, 1972
1972 Classqpoll_is intrareticulatus Volkheimer, pp.138-140; p1.13,
figs.114-119; Jurassic (Callovian), Argentina.
This species is apparently characterized by its infrareticulate exinal
structure (although C. classoides may also have this feature) and its loose
outer exinal layer (the exact nature of which is difficult to determine,
but is discussed above under 'Remarks').
17)

Classopollis itunensis Pocock, 1962
1962 Classopollis itunensis Pocock, pp.71-72; p1.11, figs.176-177;
p1.12, fig.178; Jurassic (Bajocian to Portlandian), western Canada.
C. itunensis is differentiated from C. classoides primarily on the basis of
(holotype 63m).
19/ W
‘Jin..2upol I i ., j(ird irw Peyr(e
et al . , pp.148,150; p1.2, fi gs. 3_5 ;
Reyre
19/0 C; i (i!;!,Jp) 1 fi s Lrdinei
Cenomanian), Senegal.
Crel-aceotis

19)

Classoppl 1 is kieseri Reyre, 1970*
Reyre, p.313; p1.54, figs.9-13; p1.55 ,
1970 Classopollis kieseri
Lower Jurassic (Hettangian),
text-fig.2.3;
-f- -F6 .1-161table 3;
?France.

20)

1973
Classopollis klausii Soltenhagen,
p.209; p1 .2,figs.10a-b,
Boltenhagen,
1973 Classopollis klausi
(basal
Cenomanian),
Gabon.
lla-b,12a-b; Cretaceous
Boltenhagen noted that C. klaus ii is comparable with

Classopollis meyeriana

of the rimula closer to the
but is distinguished from it by the location
( "Phi

, the

tetrad mark and generall y a smaller size.

These

and are concerned with criteria
d ifferences, however, are not very striking
separation of Classopollis species.
that are not commonly used in the
21) Classopollis major: Groot and Groot, 1962
fi gs 5_7.
+ Groot, pp.162-163; p1.7,
Groot
major
1962 Classopollis
'
•
Alhion-Lower Cenomanian), Portugal.
f(1(:.0()IV; (Upper
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C. major differs from C. classoides in its larger size range and granular
ornamentation.
22) Classopollis md113wkinae Boltenhagen, 1973
1973 Classopollis maljawkinae Boltenhagen, p.208; p1.2, figs.7a-b,
8a-c,9a-c; Upper Cretaceous (Cenomanian), Gabon.
C. maljawkinae

is quite distinctive in its possession of a distal 'calotte'

or cap -like thickening.
23) g_i91sapllis martinottii Reyre, 1970*
1970 Classopollis martinottii Reyre, p.315; p1.57, figs.6-11; table 3;
117t:Ti 72.9; Lower Cretaceous (Berriasian-Valanginian), Israel.
24)

Classo)ollis meyeriana (Klaus, 1960) emend. de Jersey, 1973
1960 Circulina meyeriana_Klaus, 1960, p.165; p1.36, figs.57-60;
Upper Triassic 16Tnian), Austria.
1964 Corollina meyeriana (Klaus); Venkatachala + Goczgn, p.219;
p1.3, figs.1-5,21.
1966 Gliscoppljjs meyeriana (Klaus); Venkatachala, p.99.
meyeriana (Klaus); emend. de Jersey, pp 130-132;
I9/3
p1 .3, figs.5-10; p1.4, figs.4-6, text-fig.2.
i)e Jersey (197A) examined some topotype material and reviewed the morphology
of this species.
forms with

d

Consequently, he broadened its diagnosis to encompass

infrareticulate exine structure.
massive to infrapunctate or

to forms with a massive or faintly
(Previously it had been restricted
noted in his emendation that C. meyeriana
infrapunctate structure.) He also
has a psilate (i.e. smooth) to slightly roughened exine surface whereas
C. chateaunovi is distinctly ornamented. He further stated that C. meyeriana
lacking the pronounced equatorial thickening
"differs from C. simplex ... in
rimula or larger diameter, relative to the
of that species, which also has a
overall diameter of the amb."

Morbey (1975), however, considered C. is mplex,

of C. meyeriana. De Jersey (1973)
and also C. tersus, to be junior synonyms
between C. meyeriana and C. classoides.
did not clearly state the difference
on the similarity between C. meyeriana and
Boltenhagen (1973) commented
his species, C. kl a usi (q.v. above).
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25) Classopollis minimus Herngreen, 1971
1971 Classopollis minimus Herngreen, pp.300-301; p1 .5,
figs.7-8;
Lower Cretaceous (Neocomian), France.
This species is characterized by its small size (13-16pm) and
its lack of
equatorial infrastriae.
26) Classopollis minor Pocock and Jansonius, 1961
1961 Classopollis minor Pocock + Jansonius, p.444; p1.1,
figs.21-25;
JWar,sic (Bajocian), Saskatchewan.
This species is characterized especially by the alignment of elements
of
the infratectal layer to produce infrastriae that run more or less
parallel
to the sides of the tetrad mark.
27)

Classopollis mirabilis Reyre, 1970*
1970 Classopol lis mirabilis Reyre, pp.316-317; p1 .58, figs.5-11;
table 3; text-fig.2.11; Jurassic (lower Portlandian), France.

28)

Classopollis multistriatus Burger, 1965
1965 Classopollis multistriatus Burger, p.67; p 1.2, figs.10-11 ;
text-fig. 1 [as indicated]; Upper Jurassic, Netherlands.
This species is characterized by its possession of a large number (10-14)
of equatorial infrastriae.

It is distinct from C. perplexus in its

possession of a smooth, rather than a sculptured, exine.
29)

Classopollis noeli Reyre, 1970*
1970 Classopollis noeli Reyre, p.317; p1.59, figs.1-3; table 3;
Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous (Neocomian—
Aptian), north Africa.

30) Classopollis obidoensis Groot and Groot, 1962
1962 Classopollis obidoensis Groot + Groot, p.161, p1.7, figs.3-4;
Cretaceous—lAptian-Cenomanian), Portugal.
Groot and Groot (1962) stated that "This species is very similar to
the small diameter of the pore [i.e.
c lassoides except for
-developed trilete mark
distal tenuitas] and the absence of a well

A

variation in the development of the distal tenuitas and the proximal tetrad
mark should probably be allowed for in C. classoides (q.v.). However,
description of C. obidoensis, Groot and Groot noted
in their or
irregularly -shaped granular projections up to
that "it is ornamented with
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1JJ high"; the exine of C. classoides is always smooth to
scabrate.
31) ClassoEgllis ap-vus (Brenner, 1963) comb. nov.
1963 Circulina parva Brenner, p.84; p1.34, figs.2-3; upper Lower
CretaceOT's, flaryland, U.S.A.
This form is characterized by a smooth exine with a more or less
homogeneous, massive structure, although infrastriae may be faintly
suggested in some specimens.

Brenner considered that "The small size

and smooth exine distinguishes this species from C. torosus [i.e. C.
classoides]".

However, C. classoides has a smooth to scabrate exine,

and the larger end of the size range given by Brenner (13-23jm) overlaps
with that usually recorded for C. classoides.

C. parvus, however, does

possess a more or less homogeneous exine, whereas a complexly structured
exine is typical for C. classoides.

C. minimus,

which is characterized,

l ike C. parvus, by its small size, also has a complex exine.
32)

perplexes Roltenhanen, 1973
1973 Classopollis perplexes Boltenhagen, pp.206-207; p1.1, figs.4a-r
-'
!),-i-1),(-)d-r,,7a-h; tipper Cretaceous (Cenomanian), Gabon.
This form is characterized by a large number of equatorial striae and an
erhivate or 'verrucate' microsculpture (according to Boltenhagen, 1973).

33)
Classclpol lis pi lugii Pocock and Ja nsonius, 1961
Pocock + Jansonius, p.445; p1.1, figs.16-20.
1 96T--tlassopollis
This species is typified, apparently, by a loose outer exinal layer.

The

nature of this layer and its relationshi p to the exine structure is
unclear.
34) Clac

(See also 'Remarks' above.)

s92211is pujoli Reyre, 1970*
figs.l-4; table 3;
1970 Classopollis Eyigll Reyre, pp.315-316;
p1.58,France.
Portlandian),
(Lower
text-fig.2710; Jurassic

3(,)
--_L_29poll is guy/en Reyre, 1970*
Reyre, pp.312-313; p1.54, figs.6-8
19/0 tlasL.
TE111
as figs.12-14]; Upper Triassic
[?incorrectly given in text
(por,t-Carnian), north Africa.
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36) Classo ollis rarus Reyre, 1970*
1970 Classopollis rarus Reyre, 1970, p.314; p1.56, figs.5-7;
table 3; text:fig:2.6; Jurassic (Lower Portlandian), France.
37) Classopollis reLlusus (Thieryart, 1949) Delcourt and
Sprumont, 1959
Nee synonymy and 'Remarks' to C. classoides below.)
32) Classopollis
ryrei non. nov. subst. pro Classopollis simplex Reyre, 1970*
1970 Classopollis simplex Reyre, p.312; p1.54, figs.3-5; table 3;
text-fin. 2. 1.
non 1964 Classopollis simplex de Jersey + Paten, p.12.
non 1969 Classopollis simplex (Danze-Corsin + Laveine); Reiser +
Williams,
39) Classopollis senecialensis Reyre et al. 1970*
1970 tlassopollis senenalensis Reyre et al., p.148; p1.1, figs.6-7;
p1.2, fins.1-2.
40)

Classopollis simplex de Jersey and Paten, 1964
1963 Classopollenites 21Tplex Danze-Corsin + Laveine, p.106;
p1. 11, figs.7-8.
1964 Classopollis simplex de Jersey + Paten, p.12; p1.7, figs.4-6;
Lower Jurassic, Queensland, Australia.
1969 Classugl_l_i_s simplex (Danze-Corsin + Laveine); Reiser + Williams,
p. 16; p1.6, fig. 15
reyreil.
Reyre, p. 312
non 19/0

r,,, C.

Pei ,,er and Will iams (1969) were first to recognize that C. is mplex de Jersey
and i iten, 1964 is a synonym of Classopollenites simplex Danze-Corsin and
Danze-Corsin and Laveine, 1963 is
Laveine, 1963. As Classopollenites
obligate junior synonym of Classopollis, Reiser and Williams (0

c

)

simplex to Classopollis. However, in so doing,
transferred Classopollenites
simplex de Jersey and Paten;
they created a junior homonym of Classopollis
considered to be the correct rendition of the
the latter must the refore be
name of this species.

closely resembles C. meyeriana (q.v.).
C. simplex
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41) Classopollis pinosus Herngreen, 1973
1973 Classopollis v_inosus Herngreen, pp.542,544; p1.2, figs.3-5.
This is an echinate species of Classopollis which, according to
Herngreen,
differs from C. echinatus and C. hammenii in its possession of a massive,
rather than a structured, exine.
42) Classo
ollis tersus (Norris, 1965) comb. nov.
1965 Circulina tersa Norris, 1965, p.260; figs.4h,j,67,69-70.
1968 Gliscopollis tersus (Norris); Volkheimer, pp.365-366; p1.9,
figs.1-3.
43) Classo
ollis torosus (Reissinger, 1950) Balme, 1957. (See synonymy and
'Remarks' to C. classoides below.)
44) Classo
ollis vignollensis Reyre et al., 1970*
1970 Classopollis yi2E211tILL15. Reyre et J.
Jurrasic (Middle Portlandian), France.

p.148; p1.1, figs.1-5;

1953 emend. nov.
Classopollis classoides Pflug,

1-14,16-17,19-20
Plate 20, Figures

Thiergart, p.11; p1.2, figs.14-16.
rec'
Bennettiteae Pollenites ____Lsis
p1.3, fig.6 [name rendered as Bennettiteae-Pollenites reclusus in
plate caption].
11950 Pollenites torosus Reissinger, p.115; p1.14, fig.20.
?1950 "Conifer pollen"; Reissinger, p.114; p1.14, figs.21-28; p1.18,
figs.33a-e.
p1.16; figs.20-25,29-37;
1953 Classopollis classoides Pflug, p.91;
text-fig. 4j-m.
?1949
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?1953
1953
1953
3
1 953
1 953
_
1953
1953
,153
5
?1954
1954
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1956
?1956
1957
1957
1957
1958
1958a
19588
1958
19J9
1961
1961
1961
1961
1962
1962
1963
1963
1963

Classopollis rimula Pflug, p.92; p1.16, figs.26-28.
declassis Pflug, p.92; p1.16, fins.16-19.
Classopoll is irn Tetradenverband'; Pflug, pl.16, figs.39-41;
text-fig. 5.
Clrcumpollis phar isaeus Pfl ug, p.92; p1.17, fig.28-30.
f.ircumpollis philosophus Pflug, p.92; p1.17, figs.31-36.
Canaloppllis mdturus Pflug, p.93; p1.17, figs.48-60.
"Siegelsum 7
11 1"-yr)6 17; Pflug, p1. 17, figs.38-40.
1.Trtoalefes Type 1; Sah, p.65; p1.1, figs.11,11a.
I ir•dtoa1( Lps type ?; Sah, p.65; p1.1, fig. 16.
letradgpollenites reclusus Sittler, p.339 [presumably a reassignation
of Pollenites reclusus Thiergart].
Cheirolepidaceae; Rogalska, p.23; p1.11, figs.1-10.
Classopollis classoides Krutzsch, p.74; p1.2, fin.23.
"Classopollis", "cf Classopollis"; Krutzsch, p.74; p1.4, figs.42,51-52.
Circumppllis; Krutzsch, p.74; p1.4, figs.45-47.
[nnamed spores]; Krutzsch, p1.4, figs.43-44,48-50,53-54.
"Tetrads of operculate grains ..."; Kuyl et al., p.59; p1.6, figs.9-11.
"Pollen grains of the Eaigglyllum connivens type"; Couper, pp.472474; p1.20, fig.8; p1.21, figs.1-10.
"Pollen grains from the Dirt Bed"; Erdtman, p. 141; p1.2,
Cheirolepidaceae; Rogalska, p1.25, figs.1-2.
"Classopollis, Circumpollis etc."; Krutzsch, p.515; p1.4, figs.1-3.
Classopollis cf. C. torosus (Reissinger); Balme, pp. 37-38; p1.11,

Classopollis sp.; Balme, p.38; p1.11, figs. 120-122.
r:lassopollis torosu s (Reissinner); Couper, pp. 156-157; p1.28i
fefradopofienite7s reclusus (Thiergart); Lantz, p.928; p1.7, figs.11!;7
2:
r)ollenites reclususihiergart; Lantz, p.36; p1. 1, fig.21 .
Nilsson, p.74; p1.7,
Clasopollis toro Ls (Reissinger);
Delcourt + Sprumont, PP.50-52;
Classopollis recluses (Thiergart);
p1.5, fig.16.
Pocock, p.444; p1.1, figs.21-25.
Classopolik minor JanSOniUS
+ Jansonius, p1. 1, fig.13,
osus Rei ssi nger; Pocock
Pollenites
Thiergart;
Pocock + Jansonius, p1.1,
ienniffiteae P-Ofienites reclusus
figs. 14-15.
emend. Jansonius + Pocock, pp.443-444;
Classopollis classoides Pflug;
1)1.1, fig 1-9.
Class ollis torosus Chaloner, Pocock,
pp.19-20;p.71;
p1.2,
p1.11, figs.171-175.
classoides Pflug;
ass gp
ii
(iteissinger); Brenner, PP.7
Classopollis fiirguS
g .
Pfl ug; Chornaya, I.6,
L sop6iiis
-Corsn
2 aveine,
7
L
p.105;
(Pflug); Danz
c
s
iAdsopollenitcs
p1.9, figs.3-6.
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19,6

C. 1 cry,o_pu : ; en i te) c l a s,J ides (Pflug); Levet-Casette, p.119; p1 .20,

1963

Classopollis cf. C. classoides Pflug; Dettmann, p.105; p1.26, figs.
10-14.
-1964 Classopol lis torosus (Reissinger); Singh et al., p.301; p1.10,figs.
134-135.
1964 Classopol l is torosus (Reissinger); Pettit +Chaloner, pp.611-620; p1.1,
figs.1-5; text-fig.l.
?1964 Classopollis pflugii Pocock + Jansonius; Reyre, p.208; p1.5,
figs.41,41 bis,41 ter [called C. torosus in plate caption!].
1964 Classopollis torosus (Reissinger); Balme, pl .6,fig.12.
1964 C1-,i- o po 117
_. Pflug; Singh, p.125; p1.17, fig.2.
, )ides
d _....
i.,
_. (717(
1964 Classopol
___________ Pflug; de Jersey + Paten, pp.11-12; p1.7,
_ l is classoides
fig
_s.1-3.
1964 Classopollis classoides Pflug; Couper, p.133; p1.1 :3.
1964a Classopollenites classoides (Pflug); Levet-Carette, p.111; pl.6,fig.32.
1964b Classopollenites classoides (Pflug); Levet-Carette, p.279; p1.11,
figs.9-11.
1965 Cla opollenites (al. Classopollis) torosus (Reissinger); Agrali et a l.
p.52; p1.2, figs.13-22.
1965 Classopollenites classoides (Pflug); Levet-Carette, p.294; p1.25,
fig. 19.
1965 Classopollis torosus (Reissinger); Desk, p.35; p1 .14,figs.7,9-17.
1965a Classopollis torosus (Reissinger); boring, p. 61 ; p 1.17, fig.3.
1965 Classopollis sp. cf. torosus (Reissinger); Sah + Jain, p1 .7,
figs.151:17.
1
1965 61 1, 0pol l i.-, c--laymides Pf lug; Playford f Dettmann, p.15g; p1 .7,
Tigs.59-60.
- -1965 Classopollis torosus (Reissinger); emend.Burger, pp.65-66.
indicated].
P1 .1 ,figsTT:27text-fig.1 [part, as
in Bolau, p.56;
Kockel-Brosius
1965 Classopollis classoides Pflu •
F1.1:fig.2.
1965 Classopollis classoides Pflug; McGregor, p1.4,figs.27-28.
1966 Classopollis torosus Reissinger); Burger, pp.264-265; p1.38,figs 1,5
Srivastava, p.96; p1 .5,fig.13 •
1966 f) rl -cii.,.61)011 il; il i lor Pocock f Jansonius;
1966b Classopol 1 is clas5oides Pf lug; Srivastava, pp.94,96; p1 .5,figs.6--i2..
Norris,p.110; p1.18,fig.24.
1967 Classopollis torosu—TIR•eissinger);
Brenner, p1.2, fig.3.
1967 T1-issopollis torosus (Reissinger); Millioud, p1.1, fig.1.
(Reissinger);
. .
1967 Classop211is torosus
Desk + Combaz, p.84; pl.3,fig.14.
(Reissinger);
1967 Classopollis torosus
lu(j, Pocock, p1.1, t ig.K.
19(.7 FTa,,(41
:._ PI (Pflug); Hiltmann, p.183; p1.6, figs.1-4
_ c1,' --'_ 1e,
.. 1 i',
1967 Classopollenites classoides
Jansonius); Hiltmann, p.183; p1.6, '
1967 Clac;sopollenites minor (Pocock 4
ii q. .
Hedlund + Norris, p1.9, fi g.6.
1968 classoollis torosus (Reissinger);
p.362; p1.30, fig.4.
p
n968 Classopol
liS. striatus Madler,
Horowitz, pp.39-40; p1.4, figs.19-20.
1968 Cl issopollTs torosus (Reissinger);
358; p1.2, fig.4
1968 k,lassopol1i torosus (Reissinner); Brenner,
p.
as p1 .1, fig.61.
text
in
iven
I 'nem-re/11y (l
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1968a Classopol l is classoides Pflug; Menendez, p1.4, figs.11-12.
19686 Classopolli
_ ..__ c•f. torosus (Reissinger); Menendez, pp.398,400; p1.5,
figs.L-T.
1968b Classpppl l is classoides Pflug; Menendez, p.398; p1.5,figs.F-K.
1968 Tlpssopoilis c•f. -torosus (Reissinger); Volkheimer, pp.363-364; p1.8,
figs.16-19.
1 968 Classopollis classoides Pflug; Tralau, pp.81-82; p1.23, fig.3.
1968 Classopollis c•f. cl --s-Toides Pflug; Volkheimer, p.363; p1.8, figs.9-14.
1969 Classopollis- t•orosus (Reissinger); Norris, p1.112, figs.1-5.
?1969a Tfassopollis obidoensis Groot + Groot; Venkatachala, p1.2,figs.74-75.
19696 .0assopoiliS c•lassoides Pflug; Venkatachala, pl.6,figs.7,11.
1969 c15A9pollii claSispia6 P•flug; Venkatachala et al., p1.2,fig 4
1969 iClassopollis classoides Pflug; Reiser + Williams, p.1 5; p1.6:fig s.13-14.
1969 Liassopol_fi 0• 5ss-oide Pflug; Jain + Sah, p1.2,figs.55-59.
1969 Classopollis classoides P•flug; Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.7,fi .3.
1970 Cfissopollis torosus (Reissinger); Habib, p.357; p1.6,fi g 12.
1970
s.13-20.
1 .'mn1-T7-7
J97o 2
A, i.ig. .
1 ;1.1
7 41-7
1 1.1
1;g
;i;l1)13
' 7
r)
,! ilc
K 3wroV- Sah,
).
r e?r
.
s s. i-i4r
(R
;
Y '.er.
---,
t;'
);-7_,sr,
7 )117!• T7:
'7e1-1iaY-s(
p1 .2, 1 ;q. IT: 19/0 Cld .. upoI 1 i ,-; torouc, (Reis inger); Kemp, p. 125; pl .29,fig. 12.
(19
- r,liissop6111 torosus (Reissinger); Norris, p l. 1,ti g.I5.
(6) Classopollis torosus (Reissinger); Reyre, table 1 [part, as indicated].
Reyre, table 1 [part,
1,7
Classppollis minor Pocock + Jansonius;
as indict j.
Pflug; Reyre, table 1 [part, as indicated].
1?
)7_,9, glLs_92211is classoides
Prw7ork [pars], pp.102-104; p1.22,fig.1;
19r.r]rvAlic rlacy)iTies Pflug;
I P
I / I.
PT-?-1,1 1(17.7),f2—,J4,27 Trion
14-16.
!:)
./.la ( Id .,..H,(dl il: !,11 (y,I1:2 (PeP,', Ifigel ); Hopk im,, p. 12i; p1 .2?, f iqs.
.
.5_7
gs
fi
p1.26,
pp.176-177;
Singh,
1(J!,! cl9ssopolfis classoides Pflug;
;
p1.5,fig.19.
(',/. 1 Cldvmpoll i :liiscmidps Pflug; Guy, p.70;
ips 4 Fel ix, p.464; p1.15,
"'lb (la!,!,opul l is clos!mides Pf lug; Paden Phi l l
fiqs.1?-13.
de Jersey, p.17; p1.16, figs.l-3,5.
19/1
Clw.,sopol l is classoides Pflug;
1 972 Flas-sopolli classoides (Pfl ug); Bond, p1.2,figs.7-8.
Allam et al., p1.1,
iy/j
1(1', opol l ic Torwms—(Iteissinger);
.2,figs.6,li,13.
(Reissinger); Kumar, p1.7,fifgisg.;124,56-146.
1973 P1
sp. cf. torosus
Class2pollis
Antonescu, p1.12, fig.18.
1973
-fassopollis classoides—PTilig;
Balkwill, p.21; p1.2,fig.46.
1973
classoides Pflug; Hopkins +
Classopollis
p1.24,figs.119-122.
?1974
M5heshwari, p.44;
Classopogrs ind-i-cus
Pflug; Ramanujam + Srisailam, p.90; p1.7, fig.52.
5 qassppollis classoides
4
1 74
p.130; p1.6, figs.13-14.
laSs6ides Pflug; Arjang, + Traverse, p.17;
p1.5,
Cornet
1975 ulassopoffii c•
(Reissinger);
Corollina torosus
?lgy5 Tigs.2,9;14.-Maheshwari; Maheshwari, p1 .1, fig.18.
1 975 ir ssepoll is indicus (Reissinger); Kimyai, p1.2, 'fig.11.fli5g
orosus
1975 ulassopollis t•
(Reissinger); Norris fl. al., p1.1,
torosus
.25-26.
1975 Classopollis classoides Pflug; Brideaux + McIntyre, p1 .4,
Morbey,
ClassoTollis
pp.32,34;
p1.12,
1975
(Reissinger); emend.
Cla sop6TM t•orosus
J,ligs. 3-5.
Thusu, p1.11, figs.5,9-10,
1975 Tigs.1-4; 0.1Pflug; Vigran +
classoides
Classopllis
mit r3-1 71.
+ Qualatstrochio, p.229;
-- —
Pflug; Volkheimer
. 1 dVaipoii i'; ( I. ( 1a,,,mide
hi '
, text-fig.2,
+ Sa
19p, / . 10, f ig.i-J.
Pflug; Volkheimer
(licsoidw,
,______
'- laimpolli', c f . . ,
f iri 1
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1976
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1978
1972
?1982
ic);;?

Cl
classoides Pflug; Saad + Ghazaly, p.446; p1.11, fias.1-4.
COsollina (al. Classppollis) torosa (Reissinger); Dbrhofer, p.65; p1.13,
fig 5; p1. 1 , figs:9,11-12.
Classopollis torosus (Reissinger); Norris, p1.1, fiq.30.
Classopoliis minor Pocock + Jansonius; Norris, p1.1, fig.31.
Corollina torosus (Reissinger); Bjaerke, p1.6, fig.1-3.
Classopollis torosus (Reissinger); Ashraf, pp.64-65; p1.17, figs.11-15.
Classopollisobidosensis [sic] [auct. non] Groot + Groot; Ashraf, p.65;
p1. 11,
passollollis classoides Pflug, Williams, p1.8, fig.8.
ufas_sop lis classoides Pflug; Sultan, p1.1, fig.11.
ClqssoppllTs torosus (Reissinger); Norris, p1.8, fig.6.
(71x.'.oidt: Pflug; Fauconnier, p1.1, fig.7.

Emended Diagnusit,:
shape.

i\ spuLies of Classopollis, typically with an acorn -like

The tetrad mark is usually triangular with straight to concave sides

5-1511m long and with more or less sharp apices; it may however, be indistinct
or developed
into laesurae.

Commonly there is a patch of unthinned and

comple x exine at the centre of the tetrad mark.
5- 12(?- 15)pm

The distal tenuitas is

across and is usually more or less circular in outline; it

has an even to rdgged margin.

The rimula is usually 0.5-limn wide, although

it wlY 0(fa -Homilly he indistinct.
fectum and infratectal layer,
!he e,ine tyni(ol ly romp) Ices the
although other wall layers, as described in the generic diagnosis, may
usually constructed so as to form an
The infratectal layer is
(the latter appearing infrainfrareticulate or infrabaculate structure
or, rarely, other structural
Punctate in plan view); however, infrafoveolate
structure is not always
varieties may occur. The type of infratectal
layer typically thickens
uniform over an entire grain. The infratectal
(but not always)
equdtoriall y and the infratectal elements are usually
infrastr4iae. The exine surface,
arranged so as to produce equatorial
microscope, is invariably smooth to scabrate.
when
v iewed under the optical
also occur.

e`
at

1000 specimens encountered.

Dinlr rl~

specimens measured); polar diameter
(377
19(28)44pm
Diameter

)10 11 (8 ,,par imew, mo(l;ured)

Remarks:

C. classoides (the originally designated type species of

Classopollis), C. torosus (keissinger, 1950), and C. reclusus (Thiergart,
1949) are clearly closely comparable.

All three species were, however,

establ ished in the early days of the study of Mesozoic miospores and were
therefore, understandably, not originally described or illustrated to
modern standards.

Unfortunately the holotypes of all three taxa have been

lost; their objective redescription and detailed comparison is therefore
impossible.

The diagnoses of C. classoides and C. torosus have nevertheless

been emended by Pocock and Jansonius (1961) and Couper (1958) respectively,
but necessarily without recourse to the type materials.
One school of thought has emerged, the members of which consider
C. classoides to be a junior synonym of C. torosus (e.g. Burger, 1965 and
of
Morbey, 1975, who designated the specimen illustrated in p1.28, fi g.5
another group of workers (e.g.
Couper, 1958, as ecotype for C. torosus);
preferred to retain both species, thus
Potoni6 1960; Srivastava, 1976) has
species of Classopollis. C. reclusus
leaving C. classoides as the type
was transferred to Classopollis and effectively (although not expressly
it was considered by them to be
emended by Delcourt and Sprumont (1959);
classoides, and hence the type
a senior synonym of both C. torosus and C.
name C. reclusus has been largely ignored
species. However, since then, the
situation arose on the designation of
A further complication of this
(1973) as type species of Classopollis;
C. k.
leseri Reyre 1970 by de Jersey
Srivastava (1976), is illegal under the
however., this action, as noted by
(Article 7.1; Stafleu
o et al. 1978).
I nternational_Code of Botanical_ Nomenclature
_____.
t ro—sus and
As already noted, the three species C. classoides, C.
That they are synonymous is not
.
similar.
be
reclusus appear to
Mesozoic miospore
Most middle and late
certainty.
demonstrable with
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assemblages contain relatively smooth walled forms of Classopollis,
commonly in profusion, which conform with the above description.
Most
workers have placed these forms into either C. torosus or C.
classoides;
only in extremely rare cases has a single author used both names
to
characterize separate specific concepts.

To me this gives cogent

support for the generally (although often tacitly) held tenet that
the names C. classoides and C. torosus have been employed by different
authors for the same broadly defined taxon.

Although the name

reclusus has been neglected, it is at least as well illustrated
and appears to be as similar to C. classoides as C. torosus does.

If

the evidence that all three species are synonyms is deemed to be
sufficiently convincing, then C. reclusus should be used as the senior name.
However, since their synonymy is unprovable, and since a degree of
consistency in the nomenclature is desirable, it is here proposed (a) that
classoides be accepted as the correct name for the type species of
Classopollis and (b) that the species C. torosus and C. reclusus be
restricted to their type materials and their further application suspended.
species above, the segregation of
As noted in the discussion of
on any one morphological
Classopollis into species is not clearly based
feature• The overlapping nature of the definitions of many of the species
that have been set up make them, for the most part, very difficult to use.
more or less smooth to scabrate walls
There is a complex of forms with
within this complex no stratiwhose morphologies are intergradational;
morphological change have been reported.
graphical or geographical trends in
this complex to comprise
Indeed, there may be justification in considering
species. Specimens
widespread, and variable
a sin gle, long-ranging,
generally been placed into C. torosus or
have
belong ing to this complex
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C. classoides; here they are attributed to C. classoides.

It seems

useful therefore, to emend the diagnosis of C. classoides so as to
describe this variation; the emendation proposed above would therefore
apply at least until a careful and comprehensive study is made of this
complex which might permit its division into several taxa which are
carefully described, compared in detail with other species, and based on
a consistent hierarchy of morphological features.
t

Reyre (1970) and Reyre

al. (1970) carried out such a study, not only on smooth to scabrate

ornamented forms. However, their specific
forms, but also on more strongly
d ifferentiations, as discussed above, were based largely on observations
using the scanning electron microscope and are not in general utilisable
by workers using optical equipment only.

Indeed, perhaps smooth to scabrate

forms of Classopollis are not di visible effectively at the species level
using the optical microscope alone.

strata.

ubiquitous species in middle to late Mesozoic
C. classoides is an
throughout the sequence studied.
It was moderately common

Classopollis sp. A
15,18
Plate 20, Figures
ollis classoides
given for Classo
description
Pts...2LiPtion: The
exception that the tectum carries more
the
with
al so holds for this form,
equatorial diameter tends to be
the
and
ornament
or lessdistinctive
ter
optical microscope,
grea
. Insofar as it can be discerned under the
granular.
irregularly
to
from scabrate
thQ )uPra
ranges
tectal ornament
Ma
teri0_:

Seven specimens

encountered.
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Dimensions:

Remarks:

Di:tweter 31(37)45pm (five specimens measured).

As noted above, this form is distinguished from C. classoides on

the basis of its supratectal ornament and, to some extent, by its larger
size.

Classopollis sp. A probably accords with one or more of the species

erected by Reyre (1970) and Reyre et al. (1970).

However, without use of

a scanning electron microscope it is not possible to allocate it to one
of their taxa.

This form is relatively rare, only seven specimens being

its sparse occurrence in
encountered in the course of the present study;
the present material would render extremely difficult the locating of
specimens for SEM study.
encountered in the Lower, Arenaceous and
Classopollis sp. A was
Buff and White sandstone
?Upper members of the Husky Formation and the
division.
"44161'r% of Hit, lowor c;iind!Jone
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PLATE 20

Photomicrographs 6, 8-9, 17-19 taken in phase contrast.
Figures 1- 14,16-17,19-20:

Classopollis classoides Pflug, 1953
Figure 1: sample 007-29135, slide 10, co-ordinates
98.9/17.0.
Diameter ??om. Oblique/distal view.

Figures 2-3:

samples 005-29117, slide13, co-ordinates 98.3/16.0.
Diameter 20pm. Figure 2 -- proximal view; Figure 3 -- distal view.
Figure 4: sample 003-50868, slide 7, co-ordinates 97.2/23.1.
Diameter 26pm. Proximal view.
sample 005-29107, slide 6, co-ordinates 115.4/14.0.
Diameter 29um. Oblique/distal view.
Figure 5:

sample 007-50914, slide 13, co-ordinates 89.6/14.7.
Diameter 36pm. Proximal view.
Figure 7: sample 007-50914, slide 14, co-ordinates 89.3/6.4.
Figure 6:

Lquatorial view.
Figure 8: sample 007-29133, slide 9, co-ordinates 108.2/8.6.
Diameter ??pm. Proximal view.
Didmeter Tiom.

sample 007-29133, slide 15, co=ordinates 112.4/12.2.
Diameter 220m. Proximal view.
Figure 10: sample 002-50854, slide 2, co-ordinates 98.2/7.8.
Figure 9:

Equatorial view.
sample 001-29145, slide 2, co-ordinates 97.5/17.3.

Diameter 290m.
Figure 11:

Proximal view.
co-ordinates 100.7/18.0.
Figure 12: sample 005-29107, slide 6,
Diameter 28um. Proximo-distal aspect.
Diameter 31pm.

co-ordinates 95.0/17.6.
sample 003-50866, slide 6,
aspect.
Diameter 250m. Proximo-distal
slide 6, co-ordinates 100.9/23.2.
Figure 14: sample 004-50880,
aspect.
Diameter 301.1m. Proximo-distal
slide 16, co-ordinates 104.5/11.5.
Figure 16: sample 005-29107,
Diameter 400m. Distal view.
003-50868, slide 7, co-ordinates 104.1/7.8.
Figure 17: sample
-distal aspect.
Diameter 31)1m. Proximo
Figure 13:
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Figure 19:

sample 014-50979, slide 10, co-ordinates 98.6/12.0.

Diameter 37um.

Proximo-distal aspect.

Figure 20:. sample 007-29138, slide 12, co-ordinates 89.4/15.7.
Maximum dimension 40J.Jm.
Figures 15,18:
Figure 15:

Tetrad.

Classopollis sp. A
sample 004-50880, slide 6, co-ordinates 111.7/11.4.

Diameter 360m. Equatorial view.
Figure 18: sample 007-50913, slide 6, co-ordinates 93.7/15.4.
Diameter 370m.

Oblique/?proximal view.
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Chapter XVIII
CUPRESSACEAN/TAXACEAN/TAXODIACEAN POLLEN
Genus EXESIPOLLENITES Balme, 1957, emend. nov.
1957 Exesipollenites Balme, p.39.
1958 Spheriollenites Couper, p.158.
1962 Spheripollenites Couper; emend. Jansonius, p.81.
1963 Exesipol lenites Balme; emend. Brenner, p.87.
1966 Spheripollenites Couper; emend. Burger, p.263.
-197n Fxesipollenites Balme; emend. Pocock, p.99.
Emended

diagnosis:

Proximo-distally compressed, rounded discoidal pollen

grains with a rounded triangular, oval, circular, or subcircular amb.
•

Typically, but not invariably, present at the distal pole is either a more
or less circular tenuitas or (more rarely) a true pore; surrounding the
tenuitas is commonly, but not invariably, an annular circumpolar exinal
thickening of variable width, the margins of which may be indistinctly to
sharply defined.

When the tenuitas is absent the thickening may be

((ni t inuOw, dr:ro,;,, the di!Jal pole.

may occur proximally.

Rarely, a non -functional trilete mark

The exine is one or two-layered, homogeneous or

more or less finely sculptured.
structured, and surficially smooth to

A

fitting layer may occasionally be present.
hyaline, 'perine-like', loosely
tumulus Balme, 1957; Lower Jurassic,
TY e species: Exesipollenites
list below.)
Western Australia. (See synonymy
characterized by discoidal, proximo-distally compressed
This genus is
possess a single pore or tenuitas at the distal
P°I len grains which usual ly
Remark :

Pole.
i na l diagnosis for this genus, Balme (1957) stated that
In his oriq
The amb of the holotype of
E xesipollenites has a circular or oval amb.
aime
rounded triangular. In the present material
L. tumulus, however, is clearly
from rounded triangular to circular. B
the amb was var i a ble in shape,
tetra d scars in the type material.
encountered no proximal

However, like
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Brenner (1963), I have found rare specimens of E. tumulus in which an
indistinct trilete mark is present proximally.
Balme (1957) and Brenner (1963) referred to the distal
tenuitas as a circular depression; Couper (1958), in describing
Spheripollenites (=Exesipollenites, see below), inferred that it was
a true pore, and Pocock (1970) referred to it as a leptoma.

The term

'depression' does not necessarily denote an exinal thinning; moreover,
this feature is not a consistently developed pore.

A tenuitas is a

thin, more or less aperturoid exinal area (Erdtman, 1952, p.471).
A leptoma may be similarly defined (see Erdtman and Straka, 1961, p.65);
however, for reasons of consistency within the present work, the term
'tenuitas' is here favoured.

The above emendation is worded so as to

allow inclusion of forms with a true pore, although such a feature
rarely, if ever, occurs in the type species.
Spheripollenites as a junior
Pocock (1970) was first to cite
synonym of Exesipollenites.

On comparison of original illustrations,

the respective holotypes of E. tumulus and S. scabratus Couper, 1958
(the type species of Spheripollenites)

are seen to be very similar;

(see E. tumulus below). Apparently
indeed, they appear to be conspecific
other's work on this morphological
halms, and Codper were unaware of each
group of miospores.
morphology of Exesipollenites are very
Several aspects of the
The exine structure of F. tumulus
romite.( ful f of (hilt
uf
many types of Classopollis in appearing,
(see below) is similar to that of
infrounctate. Both genera typically have a
(;liperf
icidlly,
dl
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distal polar tenuitas, and both may possess a proximal tetrad scar
(although this is very rare in Exesipollenites).

Furthermore, forms

of Classopollis and Exesipollenites are often found in close
association
(Norris, 1969).

Exesipollenites, however, lacks a rimula, an equatorial

thickening and equatorial striae.

Van Konijnenburg - van Cittert (1971,

p.64). stated that 'The dispersed pollen genus Spheripollenites Couper
[i.e. Exesipollenites] may contain among other things, the "inner bodies"
(i.e. the nexine) of Classopollis grains.' However, a detailed comparison
of the structure of the respective exines of Exesipollenites and Classopollis
would probably reveal important structural differences which would make this
conclusion difficult to support.
Globinorites gen. nov. herein has a spheroidal, rather than a
discoidal, shape.

Perinopollenites is also spheroidal and is consistently

cavate.
l(",

!thh•d:

(unlori.! vith the mended
Ihr i01 Iuti'in(i ',pe( ieti
diagnosis

of Exesipollenites as given above.
1) b
(Nilsson, 1958) Playford and Dettmann, 1965.
LesipollenitesLilL§21121191g2
1958 Crassioollenites LL1522p2ILLuits Nilsson, p.74; p1.7, figs3_5;
Triassic/Jurassic (Rhaetic - Liassic),
Sweden.
(Nilsson); Playford
1965 Exesipollenites .c.12.212E2ii2iAt§
figs.62-63.
Dettmann, p.74; p1.7,
2)
Jain and Sah, 1966.
Exesipollenites
raiLilt1§ Jain + Sah, p.112; p1.1,
iisn
cras
1966 Exesipollenites
Ceylon [Possibly a junior
TiTs.3,r6; Upper Jurassic,
synonym of E. tumulus.]
3) Exesi
ollenites itl./ig a tus Pocock, 1970.
Pocock, p.101; p1.22, figs.3-6,
1970 Exesipollenites i/q1/192S-22
Upper Jurassic, western Canada.
and
Middle
17;
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4)

Exesipollenites tumulus Balme, 1957. (See below.)
Species excluded:

The following species have, at one time or another,

been placed in Exesipollenites; however, they are here considered to
be
superfluous or to be attributable to another genus:
Exesipollenites saccatus Pocock, 1970 [=Perinopollenites saccatus
Pocock comb.nov. herein)
Exesipollenites scabratus (Couper, 1958) Pocock, 1970 (=E. tumulus)
Exesi ollenites scabrosus Norris, 1969 (=E. tumulus).

Exesipollenites tumulus Balme, 1957 emend. Filatoff, 1975
emend. nov.
Plate 17, Figures 12-14,19; Plate 21, Figures 1-2,7
1957 Exesipollenites tumulus Balme, p.39; p1.11, figs.123(holot
)-125.
1958 Spheripollenites scabratus Couper, p.158; p1.31, figs.12-1Y
4Pe
1959 Spheripollenites scabratus Couper; Delcourt + Sprumont, p.47;
p1.5, fig.14.
?1959 Designate Q32;Rouse, p.322; p1.1, fig.24.
Couper; Pocock, p.74; p1.12,
1962 Spheripollenites scaratus
b
figs.188-189.
1963 Exesipollenites tumulus Balme, Brenner, p.87; p1.35, figs.2-4
1964 Exesipollenites tumulus Balme; Singh, pp.126-127; p1.17, figs:4-5.
1964 Exesipollenites tumulus Balme; Balme, p1.6, fig.8.
1964a §pheripollenites scabratus Couper; Levet-Carette, p.107; p1.6,
figs.11-12.
1964 Spheripollenites scabratus Couper; von der Brelie, pp.149-150;
p1.13, fig.4.
Spheri
pollenites scabratus Couper; Helal, p1.17, figs.13-14.
1965
:47_51.
1966 apherioollenites s.utnailia Couper;emend.Burger, p.263; pl.:7
fig.3.
1966 Spheripollen ites scabratus Couper; Helal, p.94; p1.34, fig
1967 Exesipollenites tumulus Balme; Norris, p.109; p1.18, figs.21-22.
1967
EIt§jpollenites tumulus Balme; Brenner, p1.2, fig.2.
1968 Exesipollenites tumulus Balme; Hedlund + Norris, p1.9, figs.1-2.
1968 Exesipollenites Tumulus [sic] Balme; Horowitz, p.44; p1.6, fig.i.
( 1968 Sjoheripollenites-Cabratus Couper, Horowitz, p.40; p1.4, fig.21.
1968 Spher i pollenites scabratus Couper; Tralau, p.89; p1.16, figs.3_4.
1968 Spheripol lenites scabratus Couper; Mahin, p.122; fig.2E.
?1969 Exesipollenites scabrosus Norris, pp.600-601; p1.111,
figs.20-22.
Balme; Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.7, fig.1.
196g
tumulus
1.?(Slipollenite
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1969 Spheripollenites scabratus Couper; Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.7, fi
2
1970 -tumulus
Exesipollenites
___ _ Ralme; Pocock, pp.99-101; p1.23, figs.l-3,5,8;
.._
-_ .
text-figs./18-50.
1970 Exesipollenites scabratus Couper; Pocock, P1).101-102; p1.22,
Tigs. 1 1-12, I4,T5K-D.
?1970 Exesipollenites tumulus Balme; Horowitz, p.176; p1.4, fig.15.
. 1970 S.-P
- heripolleniies scabratus Couper; Horowitz, p.174; p1.3, fig.21.
1970 txesipollentte tumulus Balme; Kemp, p.126; p1 .29, fins.13-14.
1 970 Cf. Exesipollenites tumulus Baln!e; Habib, p.360; p1.6, fig.8.
1970 Exesipollenites sp. Norris, p1.1, fig.14 [incorrectly given as fig.11
in plate caption].
1971b Perinopollenites halonotus Paden Phillips + Felix, pp.459-460; p1.14,
fiw). 14,?16.
1971 Cf . Exesipollenites scabrosys Norris; Guy, p.71 ;
5 fi Ti 2
g! i.
1971 1xesipol lenite Lumuius Balme; Singh, pp. 178-179;pli.
p1.26,
6,
i
1971b Exesipollenites tumulus Balme; Paden Phillips + Felix, p.459; p1.14,
figs. 12:14 -1971 Exesipollenites tumulus Ralme; Playford, p1.107, fig.15.
1971 Spheripollenites scabratus Couper; Guy, pp.66-67; p1.5, fig.14.
1972 Exesipollenites tumjus -Ealme; Muir, p.67; p1.8, fig.5.
1973 ,
_ pheripollenites scabratus Couper; Allam et al., p1.2, figs.1-4.
19/4 [xw.ipol lenites seahrosys Norris; Riley, p1.1, figs.7-8,10-11,
1975 fxe,
,ipol lenites tumulus Ralme; [emend.] Filatoff, pp.87-88; p1.27,
fiqs.14-19; p1 .2A, fig.4.
1V, 111,.. ipol lr.nito,. ,Jabraiw, (Cooper); Eilatoff, p.88; p1.27, fiqs.22-23;
()
1975a I),xI
f,011(4 l i.e,., tumulus Balme; Volkheimer + Quattrocchio, p.230;
p1.11 , fig. 12.
00.
:1975 (
2pht.' ip,d1,hi l.. ..(Jhatu.2 Louper; Alidlig, p. 1,o, p1 .6, riy.7.
tomulus balme; brideaux f Mclut re, pl.4, fig.29.
'
- Lesipol icHi t
l'''
-'
19/ 5 r,e,,ipol l(,lite!, scabra us (Cooper); Vigran + Thusu, p1.11, fig. 16.
1 976 Exesipollenites icabrOsus Norris; Hedlund + Beju, p1.1, fig.9.
Marocco, p1.1, fig. 14.
1976 Exesipollenites
ipolIenites tumulus Balme; Doubinger +
scabrOus Couper; Norris, pl.', figs. 27-29.
1977 5.7pheriT611enites
1977 Ex esipgllenites tumulus Ba lme; Norris,. p1.1, figs.24-5.
(Couper); Dorhofer, p1.3, figs.45 [holotype
1979 Exesipollenites scabratus
figured.]
of E. scabrosus Norris is
Norris, p1.7, fig.28.
1 982 438 Ina erturo ollenites -3;
Emended diagnosis: A species of ----------Exesipollenites with a rounded triangular
is 3-7pm in diameter and is
to circular amb, The distal tenuitas
poorly
usually:o
exinal thickening. ibis thickening is
outer margin and is usually one-half to
moderately well defined at its
diameter across. Occasionally the distal tenuitas
two-thirds of the grain's
across the distal polar
the thickening extends
mi'Y he absent, in which case
surrounded by

ern
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area.

Rarely the proximal face may possess a trilete (?triradiate) mark.

equatorial exine is 0.5-2pm thick.

The

It is structurally homogeneous,

infrapunctate or infrareticulate when seen in plan view; in optical
section the exine (when structured) consists of an outer more or less
homogeneous layer and an inner discontinuous layer comprising elements
(infrabacula, inframuri, etc.) projecting into the grain's cavity.
scabrate, sometimes with scattered
Surficially the exine is smooth to
hyaline, 'perine-like' wall layer
An outer, loosely-fitting,
is occasionally present; when present, this layer usually produces a

granula.

cavation equatorially where it occurs.
nterial:
Dimensions:

encountered.
Over 1 ,000 specimens
specimens measured).
Diameter 19(29)40pm (225

tumulosus largely follows in essence the
The above emendation of E.
emended diagnosis) given by Filatoff (1975).
description (here considered an
augmented by mention of the outer 'perine-like'
here
is
statement
Filatoff's
specimens of E. tumulus. Such specimens
Wall layer which is present on some
this species; for example, Paden Phillips
have not always been attributed to
-- Eflingpgljenites halonotus -- to
and Felix (1971b) created a new species
However, apart from the loose-fitting outer
forms.
'cavate'
encompass such
more typical specimens of E. tumulus
to
identical
Wa ll layer suc h form s a re
species.
the same
to
belong
and in my opinion
cit.) that the appearance and clarity
aree
with
Filatoff
(op.
I g
dependent, at least in part, on such factors
be
may
Of exine infrastructure
Il!rks:

as Preserva tion, degree of maceration and maturity of individual grains.
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Such factors may also account for the distinctiveness of the distal
annular
thickening.

Like Filatoff, I have found specimens in which the distal

tenuitas is not discernible, the 'annular' thickening extending across the
pole (see, for example, Plate 17, Figure 14).

That this morphological

development may characterize immature specimens is supported by the presence
of clumps of specimens which appear to belong to E. tumulus, but are atypically
small, have thin, clear (almost hyaline) exines and possess solid, presumably
distal, polar thickenings (see Plate 17, Figure 19).
Filatoff (1975) cogently argued that E. scabrosus Norris should
be considered a junior synonym of E. tumulus.

However, he preferred to

maintain E. scabratus (Couper) separately from E. tumulus.

He stated that

of thickened exine about
"Exesipollenites scabratus does not have an area
the distal pole ... [and] the intrastructure ... is more distinct and the
sculpture coarser."

On close examination, however, the illustration of the

hol otype of F. scabratus does appear to show some exinal thickening about
the tenuitas; as discussed above, the annular thickening is not consistently
noted above, the intrastructure
easily discernible on E. tumulus. As also
variable. [The holotype of E. scabrosus Norris,
of E, tumulus may be quite
of E. tumulus, also has a pronounced,
Which Filatoff considered to be a synonym
i nfrapunctate exinal structure;

it is interesting to note that DOrhofer

of E. scabrosus under the name E. scabratus.)
(1979) illustrated the holotype
scabratus were made (apparently)
The observations which Filatoff made on E.
material. Pending a restudy of the
on his own material, not on the type
that there is little justification
type materia l of E. scabratus, I feel
separate from F. tumulus.
in waintaiuing i t as a speties
from the Lower Jurassic to the Upper Cretaceous
E. tumulus ranges
element throughout the
details). It is a common
I t lat.off, 19/5 for
c:oywrice examined.
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Genus GLOBIPORITES nov
Derivation of name: From the Latin 21obus (sphere) and 'porites' in
reference to the fact that species attributed to this genus have a
singlr, fore or tonuita-,.

Diagnosis:

More or less spheroidal (never discoidal) pollen grains.

The

exine is typically 0.5pm to 2.5jim thick and is commonly secondarily folded.
It is usually of a single, homogeneous or structured layer; if two layers
are present they are closely appressed to each other, with no suggestion of
cavation.
mented.

The exine may be surficially smooth or it may be finely ornaA single pore or tenuitas, presumably distal in position, is

typically present but may be indistinct.
ap_f_sEecies: Globi2211tf5 (al. .Oeripollenites) psilatus (Couper, 1958)
comb. nov. herein; Cretaceous-7Aptiahj, England. (See synonymy list below.)

leT92^≤...: The genus Globiporites is here erected to encompass simple
usually indistinct, pore or
spherical pollen grains with a single,
tenuitas.
It thus accords well with the general concept which Couper (1958) appears
to have had in mind when he erected Spheripollenites. However, as type
designated S. scabratus, a form which
species for the latter genus, Couper
spheroidal and thus more appropriately
appears to be discoidal rather than
Indeed, S. scabratus is herein considered to
assigned to Exesipollenites. (
type of Exesipollenites, E. tumulus.) Thus,
he a junior synonym of the
synonym of Exesip oli eled?
ites.
sPhoripollenites is here c onsidered to be a junior
p ipolypit. , as already
pl
Globiporites differs from
tenuitas never
irli
in h°inq vheroidal rather than discoidal; the pore or
the centre of a face of the grain, but rather
6PPNirs to he consistently in
"P"dt-, to he randomly posi t- ion".

Perinnpollenites is cavate (see
below).
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Inaperturopollehites (Pflug and Thomson in Thomson an d Pfl ug, 1953),
Laevigatasporites (Potonie and Gelletich, 1933) and Araucariacites
(Couper 1953) lack a pore or tenuitas.
Species included:

Other than the type, which is dealt with below, the

following species accords with the diagnosis of Globiporites as given
a bo

:

Globiporites subgranulatus (Couper, 1958) comb. nov.
1958 Spheripollehi_tes subgranulaus Couper, pp.158-159; p1.31,
Tigs:9111; Cretaceous (pre-Aptian), England
?1958 Inaperturopollenites orbiculatus Nilsson, p.68; p1.6, fi qs.2_ 4.
1962 Cupressacites subaranulatus (Couper); Roqalska, pp.523-524;
pl .?, fig.?0

Globiporites psilatus (Couper, 1958) comb. nov.
Plate 17, Figur:es 15,18; Plate 22, Figure 18

1958
1963
1964

Spherip2ilenites
Spher_ip.211esites
flheripollenites
fig.3.
Spheripollenites
Spheripollenite
pheripollenites
4)heripollenites

Couper, p.159;p1.3, fiqs.4(holotype)-8
spsi
psittus Couper; Dettmann, p.106; p1.26,figs
16:17
psilatus Couper; von der Brelie, p.150; p1.13,
•

21111LII
1965
____at
1966
0.1_12.11
1968
psijati.js
1969
19/0 :liheripolfenites flatus
1971 SpyWigllenites p silaIy5
1 9 / 6 Sp5ripoilenites E.Li_12Iii
Tiqs.6-7.
,11atiis
I9// )101copo l l en it e s 121

pl";(ription:

P1aterial:

Couper;
Couper;
Couper;
Couper;
Couper;
Couper;
Couper;

Couper; Norris, p1 .1, fig.23.

(1958, p. 159).
See Couper

29 specimens

McGregor, p1.10, fig.30.
Burger, p.263; p1.36, fi g.4
Tralau, p.90; p1 .16, figs.6:7
•
Habib,
b, p.94; p1 .2, fig.13.
Habib, p.360; p1.5, fig.
y 12.
Singh , p. 179 ; p 1 .26 , fig.12.
Saad + Ghazaly, p.448 ; p 1 .12,

encountered.
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limensions:
Remarks:

Diameter 21(25)32-?37pm (14 specimens measured).

G. psikitus possesses a smooth, structureless exine in which a

small tenuitas or pore may be discerned.

This species has a known

stratigraphic range from Middle Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous (Albian).
It was found sporadically throughout the samples examined.

Genus PERINOPOLLENITES Couper, 1958
?1g55
411
1970

Ihomsonisporites Leschik, p.38.
Couper, p.152.
concent/- i -pOifes Wall, p. 166.
concentrisporites Wall; emend. Pocock, p.106.

Description:

More or less spheroidal, cavate pollen grains.

The inner

wa ll layer is typically thicker and more rigid than the outer wall -layer, which
tends to be readily folded; both layers may be homogeneous or structured
and smooth
to finely ornamented.

The extent of the cavity is variable but

there appears to be no consistent locus of attachment between the two wall layers.

There is typically a sinnle pore or tenuitas on the inner body;

however,

discernible.
this is not always clearly

Couper, 1958; Middle Jurassic,
s ecies: Per ino ollenites elatoides
1
En-gi and. -See synonymy list below.)
essence, similar to the diagnosis
The above description is, in
however that the dehiscence mark may
given by Couper (1958). It states
be a tenuitas rather than a distinct pore.
cavate forms, but these are discoidal
Exesipollenites may contain
Obscur itr iletes gen. nov. herein has a
in * 1PP, rather thdn
a pore or tenuitas.
small
body rather than
inner
its
"Mete-mark on
than Perinopollenites, has
pev, 1,6I is typical ly larger
1.

21"11:
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the wall -layers attached in polar regions, and may possess a non-functional
triradiate mark; it never possesses a distal pore or tenuitas.

Perotrilites

Couper, 1953 has a distinct trilete mark on its outer wall-layer.
('lobiporites gen. nov. herein is acavate; however, specimens of Perinopollenites
in which the outer wall -layer has been removed during preservation or
maceration would he impossible to differentiate from rIlobiporites.
Concentrisporites Wall, 1965 was originally described as
having, in some specimens, a small trilete mark.

However, Wall used as

type the species Equisetosporites hallei (Nilsson, 1958), which has not
been shown to have a trilete mark and almost certainly belongs in
Pe rinopollenites (probably as a junior synonym of P. elatoides).
synonym of Perinopollenites.
1E2rites is therefore treated herein as a junior
SiTcies included:

accord with the emended diagnosis
The following species

of Perinopollenites as given above:
(See below.)
Perinopollenites elatoides Couper, 1958.
2) r
1969

Jam n in Jain and Sah, 1969.
Jain in Jain + Sah,
Perjqgpolleni:tes microneicllAti25
Lower Jurassic, West Pakistan.
p.131; p1.2, fins:40-42;

3)

Peri nipap.enites_pprinatus (Brenner, 1963) comb. nov.
Brenner, p.89; p1.37, figs.3-6;
perinatus
' 63 4Peripollenites Maryland, U.S.A.
Lower Cretaceous,
4)
Danze-Corsin and Laveine, 1963.
Perin
pseudosulcatus
-- ---PPollenites
Danze-Corsin + Laveine,
eu dosulcatusi n fralias), Boulonnais ,
Perinopollenites
es
Jurassic k
( f..)1.8, fig. 8;
(Danze-Corsin + Laveine);
l:yari e
?I970 Concentrisporites p_seudosulcatus
6,
Pocock, pp.166=467 ; p1 .elatoides.]
EPossibi
P.
Y a junior synonym of
r)
nov.
Pe r in opollenites saccatus (Pocock, 1970) comb. 102; pl
fig.16;
Pocock, p .
wes
tern
Canada.
rxw,
ipidloni fes saccalu
l ' 70
-(Bajocian),
text-fig.52.
Jurassic elatoides.]
-ssiblu
[Po
of P.
/ a junior synonym

p

has been place d in Perinopol lenites,
The fol lowing
elsewhere.
h ut i ,,
J'neralh, con sidered to be
excluded:
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Perinoppllenites 5egmentatus (Balme, 1957) Jain in Jain and Sah, 1969.
r;tallialasporite segmentatus, herein considered to be a junior
synonym of C. dampieri (Rafme, 1957), g..v.]

Perinopollenites elatoides Couper, 1958
Plate 17, Figures 16-17
1958
1958
1962
1963
?1963
1964
1964
1964a
1964

Perinopollenites elatoides Couper, p.152; p1.27, figs.9(holotype)-11.
Lgyisetoskorites hallei Nilsson, p.66; p1.5, fig.20.
Couper; Pocock, p.60; p1.9, figs.136-137.
EtrinopeIlenifes elatoides Couper; Brenner, p.88; p1.35, figs.7-8.
Per:ptriletes [sicl- tenis de Jersey, p.7; p1.1, figs.9-10,12.
Perinopollenites elatoides Couper; Singh, p.107; p1.14, fig.9.
P erinopollenites elatoides Couper; Stover, p1.2, fig.4.
krigopollenites elatoides Couper; Levet-Carette, p.106; p1.6, fig.10.
Perinopollenites elatoides Cooper; de Jersey + Paten, p.13; p1.6,

1965 _cogcentrisporites hallei (Nilsson); Wall, p. 166; p1.9, fig.13.
1966
Perinopolleniies elatoides Couper; Burger, p.264; p1.36, fig.2; p1.37,
_
1
fiq.
1967
'erin o
. pollenites elatoides Couper; Norris, p. 110; p1.18, fig.23.
1968
Couper; Tralau, pp.86-87; p1.18, figs.1-3.
1968 1;gi. gopolle_qit6s
19,_ 'erinopollenifes eiatoi-des Cooper; Hedlund + Norris, p1.5,
p1.6, figs.12.
1.P.Pppri.uropol leniles velatus Volkheimer, p.356;
1968
eTelat6idestouper; Rakosi, p1.7, fig.3.
1969 PlnIP2P9i
p1.112, fins.6-7.
Perin
1970 _
enites elatoides Couper; Norris,
llenft
Couper; Norris, p1. 1, fig. I2 [given
c'oinr°Palleri-ff-6.76jat914t
caption].
rec y as fiq.14 in plate
p.360; p1.6,
19977?
ollenites elatoides Couper; Habib, p. 157; p1.22, figs.5-6.
1971 Perinopollenites elatoides Couper; Singh,
Guy, p.67; p1.5, fig.11.
1972 --trinop_pilenites elatoides Couper;
Couper; Muir, p.67; p1.8, fig.2.
?1973 PeriPN)ollenites elatoides
figs.8-10.
19,. I 66nsoni4 oWites
Le-s-CTIT-sp. 1; Reyre, p. 116; p1.6,
McKellar, pp.44-45; p1.13, fig.14.
?19.2
erinopollenite elatoides Couper;
McKellar, p.44; p1.13,
14 Te rlii-OCOTIenites sp.-cf. P. elatoides Couper;
1975
. I-iri2
..
6,!-123
Brideaux + McIntyre, p1i%sf
1975 rrjgopollenites elatoides Couper; Vigran + Thusu, p1.13,
elatoides Couper;
Couper; Doubinger + Marocco, p1.1, fig.22.
T4 Pn_1122211enites elatoides Couper; Norris, p1. 1, fig.33.
11
198,1 _211:Ingpollenites elatoides
(Nilsson); Burger, p1.19, figs.2-4.
I () ;) cOncentrisporites hallei
Couper; Norris, p1.8, figs.4-5.
1982 1.1(Tiuupol leni te:,-e-171(OTC-fes
fig. 10.
lque lnceriae Sedis; Fauconnier, p1.4, Couper; emend. Jain in Jain +
1969
[auct. non]
1,figs.3f:.34
figs.30-34; p1.2, figs. 35-36 [P1.
Sah, p.
p1.
1,
13(1;
---- ddopieri].
----

PX
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Description:

Material:

See Couper (1958, p.152).

About 250 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:

Outer body, diameter 25(37)56pm (115 specimens measured);

inner body, diameter 17(28)43pm (117 specimens measured).

Remarks:

P. elatoides was often difficult to distinguish from

.P.PASLitriletes vectensis (Kemp 1970) comb.nov. herein.

The inner

body of the latter species has a small trilete mark, whereas
P. elatoides is 'monoporate'; however these two features are not always
well developed or readily discernible.

0. vectensis typically has

thicker, more rigid wall layers, and its outer wall tends to be
distinctly granular; the outer wall of P. elatoides is typically thin,
ea sily torn or folded, and surficiallY scabrate.
Leild

O. vectensis also

to be larger than P. eldtoides, although there is considerable

overlap in their respective size ranges.
encountered from Lower Jurassic to
(2*"ql ides has been
sequence examined.
Cenomanian strata. It occurs throughout the
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PLATE 21

Photomicrographs 2, 8, 11, 14 taken in phase contrast.
Fxesipollenites tumulus Galore 1957
Figures 1-2: sample 003-50862, slide 2, co-ordinates 105.4/14.5.
Diameter 43pm. Distal view -- figure 2 is close up of distal tenuitas.
Figure 7: sample 004-50880, slide 6, co-ordinates 107.8/4.4.
Diameter 28pm. Proximo-distal aspect.

Figures 1-2,7:

1949)
Cerebropollenites macroverrucosus (Thiergart,
102.0/7.4.
Figure 3: sample 003-50871, slide 6, co-ordinates
Diameter 48pm. Distal view.
13, co-ordinates 107.6/14.6.
Figures 18-19: sample 003-50862, slide
optical section; figure 19 —
Diameter 47pm. Figure 18 -- median

Figures 3,18-19:

distal view.
Fig ures 4,6:
Wilson and Webster, 1946
Cycadopites follicularis
co-ordinates 110.6/16.0.
Figure 4: sample SF-24, slide 3;
Distal view.
13, co-ordinates 102.2/15.4.
sample 007-29138, slide

Length 40pm.
Figure 6:

Diameter 30pm. Distal view.
Figure
5: Cycadopites ovalis (Nilsson, 1958)
co-ordinates 97.5/6.9.
Sample 007-50916, slide 11,
Length 26pm.

Distal view.

1962)
Cycadopites granulatus (de Jersey,
co-ordinates 114.0/5.8.
Sample 014-50975, slide 15,

F igure 8:

Length 70pm.

Distal view.

McKellar, 1975
Cycadopites infirmus
ates 111.7/6.3.
Sample 008-50923, slide 7, co-ordin

Figure 9:

Length 58pm.
Fi

Distal view.

1958)
suhgranulosus (Couper,
"'Q% 10-11: Cycacopites
115.2/8.0.
11, co-ordinates
slide
007-29129,
Figure 10: sample
Le ngth 381m. Oblique/distal view.
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sample 007-29135, slide 6, co-ordinates 98.5/10.8.

Figure 11:
Length 46um.
Figures 12-13:

Distal view.

Cycadopites sp. A
sample 003-50862, slide 13, co-ordinates 102.0/21.9.

Figure 12:
Length 350m.

Distal view.
sample 003-50862, slide 13, co-ordinates 108.5/4.2.

Figure 13:
Length 4/pm.
Figures 14,15:

Distal view.
Monosulcites? sp.

107.3/22.5.
sample 003-50864, slide 9, co-ordinates
Length 270m. Distal view.
102.0/10.1.
Figure 16: sample 002-50858, slide 8, co-ordinates
Figure 14:

Length 29um.
ri!jure% 1 ,1/:
Figure 15:
Length 290m.
Figures 17:
Length 22pm.

Distal view.

Monosulcites sp. A
co-ordinates 103.1/16.0.
sample SF-27, slide 2,
Distal view.
sample 003-50862
Distal view.

slide 13, co-ordinates 102.3/8.5.

21
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- 549 Chapter XVIX
CYCADOPHYTE/GINKGOPHYTE POLLEN
Genus CYCADOPITES Wodehouse, 1933 emend. nov.
1933 Cycadopites Wodehouse, p.483.
1 939 Entylissa Naumova, p.355 [nomen nudum].
1946 Cycadopites Wodehouse; Wilson + Webster, p.274 [type species
designated].
1952 Entylissa Naumova; [ex] Ischenko, p.75.
1953 cycadaceaelagenella Malyavkina, p.134.
1953 Ginkgoretectina Malyavkina, p.136.
1953 Gial_iocycadophytus Samoilovitch, pp.30,32 [obligatory junior synonym
of Entylissa, having same type species].
,__
!?54 Entylissa Naumova ex Ischenko; emend.Potonid + Kremp, p.181.
1958 Ginkgoretectina Malyavkina; [emend] Potonid, p.94 [type species
designated].
1962 Ginkgopites Baksi, p.18.
1963 pycadopollenites Danz6-Corsin + Lavein, p.108 [obligatory junior
synonym of Cycadopites, having same type species].
1963 i-r
li42,2,ItIfcIAnpl21-Lel i gl Danzd-Corsin + Laveine, p.109 [obligatory
7,_
Junior synonym of gliflIg2f2Ifflin2' having same type species].
'
Ertricolrriooll
enites Danzd-Corsin + Laveine, pp.109-110.
963
196413 giEgfiaala(aiiEITL Levet-Carette, p.281 [obligatory junior synonym
in, of Entylissa, having same type species].
Herbst [pars] p.148.
Entylissa Naumova ex Ischenko; emend. pp.147-148.
1965
cadopites Wodehouse; emend. Herbst,
1970 Cycadopites Wodehouse; [emend.] Krutzsch, p.26 [q.v. for further synonymy].
Emended diagnosis:

a typically elongate
Monosulcate pollen grains with

subspheroidal shape. The ends of the grain may
lipsoidal to (rarely)
extends for the entire length
be Pointed, truncated, or rounded. The sulcus
of the grain, or almost so. The margins of the sulcus may be simple,
but not necessarily, wider
folded or thickened. The sulcus is typically,
towards the distal pole, in the
at its ends, and relatively constricted
overlap each other. The sulcus is rarely, if
area of
which its margins may
exine is one- or two-layered and
ever, broadest at the distal pole. The
flexible; it may be smooth, scabrate, or
and
ly
Usual
relatively thin
homogeneous.
granulate, and structured or
subei
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ape species: Cycadopites follicularis Wilson and Webster, 1946;
Paleocene,
Montana, U.S.A. (See svnnnymy list below.)
Remarks:

After dehiscence and expulsion of the grain's contents, it appears

that the two margins of the sulcus rebound partially to cover the
furrow
thus formed.

Commonly, the two margins reclose in such a way that they

overlap each other in the vicinity of the distal pole, or at least cause
a constriction of the sulcus in that area.

However, because of the flexibility

of the exine and the nature of the mechanism involved, the exact shape of
the resultant sulcus is somewhat fortuitous.

Forms occur in which the

sulcus is gaping at one end only (e.g. the holotype of C. follicularis), or
in which the
sulcal margins are approximately parallel throughout their
length.

Monosulcites (which is discussed below) have
Specimens attributed to

a sulcus which tends to be broadest (or 'gaping') at the distal pole.

This

may reflect a basically different initial shape or structure for these forms
compared with Cycadopites.
Wodehouse (1933, p.483) stated that the
In his original diagnosis,
generally quite smooth."
exine of Cycadopites is "... of various texture hut
should encompass forms with a smooth
Following current usage, Cycadopites
to granulate ex ine.

Balme (1970) noted that it might be appropriate "to

a] for certain sculptured, simple,
retain Ginkgocycadophytus [=Enty liss
However, such action is not followed here,
monosulcate pollen grains".
gradational ornament found amongst simple, finely
Partl y because of the
partly because the type species of Entylissa
ornamented monosulcate forms, and
itsel f shows a range of

ornamentation.

similar to the original diagnosi s,
The emendation gi ven above is
given by Herbst (1965) and Krutzsch (1970).
emendations
as
to
the
ell
w
as

However, two points are stressed; firstly, the sulcus may not necessarily
be gaping at its ends and closed medially (contrasting with the original
and Herbst's emended

diagnoses); secondly, the exine may be finely

with Krutzsch's emendation).
ornamented as well as smooth (contrasting
Cycadopites until Wilson
Although no species were assigned to
International Code of Botanical Nomenclature
and Webster (1946) did so, The
1978) does not require that nomenclatural
(Article 37.1, Stafleu et al.
Cycadopites is valid as of 1933,
types be indicated prior to 1958; thus
the present generic concept.
dnd is the senior name applicable to
Wilson + Webster, 1946
Cycadopites follicularis
Plate 21, Figures 4,6
i Webster, p.?74; fig.7 (holotype).
foll iculdris Wilemn
1916 Cyrmlopi l
Malyavkina, p.11/; p1 .44, fig.11.
I . Ilpica
.
1949 2Pj(1.1e(,..y(,)iiii,glabra
(7161yavkina)-(-gno2lycha typlca Malyavkina ) Bolkh ovi'tina,
t,---ITuica
19!, i (—
4,4,.62-63;
2-63; p1 .10, figs .3-4. us Leschik, pp.41 -42; p1.5, fig.15
aLerrim
I9Y) Mono(olpopol le0 tel. TMalyavkiha); Bolkhovitina, p.76; p 1 .11 , figs.138a-k.
1956 Cycacigilies LyiiLl,
p 1.6, fi gs.78-60.
1957 pitylissa nitida BalLie, p.30;
Wilson + Webster; Rouse, p.365; p1.2, fig 1.
1957 ,ycad921/t Tollicularis
fauct. non] Cookson; Couper, p.157; p1.26, fi s.23
1958 Monoulcites minimus
fi cpils ,12
fTilicularis Wilson + Webster; emend. Rouse, p.31,3;
1959 (lycaaopites
fig.3-4.
Pocock, p.77i p1.13
06-2025.
8.
milliall(0)1§1.D0] Cookson;
figs. 8-30.
p1.16,
1962 Monosulcites
p.79;
Jansonius,
1962 MondsulcitesTii.K; nitidus (Balme); de Jersey, p.12; p1.5, figs.l-3.
iftus a1Jectus de Jersey, p.13; p1.5, figs.8-10.
1962 Cinkg
196? Ginkgocycadoftylps
. igs.8-g.
nitish (Balme); Dettmann, p.104; p 1.26, f
T;TilkyocycdoEhy_11.1§
1')63
Danzd-Corsin + Laveine, p.110; p1.11,
?1963 PretricolPil2211tOlf 9_9111
figs.19a-b.
(Wilson + Webster); Danz6-Corsin + Laveine,
follj ulaiii
LFadopollenites
1963
p. 108; p1 .11 , fi9713. gyAlls. (Danzd-Corsin + Laveine); Levet-Carette,
Pretricolpipollenites
?1963
figs.26-21.
p.120; p1 .20,
(Balme); de Jersey + Paten, p.10.
.2.
.
1964 Cycadopifes nitidus Singh p. 103; . p1.14! fig.
,
. l is
---7 Irog!_
196i (. oclopitos
holotype],
p.105; pl .14,
Singh [pars, including
TormosiTh
1 964 Cycadopites
McGregor, pl.R—, fig.24.
fig.4 [non 5].
follicul.aris Wilson f Webster;
19W, Lycadopi les
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1 965
?1965
1 965
1965
1966b
1966a
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968a
1968b
1968
1968
1968
?1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
19/0
1970

?Ginkgocycadophytus nitidus (Balme); McGregor, p1.7, fig.29; p 1.10, fig.24.
?Cycadopites formosus Singh; McGregor, p1.7, fig.28.
Cycadopites fragilis Singh; McGregor, p1.4, fig.31; p1.7, fig
fi g.25.
cf. Cycadopites fragilis Singh; McGregor, p1.7, fig.21.
Ginkgocycadophytus nitidus (Balme); Srivastava, pp.91-92; p1.2, fig.8.
Cycadopites follicularis Wilson + Webster; Srivastava, p.518; p1:5, figs.5-7.
Ginkgocycadophytus caperatus (Luber); Hiltmann, p.182; p1.6, fins.6-7.
Cycadopites fragilis Singh; Norris, pp.105-106; p1.16, figs.16-18.
Ginkgocycadophytus nitidus (Balme); Venkatachala, p1.1, fig.31.
Cycadopites follicularis Wilson + Webster; Srivastava, p.139; p1.2,
fig.A.
Ginkgocycadophytus nitidus (Balme); Baltes, p1.2, figs.7-9.
Ginkgocycadophytus nitidus (Balme); Tralau [?pars], pp.84-85; p1.19,
figs.7,10 [?non 8-9].
Entylissa nitidus Balme; Horowitz, p.36; p1.4, fig.15.
Cycadopites nitidus (Balme); Menendez, p1.4, figs.5-6.
Cycadopites nitidus (Balme); Menendez, pp.396-397; p1.5, figs.B-D.
21rIlylocycadophytus nitidus (Balme); Norris, p.324; figs. 65-67.
Cycadopites nitidus (Balme); Volkheimer, p.359; p1.8, fig.l.
Cycadopites follicularis Wilson + Webster; Kedves, p.325; p1.2, figs.14-17.
Cycadopites lormosus Singh; Vagvolgyi + Hills, p1.6, fig.5.
Cycadopites sp. cf. C. nitidus (Balme); Norris, pp.599-600; p1.111,
fig,).11-1?.
Cycadopites nitidus (Balme); Pocock, p.108; p1.26, figs.12, 15-18.
Cycadopites cf. C. tolLiJI (Malyavkina) Pocock, p.108; p1 .26, figs.18,25.
Cycado_pites jans6nii Pocock, p.109; p1.26, figs.10,15.

p1.3, fig.15.
Entylissa nitidus Balme; Horowitz, p.172;
cycadopites sp. cf. G. [sic.] nitidus (Balme); Norris, p1.2, fig.12
[ incorrectly captioned as fig.111.
1971) CzfAdupitpc. follicularis Wilson + Webster; Ralme, pp.412-413; p1.21,
tios.8-I I.
1970 C'L adopites follicularis Wilson + Webster; Leffingwell, p.28; p1.5, fig.2.
: f.ig.3.
1971 Ginkgocycadophytus nitidus (Balme); Singh, PP.1 -156 I 1:/
,.5, figs.
22.
1 f7 j ';i lkgocycadophyths nitidus (Balme); Guy, p.68;
Paden
Phillips
+
(Balme);
Felix, p.447;
1 971b (inkgecycadophytus nitidus
fig. a (left).
1972 Cycadopites nitidus (Balme); Volkheimer, p.141; p1.14, figs.125-127.
1972 CyEadopites adiectus (de Jersey); Volkheimer, pp.142-143; p1.14,figs.
132-134.
Wilson + Webster; Felix + Burbridge, p.13,
1973 cycadopites follicularis
__
__
p1. 1, fig.21.
,
4
Reyre, p.183; p1.44,
l 83[
figs.p.;5
1973 Monosulcites Cookson ex Couper;
genre
s
ronosulcites".
e]
"Diverse especes du
caption name given as
i
R:T
Is
c
l
e
i
.
,
r
Webst
a
e
s
r4s
o.
i
r
et
Wilson
inpl.
p44
"1 :t
1973 Cycadopites Wodehouse ex
given
name
buabl
caption
au
genre
figs.8-12 [in plate
Cycadopites"].
follicularis Wilson + Webster; Stone, p.76; p1.15,
CITadopites
1973
g''''
1
niii(luT:)—(Balme); McKellar, p.43; p1. 13, fig.9.
'971 Cyca6piTes
1
;.fi
2
3,
6
0
, 21.3 pfli
::l_C. nitidll (Balme); McKellar, p.43; fppli..
g.si:0°10-11.
+
;9/4 :::::opito: ::).
Volkheimer
Quattrocchio,
p.230;
1975a LEA-dopf-fi. nitidus TbaTMe);
figs.6-7.
Volkheimer + Quattrocchio,
p1.10,
1975d Cycddopites adiectus (Balme);
(Balme); Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.4,
nitidus
c_lcado
.11ites
5
7
P,7
Thusu, p1. 13, fins.2-3.
nitidus (Rolme); Vioran +
ryradopifi
(111)
i s Wi lson I kleb!,[er; I i Lauf t, p. /5; p1. 2 1 ,
. i i i( 0!dr •__
. - !op
iwi, i,. ( two pow,
figs.1-4.

Y

i
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1975
1975
1976
1976
1976
1977
1978
1978
1980
1980
non 1976

Cycadopites follicularis Wilson + Webster; Arjang, p. 134; p1.7,
figs.8-9.
ycadopites (Androstrobus) manis Harris [sic]; Arjang, p.134; p1.7,
fig. 10 [Androstrobus manis is megafossil].
Cycadopite- nitidus (Balme); Doubinger + Marocco, p1.1, figs.26-27.
Cycadopites aOjectus (de Jersey); Doubinger + Marocco, p1. 1, figs.30-31.
Cycadopites cf. C. pitidus (Balme); Scott, p.598; p1. 10, fig.5. .
cycadopites parvus (Bolkhovitina); Ashraf, p.66; p1.18, fig.11.
Cycadopites njtidus (Balme); Sultan, p1.2, fig.6.
Cycadopites follicularis Wilson + Webster; Wilson, p. 129; p1.7, fig.4.
Ginkgocycadophytus nitidus (Balme); Wingate, p.36; p1.13, fig.12.
Cycadopites sp., Wingate, p.36; p1. 13, fig.11.
cycarlopites follicularis Wilson + Webster; Saad + Ghazaly, p.351; p1.14,
fig. 10.

Description:

A species of Cycadopites possessing a more or less oval amb

with pointed, truncated, or narrowly rounded ends.

The length to breadth

ratio depends to some extent on the degree of lateral compression, but is
ucua llv within the range 1.5-?.5.
d iy.ret.e; the ',ui r

yi) i< d

!)- I . 1)jim f.h i t l•

The margins of the sulcus may overlap or may

wma i ly gapes towards its ends.

The exine is

smooth to s(.ahrate, and structurally homogeneous

or infrapunctate (the latter fea ture being possibly secondary, caused by
chemi(al ch.(Jradatioll)Material:

encountered.
About 350 specimens

( 186 specimens measured); breadth
Length 1.5(37)62-?63um
measured); length-breadth ratio 1.5(1.8)2.5
1 4(20)28-?30,um (170 specimens

Dimensions:

specimens).
(calculated for 23
studied, forms of Cycadopites with smooth to
In the sequence
They are variable in their length to breadth
scahrate exines are common.
found in this ratio, and it was only
ratio. Indeed, a continuum was
extremely squat and extremely elongate forms
ferentiate
PuY, ible to di f
respectively) from C. follicularis; even these
(C. ovalis and C. infirmus
t:::
e tut
lin
t::: ptoreste
to intergradein wi,0
found
be
extreme forms might
dg nos iS
cihie
1 I
id 11 y imi ici
;on „l„),„.
Remarks:
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given by Wilson and Webster (1946).
Balme (1970) remarked on the long stratigraphical range of this
species; it extends from the Carboniferous to Recent.

C. follicularis has

a very simple morphology and, as Balr"e pointed out, is most probably
polyphyletic.

Owing to the long stratigraphical range, several names have

been applied to forms according in their morphology with C. follicularis.
Balme listed some of these synonyms, which include C. nitidus, which is
widely used by authors studying Mesozoic material.

To the synonyms of

C. follicularis indicated by Balme, the present author has added Ginkgocycadophytus adjectus de Jersey, 1962, C. formosus Singh, 1964, C. fragilis Singh,
1 964, and C. jansonii Pocock, 1970.

De Jersey (1962) distinguished G. adjectus

from similar forms on the basis that its sulcal margins overlap.

However, as

noted above, the precise configuration of the sulcal margins is largely due
to secondary compression.

C. formosus was described by Singh as having a

length -breadth ratio of 1.45.

This ratio is close to the lower limit for

formosus appears to be conformable with
The holotype of C.
the present species, but the other specimen illustrated by Singh is shorter,
and is here attributed to C. ovalis (see below). C. jansonii Pocock, 1970
and C. fragilis Singh 1964 appear to be indistinguishable from C. follicularis.
follicularis ranges from the Upper Palaeozoic
As noted above, C.
to the Cenozoic. It was common throughout the material studied.
follicularis.

McKellar, 1974 emend. nov.
Cycadopites infirmus

Plate 21, Figure 9
1974

McKellar, p.43; p1.13, figs.12-13.
infirmus
Cycadopites
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Emended diagnosis:

Monosulcate pollen grains with an elongate oval to

fusiform shape; the ends are pointed to narrowly rounded.
a length to breadth ratio of greater than 2.75.
entire length of the grain.

The grains have

The sulcus extends for the

Its margins may be subparallel and separate,

completely overlapping, or partly overlapping, especially towards the
distal pole; they are often secondarily folded but never thickened.
exine

The

thin (0.?!)-Ipm0 and smooth to scabrate.
31 specimens encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:

Length 49(/0)89pm (13 specimens measured); breadth 15(19)25m

(11 specimens measured); length -breadth ratio 3.0(4.3) 5.8 (calculated for
6 specimens).
if(('mark`,:

its thin exine, which tends ito be
This species is characterized by

secondarily folded, especially in the vicinity of the sulcal margins.
elongate shape.
especially characterized, however, by its

It is

It has a length-

it from C. follicularis, for
breadth ratio of 2.75 or more, distinguishing
Which the ratio is typically 1 .5-2.5, and from C. ovalis, which has a
l ength -breadth ratio of less than 1.5. The diagnosis is herein emended to
make specific mention of the length -breadth ratio.
encountered as an uncommon element throughout
C. infirmus was
the sequences examined.

Jersey, 1962) de Jersey, 1964
Cycadopites granulatus (de
8; Plate 22, Figure 17
Plate 21, Figure
c i.rik
P

de Jersey, p.12; p1 .5, figs.5_7.
gocycadophytus 9ranula,tu
Jerwy); de Jersey, p. 10.
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?1968
1972

Cycadopites granulatus Volkheimer, p.359; p1.8, fig.2.
Cycadopites granulatus (de Jersey); Volkheimer, pp.141-142; p1 .14,
figs.128-129.
1974 Cycadopites granulatus (de Jersey); Volkheimer, p.156; p 1.6, fig.46.
?1976 Cycadopites ji-anulatus (de Jersey); Saad + Ghazaly, p.451; p1 .14,
fig. 11 . [fig.10, which is captioned as C. follicularis appears to be
also questionably of C. granulatu .]
?rmn 1977
Cycadopites aranulatuT ([?auct. non] de Jersey); Ashraf, p.66; p1.18,figs.9-10.
Description:
Material :

See de Jersey (1962).

39 specimens encountered.

measured); breadth 14(21 )31,om (22
Length 31(50)70.um (23 specimens
.4(2.7)3.5 (calculated for 14
specimens measured); length -breadth ratio 1
Dimensions:

specimens).
characterized by its coarse, relatively dense
This species is
Volkheimer, 1968 is a junior homonym and probably
granulation. _
C. granulatus
a Junior synonym
qranulatus de Jersey, al thoug h its precise morphology
Remarks:

illustration. C. subgranulosus has a finely
is not
clear from Volkheimer's
exine.
granular or scabrate, rather than a coarsely granular,
reported previously from the Triassic to
This species has been
Mid dle Jurassic of Austral ia , the Middle Jurassic of Argentina and the
studied it
Upper Jurassic-Upper Cretaceous of North Africa. In the sequence
and Lower
was a sparse element, occuring throughout the Husky Formation
sandstone division.

Cycadopites ovalis

comb.nov., emend,nov.
(Nilsson, 1958)

Figure 5
Plate 21,
figs.11-12.
Nilsson, p.61 ; p1.5,
is
oval
.14, figs.5 Hon 41J
Monocol o ollenites
p1 .105; p1
1964 cYcadopites formosus Singh rpars1
I"
hiding IH) I ul Wel
1958
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Emended diagnosis:

A species of Cycadopites with a broadly oval amb; its ends

are pointed to (most commonly) rounded.
1.5.

The length to breadth ratio is less than

The sulcus extends for the whole length of the grain or almost so; it is

more or less uniformly narrow, asymmetrical, or slightly gaping towards the ends.
The exine is about ljim thick and smooth to scabrate.
idi .•

P

Dimensions:

, I 1(

••

, Nic ()tin tored

HIV•fl ,

measured); breadth 19(22)26pm
Length 25(27)31-?32pm (6 specimens

(5 specimens measured); length:breadth ratio 1.18(1.23)1.37 (calculated for 5
specimens).
from C. follicularis primarily on the
This species is differentiated
defined (as emended herein)
basis of its length to breadth ratio. C. ovalis is
of less than 1.5; C. follicularis is defined as
as having a length -breadth ratio
ha v i ng a
than 1.5. Within the 'follicularis-ovalis'
length -breadth ratio greater
monosulcate pollen encountered in the present work
qr°11P of caooth to crabrate
Re marks:

there appear to be modes at about the 1.2 and 1.8 values for this ratio; there
1.6 were calculated.
which values of 1.4 to
for
specimens
are relatively few
these values. For example,
may occur between
modes
assemblages
11°wever, in other
,mosus, which is otherwise conformable
for
C. ty
species,
new
Singh (1964) set up a
but which has an average
in i t
s morphology with C. ovalis and C. follicularis,
in this
length -breadth ratio of 1.45. The validity of separation of species
4Inrph
(31"ical group based solely on their length-breadth ratios is therefore
debatable.
The holotype of C.

formosus has a length-breadth ratio of sli ghtl y
considered to be a specimen of

C. follicularis.

"lure than 1.5; it is thus here
however, has a lower length -breadth
The other
Singh,
by
specimen illustrated
material of C. ovalis is from
type
The
ratio and
ovalts.
thus conforms with C.

the Liassic of Sweden.

Singh's material is derived from the Albian of Alberta.

In the sequence studied this species was recovered from the Lower, Red -weathering
shale and Upper memhers of the Husky Formation.

In addition, one questionable

specimen was encountered in the Buff sandstone member of the Lower sandstone
division.

Cycadopites subgranulosus (Couper, 1958) comb.nov.
Plate 21, Figure 10-11
1958 Monosulcites subgranulosus Couper, p.158; p1.26, figs.28-30.
1963 Monosulcites subgranulosus Couper; Chornaya, p1.6, fig.2.
?1 966 Monosulcites subgranulosus Couper; Burger, p.267; p1.37, fig.4.
?1977 Punctamonocolpites scaphoformis [?auct. non] Pierce; Ashraf, p.66; p1.18,fig.8.
Description:

an elongate oval amb and more or less
A form of Cycadopites with

narrowly rounded end,„

The solcos extends for the entire length of the grain;

towards one or both ends or to have
When ldterdl ly compre sed it tends to gape
exine is thin and scabrate to finely
• or
uni formly narrow width. The
d
granular.
Material :

24 specimens encountered.

specimens measured); breadth 17(22)27pm
Length 30(41 )53pm (15
ratio 1 .6(1.9)2.3 (calculated for
(14 specimens measured); length:breadth
D imensions:

7 specimens).
I4!marks:

As thi s species has a sulcus that is either of more or less uniform
Cycadopites
s from
w idth or gapes towards its ends; it is here transferred to
C. suhgranulost ; ors having a i u bganular
r
'
Munredill f'„
cfluppr (lWX) der,crihed
mean finely granulate. The
is here taken to
Q4ine. The term isubgranularl
is di f f icult to discern from Couper's
"[Ilr(! of the exine o f the holaype
to be either finely granulate or infrapunctate.
("r iOinal i l lustration; it appears

- 559 However, the other two specimens illustrated by him do indeed appear to be
finely granulate.
This species has previously been recovered from the Lower Liassic
of Britain, the Mesozoic of Poland, and possibly from the Upper Jurassic to
Middle Valanginian of The Netherlands.

In the assemblages studied, it was

encountered in the Lower, Red -weathering shale and Upper members of the
HIP,ky rormdl ion dnd in Ihe Buff sdnd-Jone member of the l.mwr Sandstone division.

Cycadopites sp.A.

Plate 21, Finures 12-13
Description:

an elongate, oval amb and more or
A form of Cycadopites with

less truncated to broadly rounded ends.

The sulcus extends for the entire

distinctly gaping towards the ends. The
length of the grain and is usually
regularly infrapunctate, and surficially
exine is 1-1 .5)Am thick, densely and
smooth.
encountered.
18 specimens

Material :

specimens measured); breadth 19(24)3am'
Length 35(43)5711m (16
ratio 1 .7(2.1)2.7 (calculated for 6
(15 specimens measured); length -breadth
Dimensions:

specimens).
Remarks:

This form is

i nfrapunctation.

distinguished from all others in the genus by its distinct

encountered as a rare element throughout the sequence
It was

studied.

Genus
1 947
1953
1
9°4 a.

Couper, 1953
MONOSULCITES Cookson 1947 ex

rlyskIE-no diagnosis].
y
monosp)cites Cookson, p.135
[nomenp.65.
x Couper,
Mono,,ulciles Cookson; e
p.112.
Monosulcipollenites Levet-Carette,
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Description:

Monosulcate pollen grains with an elongate ellipsoidal to

subcircular amb.

TiU sulcus may extend for almost the entire length of the

grain or it may be shorter.

It may be incipient or well developed, simple or

bordered by exinal folds, and is usually broadest about the distal pole.

The

exine is structured or homogeneous and is smooth to weakly ornamented.
Iype species: Monosulcites minimus Cookson, 1947 ex Couper, 1953; Lower?
Tertiary,-Tjrguelen Islands, Indian Ocean. (Lectotype -- Cookson, 1947, p1. 15,
fig.48 -- designated by Potoni6, 1953.)
Remarks:

The genus Monosulcites, as used herein, is differentiated from

Cycadopites by the nature of its sulcus.

The sulcus of Cycadopites is broadest

usually towards it ends, whereas that of Monosulcites tends to be broadest at
its midpoint (i.e. at the distal pole).

In addition, the sulcus of Cycadopites

is always distinct and well -developed; that of Monosulcites does not necessarily
have these attributes.
effective author of Monosulcites, as
Couper (1953, p1 .65), the
the genus as follows:
Cookson (1947) gave no diagnosis, described
bilateral, monosulcate [pollen grains].
Free, anisopolar,
-circular. Exine variable in
Grain elongate to sub
Size variable.
thickness and sculpture.
The critical features of the sulcus of the holotype of M. minimus are not clear
illustration or from Couper's later description.
either from Cookson's original
with the morphology described here for
These features appear to conform
writer considers that any formal emendation should
Monosulcites; however, the
fuller understanding,of the morphology shown by
await re study, and thus a
the type material.

Monosulcites sp.A.
Plate i1, Fihures

r inl ion:

with a more or lest; oval to suhcircular
A form of Monwail(O_!:*
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The sulcus extends for five -sixths or more or the grains's length and is
usually broadest about the distal pole; it is rounded to pointed at its ends.
The sulcus margins :ire primarily simple but may be secondarily folded.

The

exine is 1-1 .5um thick, smooth, and of homogeneous structures.
5 specimens encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:

Length 23(25)27pm (4 specimens measured); breadth 16(21)28pm

(4 specimens measured); length -breadth ratio 1.95(1.2)1.45.
Remarks:

its smooth exine and simple sulcus.
This form is characterized by

It may be closely comparable to M. minimus, although the morphology of the
redescribed before a more concrete statement
latter needs to be restudied and
can be made about the relationship of these two forms.
recovered from the Lower member of the Husky
Monosulcites sp.A was
member of the Lower sandstone division.
Formation and from the Buff sandstone

Monosulcites? sp.B
Plate 21, Figures 14,16
distal face
Description:

A form of pollen with a more or less oval amb.

The

is divided into three regions by the development of two longitudinal,
symmetrically placed on either
a pparently primary folds; these are more or less
Between the folds the distal exine
of the grain.
axis
itudinal
l
ong
the
of
s ide
0.25-0.5pm compared with about 0.75pm elsewhere; a
appears to be thin - about
breaking of the exine, however, appears to be
true sulcus i nv olving an extensive
faint line (? of dehiscence) may
the two folds a
between
absent. In the area
Figure 14); occasionally even an incipient
someti mes he di scerned (see p late 21,
Pxinal split may he d eveloped.

The exine is smooth to slightly scabrate.
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28 specimens encountered.

Material:

Dimensions:

Length 21(29)4111m (20 specimens measured); breadth 16(22)3311m

(20 specimens measured); length -breadth ratio 1.1(1 .3)1.6 (calculated for 20
specimens).
Remarks:

Because of the apparent lack of a true sulcus, this form is only

tentatively attributed to Monosulcites.

It resembles the in situ pollen grains

of Androstrobus manis Harris and A. wonnacotti Harris as illustrated by Couper
(1958, plate 26, fioures 15,17).

Couper compared these in situ grains with the

dispersed pollen Cycadopites follicularis Wilson and Webster (which he called
Monosulcites minimus Cookson).

However, the two forms appear to the present

author to have rather divergent morphologies.

C. follicularis hSs a sulcus

which is simple, well -developed, is lacking in bordering folds, and which is
most commonly gaping towards its ends; Monosulcites? sp.B (and also probably
incipient sulcus with a primary longitudinal
manis and A. wonnacotti) has an
fold on each side of it.

that the structure exhibited
It is possible, however,

undehisced, or only partially dehisced,
by Monosulcites? sp.B represents an
stage in the development of true monosulcate pollen grains (possibly of
Cycadopites follicularis?).
sparse element occurring throughout the
Monosulcites sp.B was a
sequence studied.
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PINACEA! POLLEN

General Remarks
Most plants of the Pinaceae produce bisaccate pollen grains,
which are not treated systematically in the present work.

Filatoff

(1975), however, also placed the genus Cerebropollenites Nilsson,
1958 into this group.

Genus CEREBROPOLLENITES Nilsson, 1958 emend.nov.
1958
1969

Cerebropollenites Nilsson, p.72.
Cerebropollenites Nilsson, emend. Singh + Kumar, p.87.

Emended diagnosis:
to oval amt.

Monosulcate pollen grains with a more or less circular

The distal sulcus is circular to oval or elliptical in

shape and usually distinctly shorter than the overall length of the
grain.

the outer layer being plicated or
The exine is two layered,
folded

to produce vesiculae of various sizes and configurations.
Type species: Cerebropollenites (21. Pollenites) macroverrucosus
Middle Jurassic, Germany
erein
(Thiergart, 1949) Schulz (1967);
below].
list
synonymy
redesignated -- see
Remarks:

Originally Nilsson (1958) considered Cerebropollenites to be
was first to recognize the monosulcate
inaperturate. Schulz (1967)
did not formally emend the diagnosis
nature of this genus, but he
accordingly.

(1969) also appear to have recognized
Singh and Kumar

grains, but they did not
.:7t
cle17 ,r: ss
)hisstated
the monosulcate nature of these
(2.2.
succinctly in their emended diagnosis; there they
that the "distal exine [is] warted by a thinner polar region small, circular
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or of variable shape having smooth to granulose
ornamentation, ...".
They did not, however, note the two layered nature of the exine
(see Plate
22, Figure 1). The diagnosis is therefore emended herein to
state clearly
the monosulcate nature of Cerebropollenites and to mention the
doublelayering of the exine.
( l(I6/) synunymitrd Ni ly,on's type species, C. mesozoicus
(Couper, 1958), with 'Pollenites' macroverrucosus Thiergart, 1949,
which
thus becomes the type species. Tsugaepollenites Potoni6 and
Venitz
1934 ex Potoni6 1958 is monosaccate and not monosulcate.

Cerebropollenites macroverrucosus (Thiergart, 1949) Schulz, 1967
Plate ?l, Figures 3,18-19; Plate 22, Figures 1-2
1949 Pollenites macroverrucosus Thiergart, p.17; p1.2, fig.19 (holotype).
1954 cf. Pollenites macroverrucosus Thiergart; Rogalska, p.20; p1.9,- iigs.5-6.
38;
s.2
1956 cf. Pollenites macroverrucosus Thiergart; Rogalska, gp.
fi .4.
hpol.
1958 Tsug gaepollenites mesozoicus Couper, p.155; p1.30, fi
olt:,
pe)-10.
1958 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Nilsson, p.72; p 1.6,
figs.10-12.
1958a LI.19.pepollenites mesozoicus Couper; Lantz, p.925; p1.6, figs.
60-65.
1959 V6, cf. Sciadopitys pollen, Rouse, p1.2, fig. 25.
1 962 Tsupeppllenites mesozoicus Couper; Pocock, p.69; p1.12, figs.
1963 I...ti[?179]
gaepoll8enites mesozoicus Couper; Brenner, pp. 83-84; p1.34,
fig. 1.
1963 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Couper + Hughes, p.275;
f-JI. 1, fig.10.
a
II)31.11;7I;lf.i?: 1.
1964 Tsugaepollenites mesozoicus Couper; Singh p.124;
Couper,
mesozoicus
1 965 Tsugaeppllenites
figs. 8-11.
1 96sa Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Doring, p. 61; p1.19, fig.6.
1965 Tsugaepollenites IlLt 2zoicus Couper; Kockel-Brosius in Bolau, P.58;
p1.2, fig.l.
1965 Tsugaepollenites mesozoicus Couper; McGregor, p1.5, fig.29; p1.6,
Tig.34; p1.8, figs.9,20.
l ig.31 ; p1.7,
1 965 cf. Tsugaepollenites mesozoicus Couper; McGregor, p1.4, fig.6.
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Tsugaepollenites carlylensis Pocock [in press];
Levet-Carette,
p. 165; p1.15, figs.34a-b.
1966 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Burger,
p.261; p1.27, fig.4;
figs.112.
1967 Cerebropollenites macroverrucosus (Thiergart); Schulz,
p.603; p1.21;
1967 Tsugaepollenites mesozoicus Couper; Hiltmann, p.178;
p1.4, figs.40 50.
1 967 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Norris, p.100; p1.14, fig
1;
1967 Tsu_gpepollenites mesozoicus Couper, Pocock, p1.1, fig.M.
figs.3l.
4; •
1967 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Millioud, p1.1, fig.8.
1968 Ialg aqpollenites mesozoicus Couper; Tralau, p.92; p1.17,
p1.20, figs.2, 4-5.
1968 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Rakosi, p1.5,
figs.7-9.
1969 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Norris, p1.109,
figs.11-12.
1969 Cerebripollenites [sic] mesozoicus (Couper); Hughes, p1.15-3,
fig.24.
1970 Cerebropollenites macroverrucosus (Thiergart); Pocock, p.99;
p1.21, figs.3-6.
1970 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Pocock, p.98; p1.21,
figs.9, 11-12, 15-17.
1970 Cerebropollenites carlylensis Pocock, pp.98-99; p1.21, figs.10,
13-14.
. 1970 Cerebropollenites findlaterensis Pocock, p.99; p1.21, fig.7.
1970 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Norris, p1.1, fig.10
[incorrectly captioned as fig.8].
1970 Tsugaepollenites mesozoicus Couper; Kemp, p1.113; p1.23, figs.9:1154:
,
mesozoicus (Couper); Singh, p.172; p1.25
1971
(Couper);
Guy,
pp.57-58; p1.4, fig.14•
1971 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus
Couper;
Hopkins,
mesozoicus
p.122; p1.22
1971a Tsugaepollenites
'ffiggs::110.
(Couper);
Herngreen,
mesozoicus
.
p1.5, fig.4
1971 Cerebropollenites
Couper;
Hopkins,
pi.6,
p.22;
1974 Tsugaepollenites mesozoicus
fi .68.
1975 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus Couper; Williams, p1.8, fig.14.
(Couper); Brideaux + McIntyre,
1975 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus
p1.3,
1975 figs.35-36.
Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Vigran + Thusu, p1.13, fig.6.
Pocock, Norris, p1.1, fig.20.
1977 Cerebropollenites
macroverrucosus
(Thiergart); Dorhofer, p.65;
1977 Cerebropollenites
p1.13, fig.8.
(Couper); Dorhofer + Norris, p1.1,
1977a Cerebropollenites mesozoicus
fig.3.
1977 Cerebropollenites mesozoicus (Couper); Bjaerke,
(Couper); Ashraf, p.59;
1977 Tsugaepollenites mesozoicus
1977 Cerebropollenites macroverrucogisipp.rr;e2V;2! Ashraf, P.63; p1.17
mesozoicus
lgs•4-6.
1979 Cerebropollenites
(Couper);
Norris,
mesozoicus
p1.11,
fig.l.
1982 Cerebropollenites
(Couper);
Fauconnier,
mesozoicus
p1.4,
1982 Cerebropollenites
fig.8.
Description:

See Schulz (1967).

English translation in

Hills, (1976, card 443).
Material:
Dimensions:

specimens encountered.
Over 1000
28(47)75pm.
Maximum diameter

Jansonius and
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Remarks:

Cerebropollenites macroverrucosus is variable in its size

and in the coarseness of its vesiculae.

Pocock (1970) subdivided the

specimens of Cerebropollenites which he encountered into four species,
C. carlylensis, C. findlaterensis, C. macroverrucosus and C. mesozoicus
using these two aspects of variability.

However, I prefer to follow the

majority of writers in encompassing these intergradational forms within
a single species.
The monosulcate nature of this species is well illustrated
in Plate 21, Figures 3,19, and the two layered structure of its exine is
shown in Plate 22, Figure 1 (see 'Remarks' under the generic heading
for further discussion).

C. macroverrucosus is widespread in Jurassic

the world, and is common
and Cretaceous strata in many parts of
out the sequence examined.

through-
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POLLEN OF UNCERTAIN GYMNOSPERMOUS AFFINITY

Genus EUCOMMIIDITES (Erdtman 1948) Potoni6 1958 emend.
Hughes 1961
1948
1953
1957
1958
1958
1961
1963
1970
1978
?1978

Tricolpites (Eucommiidites) Erdtman, p.267.
Protoquercus Bolkhovitina, p.93.
Trifossapollenites Rouse, p.372.
Eucommiidites Erdtman; Potoni6, p.87 [January, 1958]
Eucommiidites Erdtman; emend. Couper, p.160 [March, 1958].
Lucommiidites Erdtman; emend. Hughes, pp.292-293.
Eucommiidipollenites Levet-Carette, p.120.
Eucommiidites Erdtman; emend. Scheuring, p.98.
Eucommiidites Erdtman; emend.Scheuring, p.91.
Zollerella Scheuring, p.90.

Description:
shape.

Sulcate pollen grains with a subovoidal to subspheroidal

The principal sulcus occurs on the distal face; typically it

extends for the whole length of the grain,or almost so.

Most commonly

the principal !Ailcus deeply indents the equatorial profile of the grain;
it also tends to broaden towards its ends.
d

On the proximal surface,

and shorter sulci
subequatorial position, are two narrower

wh i:li tei nd
rI

to be subparallel to the long sides of the amb and to the principal sulcus.
These may remain discrete, or they may be interconnected at one or both
furrow.
ends of the grain to form a ring

The exine is smooth to more or

or structured.
less finely ornamented; it is homogeneous
Eucommiidites [al. Tricolpites (Eucommiidites)] troedssonii
Early Jurassic, Sweden.
(Erdtman, 1948)15707T,558;
description does not differ in essence from the emended
The above
(1961). Following the studies of Couper (1958),
diagnosis given by Hughes
now clear that Eucommiidites encompasses
Hughes (op.cit.) and others, it is
origin; these grains are not
angiospermous,
pol len grains of gymnospermous
The principal sulcus therefore
VI
origi
na
l
ly
bel
ieved
by
Lrdtmon
(1948).
(
Remarks:
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appears to be homologous with the single sulcus of, for example,
Cycadopites.

Therefore, in descriptions given in this section, the

surface bearing the principal sulcus of Eucommiidites is considered to
be distal and the surface bearing the subordinate sulci or the ring
sulcus to be proximal.
Hughes (1961) and Couper (1958) have both pointed out that
Erdtman originally intended the name Eucommidites to be 'nomen typicum
concretum' rather than a generic name.

However, as the International Code

for Botanical Nomenclature (Stafleu et al. 1978, Article 35.1) does not
require

for validation a clear indication of the rank of a formal taxon

prior to 1953, the name Eucommiidites has been generally accepted as valid
from 1948 [although Jansonius and Hills (1976, card 967) imply that the
name is valid as of 1958].
'raise' Eucommiidites to generic rank
Potonie (1958) was first to
and to formally designate for it a type species.

Protoquercus Bolkhovitina,

1957 are clearly morphologically
1953 and Trifossapollenites Rouse,
identical
to Eucommiidites and, provided that Eucommiidites is accepted as being
to be junior synonyms of it.
valid as of 1948, should be considered
Scheuring (1978) set up the genus Zollerella for forms possessing
an infrapunctate exinal structure but otherwise conforming with
structure is not usually employed to distinguish
Eucommiidites. As exinal
generic level and is commonly considered only to
forms of miospores at the
intraspecific) diagnostic significance, I
have specific (or even
infrapunctate forms within Eucommiidites.
prefer at present to retain
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Eucommiidites sp. cf. E. granulosus Schulz, 1967

Plate 22, Figure 8
Description:

A form of Eucommiidites with a subspheroidal to rounded,

tetrahedral shape.

The principal (distal) sulcus varies in breadth from

0.15 to 0.5 of the total width of the grain (measured at right-angles to
the sulcus); it is narrowest towards the distal pole and broadens towards
located peripherally; they extend for
The proximal sulci are
are joined only at one end.
almost the entire length of the grain and
slight indication of structure,
The exine is about 1pm thick, has only a
scabrate.
and is surficially irregularly granulate to
its ends.

2 specimens encountered.

Dimensions:

specimens measured); breadth 26-27.um
Length 28-32.um (2

(2 specimens measured).
(1967) are
Remarks:

The specimens attributed to E. granulatus by Schulz

indicated
morelongate and possess a more striking exinal structure (as
present form. E. sp. cf. E.
than does the
by Schulz's illustrations)
Lower
granulosus was encountered in the Buff sandstone member of the
sandstone division
Groot and Penny 1960
Fucommiidites minor
7
Plate 22, Figure
?1g5,
1955
1956
1960
1961

p 1.15,fig.29.
jakendens i s Bolkhovitina,
; Kuyl et al. [pars], p 1 . 6 ,fig.7
Protoquercus a9d
three furrows
ith
'Pollen grains w
Init.45121211 baldurnensis Delcourt +
[non 1-6]. (EucommiiElilf)
Tricolpjtes
Wjmont, textf icj.3•Groot + Penny, p.234; pl.2,fig.14.
Eucommiidites minor
4 Penny; Hughes, pp.296-297; p1.37,„
"gs.17-18.
hicommiidites mi nor Groot
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1962 Protoguercus agdjakendensis Bolkhovitina; Verbitskaya,
p1.24,figs.143a-c.
1962 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Groot + Groot, p.163;
fi3s
,.4-5.
1962 Fucommiidites troedssonii [auct.non] Erdtman; Pocock, p.75;
) i
pl.,8i.
figs. 194-196; text-fig.20.
1963 Eucommiidites troedssonii [auct.non] Erdtman; Brenner, pp.85-87;
p1.34,
figs.10-12; p1 .35,fig.l.
1964 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Busnardo + Taugourdeau, p1.1,
fig.28.
1964 Eucommiidites troedssonii (auct.non] Erdtman; Singh, pp.128-129;
p1.17,
figs.6-9.
1966 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Burger, p.268; p1.39,figs.4-6.
1967 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Norris, p.105; p1.16, figs.12-13.
1967 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Brenner, pl .1,fig.7.
1969 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Norris, p1.111,fig.15.
1971 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Singh, pp.177-178; p1 .26,figs.9-10.
1971 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Herngreen, p1.5,fig.9.
1971 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Playford, p1.107,fig.3.
1974 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Hopkins, p.24; p1.6 [non 7], fig.74.
1975 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Williams, pl.8,fig.16.
1975 Eucommiidites minor Groot + Penny; Brideaux + McIntyre, p1.4,figs.17-18
1975a Eucommiidites cf. minor Groot + Penny; Volkhemier + Quattrofcicghsi.01,9-p2.02.36;
p1 .11,figs.6-7.
1975 lucommi idites minor Groot + Penny; Vigran + Thusu, p1.11,
1 976 EucomMiidites minor Groot + Penny; Saad + Ghazaly, p.450; p1.14,fig.4.
g:6
1977 Eucommiidites m i nor Groot + Penny; Dorhofer, p.66; p1.13
fig.5.
or, minor Groot + Penny; Sultan, p1.2,
ruromffli id
1(1 1 t('
19/
j
1980 Lucommi idiles minor Groot + Penny; Wingate, p.41; p1.15, fig 12.
Groot
+
Penny;
Norris,
p1.8,
figs.16-19.
1982
"d - t-es mi-nor
Description:

See Hughes (1961).

encountered.
10 specimens

Material:
Dimensions:

(5 specimens measured); breadth 20(24)320m
Lennth 21(24)26pm

(5 specimens measured).
Remarks:

This species is

distinguished from E. troedssonii by its small

length (the maximum dimension along
size and its possession of a
approx i mately equal to or shorter
t
parallel to the main sulcus)
distal
thann aixispsole
breadth (the dimension al ong the axis which passes through the
axis).
and is perpendicular to both the length of the grain and the polar
dbri:atclirithc.tly
idites
troedssonii has a length distinctly greater than its
minor; however, it has a
and
sp. A herein is similar to E.
or less homogeneous
regularly infrapunctate exine in contrast to the more
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exine of the present species.
Protoquercus agdjakendensis Bolkhovitina, 1953 is closely
similar
to E. minor. It is, however, somewhat larger than is
typical for the
present species; furthermore, it was illustrated only by means of
a line
drawing, and its precise morphology is not clearly discernible.

If P.

agdjakendensis and E. minor are demonstrated to be synonymous, the former
specific epithet would have priority.
E. minor is widespread in Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous
deposits.

In the sequence studied, it was found to have a sparse

distribution ranging from the Lower member of the Husky Formation to the
White sandstone member of the Lower sandstone division.

Eucommiidites troedssonii (Erdtman, 1948) Potoni6, 1958
Plate 22, Fiqurew 4-5
troedssonii Erdtman, pp.267-268; text
Tricolpites (Eucommiidites)
-figs.
5-10,13-15.
1955 'Pollen grains with three furrows'; Kuyl et al. [pars], p1.6,
figs.1-6 [non 7].
_:.;
,f:gi::;0
956
1
Tricolpites troedssonii Erdtman; Couper, pp.280-285; p1.7,
text-fig.l.
1956 Tricelpites (Eucommiidites) sp; Delcourt + Sprumont, p1.2
1957 Tricp_lpites (Eucommiidites) troedssonii Erdtman; Oszast, pp.103-105;
fiqs. 1-7.
Potonid, p.87; p1.10,fig.117.
1 958 Eucommiidites troedssoni (Erdtman);
.
19.
3.17!i
,f7 .1
31 1;
pp.160ICouper,
.(Erdtman);
,. .gs.23-27
1958 Eucommiidites troedssoni
1958 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Nilsson, p.64;
(Erdtman); Hughes + Couper, fig.lf.
1 958 Eucommiidites troedssonii
Pierce, p.49; p1.3,figs.98-99.
Psilatricol ites .ff_LIIILls Erdtman; Hughes, pp.293-295; p1 .37,
Lucommiidites troedssonil
figs.1-16; text-fig.1A-F.
1961 Leptochylus sp.; Faddeeva, p1.34, figs.8-9.
Stevenson I. 7 2:69
;0:;.P
8s.4_6.
5,
1..
f il g,f:g
191,1 ilicommi idites troedssonii Frdtman;
f
ig.
I
Couper,
,gr.5.
imn);
(Irdl
I'm lu«mml i idi lw, Irued!'soni i
Erdtman; Reyre,
1964 Litcommiidites troedsoni L.s.ici]
iqn pi 1; ,:
n ..„;
Erdtman; von der Brelie, ,.
1 964 Eucommiidites troe,4512flii
McGregor, p1.4,fig.29.
• '''' 19* 5?IT-Jr) fucommi iditee trwiksonii frdtman;
trdtman; De8e pp.36,66-67; p1.14,fi 3
'965 hicommi idites troedssoni i
g* •
EF6eds,,onil irdtman; Helal, p1.17,figs.6-10.
19(6 l ip:66linTiairEs
________
Levet-Carette,
Erdtman;
P.169; P .16,
1961, ! IRJmoidipollenites troedsoni
1948

M

f iT,. I6-l/.
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1966
1 966
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968

Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Helal, pp.95-96; p1.34, figs.
Eucommiidites troedssonii (Erdtman); Burger, p.267; p1.39:fig 1 56-57.
Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Deak + Combaz, p.83; p1.3,fi;.13
Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Schulz, p.600; p1.19,figs.6-7. '
Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Norris, p.105; p1.16,fig.11.
Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Horowitz, pp.37-38; p1.4,fig 16
Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Reyman6wna, pp.151 -152; p1.1: •
figs.?-11.
1968 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Brenner, p.358; p1.2,fig.3
[incorrectly given in text as p1.3,fig.4].
1969 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Hughes, p1.15-3,figs.7-12.
1969 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Pocock + Jansonius,p.164,p1.2,fiqs 7-8
1969 Eucommiidites troedssonii (Erdtman); Norris, p1.111,figs.13-14,16. '
•
1970 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Habib,p.358; p1.6,fig.2.
,,
1970 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Horowitz, pp.172-173; ,. .3,fig.16.
1970 Eucommiidites troedssonii (Erdtman); Norris, p1.2,fig.11 [incorrectly
captioned as fig.12].
1970 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Pocock, p.110; p1.25; figs.1-2;
p1.26,figs.33-34.
1971 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Singh, p.177; p1.26, fig.8.
1971 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Guy, p.69; p1.5,fig.18.
1971a Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Hopkins, pp.123-124; p1 .22,figs.17-19.
1971 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Playford, p1.107,fig.4.
1972 Eucornmiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Muir, p.68; p1.9,fig.5.
1973 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman, Antonescu, p1.12, fig.19.
1 9/3 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Hopkins + Balkwill, p.21; p1.2, fig.47.
1::
1973 cf. ?Eucoriciidites (Erdtman); Reyre, p.185; p1.44, figs.:11 -2
.
0
1973 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Shvetsova, p1.2,fi g.2
19A I 1(.ommi idi te,, Ii.oedsoni i [sic) Erdtman; yigran + Thusu, . fig.21.
1915 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman. Kimyai, p1.2,figs.12-13
p.2., p1.1, fig.6.
Norris
f/
1975 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Saad
Ghazaly,
+
Erdtman;
pp.449-450; p1.14,
1976 Eucommiidites troedssonii
figs.1-3.
Scott, p.599;
1976 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Wingate, p.41;p1.10,fig.7.
p1.15,fig.11.
1980 Eucommiidites troedssonii Erdtman; Bebout, p1.10,fig.6.
Erdtman;
1981 Eucommiidites troedssonii
troedssonii baldurnensis Delcourt +
2/2,2 1956
Tricolpites (Eucommiidites)minor].
Sprumont, text-fig.3 [= E.[auct.q.0] Erdtman; Pocock, p.75; p1.13,
Etiag 1962 Eucommiidites troedssoni i
[= E. minor].
figs.194-196; text-fig.20
ii EILICS. on n] Erdtman; Brenner, pp.85-87;
apli 1963 Eucommiidites troedssonii
.35,fig.1 [= .E-1111221].
p1 .34,figs.10-12; p1
r2211 1964 Eucommiidites troedssonii [P_LifS. LTD] Erdtman; Singh, pp.128-129;
minor].
p1.17,figs.6-9 [= E.
Description:
Material:
_D iniensipns:

and Hughes (1961).
(j958)
Couper
See

encountered.
22 specimens

Length 27(32)38pm (15 specimens measured); breadth
cpecimens measured).
?I")?8-?Alpm (13
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Remarks:

See 'kemarks' under E. minor.

Jurassic and Cretaceous strata.

E. troedssonii is widespread in

In the assemblages examinedl it is a

sparse element throughout the Husky Formation and the Lower sandstone
division.

Eucommiidites sp. A
Plate 22, Figures 6,9-12

Description:

with a subovoidal to subspheroidal
A form of Eucommiidites

flattened, and the proximal surface is
shope; the distal surface is somewhat
the ring sulcus. The principal sulcus
strongly convex, especially within
almost the entire length of the grain.
forms a narrow slit extending for
both ends of the grain to form a
The two proximal sulci are joined at
and comprises two layers;
The exine is complex
homogeneous, surficially smooth, and about 0.75pm thick,

definate ring sulcus.
the outer layer

thinning considerably towards the sulci,
the inner layer is 2-3pm thick,
regularly infrapunctate.
and is distinctly, densely and

Material:
Dimensions:

2 specimens

encountered.

specimens measured); breadth 17-20um (2
Length 20jm (2

specimens measured).

Inn

in having a complex, rather tha n

Remarks:

This form differs from E.
(1978) erected the genus Zollerella to
Scheuring
a simple, exine.
'Ekg2MiliiD11O-like' forms with complex wall structure;
encompass such
however, I prefer to u se Eucomwiidites for forms with both
above).
simple and complex ex ines (see 'Remarks' under the generic heading
Husky Forma
This form was encountered in the Lower member of the
member of the Lower sandstone division.
1- icon
buff
drid in the
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Chapter XXII
MIOSPORES OF UNCERTAIN AFFINITY

Genus OBSCURITRILETES nov.
'obscurus' (inconspicuous), in
Derivation of name: From the Latin
nature of the trilete mark.
inconspicuous
reference to the small and
spheroidal or ovoidal inner and outer
Cavate miospores with
concentrically placed or eccentrically
bodies; the inner body is either
of attachment between the two wall
situated, without a consistent area
the inner body, is usually thicker
layers. The inner layer, forming
may be smooth to granulate. The outer
than the outer layer; both layers
dehiscence aperture; the inner layer bears
layer shows no evidence of a
trilete mark which is shorter than
a simple, more or less inconspicuous
Diagnos is:

in length.
one-half of the spore radius
grAfjp.224litf_O vectensis (Kemp, 1970)
Obscuritriletes (al.
TY e species:
(upper Lower Aptian to Lower Albian), southern
Cretaceous
erein;
comb. nov.
list below.)
England. (See synonymy
originally placed in the genus
vesIf9112 was
Obscuritriletes
Remarks:
1970); however, she noted that
by Kemp (
Crybel osporites Dettmann, 1963
as provisional and statedthat
should be regarded
this generic allocation
Crybelosporites [including the type] are distinct
"the Australian species of
the inner and outer bodies are
,
yllelcls2911
vectensis."
In
c
l
from C.
inner
rox i mally, the laesurae on the
consistently separated p
reticbuo
l da t
yeare
or
long, and the outer wall tends to be plicate, rugulate,
Lycloapyoe:
i,acwilideirtees)
related genera (see under
Densoisporites and
loveolaie. In
consistently distally and equatorially
separated
the wall l a yers are
long and the outer
laesurae tend to be
the
" 1 Y; furthermore,
loose, tends to be wrinkled.

The two wall layers of Obscuritriletes
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nowhere appear to be attached consistently, the laesurae are notably short
and relatively inconspicuous, and the ornament, where present, is
relatively fine and consists of isolated elements.

Perotrilites Couper,

1953 has a long trilete mark on its outer layer.
Concentrisporites Wall, 1965 is somewhat similar in concept to
the present genus.

Wall (2p.cit., p.166) gave the following diagnosis

for it:
subspherical central
Spores with a spherical to
coat, which is attached
body surrounded by an outer
separated from the
clearly
proximally but elsewhere
thicker-walled and may
central body; inner body is
trilete scar; both layers smooth
or may not show a
or weakly sculptured.
species Equisetosporites hallei Nilsson, 1958.
type
as
gave
However, Wall
trilete mark on its central body;
This species exhibits no apparent
specifically stated in his description
indeed, Nilsson (2p.cit., p.66)
observed by hip). In the present
of F. hallei that. a 1Y-iliark' was not
considered to be a junior synonym of
is
species
Nilsson's
work,
Couper, 1958.
Perino ollenites elatoides
(Kemp, 1970) comb. nov.
vectensis
Obscuritriletes
3,13-16,19
Plate 22, Figures
p1.2, fig.19.
Reyre, p.262;
p1.21,
orites;
pp.109-110;
1965 cf. Aculeis
figs.1,2(holotype),3-7•
vecten5ls_ Kemp,
fig.8.
,
Crybelosporites
p1.21
p.110;
1970
sp.--;---Kemp,
Kemp; Vigran + Thusu,
?1970
lsj1975 C,rybelospori-te-S glInf1252101ilf5 g_c—t -l
5-7
Pollen Sp.157 cf.
McIntyre, p1.3, figs
+
figs.8-10.
Brideaux
Kemp;
p1 .13,
1 ., figs:6-7:
1975 Crybelosporites vectensis Kemp; McIntyre + Brideaux, p..
vectensis
1980 Crybelosporites
1970, p.109).
(-we Ke no (
encountered.
specimens
About 200

Py (ript ion:
Mat

Dimensions:

Overall maximum diameter 32(51)75pm (128 specimens measured);

inner body maximum diameter 26(39)60pm (133 specimens measured).
Remarks:

The specimens observed in this study conform well with the

original description (Kemp, 1.970), except that the inner wall layer is
usually less than lum thick.

As was also noted by Kemp, the trilete

mark is not always clearly visible.

Such specimens are sometimes difficult

to distinguish from the monoporate species Perinopollenites elatoides
vectensis is
(whose opening is also commonly obscure). However, 0.
distinctly granulate and
usually larger than P. elatoides and has a more
Crybelosporites
more rigid outer layer. Kemp (op. cit.) described a form,
the basis of its scabrate
SP., which she differentiated from 0. vectensis on
greater folding of both wall
(rather than smooth) inner wall layer, and the
rvpro,J.nt ,; r varidnt of 0. vectensis.
1 1yo. v .. .
'Ilk form, h“wever, pr()Pably
has been previousl y described from the Aptian and
Aptian-Albian and Valanginian of
the
and
1970)
Alh id" of Fngland (Kemp,
and
McIntyre, 1975, and McIntyre
and
(Brideaux
north-western Canada
the Middle and Upper
also reported from
was
It
Brideaux, 1980, respectively).
Part 3 of this work, this
in
discussed
Jurassic of Norway; however, as
common
studied it is a moderately
sequence
the
dating is questionable. In
0

v(!4 [pri,j%
_

to common element throughout.
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PLATE 22

Photomicrographs 15-16 taken in phase contrast.
(Thiergart, 1949)
Figures 1-2: Cerebropollenites macroverrucosus
Figure 1: sample 001-29150, slide 6, co-ordinates 105.9/10.0.
preserved specimen;
Diameter 48pm. Distal view of poorly
note presence of two wall -layers.
co-ordinates 104.5/21.0.
Figure 2: sample 003-50869, slide 7,
Diameter 43um.

Proximal view.

Obscuritriletes vectensis (Kemp, 1970)
6, co-ordinates 104.3/9.1.
Figure 3: sample 002-50858, slide
specimen in which the outer
Diameter 40pm. ?Proximal view of
during preservation.
wall-layer has been removed
slide 6, co-ordinates 104.3/7.9.
Figure 13: sample 008-50919,
specimen.
of folded and damaged
view
Oblique
39pm.
Diameter
slide 7, co-ordinates 95.2/2.7.
liqure 14: sample 002-50858,
view; trilete-mark not apparent.
Diameter 510m. ?Equatorial
002-50857, slide 1, co-ordinates 106.3/
sample
Figures 15-16, 19:
section;
-- median optical
15
Figure
15.4. Diameter 40pm.
body.
?proximal face of inner
on
focus
Figures 16,19 -(Erdtman, 1948)
_
Figures 4-5: Eucommiidites
co-ordinates 106.9/11.0.
Figure 4: sample SF-18; slide 1,
Length 33vm. Proximo-distal aspect.
co-ordinates 103.9/15.0.
16,
slide
Figure 5: sample 005-29107,
aspect.
Length 27pm. Proximo-distal
Figures 3,13-16,19:

Figures 6,9-12:
EucorrinIllsHtes sp. A
Fi gure 6: sample 007-50913, slide 12, co-ordinates 99.3/11.7.
Length 20pm. Distal view.
co-ordinates 107.2/17.7.
slide 13,
Figures 9-12: sample 003-50862,
--proximo-d i stal aspect; Figure 10 -- distal
proximal/subequatorial
_ength 200m. Figure 9
Figure 11 -Figure 12 -- proximal
v iew show i ng principal sulcus;
optical section, showing outline of ring sulcus;
view.
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Figure 7:

Eucommiidites minor Groot and Penny, 1960

Sample 014-50977, slide 10, co-ordinates 100.4/11.5.
Length 24p m. Proximo-distal view.
Figure 8:

Eucommiidites sp. cf. E. granulosus Schulz, 1967
Sample 003-50862, slide 4, co-ordinates 100.7/11.1.

Length 270m.

Distal view.

Cycadopites granulatus (de Jersey, 1962)
Sample 007-29131, slide 14, co-ordinates 111.5/17.4.
Length 60pm. Distal view.

Figures 17:

Exesipollenites psilatus (Couper, 1958)
Sample 014-50974, slide 14, co-ordinates 114.0/11.8.
Diameter 35On. Distal view.

Figure 18:
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Chapter XXIII

GENERAL STRATIGRAPHY OF THE JURASSIC - CRETACEOUS
BOUNDARY STRATA

Introduction

Before discussing the stratigraphy of the Jurassic - Cretaceous
boundary beds, it will prove helpful first to give a brief exposition
of
some modern stratigraphical concepts. Stratigraphy can be
divided into
three principal branches: lithostratigraphy, chronostratigraphy and
biostratigraphy (Hedberg, 1976; Holland et al., 1978).

It is with the

last two named branches that Chapters XXIII-XXV are primarily
concerned.
Hedberg ( 1976, p. 8) defined biostratigraphy as
that element of stratigraphy which is concerned with
the organization of strata into units based on their
fossil content.
I Prefer this definition to that of Holland et al. (1978, p. 5), who state
simply that biostratigraphy is
correlation in
the utilisation of fossils for
stratigraphy.
Chronostratigraphy was defined by Hedberg (22..cit, p. 8) as
stratigraphy which is concerned with
that element of
strata into units based on their
the organization of
age relations.
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Holland et al. (op, cit., p.5) gave a more rigorous
definition which I
follow herein. They stated that this branch of stratigraphy
involves
the definition of an internationally agreed standard
chronostratigraphical hierarchy including the system,
series and stage, and the age-correlation of rocks with
this standard scale, as accurately as possible and by
means of all available methods.
Holland et al. continued their definition by noting that the standard
chronostratigraphic scale must eventually be graduated by marker
points
('golden spikes') in stratotype sections, these points defining the basal
boundaries of all divisions in the scale.

They allowed that in some cases

correlation may be achieved with or through regional chronostratigraphic
divisions such as regional stages.
The definition of the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary and the related
but separate question of the classification into stages of strata in its
Proximity have become perennial stratigraphic problems. Two principal
geologic factors have contributed to these problems:
1) Increasing provinciality among marine invertebrate (especially ammonite
and belemmite) faunas occurred towards the end of Jurassic time, this
Cretaceous. Since Jurassic and
situation continuing into the earliest
primarily on the basis of ammonites, worldwide
Cretaceous strata are zoned
difficult, the more this provinciality
correlation becomes increasingly
becomes accentuated.
Cretaceous times, a very widespread
2) In latest Jurassic - earliest
thus strata spanning the system boundary
regression of the seas occurred;
character, in which case marine faunas, including
are usually of a nonmarine
amm°nites, are absent.
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Stage Terminology
Marine invertebrate (especially cephalopod) faunas of
the Upper
Jurassic are divisible geographically into a northern 'Boreal
Realm',
occupying the northern part of the Northern Hemisphere, and a
southern
'Tethyan Realm' occupying the rest of the world (Anderton et al., 1979).
A third
region, the 'Pacific Realm' was discarded by Hallam (1975), who
considered it insufficiently distinct from the Tethyan Realm to constitute
a separate
major division. Ammonite faunas from the Tethyan and Boreal
Realms in uppermost Jurassic strata are so different that correlation
between the two has proven extremely difficult (Rawson et al., 1978).
The type areas for the lower three standard stages of the Upper
Jurassic (Callovian, Oxfordian and Kimmeridgian) are located in England and
within the Boreal Realm.

Cope, et al_ (1980)gave historical reviews

of these stages and of the Portlandian.

The latter also has a stratotype in

England, and has priority as the standard stage above the Kimmeridgian at the
discussion below pertaining to the
top of the Jurassic (although see the
though, largely because of the assumed
Berriasian stage); in recent decades,
faunas, the Portlandian has fallen out of
incompleteness of its ammonite
Tithonian. However, Cope
favour to the two alternatives, Volgian and
et al.
(op.cit., p.86) stated that
assumptions about the extreme
It is clear that past
ammonite faunas, not only
limitations of Portlandian
regard to species diversity,
areally but also with
n, are inaccurate.
stratigraphical ranges and zonatioof
the Portlandian
large part
It appears also that a in England and northern France
interval as represented in other regions of the Boreal
recognized
has not been
appropriate age are not
Realm because beds of the
preserved ...
•

•

•
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The term 'Portlandian' should be preferred
to 'Volgian' for the following
reasons, which have,in large part, previously been pointed out
by Cope
et a1

1)

It has priority as a stage name.

2) The Portlandian stratotype in Dorset has 30 km of exposed cliff
sections
and an unambiguously defined base -- a boon for the modern
chronostratigraphic practice of emphasizing the definition of bases (see above).

The

Volgian stratotype comprises thin, demonstrably condensed and incomplete
sequences.

Correlatives of only three of the nine Portlandian zones in

England can be recognized in the Volgian type with certainty.
3) The Volgian is defined so as to include much of the Kimmeridgian,
rendering the latter a very short, impractical stage and, indeed, absurdly
excluding most of the Kimmeridge Clay at Kimmeridge, the unit on which
the Kimmeridgian is primarily based.

This ambiguous use of the term

communication among
stratigraphers
Kimmeridgian has caused severe problems in
see the discussion in Chapter
working on the Upper Jurassic [for an example,
XXIV herein of Dorhofer's (1979) miospore range-charts].
Jurassic have stratotypes in
4) As the lower three stages of the Upper
practical and logical that the fourth and
southern England it seems both
type in the same geographic area.
uppermost stage should be based on a
realms will remain the same whichever
Problems of correlation between
stage-name is chosen.
reviewed the history of the stage name 'Tithonian i,
(1975)
Yegoyan
JUras,
Jurassic
stage. No
which is favoured in the Tethyan Realm as the uppermost
any clear idea
stratotype has yet been designated for it, thus preventing
been much disagreement surrounding the details
Of its limits, and there has
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of its division into ammonite zones.

Oppel (fide Yegovan, op.cit.),

who proposed the erection of the Tithonian stage, originally defined
the
unit broadly, evidently expecting that subsequent workers would refine
its
definition and shorten its stratigraphic extent as ammonite faunas of the
uppermost Jurassic became better understood.

However, subsequent workers

utilizing the Tithonian as the ultimate stage in the Jurassic have continued
to use it in a broad sense; thus, like the Volgian, the Tithonian usurps
much of the interval properly encompassed by the Kimmeridgian.
While it is arguable that, because of faunal provincialism, there
is merit in accepting the existence of a 'regional' stage (see Holland et al
1978) for the Tethyan Realm at the top of the Jurassic, as the standard stage
in a chronostratigraphic hierarchy

the Tithonian is less desirable than

the Portlandian for similar reasons to those discussed above for the Volgian:
of stratotype, overly broad usage
priority, ambiguity (or in this case, lack)
which impinges on the proper sphere of the Kimmeridgian, and geographic
Jurassic stratotypes.
distance from the other Upper
on one's viewpoint, only) five stages of
The upper (or, depending
Hauterivian, Barremian, Aptian and Albian)
the Lower Cretaceous (Valanginian,
within the Tethyan Realm; they are
have stratotypes in southern Europe,
standard stages. In the Tethyan Realm, the
generally used and accepted as
Cretaceous, beneath the Valanginian, is nowadays
basal stage of the Lower
Berriasian. (The term Infravalanginian has
usually considered to be the
essentially the same sense as Berriasian, but is
sometimes been used in
historically the Berriasian has sometimes
yeg:y:n been
now out of vogue.) However,
1975,
1975).
considered to be part of the Valanginian (see Wiedmann,
1975) is the main proponent of a minority
In addition, Wiedmann (e.g•
topmost stage of the
the Berriasian as the
v iewpoint which would have
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Jurassic (or even as part of the Tithonian) rather than the lowermost
stage
of the Cretaceous. (Wiedmann's views are discussed below in the
context of
the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary question.) In both of these
situations,
the Valanginian becomes the lowermost stage of the Cretaceous.

In the

Boreal Realm, the Ryazanian is commonly considered to be the basal
Cretaceous stage (see Casey, 1973 and Casey and Rawson, 1973).

Jeletzky (1973),

Rawson et al. (1978) and others have pointed out, however, that the base of
the Ryazanian is most likely stratigraphically higher than the base of the
Berriasian as these stages are generally delimited.

Thus, if both stages

are used to define the base of the Cretaceous in different realms, this
horizon would have a different age in each.

This situation is obviously

unsatisfactory and is beginning to lead to some serious communication problems
amongst stratigraphers -- see the discussion of the Jurassic - Cretaceous
boundary below.

Nevertheless, Rawson et al. (1978), in an overview of

British Isles, have persisted in using the
Cretaceous correlation in the
they
stage term Ryazanian, although they stated that
Volgian/Ryazanian terminology [in the
., regard the
temporary measure which should be
Boreal Realm] as acorrelation is sufficiently
advanced
used [only] until
standard
for
the
accepted
base
for an internationally achieved.
be
of the Cretaceous to
Jel etzky (1973) stated that the problem of correlation between the
been largely overcome with the aid of mixed
Boreal and Tethyan Realms has
various parts of the U.S.S.R. and western
ammonite and Buohia faunas in
and California). Thus, for this and other
North America (British Columbia
Kimmeridgian (in its original long sense)
reasons discussed above, a
Valanginian stage terminology is employed herein
Portlandian - Berriasian
boundary strata.
for Jurassic - Cretaceous
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The Jurassic - Cretaceous Boundary
Involved in deciding where to place the Jurassic Cretaceous boundary are two primary questions: firstly, which stage
is to be considered
basal
for the Cretaceous?; secondly, how should the base of that
stage be defined?
As stated above, the Berriasian is today considered by most
workers to be
the basal stage of the Cretaceous.

However, Wiedmann (e.g. 1975) favours

the placing of the Berriasian into the Jurassic and thus considers that
the Valanginian should be the basal Cretaceous stage.
Wiedmann contends that systems and stages, as well as zones,
... are not artificial or wholly conceptual units, ... but
biologically well defined entities, separated by marked
caesuras [literally, breaks or pauses in lines of verse]
in life history.
As the biostratigraphic subdivision of the Mesozoic is based primarily on
Wiedmann, steps in ammonite evolution
ammonite faunas, then, according to
'biostratigraphic' (i.e. chronostratishould be used to define Mesozoic
boundaries, he maintained, should be
graphic) units. 'Caesuras' at system
of stage and zone boundaries; i.e.
markedly more pronounced than those
higher taxonomic level.
they should be based on faunal events at a
Permian - Triassic boundary coincides with
Wiedmann noted that the
Palaeozoic paleoammonoids with a trilobate suture
the 'great step' from the
mesoammonoids with a quadrilobate suture (ceratites).
(goniatites) to Triassic
ceratites 'pass to' neoammonoids
At the Triassic - Jurassic boundary the
suture. The Cretaceous - Tertiary boundary,
( ammonites) with a quinquilobate
essentially coincides with the
drawn at the top of the Maastrichtian
However, at the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary,
extinction of the ammonites•
evolution takes place. Wiedmann therefore studied
ammonoid
no major step in
evolution at the family level and concluded that
the pattern of ammonite
Valanginian coincides with a
more
the boundary between the Berriasian and
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significant faunal event than does the Tithonian - Berriasian
boundary.
Thus he proposed that the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary
should coincide
with the Berriasian - Valanginian boundary and in summary gives
the
following reasons:
1) It is in accordance with concepts used to define other Mesozoic system
boundaries; at that horizon there is complete extinction of archaic faunas
(berriasellids), simultaneous appearance of new elements (desmoceratids,
PdlYptychitids, olcostephanids) and the first notable radiation of others
(e.g. garniericeratids).
2) It is easily recognized, not only by this faunal 'caesura', but also by
a widespread, well-defined depositional break.
3) It has priority, dating back to Oppel (1865, fide Yegoyan, 1975).
Wiedmann's approach, stating that
Yegoyan (op. cit.) has criticized
chronostratigraphic scheme of systems, stages
although a 'stage scale' (i.e a
and zones) is based on successive changes in fossil faunas, it is not
but to measure geologic intervals. In
intended to reflect these changes,
pointed out that Wiedmann's contention that the
terms of priority, Yegoyan
as Jurassic in part on this basis is on
Berriasian should be considered
and Malbos (1846-fide Yegoyan op.cit.
dubious grounds because, since Dumas
limestones, these ... have practically
P.364)"first described the Berrias
Lower Cretaceous." Also, definitions based on
always been referred to as
least some revisions as the
be subject to at
would
alone
ammonite faunas
better known, and would thus not lend themselves
history of that group becomes
stratigraphic nomenclature.
in
to
stability
ell
w
formal decision is made as to which stage
Nevertheless, until a
should be basal in the

Cretaceous, the placing of the Berriasian into the

Berriasian
of the
designation
Jurassic and

Valanginian boundary as the
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Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary does have the merit that the base of the
Valanginian is much more easily correlated worldwide than is the base of
the Berriasian (see Zeiss, 1977) and apparently is involved in less
controversy.

However, in acknowledgement of the current generally accepted

practice, for the purposes of this work I accept the Berriasian as the basal
Cretaceous stage.
The base of the Berriasian also has yet to be formally established.
The basal zone in the type area is generally considered to be the Berriasella
grandis Zone so defined as to exclude the B. jacobi, B. chaperi and B.
delphinensis units of various authors, which are generally placed in the
Tithonian (see Zeiss, 1977; Kauffman, 1979, figure 3A; and Yegoyan, 1975,
extreme right).
correlation table - all columns but that on the

Yegoyan

grandis Zone to be the basal
(1975) also considered the Berriasella
commencing with the first occurrence of
Berriasian zone, but defined it as
strata containing B. jacobi, B. chaperi and
Berriasella, thus including all
being the nominal species of subzones
delphinensis, the latter two
Zone. Although Yegoyan's definition
within his broadly defined B. grandis
to be a reasonable compromise between
of the base of the Berriasian appears
faunal developments to define chronostratiWiedmann's approach (of using
stability, for the present I prefer to
graphic units) and nomenclatural
definition of the base of the Berriasian retain the more widely accepted
of this stage (and thus of the Cretaceous)
i.e. that which places the base
stricto.
at the base of the B. grandis Zone sensu
Jeletzky (1973) was confident that the faunas of the
As noted above,
Jurassic - Cretaceous
the proximity of the
Tethyan and Boreal Realms in
correlated, and implied that there is no need
boundary can be adequately
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for the continued use of a regional stage for the
lowermost Cretaceous
in the Boreal Realm. Nevertheless, the use of use of
such a stage - the
Ryazanian - persists in the literature (see, for example, Rawson et al.,
1978).

The base of the Berriasella grandis Zone sensu stricto (and hence

of the Cretaceous) correlates with a horizon within the Subcraspedites
primitivus Zone of the English 'Portlandian' succession (e.g. see Zeiss,
1977).

Hence, accepting this correlation, the Portlandian as used in Cope

et J. (1980) includes part of the Lower Cretaceous.

The Portlandian

as used herein as a 'standard' Upper Jurassic stage is defined at its top
by the base of the Berriasian, and thus excludes the top two zones
(Subcraspedites preplicomphalus and S. lamplughi) of the Portlandian sensu
Cope, et al., as well as the upper part of the S. primitivus Zone.
These observations have important implications in the discussion of the
chapters. As a corrollary to
palynological correlations in succeeding
Portlandian, it should be noted that
these remarks on the definition of the
the base of the Ryazanian (as indicated by the base of the Runctonia
with the base of the Malbosiceras
runctoni Zone in Britain) correlates
Berriasian -- i.e. the base of the Upper Berriasian
paramimounum Zone of the
(Zeiss, op.cit.).

- Cretaceous Boundary Beds in
Correlation of the Jurassic
merlca
Northern Nort
Cretaceous times, the invertebrate
Jurassic - Early
During latest
of the North American Province of
faunas of northern Canada constituted part
At the time of the Jurassic the Boreal Realm (Jeletzky, 1970,1973).
province was restricted to parts of the Arctic
this
transition,
Cretaceous
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Archipelago, Yukon and Mackenzie (Text-Figure 2-1).

In contrast to those

the North American
elsewhere in the Boreal Realm, the macrofaunas of
diversity (Jeletzky, 1970,1973).
Province are characterized by a lack of
two families and are sporadic in
Ammonites occurring there belong to only
useful for correlating with faunas
occurrence; those that are present are
intraprovincial correlation, the sparsity of
outside this province, but for
the most part, to use morphologically
ammonites renders it necessary, for
bivalves, notably species of Buchia.
less distinctive but much commoner
facies tolerant according to Jeletzky
The latter tend to be short-ranging and
geographic ranges and thus can be
intercontinental
(1973), and some have
1973).
extraprovincial) correlation (Jeletzky,
also used for external (i-eJurassic - Cretaceous boundary
Mountains area the
Richardson
the
In
okensis - Craspedites aff. suprasubditus
is defined as the base of the Buchia
(1973, figure 2) correlates
to Jeletzky
according
Zone, the base of which,
shale
with the base of the Berriasian. Fossils from the Red-weathering
okensis
essentially
or
entirely,
to
this
zone.
Beds
of
the
B.
member belon g,
aff. suprasubditus Zone in the North Branch Formation and in parts of
Husky Formation in the western Richardson
the offshore facies of the
to weather to a red
Mountains are characterized also by their tendency
thus concluded that the Jurassic - Cretaceous
colonr. Jeletzky (1967)
be taken to correspond
boundary throughout the Richardson Mountains may
wi th the base of
f the red-weathering unit. However, as similar weathering
c haracters are encountered
ountered in other parts of the succession in the area,
reaffirmed palaeontologically.
be
the boundary always should
between the Jurassic - Cretaceous
Ta ble 23-1 shows the relationshipmacrofossil zonation of the
Range and the
Aklavik
boundary beds in the
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Chart showing general correlation between macrofossil zones and
stages of western Europe with macrofossil zones and litholog al
di visions of the Richardson Mountains.
Information derived from
text -figure 12) an Jeletzky
(1976,
Fisher
(various
Brideaux and
1968, and personal communication).
publi cations, no
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Richardson mountain region;

it shows also the general correlation of

these lithologic and biostratigraphic units with ammonite zones and
stages in Britain (Kimmeridgian - Berriasian) and southern Europe
(Valanginian - Hauterivian).

It should, however, be borne in mind that,

in the words of J.A. Jeletzky (personal communication), "all intercontinental
C"orrelations on the stage and zone level are roughly approximate at the best
404 tentative to obscure in many instances."

Jurassic - Cretaceous Boundary in Nonmarine Strata of
Western Europe
The mainly nonmarine sequences across the Jurassic - Cretaceous
tOundary in western and central Europe are especially important to this
work because of the relatively large amount of palynological work that
has been done on them.

'WU

As summarized by Dorhofer and Norris (1977b), the

of the Cretaceous in the nonmarine strata of southern England was

coincide with the base of the
'considered, until relatively recently, to
Wealden facies.

The underlying nonmarine Purbeck Beds were regarded

However, advances in the last three
. generally to be Late Jurassic in age.
brackish- and freshwater ostracod faunas,
decades, notably in the study of
have indicated that much or all of the Purbeck strata are in fact of Early
Cretaceous age.

Anderson (1973,

text-figure 1) presented a chart in which

are correlated with the Tethyan stages. He
Purbeck-Wealden ostracod zones
correlations are "highly speculative."
Stated, however, that these
his chart that the Cinder Beds at the
Anderson indicated in
correlate with the base of the Berriasian.
base of the Middle Purbeck
correlated the Cinder Beds with the Runctonia
However, Rawson et al. (1978)
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runctoni Zone, at the base of the Ryazanian (see Table 23-1); this
correlates with the base of the Upper Berriasian (see above), not with
the base of the Berriasian.

Accepting the correlations of Rawson et al.,

and also of Cope et al. (1980, text-figure 15) for the Portlandian (sensu
anglico -- see Table

23-1), the base of the Berriasian (and hence the

Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary, occurs within (possibly in the lower part
of)the Lulworth Beds (Lower Purbeck)(see Table 23-2).
Since the mid -1960's, palynological analyses have proved helpful
in correlating the marine and nonmarine strata in the proximity of the
Europe; these will be discussed in
Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary in
detail in Chapter XXIV.
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Chart showing the general correlation between the international stages of the JurassicCretaceous transition beds and lithological units and ostracod zonations in England and
northwest Germany, and with various palynological zonations. This compilation is based
mostly on text-figure 2 of Dorhofer and Norris (1977b) and text-figure 2 of Dorhofer (1979).
Abbreviations and symbols: L=Lower, M=Middle, U=Upper; cb=Cinder Beds; SP=Serpulit, KF=
Katzberg-Folge, MM=Munder Mqrgel, EP=Eimbeckhauser Plattenkalk; OM=Obermalm; * Zone I of
Dorhofer (1979) and Zone J3' of Pocock (1962, 1970) extend downwards to the base of the
Oxfordian; ** the N truncata Interval Zone is extended to the base of Section 75-BIA-005
(the lowest level in the present study) and may thus include strata of Upper Oxfordian age.
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Chapter XXIV

MIOSPORES AND THE
CORRELATION OF JURASSIC CRETACEOUS BOUNDARY STRATA:
PREVIOUS WORK AND
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Pteridophyte and Hepaticacean Radiations
Throughout much of the Jurassic,
miospore assemblages changed
only very slowly. They are dominated by gymnospermous
and pteridophytic
types, especially bisaccates from the former group and relatively simple
trilete spores from the latter.

The aims of biostratigraphy are not well

served by such slowly evolving fossils, although it should be stated that
very little detailed and careful taxonomic work has been done on Jurassic
miospores and that with a more conscientious approach they may yet prove
to be more biostratigraphically useful than is currently deemed possible.
Commencing in the Upper Kimmeridgian (possibly earlier in some
parts of the world), however, the pteridophytes, as indicated by the
miospores fossil record, underwent a worldwide radiation (herein termed the
'late Mesozoic pteridophyte radiation').

A number of miospore genera in

this group appear for the first time between the beginning of the Kimmeridgian
this chapter
and the end of the Valanginian [although see remarks later in
(1973) from north African Mesozoic
pertaining to the observations of Reyre
genera making their first appearance
strata]. Among the more prominent
Cicatricosisporites, Appendicisporites/Plicatella,
during this interval are
Ornamentifera and Distaltriangulisporites.
Trilobosporites, Pilosisporites,
existing, for example ConcavissimiIn addition, a number of genera already
time. Judging
during the same interval of
notably
diversified
sporites,
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from the probable botanical
affinities of the dispersed miospores taking
part in this radiation, the
pteridophyte families most involved in it are
the Lygodiaceae and Schizaeaceae.
In addition to this
development among the pteridophytes,
hepaticacean spores also underwent
a radiation (herein termed the 'Lower
Cretaceous hepaticacean radiation')
commencing at about the Jurassic Cretaceous boundary. Aequitriradites,
Triporoletes, Couperisporites,
Januasporites, Coptospora, Foraminisporis and Cooksonites are all considered

to be spores of hepaticacean plants and all occur for the first time in
lowermost Cretaceous (or possibly uppermost Jurassic) strata.

Throughout

the Jurassic, dispersed hepaticacean spores, if they occur at all, are
very rare.
Thus the diversifying terrestrial palynofloras of the Jurassic Cretaceous transition provide very useful material for biostratigraphic
studies.

Their potential has already been indicated, especially by works

from western and central Europe, but it has not yet been completely
fulfilled.

Previous Work in Europe
detailed research on terrestrial
By far the most voluminous and
boundary strata has been carried out
palynofloras in Jurassic - Cretaceous
Germany. Detailed published works
in Europe -- especially in England and
elsewhere are relatively rare, with the
on miospores of this interval
India and the U.S.S.R. A lack of
possible exceptions of those from
illustrations of assemblages in works from
incisive taxonomy and clear
detailed comparisons with Indian palynofloras
makes
however,
the former,
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difficult.

Comparison with Soviet
material is also difficult because of
a lack of ready access to much
of the literature from the U.S.S.R.,
a
dearth of translations from the
Russian, the use in many Soviet publications of line drawings instead of
photomicrographs and the tendency of
most Soviet authors, at least until
recently, to use a separate system of
nomenclature for fossil dispersed
miospores. Hence, the work carried out
in western and central Europe remains the
standard with which assemblages
from elsewhere must be compared and correlated.
Important contributions to the palynostratigraphic zonation of
the nonmarine Jurassic - Cretaceous transition beds of Europe have been
made from the Southern Mecklenburg-Brandenburg Basin (DOring, 1966a,b),
the Lower Saxony Basin (Burger, 1966; DOrhOfer, 1977) and the Anglo-Paris
Basin (Norris, 1969).

(For geographic locations, see Dorhofer and Norris,

1977a, text-figure 2, or 1977b, text-figure 1; for tentative correlation
of the zonal schemes of these authors, see Table 23-1.) Dbrhofer and
Norris (1977a,b) discussed the correlation of palynological zonations
across central and western Europe, as well as the relationship between
these palynological zonations and the ostracod and ammonite zonation
schemes.

Darhbfer (1979) gave a synopsis of all developments up to the

- Cretaceous boundary
late 1970's in miospore correlation of Jurassic
U.S.S.R.) and North America; also he
strata in both Europe (outside the
miospore zonation for western and central
presented range charts and a general
(see Table 23-2). One major problem with
Europe based on all extant data
he used both the Kimmeridgian and Tithonian
Torhbfer's range charts is that
divided the former stage into three
as Upper Jurassic stage names and
no indication, in
stage into two. He gave
substages and the latter
Presumably,
he defined these units.
how
of
zones,
terms of ammonite
usual sense -term Tithonian in its
the
employing
though, he was

i.e. extending down
to the base
of the Pectina
totes elegans Zone (see
)
Table 23-1 and
thus
incorporating fifteen ammoni te zones. In this
case, the Kimmeridgian
must be used in
its short sense, spanning only
five ammonite zones, and
certainly not long enough to be
practically
divisible into three
substages. Nevertheless, Dorhafer
indicates the
Tithonian and Kimmeridgian as
being of equal length. This oversight
detracts considerably from the
usefulness of his range-charts and exemplifies the difficulty of communication of meanings
that currently surrounds
Upper Jurassic - Lower Cretaceous chronostratigraphy.
The best described of the palynological zonations in western and
central Europe are those of Norris (1969), which was later slightly modified
by DorhOfer and Norris (1977a), and DorhOfer (1977).

To facilitate compari-

son with, and evaluation of, the miospore assemblages encountered in the
present study, these two zonation schemes are outlined below.

The names

deemed correct (or more
used for taxa in this discussion are the ones
illustrated) in the systematic section
appropriate with respect to the forms
original authors are indicated in brackets
herein; the names used by the
correct. Unless it is useful to
be
to
here
considered
following the name
such informathe names of taxa mentioned;
from
omitted
is
do so, authorship
section of this work.
systematic
the
tion is given in
Purbeck
terrestrial palynofloras from the
described
Norris (1969)
land. These strata overlie marine Portlandian rocks
Beds of southern En g
Berriasian or Valanginian
strata of Late
Wealden
nonmarine
'suites',
and are overlain by
into three zones or
assemblages
miospore
divided the
Norris
age.
described below.
which are
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Suite A:

•

This is

stratigraphically the lowest
of Norris's Suites.
assemblage is of
low diversity,
with Classopollis and
'Inaperturopollenites'
(possibly algal cysts)
comprising 70-90% of the
assemblages. The base of
Suite A was Norris's
base of investigation.
Very little detailed work
has been
accomplished (both before and since
Norris's work) on earlier
Late Jurassic miospore
assemblages. However,
based mainly on Couper's
(1958) observations, the presence
of the following
forms might be regarded as
differentiating late Late Jurassic assemblages
from earlier microfloras:
The miospore

Classopollis hammenii
Classopollis echinatus
Rotverrusporites major (Rubinella major)
Saxetia skolix (Reticulisporites semireticulatus)
Ischyosporites pseudoreticulatus (Klukisporites pseudoreticulatus)
Cicatricosisporites abacus (C. australiensis)
Staplinisporites caminus (Coronatispora valdensis)
Suite B:

Most forms from Suite A continue upwards into Suite B.

However,

several relatively rare forms appear in Suite B and distinguish it from the
lower zone; they are:
Acanthotriletes varispinosus
Concavissimisporites montuosus (Converrucosisporites variverrucatus)
(L. psarosus)
Leptolepidites plurituberosus/proxigranulatus
Microreticulatisporites diatretus
Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis
Cycadopoites carpentieri
Couperisporites complexes
DOrhofer and Norris (1977a), the following species
Suite C: According to
characterize Suite C:
otomacensis; Plicatella
pseudomacrorhyza (A
Appendicisporites
1977a
pseudomacror hyza of Dorhofer and( Trilobosporites apiverrucatus)
ConcavIssi m i sporites a iverrucatus
bernissartensis)
Trilobosporites aornatus
(T.
Trilobosporites ae
uiverrucosus
dorsostriatus
Contignisporites
lis
Foveosporites can acraornatus
(Duplexisporites problematicus)
Leptolepidites e
problematicus
Crassitudisporites
Januasporites tumulosusiensis
Forami n ispori s wontha
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Densoisporites erinatus
Obtusisporis canadenis Tri
artina sp.)
The following elements, rare
in suite B, become
common in Suite C:
Leptolepidites lurituberosus/
roxi ranulatus (L. psarosus)
Acanthotriletes varis inosus
Cicatricosisporites urbeckensis
Cicatricosisporites abacus Plicatella
abaca and C. australiensis)
Staplinisporites cam inLii—TCoronatis ora
valdensisT
Ischyosporites pseudoreticulatus
Klukisporites pseudoreticulatus)
Deltoidospora australis (Cyathidites
australis; C. minor)
In addition to the above, the following appear in the
upper part of Suite C:
Cicatricosisporites angicanalis
Trilobosporites obsitus
Pilosisporites ericius (P. trichopapillosus)
Undulatisporites araneus
Heliosporites sp.
Pilosisporites delicatulus
Aequitriradites spinulosus
The correlation of Suites A-C with the standard stages is shown
in Table 23- 2.

Comparison with assemblages found in the Aklavik Range is

discussed below.

Norris (1969) discussed at length the age of the Purbeck

Beds and followed the opinion of Casey (in Howitt, 1964) in tentatively
considering the Cinder Bed of Dorset to mark the base of the Cretaceous.
however, the base of the Cretaceous
As discussed in the previous chapter,
the Lulworth Beds of the Lower Purbeck —
should probably be drawn well within
palynological scheme, within Suite B, rather than at
in terms of Norris's
Norris suggested. Dorhofer and Norris (1977a) and
the base of Suite C as
they considered that the base of Suite B
Dorhofer (1979) indicated that
Cretaceous boundary.
approximates the Jurassic investigated terrestrial palynofloras from the
DOrhofer (1977)
Trough in the eastern
(formerly 'Wealden') of the Hils
Buckeberg Formation
text-figure 2). He
Basin (see DorhOfer, 1979,
Saxony
Lower
part of the
four zones, Hils 1-4; the first
that he studied into
sequence
the
divided
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and last of these were
each divided into
two subzones, A and B. A
discussion of these zones and
subzones follows; it is based in part on
the descriptions in
Ddrhofer (1977) and Dorhofer and
Norris (1977a) and
in part from my analysis of
Dorhofer's range chart (op. cit., table 1).
Hils 1: The following
noteworthy forms are present from the base of
Hils 1A:
Trilobosporites valanjinensis (Trilobosporites sp.A in
Dorhbfer and
Norris, 1977a)
Trilobosporites aequiverrucosus (Trilobosporites sp.B in Dbrhbfer and
Norris, 1977a)
Trilobosporites qranulatus
Rotverrusporites rarus (Verrucosisporites rarus)
Concavissimisporites variverrucatus (C. pulcher)
Concavissimisporites montuosus (Tuberositriletes grossetuberculatus)
Pilosisporites trichopapillosus
Leptolepidites proxigranulatus/plurituberosus (L. psarosus)
Ischyosporites pseudoreticulatus (Klukisporites pseudoreticulatus)
Deltoidospora punctata (Concavissimisporites punctatus)
Densoisporites microrugulosus
Cicatricosisporites abacus is common also in Hils lA and, indeed, throughout
much of the sequence examined by Dorhofer.

He included specimens,which I

would assign to C. abacus,under the following variety of names:
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (also referred to as Cicatricosisporites
Sp. E in Dorhofer's table 1 -- see DOrhofer, 1977, p.42.)
Cicatricosisporites sternum
(?) Cicatricosisporites myrtellii
Cicatricosisporites perforatus
Cicatricosisporites recticicatricosus
Cicatricosisporites tersus
(?)Cicatricosisporites sprumontii (omitted from Dorhofer's table 1)
Cicatricosisporites exilioides
fig.3)
Cicatricosisporites sp. Dorhbfer 22. cit., p1.7,
subzone Hils 1B.
The following species appear in
Acanthotriletes varis inosus
Trilobosporites rari ranulatus
Trilobosporites minutus
ularis
Distaltrian ulis orites irre
CicatricosIgorites purbeckensis
P. versus
Pilosisporites ericius, (Contignisporites
sp. A in Dbrhofer and
Conti nis °rites hilsei
Norris, 1977a)
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Dictyophyllidites e uiexinus
'Impardecispora fsp.A' the
illustrated orites
a corroded specimen of Concavissimis
specimen
appears
montuosus)to
be probably
Vallizonosporites
Nils 2:

Nearly all species
from Hils 1 continue upward
into Hils 2, but
the appearance of the following
additional forms distinguishes the latter
from the former:
Densoisporites velatus
Chomotriletes minor
Contignisporites cooksonii
Retitriletes austroclavatidites
Appendicisporites pseudomacrorhyza (Plicatella
pseudomacrorhyza)
Aequitriradites spinulosus
Foraminisporis wonthaggiensis
Cicatricosisporites hannoverana
Staplinisporites caminus
Dorhofer and Norris (1977a) included a photomicrograph of Appendicisporites?
parviangulatus (Plicatella parviangulata) in their plate 1; according to
the plate caption, the inclusion of this species there implies that it
appears in Hils 2.

Dorhbfer (1977, p.51) stated that P. parviangulata

occurs only in Hils 4, however; it was omitted completely from his range
chart.
Nils 3:

The following forms make their first appearance at the base

of Hils 3:
Cicatricosisporites crassistriatus
Cicatricosisporites annulatus
Plicatella crimensis
macrorhyza)
Appendicisporites macronyZl (Plicatella
Bullasporis ae uatorialis
Densoisporites have pronounced maxima in Hils 3.
Chomotriletes minor and
list above, Dbrhbfer indicated in his range chart
In addition to the species
minutaestriatus commenced its range at the base of
that Cicatricosisporites
(1977, plate 6, figures 9,12) illustrated two specimens of
Dorh6fer
3.
Hils
views respectively, are
although in oblique and lateral
this species which,
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readily acceptable as

representatives of a single
species. I n Dorhofer
and Norris (1977a),
however, these
specimens are re-illustrated under
different names
[Cicatricosisporites sp. (biorecord 25
CICATR B21) and
Cicatricosisporites sp. (biorecord 18
CICATR A6)respectively] and indicated
as being characteristic of
different zones (Hils 3 and 2
respectively).
The correct assignation of
'Reticulisporites semireticulatus (Burger)',
which DOrhofer indicates as entering the
record in Hils 3 is problematic.
The specimen illustrated (Dorhofer, 1977, plate 8,
figure 7) is totally
unlike any figured by Burger (whose type material of R. semireticulatus is
herein considered to belong to Retitriletes pseudoreticulatus), nor does it
resemble Saxetia skolix which Norris's (1969) specimens of 'R. semireticulatus'
are herein considered to represent.
Hils 4:

As in Hils 1, Trilobosporites valinjinensis, T. aequiverrucosus,

Pilosisporites trichopapillosus and Cicatricosisporites abacus (biorecord
1 CICATR AT of Dorhofer and Norris, 1977a) are abundant.

Gleichenioid

forms diversify, apparently notably through the appearance of Clavifera
distalgranulata
triplex (Gleicheniidites triplex) and Ornamentifera
(Gleicheniidites distalgranulatus).

The following notable forms also enter

the record for the first time:
Triporoletes radiatus
Microreticulatisporites diatretus
Dictyophyllidites pectinataeformis
already present below the base of Hils 4 become more
forms
other
of
number
A
including Cicatricosisporites crassistriatus and
prominent in that zone,
dam ieri (Applanopsis dampieri).
Callia
ites
—ranging
the long
and Norris (1977a,b) considered that
Dorhofer (1977) and Dbrhofer
of the Upper
within a range from the base
subdivisions
are
Hils 1-4
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Berriasian to the top of the
Lower Valanginian. However, it will be
argued in Chapter XXV that
subzone Hils lA may indicate a latest Jurassic
age and that the 'Hils'
sequence above it may be at least partly Early
Berriasian.
Although both Norris and Dorhafer were reluctant to use the
term 'zones' to describe their palynological packages, Suites A-C and
Hils 1-4 can be readily regarded as biozones even though they do incorporate a mixture of biozonal concepts.

Each of Suites A-C and Hils 1-4

is primarily a combination of assemblage and interval zonal concepts
[see the International Stratigraphic Guide (Hedberg, 1976) for definitions].
They are partly defined on the basis of the order of origination of new
forms; for example Suite B may be in part defined as that body of strata
between the incoming of such species as Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis
and the incoming of others such as Appendicisporites pseudomacrorhyza.
It should be noted that, as with most other taxa used in defining Suites
A-C and Hils 1-4, the range of C. purbeckensis continues above Suite B;
thus Suite B is not (in part) a concurrent range or Oppel zone (see
Hedberg, 1976), but an interval zone.

Many of the characteristic aspects

environmentally controlled, as
of these palynological packages are also
Norris (1977a, p.86) when
was acknowledged, for example, by Dorhofer and
between Hils 1 and Hils 4
they stated that the "... partial similarity
regional phytoecological situation."
probably is caused by a recurrence of a
of some taxa in southern England and Lower
The different order of appearance
environmental control, but it may occasionally result
Saxony also indicates
from taxonomic artifacts.
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Dorhilifer (1979) reviewed
all previous zonal schemes for
Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary
strata in western and central Europe and
proposed a more generalized
scheme to encompass the entire region (see
Table 23-2). He stated that the
definitions of his zones are "largely
self-explanatory" from his range charts
(op. cit., text-figures 3a-c),
but he did give brief descriptions upon
which the following synthesis is
based:
This stratigraphically lowest zone is characterized by low species

Zone

diversity and long -ranging taxa; no forms are restricted to Zone I.
Zone II:

The base of this zone corresponds with the base of Suite A of

Norris (1969).
Zone III:

The first appearance of Trilobosporites occurs within Zone II.

The base of this Zone is marked by the onset of the

BUckeberg and 'Wealden' facies in the Lower Saxony and South Mecklenburg
Basins

of Germany respectively.

the English Purbeck
Zone IV:

It correlates with the Cinder Beds in

and thus coincides with the base of Norris's Suite C.

Although he was not explicit, Dorhofer implied that the base of Zone

IV coincides with the boundary between Zones Hils 3 and 4 of Dorhbfer
(1977), which is marked by a major change in assemblage composition
(notably by the appearance of several diagnostic species of Appendicisporites/
Plicatella, Cicatricosisporites, and strongly concave Concavissimisporites.)
Zone V:

This zone is characterized by reduced species diversity and an

incoming of ornamented gleichenioid spores.
of this interval
Although a valiant first attempt at zonation
has some disadvantages. The
over a more than local area, DOrhbfer's scheme
reliant on the user's observations
definitions of its zones are largely
reservations about which, see the discussion
of the range charts for some
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earlier in this chapter.

Many of the taxa
involved, however, are difficult
identify
because of poor
to
original definitions and/or illustrations and,
at least prior to the present work, an
incoherent taxonomy.
More specifically, the base
of Zone 2 appears to be a sampling
artifact. DOrhofer (1979, p.111) stated that
Further investigation might prove that
there is no
justification in maintaining [both] Zone II and Zone I,
or that the boundary between them should be
drawn
elsewhere. The first occurrence of Trilobosporites
within ...[Zone II], however, suggests that its erection
is justified.
It would perhaps be preferable to place the boundary at the appearance of the
first Trilobosporites or Cicatricosisporites, thus essentially marking
the onset of the late Mesozoic pteridophyte radiation.

DOrhOfer's scheme

takes no note of the division between Norris's Suites A and B, which may
have stratigraphical significance.

Furthermore, Dorhofer appears to be

basing his zonal division and correlations in places (e.g. at the lower
limit of Zone III) as much on lithological features as on miospore
assemblages.

Users of his scheme thus should be aware of the possibility

of circular reasoning in the setting up of these units.

The separation of

evolutionary and environmental factors in miospore zonal schemes is a
is discussed further
difficult but crucial factor in age determinations; it
in the next chapter.
that by Vigran and Thusu (1975) is
Among other works, mention of
their results will lead to many
appropriate here since uncritical use of
ranges for 'Jurassic' playnomorphs
problems. They illustrated and gave
long-ranging forms (e.g. Deltoidospora
Although they included many
accepted as extending in range well below the
australis) which may be readily
indicate also that such taxa as Acanthotriletes
base of the Cretaceous, they

of Norway.
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varispinosus,

Appendicisporites

problematicus, Densoisporites velatus,

Taurocusporites segmentatus,

Obscuritriletes vectensis (Pollen sp. D) and
Clavatipollenites hughesii occur
as early as the Middle Jurassic (in the
Ramsa Formation). These taxa have
hitherto been recorded only from
Cretaceous-- or, at the lowest,
Upper Jurassic - strata. Most remarkable
is the occurrence of Clavatipollenites
hughesii in supposedly Middle
Jurassic strata. This species is generally
regarded as being of angiosperm
affinity and has not previously been recorded below Barremian strata.

If

its occurrence in such early rocks were to be confirmed, a major rethinking
of current ideas of angiosperm evolution would be required.

C. hughesii

is indicated on Vigran and Thusu's range chart (op. cit, table 3) to be
a contemporary, in the Kinuiieridgian, of such typical Jurassic dinoflagellates
as Gonyaulacysta jurassica.

Because of these major inconsistencies with

the known record, the biostratigraphic results of Vigran and Thusu (1975)
cannot be used without further substantiation.

Research in North America
As indicated in Chapter 4 very little work has been published
on the miospore biostratigraphy of the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary strata
in North America.
described assemblages from the
Rouse (1959) and Pocock (1964)
British Columbia and southwestern Alberta.
Kootenay Formation of southeastern
these authors included the following
The miospore assemblages obtained by
the names used here):
(although not necessarily under
its allies)
Cycadopites fo-±1:ici-Ilaris (and
austroclavatidites
Retitriletes
Retitriletes rosewoodensis
seudoreticulatus
Retitriletes
its allies)
0smundacidites wellmanii and
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Crassitudisporites
problematicus
Cerebropollenites
macroverrucosus
Neoraistrickia truncata
?Saxetia skolix
Eucommiidites troedssonii
?Ischyosporites
pseudoreticulatus
Callialasporites spp.
Classopollis classoides
Exesipollenites tumulus
The assemblages they described from the Kootenay
Formation accord with an
Upper Jurassic age; the absence of forms of Trilobosporites and
Cicatricosisporites suggests a pre-Late Kimmeridgian date (see Chapter XXV).
This conclusion accords in general with the non-palynological evidence
discussed by the two authors.
Pocock (1962, 1970) published detailed works on the palynology
of the Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous of the western Canadian Great Plains.
Although expressly

discussing the palynology "at the Jurassic - Cretaceous

boundary" in his 1962 work, uppermost Jurassic and lowermost Cretaceous
strata appear to be totally (or almost totally) missing in the region.
Pocock (1970) presented a diagram (his text-figure 3) in which he shows
uppermost Jurassic strata to be missing the time interval involved being
a period of regression and tectonism during the Nevadan orogeny.

In

the latest Jurassic strata present (the Upper Fernie Shale and Upper
Vanguard), Pocock found his species Cicatricosisporites carlylensis and
also ?C. australiensis (C. dorogensis).

The presence of these species

for these strata.
would indicate a date no older than Late Kimmeridgian
indicated that the Lower Mannville
In the same diagram, Pocock
of the Cretaceous.
'Formation' extends downwards to the very base

In the

is subdivided into three members;
areas studied by Pocock the Lower Mannville
Deville, Quartz Sand and Calcareous
from bottom to top, these are the

Members (Pocock, 1962\j
.

Dorhtifer

Member is not older than
late
ang iospermous miospore
species

(1979) commented that
the Quartz Sand
Barremian because it
contains the possibly

Cicatricososporites phaseolus. On the basis
of its contained spores, Singh
(1964) dated the
laterally equivalent Ellerslie
Member as Aptian. The
Deville Member
contains general lower Lower
Cretaceous elements (e.g.
Acanthotriletes varispinosus), and E.
Burdon
(personal communication) stated
that he has found
miospores indicative of
Valanginian and younger Lower
Cretaceous age from the Lower Mannville of
Alberta. Pocock (1976) himself reassigned the
Deville and Quartz Sand
Members to the Aptian, primarily on the basis of their
contained dinoflagellates.

Thus, although there is still confusion surrounding the age

of the Lower Mannville, it does seem probable that the Berriasian, and
possibly the uppermost Jurassic strata are missing from the western
Canadian Great Plains.
Pocock (1967) published a short paper dealing with the identificaboth miospores and
tion of the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary, using
miospores he regarded as being
dinoflagellates, in northern Canada. The
Volgian (i.e. Upper Kimmeridgian - Lower
significant for the recognition of
bisaccate forms, Rogalskaisporites sp.
Berriasian) strata include three
Callialasporites dampieri (Applanopsis
Pocock),
(not illustrated by
ites trilobatus (A. trilobatus) and Cerebropollenites
dampieri), c,111Ha"as
The taxonomy and general
(Tsugaepollenites mesozoicus).
macroverrucosus
hology of bisaccate pollen grains, however, remains
is remedied, I
this situation
until
least
level. At
at a very primitive
miospores to be
considering these
in
Dorhofer (1979)
biostratigraphic usage.
fully concur with
unreliable for,
and too
generally unsuited to,

comprehension of the morp
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As for the other miospore
types listed by Pocock,
all are long-ranging
forms which occur in both
Upper Jurassic and Lower
Cretaceous strata.
Pocock (op. cit.)
further contended that the most significant
change between Volgian (Upper
Kimmeridgian - Lower Berriasian) and
Ryazanian (Upper Berriasian)
miospore assemblages is the appearance, in
the latter, of Cicatricosisporites
dorogensis and Arcellites spp. C. dorogensis
is a name properly applied to a Tertiary species
but formerly employed
inappropriately by some authors for late Mesozoic forms.

The specimen

illustrated by Pocock under this name (op. cit., plate 1, figure N)
appears to be assignable to Cicatricosisporites abacus, a species present
from the Upper Kimmeridgian onward, and hence not useful for defining the
Volgian/Ryazanian boundary.

Arcellites is a genus of megaspores; Dorhofer

(1979) considered that its significance as a key genus for the advent of
Cretaceous has yet to be demonstrated.
For the recognition of the Valanginian, Pocock noted that, in
contrast to the situation in the Ryazanian, Rogalskaisporites sp. and the
bisaccate genus Parvisaccites are absent, Classopollis classoides is less
common and species of Callialasporites (Applanopsis) are very rare;
Appendicisporites potomacensis and A. macrorhyzus (A. tricornitatus)
verus and Januasporites
appear, as do Pilosisporites trichopapillosus, P.
already present in Berriasian
spp. Of these forms, the latter three are
text-figure 3). Moreover, abundance
strata in Europe (see Dorhofer, 1979,
Callialasporites is largely environmentally controlled.
of Classopollis and
a very brief and unillustrated
Hopkins (1969) published
recognition of the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary in
the
on
communication
northwest Melville Island, Canadian Arctic. He
the Mould Bay Formation on

oi l

stated that a number of
miospore species
range throughout the
entire
formation, but that at about
90m above the
base the following make their
appearance (implying that
this event
marks the system
boundary):
Cicatricosisporites
Acanthotriletes varispinosus
Trilobosporites
Aequitriradites
Schizaeoisporites (al. Cicatricosos
orites)
This is, of course, very generalized.
If all these forms do enter the record
simultaneously, then this would be a
unique situation among described
miospore sequences; it would certainly result
from environmental factors.
Since 1970, most palynological studies of Jurassic
- Cretaceous
boundary beds in North America have been primarily concerned with dinoflagellates.

This is the case, for example, in the works by Williams

(1975) and Brideaux and Fisher (1976).

However, in both publications

miospore occurrences are noted.
Williams zoned Middle Jurassic to Pleistocene strata of offshore
eastern Canada according to dinoflagellate assemblages.

In addition, he

listed the following spores as being diagnostic of the zones indicated:
Gonyaulacysta cladophora Zone (Kimmeridgian):
Cicatricosisporites australiensis (base of)
Classopollis classoides
valdensis)
Staplinisporites caminus (Coronatis ora
Exesipollenites tumulus
(Tithonian):
Ctenidodinium panneum Zone
1969)'
'Inaperturopollenites sp. (Norris
(Valanginian - Berriasian):
Zone
neocomica
Phoberocysta
(base of)
lIkgendicisporites robl emati cus
base of)
tus) (base of)
Camarozonosporites
Concavissimisporites a iverrucatus (Trilobos orites apiverruca
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Zone (Hauterivian):
Appendicisporites Erpblernaticus
'Cicatricosisporites hallei'
(unillustrated)
Contignisporites cooksonii
Matonisporites phlebopteroides
In addition he proposed an
informal Cicatricosisporites
brevilaesuratus Zone, provisionally dated 'Neocomian', in which the
following miospores, other than the nominal species, were noted:
Contignisporites cooksonii
Cicatricosisporites deakiae (Costatoperforosporites fistulosus)
Cicatricosisporites foveolatus (Costatoperforosporites foveolatus)
Matonisporites phlebopteroides
Pilosisporites trichopapillosus
The work by Williams, of course, represents only a preliminary statement
of a miospore scheme off the Canadian east coast.

Of interest among his

observations are the occurrences of Cicatricosisporites australiensis in
the Kimmeridgian (in the short sense? -- if so, then this constitutes the
earliest record of Cicatricosisporites yet outside Africa). Some of the
miospore taxa that Williams considered diagnostic for offshore eastern
Canada are known elsewhere to extend in range beyond the ages he indicated
(e.g. Classopollis classoides, Concavissimisporites apiverrucatus); others
might be useful in refining his zonation; for example Appendicisporites
problematicus, which he indicated as being diagnostic for Berriasian earliest Berriasian strata.
Valanginian strata probably does not appear in
Brideaux and Fisher (1976) discussed Upper Jurassic to Lower
assemblages from Arctic Canada. Like Williams
Cretaceous palynological
dinoflagellates, but they did include some miospore
they concentrated on
although not amongst their illustrations. Their
taxa in their range charts
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indications that forms such as

Cicatricosisporites spp., Concavissimi-

sporites apiverrucatus

(Trilobosporites apiverrucatus), Aequitriradites
spinulosus 'Trilobosporites
bernissartensis' and Pilosisporites trichopapillosus
extend down to the Oxfordian to Lower or
lower Upper Kimmeridgian are surprising;

these forms have not been encountered elsewhere (except
for Cicatricosisporites in Africa and possibly offshore eastern
Canada - see above) until
Late Kiinweridgian at the earliest, and in the case of Aequitriradites
spinulosus, until the earliest Cretaceous.

Perhaps the fact that Brideaux

and Fisher were using sidewall cuttings from boreholes, with the possibility
of caving from above, explains this apparent discrepancy.
McIntyre and Brideaux (1980) described assemblages of miospores
and dinoflagellates from the Blue-grey shale member (Early Valanginian)
of the Aklavik Range.

Not surprisingly they found very similar forms to

those encountered in the present work.

The differences that do appear are

mostly taxonomic artifacts; for example, the species which they called
Cicatricosisporites hughesii corresponds to my C. purbeckensis.
Bebout (1981) presented a miospore zonation scheme for the
Cretaceous strata of the U.S. Mid-Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf.

From

the base of the Cretaceous upwards he proposed the following zones, with
characteristic forms as listed:
Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus Peak Zone (Berriasian):
Rocialskaisporites cicatricosus 'var rotundus'
sp.2)
Cibotiumspora sinuata (Gleicheniidites
(Reticulatisporites
semireticulatus)
Retitriletes seudoreticulatus
sp.2)
Reticulatisporites
?Retitriletes rosewoodensis
sp.10)
(Trilobosporites
?Trilobosporites qranulatus
22'
forma
'Trilete spore gen. et sp. indet,
Assemblage Zone (Hauterivian
Trilobosporites bernissartensis - T. domitus
Valanginian):
?Trilobosporites granulatus (T. bernissartensis)
Trilobosporites domitus
'?Trilobosporites sp.1'

'?Trilobosporites sp.2'
[?Cicatricosisporites australiensis
(peak of)
Aequitriradites spinulosus peak
Callialasporites sp. 4 Cicatricosis orites australiensis
Assemblage Zone
Callialasporites dampieri (Callialas
orites sp. 4 of Norris 1969 - see below)
Cicatricosisporites australiensis see below)
Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis
Chomotriletes minor
Cibotiumspora sinuata (Deltoidospora
Osmundacidites wellmanii (Osmundacidites sp.2)
Concavissimisporites apiverrucatus (Trilobosporites
sp.8)
Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (P. verus)
The appellation 'Callialasporites sp. 4 of Norris, 1969' apparently derives
from a misreading of Norris's plate caption which refers to 'Callialasporites
sp.' on figure 4 of plate 110.

Furthermore, although Bebout listed

Cicatricosisporites australiensis as characteristic (and, indeed, a
nominal) form in the 'Callialasporites sp. 4 - Cicatricosisporites
australiensis Assemblage Zone, he had already stated that C. australiensis
peaks in the zone below.

In fairness, it should be noted that Bebout did

state that the peak in the Trilobosporites bernissartensis - T. domitus
Assemblage Zone was of 'Cicatricosisporites australiensis (sensu Williams,
1975)'.

However, Williams's illustrated specimen appears more typical of

to be a specimen of
C. australiensis than is Bebout's, which to me seems
C. abacus.
zones discussed above
Bebout's assemblages from the three
Cretaceous character; and I am in
certainly do have a general lower Lower
contention that they have local signifino position to argue with Bebout's
and informal approach towards taxonomy
cance. However, because of his lax
difficult to compare with assemblages elsewhere.
and identification, they are
similar reasons less useful locally.
for
suspect,
are
I
also,
They
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Assessment of Ranges of Some
Biostratigraphically Significant Taxa
General Remarks: As noted
above, from miospore evidence the
latest Jurassic and earliest
Cretaceous were times of land-plant diversification. Many new forms appear in
the palynofloras, but very few
disappear. Thus, as many taxa begin their
ranges in this interval and
tend to persist into significantly younger strata, bases of the stratigraphic ranges of taxa are generally more useful than tops.

Additionally,

at least in the present study, the high degree of sedimentologic recycling
of miospores into younger strata renders range 'tops' suspect as
biostratigraphical events.

These facts may be unfortunate for those

working with borehole sidewall cuttings (in which the potential for
contamination in the form of caving from above is high) but it must be
recognized.
In discussing evolutionary developments below, I am using such
clauses as 'Pilosisporites trichopapillosus gave rise to P. verus in the
Berriasian' as abbreviation for 'the plant bearing spores of P. trichopapillosus type gave rise to the plant bearing spores of the P. verus
type ...'; i.e. I acknowledge that miospores were parts of whole plants
and that idealistically it is improper to write in terms of a certain
miospore evolving into another.
The age determinations of Reyre (1973):

Prior to discussing

taxa and groups of taxa, it is
the stratigraphic ranges of selected
findings of Reyre (1973). He reported
necessary to consider and assess the
Mesozoic pteridophyte radiation from strata
several elements of the late
significantly) the appearance of these elements
predating (in some cases
the primary evidence (indeed, they remain
elsewhere. Reyre's results were
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essentially the sole evidence
in the light of the finding in this work
of elements of the late Mesozoic
pteridophyte radiation from Late
Kimmeridgian - Portlandian rocks in
high palaeolatitudes) for Dorhofer's
contention that
Comparison of first occurrences of several
"key" taxa in
areas of different paleolatitudinal
position have demonstrated
that taxa like Pilosisporites,
Cicatricosisporites, Impardecispora
and Concavissimisporites evolved in low latitudes and
subsequently invaded higher latitudes ...
The principal forms of the late Mesozoic pteridophyte radiation
found by Reyre in surprisingly early strata are the following:
1) 'cf. A. Concavissimisporites variverrucatus (Couper)' (= C.
variverrucatus): reported from Bathonian to Neocomian strata.
2) 'cf. C. Concavissimisporites verrucosus (Delcourt et Sprumont)'
(=?C. verrucosus); reported from Bathonian to ?Upper Jurassic strata.
3) 'cf. Trilobosporites apiverrucatus Couper' (= Concavissimisporites
apiverrucatus); reported from 'Callovo - Oxfordien - Kimmeridgien' to
Neocomian strata.
4) 'cf. B. Pilosisporites trichopapillosus (Thiergart)' (= P. trichopapillosus);
reported from Callovian - Lower Cretaceous strata.
5) 'cf. C. Pilosisporites ericius Delcourt et Sprumont' (=P. ericius);
(illustrated by line drawing only) reported from 'Lias-Dogger inferieur
(Bajocien?)' to Lower Cretaceous strata.
6) 'Cicatricosisporites sp.3' (Two specimens of this form, of apparently
in Reyre's plate 22,
diverse morphologies were illustrated; that figured
and obliquely oriented; that
figure 9 - appears to be poorly preserved
an equatorial view of a specimen
figured in Reyre's plate 22, figure 10 is
Lower Cretaceous form in the U.S.S.R.,
that resembles C. minutaestriatus, a
Bathonian to Kimmeridgian strata.
Europe and Canada.) Reported from
cf. B. Aneimia tripartita Bolchovitina' (=
7) 'Cicatricosisporites
reported from the upper part of his
Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis);
Kimmeridgien' unit to Albian strata.
'Callovo - Oxfordien -
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8) 'Cicatricosisporites cf.
Anem

pseudaurifera Bolchovitina'

(= Cicatricosisporites sp.?);
reported from the upper part of his
'Callovo - Oxfordien Kimmdridgien' unit to Lower Cretaceous strata.
Reyre's age determinations are
based on ammonite and other data
from the apparently unpublished work of G.
Busson. His assemblages are
from cuttings from boreholes.

Reyre raises the possibility of cavings

from above causing contamination in assemblages and thus leading to his
aberrantly early findings of the forms listed.

However, he himself rules

this out because in one borehole the topmost strata belong to his 'Callovo Oxfordien - Kimmdridgien' unit, and thus contamination from above this unit
is not possible.
I acknowledge that it is entirely possible, and perhaps even
likely, that elements of the late Mesozoic pteridophyte radiation arose in
the tropics and subsequently migrated into higher latitudes.

However, in

my opinion the evidence is not yet sufficiently strong, based as it is
solely on the observations and datings of Reyre (1973), to enable
acceptance of this as the only possible scenario for the development of
these floras.

Below are listed some reservations bearing on Reyre's age

determinations.
possibility of contamination from
1) In cuttings from borehdles, the
'Callovo - Oxfordien - Kimmdridgien'
above is ever present. Even if the
section penetrated, contamination into
unit is at the top of a particular
of the section from the Kimmeridgian
the Calloviah and Oxfordian parts
Elements of the late Mesozoic pteridophyte
would be entirely possible.
the Kimmeridgian in higher palaeolatitudes;
radiation are known from
strata of this age from the coeval 'palaeotropics'
hence, their presence in
significant.
would not be so
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2) Reyre indicated that he was
reasonably confident about the unpublished
datings by Busson. However, the
fact that he was required to resort to
such lumpings as 'Callovo - Oxfordien
Kimmeridgien' indicates to me
that these age determinations are not
well -refined.
3) In spite of the fact that he
supposedly studied Mesozoic assemblages up
to the Albian, he reports only one species that can be
attributed to the
angiosperms --a monocolpate form of the type that first appeared in the
Barremian.

An Albian assemblage from the coeval tropics would be expected

to yield a richer assemblage than this.

Could this be additional evidence

that his datings are consistently too early?
4) The age differences, at least in some cases, between the suggested date
of first appearance in north Africa and their subsequent appearance elsewhere
stretch credulity.

For example, according to Reyre's results, Pilosisporites

ericius appeared in Africa in the Bajocian (this age is admittedly questioned,
but a confident longer range of 'Lias-Dogger inferieur' is also given);
this species, as far as I am aware, has otherwise not been reported in strata
earlier than earliest Cretaceous.

Thus, a migration 'lag' of 30-40 million

years is indicated.
observations are not
In the following discussions, Reyre's
reconsidered, but should be borne in mind.
its allies: Specimens of
The genus Cicatricosisporites and
Kimmeridgian rotunda Zone in
Cicatricosisporites are known from the Upper
1963). They are also found in
its type area in Dorset, England (Norris,
strata from several other areas, for
less precisely dated latest Jurassic
(Burger, 1966); the Canadian Arctic (Brideaux and
example: the Netherlands
Great Plains (Pocock, 1962; Brideaux,
Fisher, 1976); western Canadian
offshore eastern Canada (Williams, 1975).
personal communication); and
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The separation of
Cicatricosis orites, Appendicisporites and
Plicatella is still problematical
(see the systematics section
herein).
Until recently there was no
convincing record of forms of this group with
apical thickenings from below the
Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary; however,
G. Norris (personal communication) has
recently found such forms in the
Basal Shell Bed (kerberus Zone) of the
Portlandian in Dorset.
Apical thickenings are a rare
development among basal Cretaceous
specimens of C. abacus in the present study; they are present
also on
the holotype of this species from the basal Cretaceous of the Netherlands
(Burger, 1966), although whether or not they are present on latest Jurassic
specimens of the type material is not certain from Burger's work.

Dorhofer

(1979) indicated diagrammatically (his text-figure 4) that Plicatella
jansonii is present in Tithonian strata from the Donets Basin in the
Ukraine; however he did not divulge the source of this information.
Certainly, in mid- to high latitudes at least, 'cicatricose'
forms with an exine of uniform thickness (Cicatricosisporites) appear in
Upper Jurassic strata below the stratigraphically lowest occurrence, in
uppermost Jurassic or later beds, of 'cicatricose' forms with apical exinal
of these last, in turn,
thickenings or pads ('Plicatella'); the appearance
(which were not encountered at
preceded that of forms with true appendices
group as a whole continues to
all in this study) in the Berriasian. The
Hauterivian, after which the number of taxa
diversify in the Valanginian and
tends to become stabilized.
Cicatricosisporites abacus:
earliest representative of

C. abacus is usually or always the

Cicatricosisporites to appear in an area.

Burger

interval he investigated in the Netherthe
throughout
(1966) recorded it
australiensis) throughout
encountered it (as C.
(1969)
lands and Norris
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Suites A-C.

It is also the first
species of Cicatricosisporites to
appear in the interval examined in
the present study. It would thus
appear to have an Upper Kimmeridgian
origin (see Table 23-2).
Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis:

C. purbeckensis is one of

the species whose first appearance enabled Norris
(1969) to define the
base of his Suite B; this suite spans the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary,
thus indicating that C. purbeckensis extends downwards in range into
latest Portlandian strata.

This species has been reported from basal

Cretaceous strata on the U.S. Atlantic Shelf (Bebout, 1981).

Surprisingly,

no specimens comparable to this species were described or illustrated
by Burger (1966) from the Jurassic - Cretaceous transitional beds in the
western part of the Lower Saxony Basin; however C. purbeckensis was found
by DorhOfer (1977) in the eastern part of that basin, commencing its range
in the upper part of Hils 1.

In the sequence examined in the present study,

the lowest occurrence of C. purbeckensis is at the base of the Red-weathering
shale member of the Husky Formation; as a result of the macrofossil evidence
(Jeletzky, 1967,1973), the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary has been placed at
the base of the Red -weathering shale member.
Trilobosporites:

The first appearance of Trilobosporites (as

defined herein) in Europe is from the Middle Tithonian ('pollen' Zone R
of Burger, 1966).

Burger gave the name 'T. bernissartensis' to the form

section herein, this species is
concerned, but, as noted in the systematic
holotype; Burger's specimen (op.cit.,
not objectively recognizable from its
granulatus. Dorhofer (1979, textplate 17, figures 1-2) resembles T.
aequiverrucosus (a species which he
figure 3c) extended the range of T.
encompass forms usually placed in T.
had himself erected in 1977 to
of the Tithonian (i.e. into the Upper
bernissartensis) down to the base
of any work on which this extension could be
Kimmeridgian). I am unaware
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based, other than that of Burger;
however, as implied above Burger's
figured specimen of 'T.
21 2E111;alltalli ' does not accord with T. aequiverrucosus,
nor does Burger's material range
below the upper part of the Upper
Kimmeridgian. In addition,
Dorhofer (op.cit.) extended the range of
T. valanjinensis to the base of the Tithonian
(i.e. to the base of the
Upper Kimmeridgian?); again I am unaware of what
evidence he might have had
for this.
The assemblages reported by Dorhofer (1977) from the eastern part
of the Lower Saxony Basin are rich in both the number and variety of
Trilobosporites; however the sequence examined begins (according to
Dorhofer - although see Chapter XXV) above the Jurassic - Cretaceous
boundary.

Norris (1969) found specimens of Trilobosporites only in his

uppermost zone, Suite C, which is well above the system boundary.

Brideaux

and Fisher (1976) reported the occurrence of 'T. bernissartensis' and
'Trilobosporites spp' from the uppermost Jurassic of Arctic Canada; however,
they presented no illustrations of miospores.
In the present material specimens of Trilobosporites are rare.
The earliest species encountered is T. aornatus, which makes its first
C. abacus (i.e. Upper
appearance at about the same horizon as that of
previously been encountered below the
Klmmeridgian); T. aornatus has not
Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary.
species of Trilobosporites have potential
In conclusion, although
Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary strata,
for biostratigraphic usefulness in
made and ranges better established before
further observations need to be
realized.
this potential can be fully
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Concavissimisporites:

The genus Concavissimisporites includes

relatively small forms, e.g. C.
subgranulosus and C. granulatus, which
range downwards into the Middle
Jurassic and possibly lower. However, the
genus diversifies greatly as part of
the Late Mesozoic pteridophyte
radiation. In fact, diversification may
have begun for this genus before
the Late Kimmeridgian. C. montuosus, a distinctive
element in many
Portlandian to Valanginian microfloras, may have
arisen in Late Oxfordian
time (see Dorhofer, text-figure 3a, under the name Tuberositriletes
9rossetuberculatus).

Certainly in the sequences examined in this work,

its first occurrence is low in the Lower member of the Husky Formation, in
strata of probable Late Oxfordian or Kimmeridgian age.

Its presence, in

the absence of such Late Kimmeridgian and later forms as Cicatricosisporites
and Trilobosporites, may give a useful age indication.
Dorhofer (1979) maintained that concave forms of Concavissimisporites are characteristic of Valanginian and later assemblages.

However,

I find concave and convex 'forms' of C. crassatus occurring together below
the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary.

Indeed, the occurrence of C. crassatus

from the middle part of the Lower member of the Husky Formation (?lower
Upper Kimmeridgian) is the earliest record of this species so far.

That

surprising, however, as the
this species occurs so early is perhaps not so
variverrucatus has been reported from Middle
very similar, but smaller, C.
Australia (Filatoff, 1975). In the sequence
to Upper Jurassic strata in
variverrucatus appears first at about the same
examined in this study, C.
crassatus; thus supporting the contention (made
stratigraphic level as C.
that their separation into two distinct
in the systematic section herein)
species may be unwarranted.
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The morphology and
generic assignation of
Concavissimisporites
apiverrucatus are discussed at
length in the systematic section of this
work. This species is characterized
by an apical coarsening of ornament;
it was used as the type species, and
constituted the most commonly recorded
form, of 'Impardecispora', a genus considered
herein to be superfluous.
DiirhOfer and Norris (1977a; note especially their
text-figure 4) proposed
a polyphyletic origin for 'Impardecispora', as characterized by C.
apiverrucatus; they considered that forms with apical coarsening developed
in the Valanginian from both uniformly ornamented species of Concavissimisporites (by an apical coarsening of sculpture) and species of Trilobosporites
(by a breakdown of the valvae into isolated verrucae
than ornament elsewhere on the spore).

which remain coarser

However, Burger (1966) had found

C. apiverrucatus in latest Jurassic strata in the western part of the Lower
Saxony Basin

and Brideaux and Fisher (1976) reported it (but did not

illustrate it) from late Jurassic sediments in the Canadian Arctic.

In his

text-figure 4, DOrhtifer (1979) indicated that C. apiverrucatus is present in
Ukraine, but did not indicate
Tithonian strata of the Donets Basin in the
present study, C. apiverrucatus was
the source of this information. In the
Lower Member of the Husky Formation -encountered in the upper part of the
Kimmeridgian age. It should be noted that
thus in strata of probable Late
specimens with apical coarsening of
C. montuosus also includes some
occurs in strata as old as Oxfordian. Thus,
ornament; C. montuosus first
and similar forms evolved
C. apiverrucatus
that
likely
while it is highly
uniform ornamentation, this
from spores with
polyphyletically)
(perhaps
Jurassic, and not Early Cretaceous,
Mid- or Late
in
occurred
event would have
below the Kimmeridgian and thus
yet unknown
as
is
Trilobosporites
time.
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could not be ancestral to the
earliest apically coarsened Concavissimisporites.
DorhOfer (1977, plate 10,
figure 13) illustrated, under the name
C. apiverrucatus, an intriguing
specimen which possesses irregular valvae
which appear to be breaking down into
verrucae. It was probably in large
part his observation

of this specimen which led him to suggest (with Norris)

the polyphyletic origin of 'Impardecispora' as outlined above.

However,

this specimen is so dissimilar to typical forms of C. apiverrucatus in its
possession of valvae, irregular ornamentation, and straight sides that I
would exclude it completely from that species.

Conversely, specimens

assigned by Darhofer to 'C. verrucosus' and 'C. multituberculatus' are, in
my opinion, conspecific with C. apiverrucatus. These observations further
negate the idea of a multiple origin of C. apiverrucatus in the Valanginian.
However, it should be acknowledged that species of Trilobosporites with
entire and massive valvae may have given rise to spores such as T. tribotrys,
T. trioreticulosus and possibly even T. marylandensis, which appear to
have incipient (or relict) valvae in the form of a coarse reticulum with
nodal projections.

Such forms, which were formerly also placed in

'Impardecispora' do not appear until later Early Cretaceous time.
Aequitriradites and other hepaticacean spores: Aequitriradites
has not been reliably recorded below the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary,
although a number of species are known to make their first appearance in
-figures 3,b,c).
Berriasian strata (see Dorhafer, 1979, text

In the present

study A. spinulosus was encountered first at the Jurassic - Cretaceous
macrofaunas.
boundary, as defined by the

Similarly, as noted above, other

Triporoletes, Januasporites, Foraminisporis,
hepaticacean genera such as
are encountered first in
Couperisporites, Coptospora and Cooksonites
strata.
Berriasian or lowest Valanginian

The presence of these genera thus
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is a good indication that one is dealing
with, at earliest, Berriasian
assemblages.
Vallizonosporites

pseudoalveolatus:

Dorhof& (1979, text-figure

3c) indicated that V. pseudoalveolatus first
occurs in upper Berriasian
strata. However, it has been recorded in
strata as low as Middle Jurassic
byTralau (1967) from Sweden. DorhOfer (op,
cit., text-figure 3a) indicated
a range for 'Foveosporites subtriangularis' down to at least the
base of
the Oxfordian (the lower limit of his range charts). F. subtriangularis
is considered herein to be a junior synonym of V. pseudoalveolatus.
Pilosisporites trichopapillosus and related species:

Dorhofer

(1979, text-figure 3a) extended the range of P. trichopapillosus downwards
into the Upper Tithonian (i.e. Portlandian).

Although, as it turns out he

may be correct in doing this (as I find this species in the upper part of
the Lower member of the Husky Formation), I am not aware of previous reports
of this species from below the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary [apart from
that of Reyre (1973) - see above].

P. trichopapillosus, after first

appearing in the Portlandian, ranges upwards through the Lower Cretaceous;
probably it gave rise to several similar forms such as P. verus and P.
ericius during the Berriasian.
Pilosisporites delicatulus:

P. delicatulus and P. trichopapillosus,

comprising triangular trilete spores
apart from their general similarity in
morphologically closely similar; it is
with hairlike ornamentation, are not
not closely related botanically. Possibly
probable, indeed, that they are
appearance, P. delicatulus has been reported
because of its indistinctive
It was encountered originally by Norris
occasions.
previous
"Von two
Berriasian - early Valanginian). Subsequently
(late
C
Suite
his
(1969) in
from the ?Barremian to lower Aptian
it was reported by Antonescu (1973)
illustration, however, is unclear and his record of
of Romania; Antonescu's
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this species must be considered questionable.

In the present work this

species was encountered in the Upper member of the Husky Formation and in
the Buff sandstone member of the Lower sandstone division — thus of
probable Late Berriasian date, and coinciding in range with that recorded
by Norris.

P. del icatulus may prove to be a good stratigraphic marker for

rocks of this age.
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Chapter XXV

BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC RESULTS FROM THE
PRESENT STUDY

Correlation and Age Determination of the
Assemblages Studied
General Remarks:

The sample by sample occurrences of miospore

species and forms encountered in the sections investigated are shown in
Tables 25-1

to 25-10.

A composite chart for ranges of all taxa encountered

in G.S.C. sections from Martin Creek is presented in Table 25-11. Table 25-12
shows ranges of selected taxa in section 75-BIA-014 from Mount Gifford. The
details of all - sections sampled are given in Tables 3-1 to 3-10 and
Text-Figures 3-1 to 3-10.
The lithological units in the Aklavik Range have been dated by
J.A. Jeletzky on the basis of molluscan faunas as outlined in Chapter II and
Table 23-1.

Some macrofossil collections were made by W.W. Brideaux

during the sampling of the G.S.C. sections studied here and were submitted
to Jeletzky; his findings were given in unpublished G.S.C. reports
Km-12-1976-JAJ and Km-3-1977-JAJ and are summarized in Tables 3-1, 3-3,
and 3-5 to 3-7 herein.
Section 75-BIA-005:

Stratigraphically the lowest section

investigated on Martin Creek is 75-BIA-005.

It includes strata that are

Formation and also
completely within the Lower member of the Husky
sensu lato Zone (Upper
probably completely within the B. concentrica
Table 23-1). Long-ranging, biostratiOxfordian - Lower Kimmeridgian) (see
common; those occurring in section
graphically unhelpful elements are
all sections examined, which have long
75-BIA-005, and indeed throughout
are:
mid-to late Mesozoic ranges,
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cin
CO ,.... m m
v .4

4, 1
er .a.a LI) .--N
Lau-) a)

NNIN

at Ln
m
ctr) cri csj 07 . ir7 Cri
r4Nesi
gNievNr4N

I SCULPTISPORIS AULOSENENSIS
2 CYCADOPITES INFIRMUS
X
3 ORNAMENTIFERA CONSPICIENDA
X
4 AEQUITRIRADITES SP.B
X X
5 LEPTOLEPID.PLURITUBEROSUS
X
6 PILOSISPORITES DELICATULUS
7 SAXETIA SKOLIX
x
X
8 TODISPORITES MAJOR
X-----------X
9 ISCHYOSP.PSEUDORETICULATUS
X
X X
10 EUCOMMIIDITES TROE')SSONII
11 ISCHYOSP.CF.DISJUNCTUS
K X
12 AEQUITRIRADITES SPINULOSUS
X X
X X X X
X
13 STAPLINISPORITES CAMINUS
X X X
x X X
14 LEPTOLEPID.PROXIGRANULATUS --, X. --- . __ ____
..?
15 CYCADOPITES OVALIS
X
X
x
X
16 CALLIALASPORITES DAMPIERI
X X
X
X X X K
17 RETITRILETES
ROSEWOODENSIS-XXXXXXXXXX
18 CALLIALASPORITES TURBATUS
X
X X
19 CICATRICOSI.CRASSISTRIATUS
X X
X X
20 CONCAVISPORITES TORALIS
X KX
21 GLOBIPORITES PSILATLIS
X'
22 OBSCURITRILETES VECTENSIS
X X
X X
XXv. Y. X
23 CYCADOPITES FOLLICULARIS
X
X X X X X
XX
24 ROTVERRUSPORITES MAJOR
X ? ?XXXXXX
25 DELTOIDOSPORA AUSTRALIS
26 OSMUDACIDITES WELLMANII
X X? X x X x K X x X
27 RETITR.AUSTROCLAVATIDITES
X X X X
x XXXX
28 CIBOTIUSPORA SINUATA
X X X K X
XXXX
29 CICATRICOSISPORITES ABACUS
X-X X X X
XX4XX
30 BACULATISP.COMAUMENSIS
X X
31 STEREISP.ANTIQUASPORITES
X X X X X X X X X
32 CEREBROPOL MACROVERRUCOSUS
*--XXXXXXXXXX
33 PERINOPOLLENITES ELATOIDES- X-A-A -A-X-A X ( K ) -K
)4-A- X*-X-XXXXX -X
34 GLEICHENIIDITES SENONICUS
X K x X-X-A
35 OBTUSISPORIS CANADENSIS
X X X X X X K X X X K
36 CLASSOPOLL1S CLASSOIDES
X---4
37 CICATRICOSISP. ARALICUS
X
X
38 CYCADOPITES SP.A
X
39 RETITRILETES SINGHII
X
40 RETITR.OUASITRABECULATUS
X
41 PILOSISP.TRICHOPAPILLOSUS
-X
K
X
42 BIRETISPORITES POTONIAEI
X
x K
X ?
43 ARAUCARIACITES AUSTRALIS
X
44 RETITRILETES AKLAVIKENSIS
XX
K K
K X
X
45 DELTOIDOSPORA PUNCTATA
X x K K K K K K X -X
46 EXESIPOLLENITES TUMULUS
K X Y
K
X
47 VALLIZONO.PSEUDOALVEOLATUSX
48 ROGALSKAISP.CICATRICOSUS
X
49 ROTVERRUSPORITES SINGHII
X
50 CYCADOPITES SUBGRANULOSUS
X
51 DELTOIDOSPORA SP.A
X
X X
52 CONCAVISSI.SUBGRANULOSUS
X
53 CICATRICOSISP.PURBECKENSIS
X
54 MONOSULCITES SP.B
55 ANTULSPORITES REGIUS
56 NEORAISTRICKIA SP.C
x
57 LEPTOLEPID.CRASSIBALTEUS
X
58 BIRETISPORITES SP.A
X
59 TRIPOROLETES INCERTUS
X
0SMUNDACIDITES
VARIANS
§9.
x.....,-.-?
61 NEORAISTRICKIA TRUNCATA
x
x
62 CONCAVISSIMISP.GRANULATUS
63 CONCAVISSI.CF.URALENSIS
X
64 NEORAISTRICKIA CF.TRICHOSA
-4
65 ROGALSKAISP.AGMOHALOS
? -X
CICATRICOSI.AUSTRALIENSIS
66
X----.---4(
67 LAEV1GATOSPORITES HAARDTII
X X
X
HARRISII
68 DICTYOPHYLLIDITES
X
X
X
VERRUCOSUS
69 ANTULSPORITES
X
HAMULATUS
70 SCULPTISPORIS
X-LX
71 CONCAVISSI.VARIVERRUCATUS
X
72 RETITR.PSEUDORETICULATUS
X
73 LAEVIGATOSPORITES COUPERI
X
?
74 TRILOBOSP.CF.VERRUCATUS
75 CICATRICOSISPORITES SP.A

Table 25-1:

assemblages in samples
Composition of miospore
75-YA-MKA 01. All samples are
from section
member of the Husky Formation.
from the Upper

C
1

Table 25-2:

I

f) to in to to
o co co co co
) 0 0 0 0
n in in to to

TIT J.

) K
) K
: K
K

X

K X X

L

1 ARAUCARIACITES
AUSTRALIS
2 RETITRILETES SINGHII
3 CALLIALASPORITES
DAMPIERI
4 CIBOTIUMSPORA SINUATA
5 DICTYOPHYLLIDITES
HARRISII
6 RETITRILETES ROSEWOODENSIS
7 CICATRICOSI.AUSTRALIENSIS
8 CICATRICOSISPORITES ABACUS
9 ISCHYOSP.CF.DISJUNCTUS
10 RETITR.AUSTROCLAVATIDITES
11 BACULATISP.COMAUMENSIS
12 PERINOPOLLENITES ELATOIDES
13 TODISPORITES MAJOR
14 EXESIPOLLENITES TUMULUS
15 CEREBROPOL.MACROVERRUCOSUS
16 CYCADOPITES FOLLICULARIS
17 OBSCURITRILETES VECTENSIS
18 STEREISP.ANTIQUASPORITES
19 CLASSOPOLLIS CLASSOIDES
20 OSMUNDACIDITES WELLMANII
21 DELTOIDOSPORA AUSTRALIS
22 GLEICHENIIDITES SENONICUS
23 CICATRICOSI.CRASSISTRIATUS
24 TRILOBOSPORITES GRANULATUS
25 GLEICHENIIDITES SP.A
26 TRIPOROLETES 1NCERTUS
27 AURITULINASP.CF.SCANICUS
28 EUCOMMIIDITES TROEDSSONII
29 CLASSOPOLLIS SP.A
30 AEQUITRIRADITES SPINULOSUS
31 ROTVERRUSPORITES MAJOR
32 CYCADOPITES GRANULATUS
33 STAPLINISPORITES CAMINUS
34 ANTULSPORITES REGIUS
35 OSMUNDACIDITES VARIANS
36 CONCAVISSI.SUBGRANULOSUS
37 DELTOIDOSPORA PUNCTATA
38 OBTUSISPORIS CANADENSIS
39 CONCAVISPORITES TORALIS
40 VALLIZONO.PSEUDOALVEOLATUS
41 VALLI.CF.PSEUDOALVEOLATUS
42 RETITRILETES CLAVATOIDES
43 CONCAVISSIMISP.GRANULATUS
44 RETITRILETES AKLAVIKENSIS
45 SCULPTISPORIS HAMULATUS
46 SAXETIA ELONGATA
47 SAXETIA SKOLIX
48 GLOBIPORITES PSILATUS
49 RETITR.QUASITRABECULATUS
50 MONOSULCITES SP.B
51 ROGALSKAISP.AGMOHALOS
52 ROGALSKAISP.CICATRICOSUS
53 RETITR.PSEUDORETICULATUS
54 UNDULATISP.UNDULAPOLUS
55 CYCADOPITES INFIRMUS

EAOGA

C

Ol1070,j

W.S.M. C B.
u 3 tD r- C73 0)
u

K
X X
?----X
X X
X
X X
X
X X
K
X X
X X
X X
X
X
X X
K X f%
X K
X X X
X X
X X X
XX7XXX
X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X
X -X
X K X K K X
X K XXXX
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X X X
X
X K X
X
X
X--X
XX--7-X
X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X-X
X.-X
X-X
X
X

A

X

assemblages in samples from
Composition of miospore
White sandstone member
section 75- IA-002.
C.B. = Coal-bearing
(Lower sandstone division);
division.
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N V) Nt U) CD
UD UD VD VD c0
CO 03 03 00 CO
0;2 CD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
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36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

r. co C) c) v—
M1 VD VD r. r%

01 03 03 03 03
52
5; 5; ..,
., In CD CD CD CD C)
til in Li) in LI')

CONCAVISSI.SUBGRANULOSOS----CONCAVISSI
.APIVERRUCATUS
CYCADOPITES S
UBGRANULOSUS
-POLYCINGULATISP.REDUNCU
S
MONOSULCITES SP.A
EUCOMMIIDITES SP.A

X
X

EUCOMMIIDIT.CF.GRANULOSUS
CYCADOPITES
SP.A
TODISPORITES MAJOR-----

X
X--X
X----X

XX
X

CICATRICOSISP.PURBECUNSIS---N
CYCADOPITES GRANULATUS
X
X
XX
DELTOIDOSPORA PU NCTATA
X X X
CYCADOPITES INFIRMUS
X
X
---X
RETITR.PSEUDORETICULATUS-----X------X
X
CIBOTIUMSPORA SINUATA--X-- ---*---CICATRICOSISPORITES ABACUS ---?X-4-- --x-X--)HC
-X X X -I
OSMUNDACInITES
VARIANS--------X X X
.
?--CONCAVISPORITES TORALIS----- -X
X X X
X
-X
VALLIZON O.PSEUDOALVEOLATUS----X--X
X
X
X
BACUL A TISP.COMAUMENSIS-------X
.
X
PERINOPOLLENITES ELATOIDES -- XX X
XXXX--/
CER
EBROPOL.MACROVERRUCOSUS---X---- X
X X X 4-A-I
CLASSOPOLLIS CLASSOIDES
X X X
XXXXXX
OBTUSISPORITES CANADENSIS
X X X
X X X X X X
RETITR.AUSTROCLAVATIDITES----X-4 X
X X X X-X-X
DELTOIDOSPORA AUSTRALIS
X X X
X X-X X X X
OBSCURITRILETES VECTENSIS
X X X
X XXXXX
STEREISP.ANTIQUASPORITES
X X X
X XXXXX
GLEICHENIIDITES SENONICUS
X X X )iXXXXX
EXESIPOLLENITES TUMULUS
X X X
X XXXXX
CYCADOPITES FOLLICULARIS
X X X -XXXX*-X
OSMUNDACIDITES WELLMANII
X X X
XXXXXX
TRILOBOSPORITES SP.B
X
LEPTOLEPID.PLURITUBEROSUS
X
DICTYOPHYLLIDITES HARRISII- ?
X X
ROTVERRUSPORITES MAJOR
--X
-?
LAEVIGATOSPORITES HAARDTII- X
?
.X
ANTULSPORJTES VERRUCOSUS
X X
X
X
STAPLINISPORITES CAMINUS
X X
X
-X
CALLIALASPORITES nAMPIERI
X
X X
X
RETITRILETES ROSEWOODENSIS
X
X X
X
ARAUCARIACITES AUSTRALIS
X
X X
X
AEQUITRIRADITES SPINULOSUS--- X
X
CONCAVISSI.VARIVERRUCATUS
X
BIRETISPORITES POTO'1IAEI
X
SCULPT I SPOR I S HAMULATUS
X
x
BIRETISPORITES SP.A
X-X
PILOSISP.TRICHOPAPILLOSLIS
X X
X
MONOSULCITES SP.B
__-A
X
CICATRICOSI.AUSTRALIENSIS
*--X
NEORAISTRICK1A TRUNCATA
X X X
ROGALSKAJSP.CICATRICOSUS
SKOLIX
SAXETIA
ROGALSKAISP.AGMOHALOS -----CRASSITUDISP.PROBLEMAT 1 CUS
_ Xx
RETITR.QUASITRABECULATUS
X
GLOBIPORITES PSILATUS
X
X
RETITRILETES SINGHII--X
ISCHYOSP.CF.DISJUNC1S
X-X
CALLIALASP.TRILOBATU
X-4
PILOSISPORITESlIplATULUS
X X
X
AEQUITRIRADITES
CF.TRICHOSA
NEORAISTRJCKIA
X
CONCAVISSIt11SP.MONTU
EUCOMMIIDITES TROEDSSONII

Table 25-3:

Composition of miospore assemblages in
75-BIA-003. B.S.M.
samples from section
B-G.S.M. = Bluemember;
sandstone
= Buff
from the
samples
All
grey shale member.
division.
Lower sandstone
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C.BAW.
0 .-- CV l'
CO COO3C0
CO CO CO CO
0000
U) OLD LO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Table 25-4:

CICATRICOSISP.PURBECKENSIS
TRILOBOSPORITES GRANULATUS
PERINOPOLLENITES ELATOIDES
SCULPTISPORIS HAMULATUS
ROGALSKAISP.CICATRICOSUS
NEORAISTRICKIA TRUNCATA
CYCADOPITES SP. A
OSMUNDACIDITES VARIANS
CYCADOPITES FOLLICULARIS
CONCAVISPORITES TORALIS
ANTULSPORITES VERRUCOSUS
AEQUITRIRADITES SP.A
CICATRICOSI.CRASSISTRIATUS
CIBOTIUMSPORA SINUATA
DELTOIDOSPORA PUNCTATA
OBSCURITRILETES VECTENSIS
EXESIPOLLENITES TUMULUS
TODISPORITES MAJOR
RETITR.AUSTROCLAVATIDITES
BACULATISP.COMAUMENSIS
CICATRICOSI .AUSTRALIENSIS
STEREISP.ANTIQUASPORITES
OSMUNDACIDITES WELLMANII
RETITR.PSEUDORETICULATUS
CALLIALASPORITES DAMPIERI
CLASSOPOLLIS CLASSOIDES
CICATRICOSISPORITES ABACUS
GLEICHENIIDITES SENONICUS
DELTOIDOSPORA AUSTRALIS
CEREBROPOL.MACROVERR0COSUS
STAPLINISPORITES CAMINUS
CICATRICOSISP.SPIRALIS
DICTYOPHYLLIDITES HARRISII
OBTUSISPORIS CANA)ENSIS
RETITRILETES ROSEW00DENSIS
RETITRILETES CLAVATOIDES

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
k-?
X-X
X-X
X-X
X-X
X-A
X-X
X-X
X -?
X----X
X X X
X
X
X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X
?
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Composition of miospore assemblages in
samples from section 75-BIA-004. C.B.D.
Upper
= Coal -bearing division. U. =
shale-siltstone division.

°M0,NM qMWNMMO..
D 0
N r
n cn cn ch m 431 cn a) a) m al cr) cr) c
NNNiNNNN(NNNNNNe

29122

C
C

L7 IS I

c7ivw
29107
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N
ci;
N

1
2 LEPTOLEPID.PLURITUBEROSUS-----X--X
CYCACOPITES GRANULATUS
X X X
3 R
OGALSKAISP.AGMOHALOS
X
X X
4 CALLIALASPORITES
TURBATUS
X X
X
5 OSMUNDACIDITES
VARIANS
X X X X X X IF
X
X-XXX
6 CONCAVISSI.SUB R
NULOSUS
X
X
-X
7 BACULATISP.COMAUMENSIS
X X X X X X X X X X X
X X
8 CRA SSITUDISP.PROBLEMATICUS
X
X X X
X-A-X-X--X- X X X
9 RETITRILETES CLAVATOIDES
X
X
X X X
-- - - -10 ISCHYOSP.CF.DISJUNCTUS
--.1--11 ANTULSPORITES VERRUCOSUS
X X
12 RETITR.PSEUDORETICULATUS
X X
X X X XX X
XXXXXX
13 CYCADOPITES FOLLICULARIS
XXXXXXX
XL* X*-X
XXX
14 DICTYOPHYLLIDITES HARRISII
X X -X X4 -X -4 X-XXXXIX
X X
15 RETITRILETES ROSEWOODENSIS
XXXXXXX.
X X X X
XXXXX
16 STEREISP.ANTIQUASPORITES
X XXXXX-A-X-X-44X-X- X-XA
X
17 CALL1ALASPORITES DAMPIERI
X-XXX-AXI-XXXXXXXX
X K
18 CIBOTIUMSPORA SINUATA
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X X
19 GLEICHENIIDITES SENONICUS
XXXXXXX-XXXX-XXXXXXX
20 CLASSOPOLLIS CLASSOIDES
X X X K XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
21 RETITR.AUSTROCLAVATIDITES
X XXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXX
22 OSMUNDACIDITES WELLMANII
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
23 EXESIPOLLENITES TUMULUS
XXXXXXXXXXXAXXXXXX
24 DELTOIDOSPORA AUSTRALIS
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
25 OBTUSISPORA CANADENSIS
X XXXXXXXXX
X X X X XXXX
26 CEREBROPOL.MACROVERRUCOSUS
X X XXXXXXX
27 CALLIALASP.TRILOBATUS
X-1-X
28 CYCADOPITES INFIRMUS
X
X
29 AURITULINASP.CF.SCANICUS
X
X
30 MONOSULCITES SP.B
31 CONCAVISPORITES TORALIS
X X
X
-X
32 TODISPORITES MAJOR
X X X X
X X X
?---X--?--X
33 EUCOMMIIDITES TROEDSSONII
X X
X
X
34 NEORAISTRICKIA TRUNCATA
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
?
35 CYCADOPITES OVALIS
X----X
36 BIRETISPORITES POTONIAEI
X
X
X
37 BIRETISPORITES SP.A
X
X
X X
X
Y. X
38 SAXETIA SKOLIX
X----?
X
39 ROGALSKAISP.CICATRICOSUS
j
? X X X
LX
40 ROTVERRUSPORITES MAJOR
X X X
X
X
41 PERINOPOLLENITES ELATOIDES---X
42 MONOSULCITES SP.A
X----X
43 GLOBIPORITES PSILATUS
X X
44 LAEVIGATOSPORITES HAARDTII
?
.1_
45 CONCAVISSIMISP.MONTUOSUS
X
46 CYCADOPITES SUBGRANULOSUS
X
X X K X X K K K
X X X
47 OBSCURITRILETES VECTENSIS
X
48 CYCADOPITES SP.A
X
49 LAEVIGATOSPORITES COUPERI
50 CONCAVISSIMISP.GRANULATUS
51 DELTOIDOSPORA SP.A
X
52 UNDULATISP.UNDULAPOLUS
53 NEORAISTRICKIA CF.TRICHOSA
X
X
54 VALLIZONO.PSEUDOALVEOLATUS
?----X
55 RETITR.QUASITRABECULATUS
X
56 SCULPTISPORIS HAMULATUS
X
SP.C
NEORAISTRICKIA
57
X
58 PLICIFERA CF.DELICATA.
X--X
AULOSENENSIS
SCULPTISPORIS
59
X X X
60 ARACARIACITES AUSTRALIS
X
CONCAVISSIMISP.FERNIENSIS61
X-X
SINGHII
62 RETITRILETES
XXXXXXX
63 NEORAISTRICKIA SP.A
PUNCTATA
64 DELTOIDOSPORA

Table 25-5:

Composition of miospore assemblages from
section 75-BIA-005. All samples are from
Husky Formation.
the Lower member of the
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1
VALLIZONO.PSEUDOALVEOLATUS
2 RETITRILETES
X
X
3 ANTULSPORITESROSEWOODENSIS
VERRUCOSUS
X-?
4 EXESIPOLLENITES
TUMULUS
X
X -X'*
X X X
X
5 NEORAISTRICKIA
TRUNCATA
X X X
X X
X X
X
6 R
ETITR.AUSTROCLAVATIDITES
X X X
XX-XXXXX4 X
7 GLEICHENIIDITES
SENONICUS
X X X X X X X X X
X X
8 DELTOIDOSPORA AUSTRALIS
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
9 OSMUNDACIDITES WELLMANII
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
10 ORNAMENTIFERA SP.A
X
11 BIRETISPORITES POTONIAEI
1
X
12 PERINOPOLLENITES ELATOIDES
X
13 CRASSITUDISP.PROBLEMATICUS
X
X X
X
14 SAXETIA SKOLIX
X
X X
'X
X
15 CONCAVISSIMISP.GRANULATUS--X X
X
X
X
16 OSMUNDACIDITES VARIANS
X
X X
X
X
17 RETITR.PSEUDORFTICULATUS
X X
XXX
X
18 DICTYOPHYLLIDITES HARRISII---- *
X
X
X -X
19 CEREBROPOL.MACROVERRUCOSUS
X X
XXXXX
X
X
20 STEREISP.ANTIQUASPORITES
X X
X XXXxxXXX
21 OBTUSISPORIS CANADENSIS
X X
X X X X X X X X X
22 CIBOTIUMSPORA SINUATA
X X
XXXXXXXXX
23 CLASSOPOLLIS CLASSOIDES
XXXX'XXXXXXXX
24 CALLIALASPORITES DAMPIERI
X X
X X X- X
X X
25 CONTIGNISP.GLEBULENTUS
X
26 NEORAISTRICKIA SP.A
27 OBSCURITRILETES VECTENSIS
X
X
28 CYCADOPITES FOLLICULARIS
X X
X
X X X
29 BACULATISP.COMAUMENSIS
X
X X X X
X
30 CIBOTIUMSPORA TRICUSPIDATA
X
31 CONCAVISSIMISP.CRASSATUS
X
32 PILOSISP.TRICHOPAPILLOSUS
X
X
33 ARAUCARIACITES AUSTRALIS
X
X
34 CYCADOPITES SUBGRANULOSUS
X X
X X
35 TODISPORITES MAJOR
X
36 ROGALSKAISP.CICATRICOSUS
X
37 CONCAVISSI.SUBGRANULOSUS
X"--,--q-X
38 CICATRICOSISPORITES ABACUS
___-_-A
CONCAVISSI.VARIVERRUCATUS
39
X
40 RETITRILETES CLAVATOIDES
X X
X X
41 CONCAVISSIMISP.MONTUOSUS
X
42 TAUROCUSPORITES SP.A
X
43 RETITRILETES SJNGHII
X
44 CONCAVISPORITES TORALIS
X
45 GLOBIPORITES PSILATUS
X
46 AURITUL1NASP.CF.SCANICUS
X
47 RETITR.OUASITRABECULATUS
X
X
48 SCULPTISPORIS AULOSENENSIS
X
X
49 ROTVERRUSPORITES MAJOR
X
1X
50 NEORAISTRICKIA CF.TRICHOSA
X
51 ISCHYOSP.CF.DISJUNCTUS
X
X
52 ISCHYOSP.PSEUDORETICULATUS
X x..4
53 CONCAVISSIMISP.ROBUSTUS
54 DELTOIDOSPORA PUNCTATA
X
55 RETITRILETES SP.B
X
56 LEPTOLEPID.PLURITUBEROSUS
X
LEPTOLEPID.PROXIGRANUL ATUS
57
CAMINUS
58 STAPLINISPORITES

Table 25-6:

Composition of miospore assemblages
section 75-BIA-006.
in samples from
Lower member
All samples are from the
Formation.
of the Husky

- 634 LOWER MEMBER
vulwp..mm o
N,,,,,NNr.,,;;42Agl 'D """"'
7n
{. 4 •C
1.4
-n .'7'
4.4 ''.r.
4
C7
...
13 IN
C-7 'in .-.al r
°V ;-)".' 2
,7C- . ,..
— Fn cri
4, 4 a'
4, 4 7,
e4 7
NNc.4
meime4c4

R-W.S.
•-•
V' V 4
1--N
4
o—
crb en 7 cn
—
u,NNNN

X
1 RETITRILETES EMINULUS
SP . PROBL EMAT I CUS
2 CRASS ITUDI
x_____
I
Iii
3 PERINOPOLLENITES ELATOIDES
+
CLAVATOIDES
RETITRILETES
HMO
4
N
NPIRMINNWN
samisamummummammaasaimmgma
5 NECRAISTRICKIA TRUNCATA
X-.
6 TODISPORITES MAJOP
rairtiliMPIN
RNRNR PIE
7 GLEICHENIIDITES SENONICUS
x_x_4( RMRNNNWNRNNNNRRN
8 EXESIPOLLENITES TUMULUS
RPOINNIIRNRNNNRPOINNME
9 CLASSOPOLLIS CLASSOIDES
NNKRmmNNNNNNNPRINNRR
10 CYCADOPITES FOLL1CULARIS
nammisamasamaftwam.m.....
.."...
ammignmmratraum
........
mumamitrars
1 RETITR.AUSTROCLAVATIDITES
OBTUSISPORIS
CANADENSIS
NVINNRRNNRNNNNRRNNNN
12
NINNNRINNNNHNNKINNNNRN
13 C180TILHSPORA S1NUATA
N NRNNKNNNRNRINDRINNNN
14 DELTOIDOSPORA AUSTRALIS
15 OSHUNDACIDITES WELLMANII
U HINIMMIERZILIENISINNIII
16 VALLIZONO.PSEUDOALVEOL TUS
I
IRMIERNETIMMiall
m"""
17 CONCAVISSIMISP.GRANULATUS
RRMRRIM1
RIR
18 ROGALSKAI SP.C ICATR ICOSUS
SINNEN
MINN
R
19 CYCADOPITES SUBGRANULOSUS
RNRRR
RideR N
R GALSKAISP.CICATRICOSUS
tameammatora
mg 'mummy= maim=
mtrimelimmtmmimm memmummimmlir
21 RETITRILETES ROSEWOODENSIS
22 RETITR.PSEUDORETICULATUS
23 STEREISP.ANT I QUASPOR I TES
24 RETITRILETES SINGHII
25 ARAUCAR1ACITES AUSTRALIS
Xiir
X
26 CONCAVISPORITES TORALIS
21 CONCAV I SSIMI.SUBGRANULOSUS
XI X X X X
x
28 DICTYOPHYLLIDITES HARRIS] I
29 HONOSULCITES SP.B
30 SCULPTISPORIS HAMULATUS
R
RRRERRIMIRRIII
R
31 CEREBROPOL.MACROVERRUCOSUS
32 LAEVIGATOSPORITES COUPERI
33 OBSCURITRILETES VECTENSIS
34 OBTUSISPOR1S FOSSULATUS
35 CONCAVISSIMI .APIVERRUCATUS
36 AURITUL1NASP.CF.SCANICUS I
III
37 RETITRILETES SP.A
38 CONCAVISSIMISP.MONTUOSUS
111
Ilia
CF.TRICHOSA
RETITRILETES
39 NORAISTRICKIA
Id
RN I
AKLAVIKENSIS
40 E
X
41 BACULAT 1SP.COMAOM E NS I S
I
42 ANTULSPORITES VERRUCOSUS
43 CIBCTIUMSPORA TRICUSPIDATA
44 RETITRILETES CF.EMINULUS
45 RETITRILETES EXPANSUS
46 CALL IALASP. TRILOBATUS
47 SCULPTISPORIS SP.B
48 110NOSULCITES SP.A
49 LAEVIGATOSPORITES HAARDTII
X
1111
...
III w=lom
, mlimm m =ram
50 RFTITR1LETES SP.B
51 CONCAVISSIMI SP. EXQUI S ITUS
52 NEORAISTRICKIA SP.A
53 SCULPTISPORIS AULOSENENSIS
Sliili
I
54 BIRETISPORITES POTONIAEI
iii
55 DELTOIDOSPOP.A PUNCTATA
X XXXXXX
56 OSHUNDACIDITES VARIANT
X
57 TRILOBOSPORITES AORNATUS
X
58 LEPTOLEPI D. PROXIGRANULATUS
X x
X
59 RETITR.QUASITRABECULATUS
X
60 NEORAISTRICKIA SP.C
61 EUCOMI IDITES TROEDSSONII
62 CYCADOPITES GRANULATUS
ii ; 1 1141
63 STAPLINISPORITES CAMINUS
64 ROGALSKAISP.AGMOHALOS
00 1111
ROTY RR SP *R TES MAJOR
66 CYCADOPITES INF IRMUS
67 CICATRICOSISPORITES ABACUS
68 NEORAISTRICKIA SP.B
69 CONCAV I SSIMI SP .CRASSATUS
NI.....mmommte
70 BIRETISPORITES SP,A
71 RETITRILETES CF.PARVIMURUS
II
MI
72 GLOBIPORITES PSILATUS
73 CONCAVISSI.VARIVERRUCATIIS
74 ISCHYOSP.PSEUDORETICULATUS
X
15 ORNAMENTIFERA SP.A
X
76 EUCOMMIIDITES SP.A
X
77 CLASSOPOLLIS SP.A
X
78 EUCOMMIIDITES M1NOP
X
79 ISCHYOSPORITES SP.A
1
NMI
80 ISCHYOSP.CF.DISJUNCTUS
81 SAXETIA SKOLIX
82 CYCADOPITES OVALIS
83 PILOSISP.TRICHOPAPILLOSUS
84 POLYCINGUI ATISPORITFS SP.A

N

NININPNI! IMMO 1

INN IIIIINNINNI
P ININ

- Nammummum
-

q

xx

h

Table 25-7:
Composition of miospore
assemblages in samples
from section 75-BIA-007.
R-W.S. = Red-weathering
shale member. All members are from the Husky
Formation.
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•

(7)0. - NCI
NNCNIN
01 01 01 C7I 01
00
000
1.11 111 U) U) OM

1 TRILOBOSPORITES
AORNATUS
X
2 CONCAVISSIMISP.CRASSATUS
X
3 ISCHYOSP.PSEUDORETICULATUS
X
' 4 RETITRILETES CF.DEJERSEYI
X
5 GLEICHENIIDITES MINOR
X
6 NEORAISTRICKIA TRUNCATA
7 CICATRICOSISP.PURBECKENSIS-X-X
8 CICATRICOSI.AUSTRALIENSIS
X---X
9 STAPLIN1SPORITES CAMIHUS
X-4
10 OSMUNDACIDITES VARIANS
X
11 OBSCURITRILETES VECTENSIS
X1?---X--X
12 RETITR.AUSTROCLAVATIDITES
X X
X X
13 CYCADOPITES FOLLICULARIS
X
X X X
14 RETITRILETES ROSEWOODENSIS
X X
X X
15 EXESIPOLLENITES TUMULUS
X
X X X
16 PERINOPOLLENITES ELATOIDES
?IX X X
17 CICATRICOSISPORITES ABACUS
X-X X X X
18 CIBOTIUMSPORA SINUATA
X Y X X X
19 STEREISP. ANTIQUASPORITES
X X X X X
20 DELTOIDOSPORA AUSTRALIS
X X X X X
21 GLEICHENIIOITES SENONICUS
X X X X X
X X X X X
22 CLASSOPOLLIS CLASSOIDES
X X X X X
23 OSMUNDACIDITES WELLMANII
X
24 ROGALSKAISP.CICATRICOSUS
X
25 LAEVIGATOSPORITES HAARDTII
X-X
26 DICTYOPHYLLIDITES HARRISII
X X X
27 BACULATISP.COMAUMENSIS
X X
28 OBTUSISPORIS CANADENSIS
X
29 CICATRICOSI.CRASSISTRIATIIS
X
30 CONCAVISPORITES TORALIS
X
-X
CLAVATOIDES
RETITRILETES
31
X-X
32 ANTULSPORITES VERRUCOSUS
X----X
33 CYCADOPITES INFIRMUS---X X X
34 CEREBROPOL.MACROVERRUCOSUS
---TRICUSPIDATACIBOTIUMSPORA
35
X
36 CONCAVISSI.VARIVERRUCATUS
X
SPINULOSUS
AEQUITRIRADITES
37
X
38 TODISPORITES MAJOR
X
39 PILOSISPORITES DELICATULUS
X-X
40 RETITRILETES SINGHII
X
RETITR.QUASITRABECULAT16
41
X
42 ARAUCARIACITES AUSTRALIS
X
SKOLIX
SAXETIA
43

Table 25-8:

Composition of miospore assemblages
in samples from section 75-BIA-008.
All samples are from the Blue-grey
shale member (Lower sandstone division).

- 635 L. M.
rs co
upto F1:1 9t .

,... ,„, =

I% 't7; tii Y,

A.M. R-W.S.
U. M.
a in 445
re..
. F_ITTI T m mm m 0101
C1 171 MCI

rgc,
:)

,Y, T,, 7., T, ?,, 2 S 5t 51F,; ?,, til 51 ' °

I NEORAISTRICKIA SP.A
2 CRASSITUDISP.PROBLEHATICUS
ultp
X - - -3 CONCAVISSIHISP.MONTUOSUS
4 TODISPORITES MAJOR
x
?
5 CALLIALASP.TRILOBATUS
x
X
6 OBTUSISPORIS CANADENSIS
L .
7 DICTYOPHYLLIDITES HARRISII----; ;
X X X X ?
X
X 8 CEREBROPOL.MACROVERRUCOSUS
X X X
X
XX
XXXXXX
X
9 RETITR.AUSTROCLAVATIDITES
XXXXX )1.- *X
A4XXXXXX
10 PERINOPOLLENITES ELATOIDES
X
x x
x
11 ROTVERRUSPORITES MAJOR
X----?-??
-x x x -x-x-i
K
12 RETITRILETES ROSEWOODENSIS
X X
X
X
-4-XXXXX
X
13 OSMUNDACIDITES VARIANS
X
--X-- -X XX-AE
-K X XX X ?----X
14 BACULATISP.COMAUMENSIS
X---X-7-7 X
X X
X,X X X
15 DELTOIDOSPORA PUNCTATA
_4
(-4-1----1 ---X-“--00 X X X I X X X
16 CYCADOPITES FOLLICULARIS
---- 4-?-? X X X T--Xi---X-I4
17 EXESIPOLLENITES TUMULUS
X-X-X-4--.4-X -XXXXXXXXX,XXX
18 DELTOIDOSPORA AUSTRALIS
x-x-x---x-*4E4-*x xxx--*xxxxx
19 CLASSOPOLLIS CLASSOIDESx-x-*--x- x---x-x- xxx--x,xxxx x x x
20 GLEICHENIIDITES SENONICUS
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
21 OSMUNDACIDITES WELLMANII-x x X A 4-A X,X A X X--X--4-X X I X X X'X
22 CONCAVISSEVARIVERRUCATUS
x
23 RETITR.PSEUDORETICULATUS
X-4-XA-4
X
X X X-I-X--X-X
24 CALLIALASPORITES DAMPIERI
X-X- ----X--?
X
14--? X
X -X-X
25 STEREISP.ANTIQI'ASPORITES
X X X X X .' X'-X 4-4-x-* X- --X-* *-X
x___-26 AURITULINASP.CF.SCANICUS
27 EUCOMMIJDITES TROEDSSONIIx
X ?
?----14
28 BIRETISPORITES POTONIAEI
x
?
29 ROGALSKAISP.CICATRICOSUS
Xx
X
-* 4-A
X---4 X
X X--X-X--X
30 ANTULSPORITES VERRUCOSUS
A X X- X X 444 X-X--X--X
31 CIBOTIUMSPORA SINUATA
X XX XXXXX
xX
32 ANTULSPORITES VERRUCOSUS
X
33 LAEVIGATOSPORITES HAARDTII
xK
34 NEORAISTRICKIA TRUNCATA
X 4-4
X
X-.
35 C I CAT R I COSI.AUSTRAL I ENS IS--- - ...,
-.
,
36 SCULPTISPORIS AULOSENENSISX X X X XXXX
x
37 ISCHYOSP.CF.DISJUNCTUS
-r---X
X-- 1 7 X -438 EUCOMMIIDITES MINOR
x
39 SCULPTISPORIS SP.A
-_
40 CYCADOPITES SUBGRANULOSUS
7
41 GLOBIPORITES PSILATUS
x
42 RETITRILETES SP.B
X X
43 CYCADOPITES GRANULATUS
x
X
X X
44 BIRETISPORITES SP.A
''"45 CONCAVISPORITES TORALIS
'X
64 ISCHYOSP.PSEUDORETICULATUS
X x
X
X
47 CICATRICOSI.CRASSISTRIATUS
x
x
48 CLASSOPOLLIS SP.A
x
x
49 CERATOSPORITES SP.A
_--MIll
50 RETITRILETES SINGHII
*X
?-4-4
51 SAXETIA SKOLIX
X
?-q- X X
X
52 STAPLINISPORITES CAMINUS
J---.-?
SPINULOSUS
AEQUITRIRADITES
53
X
54 SAXETIA ELONGATA
CLAVATO1DES
• X x
55 RETITRILETES
PSEUDOALVEOLATUS -X
56 VALL I ZONO.
TURBATUS-X
57 CALLIALASPORITES
X-4
58 CYCADOPITES OVALIS
SINGHII
59 ROTVERRUSPOR1TES
X
60 DELTOIDOSPORA SP.A
AORNATUS
? - - - - •_ .?
61 TRILOBOSPORITES
-I L LOSUS
X
X
62 PI LOS I SP. TR I CHOPAP ATUS
RETITR.QUASITRABECUL
X
XXXX
63
XX
XX
OBSCURITRILETES VECTENSIS--X
64 CICATRICOSISP.PURBECKENSIS
-X
65
CANADENSIS---X-X-?4?
66 TRILOBOSPORITES
AKLAVIKENSIS
X- - - -.- -?
RETITRILETES
67
x----- ----x
68 SCULPTISPORIS HAMULATUS
-. .. ?
7
ROGALSKAISPAGMOHALOS
69 CONCAVISSIMiSP.GRANUAT0S
X
70
CRASSUS
X
71 STEREISPORITES
X X
TRILOB.CF.AEQUIVE RPUCOSOS
72
x
CIBOTIUMSP.TRICUSPIDATUS
73
x )
A
74 TRILOBOSPORITES SP.A SP.A
Xx
75 CICATRICOSISPORITES
76 SCULPTISPORIS SP.B
X
ISITLIS
gNIZI7gTgFII
78
samples

Table 25-9:

in
Composition of miosPore assemblages
75-BIA-014. L.M. = Lower member;
from section
R-W.S. = Red-weathering
us member;
.M.
Arenaceo
member. All samples are from
A.M. =
= Upper
U
member;
Formation.
the Husky

-637B.S.M.
N

1

?W.S.M.
rui

11111111111111
111111111
111111611111
MAN
11111

ROGALSKAISP.CICATRICOSUS
2 MONOSULCITES SP.B -3 EUCOMMI1DITES TROEDSSONII
4 CALLIALASP.TRILOBATUS
5 CONCAVISPORITES TORALIS
6 CYCADOPITES INFIRMUS
7 CYCADOPITES SP.A
8 STAPLINISPORITES CAMINUS9 CALLIALASPOR1TES DAMPIERI
10 ISCHYOSP.CF.DISJUNCTUS--BACULATISP.COMAUMENSIS-----DICTYOPHYLLIDITES HARRISII
PERINOPOLLENITES ELATOIDES-OBTUSISPORIS CANADENSIS
CYCADOPITES FOLLICULARIS--16 STEREISP.ANTIQUASPORITES
17 GLEICHENIIDITES SENONICUS--18 EXESIPOLLENITES TUMULUS --19 CLASSOPOLLIS CLASSOIDES
20 CEREBROPOL MACROVERRUCOSUS21 DELTOIDOSPORA AUSTRALIS-----22 OSMUNDACIDITES WELLMANII
23 AURITULINASP.CF.SCANICUS
24 ROTVERRUSPORITES MAJOR
25 CIBOTIUMSPORA SINUATA-----26 CYCADOPITES GRANULATUS ----27 ARAUCARIACITES AUSTRALIS--28 VALLIZONO.PSEUDOALVEOLATUS 29 OSMUNOACIDITES VARIANS ---30 RETITR.AUSTROCLAVATIDITES
TODISPORITES MAJOR
RETITRILETES ROSEWOODENSIS
DELTOIDOSPORA PUNCTATARETITRILETES SINGHII-ROGALSKAISP.AGMOHALOS --CALLIALASPORITES TURBATUS -36
OBSCURI TRILETES VECTENSIS
37
38 CYCADOPITES
CICATRICOSI.CRASSISTRIATUS
OVALIS
39
PILOSISP.TRICHOPAPILLOSUS
40
RETITRILETES CLAVATOIDES 41
42 RETITR.PSEUDORETICULATUS
CICATRICOSISPORITES ABACUS
43
IDITES MINOR
44 EUC
---OMMI UASITRABECULATUS
45 RETITR.
ANTULSPORITES
VERRUCOSUS
46 CYCADOPITES SUBGRANHLOSUS47
CLASSOPOLLIS SP.A ------48 CICATRICOSISPORITES SP.A
49
SP.A--------50 MONOSULCITFS
LAEVIGATOSPORITES HAAROTII
NEORAISTRICKIA TRUNCATA
BIRETISPORITES POTONIAEI
CONCAVISSI.SUBGRANULOSUS --DELTOIDOSPORA SP.A
CIBOTIUMSPORA TRICUSPIDATA

Table 25-10:

1
11111 11111
11111111111111
ONO

Pore assemblages in samples
Composition of mios
sandstone
-4-79. B.S.M. = Buff
member. All
from section
SF
ne
W.S.M. = White
sandstosandstone division.
Lower
member;
from
the
samples are
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HUSKY

Fonlump.,
LOWER

LOWER

4, pc,
e.
A'' a .
,t,
'0
42i .
r.i ri a,7,3. 4

a
co
•-•
g.
ii
..ildillititlt

ARENAC t REOUPPER
HEM.
SR. MORI mak
(absent)

map,

ISCHTOSP.CF.OISJuNCTU5
ANTUISPORITES vERPUCOSUS
0TCADOPITES FOLLICULARIS
05mUNOACIDITES vARIANS
08TU5
R
N
ExE IPOLLENITE5 TUNULuS
OSRUNIMIDITES WELLMANII
RE:1'41.1L5TROCLAVILIOITES
CIBOAUNSPORA SINuATA

:7
la
l9
20
2

RETITRILETES R05614000ENSIS
01 1431144LLLIIITES NARRISI!
REITRILET5 CLAVATOIOES
SACULATISP.COmALPFNSIS

DUFF SST. MBA

SA
WNO
HIT
ST
EONE
heR.

ro

p3
IR

ter It
12,

..00A111... IVEERRIC3i
It ))4 1INN

DIVISK1N

SHA
EI-G*
LE
AIM

i :

AlAtiitur

7
8
9
:0
1
12
13
14
15

SANDSTONE

..

?..

...
Pi
1

4.

4

C..

OELTOIDOSPOR.A AuSTRALIS
23 CLASSOPOLLIS CLASSOIDES
24 GLEICKENIIOITES SENONICuS
25 CALLIALASPORITES DAMPIEPI
26 RETITR.ITEcbiRETICULATL
27 CALLIALASP.TRILOBATuS
28 EuCOMIIDITES 19020550111
29 AURITLtInASP.CF.SCANICu5
10 mONOSuLCITF5 57.3
3! CYCA66PITES INFTAPU5
32 NECRAISTRICKIA TRuNCATA
33 COICAV1SPORITES ToRALIS
34 TODISPORITE5 .ALIOR
35 CYCADOPITES OvALIS
36 81RETISPIArti POTUNIALI
37 9IRETISPORITE5 SP.A
38 40TvERAuSPORITES 4AJOR
39 SAxETIA SKOL:x
4 0FRINOPOLLENITES ELAT01025
4 40GAL
...
42 moNOSULEITES SP.A
43 LAEVIGATOSPORITE5 HAAROTII
44 GLOSIPORITE5 P5ILATUS
45 LAEvIGATOSPORITE5 C4uPERI
46 c,CAIMPITES SUSGRANULOSuS
47 cONCAvISSINI5P.40NTu05u5
48 concAvIssimisP GRANULATuS
49 CvCADOR1TE5 57.4
50 OBSCuRITRILETES vECTENSIS
51 DELTOIDOSPORA SP.A
52 NEORAISTRICKIA cF.TRICHOSA
53 5ALLIZONO.PSEU0OALVEOLA'US
54 RETtTR.OuASITRABECuLATUS
SS UNOuLATISP.UNDULAPOLuS
56 SCULPTISPOPIS RANuLATI5
57 NEORAISTRICKIA SP.C
58 PLIC;FERA CF.OELICATA
59 SCUL4T15POPIS AuLOSENENSIS
61 AF/AuCARIACITES AUSTRALIS
61 CONCAvISSImISP.FERNIENSIS
62 NEOPAISTRICKIA SP.A
63 RETITRILETES SINGH!'
64 RETITIMETES E2IINuLUS
65 CONTIGNISP.GLESULENTU5
66 3R3ArENtlFEPA 5P.A
67 1EL1 41DOSPORA PUNCTATA
E8 GiANTTLAI5ROPA TRICUSPICATA
69 CO/CAvISSImISP.CRASSATuS
7n 41v:SISP.TRICNORAPILLOSu5
71 7.61651SPIITS 71SSUITTU-S
72 TAGROCUSPORITES SP.A
73 RE7ITRILETES SP.A
74 CONCAVISSLAPIvERRUCATUS
75 CONCAVISSI.VARIOERRUCATUS
16 5511. 11-1L-E75 AKIPTRERSTS77 CICATRICOSISPORTTES ABACUS
76 RETITAILE7ES CF. EMINuLuS
79 RETITRILETE5 EIPANSUS
90 SCULATISACRIS 59.8
81 tIETITILETasve
82 CONCAvISSIPISP.R06USTUS
83 ,R11050SPORITES AORNATU5
84 CONCAvI55111I5P.EXOUISITUS
85 ISCNY05P.PSEUDOR£T1CULATUS
L
87 578711615PC411TES CAMINU5
68 NEORAISTRICKIA SP.8
39 AETITAILETE5 CF. PARvINuRUS
70 Eu0OWIIDITE5 MINOR
91 15-C37
92 EUCOmmIIDITE5 SP.A
93 CLASSOPOLLIS 5P.A
94 POITCINGULATISPORITES SP.A
45 ORNAmENTI4FRA consPluEmuA
96 P11.0515PiPT73. 11ELISATE15
97 AE0UITRIRADITES SP.8
98 AEOUITRIRADITES 591611405115
99 c:cATPIcost.ousstsTRIATus
!co CICATRICOSISP.AAALICUS
22

102 ROTvERRUSPORITES SINGNII
103 CICATRIOICP..PURSECKENSIS
104 LEATOLEPID.CRA513LTEU5
1 5 ANTULPORITES REGIUS
N _
106 7
A L
107 006CAvISSI.CF.URALEN515
168 CICATRICOSI.AuSTRALIENSIS
109 TRIL0805P.CF.2ERRUCATu5
110 CICATRICOSISPORITES SP.A
111 EuiF/41FOTT:CFTGARNILATUS
112 POLYCINGULATISP.REOUNCUS
113 TRILOBOSPORITES SP 8
114 GLEICNENIIDITES SP.A
GRAN AP.'S
R
116 vALLI.CF.PSEUDOALVEOLATU5
117 SAAETIA ELONGATA
118 AEOUITRIRAOITES SP.A
Ito e'riroirnCISO sATRALIS

Table 25-11:
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taxa encountered
ComPosite range-chart for
Creek.
Martin
in all sections from

1 CONCAVISSIMI.VARIVERRUCATUS
2 CICATRICOSISPORITES ABACUS
3 CICATRICOSI.AUSTRALIENSIS
4 EUCOMMIIDITES MINOR
5 SCULPTISPORIS SP.A
6 RETITRILETES SP.B
7 BIRETISPORITES SP.A
8 CONCAVISSI.APIVERRUCATUS
9 ISCHYDSP.PSEUDORETICULATUS
10 CICATRICOSI.CRASSISTRIATUS
11 CLASSOPOLLIS SP.A
12 CERATOSPORITES SP.A
13 RETITRILETES SINGHII
14 AEQUITRIRADITES SPIWULOSUS
15 STAPLINISPORITES CANUWS
16 SAXETIA ELONGATA
17 VALLIZONO.PSEUDORETICULATUS
18 ROTVERRUSPORITES SINGHII
19 DELTOIDOSPORA SP.A
20 TRILOBOSPORITES AORNATUS
21 PILOSISP.TRICHOPAPILLOSUS
22 OBSCURITRILETES VECTENSIS
23 CICATRICOSISP.PURBECKENSIS
24 TRILOBOSPORITES CANADENSIS
5 RETITRILETES AKLAVIKENSIS
26 STEREISPORITES CR'SSUS
27 TRILOBO.CF.AEQUIVERRUCOSUS
28 CIBOTIUMSPORA TRICUSPIDATA
29 TRILOBOSPORITES SP.A
30 CICATRICOSISPORITES SP.A
31 SCULPTISPORIS SP.B
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Araucari aci tes
austral i s
Baculatispori tes
Calli al aspori tes comaumensis
dam
ieri , C
tri obatus, C.
Cerebropol 1 eni tes macroverr—ucosus1
turbatus
Ciboti umspora sinuata
Classopol 1 i s cl assoi des
Concavispori tes toral is
Cycadopi tes fol 1 i culari s,
C. oval is ,
Del toi dospora austral i s
C. ranulatus, C. subgranulosus
Di ctyophyl 1 i di tes harri s i i
Eucommi i di tes minor, E.
Exesipol 1 eni tes tumulus troedssonii
Glei cheni i di tes senoni cus
Globipori tes ps i 1 atoms
Laevigatospori tes haardti i
Obtusisporites canadensis
Osmundaci di tes wel 1 mani i , 0. varians
Perinopol leni tes el atoi des
Reti tri 1 etes austrocl avati di tes, R. cl avatoi des, R. pseudoreticulatus,
R. rosewoodensi s
Stereisporites anti quaspo ri tes
Todisporites major
The following are more characteristic of Jurassic strata, but are not
necessarily restricted to that system:
Antulsporites verrucosus
Concavissimisporites sub ranulosus, C. granulatus
Neoraistrickia truncata
Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus
Scul tis oris spp. problematicus
rassitudisporites
75-BIA-005 have not been reported
occurring in section
forms
following
The
widely or at all from Lower and Middle Jurassic strata:
otonia e
Biretis orites
cf. I. dis-unctus
12;1D252212.1Ita. sp.
lurituberosus
Le tole idites
Rotverrus orites py1192
aqm21T2IV.
Ro alskais orites --5ii Jdrparveolatus
however, their presence
allizonos °rites
upwards into Cretaceous strata;
All of these range
the late Mesozoic Lower Cretaceous
Early
y Kimmeridgian
in assem blages lacking elements
of
indicative
of an Oxfordian teridophyte radiation may be
p
age.

Obscuritriletes

vectensis, Saxetia
skolix and
Concavissimisporites montuosus
appear in the lower
part of section
75-BIA-005, the first
mentioned becoming a
persistent member of
subsequent
assemblages, the latter two becoming sporadic elements.
This is the
earliest occurrence of O.
vectensis yet confidently reported
(see remarks
above on the work by Vigran and
Thusu, 1975). It was first
recorded from
middle Cretaceous strata of England (Kemp,
1970) but has since been
encountered in the Valanginian (McIntyre and Brideaux,
1980).

Retitriletes

quasitrabeculatus and Vallizonosporites pseudoalveolatus appear first in
the middle of this section, whilst Retitriletes singhii and Deltoidospora
punctata appear in the upper part; neither of the last two has been reported
previously from below the Cretaceous.

A specimen of Concavissimisporites

ferniensis, a species previously only recorded by Pocock (1970) from
in the upper part of this
unspecified Jurassic strata, was encountered
spores nor specimens of Cicatricosisporites,
section. Neither hepaticacean
recovered from section 75-BIA-005.
were
Pilosisporites
Trilobosporites, or
75-81A-007: The lower part of section
and
75-BIA-006
Sections
stratigra phically the upper part of 75-BIA-005.
art of
section which duplicates stratigraphically p
75-BIA-006 is a short
between these

75-BIA-007 overlaps

section
the lower portion of 75-BIA-007. The exact relationship
the whole of
Both
3-12.
-Figure
shown in Text
is
sections
three
75-BIA-007 are through the Lower member of
75-BIA-007, W.W. Brideaux
75-BIA-006 and much of section
sampled
originally
he
When
the Lower
Formation.
section went from
the Husky
this
believed that
communication)
6-10) into the
(?units
member
(personal
Arenaceous
the
believe,
h
throug
came to
he
Subsequently
),
1-76
member (units
11).
member (unit
Creek owing to
Martin
shale
on
Red-weathering
is missing
member
Arenaceous
the
however, that
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faulting, and that units 1-10
belong to the Lower member and unit 11
belongs to the Red -weathering
shale member. The direct macrofossil
evidence (see Table 3-6 and 3-7)
is not conclusive, but presence of
molluscan forms possibly indicative
of the lower part of the B. fischeriana
- B. richardsonensis Zone leaves open
the possibility that the arenaceous
units 6-10 in section 75-BIA-007 may be at
least partly contemporaneous
with the Arenaceous member elsewhere in the area. The evidence of faulting
between units 10 and 11 is enhanced by the fact that macrofossils in sample
50916 (see Text-Figure 3-7) are apparently indicative of the B. concentrica
sensu lato Zone (see Table 3-7) and are thus out of the expected stratigraphic sequence.

In contrast to this, however, there is no notable break

in the miospore assemblages between units 10 and 11.
The long-ranging and characteristic Upper Jurassic forms continue
to range upwards in sections 75-BIA-006 and 75-BIA-007, although Crassitudisporites problematicus is less persistent than it was in 75-BIA-005
and Neoraistrickia truncata becomes so towards the top of 75-BIA-007.

Most

notable in these two sections is the onset of the late Mesozoic pteridophyte
radiation, as signalled by the earliest occurrences of Cicatricosisporites
abacus in unit 5 of section 75-BIA-007 and its partial lateral equivalent,
unit 3 in section 75-BIA-006.

C. abacus becomes a sporadic constituent

75-BIA-007. (However, it does not
after its first appearance to the top of
-weathering shale member, as might be
become more persistent in the Red
have their first appearances in units
expected.) The following taxa also
3 to 7 of section 75-BIA-007

and/or their lateral equivalents in 75-BIA-006.

Concavissimisporites a iverrucatus
caminus
S1*a.plinisporites
uasitrabeculatus
Retitriletes
granulatus
.1,eptolepidites p
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Trilobosporites aornatus
Pilosisporites tricho a
illosus
Concavissimisporites crassatus
Ischyosporites
seudoreticulatus
Concavissimisporites
variverrucatus
The list is approximately in order
of appearance (which is,
however,
acknowledged to be primarily of
local significance only -- indeed it
varies to some degree even between
the two sections). The first seven
species named appear prior to the
entrance into the record of C. abacus,
the last three occur subsequent to it. All
appear prior to the putative
Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary between units 10 and
11 in section
75-BIA-007.

No hepaticacean spores or specimens of C. purbeckensis were

recovered from unit 11 (Red -weathering shale member), which might have
been expected.
Amongst the very rare elements in the 'Jurassic' parts of
sections 75-BIA-006 and 75-BIA-007 are Ornamentifera sp.A, Taurocusporites
sp.A, Retitriletes expansus, Concavissimisporites exquisitus, Retitriletes
eminulus and Concavissimisporites robustus; none of these has been recorded
previously below the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary, but nor have they been
recorded widely above it either!
Section 75-MKA-YA-001:

Section 75-MKA-YA-001 encompasses most of

the Upper member of the Husky Formation.

Its macrofossils are indicative

of a Late Berriasian age (see Table 3-1).

Miospore assemblages contain a

these are C. abacus (which is a
ites;
purbeckensis, C. australiensis, C.
persistent and common element), C.
the last four named being sporadic elements.
aralicus and C. crassistriatus,
uitriradites spinulosus (which is common)
Ae
notably
spores,
Hepaticacean
Pilosisporitesdelicatulus, Ornamentifera
are present. The occurrence of
incertus supports
the section, Triporoletes
of
top
the
at
conspicienda and,
number of species of Cicat
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a Late Berriasian - Early
Valanginian age. 'Jurassic' elements such as
Antulsporites verrucosus,
Rogalskaisporites cicatricosus and Neoraistrickia
truncata are rare, and
Crassitudisporites problematicus was not encountered
at all. Rare also, however, are
specimens of Trilobosporites and
Concavissimisporites, which might be expected in
abundance and variety in
a Berriasian - Valanginian assemblage.
Section 75-BIA-003:

Section 75-BIA-003 extends from the upper

part of the Buff sandstone member, through the Blue-grey shale member, into
the base of the White sandstone member.

Macrofossils at the base of the

section are indicative of a Late Berriasian age and those in the Blue-grey
shale member suggest an Early Valanginian date (see Table 3-3).
Cicatricosisporites abacus and Aequitriradites spinulosus are essentially
present throughout; C. australiensis, C. purbeckensis, forms of Trilobosporites, and Pilosisporites trichopapillosus are present but sporadic or
rare, as are specimens of 'Jurassic' elements such as Antulsporites
verrucosus, Saxetia skolix, Neoraistrickia truncata and Crassitudisporites
problematicus.

The single specimen of the latter species from the Blue-grey

shale member constitutes its youngest occurrence in the sequences examined.
The presence of Pilosisporites delicatulus in the upper part of the section
supports a Late Berriasian - Early Valanginian age.
75-BIA-002 and 75-BIA-004
Sections 75-BIA-002 and 75-BIA-004:
member and the Coal -bearing
form a composite through the White sandstone
1 of 75-BIA-004 being the lateral
division. The two sections overlap, unit
and unit 17 of the latter section
equivalent of unit 16 of 75-BIA-002,
of the former (see Text-Figure 3-12).
being a partial equivalent of unit 2
adjudged to be of predominantly Buchia 'n.sp.'
The White sandstone member is
Valanginian) age; the Coal -bearing division contains
aff. inflata Zone (late
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no age-diagnostic invertebrate
faunas (see Table 23-1). Cicatricosisporites
abacus is present throughout
the two sections; C.
australiensis is a
sporadic component of
assemblages and C. purbeckensis
and C. crassistriatus
spiral
i
s
are rare. C.
occurs in one sample in section 75-BIA-004, thus
becoming the latest species of
Cicatricosporites to enter the record in
the interval examined; it has previously
been recorded only from upper
Lower Cretaceous strata. Many long -ranging
forms persist, but
Crassitudisporites problematicus is absent and Saxetia skolix and forms of
Neoraistrickia are rare.

The presence of Triporoletes incertus in this

section may indicate a Valanginian age for the White sandstone member.
Section 75-BIA-014:

75-BIA-014 comprises a complete section on

Mount Gifford (see Text-Figure 3-1) from the upper part of the Lower member
of the Husky Formation, through the Arenaceous and Red-weathering shale
members, to the upper part of the Upper Member.

Macrofossils in units

9-11 (in the upper part of the Lower member) are indicative of the Portlandian,
whereas those in unit 25 (Red -weathering shale member) are indicative of an
Early Berriasian age (see Table 3-9).
appear near the base of the section.

C. abacus and C. australiensis
The former occurs sporadically in

the lower part of this section; thus its absence in the two lowermost samples
artifact. A group of miospore forms
may merely represent an observational
in sample 014-50975, which is
make their first appearances in this section
units dated by macrofossils as belonging
from the Arenaceous member, between
richardsonensis (Portlandian) and B. okensis to the Buchia fischeriana - B.
(Early Berriasian) Zones. These are:
Craspedites aff. su rasubditus
Retitriletes §11gIELL
Ceratosporites sp.A
Classopollis sp.A
crassistriatus
Cicatricosisporites
pseudoreticulatus.
?Ischyosporites
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The earliest
occurrence of a
hepaticacean spore in any of the sections
examined is that of
Aequitriradites spinulosus, in the
uppermost sample of
the Arenaceous member
in this
section. Another group of forms appear at,
or near, the base of
the Red -weathering
shale member in section 75-BIA-014.
These include:
Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis
Pilosisporites tricho a illosus
Trilobosporites aornatus
Trilobosporites canadensis
Saxetia elongata
Rotverrusporites singhii.
Cicatricosisporites sp.A makes its first appearance in the Upper member of
the Husky Formation in section 75-BIA-014.

In England, C. purbeckensis makes

its first appearance in latest Portlandian strata (at the base of Norris's
Suite B.

In the Aklavik Range it first appears close to the boundary

between the Arenaceous and Red-weathering shale members of the Husky
Formation, and thus close to the base of the B. okensis - Craspedites aff.
suprasubditus Zone; this in turn Jeletzky (1973 - see above) correlates with
the base of the Berriasian, and hence of the Cretaceous.

The palynological

evidence may thus indicate that the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary occurs
Craspedites aff. suprasubditus
within, and not at the base of the B. okensis Zone .
Section 75-BIA-008:
shale member.

Section 75-BIA-008 is through the Blue-grey

Assemblages are similar to those obtained from this unit in

section 75-BIA-003.

Again, the presence of Pilosisporites delicatulus

- Early Valanginian age.
supports a Late Berriasian
Section SF-4-79 was collected on Martin Creek
Section SF-4-79:
Buff sandstone member and
section extends through the
This
Fowler.
by S.F.
directly overlies the
member, which here apparently
sandstone
the White
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former unit, the Blue-grey
shale member being
absent. This situation is
contradiction
in
to the
lithostratigraphic relationships observed by
W.W. Brideaux (personal
communication); he believes that the Blue-grey
shale wedges out downstream on
Martin Creek. However, section SF-4-79 is
upstream from section 75-BIA-003, in which
the Blue-grey shale member is
present.
The palynofloral assemblages are
generally supportive of a Late
Berriasian or later age, notably because of the
presence of Cicatricosisporites
sp.A; however, neither Pilosisporites delicatulus nor Triporoletes incertus,
both diagnostic of a Late Berriasian - Lower Valanginian age, were encountered.
Towards the boundary between the Buff sandstone and White sandstone members,
the indigenous spores become swamped by Palaeozoic reworked spores; hence
no abrupt or meaningful changes in the indigenous assemblages at this
boundary could be discerned, which would help resolve the problem discussed
in the previous paragraph.

Preliminary Suggestions for an Intercontinental Miospore
Zonation Scheme for Jurassic-Cretaceous Boundary Beds
General remarks:

The difficulty of recognizing those ranges and

events in assemblages which result from evolutionary developments, in
contrast to those which are primarily environmentally controlled, presents
development of workable biostratigraphic
the greatest single obstacle to the
zonation schemes proposed by Norris,
zonation schemes using miospores. The
essentially local significance,
Dorhofer and others in Europe are only of
incorporate events of both environmental and
since their defining criteria
environmental rather than evolutionary factors
evolutionary origin. Indeed,
defining criteria for most of these zones.
appear to be the primary
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If certain taxa
make their first
appearance in a different
stratigraphic order at
different localities, this is, of course, proof
that the controlling factor is
environmental in nature. If, on the other
hand, certain taxa always appear
in the same order in different localities
-- especially if these are
geographically well separated -- this is a strong
indication of evolutionary control.

There remains the possibility that the

geographical uniformity of floral change over
broad areas may result from
gross climatic or migrational factors.

In the case of late Mesozoic

miospores, however, geographic and stratigraphic distributions of taxa are
as yet insufficiently well-known to determine with confidence which factors
are predominant.

For the moment I am making the assumption that if certain

miospores have the same order of appearance in the Upper Jurassic - Lower
Cretaceous strata of both Europe and North America, this is controlled by
evolutionary factors and thus forms a basis for an effective intercontinental
zonation scheme.

The following preliminary zonation, based on such

observations, is

suggested. (See also Table 23-2.)

Neoraistrickia truncata Interval Biozone:

The N. truncata Interval

Zone is defined as that body of strata between the base of the sequence
studied here and the first appearance of Cicatricosisporites abacus. This
zone is provisional, being useful only until detailed reviews and studies
of earlier miospore assemblages are carried out especially in North America
and western Europe.

The nominal species, N. truncata, is a characteristic

miospore which becomes less
and widespread Middle and Upper Jurassic
assemblages. This zone contains mostly
prominent in Lower Cretaceous
appearance of Saxetia skolix within this
long-ranging forms, although the
material may be of note; this species is not
zone in the Aklavik Range
reported by Norris (1969 - as Reticulisporites
widely known, but was
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semireticulatus) down to the
base of his Suite A.
The age of the
N. truncata Interval Zone is
approximately Late Oxfordian - early Late
Kimeridgian.
Obscuritriletes vectensis Interval
Sub-biozone: The 0. vectensis
Interval Subzone is defined as
that body of strata between the first
appearance of 0. vectensis and the first
appearance of Cicatricosisporites
abacus. This unit is defined as a subzone
because its utility outside of
the area of the present study has yet to be tested.

However, after its

first appearance in the present sections, O. vectensis becomes a persistent
element in assemblages; furthermore, the occurrence of O. vectensis in the
Aklavik Range in strata below the first appearance of Cicatricosisporites
constitutes its earliest reliable record to date.

The age of this subzone

is Early to early Late Kimmeridgian.
Cicatricosisporites abacus Interval Biozone:

The C. abacus interval

zone is defined as that body of strata between the first occurrence of
C. abacus and the first occurrence of C. purbeckensis.

Starting at the base

of this zone, elements of the Upper Jurassic - Lower Cretaceous pteridophyte
radiation begin to appear in rapid succession.

The first Trilobosporites

this unit. Concavissimisporites
are known from the base, but are rare through
the base of this zone. Among species
apiverrucatus also first occurs at about
australiensis appears towards the base or in the
of Cicatricosisporites, C.
Zone, and C. crassistriatus appears near
middle of the C. abacus Interval
illosus also enters the record towards
its top. Pilosisporites tricho a
Zone is Late
of the C. abacus Interval
age
The
unit.
this
the top of
Portlandian.
Kimmeridgian to latest
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Cicatricosisporites

purbeckensis Interval Biozone:

The C.
purbeckensis Interval Zone is
defined as that body of
strata between the
first appearance of C.
purbeckensis and the first
appearance of C. spiralis
(thus essentially the top of
the interval
examined). Aequitriradites
spinulosus appears at about the base
of this zone, thus marking the onset
of the Lower Cretaceous hepaticacean
radiation; hepaticacean spores
diversify progressively from the base of
the C. purbeckensis Zone.
Cicatricosisporites, Concavissimisporites, Trilobosporites and Pilosisporites
continue to diversify in this zone.

The age of the C. purbeckensis Interval

Zone is latest Portlandian - ?Early Hauterivian.
Pilosisporites delicatulus Range S 6-biozone: The P. delicatulus
Range Subzone is defined as that body of strata characterized by the
presence of P. delicatulus; it is included as a subzone within the C.
purbeckensis Interval Zone because it is, as yet, only recognizable in the
Aklavik Range and southern England and is based on the range of a relatively
uncommon species.

Triporoletes incertus may also be restricted to this

zone but so far has

been reported only from the Aklavik Range.

The age

of this subzone is Late Berriasian to Early Valanginian.
Closing remarks:

The C. abacus Interval Zone correlates well

with Norris's (1969) Suite A.

Moreover, the base of the C. purbeckensis

the base of his Suite B, the first
Interval Zone compares well with
hepaticacean elements occurring
appearance of C. purbeckensis and
The P. delicatulus Range Zone correlates
simultaneously in both instances.
range of the nominal species of the former being
the
C,
Suite
Norris's
with
latter (see Norris, 1969, text-figure 3).
partly diagnostic also of the
Hils lA of Dorhofer
apparently is common in subzone
abacus
C
(which appears in Hils 1B) and hepaticacean
grbeckensis
pu
(1977), although C.
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spores (which appear in Hils 2) are
absent. The absence of these forms
from Hils 1A may be environmentally
controlled. However a correlation
with (the upper ?) part of the C.
abacus Interval Zone (uppermost
Kimmeridgian - Portlandian) remains
plausible for it (at least on the basis
of palynological data), even though its assemblages are
relatively rich in
species of Trilobosporites.

Dorhofer (1977) maintained that Hils 1 is

completely Late Berriasian in age.

Hils 1B-4 correlate readily with the

C. purbeckensis Interval Zone.
Pollen zones R-T, and possibly also U and V, of Burger (1966)
correlate generally with the C. abacus Interval Zone and his zones W-Z
are comparable with the C. purbeckensis Interval Zone in the diversity of
contained Cicatricosisporites assemblages.

However, the failure of Burger

to find C. purbeckensis or hepaticacean spores throughout the entire
sequence that he studied is very surprising.
The zonation scheme proposed here will certainly need to be
research into uppermost
refined, modified and extended as a result of future
miospore assemblages. It is hoped,
Jurassic and lowermost Cretaceous
a base upon which future work can
however, that this scheme will provide
build.
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Chapter XXVI

PALAEOGEOGRAPHY,

PALAEOCLIMATOLOGY AND PALAEOECOLOGY

Palaeogeographic Setting
Continental reconstructions

based on evidence from palaeo-

magnetism and interpretations of plate tectonic
dynamics (e.g. those of
Smith and Briden, 1977) indicate that the continents of
the Jurassic and
early Cretaceous were essentially restricted to a single meridional
hemisphere and therefore much closer together than they are today (see
Text Figure

26-1).

This continental hemisphere was divided into northern

and southern halves by a wedge-shaped Tethys Ocean; this ocean broadened
from west to east and constituted essentially an arm of the 'Palaeopacific'
Ocean extending onto the continental hemisphere.
itself covered most of the rest of the globe.

The 'Palaeopacific' Ocean

The 'Proto-Atlantic' Ocean

was no more than an incipient and discontinuous seaway.
Today the Aklavik Range is situated just north of the Arctic
Circle, at a latitude of about 68°N.

The maps of Smith and Briden (op. cit.)

indicate that the area of the Aklavik Range was situated, during the
Palaeolatitudinal positions of
Callovian, between latitudes 60°N and 75°N.
primarily from palaeomagnetic
the North American continent are derived
As the area of the Aklavik Range is
evidence measured on cratonic rocks.
craton and does not comprise part
a peripheral part of the North American
Coney et al, 1980), palaeolatitudes
of an allochthenous terrane (see
essentially correct.
indicated for it should be
Late Jurassic and
Chapter II herein, during the
in
discussed
As
Aklavik Range was situated in the souththe
of
area
the
Early Cretaceous

tN.

VV
Tethys
W

W
C

Text-Figure 26-1:

0°

Distribution of land and sea during Jurassic time.
Arrows indicate probable flow directions of
Jurassic ocean currents; W = warm current; C = cold
current. Adapted from Frakes (1979, text-figure 6-3).
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eastern part of the Beaufort
-Mackenzie Basin (see Text-Figure 2-3), which
was connected at its southern end
with another marine depression, the
northeast-southwest trending
Keele-Kandik Trough. (In the palaeogeographic
discussions in this chapter, the
seas which occupied these depressions are
referred to as the 'Beaufort
-Mackenzie Sea' and 'Keele-Kandik Seaway'
respectively.). The combined Beaufort
-Mackenzie and Keele-Kandik Seaway
system separated the 'mainland' Peel Landmass to the
east from the Keele-Old
Crow Landmass 'island' to the west.

Beyond the Keele-Old Crow Landmass was

the open 'Palaeopacific'; in fact the Beaufort-Mackenzie/Keele-Kandik Seaway
system joined two lobes of the 'Palaeopacific' Ocean.

This seaway system

was possibly, at least in part, an aulacogen (a failed arm of a plate
tectonic triple junction).

The area was moderately tectonically active, as

evidenced by the coeval faulting and folding.

The formation of clastic

wedges in the eastern part of the Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin and its associated
Vittrekwa Embayment testifies to the presence of an intermittently uplifted
sediment source to the east; thus the Peel Landmass must have been an upland
area of at least moderate relief.
local flora in which
The palynofloras indicate a diverse
predominant; angiosperms had yet to
pteridophytes and gymnosperms were
area of the Aklavik
appear. As noted above, the pal aeol ati tude of the
Cretaceous was similar to the present latitude
Range during the Jurassic and
vegetation of the Aklavik Range is
of that region. However, the modern
thus of a very
and coniferous forest; it is
tundra
between
transitional
during the mid- to
that which prevailed there
restricted type compared to
such a difference will require explanation,
for
reasons
The
late Mesozoic.
and this is attempted below.
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Palynofloral and
Palaeofloral Provinces
Before embarking on a
discussion of palynofloral provinces of
the Late Jurassic - Early
Cretaceous, it is first
appropriate to mention
palaeofloral
the
provinces which have been
identified on the basis of
megafloral remains. Most work on
Mesozoic megafloras has been carried out
in the U.S.S.R., largely because of the abundance
there of terrestrial
deposits of this age. Vakhrameev (1975) divided
mid -Mesozoic (Late
Triassic - Early Cretaceous) floras into two primary
regions, as follows:
1) The Indo-European Region, which includes all areas of the world
excluding those encompassed by the Siberian Region (see below).

Floras in

the Indo-European Region are typified by an abundance and diversity of
ferns of the families Marattiaceae, Matoniaceae and Dipteridaceae, and of
cycads of the orders Bennettitales and Cycadales.

Among gymnosperms,

Brachyphyllum and Pagiophyllum are predominant (these genera generally
being associated with the pollen Classopollis).

According to Vakhrameev,

this flora indicates a tropical to subtropical climate.

It is divisible into

European - Sinian and Australian subregions on the basis of taxonomic content.
2) The Siberian Region, which includes parts of Alaska and northwestern
U.S.S.R. Plate assemblages here
Canada as well as much of northeastern
Region; they are characterized
are less diverse than in the Indo-European
including Czekanowskiales and probably
by an abundance of deciduous plants
Pinaceae are also abundant. According to
some Ginkgoales. Members of the
corresponds to the warm-temperate zone.
Region
Siberian
Vakhrameev, the
authoritative
palynofloral provinces, the most
Turning now to
for the Cretaceous is the publication
these
on
date
and detailed work to
As these authors acknowledged, however,
by Herngreen and Khlonova (1981).
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as early as 1967 Goczan

recognized that various Cretaceous floral
provinces could be
recognized on the basis of
palynofloras. Between 1967 and
work
of
the
Herngreen and Khlonova,
several authors have proposed preliminary
schemes of palynofloral
provinces of this period (e.g. Srivastava, 1978).
Herngreen and Khlonova recognized
the following for the Lower Cretaceous:
1) The Lower Cretaceous Boreal Microfloral
(or simply 'Boreal') Province,
encompassing almost all of Laurasia; it is
characterized by a dominance
and diversity of trilete and bisaccate elements and relatively low
percentages of Classopollis except in its lower palaeolatitudes.
2) The Pre-Albian West African - South American (or 'WASA') Province,
encompassing Italy, approximately the northern half of South America and
the northern two-thirds of Africa.

Palynofloras here are dominated by

gymnospermous types, notably Classopollis, Ephedripites, Eucommiidites and
Araucariacites, and are characterized by the presence of Dicheiropollis
etruscus.
3) The Gondwana Province, encompassing Australasia, India, Antarctica
and the southern parts of South America and Africa.

Palynofloras here are

characterized especially by the trisaccate pollen genera Microcachryidites
strata elsewhere.
and Podosporites, which have not been found in coeval
Province in the
Herngreen and Khlonova subdivided the Boreal
U.S.S.R. and western Europe

into several subprovinces (see Text-Figure 26-2):

Subprovince, in which taxonomic diversity is high
a) The Boreal -European
true valvate Trilobosporites as well
and assemblages include specimens of
and 'Impardecispora' (i.e. Concavissimias Pilosisporites, Aequitriradites
Classopollis is common in this
its allies).
and
apiverrucatus
sporites
subprovince.
Subprovince, in which assemblages show a diversity
-Siberian
b) The Boreal
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Text-Figure 26-2:

Palynofloral subprovinces in Eurasia during early Cretaceous time.
From Herngreen and Khlonova (1981 text-figure 4).
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reduced from that of the
Boreal -European
Subprovince, but still include
Aequitriradites,
Pilosisporites and 'Impardecispora';
Trilobosporites,
however, is absent and
Classopollis is less numerous.
c) The Boreal -Arctic Subprovince,
in which assemblages are of low diversity;
they contain 'Impardecispora' but lack
Trilobosporites, Aequitriradites,
Pilosisporites and Classopollis.
The boundaries between the Boreal
-Siberian and Boreal-Arctic
(palynofloral) Subprovinces and the Indo-European and Siberial (palaeofloral)
Regions in the U.S.S.R. are subparallel to each and to lines of coeval
palaeolatitude; however, the palaeofloral boundary is, on average, about
1000km south of the palynofloral boundary.

A similar situation of 'out of

phase' palaeofloral and palynofloral boundaries apparently occurs also
in North America (Smiley, 1974), but details are as yet lacking.

That

these two types of boundary are 'out of phase' is perhaps to be expected;
through a number of reasons, including differential preservational factors,
differential productivity of miospores, proximity of habitats to depositional basins and wider dispersal of miospores than megafossils, natural
plant communities will tend -Co be represented by different plant groups
and different distribution patterns in the two types of fossil record.
That these boundaries are subparallel to lines of palaeolatitude is
suggestive of a common climatic control.

The general northward decrease

palynofloras reflects the pattern
in diversity of both palaeo- and
exhibited by modern floras.
encountered from the sequences examined in
The palynofloras
palynofloral Boreal Province. Truly
this work are clearly within the
are present, although sparse in number;
valvate species of Trilobosporites
Concavissimisporites apiverrucatus are
Aequitriradites, Pilosisporites and
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also present.

Classopollis is a persistent element

occurs in low percentages.
moderately high.

throuhout,
but
g
Overall diversity of the assemblages is

These

assemblages do not fit
comfortably into either
the Boreal -European or Boreal -Siberian
Subprovinces; if one places them
into the former, the percentage of
Classopoll is would be atypically low,
whereas if they are referred to the
Boreal -Siberian Subprovince, the
presence of Trilobosporites proves an
embarassment. Perhaps this problem
is best settled by postulating that these
palynofloras are transitional
between the two subprovinces.
Actually, considering the high palaeolatitude, it might be more
reasonable to have found assemblages transitional between the BorealSiberian and Boreal-Arctic Subprovinces.

A similar anomaly has been reported

for the (Lower Cretaceous?) megafloras of Alaska.

Herngreen and Khlonova

(1981, p.524) stated that these floras, apart from having predominant
ginkgophyte and coniferous elements, contain "considerable numbers of fern
species and aquatic plants indicative of the relative humidity [i.e.
relatively high humidity]." This anomaly may reflect the proximity of a
relatively warm 'Palaeopacific' Ocean.

This possibility is discussed

further in the next section.

Palaeocl imate
late Mesozoic palynofloras in the
The presence of rich mid- to
assemblages in Alaska (both areas
megafloral
rich
Aklavik Range and
palaeolatitudes), together with lack of evidence
high
in
supposedly being
were
Mesozoic, indicate that climates
the
in
for glaciation anywhere
extreme cold conditions in polar
lacking
(i.e.
warmer or moreequable
today.
latitudes) than are those of
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Frakes (1979) has

extensively reviewed
climates of the past.
His palaeogeographic maps
for the
Jurassic and Cretaceous
(op. cit.,
text-figures 6-3 and 6-8) show that evaporite deposits covered a broad
range of palaeolatitudes and
that coeval coal
deposits extended to very
high palaeolatitudes indeed. Frakes
(op. cit., pp.162-163) pointed out
that the poleward replacement of broad
arid belts by zones of coal
formation indicates that
. extensive evaporation in
... [relatively low
palaeolatitudes] provided abundant moisture
through
the subtropical circulation cells
for higher-latitude
precipitation.
The

presence of extensive evaporites indicates a hot, arid climate.

Oxygen isotope analysis of fossil shells also supports a late Mesozoic
climate which was warmer than that of today, although judging from the
discussion of such data by Frakes, the results of such analyses must be
used with extreme caution.

Although the Mesozoic climate may have been

warmer or more equable than that existing today, there is evidence that
climates then involved seasons, just as they do at present.

For example,

Francis (1982) noted that growth rings characterize the tree trunks in
Dorset. From
the gymnosperm forests of the basal Purbeck Formation in
of evaporites in the
the nature of these growth rings and the presence
'Purbeck' climate was of
same formation, Francis suggested that the
winters conducive to tree growth and
Mediterranean type, with warm, wet
evaporite formation.
hot, arid summers suitable for
more
climate milder or latitudinally
Why was the Mesozoic
important feature controlling
The single most
one?
present
equable than the
of
apparently the relative distribution
is
scale
UT climate on a global
degree of thermal isolation
surface and the
earth's
land and sea over the
of this are given by
Fuller discussions
eauator
of the poles from the
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Frakes (1979), but it is
pertinent here to give an outline of how land-sea
distributions control climate.
Maximum insolation, of course, occurs in
the tropics and minimum
insolation at the poles. To rectify this
imbalance in energy budget, heat
is redistributed polewards by atmospheric
processes and ocean currents. When
the poles become thermally isolated,
as they are today, by the positioning
over them of continental masses
(such as Antarctica or Gondwanaland) or of
more or less closed polar seas
(such as the Arctic Ocean), the effectiveness of this redistribution of
energy is reduced and glaciations may develop.

When the polar regions

are not thermally isolated, ocean current systems are able to distribute
heat energy gained in the tropics more efficiently to polar regions, and
the global climate becomes latitudinally more equable.
By applying it to the changing configuration of continents and
oceans, Donn and Shaw (1977) used a mathematical meteorological model to
trace the evolution of climate from the Triassic to the present day.
These authors thus predicted that for the mid-Jurassic the global range of
mean annual temperature would have been from 25°C in the tropics to 0°C in
polar regions.

This compares with the present range of 25°C to -15°C.

These results thus support the contentions that land-sea distribution on
the earth's surface is a crucial factor in determining the nature of the
much warmer in the Mesozoic
global climate, and that polar regions were
temperatures may have been about
than they are today, although tropical
the same.
from the foregoing discussion, ocean
As will have been noted
to play in determining climate; for this
currents have an important role
because they are involved in the explanation
reason and more especially
Mesozoic northwestern. North America, it is
below of the local climate of
general overview of their nature. The following
appropriate here to give a
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is based on descriptions by
Vincent (in Smith,
1981), to whose paper the
reader is referred for a more
detailed account. The surface currents of
the oceans are driven primarily by
atmospheric wind circulation patterns.
easterly
trade winds (which
The
blow from east to west) of the tropics
drive westward flowing equatorial
currents. In mid- to high latitudes
the dominant winds are the 'westerlies',
which produce eastward flowing
currents. With the exception of the
Antarctic Circumpolar (westward)
Current, continents block the flow of these
latitudinal currents and the
establishment of a series of oceanic gyres results, these gyres having a
clockwise progress in the Northern Hemisphere and an anticlockwise
progress in the Southern Hemisphere (see Vincent in Smith, op. cit.,
text-figure 19.7).
Two corollaries of the general circulation of the oceans are
particularly pertinent to the present story.
the distribution of warm and cold currents:

The first of these concerns
the poleward-flowing, and

therefore warm, currents of the oceanic gyres occur off the east coasts of
continents; the equatorward flowing, and therefore cold, currents occur off
west coasts of continents.

The second corollary concerns the heat intake

of the westward flowing equatorial currents.

As these currents move from

they remain on their course
east to west they gain heat; thus the longer
the more heat they are able to
at the equator, the more heat they gain and
The Mesozoic 'Palaeopacific' Ocean was much
redistribute to polar regions.
entire hemisphere
as noted above, it had an
Pacific;
modern
larger than the
correspondingly
current gyres must have been
largely to itself. Its ocean
components very long; thus they would have
equatorial
large and hence their
subsequently (redistributed to
have been
would
which
gained much heat,
produce relatively warm polar regions (compared to modern ones).
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From the second
corollary of general
ocean current circulation
we have a mechanism by which warm
polar latitudes
during the mid- to late
Mesozoic can be explained.
However, from Frakes'
palaeogeographic
reconstructions for the
Jurassic and
Cretaceous, it can be seen that the
oceanic
gyre
off the
part of
northwest coast of the coeval
North American
continent was probably a southward
-flowing cold current. At least at more
southerly latitudes, cold currents
cause the air above them to cool;
this air, when it blows onshore, usually warms
over the land and is
therefore dry. However, 'cool 1 , in the sense of ocean
currents, is a relative
term. The waters of the northeastern ' Palaeopacific', at least during the
long high-palaeolatitude winter, probably would have been warmer than the
adjacent landmass; hence onshore winds would have become cooled as they
passed over the land and precipitation would have resulted.

The relief of

the Peel Landmass, depending on its degree, may have been also instrumental
in increasing the precipitation in the coastal region; moist, warm onshore
winds rising over the uplands would cool and thus release moisture.

The

balanced,
temperature difference between sea and land would have been more
high-palaeolatitude summers, which
or possibly reversed, during the short
may thus have been dryer than the winters.
seaboard of the coeval North America
Further south, on the western
(that now constitute suspect terranes of
and over offshore microcontinents
eastern 'Palaeopacific' would have been
the Cordillera), the waters of the
therefore onshore winds would have been
landmasses;
cooler than adjacent
Such a Mesozoic
drying winds, conducive to the formation of evaporites.
climatic pattern of
from the modern
different
climate is actually not so
distribution of temperature
north-south
equable
western North America. More
difference predicted.
is the only significant
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A further question
arising from the
presence of such rich and
diverse floras from high pa
laeolatitudes is
whether such a variety of
plants could have adapted to
prolonged periods of
winter darkness.
Assuming that recent
palaeogeographic constructions are
correct in locating
northwestern Canada and Alaska
in high Mesozoic
palaeolatitudes, there are
two possible answers to this. Either they
were so adapted or there were
no seasons. If the latter is the case,
then it must be assumed that the
tilt of the earth's rotational axis relative to
the ecliptic (this tilt being the
cause of seasonality) was significantly reduced (to
approach 0', compared
to the present 23.5°).

Since there is no apparent evidence for such a

major re-adjustment in the gravitational balance of the earth-moon-sun
system, and since evidence for the existence of seasonality during the
Mesozoic in the form of tree growth rings is available (see above), there
appears to be no alternative but to presume that the coeval northern plants
were indeed adapted to (or at least tolerant of) prolonged dark (but not
necessarily climatically harsh) winters.

This is perhaps not so surprising;

as Smiley (1967) pointed out, hundreds of species of flowering plants grow
now in Arctic Alaska under such conditions.

Although angiosperms are not a

considered here, lycopods are; these
constituent of the floras being
Indeed some taxa of most modern plant
persist in polar latitudes today
winter snow cover, yet survive to
groups spend long periods under a
groups such as ginkgos,
the sun. Of modern
to
again
exposed
flourish when
specialized survivors of a group more
whose modern representatives are
expected that formerly they had broader
be
might
it
widespread in the past,
ecological ranges.
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Local

Environmental Considerations
Text-Figures 26-3 to
26-11 illustrate the
relative proportions of
the main types of floral elements
(dinoflagellates, acritarchs, reworked
miospores and indigenous
miospores) present in the assemblages studied.
Reworked miospores are
predominantly from Upper Palaeozoic strata, thus
reflecting the considerable amount of
outcrop of these rocks during the
mid- to late Mesozoic in the region of the
Aklavik Range. Some recycled
Jurassic and Early Cretaceous elements must be
included in the percentage
indicated for indigenous miospores; this is unavoidable, penecontemporaneous
reworking being almost always impossible to detect with certainty.

In

these plots it is the fluctuations and trends which are most significant
rather than the percentages themselves.

The act of counting commonly

involves subjective or interpretative decisions on what sort of organism
a particular fragment or poorly preserved specimen represents.

Hence the

counts of different workers on the same material inevitably will vary,
even though such counts will very probably show the same trends in changes
of assemblaae composition.
Dinoflagellates are predominantly marine organisms; in fact, no
yet been identified. Normally the
Mesozoic nonmarine dinoflagellate has
dinoflagellates indicates deposition in a
presence in an assemblage of
percentages may result merely from recycling.
marine environemnt, although low
algal palynomorphs incorporate mostly
Asa group, acritarchs and other
nonmarine forms (e.g. Pediastrum, Botryococcus
some
marine elements, but
The indigenous
also may be included.
and possibly some leiospheres)
terrestrial elements (bryophytes
all from
certainly
miospores are almost
and vascular plants), although some (e.g. Classopollis) may be representative
high percentages of
The presence of
communities.
ofmarginal m arine
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Diagram showing
acritarchs, reworked miospores
Explanation as for Text-Figure 26-3.
secti on 75-BIA-008.
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reworked miospores
reflects high
erosional rates, and hence episodes of
tectonic activity, in the
source area.
It is tempting to
equate increase in the ratio of dinoflagellates
to indigenous miospores with
increasing distance from shoreline and
conversely a decrease in this
ratio with decreasing distance from shoreline. However; this interpretation
is overly simplistic, as is shown by
various studies on modern and Quaternary
sediments (see Sarjeant, 1974).
The distribution of currents, the nature of
sedimentation and the proximity
to river mouths are but three modifying factors in the distribution patterns
of dinoflagellates and indigenous miospores.
Text-Figures 26-3 to 26-11

show that indigenous miospores are

on the whole the predominant elements throughout, but that marine elements
are persistently present even though they may be represented by low
percentages.

This accords well with the idea that the area of the Aklavik

Range during the deposition of the Jurassic - Cretaceous boundary beds
was situated, for the most part, in a narrow marine seaway and never more
than several tens of kolometres from land.

The presence of significant,

and occasionally high, percentages of reworked miospores accords well with
the concept that the source area to the east was at least moderately
tectonically active.

On average, assemblages from the Lower member of

dinoflagellates and acritarchs and
the Husky Formation comprise about 25%
Microplankton occur in high proportions in the
50% indigenous miospores.
(between samples 50900 and 50905) and
lower part of section 75-BIA-006
samples 50905 and 50912. Similar
decrease proportionately between
laterally equivalent parts of 75-BIA-007, with
in
seen
are
fluctuations
microplankton between samples 29126 and 29131 and
higher proportions of
above, such
29131 and 29137. As implied
lower proportions between
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fluctuations may represent
changing distance
from shoreline, although such
a conclusion should be drawn with
caution. With more detailed
sampling
over a local area, such
'correlatable' fluctuations, in
combination with
sedimentological and other
palaeoecological information, may yield a
detailed history of a local
environment; they might even lend themselves
to the development of some form of event
stratigraphy.
In section 75-BIA-014, the
top of the Lower member is characterized
by assemblages with low percentages of indigenous
miospores and high
percentages of microplankton, (except for
sample 50971, which is dominated
by reworked miospores).

The assemblages from the Arenaceous member in

this section also indicate strong marine influence (i.e. contain a high
proportion of microplankton).

However, in the overlying Red-weathering shale

member percentages of terrestrial elements (indigenous miospores) increase
at the expense of the microplankton.

This is the opposite of the situation

that might be expected judging from the 1 ithologies of these units; usually,
shales yield assemblages more dominantly marine in aspect than those
isolated from arenaceous deposits.

These finding again warn against over-

against the
simplistic explanations in this kind of analysis and also
neglect the collecting of
tendency of dinoflagellate biostratigraPhers to
sediments to yield poor marine
arenaceous rocks because they expect such
assemblages.
Chapter XXV) of whether the upper part
The problems (discussed in
comprises rocks of the Red-weathering shale
of section 75-BIA-007 indeed
above the Lower member, the contact
lies
member
member and whether this
present analysis.
in the light of the
re-examined
be
being faulted, can
assemblages towards the
the nature of the
in
change
There is indeed a sharp
increasing, terrestrial elements
marine elements
with
section,
top of this

b/4

decreasing and, most markedly,
reworked elements increasing abruptly to
over 75% of the total
assemblage (in sample
29143). Such an increase in
recycled miospores indicates
an upsurge in local
tectonic activity; thus
contemporaneous faulting,
perhaps at the contact involved
here, is supported.
Whether the upper unit in section
75-BIA-007 truly belongs to the Redweathering shale member is not
determinable from this analysis, however.
The Upper member of the Husky
Formation is characterized by
assemblages with low proportions of
microplankton and dominant percentages
of indigenous miospores.

A similar pattern is observed for the overlying

Buff sandstone member of the Lower sandstone division.
The Blue-grey shale member is present in sections 75-BIA-003 and
75-BIA-008.

In both sections through this member, the plots of the palyno-

floral elements show similar patterns; the middle part of this member is
characterized by relatively low microplankton percentages, whereas its
bottom and top yield comparably high percentages.

In comparison with

the plot for section 75-BIA-003, the curve at the top of section 75-BIA-008
appears to be truncated, owing perhaps to some erosion prior to the
deposition of the White sandstone member.
the base of the White
Marine elements are moderately common at
miospores, but both decrease to
sandstone member, as are reworked
unit and in the base of the overlying
essentially zero at the top of this
sedimentological evidence that a
Coal-bearing division; this supports the
the area. However, above the base of
prograding delta was advancing over
elements increase sporadically, attaining
marine
division
the Coal -bearing
base of the Upper shale-siltstone
a maximum percentage at the very
Reworked elements also
limit of this study.
uppermost
division -- the
in the Coal-bearing division,
of the assemblages
percentage
high
comprise a
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probably indicating prximity
to a tectonically
active and eroding source
area.

Palaeoecology of Individual
Palynofloral Elements
General Remarks: In the
vast majority of cases, the affinity and
palaeoecology of individual
Mesozoic miospore taxa are very poorly known or
understood. A few taxa or taxonomic
groups, however, have been the subject
of more investigation than others and are worthy of
special discussion.
Before considering these, however, it may prove valuable to consider in more
general terms the factors affecting the abundance of a particular type of
miospore in a particular assemblage.
1) Proximity of parent plants.

These factors are as follows:

All other factors being equal, plants

closer to the site of deposition will be better represented in the palynoflora
than those further away.
2) Density of distribution of the parent plant.

The more common a plant

species is in an area, the more miospores it will tend to product.
3) Miospore productivity per plant per year.
between taxa of modern plants.

This can vary considerably

Productivity is generally related to the

water dispersal for their
means of dispersal; thus plants relying on wind or
plants which rely on organisms to
miospores will produce more grains than
disperse their spores or pollen.
transportation and sedimentation. The differences
4) Dynamics of miospore
miospores will be reflected in
in size, shape and effective density of
differential modes of transportation and
their distribution due to the
cause.
deposition that these features
Different types of miospores have differing
preservation.
Selective
5)
of the natural environment and also to
rigours
the
to
degrees of resistance
techniques.
laboratory maceration
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Batten (1974)
contended that, as is
generally believed,
palynofloras do represent
the regional
flora, albeit in a somewhat
distorted way owing to the
features listed above and to
the fact that
some miospore morphotypes are
common to several different species, genera
or even higher groupings of plants.
Classopollis:

This miospore genus is a
distinctive, often common
and sometimes predominant Late Triassic to
earliest Palaeogene form. In
the present material it comprises up to 12% of the indigenous miospore
assemblage, but on average 2-4% (see Text-Figures 26-12 to 26-20).
Although these percentages are low compared with those encountered in
coeval lower palaeolatitude miospore assemblages, it remains one of the
most common and persistent elements in the sequence examined.
Classopollis has been found associated with megafossils which
have been aiven a variety of names; the most common of these are Hirmerella
Cheirolepis, Cheirolepidium), Pagiophyllum and Brachyphyllum (see
Vakhrameev, 1970; Hughes, 1976).

This nomenclatural divei-sity probably

masks a taxonomic and botanic unity.

Classopollis and its associated mega-

extinct conifer family
fossils are usually grouped together as the
However, some authors (e.g.
Cheirolepidaceae (i.e. Hirmerellaceae?).
Pagiophyllum and Brachyphyllum with the
Krassilov, 1978) have associated
1976) have
family). Others (see Srivastava,
Araucariaceae (also a conifer
and Araucariaceae.
the Cheirolepidaceae
suggested a close affinity between
different pollen types characterizing
very
morphologically
However, the
against their
opinion, probably mitigate
my
in
families,
these two conifer
Coniferales. The similarities that
the
within
very close relationship
supposedly exist i n other organs are more likely to result from convergent or
Parallel evolution.
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Text-Figure 26-12: Percentage of Cl assopol 1 i s
and bryophyte spores in the total indi genous miospore assemblages from samples
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in section 75-BIA-006.
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Text-Figure 26-19: Percentage of Classopollis
and bryophyte spores in the total indigenous miospore assemblages from samples
in section 75-BIA-002.
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Text-Figure 26-20: Percentage of Classopollis
and bryophyte spores in the total indigenous miospore assemblages from samples
in section 75-BIA-004.
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It needs to be
pointed out that the
statement by Srivastava
(1976, p.451) that
On the basis of
pollen morphology, Vakhrameev
suggested that the
(1970)
Cheirolepidaceae
belong
to
an extinct
branch of the Gnetaceae
.
is based on a misreading of
Vakhrameev's paper. Vakhrameev (1970; p.20 of
the English translation in the
Paleontological Journal) discussed a close
association of Gnetaceaepollenites with
Classopollis in palynofloras; he
made the following statement regarding the former genus
that apparently
misled Srivastava:
It can be assumed, from the structure of the pollen
[i.e. Gnetaceaepollenites], that the gymnosperms
producing it belonged to some extinct branch of
Gnetaceae related to Ephedra.
There is in fact no evidence at all that Classopollis is related to the
Gnetaceae, as far as I am aware.
Hughes (1976) briefly hinted on the possibility that the development
of 'multiple apertures' (see systematics section under Classopollis) may have
been an adaptation to the problem of orientation of the pollen grains
after alighting on an adhesive stigmatic surface.

The tendency of

dispersal (which, as Hughes
Classopollis grains to remain in tetrads on
widespread than has been recorded, since
pointed out, is liable to be more
break tetrads down) may also have
the rigours of maceration would tend to
This problem in functional
been an adaptation towards the same end.
most successfully by the angiosperms, in
morphology was eventually solved
more complex global arrangements of
which tricolpate and, eventually, other
apertures developed.
ollis and its associated megafossils
ms
of Cla
distribution
The
especially Vakhrameev (1970). As he
several uthors,
by
discussed
have been
Cretaceous of Eurasia Classopollis is most
and
noted, in the Jurassic
Palaeofloristic Region, where it may comprise
Indo-European
prolific in the
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up to 1 00% of the
palynofloras. In the Siberian
Palaeofloristic Region
it occurs in rel ati vely low
quantities, and in the highest palaeolatitudes
in that region it is
commonly absent altogether.
No sharp division is
recognizable, however, between
these two palaeofloristic regions on the
basis of Classopollis
abundances. Indeed these fluctuate with time,
relative abundances increasing
northwards during the Toarcian and again
in the uppermost Jurassic lowermost Cretaceous. These pulses, according
to Vakhrameev, correspond to phases
of climatic warming.
Classopollis usually comprises a conspicuously high percentage
of palynofloras in shoreline marine deposits.

It tends also to predominate

in continental and lagoonal deposits formed under arid climatic conditions
(evidenced by the occurrence of evaporites).

However, in Jurassic and

Cretaceous coal formations deposited on coastal plains or in intramontane
inland basins under humid conditions, Classopollis rarely or never occurs
in significant amounts.

Vakhrameev (op. cit) has also pointed out that

many Cheirolepidacean and associated megafossils possess a dense cuticle
and sunken stomata, commonly also protected by papillae or hairs; these are
all adaptations to arid and semiarid conditions.
Classopollis and associated megaTo explain the distribution of
the Cheirolepidaceae fluorished on dry
fossils, Vakhrameev postulated that
transgressions, when the sea flooded the lowlands
'upland' slopes. During
vegetation of Ginkgoales, Cycadales, Bennettitales
and annihilated the local
the
amounts of Classopollis sharply increased,
the
conifers,
and lowland
Conversely, during regressive
the 'uplands'.
to
adjacent
being
shoreline
coastal
able to recolonize the moister
were
plants
phases, the lowland
miospores dominated the palynofloras at the expense of
regions and their
speculate that the environmental niche
to
on
went
Classopollis. Vakhrameev

of the Classopol 1 i s

-bearing

plant might have been
modern juniper, which
similar to that of
shows a
-"
marked resistance to drought and is
tolerant of a variety
of soil conditions. Today,
some junipers form
light forests in arid
regions of the
Mediterranean region, Soviet
central Asia and southern
North America; it
might be added, however,
that
they also occur, for exampl e,
in dune situations
close to shorelines.
Notwithstanding his analogy
with extant juniper, Vakhrameev's
upland hypothesis for the ha bi tat of the Cheirolepidacean plant is
difficult to envisage, especially in its
geomorphological ramifactions.
For example, it is difficult to visualize how a transgressive sea, lapping
against an adjacent upland, can be associated with extensive evaporite
deposition (Classopol 1 is being commonly associated with sequences in
which evaporites occur, as noted above).
two observations
Vakhrameev's theory does not accord with the
Classopollis is commonly well-preserved and not
sediments,
marine
in
that,
fact is supportive of transport
neither
tetrads;
infrequently occurs in
Classopollisfrom 'upland'.

Hughes (1973, 1976) suggested instead that
forests and implied
margin of lowland
seaward
the
bearing plants grew on
ith the modern mangrove habitat.
ht be made w
i
g
that a comparison m
poi n ted out that xeromorphic characters
0974)
lants to live
Duddington
protected stomata that enable p
sunken and
do not necessarily
(features such as
und ue loss of miosture)
reducing
semi -arid climates).
and
arid
in dry locations by
(plants living in
xerophytes
xeromorphy, even
xerop
-developed
only
well
characterize
plants show
marsh
tide. Plants in
salt
high
at
For example, most
covered by water
significant
cornpi etely
retaining
and
be
absorbing
though they may
in
hence has
saline and
blems
pro
is
-water
have
that sea
such a situation
the fact
to
moisture due
amounts of
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high osmotic pressure.

Salt-marsh
plants therefore
suffer from
'physiological drought'.
Also, even in a
wet climate, sand orsandy soil
does not retain water
well; plants of
sand dunes associated with beaches
and barrier islands thus
might be expected to
show xeromorphic characteristics. I prefer to envisage
plants of the Cheirolepidaceae, at least in
part, inhabiting salt
marshes and/or coastal
dunes.
Bryophytes: Bryophytes
require moisture for their reproductive
cycle. The presence of bryophyte
spores in percentages generally between
8 and 12% of the total monolete and
trilete spores in the assemblages
studied probably indicates a humid climate.

In Text-Figures 26-12 to 26-20

the percentages of bryophyte spores are compared with those of Classopollis.
The relationship of the two sets of curves, if any, appears to be complex.
However, in some places (e.g. in section 75-BIA-002 and at the bottom of
section 75-BIA-007) there does appear to be an inverse relationship; as
bryophyte spores increase in assemblages, Classopollis decreases and vice
versa.

However, this pattern could probably result as much from sedi-

mentological as from ecological factors.
Araucariaceae:

Pollen grains of araucariacean affinity, such as

relatively rare in the present
Callialasporites and Araucariacites, are
constituting more than 1% of the total
assemblages, only infrequently
commonly
markedly less. However, they are
usually
and
miospores
indigenous
that do
that those araucariacean pollen
well preserved, thus indicating
afar by marine
are not transported from
and
derivation
occur are of local
miospores assigned to
that at least some
possibility
currents. The
Callialasporites are derived from the Selaginellaceae also should be borne
section here.).
systematics
in mind (see
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In

considering the
palaeoecology of the Mesozoic Araucariaceae,
Krassilov (7978)
concluded that as
plants of this group were most abundant
in low latitudes
during the
Mesozoic, they were
strongly thermophilous.
However they were also common in middle
latitudes. Their global
bution is indeed remi niscent of that
distriof the
Cheirolepidaceae. Krassilov
thus proposed that they
formed forests with
the Cl assopollis-bearing plant.
However, as noted a bove, the latter was
probably not (or at least, not

only) a forest plant.

Overview
Our knowledge of the vegetation of
the Mesozoic era is still
very partial and open to much
I believe it is a valuable
speculation.
exercise, however, to give here an overview of the late Jurassic - early
Cretaceous scene in the vicinity of the Aklavik Range, emphazing the
floras but not restricting the discussion to them.
however, that this is very

speculative

It cannot be understated,

and that, in many aspects,

alternative possibilities exist.
The study area was situated at about the palaeolatitude of
snow may have
No permanent ice existed, although
areas during winter. The area was
accumulated in inland and upland
Beaufort-Mackenzie Sea (which was
located in the southeast of the
(the Peel
closer to the eastern landmass
wide),
100-200km
approximately
craton) than to the
the North American
to
attached
Landmass, which was
of the shoreline of the
in the vicinity
sometimes
western landmass, and
Crow 'island',
constituted the Keele-Old
landmass
former. The western
.
area of modern northeastern Alaska and western Yukon
whi ch occupied the
warm 'Palaeopacific
the Arctic Circle.

To the north was the Arctic extension of the
the large,
Keele-Old Crow Landmass, lay
southwest, beyond
and
west
Ocean; to the

- 687 the main body of
the

'Palaeopacific'. The offshore
current in this ocean
still probably
retained
considerable warmth, even tho ugh it had travelled
far to the north;
offshoots of this
current were probably deflected into
the Keele-Kandik
Seaway and Beaufort
-Mackenzie Sea between the Peel and
Old Crow Landmasses.
Since the area of the
Aklavik Range was tectonically active
during the mid- to late
Mesozoic, the Peel hinterland to the east probably
had significant relief. This is
attested to by the presence of deltas,
which formed on its shoreline.
The average annual temperature at this palaeolatitude was perhaps
about 0°C, some 10-15°C warmer than that of the present day.

During the

long winters the sea was probably warmer than the adjacent land.

Onshore

winds were therefore cooled and delivered of their moisture in the coastal
region.

Onshore winds would have been further cooled as they rose over

the uplands, resulting in further precipitation. The short summers were
drier than the winters owing to the greater warmth of the land; perhaps
formation of salt flats along
they were sufficiently dry to permit the
more low-lying parts of the coastline.
vegetation was dominated by hardier
Along the coastline the
Cheirolepidaceae,which had adapted to cooler temperatures
species of the
Inland from the coast, in the moist
season.
growing
and/or a shorter
and species.
floras were rich in individuals
uplands,
lowlands and coastal
and ferns of
teridophytes, predominantly lycopods
p
by
They were dominated
and probably Cyatheaceae and
Gleicheniaeceae, Osmundaceae
the families
and Lygodiaceae became more
Schizaeaceae
of the
Dicksoniaceae. Members
Less prominent members of this
common during the early Cretaceous.
orders Bennettitales,
of the gymnosperm
memebers
been
vegetation may have
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Ginkgoales and Cycadales (these
being impossible to differentiate on the
basis of their pollen) and the conifer family Araucariaceae. Mosses
and liverworts (Sphagnaceae and Hepaticaceae) would have flourished in
moist places.

The floras at high elevations were possibly dominated

often
by members of the Pinaceae and Podocarpaceae, judging from the
poorly preserved nature of the numerous bisaccatp pollen grains found in
the assemblages.
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PART 4

CONCLUSIONS
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Chapter XXVII

CONCLUSIONS AND SOME SUGGESTIONS

Conclusions
The primary conclusions from this study are as follows:
1)

Unlike that of many groups of modern plants and animals, the

taxonomy of mid- to late Mesozoic miospores lacked a significant early
descriptive and classificatory phase of study; this has been a primary
cause of many problems.

As a group, fossil miospores have been studied

in detail only during the past half-century, and Mesozoic miospores for
a shorter time even than that.

Under the duress of economic pressures,

miospore workers have attempted to obtain 'instant' biostratigraphic
results, while largely shunning detailed and careful taxonomic work.

The

result has been: a) great proliferation of names; b) poorly described,
illustrated and oversplit taxa; and c) an essentially typological approach
which has caused miospores to be treated as morphologic, rather than as
botanical, entities.

Moreover, biostratigraphic results have rarely

general disillusionment
been meaningful and this in turn has led to a
Jurassic and Cretaceous
concerning the biostratigraphic usefulness of
potential of miospores in
miospores. In my opinion, the full
palaeoecological and evolutionary
biostratigraphy, as well as in
a detailed re-evaluation
interpretations, can only be achieved after
of the group's taxonomy.
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2)

From the literature it is evident that there
prevails only

a poor understanding of the natural variation
possible within a single
type of miospore, and hence of how formspecies of
miospores should be
defined.

Although miospores are organs and not complete individual

plants in themselves, there is no doubt that they are subject to
natural
morphological variation.

Such variation should be allowed for and, indeed,

described and illustrated (as far as possible) by authors of new taxa.
Apparent morphological differences resulting from variation in orientation
and preservation should also be allowed for.
3)

It is desirable to name genera and species of dispersed

Mesozoic miospores in a manner avoiding implication of botanical affinities.
Interpretations of a dispersed miospore's natural affinity have more
often than not proved wrong, or at least incapable of substantiation.
Names based on such interpretations are thus often misleading.

In contrast,

at suprageneric level it is desirable to use an informal and flexible,
has been achieved in
botanically based method of classification. This
the present work by using headings such as 'Sphagnacean Spores', and
relates miospores to the
'Pinacean Pollen'. Such a classification
rather than treating them
botanical classification, albeit tentatively,
can be reclassified
as isolated morphological objects. Genera and species
on botanical affinities of
under this system quite easily as new data
completely artificial,
miospores become available. The use of a
suprageneric classification for
prescriptive and subformal system of
rigid and promotes artificial
miospores, such as that of 'turma', is too
taxa.
subdivision of naturally coherent
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4)

As has been recognized in studies by
previous authors, the Late
Jurassic and earliest Cretaceous were times of
diversification among
certain groups of pteridophytes (notably among the fern
familes Schizaeaceae and Lygodiaceae) and among the Hepaticae (liverworts).
However,
regarding the latter group, no apparently hepaticacean spores have
been
recognized in the Jurassic prior to their (re?)emergence in the latest
part of that period.

These radiations are more marked in the palyno-

floras than in the megafloras.

They predate (and perhaps anticipate) the

radiation of the angiosperms by about one-half of a geological period,
and they indicate that abundant niches were available for evolutionary
experimentation.
5)

The new taxa originating in these radiations should provide ample

material upon which biostratigraphic zonations may be based.
their potential remains substantially unfulfilled as yet.

However,

This is in large

Part due to the dearth of incisive taxonomic work, but it is due also
to factors such as a) the failure to differentiate effectively between
of study of assemblages
the effects of evolution and ecology and b) the lack
studies of late Jurassic - early
from well -dated marine deposits. (Most
in nonmarine strata, where such
Cretaceous miospores have been made
as being most useful). A broad inter'nonmarine' fossils are perceived
will
proposed herein which, it is hoped,
continental zonation scheme is
future. The zones
detailed proposals in the
more
for
basis
provide a
follows:
and subzones recognized are as
Oxfordian to early Late
Interval Biozone (?Late
truncata
tlforaistrickia
Kimmeridgian).
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(Early to early Late
Obscuritriletes vectensis Interval Sub-biozone
Kimmeridgian).
(Upper Kimmeridgian to
Cicatricosisporites abacus Interval Biozone
Portlandian).
Interval Biozone (Latest Portlandian
Cicatricosisporites purbeckensis
to ?Early Hauterivian).
Sub-biozone (Late Berriasian to Early
Range
delicatulus
Pilosisporites
Valanginian).
6)

the-Jurassic.r.Cretaceoys_boundary. beds io

The datings for

broadly supportive of those
are
miospores
the Aklavik Range based on
based on molluscs.

fruitless to study
belief that it is
a
developing
7) There is
ate Mesozoic marine sediments because such
miospores from mid - to l
assemblages.
sediments yield only scarce and taxonomically monotonous
that diverse and abundant
show
study
present
However, results from the
perhaps that these
strata, provided
marine
from
miospores can be obtained
nearshore situations.
relatively
were formed in
abundant and diverse miospores in Jurassic e
of
8) The present
supports the
Cretaceous transitional strata from the Aklavik Range

o of

hypothesis of a warm moist palaeoclimate at the time of deposiMetozoic
of continents and oceans during the
pattern
from the tropics towards
these rocks. The
accounts for
enabled ocean currents to redistribute heat
energy
probably
this
today;
the poles more efficiently than
the Aklavik
high palaeolatitudes of the area of
one of
been
such a mild climate in the h
appears to have
area
study
palaeoclimate of the
Range. The
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long, relatively
mild, damp winters and short, warm drier
summers.
This climate supported
a coastal vegetation probably
dominated by
plants of the Cheirolepidaceae, possibly
in salt marsh or sand dune
habitats. The moist coastal lowlands and adjacent
uplands were
dominated by ferns, lycopods and bryophytes, and the drier
hinterland
and uplands by
conifers.

Suggestions for Future Work on Mesozoic Miospores
Based on my experience in carrying out the present work, I
believe that the following courses of study should assume priority in
future work on mid- to late Mesozoic miospores:
1)

Miospores should be studied from well-dated strata, preferably

from the stratotypes or adjacent areas of western Europe.
2)

Detailed studies of individual groups of miospores, e.g.

carried out, material being
Cicatricosis °rites and its allies, should be
drawn from broad areas but limited stratigraphic ranges. Such research
would enable the development of a concept of the evolution and geographical
investigated.
variation of that group within the interval
to, Mesozoic miospores should
Taxonomic indices of, and guides
3)
be prepared.
those involving re-exaiminations
Taxonomic reviews, especially
involved,should continue to be made.
of the type materials of the taxa
assemblages should be more assiduously
Rarer elements in miospore
5)
reassessed. Commonly a
biostratigraphic potential
their
and
out
ught
so
of assemblages;
form the greater part
taxa
of
number
small
relatively
-ranging elements.
usually the most long
are
forms
these
unfortunately
4)
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The rarer elements may prove to be shorter-ranging and therefore
more biostratigraphically useful.

In addition they may provide

valuable evolutionary and palaeoecological information.
Above all, careful and detailed taxonomic work should
become an accepted requirement.

Without a taxonomy that is stable,

detailed, accurate and well -organized, how can comparable quality
be expected of our biostratigraphic schemes, palaeoecological analyses
evolutionary hypotheses and statistical tests?
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APPENDIX

PROCEDURE FOR THE EXTRACTION OF PALYNOMORPHS

based on a description
by K. M. Meeres

Introduction

The accompanying flow chart illustrates a generalized processing
technique that will chemically break down a rock and release palynomorphs
for study. This process will destroy all fossils not possessing resistant
organic walls.

In spite of their resistance to most chemicals, palynomorphs,

particularly those bearing fine processes, are susceptible to mechanical
damage.

Therefore caution in handling is essential at all stages, and

especially during the later steps, to minimize such damage.
During the procedure a number of strong and extremely dangerous
chemicals (most notably hydrofluoric acid) are used.

It is therefore

essential to follow the safety regulations posted in the laboratory at
all times.
To avoid contamination from air, water, and equipment, all
apparatus used must be thoroughly cleaned and rinsed before and after
use in filtered or distilled water. (The filtered water should not contain
particles larger than aum).

The term 'water', when mentioned below,

should be understood as filtered water.

When possible all work should be

the air
carried out in a fume chamber in order to avoid contamination from
and to permit safe removal of fumes.
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Procedure

The procedure described is a compilation of techniques used
in many palynological laboratories dealing with Mesozoic sedimentary
rocks.

A record of the procedure should be maintained at all times as

an aid to other workers and for future reference.
The procedure can be broken down into a number of stages
following the outline given in the flow chart. (A list of chemical
solutions, their recipes and sources may be found in parts III and IV.)

A) Collection and initial preparation:

During collection the sample

should be taken from below the weathered surface of the outcrop; this
maximizes the chance of recovering fresh palynomorphs and minimizes
contamination from modern forms.
The amount of sample used depends on the amount of organic
material that it is judged to contain, and is largely a matter of common
sense and experience.

As a general rule, shales are relatively rich in

organic matter and only a few (5-10) grams are necessary.

Sandstones

and limestones,however, have a much more dispersed organic content;
consequently 500 gm

or more may be necessary.

The sample is washed in water and acetone if possible, then
broken by means of mortar and pestle into pieces no larger than about 0.5
cm across.

Crushing into finer pieces may result in damage to the

palynomorphs.

Insufficient crushing will lead to prolonged reaction times

in subsequent stages of maceration.

The crushed sample is then placed

plastic beaker and covered with water.
in a one litre glass or
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Carbonates are removed from the sample by

B) Hydrochloric acid:
hydrochloric acid.

Initially, a small amount of 10% hydrochloric acid is

added and the reaction observed.

If the reaction is violent, any further

acid should be added gradually to avoid damage to the palynomorphs from
the effervescence.

Stronger hydrochloric acid may be added to ensure a

complete removal of carbonates.

This may involve careful decantation of

spent acid, being careful not to loose any microfossil-rich froth.

A

minimum of 24 hours should be allowed for completion of the reaction.

If

dolomites are present, the sample must be treated with concentrated hydrochloric acid over heat at this stage.

C) Neutralization:

The sample must now be neutralized.

This is achieved

by decanting the supernatant acid, filling the beaker with water, allowing
the sample to settle (3-4 hours) and decanting again.

This may be repeated

several times a day depending on the settling rate. (A large capacity
centrifuge could be used to speed up this process.)
It is important that the sample be completely neutral before the
next stage is begun

If this is not done, then calcium fluoride, which

is very difficult to remove, will precipitate and will obscure the fossils
in the subsequent strew mount.

Boiling in concentrated hydrochloric acid

may remove calcium fluoride.

0) Hydrofluoric acid:

If the sample is in a glass beaker, it should

at this point be transferred to a 500 to 1000 ml plastic beaker and
About 50 ml of hydrofluoric acid is now added to the
covered with water.
effervescence.
reaction occurs, acetone is added to reduce
violent
sample. If a
reaction to
close the fume hood and wait for the
effective,
If this is not
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to subside.

Beware of a delayed reaction.

a reaction is a warming of the beaker.

Most commonly the only sign of

Sufficient acid must be added to

ensure as complete a solution as possible of all silicates.

The sample

should be left in solution for at least 24 hours, stirring or shaking
periodically.

After completion of this step, most samples are reduced to

a fine sediment.

The sample is now neutralized using the technique

E) Neutralization:
explained in (C).

Absolute neutrality is not as critical at this point,

although it is recommended.

If there is sufficient residue, part of it can

now be stored.

F) Hot concentrated hydrochloric acid:

At this point the residue can be

transferred to 15 ml centrifuge tubes (two per sample, unless more are
required in order to obtain a sufficient quantity of palymorphs,)

For

greatest efficiency, there should be no more than about 2 cm of residue
(when centrifuged) in each tube.

Treatment with hot concentrated hydro-

chloric acid at this stage should remove any unwanted precipitates that
have formed.

Approximately 5 ml of concentrated hydrochloric acid is

added to each tube, and mixed.
for at least 5 minutes.

The tubes are placed in a hot water bath

The residue is then washed

(i.e., the tubes are

topped up with water and centrifuged for 2-3 minutes at 2500 r.p.m., the
supernatant liquid is then decanted.) This treatment may need to be
supernatant
repeated until no further reduction in bulk occurs or until the
liquid is clear.

G) Neutralization:

centrifuging process
The residue is then washed (by the

described above) until neutral.
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H) Darvan:

A 4% solution of Darvan No. 4 will act as a dispersant and

will both loosen the sample and tend to hold the fines in suspension.

This

is an optional step and should be done only if there is an excessive
amount of fine particles which would interfere with the efficacy of
subsequent steps (e.g. sieves may become clogged if fines are too prevalent).
About 5 ml of Darvan solution is added to the residue; the
tube is then topped up with water and its contents mixed.

The tubes and

their contents are then centrifuged for 3 minutes at 1500 r.p.m.
supernatant is then poured off and retained for step L.

The

This process is

repeated several time or until the supernatant liquid is clear.

The

residue is then centrifuged in water alone at 2500 r.p.m. to wash out the
remaining Darvan solution.

I) Oxidation:

Oxidation is carried out to removed unwanted organic

material and also to remove any pyrite embedded in the microfossils, which
would cause them to sink during heavy liquid treatment.
Because of the possibility of damaging or destroying the microfossils by over-oxidation, the sample is divided into halves, one being
subjected to hot oxidation treatment and the other to cold oxidation
treatment. (Oxidation without heat gives a mild reaction and thus provides
a control.) Schulze solution is the oxidizing agent used in most instances;
on rare occasions these might prove to be too potent, in which case
concentrated nitric acid or 10% nitric acid may be used.
about 5 ml of Schulze solution is added to
For cold oxidation,
time.
and allowed to stand for a prescribed
the sample, which is then mixed
diluted
and the
water,
centrifuged
immediately
with
filled
The tu be i s then
procedure is
For hot oxidation, the same
off.
poured
olution
s
Schulze
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followed except that the tubes are allowed to stand in a boiling water
bath, and the reaction watched carefully.
The time required for the optimum effects of oxidation varies
from sample to sample and, with practice, one can judge by the appearance
of the sample (observed under a microscope after Step H) just how long is
needed.

Most samples require 2-5 minutes, although some may only need half

a minute and others may benefit from 10 minutes or more.

If in doubt the

treatment should be given for less, rather than more, time; if effects are
insufficient after the initial treatment, the process can be repeated.

The

samples should be washed 3 times with water before proceding to Step J.

J) Ammonium hydroxide:

The samples are now washed in a 5% solution of

ammonium hydroxide to remove in solution the oxidized humic compounds.
2-3 mis of ammonium hydroxide are thoroughly mixed with the sample.

The

tubes are then filled with water, centrifuged, and the supernatant liquid
poured off. The residue should now be washed at least 3 times with water.
(The residue should not be allowed to react with ammonium hydroxide for
more than a few minutes.)

K) Heavy liquid:

Heavy liquid treatment (using zinc chloride solution of

a specific gravity of 2.0) separates the organic fraction from any inorganic
mineral matter still remaining in the residue by gravity separation•. After
washing until neutral, the sample is washed once in dilute hydrochloric
must
acid to prevent precipitation of zinc hydroxide. All excess liquid
liquid. About
unnecessary
avoid
of
dilution
heavy
the
to
off
then be poured
mixed well.
and
then
the
added
to
are
residue
solution
chloride
5 ml of zinc
washed down with
Any material clinging to the sides of the tubes should be
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additional heavy liquid, and the levels in the tubes equalized.

To

induce gravity separation, the samples are centrifuged for 15-20 minutes.
The most efficient method of removing the organic float is to carefully
add water to the tube, avoiding any mixing with the heavy liquid, and then
to use a pipette to suck out the water, and the floating and suspended
organic fraction.

Figure A2.2 illustrates this technique.

Place the

pipette just above the water/heavy liquid interface and apply suction.
This will remove the water and draw up the floating organic matter.

The

mineral fraction should be checked under the microscope for any loss of
palynomorphs and, if none are found, discarded; if microfossils are found,
the heavy liquid treatment should be repeated.

1) Sieving:

The organic fraction is now directly and gradually transferred

to a 12pm micromesh sieve and gently flushed with water.

If an excess of

large fragments are present, they may be removed using a 150pm sieve.

The

retained supernatant liquid from Step H may now also be sieved through
the finer mesh, thus recovering any fossils from it.
The material retained in the sieve is transferred to centrifuge
tubes with distilled water.

If any clumping occurs, a few ml

of 10% hydro-

chloric acid may be added to disperse the residue; it should be subsequently
thoroughly washed away with distilled water.

If any stubborn precipitate

remains at this stage, it may require treatment with hot concentrated
hydrochloric acid.
subsequent to
For best results in slide making all procedures
filtered water.
sieving should be carried out using distilled rather than
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M) Staining:

To the residue, covered by a few milliliters of distilled

water, 2-3 ml of Safranin 0 solution and a drop of acetone or 5% ammonium
hydroxide are added.
15-20 minutes.

The sample should be allowed to absorb the stain for

All excess stain must then be washed out with distilled

water.

N) Mounting and Storage:

To a given volume of residue mixed with distilled

water , sufficient Cellosize solution should be added to increase this
volume by one-third to one-quarter.

Appropriate portions of the mixture

are then transferred to glass coverslips by means of disposable pipettes.
The mixture is then allowed to dry at room temperature in a dust-free
environment (e.g. under a box-lid).

The Cellosize acts as a glue, causing

the organic particles to adhere to the glass.

Too little Cellosize or too

rapid drying of the coverslip may lead to clumping of the residue; too
much Cellosize may cause this compound to crystallize. ( Only through
experience will one learn to judge the amount of water that will give the
optimum density of microfossils on the coverslip.
When the Cellosize is dry, the coverslips are mounted on microscope slides using Canada Balsam.

The balsam is spread evenly on the

slide in the area where the coverslip is to be placed.

If this is done

over a slide-warmer, with the temperature about 35°C, the balsam is less
viscous and therefore easier to handle.

The coverslip is then placed,

pressed
residue-side downwards, onto the balsam. Any air bubbles are gently
out from under the coverslip. Too much pressure or too much heat may
Also, excessive pressure may damage the
result in large bubbles forming.
coverslip.
palynomorphs and break the
cured by heating the slide at about 55°C for
The balsam is
balsam properly will result in slippage of
Failure to dry the
5-7 days.
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the cover glass and will make the use of microscope co-ordinates impossible.
Excess balsam may be removed with methanol and then warm soapy water. The
slide is now ready for labelling and either study or horizontal storage.
Glycerin jelly and bioplastic may be used in place of Canada
Balsam.

Both cure more quickly than balsam. However, glycerin

jelly tends to dry and crack over time and is thus not permanent.

The

plastic mountants, on the other hand, are not as convenient as Canada
Balsam and are reputed to be carcinogenic.
Any residue not required for slide making should be stored.
Before storing a few drops of phenol and a few drops of glycerine should be
added.

The bottle should also be sealed with masking tape or wax to avoid

dehydration.

Chemical Solutions

Schulze solution
10 cc potassium chlorate (KC103, crystalline)
500 ml nitric acid (HNO3, technical grade)
Store in dark glass bottle

Darvan No. 4
50 ml Darvan (powder)
1250 ml water - filter - add phenol (few drops)
May have to be decanted to removed sediment build-up

Heavy liquid (zinc chloride

S.G.

2.00)

Dissolve ZnC1 crystals in 10% HC1 until a density of 2.00 gms/cc
is attained. Allow to cool for an accurate reading. (Must be
greater than 1.96).
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Safranin 0
Dissolve Safranin powder in water in 1 to 500 ratio.

Cellosize
6 grams Cellosize - cover with methanol. Add 400 ml distilled
water and mix. Heat at low temperature to drive off methanol.
Add 4 ml phenol.

Ammonium hydroxide solution (5%)
1 part concentrated ammonia solution
20 parts water

Sources of Chemicals and Equipment

All chemicals are available from CanLab Chemicals with the
following exceptions:
Cellosize is available from:
Union Carbide Canada Ltd.
District Sales and Order Office (Chemicals)
123 Eglinton East
Toronto, Ontario

Darvan #4 is available from:
R. T. Vanderbilt Company, Inc.
30 Winfield Street
Norwalk, CT 06885, U.S.A.

Micromesh sieves are available from:
Buckbee Mears Company
245 E 6th
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101, U.S.A.

